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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO MONEY LAUNDERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Honourable Mr. Austin F. Cullen, Commissioner

AFFIDAVIT #1 OF JIM LIGHTBODY

I, Jim Lightbody, of Surrey, British Columbia, MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS:
1.

I am the President and Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") of the British Columbia Lottery

Corporation ("BCLC").
I am a participant in the Commission of Inquiry into Money Laundering in British

2.

Columbia, and as such, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters deposed to in this
affidavit. Where I make statements in this affidavit that are not within my personal knowledge, I
have identified the source of that information and belief. I believe that all of the information in
this affidavit is true.
3.

I affirm this affidavit to provide evidence to the Commission pursuant to a summons

issued to me pursuant to the Public Inquiry Act, SBC 2007, c. 9.
I.
4.

Vice President Lottery Gaming

I have been in a leadership position with BCLC since April 2001, when I joined the

organization as Vice President for Lottery Gaming from the consumer packaged goods industry.
5.

BCLC has three marketing and business operations: lottery; casinos and e-gaming; and

support functions, which include legal, security and compliance, finance, corporate services,
information technology, responsible gaming, communications, and human resources, among
other areas such as risk management and internal audit.
1

6.

I

spent approximately ten years as Vice President for Lottery Gaming. As Vice President

for Lottery Gaming, I had very little insight into casinos. I would hear updates from the casinos
division at executive meetings, but otherwise had little to do with casinos.

7.

As such, I was generally aware of concerns about money laundering but I had very limited

awareness of the issues around cash in casinos.

I was aware of the high limit table business and

was aware that people were bringing in bulk cash as there was no other way to buy in at BC
casinos at the time.

il.
8.

Vice President, Casinos and Community Gaming

In June

20ll,I

was appointed as BCLC's Vice President for Casinos and Community

Gaming. The former Vice President, Darryl Schiewe, was put on a special assignment to lead
the installation and integration of the casino Gaming Management System project. I remained in
the position of Vice President for Casinos and Community Gaming until February 2014.

9.

In this position, I was responsible for the marketing, product management, operations and

facility development roles in our casino business. The role of security and compliance was
managed by our Security and Compliance division.

10.

One of my first tasks in this role was to create a business strategy that supported the

corporate strategy of BCLC. The Vision for BCLC was for gambling to be "widely accepted as
exceptional entertainment." When I became VP Casinos and Community Gaming, I observed
oosupply
driven" to 'odemand driven," with casinos having
that the business had shifted from

successfully filled the gap in supply for casinos for core casino players already. I thought the
challenge was now to focus on the customer experience to attract people who enjoyed casino

gambling but were not attracted to the current BC casino experience.
1

1.

As I explain further later in my affidavit, we developed a Casino Business Strategy focused

on building a business whereby 80% of the revenue came from 20Yo of our players. This was an

effort to move to a wider player base, away from the existing concentrated player base where
80% of revenue was coming from 10% of players. Although the strategy we adopted would not
be easy,

I strongly believed that it was the responsible and right thing to do for the long-term

2

health of the business and consistent with BCLC's obligation as a Crown Corporation to serve
the public responsibly.

12.

Making this shift was not easy. It required us to motivate and incentivize BCLC's partners

in business, Service Providers, to be aligned with BCLC's strategy and to work within BCLC's
role in the gaming industry.

a.

13.

Release of Robert Kroeker's Report

As VP Casinos and Community Gaming, I became more acutely aware of the issue of large

cash buy-ins at BC casinos.

14.

Shortly after I became VP Casinos and Community Gaming in June

20Il,I

attended a

meeting with members the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch ("GPEB") and BCLC at

which the improvement of money laundering controls was discussed. Mr. Douglas Scott and Mr.

Bill McCrea attended from GPEB. Mr. Michael Graydon who was then President

and CEO

of

BCLC, Mr. Darryl Schiewe, Mr. Terry Towns who was then Vice President of Corporate
Security and Compliance, and I attended from BCLC. I cannot recall the date of this meeting. I
believe that it occurred in or around July 2011.

15.

I understood that this meeting was to discuss the results of

a report

written by Mr. Robert

Kroeker, who was then at the BC Civil Forfeiture Office, entitled "Summary Review: AntiMoney Laundering Measures at BC Gaming Facilities" (the "Kroeker Report"), dated February
2011. This report is in evidence at Exhibit 73, Appendix E.

16.

I am aware that, following the release of the Kroeker Report, BCLC received

a document

from GPEB entitled "Action Plan to Review of Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC
Gaming Facilities", dated August 22,2011, a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit

I

(GPEB0597). In this action plan, I understood that GPEB provided its response to the
recommendations included in the Kroeker Report.

17.

I recall that it was discussed and agreed

at this meeting that

BCLC was following the

recommendations made in that report and taking steps to try to mitigate the risk of money
laundering in British Columbia casinos by providing cash altematives for patrons. I understood
3

that BCLC wanted to do more to mitigate and prevent money laundering, by improving cash
alternatives so that patrons did not have to bring in bags of cash.

18.

On or about September

l,20Il,

I was copied on an email from Mr. Towns to Mr. McCrea

with the subject "Methods to Reduce Reliance on Cash in BC Casinos," with an attachment
bearing that same name. A true copy of this email, with the attachment, is attached as Exhibit 2

(BCLCool

57 60, BCLCOO1 57

6l).

b. Steering Committee

19.

on Cash Alternatives

I recall that during this period, there were many intra-organization and inter-organization

committees and meetings on anti-money laundering

("AML") and cash altematives. I sat on

various committees as VP Casino in a supporting role. The responsibility for AML at BCLC lay

with the Security division.

20. One such committee

that I was apart of as VP Casinos and Community Gaming was a

Steering Committee working on cash alternatives in 2011, entitled the "Casino Cash and
Payment Business Process Enhancements Project Steering Committee". A true copy of the
Terms of Reference of this Steering Committee are attached as Exhibit 3 (BCLC00ll927).

2I.

The purpose of this Steering Committee was to explore the use of cash alternatives, in

order to reduce patrons' reliance on cash, by overseeing the overall direction ofthe casino cash
and payment business process enhancement project and the impact on BCLC's processes and

AML regime. The Steering Committee held discussions about many different possible

cash

alternatives.

22.

I recall that Mr. Towns was Chair of this Steering Committee

23.

The Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee, attached above as Exhibit 3

(BCL0011927),were approved at the October 31,2011 Steering Committee meeting. A true
copy of the minutes of this meeting are attached as Exhibit 4 (8CLC0011893).

24.

Through 2012 and2013,I recall that the focus was on introducing cash altematives and

getting these adopted and implemented in casino operations. I was advised of decisions to
implement new cash alternatives during the2012 and2013 period.
4

25.

In March 2012,I attended a joint executive meeting including BCLC and GPEB to discuss

AML priorities, including the decision to implement a number of

cash alternatives. These cash

alternatives included, among other things, cheque holds, debit machines at the cash cage, Patron
Gaming Fund ("PGF") accounts, and convenience cheques. I recall that BCLC began to roll out
these cash alternatives in

April 2012 in all casinos. As these initiatives were introduced, BCLC

played a role in setting the parameters for these cash alternatives to ensure a level playing field
between Service Providers.

26.

I recall learning from Mr. Towns in or around July 2012 that the combination of the PGFs

and the debit machines at the cash cage had already taken $17
since

April 2012. By October 2012,I learned that there were

million in cash out of the system

179 PGF accounts. I recall that

BCLC worked with Service Providers to encourage greater uptake on the PGF accounts and
GPEB appreciated this.

27.

While I was a member of the Steering Committee on Cash Alternatives, I was also

a

member of the Casino Service Providers Working Group, which comprised representatives

of

BCLC and Casino Service Providers. True copies of the minutes of the meetings by the Casino
Service Providers Working Group on October 28,2011 and December 15,

20lI

are attached as

Exhibits 5 (8CLC0011888) and 6 (8CLC0011887) respectively.

28. I recall that the Casino Service Providers

Working Group provided a forum for BCLC and

Casino Service Providers to discuss cash alternatives being considered as part of the Casino Cash
Payment Business Process Enhancements Proj ect.

29.

Following one of these Casino Service Providers Working Group meetings, on or about

November

Il,2013,I received an email from Mr.

Brad Desmarais, who was then Vice President

of Security and Compliance, following a conversation during this meeting. Mr. Desmarais
emailed about concems about the mechanisms by which money flowed from Macau to BCLC
casinos.

A true copy of this email is attached

c. Meeting

as

Exhibit

7 (BCLC00L5974).

between Terry Towns, Ross Aldersono Steve Beeksma and Stone Lee

30. In or around April 2012,I received a call from Mr. Peter Goudron.

I knew Mr. Goudron to

be at that time an executive with the Great Canadian Gaming Corporation ("GCGC"). During
5

our call, I recall that Mr. Goudron complained about BCLC Investigators speaking to players at
GCGC facilities. I told Mr. Goudron that BCLC Investigators were simply required to do their

jobs. I did not tell Mr. Goudron that BCLC Investigators would stop speaking to patrons.

31.

I did not have the authority over BCLC investigators as VP of Casinos and Community

Gaming. As a result, following my call with Mr. Goudron, I advised Mr. Towns of Mr.
Goudron's complaint. As Vice President of Security and Compliance, Mr. Towns was
responsible for overseeing BCLC's investigators. I held the understanding atthat time that the

BCLC security team were starting to focus on cash facilitators and trying to clamp down on this.

I recall Mr. Towns saying to me that BCLC's security team were communicating with high limit
players and telling them not to use cash facilitators. It was Mr. Towns' initiative to put BCLC
security personnel inside the casinos.

32.

I later learned of

a meeting that occurred

in Mr. Towns' offtce that included some BCLC

Investigators. I do not recall the date that I became aware of this meeting, but I believe that I

only became aware of it a number of years later. I do not have specific knowledge of who
attended this meeting. In my experience with Mr. Towns, I respected him as a man of high

integrity.

33.

I did not have any concerns with BCLC investigators speaking with players in casinos. In

my view, it was incumbent on BCLC investigators to do all they could to make sure that they
were operating consistent with AML rules and guidelines. In my view, it did not make sense to
have BCLC investigators in casinos

if they could not speak to players. At the time that I received

the call from Mr. Goudron and to this day, I do not have any concerns with BCLC investigators
speaking with players in casinos.

d. High Limit Tables

34.

One plan that resulted from the Casino Business Strategy was the Table

& E-Table Games

Strategy Document, created by the Casino Product Management team in20l2, a true copy

of

which is attached as Exhibit 8 (8CLC0016589).

35.

I was particularly interested in this Table Games Strategy

as

BCLC believed that Table

Games like Blackjack, Roulette and Craps were opportunities to develop Casual, Light and
6

Moderate players to enjoy the casino experience more. The challenge in offering low limit table
games is that

36.

it may not be cost-effective for Service Providers.

The Table Games Strategy was driven by a focus on the customer and its primary

initiatives were around games and bet limits for light, casual and medium players. The Table
Games Strategy also addressed the High

Limit Table category using

a customer focus lens.

BCLC's Service Providers provided BCLC with insight into these players' preferences and play
behaviour.

37.

I was aware that River Rock and Edgewater were planning to add more private High Limit

rooms

38.

On or about January 29,2014,I received a letter from Mr. Jerry Williamson, Director

of

Gaming Facilities in the BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Division, regarding the opening

of the Edgewater Casino High Limit Room on January 31,2014. A true copy of this letter is
attached as

39.

Exhibit 9 (8CLC0008128).

As VP Casinos and Community Gaming, I was responsible for the ultimate approval of the

opening of the Edgewater Casino High Limit Room by BCLC. Although I approved the direction
that this should move forward, I recall that no new casino gaming area could open without the
approval of the BCLC Security team.

e.

Changes to Bet limits

40. During my tenure as VP Casinos and Community

Gaming, I received a recommendation

by the Casino Product Marketing Team to raise the betting limit for high limit tables to $10,000 a
spot, for a total of $90,000 per table for a hand.

I was told by Mr. Darren Jang that this that this

was in response to a request made by GCGC.

4I.

I recall a trial program of expanded limits in the High Limit or Private Rooms in early

2013. We did not seek or receive GPEB approval for this trial. The Director of Casino
Operations had the approval responsibility for bet limits.

42.

Between January 2013 andFebruary 2013,I was copied on letters sent to Service Providers

inquiring whether each Service Provider would be interested in participating in a trial of
7

expanded limits in the High Limit or Private Rooms. Attached are true copies of the following
letters on which I was copied:

a. Exhibit

10 (8CLC0008129) is a letter from

Mr. Serge De lure, Director of

Operations, BCLC Casino and Community Gaming, to Mr. Goudron of Great
Canadian Casinos, dated January 30,2013;

b. Exhibit

11 (BCLC0012455) is a letter from Mr. De lure to Mr. Jag

Nijjar of

Gateway Casinos & Entertainment, dated February 4,2013; and,

c. Exhibit

12 (BCLC0012456) is a letter from Mr. De lure to Ms. Lynn Holt

Paragon Gaming Inc, dated February

43.

On or about February

7,20I3,I

of

4,2013.

was copied on a letter from Mr. De lure to Mr. Rob

Mclntyre approving the River Rock Casino moving forward with the trial expansion of table
limits in the High Limit and Private Rooms commencing on February 7,2013. A true copy of
this letter is attached as Exhibit 13 (BCLC00I2454).

44.

I do not recall if Gateway Casinos or Paragon also participated in this trial expansion of

table limits in the High Limit and Private Rooms.

45.

On March 7,2013,I sent an email to all BCLC Senior Executives summarizing the

performance during the 2013 Chinese New Year, a true copy of which email is attached as

Exhibit

46.

14 (BCLC001sr75).

In my March 7,2013 email, I forwarded to the BCLC Senior executives an internal BCLC

email exchange between February 19, 2013 and March 7 , 2013 . This internal email exchange
made apparent that Chinese New Year 2013 was markedby a significant increase in performance

over the Chinese New Year 2012.1explained to BCLC Senior Executives bhat a key driver

of

these results was the tactic within the Table Games Strategy to increase bet limits on regular and

high limit floors.

47.

Subsequently, later in20l3, under my direction, BCLC made a request to GPEB to

increase the table aggregate limits in casinos. I believed that

it was prudent in the spirit of

collaboration and prudent to provide proper context to share with GPEB our Table Games
8

Strategy and request approval for the changes we were seeking including, among other things,

approval for the changes to High Limit table aggregate bet limits. This was done in or around
June 2013. To the best of my recollection, I believe

I was informed that when Ms. Suzanne Bell,

GPEB's Director of Policy, the increase in bet limits for High Limit Baccarat, she decided to
seek the direction and approval of the General Manager.

48.

On or about December 12,2013,I sent an email responding to Mr. Graydon regarding the

request to GPEB to increase the table aggregate

limit for high limit tables and BCLC's interest in

approving this increase by early January and before Chinese New Year. A true copy of my email
is attached as Exhibit 15 (8CLC0016541). I received a reply by email from Mr. Graydon that
same day, a true copy of which is attached as

49.

Exhibit

16 (8CLC0016542).

On or about December 17,2013,I exchanged several emails with Mr. Graydon and Ms.

Susan Dolinksi, who was Vice President, Communications and Social Responsibility at BCLC,

regarding the status of BCLC's request to GPEB to increase the limits for high limit tables and
the indication from GPEB that this was going to the Minister for approval. A true copy of these

email exchanges are attached as Exhibits 17 (8CLC0016543) and L8 (BCLC0016546).

50.

On or about December 18,2013,I received an email from Ms. Dolinski forwarding a copy

of a draft Briefing Note being prepared within GPEB for the Associate Deputy Minister relating
to BCLC's request to GPEB to increase table aggregate limits in casinos with her comments
Attached as Exhibit 19 (BCLC0015179) is a copy of the email, dated December 18,2013, from
Ms. Dolinski, without attachments.

51.

Attached as Exhibit 20 (BCLC001517S) is what I believe is a true copy of the draft

briefing note provided to Ms. Dolinski, without her comments added.

I recall that BCLC received notice from GPEB that they did not need to approve this
change in table betting limits, and so BCLC moved forward with this initiative. BCLC offered

52.

Service Providers the opportunity to increase table betting limits to $10,000 per spot and

implement an aggregate table betting limit of $ 100,000 at a private table.

It is important to note that $100,000 for aggregate bets for one hand at abaccarat table was
the upper limit that a Service Provider could offer to a player or players at a table. It is a Service

53.

9

Provider's decision whether to allow a player to bet the maximum bet based on their table bet

risk management. I am not aware of how often or whether Service Providers ever allowed

a

patron to bet $100,000 on one hand of Baccatat'

54.

The decision to increase the bet limits was not taken lightly. Before approving the increase

in betting limits, I asked the project management team if the BCLC Security team had reviewed
the proposal. I recall that I received confirmation from Mr. Darren Jang, the Manager of Casino
Products, that the Security team was prepared for and comfortable mitigating any risk with the

AML

systems in place at the time.

I am not familiar with the process that the BCLC Security

team went through to assess the money laundering risk associated with the increase in betting

limits in20l4.I am not aware if the BCLC Security team reduced its analysis of the increase in
betting limits to writing.

55.

In or around December 3,2014,I received emails relating to further potential increases in

betting limits to $250,000. This never went anywhere and BCLC did not pursue this increase. A
true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 21 (8CLC0007377).

56.

Attached as Exhibit 22 (BCLC00L6642) is a table summarizing the increases in bet limits.

I have reviewed this table and I believe it to be true to the best of my knowledge. I believe this to
be true as it appears the bet limits were set for different casinos depending on their interest or

capability. I recall hearing in Executive meetings when I was the VP of Lottery in around 2007
or 2008 that River Rock's bet limits were $5,000 per spot and up to $45,000 per table

f.
57.

Michael Graydonos DeParture
While in the position of VP Casinos and Community Gaming, I was aware for some time

that Mr. Graydon was unhappy with his compensation. I was not surprised when Mr. Graydon
departed from his position at BCLC.

58.

I was surprised to leam that, upon his departure from BCLC, Mr. Graydon joined a BCLC

Service Provider, Paragon/Parq. I recall learning from Mr. Rod Baker, the CEO of GCGC, that

GCGC was very concemed about the implications of Mr. Graydon working with a Service
Provider immediately after leaving BCLC.

10

IIL
59.

President and CEO of BCLC

In February 2014,I was appointed as interim President and CEO of BCLC. On or about

April 1 1,2014,I received
dated

a letter from

Mr. Bud Smith, Chair of the BCLC Board of Directors,

April 1l,2}l4,confirming my appointment

as interim President and CEO effective

January 30,2014. A true copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit 23 (8CLC0010531).

60.

On or about March 31,2015,I received a letter from Mr. Smith appointing me as

permanent President and CEO of BCLC effective April 1, 2015. A true copy of this letter is
attached as Exhibit 24 (8CLC0010532).

61.

I remain in the position of President and CEO at present, but I have been on medical leave

since September 2019.

62.

The roles and responsibilities of the BCLC President and CEO have remained constant

during my tenure. I have a broad mandate within the organization. I am responsible for

providing leadership and direction in strategy, marketing, and product development,

as

well

as

operational responsibility for the provision of products, services, and support for patrons and
business partners. I have duties and responsibilities in a range of areas, including in the areas

of

Leadership, Corporate Strategy, Planning and Reporting, Policies and Controls, Risk
Management, Human Resources, and External Relationships. Broadly speaking, my

responsibilities include:

a.

Leading and managing the Executive team responsible for the operations of

BCLC on a day-to-day basis in accordance with the parameters established by the
Board of Directors of BCLC;

b. Providing overall

leadership and vision in developing the strategy necessary to

rcalizethe organization's objectives and manage risks; and

c.

Ensuring strategic and annual plans are effectively implemented, the results are

monitored and reported to the Board, and financial and operational objectives are
affained.

TL

63. I am aware that BCLC is mandated by the Province

of British Columbia to conduct and

manage the commercial gambling business in British Columbia in a socially responsible manner

for the benefit of all British Columbians, that is, in a positive economic, social and
environmental way. To that end, my responsibilities include:

a. Responsibility for fostering a corporate culture that promotes ethical practices

and

encourages individual integrity and social responsibility; and

b. Ensuring that all operations

and activities of BCLC are conducted in accordance

with laws and regulations, and BCLC's policies and practices, including its
Standards of Ethical Business Conduct.

64.

I take pride in BCLC's social responsibility mandate and worked diligently through my

tenure to help BCLC to

fulfill this mandate. I am personally committed to social responsibility

and this underpins my leadership approach and management to the organization, including in the
area of money laundering.

I am very concemed

about the potential for money laundering in

British Columbia and in the gaming sector in particular.

a. BC's Unique Gaming Market

65. I am convinced, based on my experience as President and CEO of BCLC,

of the

uniqueness of British Columbia's gaming market within North America. Traditionally, North

American casinos receive 80% of their revenue from slot machines and20o/o from table games

66.

I leamed in or around20L2 that only two casinos in North America had an equal split

between slot machines and table games: River Rock Casino and Edgewater. This trend continued

recently with Parq.

67.

I am aware that there has been significant interest in the Vancouver market by other casino

operators. As one example, I recall learning that Caesar's had an office in Vancouver from which
they would recruit players and fly them to Law Vegas on a corporate jet. I am aware that the
casinos MGM, the Venetian/Sands, Resorts World/Genting and Wynn also recruited

in

Vancouver.

72

68.

Given my knowledge of the gaming market in British Columbia, I was not surprised to

learn from Mr. Robert Scarpelli of HLT Advisory, that when asked by the Massachusetts
Gaming Commission why he was interested in opening a casino in Boston, Mr. Steve Wynn,

who was then Chairman and CEO of Wynn Resorts, said that there were only two markets in
North America outside of Law Vegas he would be interested in: Boston and Vancouver. I was

told he stated the reason was their research unveiled that Boston and Vancouver had very good
schools and universities and many wealthy Asians were relocating to those cities or sending their

children there to further their children's education and would come to visit regularly. Wealthy
Asian business people were a primary target market for Wynn casinos.

IV.
69.

Marketing British Columbia Casinos

In my position as VP Casinos and Community Gaming, the marketing team for BC casinos

reported to me. As President and CEO, I learned of marketing initiatives through the BCLC Vice
Presidents responsible for corporate services, casinos, lotteries and e-gaming.

70. I am aware that BCLC and the Service Providers had a marketing committee

for BC

casinos and agreed on delegating responsibilities to BCLC and Service Providers, but

I did not

sit on this committee as either VP Casinos and Community Gaming or as President and CEO.

7I.

During my time as President and CEO of BCLC, it was my understanding that there was an

arrangement with the Service Providers that BCLC would focus on growing the low-limit play

by developing the "light and casual" player base and the Service Providers would market to core
customers.

72.

BCLC did not market to customers outside of Canada. I am similarly not aware of any

Service Providers marketing outside of Canada.

73. I am not aware if the marketing committee
74.

ever discussed international marketing

On or about June 17, 20I3,I received an email from Mr. Graydon. Mr. Graydon forwarded

to me an email from Mr. Baker with a GCGC briehng note proposal to BCLC entitled
"International lncremental Revenue Program". A true copy of this email from Mr. Graydon and

L3

this Briehng Note are attached as Exhibit 25 (8CLC0008094 and BCLC 0008095). I recall that
GCGC wanted to grow the international business.

75.

I do not recall having

76.

BCLC ultimately declined this proposal. I recall that High Limit and VIP play were not my

a conversation

with Mr. Graydon about this proposal by GCGC

focus for growth. As I explain in greater detail elsewhere in my affidavit, I was focused on

growing the large light and casual player base, consistent with BCLC's casino strategy and

vision to shift from 80% of BCLC's revenue coming from just l0o/o of players to 80% of the
revenue coming ftom20Yo of players.

V.
77.

Awareness of Growth in Large and Suspicious Cash Transactions

I do not recall receiving information early in my tenure as VP Casinos and Community

Gaming as to the source of large quantities of cash used by patrons. I do recall leaming about
cash facilitators who would deliver money to players at casinos. This was areal and significant

concern for BCLC. I understood that a lot of effort was being put in by BCLC's Security team to
remove cash facilitators or loansharks from casinos.

78.

I understood that the perception associated with large quantities of cash entering casinos

was not a good one for BCLC or for the casino industry generally.

79.

I understood that there was a risk that this money may be the proceeds of crime. The risk of

proceeds of crime being used at casinos was always a concern. BCLC had long been concerned

about drug dealers in casinos: criminals are risk takers and there is a high likelihood they would
be interested in playing in casinos. The primary reason that BCLC wanted to establish an

information-sharing agreement with the RCMP was to allow BCLC to pro-actively ban these
players. In the late 2000s, Mr. Towns put BCLC personnel into casinos in part to help to keep the

criminal element out of casinos.

80.

During my tenure as VP Casinos and Community Gaming, I understood that there was a

lot of confidence by BCLC's Security Team and the Vice Presidents Mr. Towns and
subsequently Mr. Desmarais, who I knew to be experienced former police officers who were
smart and trustworthy, that identiffing players that came in with large amounts of cash and

t4

reporting these transactions to the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada

("FinTRAC"), the Gaming Enforcement Policy Branch ("GPEB") and the police, mitigated
against the risk of criminality.

81.

I do not recall any efforts by BCLC's Security team to determine how difficult it would

be

to get large quantities of cash from a bank, although they may have undertaken this work. I do
recall that some work was done during my tenure as CEO to look into how MSBs packaged
money. It is my recollection that the security team investigated how Money Service Bureaus
bundled there money and determine that they were doing so in a manner that was consistent with

how it was being received at the casino. To my recollection, Mr. Kroeker, who was then Vice
President of Legal, Compliance and Security and Chief Compliance Officer at BCLC, would
have had oversight of that work.

a. BCLC Anti-Money Laundering Unit

82.

In20l3, BCLC

under the stewardship of Mr. Desmarais created an Anti-Money

Laundering Unit ("AML Unit") which was responsible for reviewing and monitoring existing

AML

measures and implementing further

AML

measures to respond to identified risks. It has the

authority to act independently, including barring certain patrons, advising casino service
providers not to accept cash from certain patrons, and working closely with regulatory and law
enforcement agencies, including weekly meetings to discuss high value customers and
transactions. The BCLC AML Unit used open source data points and information received
through an information-sharing agreement with the RCMP to check for potential risks.

83. All members of the AML Unit received certification

from the Association of Certified

Anti-Money Laundering Specialists ("ACAMS"). ACAMS is the largest international
membership organization of Anti-Financial Crime professionals, which supports individuals and
organizations to end financial crime through providing professional education, among other
things.

84. After I became CEO of BCLC, I was no longer directly
such as the Steering Committee on Cash Alternatives or the

involved in BCLC's AML efforts,

AML Task force. I relied

on the

Vice President of Security and Compliance for updates and guidance on ongoing and emerging
15

AML

issues and to raise these issues to me where they required my involvement. These updates

included information on specific patrons where appropriate. As one example, on November 26,

2014,I received an email from Mr. Desmarais updating me on activities of

a

VVIP and advising

me that all Lower Mainland casinos had been,advised not to accept cash from this VVIP until

interviewed by BCLC investigators. A true copy of this email is attached as Exhibit 26

(BCLC000797s).

85. During my time as President and CEO of BCLC, the AML Unit's size and resources
expanded. I approved elevating the position of leader of the AML unit from a Manager position
to a Director position, to reinforce and ensure the authority of this individual within BCLC and
to reflect the priority being given to AML initiatives.

86. I had and continue to have complete confidence

in the AML Unit. Throughout my time

as

CEO, I have made clear my position: I am prepared to invest in the AML Unit and to provide the

AML Unit with whatever

resources and personnel

it required to develop a strong AML strategy.

This is consistent with the direction that I received from the BCLC Board of Directors when I
became interim CEO. From the start, the Board of Directors agreed with me that when looking at
cost management, we should not touch

87.

AML work or risk

management.

I am confident that the AML Unit built a strong AML mitigation system to ensure that

BCLC knew its customers and to ban and place conditions on players where appropriate, based
on a risk-based approach. I trusted my team to be doing their due diligence where an unusual

financial transaction was reported by a Service Provider, and that the AML Unit would look into
the players' background to look at the source of wealthy and source of funds issues.

88.

BCLC was aware of capital flight restrictions in China, and the question of how foreign

national were getting money into Canada was an obvious one. Initially, the focus of the AML

Unit was on the source of wealth of these VIP players. I was advised that these VIP players were
very wealthy, and owned residences and businesses in Canada. Some had children attending
school or university in Greater Vancouver.
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89.

In20l4, the source of cash became more of a concern to BCLC. We had seen a marked

increase in table game revenue and the

AML Unit wanted to ensure our controls were working

This led to the focus on the source of funds/cash beginning in earnest in 2015.

90. BCLC became aware that as it clamped down on suspicious cash, illegal casinos were
opening up. I recall that these illegal casinos were advertising for dealers in newspapers in

Richmond.

91.

I am aware that in BCLC's fiscal year

business, particularly with respect to high

2014115, there was a large increase in BCLC's

limit table games. I continued to keep the BCLC

Board of Directors apprised of developments with respect to high limit table games leading up to
and following 2015 and the risks involved. For example, on or about December

ll,2014,I

asked

our staff to make a Powerpoint presentation to the BCLC Board of Directors about High Limit

(VIP) Baccarat. A true copy of this Powerpoint presentation is attached as Exhibit 27
(BCLC0008104).

92.

I recognized

at the time, in the face

of large increases in BCLC's business in20l4 and

early 2015, that it was important, given this increase, to ensure that BCLC's AML controls were

working properly and mitigating any type of risk. The priority that I placed on this is reflected in
the presentation that I made on March 5,2015, to the Corporate Security

& Compliance

Divisional Meeting. I also reinforced in this presentation BCLC's strategy to grow its player
base, as the existing concentrated player base and the reliance on high

limit tables was too risky.

A true copy of my speaking notes for this presentation are attached as Exhibit 28
(BCLC0O11934).

93.

Accordingly, with the large increase in BCLC's business in20l5, the BCLC Security team

introduced more stringent requirements on the source of funds. This involved placing players

who could not demonstrate the source of their funds on conditions so they could not play with
cash anymore and also barring many VIP patrons. This was first introduced in Spring of 2015.

BCLC expanded this program significantly in Septembet 2015.

94.

I am aware that the sourced

cash conditions program created concerns for service providers

about the impact on revenue. On or about September

ll,2015,I

was copied on an email
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exchange between Mr. Desmarais and

Mr. Graydon, then at Parq casino, about this topic. A true

copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 29 (8CLC0004503).

95.

As CEO, I tried to respond to concerns raised by Service Providers as the sourced cash

conditions program rolled out. I believed it was important to acknowledge and respond to
concerns raised by service providers, in order to secure their buy in for AML measures such as
these. As one example of this, after receiving a phone call from Rod Baker, CEO of GCGC,

I

told him that BCLC Security personnel needed to conduct these interviews for AML reasons. I
could not tell him about the information we had recently leamed from the RCMP as it was an on-

going investigation. I sent an email to Mr. Rod Baker at Great Canadian on or about September
14,2015, a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 30 (8CLC0004499). In this email, I
responded to concerns expressed by Mr. Baker during a phone call relating to patron interviews.

96.

I believe that the implementation of the sourced cash conditions had a significant impact

on the role of cash facilitators, who were previously providing cash to these VIP players. The

implementation of sourced cash conditions resulted in a dramatic reduction of the number of
STRs and a drop in cash buy-ins as well. I received regular updates on the trends in Suspicious
Transaction Reporting ("STR"). These were mostly verbal updates from Mr. Desmarais and Mr.

Kroeker. In these updates, I would be briefed on the trends in STR reporting and a discussion of
the circumstances that accompanied these STR trends. For example, one such update was

provided by Mr. Kroeker in

a

Briefing Document dated January 22,2017,

attached as Exhibit 31 (BCLC0004348).

a true copy

of which is

I also recall that Mr. Kroeker prepared updates on

trends in STR reporting for others. For example, attached as Exhibit 32 (8CLC0006409) is a

powerpoint presentation entitled "suspicious Transactions." To the best of my recollection, this
was part of a presentation made by Mr.

97.

Kroeker to the AML Deputy Ministers' Committee.

Following implementation of the sourced cash conditions program, during my tenure as

president and CEO, BCLC continued to build on and improve its AML program through many

initiatives elaborated further in the paragraphs that follow in my affidavit.

98.

There were a number of enhancements to BCLC's AML efforts in2016 including, but not

limited to: increasing the diligence around barring and putting players on sourced cash
conditions, based on their risk level; increased capabilities in regard to source of wealth and
18

source of funds inquiries flowing from improved information sharing with law enforcement;

restructuring of BCLC's investigative and AML departments to increase staff resources
dedicated to AML; creation of a new management position in the AML department; committing

to funding for the Joint Illegal Gaming Investigation Team (JIGIT); updated and enhanced
information sharing agreement with the RCMP to better support JIGIT; supporting JIGIT and
GPEB with information and casino orientation training; improving the use of cash alternatives,

including the availability of delimited convenience cheques and enabling international electronic
transfers (non-cash buy-ins); updated slot machine AML risk analysis; and, creation of new

AML analytical capability

99.

and enhanced customer monitoring.

BCLC's efforts to build on and improve its AML program continued through the years

following. Some of these efforts included: reasonable measures implemented by BCLC in June
2017; bank draft receipting requirements implemented in December 2017; implementation of Dr.
Peter German's Source of Funds Declaration and of receipting requirements in January 2018;

further expansion of the AML Unit in January 2018; casino chip rules implemented; and derisking Money Services Bureaus in March 2018, among others. After June 2018, BCLC was
focused on improving its AML regime through implementation of the recommendations made by

Dr. German in his report entitled Dirty Money: An Independent Review of Money Laundering in
Lower Mainland Casinos conducted for the Attorney General of British Columbia, dated March
31,2018 (the "German Report").

100. I add that I have never been an advocate of the high limit table business. It is my
understanding that the growth of the high limit table games was due to three main factors: the
investments by service providers to increase and improve the number of high limit rooms/tables
at River Rock, Edgewater, Grand

Villa, Starlight and Hard Rock; the massive influx of

investment and immigration into BC from China; and the higher bet limits allowing service
providers to offer a product these wealthy players wanted.

101. Apart from the money laundering risk that is associated with it, I have always been
concerned about relying too heavily on high limit business as a source of business and having
such a concentrated player base. I did not believe that BCLC could build a long-term business
based on these high

limit players. There was a risk that these players could leave at any time,
t9

Although BCLC's baccarat hold rate was strong, I was conscious that it could drop based on the

luck of the cards also. I also had concerns that relying too heavily on high limit business posed

a

social responsibility risk due to potential problem gambling and money laundering risks.

102. My concerns about relying too heavily on the high limit table business

are reflected,

for

example, in the speech I delivered to the Corporate Security & Compliance Divisional Meeting
on March 5,2015, attached above as Exhibit 28 (8CLC0011934).

103. Because of my concerns, I encouraged BCLC to focus on expanding the player

base at

lower levels (the "light and casual" players). This is reflected in the Table Games Strategy
attached above as Exhibit 8, which included a number of strategies aiming at growing the casual,

light and medium levels. I also encouraged using incentives to encourage the Service Providers
to do so. For example, we increased the commissions for Low Limit Table games from 40% to
600/oto encourage Service Providers and in the new Operating Service Agreements with Service

Providers, BCLC put in place an increase in commission rates for table games situated on the
main floor. The new agreements did not include an increase in commission rates for high limit
table games situated in private rooms, based on a direction by Minister Eby. The new Operating
Services Agreement was the product of a collaborative long-term planning process undertaken

with the assistance of several industry consultants and included Service Providers, GPEB and the
Government.

104. In or around 2018,I first became aware of a spreadsheet disclosing that there were $20M
in cash buy-ins in July 2015, of which $14 million were in $20 bills. I was not aware of this
document before this time.

VI.

BCLC Efforts to Engage Police

105. I am aware that the BCLC Security Team made efforts to get police interested in
investigating cash facilitators during my time as VP Casinos and Community Gaming. These
efforts continued when I became President and CEO.

106. I was informed by Mr. Demarais that there were numerous requests made to the police in
2014 and20l5. These requests included the BCLC Security Team providing to the police in
2014 alist of 10 cash facilitators that BCLC suggested as targets for further investigation.
20

t

107

.

I did not observe a lot of action by the police in response to these requests by BCLC. I was

told by Mr. Desmarais that the individual police officers that BCLC was speaking to about the
need for further investigations were demonstrating a lot of interest in the issue, but BCLC was

told that they were having a difficult time getting action by their superiors.

108. Once I became CEO of BCLC, I became more acutely aware of BCLC's efforts to engage
law enforcement around issues relating to potential money laundering in BC casinos. Not being a
former police officer myself, I relied on individuals such as Mr. Desmarais, Mr. Kroeker, and the

BCLC Security Team, who had the necessary backgrounds and expertise, to engage with law
enforcement.

109. I believe that these efforts to engage law enforcement were greatly facilitated by the
existence of the limited information sharing agreement ("ISA") executed with the RCMP by

BCLC in2014,

as

this substantially increased BCLC's capability to assess the risk associated

with certain customers and transactions. I am aware that, in or around October 2015, the ISA was
temporarily suspended. I understood that this suspension was precipitated by concerns expressed
by Mr. Len Meilleur, the Executive Director of Compliance at GPEB, that BCLC should not
have an ISA with the RCMP. Following intervention by Mr. Kroeker, this ISA was reinstated in

November 2015.I recall that, when I ultimately spoke to Mr. John Mazure about these events, he
apologized to me. I do not recall the date of this conversation with Mr. Mazure.

110. I am aware that in 2014, BCLC met with RCMP Federal and Serious Organized Crime
("FSOC") to make a formal complaint and to provide information that it had developed about an
individual that BCLC believed was providing cash to some casino customers in circumstances
BCLC found concerning. I expected that in the ordinary course these are the types of transactions
and individuals that would be the subject of STRs submitted to the Financial Transactions and

Reports Analysis Center of Canada ("FinTRAC").
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1. I am aware that BCLC shared more information with the RCMP pursuant to the ISA

and

in

response to inquiries by the RCMP related to the BCLC complaint through 2014 and2015.

II2.

Iam aware of a s. 86 Report prepared by Mr. Ross Alderson, BCLC Director of AML, in

response to a request by Mr. Len Meilleur for information relating to the

initial complaint made
2I

by BCLC to FSOC

in20l4.I

do not recall how or when I became aware of this s. 86 report, but I

believe that I only saw it a number of years later. I have reviewed the s. 86 report submitted by

Mr. Alderson and I do verily believe that it accurately captures BCLC's interactions with FSOC
relating to this 2014 complaint. A true copy of this s. 86 Report, submitted by Mr. Alderson, is
attached as Exhibit 33 (8CLC0004207}

113.

On or about July 15 2015,I was informed by Mr. Alderson that the RCMP had evidence

that aMoney Services Business in Richmond was using proceeds of crime to lend money to
people, including casino patrons. A conference call was set up to occur within the next week

with members of GPEB and the RCMP. On or about July 22,2015,I participated in

a

call with

members of BCLC, GPEB and the RCMP. I do not recall specifically which individuals were on

this call. During this call, the RCMP advised BCLC of a money services business in Richmond
lending out proceeds of crime that may be used to gamble in BC casinos. I consider the receipt of
this information from the RCMP as a pivotal moment. To my knowledge, this is the first time
that BCLC was told directly by law enforcement that they had evidence indicating that people
were bringing in proceeds of crime to lend to patrons in casinos. It immediately became
apparent to me that BCLC needed to do something further around the identification of customers
and source of wealth, but also to understand the source of money itself. BCLC acted quickly
response to this information, with the

AML Unit ramping up their

in

cash conditions program by

interviewing players who may have been connected with Paul Jin and those players who were
deemed high risk.

VII.

September 2015 Meeting with Minister de Jong and the creation of the Joint

Illegal Gaming Investigation Team ("JIGIT")
114. In meetings with the Minister of Finance, Michael de Jong, the Attomey General, Minister
Eby, I and other members of BCLC have consistently emphasized that law enforcement is
essential, not just to lay charges but to provide an element of disruption that allows BCLC to stay
ahead of the criminal element.

115. On or about August 24,2015,I sent

a letter to

Minister de Jong in which I set out BCLC's

recommendation for the creation of a dedicated law enforcement unit with the mandate to
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investigate and prosecute all serious gaming related criminal offences. A true copy of this letter
is attached as Exhibit 34 (8CLC0004514),

116. I recall that on or around August 30,2015,I received an email from Mr. Alderson with
speaking notes in a Question & Answers Document in anticipation of a meeting with Ms. Cheryl

Wenezenki-Yolland, the Associate Deputy Minister of Finance. To the best of my recollection,
this meeting with Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland was in anticipation of an upcoming meeting with

Minister de Jong. A true copy of the email that I received from Mr. Alderson with the Questions

& Answers Document is attached

Il7.

as

In September 2015,I attended

Exhibit 35 (BCLC0008972 and 8CLC0008973).
a meeting

with Minister de Jong. Also in attendance were

Mr. John Mazure, the Associate Deputy Minister and General Manager of GPEB, Mr. Smith,
Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland, and Mr. Brian Menzies, the Minister's Chief of Staff. The focus of this
meeting was the need for enforcement of

AML. I recall

that this meeting followed a call I made

to Mr. Mazure to express my concerns about reports of illegal casinos. Although I had no
evidence of BCLC chips being used in illegal casinos, I was also concerned about this

possibility. I told Mr. Mazure that we needed to advise the Minister of these issues and ensure
law enforcement was investigating.
1

18. In the September 2015 meeting with Minister de Jong, BCLC

expressed frustration that

it

consistently sent information to FINTRAC, GPEB, and the RCMP, and then would see nothing
happen while the media reported that there was money laundering occurring in BC casinos.

I

explained that in February 2015, BCLC submitted a report to the FSOC section of the RCMP
setting out its concern about rumours that a loan shark banned from BCLC casinos

in April2012

was reportedly operating an illegal casino. During this meeting, I described but did not identify

Mr. Paul Jin and explained how he had begun as a low-level loan shark and offered an example
of what happens when these issues are not addressed. I recall that Mr. Smith and I expressed our

view that the government needed to take action to protect the public and to protect the integrity
of gaming. I remember the Minister expressing concern about the revenue impact of illegal
casinos. It was apparent to me that the Minister wanted to be proactive in dealing with the issues
we raised during this meeting.
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119. I also recall that, during this meeting with Minister de Jong, Mr. Smith stated to the
Minister that BCLC could easily exit the high limit table business if the government viewed the
risks as too great. Minster de Jong did not say that he wanted BCLC to exit the high limit table
business. Rather, he suggested that he would talk to the Solicitor General to see what greater

enforcement could be done. I understand that this ultimately led to the creation of JIGIT.

120. During this meeting, I recall that the issue of illegal casinos was discussed. Minister

de

Jong stated that he would make inquiries into GPEB's role and the scope of its authority
regarding illegal gaming outside of casinos but that he did not think that GPEB was equipped to
deal with these issues. Minister de Jong stated that he would convene a meeting with BCLC,

GPEB and the RCMP to coordinate a response to this issue. To my knowledge, this meeting did

not occur.

l2l.

In October 2015,I was advised by Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland that the Minister wanted to set

up a new specialised police unit within Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit ("CFSEU").

I22.

The creation of JIGIT was formally communicated to me in December 2015.I was told

that JIGIT would be focused on money laundering risks inside of and outside casinos, with an
emphasis on organized crime. BCLC was required to contribute $3 million annually towards

JIGIT. BCLC ultimately sought to have this contribution recognized in our Cost Containment
Ratio so that it did not have to reduce our operating expenses a further $3 million and the

Minister agreed with this.

123. I received fuither information about the formation of JIGIT at a meeting in Vancouver in
February 2016 with Mr. Mazure, Mr. Clayton Pecknold, whose exact position I do not recall but

who I recall as being the head of police services for the Government, and the head of CFSEU,
Assistant Commissioner Kevin Hackett. I was briefed prior to attending this meeting by Mr.
Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais about the key concerns with JIGIT from BCLC's perspective,
namely that the funding contributed by BCLC may not be targeted towards issues relating to
gaming and the need for this funding to be 'oring-fenced'. I then raised these concerns during the
meeting. During the meeting, I learned that JIGIT would consist of two teams of 14-16

individuals with GPEB staff embedded within JIGIT. I offered BCLC's assistance with
onboarding and orienting members of JIGIT.
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124. JIGIT was ultimately launched a couple of months later.
125. On or about April 12, 2016,I exchanged emails with Mr. Alderson and Mr. Kevin
Sweeney, who

I believe was Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance at that time. In this

email exchange we discussed, among other things, the roles and responsibilities of JIGIT. A true
copy of this email exchange, dated April 12, 2016, is attached as Exhibit 36 (8CLC0004390). I
consider this interaction as an example of my commitment to doing the right thing, rather than
being concemed with who gets credit. My concem was with supporting BCLC's AML and
Investigations team for their commitment to their work.

126. I first learned of JIGIT's operations in or around October 2016, at a meeting at E-division
headquarters involving BCLC, GPEB and the RCMP.

At this meeting, CFSEU advised that they

were targeting 110 targets within BC with a focus on organized crime. CFSEU stated that they

would provide updates every six months, in June and December. To my knowledge, BCLC did
not receive those formal updates, but I understood that there were many discussions with our

AML unit and Mr. Kroeker.
127. lt was BCLC's position that BCLC had no role in law enforcement. BCLC's role was to
provide information, and BCLC had an existing information-sharing agreement with the RCMP

128. I am aware that every time that

a new member

joined JIGIT, BCLC would provide that

individual with orientation to the casino industry. I did not participate in these orientations. I
learned from Mr. Kroeker that the JIGIT members who would receive this orientation appeared

to frequently move on to another detail shortly afterwards.

I29. I understand

that BCLC's AML unit was to work closely with JIGIT and that there was

daily or at least weekly communication between BCLC and JIGIT at that level. I understood that

it was primarily the Director of the AML unit, first Mr. Alderson and later Mr. John Karlovcec,
who was the primary liaison with JIGIT.

130. On or about February 8,2017

,I

received a letter from Mr. Mazure with the subject "Joint

Illegal Gaming Investigation Team" which provided, among other things, a copy of the Letter of
Understanding between the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General's Policing and
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Security Branch and GPEB. A true copy of this letter, dated February 8,2017, without
enclosures, is attached as Exhibit 37 (GPEB1003).

131. On or about February 15,2017,I sent a letter to Mr. Mazure with the subject "Joint Illegal
Gaming Investigation Team." I sent this in response to Mr. Mazure's letter dated February 8,
2017.

A true copy of this letter is attached

as

Exhibit 38 (GP884962.001).

a. June 2017 JIGIT Arrests
132. BCLC occasionally received information that JIGIT was working on particular cases,
including the case that was ultimately designated as Silver International. I was advised by Mr.
Kroeker that it was anticipated that charges would be laid in this investigation in early 2017,but
this did not come to pass.

133. On or about June 13, 2017, early in the morning, I exchanged emails with senior BCLC
executives and with Mr. Smith after Ms. Laura Piva-Babcock received an email providing notice

of a press conference that same date at 10 am by CFSEU-JIGIT regarding details of the
investigation into an alleged organized crime network connected to illegal gaming houses and
money laundering. A true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 39

(BCLCo008419).

134. During the press conference that took place on June 13, 2017, BCLC learned of an
announcement by GPEB and JIGIT that nine individuals were arrested in relation to illegal

gaming houses and money laundering. To the best of my knowledge, attached as Exhibit 40

(GPEB1042) is a true copy of a press release by CFSEU dated June 13, 2017, relating to these
arrests.

135. I was surprised by this announcement on June 13,2017 , as I was not aware of any advance
notice given to BCLC before that morning. I was frustrated by the lack of advance notice.

136. I understood from an email that I received from Mr. Smith later on June 13, 2017 thathe
was also frustrated by the announcement and what he perceived as the misinformation that
accompanied this announcement. A true copy of the email that

I received from Mr. Smith, dated

June 13, 2017, is attached as Exhibit 41 (8CLC0010213).
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137. I expected that BCLC employees would be as surprised about this June 13,2017
announcement as I was. To address this possibility, I addressed this announcement by GPEB and

JIGIT in the BCLC internal newsletter, YAK, in an article dated June 19, 2017.In this article, I
assured BCLC employees that BCLC worked closely

with law enforcement and GPEB

and had a

robust AML program. A true copy of my June 19, 2017 article in the YAK newsletter is attached
as

Exhibit 42 (8CLC0011687).

138. Upon learning of the announcement by $PEB and JIGIT, on June 15,2017,I sent a letter
to Assistant Commissioner Hackett with the subject "Press Conference on Illegal Gaming and
Casino Money Laundering," in which I requested the name of the nine individuals arrested,
among other things, in order for BCLC to ban them based on public safety concerns. I did not
receive a response. A true copy of my letter, dated June 1 5, 2017 , is attached as Exhibit 43

(BCLC00oo337).

139. I am aware that Mr. Kroeker similarly wrote to Mr. Meilleur on June 16,2017, requesting
the names of these nine individuals, in order for BCLC to ban them. A true copy of Mr.

Kroeker's letter with the subject "Press Conference on Illegal Gambling and Casino Money
Laundering", dated June 16, 2017, is attached as Exhibit 44 (8CLC0000316). To my
knowledge, Mr. Kroeker did not receive a response.

140. I subsequently followed up with Minister Eby at a meeting held on or about Octobet 23,
20lT,discussed below in my affidavit, to seek his assistance in obtaining the names of the nine
arrested individuals. In this meeting, Minister Eby stated that he would seek to obtain the names

of the arrested individuals through the Solicitor-General. I later learned that the investigation
may still be ongoing.

l4l.

I also recall that Mr. Smith expressed BCLC's frustration that the RCMP

and GPEB were

not provided with the names of the arrested individuals in a letter to Minister Eby dated May 30,
2018, attached as Exhibit 45 (8CLC0008443).

142. ldid not understand why JIGIT and GPEB could not provide to BCLC the names of those
individuals who were already arrested. I was frustrated by this. I was very concerned that these
individuals could cause problems for BCLC, casino employees, and casino patrons, and felt that
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it was very important that it be able to keep these individuals out of casinos for public safety
reasons.

143. To my knowledge, the names of these nine individuals still have not been provided to
BCLC

b. Impact of JIGIT
144. While I cannot draw a direct connection between the creation of JIGIT and changes in
patron behaviour, I was pleased to see greater investigation and enforcement focus.

145. To my knowledge, the largest drops in the number of suspicious transactions and large
cash transactions occurred in 2015 and in 2016, as a result of the effons of the BCLC

AML Unit

to place players on sourced cash conditions.

146. Inmy opinion, it is worthwhile to have a dedicated law enforcement team that is focused
on the investigation and enforcement of anti-money laundering with information received from

BCLC and is positioned with the authority to act upon it. It is critical that the unit be consistently
managed and run. Based on what I have learned about insidious nature of criminal activity, I am

supportive of a cross sector AML enforcement organization which may be more effective, as the

criminal element will move swiftly to find cracks in the system. To be effective, this sort of unit
probably should not be limited to gaming but its work should extend across other sectors of the
economy. Sectors like gaming or real estate or financial institutions would benefit from having
an

AML

system

with

a law enforcement organization that acted on the information provided to

it.

VIII.

Roles and Capacities of GPEB and BCLC

147. Ibelieve that the current AML system in casino gaming has five layers of security

as

follows:

a. The first layer of security is the Service Providers;
b. The second layer of security is BCLC;
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c. The third layer of security is GPEB;
d. The fourth layer of security is FinTRAC;

and,

e. The fifth layer of security is law enforcement/RCMP
148. In my opinion, if these five layers of security are working collaboratively, then the AML
system has a reasonable prospect of being effective. The German Report made clear that these

five lines of security were not working in unison and that, as a result, there was frustration
among all of them.

149. Throughout my time

as President and CEO of

BCLC, I made active efforts to be

responsive to money laundering concerns in the gaming sector and to foster greater coordination
between these various lines of security. I regularly raised the need for greater collaboration and

coordination in meetings and by pressing for more resources and enforcement.

150. I understand that it is not BCLC's place to investigate money laundering: BCLC is not
responsible for leading investigations, as it does not have any enforcement authority. BCLC's

role is to assist in combatting money laundering by providing information to GPEB and the
RCMP regarding potential illegal activity. In other words, BCLC's role should be to provide
information through the regulator and the police. To that end, and in order to receive
information for BCLC to act on within its risk-based AML framework, I had no concerns with
the BCLC Security team ensuring that they had in place the proper controls and doing everything

that they could to ensure that casinos were operating under the guidelines and rules in place as
part of its AML regime.
151

.

In my view, the insidious nature of criminals means that the AML system requires

continuous evolution and collaboration among operators, regulators and law enforcement to

effectively address money laundering risks. In hindsight, there was a clear need for greater
collaboration and resources dedicated to AML among all gaming industry actors. I believe that,
knowing what is known now about money laundering, the dedication of more resources to
investigation and enforcement early on could have led a more effective approach to stopping
potential money laundering sooner. BCLC's AML unit followed recognized Know Your
Customer practices that included Source of Wealth and through a risk-rating process determined
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Source of Funds as necessary. BCLC focused and acted on that which was visible to it, that is,

activity inside the casinos. However, it did not have the investigative authority or means to
complete a fulsome money laundering investigation.

152. lnpractice, during my time
a

as

VP Casinos and Gaming and/or as CEO, BCLC had to play

much greater role beyond providing information, out of frustration that it continued to provide

information but did not see anything being done.

a. Conflict between BCLC and GPEB
153. As VP Casinos and Community Gaming, my engagement with government was limited to
GPEB staff. I participated in cross-functional meetings with GPEB. I was aware of an AML
Task Force that met regularly as well. Once I became CEO, I worked closely with the General
Manager of GPEB (Mr. Mazure), the Associate Deputy Minister (Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland)
and others in the Ministry of Finance.

154. In my time

as VP Casinos and Community Gaming and as CEO,

BCLC has always and

continues to view GPEB as its regulator. BCLC took direction from GPEB and respected

GPEB's authority. I see BCLC's role in casino gaming as being the generator: BCLC brings the
technology, systems, games, marketing and the opportunities to open casinos. BCLC also has
an oversight role with regard to Service Providers who are contracted to operate the casinos.

.

155. I believe that there needs to be a clear line between GPEB and BCLC. For the most part,
this line has been clear. There have, at times, been issues as the Gaming Control Act, SBC 2002,

c. 14,legislation is not clear.

156. In the 2012-2013 period, I recall that there was some lack of clarity about the respective
roles and responsibilities of BCLC and GPEB. I held the view that it was critical to clarify the
roles of each. As part of their attempts to clarify the respective roles and responsibilities, GPEB
and BCLC held

joint executive meetings to

share strategic priorities, including around

AML

initiatives. Attached as Exhibit 46 (8CLC0013089) is an agenda from one such joint executive
meeting held on November 5,2012, which discussed the respective roles and responsibilities

of

GPEB and BCLC.
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157. As

a further example of attempts to

clarify their respective roles and responsibilities,

before he was hired by the provincial government for the German Report, Dr. German was hired

by BCLC and GPEB in or around October 2016to determine the division of responsibilities
between BCLC and GPEB. Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Meilleur were the lead individuals responsible
Privileged

for this initiative. This report was ultimately received in or around December 4,2016.

158. In my opinion, the stories that have circulated about conflict between GPEB and BCLC

are

overblown.

159. In many areas, such

as audit and registration, to my knowledge, GPEB and

BCLC worked

together very well.

160. The policy team at GPEB and BCLC have had an off and on relationship. I understand that
they have sometimes had difficulty understanding the perspective of one another and where each
organization was coming from.

161. I am aware that there has also been some

issues between GPEB and

BCLC regarding

communications. Previously, under the Minister of Finance, all internal communications to the

Ministry and external communications by BCLC had to be filtered through GPEB. This could
lead to significant delays:

it could take days or a week to get a message from GPEB to the

Ministry. When BCLC moved from the Ministry of Finance to the Attorney General's Office, in
or around July 2017I told Mr. Richard Fyfe, who was then the Deputy Minister, that the existing
system did a disservice to the Minister and that communication from BCLC should be direct. Mr

Fyfe agreed with me and subsequently worked to ensure that briefing notes went directly from

BCLC to the Minister. I also raised my concerns regarding external communications with Mr.
Sam

Macleod who was by that point the new General Manager of GPEB. I do not recall the

exact date that I did so. Mr. Macleod agreed that GPEB did not need to review BCLC's
external communications, and after that GPEB stopped reviewing BCLC's external
communications.
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162. I am aware that there was some friction betweeh the investigations teams at GPEB and
BCLC. In my opinion, at least some of this was personality-driven. I understood from Mr.
Kroeker that on occasion GPEB Investigators had a "gotcha" mentality with respect to BCLC
Investigators. I understand that the relationship between the investigation teams is significantly

improved.

163. I recall that there have been specific instances that have resulted in BCLC becoming
frustrated with GPEB as its regulator. One example that I can point to that occurred in 2015
relates to the chip swap. I recall that

in fall20l4,I was advised by Mr. Kroeker that the River

Rock chip inventory was out of normal: there were approximately $12 million in $5,000 chips
outstanding. I was advised that some high limit players were coming in with chips in what
appeared to be consistent packaging, and there was a concern that chips were being used as

currency on the street. Upon learning this, I advised Mr. Mazure that there would be a chip swap

in which players were given a short window to exchange their chips, after which point chips
would be null and void unless they could prove that it belonged to them and BCLC agreed.

164. Shortly before BCLC initiated the chip swap, we were told by GPEB without any
explanation to not execute the chip swap. This was very concerning to me. The chip swap did

not occur until many months later, in January 2016. BCLC made many inquiries to find out the
reason the chip swap was delayed, but did not receive an explanation until several months later

I ultimately learned that GPEB requested the delay in the chip swap because of an ongoing
investigation into chips being used on the street.

165. This was a disappointing outcome to me, as I believe that this

decreased the effectiveness

of the chip swap.

b. Improving Relationship with GPEB
166. In my view, BCLC's relationship with GPEB, including the relationship between the
investigations divisions, has improved during my time as President and CEO. I had very good
relationships with everyone that I met or worked with at GPEB.
167

.

Ihad

a

very good relationship with Mr. Mazure when he was General Manager of GPEB. I

believe that we had a strong relationship that led to frank communication. I observed from my
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interactions with Mr. Mazure that GPEB was under significant pressure. I recall that Mr. Mazure
shared with me on occasion the difficulties he experienced in reporting to Ms. Wenezenki-

Yolland. I recall a specific conversationin2}IT in which he shared with me that he was on very
thin ice and that he expected to be removed as General Manager of GPEB and transferred
elsewhere in Government following the review by Dr. German. I do not recall the date of this

conversation. During this same period, I had regular calls with Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland in
which she shared her frustrations with Mr. Mazure and GPEB. I was concerned about Mr.
Mazur e and Ms. Wenezenki-Yo lland' s relationship.

168. I recall that Mr. Mazure also shared with me the lack of resources available

at his disposal

to become a more effective regulator. I recall he told me that it was difficult to be in the Ministry

ofFinance.

169. Mr. Mazure and I agreed that GPEB and BCLC both needed to take responsibility for
ensuring that the two organizations could work together. AML was a high priority for both of our
organizations, and Mr. Mazure and I discussed this constantly, although not in depth as it was

not either of our areas of expertise. I believe that both organizations wanted the same thing: to
make BC casinos the safest from any money laundering risk.

170. I was adamant with my Executive team that it was important we have

a strong

working

relationship with our regulator. I recognizedthatattimes it could be difficult for GPEB to be

BCLC's regulator: BCLC had resources. BCLC wanted to move quickly. Most of the BCLC
staff had never worked in govemment or in a highly regulated business environment and did not
understand why it could take so long to get answers from GPEB.

l7I.

GPEB and BCLC undertook many efforts to improve their relationship. For example, on

or about

lune29,20l5,I

sent a letter to Minister de Jong with the subject

"BCLC's 201412015

Mandate Letter Requirement", atrue copy of which letter is attached as Exhibit 47

(GPEB4700). The focus of this letter was to report on efforts by BCLC and GPEB to jointly
develop key principles that would inform respective roles and responsibilities. This letter was
also signed by John Mazure as General Manager of GPEB.
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I72. To strengthen

the relationship between these two organizations, GPEB and BCLC held

joint executive meetings quarterly.

These meetings started when

Mr. Graydon was CEO but

stopped for reasons that I am not aware of. When I became CEO, I suggested to Mr. Mazure that

we start holding these joint executive meetings again with a facilitator. This gave BCLC
executives such as myself insight into the pressure that GPEB was under from their Ministry, and
in particular from Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland.

173. By the end of 2017, these joint executive meetings began to wane. I believe that most
relationship issues began to occur at this time, after the money laundering risk had been
controlled in2017 and corresponding with the arrival of a new Minister. A few months later, Mr.
Mazure left as General Manager of GPEB. He was replaced by Mr. Macleod.

174. From my observations, the relationship between Mr. Meilleur and Mr. Kroeker, in his
position as VP Security and Compliance, started out well, but it experienced some ups and
downs. I believe this was because both of them were under extreme pressure with all of the

public and media discourse on money laundering.

175. I understand that, more recently, Mr. Cary Skrine, the Executive Director of Enforcement
at GPEB, and Mr. Desmarais have made significant progress in building the relationship between

GPEB and BCLC.

c. Relationship with FinTRAC
176. BCLC's entire AML and compliance program is regularly audited by FinTRAC. During
my tenure as President and CEO, FinTRAC conducted reviews of BCLC's AML program in

2014,2016 and20l8. These audits were generally positive and identified

a

few minor issues,

which BCLC took immediate action to correct. For instance, in the 2016 audit, FinTRAC found
that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant with all customer due diligence,
transaction and ongoing monitoring requirements but also provided feedback to BCLC to the

effect that BCLC's program was the leader in the sector.

I77.

I recall attending a meeting with FinTRAC at BCLC's Vancouver office in or around20l6.

At the end of the meeting, I recall that Mr. Murray Duggar of FinTRAC stated something to the
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effect that he was very pleased to hear the CEO of BCLC being so supportive of the FinTRAC
relationship and committed to AML.

178. In addition to FinTRAC audits, BCLC is required under federal law to have an independent
audit and assessment of its AML program completed once every two years. BCLC engaged Ernst

& Young ("EY") to conduct

these audits in 2015 and2017. In the 2015

and20l7 audits, EY

found that BCLC had an AML and sanctions compliance program that incorporated the
provisions of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act legislation
and compliance requirements as documented under the FinTRAC guidelines and Interpretation

Notes specific to casinos.

IX.

Directions from Government and GPEB regarding Anti-Money Laundering

179. Through my time

as CEO,

I exchanged and/or was copied on numerous letters with

Minister de Jong and Mr. Mazure relating to enhancements to the AML regime in British
Columbia Gaming Facilities. I attach a selection of these communications here to this affidavit
in the paragraphs that follow.

180. On or about August 7,2015,I received

a letter

from Mr. Mazure with the subject:

"Enhancements to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities," a true copy

of

which letter is attached as Exhibit 48 (GPEB0762).

181. On or about August 14,2015,I

sent a letter to Minister de Jong with the subject'oBCLC's

Anti Money Laundering (AML) Enhancement Strategy". I sent this letter in response to Mr.
Mazure's August 7,2015 letter. A true copy of my letter, dated August 24,2015, is attached
above as Exhibit 49 (8CLC0004514).

182. On or about September 1,2015,I received

a

letter from Mr. Mazure regarding BCLC's

April 2015 submission to GPEB entitled "Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos." A true copy of this
letter, dated September 1,2015, is attached as Exhibit 50 (8CLC0004510).

183. On or about September 2,2015,I

sent a letter to Mr. Mazure with the subject

"Enhancements to Anti-Money Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities." I sent this letter in
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response to Mr. Mazure's August 7,2015letter.

A true copy of my letter, dated September 2,

2015, is attached as Exhibit 51 (GPEB0769).

184. On or about September 16,2015,I sent a letter to Mr. Mazure with the subject "AntiMoney Laundering Regime Enhancements." I sent this letter in response to letters from Mr.
Mazure dated August 7,2015 attached above as Exhibit 48 and September 1,2015 attached

as

Exhibit 50 and in furtherance of my letter dated September 2,2015 attached as Exhibit 51. A true
copy of my letter, dated September 16,2015, is attached as Exhibit 52 (GPEB0774).

185. On or about October 1,2015, Minister de Jong sent

a letter to

Mr. Smith with the subject

"Anti-Money Laundering Strategy." I was copied to this letter. This letter was sent in
furtherance of the August 7 ,2015 letter that I received from Mr. Mazure, attached above as

Exhibit 48. A true copy of this letter, dated October 1,2015, is attached as Exhibit 53
(GPEB077s).

186. On or about January 15,2016,I received

Mr. Mazure with the subject "Anti-

a letter from

Money Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities." I understood that this letter was in
response to my letter dated September 16,2015 attached as

Exhibit

52.

A true copy of this letter,

dated January 15,2016, is attached as Exhibit 54 (GPEB0806).

187. On or about July 14, 2016,I received

a letter from

Mr. Mazure with the subject "Cash

Alternative Proposals and Source of Funds." This letter was written in response to two policy
documents proposing cash alternatives that were submitted to GPEB. A true copy of this letter,
dated July 14, 2016, is attached as

Exhibit 55 (GPEB0885).

188. On or about August 3,2016,I sent a letter to Mr. Mazure with the subject "Anti-Money
Laundering Matters

-

Cash Alternative Proposals".

I sent this letter in response to the letter from

Mr. Mazure sent July 14, 2016 attached above as Exhibit 55. A true copy of my letter, dated
August 3,2016, is attached as Exhibit 56 (GPEB0899).

189. On or about May 8, 2017 ,I received

a letter from

Mr. Mazure with the subject "Source of

Funds in BC Gambling Facilities." This letter was written concerning the source of funds coming

into BC gambling facilities and to follow up on Mr. Mazure's July 14,2016letter attached above
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as

Exhibit 55. A true copy of this letter, dated May 8, 2017, is attached as Exhibit 57

(GPEB1028).

190. On or about May 12,2017,I sent

a letter to

Mr. Mazure with the subject "Your Letter

Dated May 8, 2017." A true copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit 58 (GPEB1032).

191. Following

a meeting on October

23,2017 with the Attorney General, discussed below in

my affidavit, I sent a letter to Mr. Mazure, dated October 27,2017, with the subject "New AntiMoney Laundering Initiatives", a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 59 (8CLC0006541).
192

.

On or about November 27 , 2017 , I received a letter from Mr. Mazure with the subj ect

"New Anti-Money Laundering Initiatives". This letter was in response to my letter dated October
27

, 2017 . A true copy of the letter I received, dated November

27

,2017 , is attached as Exhibit

60 (BCLC0011632).

193. I note that throughout these communications with Mr. Mazure, I tried to consistently
convey the priority given by BCLC to AML measures and to the source of funds of patrons in

particular. I sought to communicate that BCLC took a risk-based approach to AML, including
source of funds, consistent with

AML best-practices. This risk-based approach drove the

measures pursued by BCLC, such as our investments in Know your Customer and risk-rating our
customers, which in turn led to putting Extreme and High Risk players on sourced cash

conditions or barring them from play.

X.

Engagement with Government

194. Throughout my time as CEO, I had frequent conversations relating to money laundering
with

a number

of different individuals in government.

195. As CEO, in addition to working with the General Manager of GPEB, I also worked with
Associate Deputy Ministers, Deputy Minister, the Minister's Assistants, and the Ministers. In

addition, I participated in Treasury Board meetings, Estimates and Budget releases. I interacted
personally with Minister de Jong, Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland, Mr. Brian Menzies,
Scott,

Mr. Fyfe, Mr.

Mr. Sam Godfrey, Mr. Derrick Harder, and Minister Eby. My discussions with these

individuals included discussions about the risks of proceeds of crime being used to buy in in BC
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casinos and the use of BC casinos to facilitate money laundering. From my interactions

with

them, I understood that money laundering was a priority area for each of them. I never perceived
a lack

of focus on anti-money laundering initiatives.

196. As President and CEO, I had prepared and/or provided to Government regular briefing
presentations Quarterly Reports, and materials relevant to money laundering in order to
communicate with them about potential risks, BCLC's AML strategies, and potential issues,
among other things. True copies of a selection of these briefing materials are attached as follows:

a. Exhibit 6f (8CLC0004410) is a BCLC powerpoint presentation to the Ministry
of Finance and Ministry management, dated January 2015, entitled "BCLC's

Anti-Money Laundering Program: Changing the Conversation on AML". I recall
that the Minister did not attend this meeting, but to the best of my recollection Ms.

Wenezenki-Yolland and members of GPEB were in attendance;

b. Exhibit 62 (GPEB4109) is a BCLC Briefing Document prepared at my direction,
dated January 5,2015, with the subject

"BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering

Program";

c. Exhibit 63 (BCLC0011611 and 8CLC0011612) is an email I received from Ms.
Dolinksi, dated May 28,2015, attaching

a presentation developed

for the Ministry

of Finance entitled "Renewal: BCLC's Strategic Plan," dated May 26,2015. To
the best of my recollection, this is the presentation that was delivered to the

Ministry of Finance;

d. Exhibit 64 (BCLC000434S)

is a BCLC Briefing Document prepared by Mr.

Kroeker to myself, dated January 22,2017, entitled "Anti-Money Laundering:
Suspicious Transaction Reporting". To the best of my recollection, I ultimately

provided a Briefing Documents to Government based on this. Attached as Exhibit
65 (BCLC0004347) is a true copy of an email exchange between myself and
senior BCLC Executives, dated January 24,2017, regarding a briefing note about

BCLC's Suspicious Transaction Reporting;
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e. Exhibit 66 (8CLC0007733) is a BCLC Briefing Document
direction, dated December 5,2017, entitled "Lisa Gao

-

prepared at my

Chip Purchase

Investigation";

f.

Exhibit 67 (BCLC0003862) is a BCLC Briefing Document

prepared at my

direction, dated March 20,2018, entitled "BCLC analysis of gambling activity
amongst 100 players who generated the most Suspicious Transaction Reports

(STR) in20r7";

g. Exhibit 68 (8CLC0003863) is a BCLC Briefing Document

prepared at my

direction, dated March 20,2018, entitled "Casino table-game buy-in trends 20122017";

h. Exhibit 69 (8CLC0004080) is a BCLC Briefing Document for Minister Eby
prepared at my direction, dated May 22,2018, entitled "BCLC 201712018 Fiscal

Year in Review";

i.

Exhibit 70 (8CLC0004824) is a BCLC Briefing Document

prepared at my

direction, dated September 17,2018, entitled "FINTRAC Examination

-

Unofficial Findings";

j.

Exhibit 71 (8CLC0005268) is a BCLC Briefing Note for Minister Eby

prepared

at my direction, dated October 16,2018, entitled "BCLC policy changes in
response to German recommendations R3, R4 and R 18";

k. Exhibit 72 (8CLC0005839) is a BCLC Briefing

Document prepared at my

direction, dated December 5,2018, entitled "Identification Requirements for
Table Game Buy-Ins a B.C. Casinos"; and

l.

Exhibit 73 (BCLC0004296) is a draft BCLC Briefing Document prepared atmy
direction, dated March | 5, 2019, entitled'oRegulatory Amendments Proposed
Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act".
To the best of my recollection, this is consistent with the final version.
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I97. I also provided to Government

by email important briefing materials and reports in relation

to important reports received by BCLC or in response to specific queries, among other things.
For example:

a. On or about December 12,2017,I

sent an email to Mr. Fyfe and

Mr.

Sam

Godfrey, who was the Minister's Assistant to the Attorney General, attaching the

EY Audit of BCLC's AML Program and BCLC's Management Response,

a true

copy of which email, without enclosures, is attached as Exhibit 74

(8CLC0006738);

b. On or about April 4, 2018,I provided to Mr. Scott a report that provided context
and background to assist in responding to a question by the Ministry of Finance

regarding the effect of lower STR numbers and the monetary value on table trop.
Attached as Exhibit 75 (BCLC0006482, 8CLC0006483) is a true copy of an
email that I sent to Mr. Scott, dated April 13, 2018 together with the enclosed
report entitled "Suspicious Transaction Reports and Table Performance".

198. During my time

as interim and then permanent President and CEO,

I received copies of the

annual mandate letters from the Province to BCLC. These mandate letters were sent to and
signed by the BCLC Board of Directors Chair in place at the time. I understand that these annual
mandate letters

will

be introduced into evidence by Commission counsel at alater date.

199. As President and CEO, I assisted BCLC's Chair, Mr. Smith, prepare for meetings and
communications with the Minister. For example, Exhibit 76 (8CLC0016566 and

BCLC0016567) is an email I sent to Mr. Smith, dated November 17,2015, attaching
background materials for a meeting with Minister de Jong on November 18, 2015. This meeting
was arranged further to the letter from Minister de Jong to Mr. Smith, dated October 1,2015,
attached above as Exhibit 53.

200. I am also aware that Mr. Smith communicated regularly in writing with Minister Eby.
Some of these communications were made in relation to briefing materials that I prepared for

Government. For example:
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a. On or about January 30,2018,I received

a letter from

Mr. Smith to Minister Eby,

regarding the Anti-Money Laundering Quarterly Report for the third quarter

of

Fiscal Y ear 2017 120 I 8. I was copied to this letter. A true copy of this letter from

Mr. Smith to Minister Eby, dated January 30,2018, is attached

as

ExhibitTT

(BCLC0004213);

b. On or about March 2,2018, I received a letter from Mr. Smith to Minister Eby
regarding BCLC's Implementing Govemment Direction Report, which was dated
February 26,2018. I was copied to this letter. A true copy of this letter from Mr.
Smith to Minister Eby, dated March 2,2018, without enclosures, is attached as

Exhibit 78 (BCLC001 1s42);

c. On or about May 30, 2018,I was copied on an email sent by Ms. Suzanne
Rowley, who is my Assistant Corporate Secretary/Executive Assistant, to Minister
Eby on behalf of Mr. Smith, with the subject "BCLC - Letter & Attachments for

Minister Eby's Attention." The email attached the following documents:

A letter from Mr. Smith to Minister Eby, dated May 30, 2018, with the
subject "Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the fourth
quarter of Fiscal Year 201712018";

ii.

"Report for the Fourth Quarter Fiscal year 2017/2018";

111.

A document entitled "BCLC Chronology Re: [Redacted]"; and,

iv.

A list of iTrak Incidents.

A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated May 30, 2018,
with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 79 (BCLC 0008442, BCLC0008443,
BCLC000 8444, 8CLC0008445, 8CLC0008446).

d. On or about May 31, 20I8,I received a letter from Mr. Smith to Minister Eby
regarding BCLC's Implementing Government Direction Report, which report
was dated March

3I,2018. I was copied to this letter. A true copy of this letter
4L

from Mr. Smith to Minister Eby, dated May 31, 201 8, without enclosures, is
attached as Exhibit 80 (BCLC0004218, p. 1);

e. On or about May 3I,2018, I was copied on an email from Ms. Rowley to
Minister Eby, sent on behalf of Mr. Smith, with the subject "BCLC

-

Letter &

Reports for Minister Eby's Attention." The email attached the following
documents:

1.

A letter from Mr. Smith to Minister Eby, dated May 31, 2018, with the
subject "BCLC' s Implementing Government Direction Report.";

11.

A report entitled "Implementing Government Direction", dated March
31,2018; and

iii.

BCLC's 201712018 Social Responsibility Report.

A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated May 31, 2018,
with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 81 (8CLC0008447,8CLC0008448'
8CLC0008449, 8CLC0008450).

201. Once Mr. Peter Kappel became Chair of the BCLC Board of Directors, I also assisted him
to prepare for his interactions with goveilrment. For example, on or about November 29,2018,I
received an email from Mr. Kappel requesting that we have a call to prepare him for a discussion
the following week with Mr. Scott. A true copy of this email is attached as Exhibit 82

(8CLC0012646').

202. To the best of my recollection, I had a call the following day, on November 30, 2018, with
Mr. Kappel, Mr. Kroeker and myself, during which we discussed

a

FinTRAC letter, the draft

management response and cash alternatives.

203. I am aware that Mr. Kappel communicated regularly in writing with Minister Eby. Some of
these communications were made in relation to briefing materials that I prepared for

Government. For example:
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a.

On July 17, 2018,I was copied on an email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby,
sent on behalf of Mr. Kappel, with the subject "BCLC

-

Letter & Attachment for

Minister Eby's Attention". The email attached the following documents:
t.

A letter from Mr. Kappel to Minister Eby, dated July 17, 2018, with the
subject "Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the first
quarter of Fiscal Year 201812019"; and,

ii.

"Report for the First Quarter Fiscal Yeat 201812019."

A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated July L7,2018,
with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 83 (8CLC0008451,8CLC0008452,
BCLC00084s3).

b.

On or about March 26,2019,I was copied on an email from Ms. Rowley to

Minister Eby, sent on behalf of Mr. Kappel, with the subject "BCLC

-

Letter &

Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention." The email attached the following
documents:

i.

A letter from Mr. Kappel to Minister Eby, dated March 18,2019, with
the subject "BCLC's Implementing Government Direction Report";

ii.

A report entitled "Implementing Government Direction", dated March
18,2019;

iii.

A letter that I sent to Mr. Macleod, dated February 4,2019, with the
subject "status Update on Implementing Recommendations from the
Plan for Public Health & Gambling";

lv.

A copy of the joint GPEB IBCLC status update entitled "Plan for Public
Health and Gambling Status Summary," dated February 4,2019; and,

V

"Report for the Third Quarter of Fiscal Year 201812019".
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A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated March26,
2019,

with attachments, is attached

as

Exhibit 84 (8CLC0008461'

BCLC000 8462, BCLC000 8463, BCLC000 8464, 8CLC0008465,
BCLC000 8466, BCLC0oo 8467).

c. On or about June 19, 2019,I

was copied on an email from Ms. Rowley to

Minister Eby, sent on behalf of Mr. Kappel, with the subject "BCLC

-

Letter &

Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention." This email attached the following
documents:
l.

A letter from Mr. Kappel to Minister Eby, dated June 19, 2019, with the
subject "BCLC's Implementing Government Direction Report Q4";

l1

A report entitled "Implementing Government Direction", dated March
31,2019; and,

111.

"Report for the Fourth Quarter Fiscal Year 201812019"

A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated June 19, 2019,
with attachments, is attached
BCLC000

d.

847 0,

as

Exhibit 85 (8CLC00084680 8CLC0008469,

BCLC000 847 l).

On or about July 31,2019,I was copied on an email from Ms. Rowley to Minister

Eby, sent on behalf of Mr. Kappel, with the subject "BCLC

-

Letter &

Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention." This email attached the following
documents:

l.

A letter from Mr. Kappel to Minister Eby, dated July 31, 2019, with the
subject "BCLC's Implementing Government Direction Report Q1";

ll

A report entitled "Implementing Government Direction", dated June 26,
2019; and,

111

"Report for the First Quarter Fiscal Year 201912020"
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A true copy of this email from Ms. Rowley to Minister Eby, dated July 31, 2019,
with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 86 (8CLC0008472,8CLC0008473,
8CLC000847 4, BCLC000

847 5).

204. Inmy interactions with government, I nevet received

a

direction or suggestion that BCLC

should avoid or not implement AML measures that would impact revenue. BCLC raised the
suggestion with Government in both 2015 and2017 that BCLC could exit the high limit table
business

if government preferred to eliminate that risk. We did not receive a direction to do this

on either occasion.

205.

On or about October 17,2Ol7,I attended a meeting with Mr. Fyfe and members of the

office of the Attorney General. The BCLC Vice President of Communications and Director of
Communications also attended. I recall that the pulpose of this meeting was twofold: (1) ask for
the Ministry's help in bringing all of various parties involved in AML (the Service Providers,

BCLC, GPEB, FinTRAC, the RCMP) to the table to establish

a

collaborative and coordinated

approach that was necessary to keep the criminal element out of the gaming industry, and (2) Io
ask for hetp in developing a well-coordinated communication effort. During this meeting, I told

Mr. Fyfe that BCLC could choose to abandon or shut down the High Limit Table Business if it
was too risky. Mr. Fyfe told me that Minister Eby did not want to shut down this business, but

that he just wanted to eliminate the criminal element.

206. lrecall that Mr. Bud Smith, Chair of the BCLC Board of Directors, subsequently raised
this point in a face to face meeting with Minister Eby on or about October 23,2017.I attended
this meeting, together with Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Fyfe, Mr. Mazure, among others.

207. lrecall that BCLC provided a number of documents to the Minister in relation to this
meeting. These were subsequently provided to Dr. German during his review. Exhibit 87
(8CLC0003693) is an email, without attachments, from Ms. Rowley to Dr. German, dated
October 26,2017,providing him with a set of materials from the meeting with Minister Eby on
October 23.To the best of my knowledge, Ms. Rowley also sent to Dr. German the documents
that were provided to the Minister during the meeting on October 23,2017, a selection of which
are attached here as follows:
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a. Exhibit SS (8CLC0003694) is a Briefing Memo entitled "AML

in Casino

Gaming", dated October 20,2017,

b.

Exhibft s9 (BCLC0015482, BCLC0003698, 8CLC0003700, BCLC000370I,
and 8CLC0003702) are a section of the document that correspond to the Tabs
discussed in the Briefing Memo entitled

c.

"AML in Casino Gaming";

Exhibit 90 (8CLC0003704) is the Power point presentation entitled "BCLC
AML Update, October 23,2017"'

208. I understood that the purpose of this October 23,2017 meeting
Eby with background

was to provide Minister

and context of the gaming industry, especially with respect to the high

limit play business, to discuss the roles and responsibilities relating to AML, and to present
recommendations that BCLC had regarding initiatives to further improve AML. I recall that the
discussion at this meeting included, among other things: the need for a coordinated effort
between the parties in the gaming sector to mitigate money laundering risks; how the absence

of

enforcement could result in a low level shark turning into a major criminal figure, citing the
example of Paul Jin; and BCLC's AML initiatives. I recall the Minister expressing his
appreciation for the work by BCLC to date.

209. During the meeting, I recall that Mr. Smith asked Minister Eby outright if

he would prefer

that BCLC not be in the High Limit business. I recall that Minister Eby responded that he wished

to stay in this business.

210. I have never held the view that BCLC should ignore the possibility of money laundering or
should avoid or not implement AML measures or that the organization should prioritize revenue
growth over combatting money laundering. To do so would be wholly inconsistent with my
personal beliefs. I always took seriously that the expectation on BCLC to serve the public

responsibly as a Crown Corporation was of greater importance than maximizing revenue.

a. Engagement with Municipal Government

Zll.

In2019,I participated in a series of outreach meetings with mayors in the Lower Mainland
communities with casinos to discuss money laundering. The purpose of these meetings was
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to engage with Host local govemments of casinos in the Lower Mainland as key
stakeholders. I wanted to provide them with information about BCLC's AML program
and answer their questions as "hosts" of casinos and important stakeholders in the casino
business receiving 10% of the net proceeds from the casino. Attached as

(8CLC0006668) is

a true copy

Exhibit

9L

of an email that I received on or about February 23,2019,

from Mr. Greg Walker, the Director of Public Affairs for BCLC, summarizing the schedule
of meetings confirmed as part of the outreach to mayors to discuss money laundering. Mr.
Desmarais was also a recipient of this email. This email was followed by an exchange
between myself and Ms. Piva-Babock and Mr. Walker on February 23,2019, regarding
proceeding with these meetings, a true copy of which exchange is attached as

Exhibit92

(BCLC0006666).

2I2.

Finally, also on February 23,2019, I sent an email to Mr. Walker, regarding the

importance of ensuring that the Minister's office was aware of my meetings with mayors in the

Lower Mainland. A true copy of the email that I sent to Mr. Walker, dated February 23,2019,is
attached as

Exhibit 93 (BCLC0006667).

213. During

these meetings that occurred with mayors in the Lower Mainland in February 2019,

I recall that the mayors that I met expressed surprise with the information that I shared, in
particular that the number of STRs were declining from 2015 onwards. I recall Mayor Malcolm
Brodie, the mayor of Richmond, in particular expressing surprise at this information. He was
most interested in the drop in STRs that occurred during the 2015-2017 period.

214. Following my meetings with mayors in the Lower Mainland in February, I wrote

an article

on or about April 1, 2019, for employees in the YAK newsletter about these meetings. A true

copy of this article, dated April 1,2019, is attached as Exhibit 94 (8CLC0011694).

215. On or about April 8, 2019,I wrote another article in the YAK newsletter. This article
discussed a meeting I had with the Richmond City Council's General Purposes Committee to

inform them on BCLC's AML program. A true copy of this article, dated April 8, 2019,is
attached as Exhibit 95 (8CLC0011699).
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216. I continued to meet with mayors in the Lower Mainland throughout the first part of 2019,
and to keep BCLC employees informed about these meetings. On or about May 21,20L9,1

wrote an article in the YAK Newsletter about my meeting with Mr. Kennedy Stewart, the Mayor
of Vancouver, and his chief of staff that occurred on May 17,2019. A true copy of this article,
dated May 21,2019, is attached as

XI.

Exhibit 96 (BCLC0011696).

MNP Report

217. I am aware that in or around September 2015, GPEB retained MNP to analyze Customer
Due Diligence and Know your Customer practices at River Rock casino.

218. In April2016, I leamed from Mr. Mazure that the MNP Audit was complete

and that

it

would be shared with BCLC soon. Mr. Mazure advised me that Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland was
reviewing the MNP report for tone.

2lg. I subsequently spoke with Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland

about the report. I understood her to

have negative views about the MNP report. I understood that she was concerned about the report:
she had concerns about the tone of the report and that

it was overly broad in scope and did not

fully acknowledge the work done by the government, GPEB and BCLC. Ms. WenezenkiYolland told me she had asked MNP to revisit parts of the report.

220. lnMay 20l6,at

a meeting

with Mr. Mazure, I was told that BCLC would receive the MNP

report in advance and given the opportunity to respond to the report. However, in June 2016,

Mr. Mazure then informed me that MNP was uncomfortable with providing BCLC a copy of the
report prior to presenting it to us.

221. OnJuly 1 1,2016,I

attended a meeting with MNP,

Mr. Mazure and Mr. Meilleur of GPEB,

Ms. Wenezenki-Yolland, and Mr. Kroeker. At this meeting, I was told that BCLC would have
the opportunity to respond to the report and to provide feedback on the recommendations.

Z2Z. Iwas not involved in the activities around the preparation of the MNP review. I recall that
BCLC had concerns with the findings of the final report, dated July 26,2017 and attached to
Exhibit 73 of the Commission exhibits at Appendix J. These concems included a concem that the
data used by MNP was incorrect due to technological diffrculties in the transfer of information
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on MNP. Despite these concerns, BCLC took the report seriously. BCLC ultimately provided a
response plan to the findings of this report, a true copy of which is attached as

Exhibit

97

(BCLCo000226).

223. I am aware that the Government received
Report sometime

in20l7.I

a freedom

of information request for the MNP

had a conversation with Mr. Mazure in July 2017 aboutthe release

of this report. I communicated that, prior to the report being released, it should be properly
redacted so as to not reveal BCLC's AML processes and priorities and undermine BCLC's AML
program and that BCLC's Management Response should be released with it.

224. On or about September 21,2017,I

sent an email to

Mr. Godfrey regarding the release of

the MNP report and the BCLC Management Response to this report. A true copy of this email,
dated september 21,2017, is attached as Exhibit 98 (8CLC0008426).

225. Onor about

September

22,2017,I had

a conversation

with Minister Eby about the MNP

report. Minister Eby wanted to proactively release the MNP report. I provided BCLC's thoughts
on the MNP report. I requested that BCLC's management response to the MNP report be
released together with the MNP report. I recall that Minister Eby agreed to release the BCLC
management response.

I was then surprised to learn that the govemment released the MNP

report but did not release the BCLC management response. I was also surprised that the MNP
Report was not redacted when it was released. I recall Mr. Kroeker expressing concern to me that

this lack of redactions could compromise BCLC's AML program.

XII.

Ernst and Young LLP Canada ('oEY") Cheque Audit

226. tJnder my direction, BCLC

has worked to be responsive to and investigate reports

of

money laundering occurring within the gaming sector, including reports in the media.

227. lnor around September 29 2017,the Vancouver

Sun published an article by

Mr. Sam

Cooper asserting that aplayer could buy in with cash and leave the casino with a cheque after

minimal play. BCLC took immediate action on this before the German Report was released.
This is the same article that ultimately led to Mr. Alderson's resignation from BCLC.
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228. On the evening of September 29,2017,I had

a discussion

with Mr. Smith and Mr. Kroeker

about Mr. Cooper's article. I asked Mr. Kroeker if it was possible for a player to launder money
as reported

in this article. I wanted to know if there were instances where money laundering

controls had been compromised. Mr. Kroeker informed me that for this to occur would require
three service provider staff be comrpted and that he could not see how it was possible. I recall
that during this call, we agreed to that it was necessary to conduct an audit and that Mr. Kroeker

would contact EY about conducting this audit.

229. On September 30,2017,I was copied on an email sent by Mr. Kroeker to Mr. Peter Law of
EY with the subject "AML Review (BCLC& EY)", in which Mr. Kroeker stated that BCLC had
decided to order a review of all cheques issued by three casinos between January 1,2016 and

December 31, 2016 during a three year period between January

l,

A true copy of this email, dated September 30,2017, is attached

as

2014 and December 31, 2016.

Exhibit

99

(BCLC000s222).

230. Subsequently, BCLC's Board of Directors and I decided that EY should be retained to
perform an analysis of cheques and patterns of play pertaining to a set of defined money
laundering typologies at the River Rock Casino during a three year period from Januaty 1,2014

to December 31, 2016.

231. TheEY cheque audit took longer than I would have liked. I understood from the EY team
that this was a very manual and laborious process, which accounted for the amount of time that it

took to complete. On or about February 15,2019, EY released two reports:

a. Attached

as

Exhibit

100 (8CLC0005159) is a true copy of an EY Report,

dated February 15,2019, entitled "River Rock Casino Resort:

Anti Money-

Laundering Typology AnalYsis"; and,

b. Attached as Exhibit

101 (8CLC0005160) is a true copy of an EY Report,

dated February 15,2019, entitled "River Rock Casino: Verified Win, Return

of

Funds, and Convenience Cheque Analysis".

232.

Based on its review,

EY concluded that there was no systemic pattern of money laundering

activity related to cheques being issued by River Rock Casino during the three-year period of
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2014

to 2016.I was comforted by the findings of the EY Report,

as

it showed that BCLC's AML

controls were working.

233. Following completion of the EY Report, I directed that aBCLC Briefing Document

be

prepared for Minister Eby, dated February 26,2019, entitled "EY Casino Cheque Issuance and

Anti-Money Laundering Analysis",

a true copy

of which is attached as Exhibit 102

(BCLC00o2t2s).

234. Ihad

a meeting on or about February

28,2019 with Minister Eby, George Smith and

Derrick Harder who were then Mr. Eby's Ministerial assistants, Mr. Peter Kappel, who was the
newly-appointed Chair of the BCLC Board of Directors, Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Gurmit Aujla who
was the BCLC Director of Internal Audit,

Mr. Scott, Mr. Macleod, Mr. Fyfe, and two members

of EY, Mr. Bob Boyle of the EY New York office and Mr. Peter Law of the EY Vancouver
office. In preparation for this meeting, BCLC and EY prepared a document entitled "Briefing
Guide

-

Casino Cheque and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis", the purpose of which was to

guide the discussion with the Minister. A true copy of this briefing guide is attached as Exhibit
103 (BCLC000424l). The Minister was also provided with a briefing note entitled
"Observations for Discussion," as apre-read, a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 104

(8CLC0004243).

235. During the February 28,2019 meeting, EY and BCLC made a joint presentation to the
Minister. I explained that there were three main money laundering risks in casinos: "classic"
money laundering, in which cash is exchanged for a cheque; the Vancouver Model, in which
players spend proceeds of crime unwittingly; and low-level smurfing. I explained that: EY's
audit would address whether BCLC's controls for the "classic" model of money laundering were

working or not; BCLC's source of funds requirements were addressing the "Vancouver Model"
risk; and that BCLC had more work to do around the "low-level smurfing" or "retail" money
laundering risk. Mr. Boyle then led the Minister through the results of the EY audit. Finally, Mr.

Kappel asked the Minister about next steps following the results of EY's work.

236. lrecall that Minister Eby during this meeting asked many pointed questions about "classic"
money laundering, which were answered. BCLC volunteered to conduct a similar review at other
casinos, but when asked by Mr. Kappel, Minister Eby agreed that this was not necessary

if

the
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controls in place at these other casinos were the same as at the River Rock Casino. I recall that

Minister Eby was not too concerned about the retail level of money laundering risk.

237. We discussed how to release this report publicly

as we expected

it would get media

attention. Minister Eby stated it was BCLc's decision to release it. He left it up to BCLC to
decide how to release the reports by EY. BCLC subsequently released EY's analysis publicly
and

it is available on BCLC's website. I had hoped that releasing the EY Report would satisfy

the media and the public that classic money laundering was not happening in BC casinos, at least

during the three year period at River Rock audited by EY, but the report never received the
media response and traction that we expected. Similarly, BCLC held the hope that the results of

this audit would persuade the Minister to support BCLC publicly, but this did not occur.

238. On or about March 19,2019,I informed the ADM Deputy Ministers' Committee about the
results of the EY audit and the reports. Members of this committee requested a briefing about the

EY audit and reports. I organized

a

briefing for them about the results of the audit, provided by

Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Boyle, later in March 2019.I recall that, when provided with this
presentation, Ms. Lori Wannamaker, then the Deputy Minister of Finance, said "So all the media
reports about money laundering in casinos weren't true?".

XIII. Accuracy of Media rePorting
239. BCLC is a prime target for the media. As

a Crown Corporation, we are subject to freedom

of information legislation, making the organization more accessible to the media to gather
information.

240. I recall that during the 2017 period and onwards, BCLC was subject to significant media
scrutiny. BCLC was concerned that Government would have an inaccurate understanding of its

AML practices.

Z4L

BCLC developed a practice of proactively drafting and sending briefing materials in the

form of Briefing notes and Information Notes to Minister Eby in response to each of the media
reports, in order to provide BCLC's perspective on these and provide him with information in
case he was questioned by the media or his legislature colleagues.

A selection of the briefing
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notes and information notes prepared at my direction for Minister Eby in response to these media
reports is attached as follows:

a. Exhibit 105 (8CLC0001196) is an information note entitled "BCLC Letter to
Sam Cooper", dated November 21, 2017

;

b. Exhibit 106 (8CLC0004314) is an information note entitled "Cooper Story:
Slot AML Controls", dated December 22,2017;

c. Exhibit f07 @CLC0004315) is an information note entitled "Cooper AML
Story re Chip Replacement," dated January 2,2018;

d. Exhibit

10S

(8CLC0004313) is an information note entitled "Cooper AML

Story re: AML Presentation", dated January

ll,20l8;

e. Exhibit 109 (8CLC0004317) is an information note entitled "Cooper AML
Story re: Jin ML Network and Loans", dated January 29,2018;

f.

Exhibit 110 (8CLC0004319) is an information note entitled "Cooper AML
Story re: SAS Anti-money-laundering software", dated February 15,2018;

g. Exhibit

111 (BCLC000S031) is an information note entitled "Cooper

AML

story re: Jin Connections with Casino Staff', dated March 15,2018;

h. Exhibit

112 (8CLC0001233) is an information note entitled "Cooper

AML

Story Re: Top 25 PGF Payouts," dated March 19,2018; and,

Exhibit

113 (8CLC0001211) is a briefing note entitled "Postmedia

AML

story re: HLT Advisory Report and Potential Revenue Impacts", dated March

28,2018.

XIV. German Review and Recommendations
242. Irecall that on or about September 28,2017, Minister Eby

announced that he had hired

Dr

German to conduct a review of allegations of money laundering in casinos in the Lower

Mainland.
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a. Participation in the German Review
243. I had limited conversations with Dr. German while his review was under way. To the best
of my recollection, I had a conversation with Dr. German when he began his review in or around
the end of October 2017. I recall that Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Desmarais, and Dr. German's associate,
Jerome Malysh, also attended this meeting. I believe that this conversation was approximately
one and a half hours. The focus of this meeting was ascertaining what information Dr. German

required for his review. I expressed BCLC's commitment to improving its AML regime and to

working with Dr. German during his review. I recall Dr. German stating he did not want to stand
in the way of BCLC continuing to evolve our AML controls while he conducted his review.

244. I later had approximately l-2 conversations with Dr. German by telephone or
videoconference while his review was under way.

245. While the German Review was underway, I learned from Mr. Smith that he had not yet had
an opportunity to speak with Mr. German. As a result,

I

set up a videoconference between

Mr.

Smith, Dr. German, and myself. This videoconference occurred on or about January 29,2018.

246. During this videoconference, I recall discussing with him the need for more streamlined
and stronger enforcement. I remember

Mr. Smith telling Dr. German that BCLC did not view its

role as law enforcement. However, he was clear in communicating to Dr. German that if there
was something that BCLC could do or if its role needed to change, then BCLC was prepared to
do that. I understood Mr. Smith to make clear that BCLC was not married to any role, in

particular on the investigations side and that we were prepared to make changes to streamline the
process.

247. lnaddition to these conversations

and videoconferences with Dr. German,

I recall that

there was frequent communication between Dr. German and BCLC by email, in order to provide

information to him and to facilitate his review. Attached are examples of such communications:

a. Exhibit

114 (8CLC0005674) is an email exchange dated October 17,2017 to

October 18,2017, between Dr. German and myself, arranging our initial
meeting and requesting access to materials from BCLC;
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b. Exhibit

115 (8CLC0005667) is an email exchange dated November 1,2017 to

November 2,2017, between Mr. Malysh and Mr. Kroeker, regarding the roles
of Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Desmarais, and myself at BCLC;

c. Exhibit 116 (8CLC0005665) is an email exchange dated November 2,2017 to
November 3,2017, between Dr. German, Mr. Malysh and Mr. Kroeker, among
others, regarding access to a BCLC secure server;

d. Exhibit

117 (BCLC0005591) is an email exchange between Dr. German and

myself providing him with a copy of EY's recent audit of BCLC's AML
program and BCLC's Management Response;

e. Exhibit

11S (BCLC0005535) is an internal BCLC email communication

between myself, Mr. Kroeker, Ms. Amanda Hobson, the Chief Financial

Officer and VP of Finance and Corporate Services, and Mr. Desmarais, dated
January 2-3,2018, regarding a request for information from Mr. Malysh for a

financial overview for each of the previous five years. To the best of my
knowledge, this information was ultimately provided to Mr. Malysh.

f.

Exhibit lf 9 (8CLC0005539) is an internal BCLC email communication from
Mr. Kroeker to Mr. Desmarais and Ms. Hobson to which I was copied, dated
February 1,2018, asking that they prepare information in response to a request
by Mr. Malysh. To the best of my knowledge, this information was ultimately

provided to Mr. Malysh.

g. Exhibits 120 (BCLC0005432),

l2l

(8CLC0005444), 122 (8CLC0005445),

r23 (8CLC0005470), and 124 (8CLC0005496) relate to series of emails
exchanged between February 14,2018 and March

29,2018, between Dr.

German, Mr. Kroeker and myself regarding BCLC's SAS software solution;

h. Exhibits

125 (BCLC0005434),126

(BCLC 0005435) and 127

(BCLC000543S) relate to an email exchange dated March 29,2018, between

Dr. German and myself regarding BCLC's standard around acceptance of gifts;
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248. I was aware that BCLC employees may be concerned about the media coverage of
potential money laundering in casinos and about the announcement of Dr. German's ongoing
review. On October 23,2017,I wrote an article for the YAK newsletter setting out that BCLC's
internal task force was managing how and when BCLC would respond to media requests in the
context of the ongoing review by Dr. German. A true copy of this article, dated October 23,
2017, is attached as Exhibit 128 (BCLC0011676).

b. BCLC Reaction to the German Report
249. While the German review was under way, BCLC was subject to significant media scrutiny.
As the date of the release of the German Report approached, I communicated regularly with

BCLC employees about the upcoming release of this report and BCLC's preparations to ensure
that we could respond effectively to Dr. German's recommendations. Affached as Exhibit 129

(8CLC11708) is

a true

copy of an article I wrote in the YAK newsletter, dated March 26,2018,

in anticipation of the release of Dr. German's report.

250. BCLC received a copy of the first draft of Dr. German's report. On or about April

18,

2018, Mr. Bud Smith sent a letter to Minister Eby in response to the first draft of Dr. German's
response circulated for consultation. I was copied to this letter.

Mr. Smith enclosed with this

letter five appendices prepared by BCLC. A true copy of this letter and the enclosures are
attached as Exhibits 130 (BCLC0005379) and 131 (8CLC0005380).

251.

The

April 18,2018 letter by Mr. Smith attached

as

Exhibit X was sent by email by my

Executive Assistant, Ms. Suzanne Rowley, dated April 18,2018 to Mr. Fyfe and subsequently to
all BCLC Executives on April 19,2018. A true copy of this email, without enclosures, is
attached as Exhibit 132 (8CLC0005378).

252. After the release of Dr. German's Report on June 22,2018, I expected that BCLC
employees would have questions and potentially concerns about the Report's conclusions about

BCLC and about money laundering in BC Casinos. On or about June 22,2018,I sent an allemployee email in anticipation of these questions and potential concerns, a true copy of which is
attached as Exhibit 133 (BCLC004282).I expressed BCLC's full support for the Government's
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direction on the recommendations in Dr. German's report. I expressed my pride in the work done
by BCLC to date to respond to the threat of money laundering

253. BCLC anticipated that there would be significant media interest and inquiries following the
release of the German Report. In anticipation of this, BCLC (or BCLC's Communications Team)

prepared a series of documents, including:

a. Exhibit 134 (8CLC0004283), which is a draft document, entitled "Peter
German AML Review: Release of Report and Recommendations", dated June

22,2018; and,

b. Exhibit 135 (BCLC0004L24), which is a draft document, entitled "Q&A, Key
Messages

-

German Report".

254. Subsequently, in discussion with BCLC's Board Chair, Mr. Smith, I decided to not speak
directly to the media about the results of the German Report. Mr. Smith was very concerned that

I as CEO and BCLC

as an organization did not get caught in the "cross-fire" between the

Minister and the former government. I found this difficult, as I wanted to speak for our
organization, but I trusted that our Board Chair's direction was best for BCLC in the long run.
He was always a very wise advisor to me and the organization with an extensive experience in

politics. Instead, I directed our Communications team continue to create Information Notes to
respond to every media article to provide to the Minister

-

in essence, a Government Relations

strategy instead of a Public Relations strategy. BCLC also embarked on a stakeholder

communication plan with host local governments of Lower Mainland casinos.

255. I felt that these briefing notes did not necessarily succeed in ensuring that the Government
and Minister Eby in particular understood the BCLC perspective. I recall hearing statements in
the media by Minister Eby that his "mind was blown" whsn he received the results of the
German Report. I recall that, in early February 2019,I had a call with Mr. Fyfe, Mr. Scott and

Mr. Harder and I expressed to them how difficult the Minister's public statements were
becoming for BCLC staff. I was concerned that working at BCLC was becoming more stressful

for many of my staff because of a lack of support from Minister Eby. In

a

call on or about

February 26,2019,I raised my concerns directly with Minister Eby. I explained that the impact
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of the German Report and media scrutiny were stressful for BCLC's staff and an expression of
support for BCLC by Minister Eby would go a long way.

256. On June 27,2018, BCLC

released a Media Release entitled

"BCLC Statement on Dr. Peter

German Report", a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 136 (PAR00003463).

c. Implementation of Dr. German's

Recommendations

257. I directed BCLC's response to the interim recommendations by Dr. German and to Dr.
German's final recommendations contained in the German Report. BCLC has implemented all of
the interim recommendations and the final German Report recommendations that it is able to

implement independently. The remaining recommendations that impact or involve BCLC are
dependent on the actions of other agencies and ministries.

v
258

.

Implementation of Interim Recommendations: Source of Funds Declaration

On or about December

5

, 2017 , while the German Review was under way, I recall that

Minister Eby announced two interim recommendations made by Dr. German: that any cash used
to buy into casinos over $10,000 must be accompanied by a declaration by the patron of the
patron's identification and provide the source of their funds and that GPEB investigators be
present in Lower Mainland casinos on a2417 basis.

259. Priot to Dr. German's interim recommendations, BCLC was aware of the importance of
addressing the source of funds and was addressing the source of funds on a risk-basis from 2015

onwards. This is reflected, for example in the May 8, 2017 andMay 12,2017lettets that I
exchanged with

Mr. Mazure, attached above

as

Exhibit 57 (GPEB1028) and Exhibit 58

(GPEBlo32).

260. lunderstood that Minister Eby

expected these recommendations to be implemented as

soon as possible.

261. lmmediately after the release of these recommendations, I called Mr. Mazure to discuss
implementing the recommendations. I stated that BCLC would strengthen its AML measures by
not only requiring a source of funds declaration but also requiring proof of a receipt of the source

of funds for all cash buy ins over $10,000. This expanded on BCLC's existing risk-based
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requirement for proof of source of funds to establish a prescriptive approach for any cash buy-ins
over $10,000.

262. Between December

11, 2017 and December

19,2019,I participated in an email exchange

with Mr. Kroeker, Ms. Kim Bruce, Acting Assistant Deputy Minister of GPEB, Mr. Mazure, and
others, with the subject "German Recommendation #1

- Source of Funds Declaration".

This

exchange concerned, among other things, questions by GPEB about the implementation of the

interim recommendation regarding sources of funds and a discussion relating to the timing of
implementing this recommendation. A true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit
137 (BCLC000ss62).

263. Between December 11, 2017

and December

25,2017,I participated in an email exchange

with Mr. Kroeker and Dr. German with the subject "German Recommendation #1 - Source of
Funds Declaration", a true copy of which exchange is attached as Exhibit 138 (8CLC0005546)

264. On or about December 12,2017,I

sent an email to Mr. Mazure and Ms. Bruce and others

regarding the implementation of the recommendation regarding Source of Funds Declaration, I
attached to this email the following documents for their review andlor approval: (a) a

Memorandum to myself from Mr. Kroeker dated December 11,2017, with the subject "German
Interim Recommendation #1

- Source of Funds Declaration, (b) a draft Reasonable

Measures/Source of Funds Declaration form, and (c) a BCLC Directive entitled "Source

of

Funds Declaration: Effective Date: December 18, 2017". A true copy of my December 12,2017

email, with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 139 (8CLC0005595' BCLC0005596'
BCLC000 5597, 8CLC0005598).

265. On December 12,2017,I also sent an email to Dr. German providing him with the
following documents to update him on BCLC's efforts and to provide him with an opportunity to
comment: (a) a Memorandum to myself from Mr. Kroeker dated December 11,2017, with the
subject "German Interim Recommendation #1

-

Source of Funds Declaration, (b) a draft

Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds Declaration form, and (c) a BCLC

Directive entitled

"source of Funds Declaration: Effective Date: December 18,2017". A true copy of my
December 12,2027 email, with attachments, is attached as Exhibit 140 (8CLC00055990

8CLC0005600, 8CLC0005601., 8CLC0005602).
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266. On or about December 13,2017,I received

a

letter from Mr. Mazure with the subject

"Peter German Recommendations", regarding the implementation of the Source of Funds

Declaration. A true copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit 141 (8CLC0005587).

267. On or about December 13,2017,I sent a letter in response to Mr. Mazure with the subject
"Peter German Recommendations," regarding the implementation of the Source of Funds

Declaration. In this letter, I reiterated that BCLC would be ready

as early as December 18,

2017,

to implement the recommendation if there were no major concems. A true copy of this letter is
attached as

Exhibit

142 (8CLC0005577).

268. On or about December 15,2017,I received

a letter from Ms. Bruce

with the subject "Peter

German Recommendation relating to Source of Funds Declaration". This was in response to my
letter dated December 13,2017. A true copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit 143

(BCLC000ss63).

269. On or about December 19,2017,I sent an email to Ms. Bruce with the subject "German
Recommendation

#l -

Source of Funds Declaration".

I sent this email in response to Ms.

Bruce's letter dated December t5,2017. A true copy of my email is attached as Exhibit 144

(8CLC0005557). I subsequently followed up on this email with

a letter

to Ms. Bruce, also dated

December 19,2017, a true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 145 (8CLC0011635).

270. On or about December 23,2017,I received an email from Mr. Kroeker with the subject
"Geman Recommendation #l",relating to the timing of implementing this recommendation. A
true copy of this email is attached as Exhibit 146 (8CLC0005548).
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|.

On or about December 27 ,2017

,I

received a letter from Ms. Bruce with the subject "Peter

German Recommendation relating to Source of Funds Declaration". This letter followed up
various email communications and discussions in the month prior with GPEB about this. This

letter "Attachment

l: Q&A

for Source of Funds Declaration" and "Attachment 2:

Recommendations for BCLC regarding BCLC's proposed Source of Funds Declaration (V.1
December 2017)". A true copy of this December 27,2017 letter, with attachments, is attached as

Exhibit

147 (BCLC0005545).
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272. On or about January 2,2018, I sent a letter to Ms. Bruce with the subject "German
Recommendation #1

-

Source of Funds Declaration".

I sent this letter in response to Ms. Bruce's

December 27,2017letter. A true copy of my letter is attached as Exhibit 148 (8CLC0005538).

273. Onor about January 4,2018, I received a letter from Ms. Bruce, with the subject "Re:
German Recommendation #1

-

Source of Funds Declaration." This letter was sent in response to

my January 2,2018 letter. A true copy of the letter I received is attached as Exhibit 149

(BCLC000ss33).

274. Onor about January 4,2018, I received a memorandum from Mr. Kroeker,

dated January

4,2018, with the subject "GPEB Recommendations on Source of Funds Process", a true copy
of which is attached as Exhibit 150 (8CLC0004084)

.

275. Onor about January 5,2018, BCLC prepared an InformationNote entitled "BCLC Action
Plan Re: German interim recommendation #1", atrue copy of which is attached as Exhibit 151
(8CLC0005515). I believe that this Information Note accurately reflects the chronology of
events leading up to the date of this note relating to the implementation of the interim

recommendation #1.

276. Onor about January

10, 2018, BCLC issued a Directive to Service Providers entitled

"source of Funds Declaration: Effective Date: January 10, 2018" , a true copy of which is
attached as

Exhibit 152 (8CLC0005526).

277. Inmy view, the implementation of the

Source of Funds declaration had the desired effect

of reducing large cash buy-ins. While it has not completely eliminated cash buy-ins over
$10,000, it has had a significant impact on those transactions.

278. Following its implementation, BCLC monitored compliance by Service Providers with the
Source of Funds Declaration Forms

279. Irecall that, in fall 2018, BCLC determined that there were

a number

of deficiencies

identified in the preparation and completion of Source of Funds Declarations by Casino Service
providers. As a result of concerns with compliance by Service Providers with the Source of
Funds Declarations, I recall that Mr. Kroeker engaged Deloitte beginning on or about October 9,
6L

2018, at the cost of service providers, to assist in monitoring Source of Funds Declarations

compliance by Service Providers.

280. I recall that, around the same time that BCLC

engaged Deloitte to monitor compliance by

Service Providers with the Source of Funds Declarations, I was aware that GPEB similarly
conducted audits of the Source of Funds Directive.

281. On or about November 27,2018,I received

a letter from

Mr. Macleod to Ms. Angela

Swan, Vice President, Regulatory Affairs and Compliance at Parq Vancouver, regarding the
Source of funds compliance at Parq Vancouver. I was copied to this letter. A true copy of this

letter, dated November 27,2018, is attached as Exhibit 153 (PAR00002010).

282. Onor about November 29,2018,I received

a letter from

Mr. Macleod regarding the

GpEB audit of Source of Funds compliance. A true copy of this letter, dated November 29,
2018, is attached as Exhibit 154 (GPEBI462).

ZB3. Iam aware that the BCLC AML Unit created a guide entitled "source of Funds and
Reasonable Measures (SOF/RM) Reference Guide for Service Providers", dated July 2019, a

true copy of which is attached as Exhibit 155 (8CLC0007131).

2S4. While the Deloitte monitoring exercise was under way, I exchanged emails with Ms. PivaBabcock between February 2l,20lg and February 22,2019, with the subject "Deloitte Report,"
regarding the Minister's interest in receiving a briefing about the Source of Funds Declaration
compliance issues. A true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit l'56

(BCLC00o60se).

285. On or about February 26,2019,I participated in a call with Minister Eby, Mr. Fyfe, Mr.
that
Scott, and Mr. Harder, in which we discussed the Deloitte monitoring exercise. I explained
providers complying with the source of funds monitoring was
some of the difficulty in Service
gaming tables and
that not all of the $10,000 buy ins occuned at the cash cage. They occurred at

would include multiple transactions such that, over a period of time (hours), the $10,000
the service
threshold would be met. It was a very time-consuming and manual process for
providers. I explained that BCLC was trying to improve the processes involved, but that until
arising from the
there was a digital solution in place, there would always be compliance risks
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manual nature of this exercise. I recall offering to provide the Minister with more information

from Deloitte about this exercise and compliance by service providers if he was interested. To
the best of my recollection, the topic did not come up again in my interactions with Minister Eby
and compliance by service providers improved.

286.

One result of the Source of Funds Declaration is that there are individuals who are now

coming in and buying in just under the $10,000 limit. It is my belief and understanding that

BCLC is recording many of these transactions as suspicious transactions. An individual being
familiar with AML protocols is an element of

a suspicious transaction.

ii. Implementation of Final German Report Recommendations
287. BCLC has been clear from

the beginning of the review by Dr. German that it was

committed to working with Dr. German.

288. Generally, I believe that BCLC has been frustrated with the time that it has taken to
implement all of the recommendations made in the German report, particularly around the
creation of an independent regulator.

289. Although I have felt

some frustration with the time

it

has taken to implement the more

significant recommendations made in the German report, I also recognize that these are
significant recommendations and that the bureaucratic decision-making process can take some
time.

XV.

2018 Cash Cap Proposal

290. During my tenure as President and CEO, I have encountered instances in which I felt that I
was told by government to not pursue an initiative that BCLC felt would improve AML controls
This occurred in particular while Dr. German's teview was under way.

Zgl. While Dr. German

was conducting his review, BCLC continued to explore various AML

initiatives that could be introduced, in order to bring new initiatives into and enhance our AML
regime. After Dr. German's interim recommendation in early December to require a source

of

funds for all transactions over $10,000 was announced, Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais came to
me and suggested if the result of this interim recommendation was that BCLC was no longer
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following

a risk-based approach and

would be moving to a prescriptive approach. I recall that

they were perplexed by this because of Dr. German's expertise in AML and knowledge of riskbased approaches. Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Desmarais and
reduce risk

if BCLC

I discussed what else BCLC could do to

was not going to take an exclusively risk-based approach. I asked them to

identify what further steps BCLC could take to mitigate concems around unsourced cash. They
advised me they had been looking into a cash cap alternative to the recommendation that MNP
had given GPEB

2gZ. I met

in20l6.

again with Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais in a meeting on or about January 4,

2018. They asked if I would support a cap of S25,000 for cash coming into

a casino as

well

as

paid out on verified wins. We discussed next steps including providing me with the rationale in
order to share with GPEB, the Ministry leadership and Dr. German.

293. This was the first

instance that

I am aware of that BCLC considered implementing a hard

cash cap on its own initiative. Previously, BCLC had been aware of the possibility of the

introduction of a cash cap by GPEB and taken steps to signal its willingness and preparation to
do so. For instance, I was aware that the MNP review completed for GPEB

in20l6 included

a

suggestion to place a hard limit on the acceptance of cash at casinos that would apply to all
transactions and all individuals irrespective of risk, but that MNP made no recommendation as to
the amount of this limit. In its management response to the MNP Response, attached above as

Exhibit gT,BCLC indicated that it would wait for GPEB's direction on a cash cap, but did not
receive any such direction. When the MNP Report came up again in the summer of 2017, BCLC
expected that GPEB may then go through

with implementing

a cap

allowed in casinos at

$10,000. In preparation for this, and in order to adjust our financial projections for Treasury
Board, BCLC requested an analysis by HLT Advisory about the estimated impact of restricting
the acceptance of table game cash "buy-ins" of more than $10,000 in BC casinos. A true copy of

this analysis, dated October 11,2017, is attached as Exhibit 157 (8CLC0004614). Based on
this, BCLC made a change to its financial projections, reflecting a $60 million reduction in
forecasted revenue, reflecting the mid-point in

HLT's projection.
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294. lthen

raised the prospect of a $25,000 cash cap with

Mr. Scott and Mr. Fyfe during a

regularly scheduled weekly call on or about January 12,2018.I advised them I would be coming
back to them with more information but did not want them to be surprised.

295. Prior to January 17,20I8,I received advice and rationale from Mr. Kroeker and Mr.
Desmarais about a $25,000 cash cap. I was advised that 94oh of cash entering casinos was in
amounts under $25,000 and it represented 77o/o of the dollar value of large cash transactions. A
cap at $25,000

would eliminate bulk cash over that amount and allow BCLC to focus its large

cash transaction

Know your Customer requirement for FinTRAC. I recall that Mr. Kroeker and

Mr. Desmarais advised me that, in the course of their review, they looked at player risk levels
and found that the vast majority of players buying in under $25,000 were either low or no risk,
whereas players bringing in over $25,000 were rated as medium or high risk.

A $25,000 cash cap

thus made sense. I learned that Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais had initial conversations with
Service Providers about a $25,000 cash cap, and that while they were not happy they understood
the need. I also learned that Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais had discussions with FinTRAC who
advised it was appropriate to do enhanced due diligence on buy ins over $25,000.

296. On January 17,2018,I exchanged emails with Mr. Scarpelli of HLT Advisory, regarding
what the estimates revenue/net win impact was if BCLC were to implement a cap on cash at
$25,000. A true copy of my email exchange with Mr. Scarpelli is attached as Exhibit 158

(8CLC0006377).
297

.

Onor about January 17,2018,I informed Mr. Fyfe and Mr. Godfrey that BCLC had

decided to implement a $25,000 cash cap. I explained the rationale that I had been provided. I
advised them that I had spoken with Mr. Mazure and GPEB had no concems about this initiative.

I did not understand Mr. Fyfe or Mr. Godfrey to have any concerns about this initiative.

298. Later that same day, on or about January 17,2018,I received a call from Mr' Fyfe about
the $25,000 cash cap. I was told that Minister Eby was not happy with the proposal coming out
while the German Review was under way. He asked me to not move forward with the proposal
until after speaking with Mr. German. I was concerned by this response. I observed that Mr.
Fyfe was uncomfortable bringing this up. I had

a good relationship

agreed to contact Dr. German before we moved forward.

with Mr. Fyfe and respect him. I

I understood from my earlier conversations
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with Dr. German when he started his review that he did not want to stop BCLC from doing its
work.

299. At ll:34 pm that same day, on January 17,2018,I sent an email to Mr. Kroeker with the
subject "AML Initiatives

-

GPEB", advising him of the outcome of a call with Mr. Mazure that

same day. Attached as Exhibit 159 (8CLC0006332) is a true copy of my email to Mr. Kroeker

300. I subsequently contacted Dr. German to discuss the issue of the proposed $25,000

cash

cap. To the best of my recollection, this occurred during the following week, likely between
January 18 and January 25,2018. During our conversation about the proposed $25,000 cash cap,

I was told by Dr. German that BCLC should not implement the proposal and that it was not

a

good idea as BCLC had not yet had the opportunity to observe how the source of funds
recommendation would work. Dr. German also said that he did not suggest a cap in this interim
recommendations because he was not sure yet if BCLC had the right cash alternatives in place.

Finally, he cautioned against a prescriptive approach.

301. On or about January 26,2018, I received

an email from Minister Eby regarding potential

BCLC reforms, including possible reforms relating to bank drafts and money orders being used
in BC casinos. I forwarded this email to Mr. Fyfe, seeking a time to discuss this communication
from Minister Eby with him. I was perplexed by this level of intervention. It was not a directive,
but a request. A true copy of this email exchange with Minister Eby and Mr. Fyfe, dated January
26,2018 to January 28,2018, is attached as Exhibit 160 (8CLC0015844).

302. To the best of my recollection, I had a call on January 28,2018 with Mr. Fyfe. I recall that,
during this call, Mr. Fyfe and I discussed the purpose of the Minister's email to me' I understood

Mr. Fyfe's explanation explained to me that the Minister wanted BCLC to know that he did not
want BCLC to implement any new policies before the German report came out, like the $25,000
cash cap, but he changed the email to reflect a different focus. I recall finding this somewhat odd.

303. Following my conversation with Dr. German, BCLC did not move forward with the
proposed $25,000 cash cap. I felt that BCLC had to trust Dr. German's judgment as an expert
and consider the possibility that Dr. German had another idea in mind.

I also knew that Dr.

German reported to the Minister and that the Minister did not want BCLC to implement a hard
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cash cap without Dr. German's approval.

I was surprised when Dr. German's final report was

released and included a recommendation for no cash caps.

I expected that BCLC would be able

to implement the cash cap after his report was released or even that Dr. German would
recommend implementation of a cash cap.

304. On or about February 1,2018, I was copied on an email from Mr. Desmarais to Ms'
Dolinski, providing a copy of

a

report from HLT Advisory regarding the estimated impact of

restricting the acceptance of table game cash "buy ins" of more than

$

1

0,000, dated October

11,

2017,that would be provided to the Minister. This email attached to it a copy of the HLT

Advisory Report, dated October ll,2017 and attached above as Exhibit 157 (8CLC0004614). A
true copy of this email, with the attached HLT Advisory Report, is attached as Exhibit L6L

(BCLC0004613 and BCLC000 4614). I recall that this was sent to the Minister in response to
his query about the basis of BCLC's $60 million reduction in its forecasted revenue.

XVI. AML Measure Proposals While the German Review Was Under Way
305. In early 2018, while the German Review was still under way, BCLC determined that it
would make a series of improvements to its cash reduction strategies. Specifically, these were
changes to the PGF accounts, convenience cheques, and cash distribution

limits. I recall that

these changes were originally intended for implementation on March 15, 2018.

306. On or about February 2,2018, I received

an email from Mr. Kroeker, proposing a series

of

modifications to existing AML controls including changes to PGF accounts, convenience
cheques, and limits on cash
attached as

Exhibit

payouts. A true copy of this email, dated February 2,2018, is

162 (8CLC0004611).

307. On or about March 1,2018, I sent an email to Mr. Kroeker, Mr. Desmarais and Ms.
Dolinski. In this email, I communicated the outcome of my recent conversations with the
Ministry, that is, that the Ministry preferred that BCLC wait before implementing the three
intended improvements to its cash reduction strategies. A true copy of my email, dated March

1,

2018, is attached as Exhibit 163 (8CLC0004307)'
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308. I am aware that following my conversation with the Ministry, the BCLC AML unit
communicated to Service Providers that upcoming cash reduction strategies would be delayed

until after the release of the German Report.

309. While I could understand the Ministry's desire to await the outcome of the German review
before implementing improvements to BCLC's cash reduction strategies, I was frustrated by the
directions that I received in this regard. I understood from my earlier conversations with Dr.
German when he started his review that he did not want to stop BCLC from doing its work. I
considered the proposed improvements to BCLC's cash reduction strategies to be an important
part of BCLC's AML work.

310. On or about August 2,20L8,BCLC received a request from Mr. Macleod requesting that
BCLC suspend the implementation of its directive that updated PGF account and convenience
cheque policies and procedure for Service Providers which were, at this point, set to be effective

August 7,2018.
311

.

On or about August 9,2018, I received a letter from Mr. Sam Macleod, regarding the

suspension on August 2, 2018 of the implementation of BCLC' s directive that updated the PGF

account and convenience cheque policies and procedures for Service Providers. A true copy

of

this letter, dated August 9,2018, is attached as Exhibit 164 (8CLC0011639).

3I2. lwas concerned

by how these events unfolded. I am aware that they created a concem by

BCLC's AML unit, which had previously been able to operate autonomously, acting in the best
interests of their AML responsibilities. I also understand that, due to how events occurred,
Service Providers became confused about the changing AML directions. In my experience, it is

very important that Service Providers have a clear understanding of their responsibilities and
changing directives, as occurred in this instance, makes this difficult.

XV[.
313.

Money Services Business Directives

I am aware that, in or around

June and

J:u/ry

2016, BCLC Investigators attended at Money

Services Businesses in the Richmond area to verify the legitimacy of receipts produced by
players in relation to cash buy ins. I became aware of these efforts much later. I do not recall

when I became aware of these efforts or how I leamed of them.
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314

.

On Octobe r

19

and other initiatives

, 2017 , I exchanged emails with Mr. Kroeker with the subj ect line "MSBs

-

for the Task Force," regarding working with Dr. German on new AML

initiatives generally and on de-risking MSBs in particular. A true copy of my email exchange

with Mr. Kroeker is attached as Exhibit 165 (8CLC0006349).

315. I recall

that, at the time, our discussion about de-risking MSB's focused on developing a

list of approved MSBs. Subsequent to more due diligence, Mr. Kroeker stated to me that BCLC
should de-risk all MSBs. While this was his responsibility to decide, I agreed with him.
3

16. Between March l, 2018

and March 6,2018,

I exchanged emails with Mr. Kroeker with the

subject line "AML Improvements," which included a discussion, among other things, about
proceeding with de-risking MSBs. A true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 166

(BCLCooo6699).

317. As BCLC considered whether to de-risk MSBs, I kept the government apprised of our
thinking. I first raised the MSB issue with Mr. Scott and Mr. Fyfe during one of our regularly
scheduled conversations in the fall of20I7. I do not recall the exact date ofthis call. I understood

from this call that Mr. Scott and Mr. Fyfe grasped the direction and why BCLC was considering
de-risking MSBs. Subsequently, on or about January 17,2018, I advised Mr. Scott and Mr. Fyfe
of the decision to stop accepting funds from all MSBs. I informed them that this directive was a
result of BCLC's ongoing efforts to continually improve its AML regime. I informed them

BCLC's decision

as I know that the Government did not

that I was not willing to delay or ask permission

of

like surprises. This was an improvement

for. I told Mr. Kroeker to proceed as I felt that

this was too important to delay. I do not recall Mr. Scott or Mr. Fyfe's response to the
information that BCLC was de-risking MSBs. Mr. Scott and Mr. Fyfe did not ask me to consult

Dr. German about BCLC's decision to de-risk MSBs. I did not consult Dr. German on this
decision.

318. BCLC subsequently implemented in March 2018 apolicy that prohibited casinos from
taking any form of payment from a Money Service Business. I never heard any concern from Dr.
German or the Ministry or GPEB regarding this.
319

I do not recall any negative

response to this directive by Service Providers
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XV[I.Other AML Proposals and Options
c. Credit
320. During my time

as CEO,

BCLC has explored

a process

to offer credit to BCLC's high limit

table players at various periods of time. At this time, I am not aware of BCLC offering such
credit to its high limit players.

3Zl. I am aware of one exercise exploring

the process of offering credit to high limit table

players in order to reduce the risk and frequency of their reliance on large amounts of cash in fall

2015.

322. I am aware of another exercise exploring the process of offering credit in20l9.
323. On or about January 9,2019 to January 10,2019,I exchanged emails with Mr. Kroeker
and Mr. Desmarais requesting that they update me about the subject of credit in casinos. A true
copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 167 (BCLC0005084).

d. Lower ID Threshold
324. lam aware that, prior to my departure on medical leave, BCLC was working on the
implementation of mandatory identification tracking of patrons making cash buy-ins beginning
at $3,000 and above.

I am not aware of the status of these efforts following my departure on

medical leave.

325. On or about December 4,2018,I received

a letter from

Mr. Macleod with the subject

"source of Funds Declaration Identification Threshold", expressing GPEB's support for this

initiative. A true copy of this letter is attached as Exhibit 168 (GPEBL464).

326. I prepared a BCLC Briefing Document, dated December 5,2018, entitled "Identification
Requirements for Table Game Buy-Ins at BC Casinos", a true copy of which is attached above as

Exhibit 7 2 (BCLC0005

83

9).
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XIX.

Paladin and Project Icarus Investigations and Recommendations

327. OnOctober 5,2017,I received a letter from Minister Eby with the subject "Allegations of
sexual assaults on staff at River Rock Casino. This letter directed me to undertake investigations

into

a series

attached as

of allegations. A true copy of the letter I received, dated October 5, 2017 , is

Exhibit

169 (GPEB0984).

328. I consulted Mr. Kroeker about an investigation into human resources practices at River
Rock Casino. I recall that Mr. Kroeker and myself believe that it was GPEB's responsibility to
conduct such an investigation, as it related to conduct that could affect individual or corporate
registration.

329. Following my conversation with Mr. Kroeker, I recall that I spoke to both Mr. Mazure
Mr. Fyfe separately and shared my belief that it was GPEB's responsibility to conduct this

and

investigation. I do not recall the dates of these conversations.

330. GPEB subsequently

refused to investigate this and BCLC was directed to investigate.

I

was concerned about a potential conflict developing if BCLC Security Personnel conducted the

investigation, given their ongoing relationships with River Rock staff. I thus directed BCLC to
use a third party. BCLC hired Paladin Security to undertake an investigation.
33

l.

On or about March

lg,20l8,I

sent a letter to Mr. Mazure with the subject "Investigations

into Allegations regarding Great Canadian Gaming Corporation's Operations at River Rock". A
true copy of my letter, dated March 19,2018, is attached as Exhibit 170 (GPEB1245).

332. lnmy March 19, 2018 letter, I enclosed

a copy of the Final Summary Report prepared

by

paladin Security also dated March 19,2018. A true copy of the Final Summary Report enclosed

with my March lg,2018 letter is attached

333. On October 5,20I8,I received

as

Exhibit 171 (GPEBI247).

an email from

Mr. Macleod with the subject "VIP Room

Investigation." I forwarded this email on October 5,2018, to Mr. Kroeker and Mr. Desmarais
and was copied on their exchange with Ms. Jennifer Keim, BCLC General Counsel, on October

g,Z0l8. A true copy of this email chain is attached

as

Exhibit

172 (8CLC00073800

8CLC0007381 and 8CLC0007382).
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334. lnthe October 5,2018 email that I received from Mr. Macleod, he provided me with

a

draft final report on the VIP Room Investigation and draft letter with the subject
"Recommendation to BCLC for developing and implementing VIP Operational Standards,

Policies & Procedures". To the best of my recollection, attached above as Exhibit 172 is a true
copy of the draft letter that I received from Mr. Macleod in his October 5, 2018 letter'

335. On or about October

10, 2018,

I sent a letter to Mr. Macleod with the subject "Response

to Recommendation for developing & implementing VIP Operational Standards, Policies &
procedures". A true copy of this letter, dated October 10,2018, is attached as Exhibit 173
(BCLCooo8096).

XX. AML

Deputy Minister's Committee

336. When it was created in or about July 2018, I was a non-voting member of the Deputy
Minister's Committee on Anti-Money Laundering (the "AML Deputy Minister's Committee").
The General Manager of GPEB, by then Mr. Sam Mcleod, was also a non-voting member

of

this Committee. The voting members of the Committee were Mr. Scott, Mr. Mark Sieben who
was then Deputy Minister for the Solicitor General, and Ms. Wannemaker who was then Deputy

Minister for the Ministry of Finance.

337. lunderstood that the mandate of the AML Deputy Minister's Committee was to support
and direct the implementation of the recommendations from the German report. This committee
was re-established in June 2019 to develop a multi-sectoral strategic response to

AML'

33g. I attended all of the AML Deputy Minister's Committee meetings. I understood my role as
non-voting member of this Committee was to provide information, insight and advice to the
Deputy Ministers on the gaming industry. I was asked to leave the Committee meetings when
a

there were sensitive Government discussions for which the Committee would go in camera'

339. Following the release of Dr. German's second report, Dirty Money - Part 2: turning the
Tide - An Independent Review of Money Laundering in BC Real Estate, Luxury Vehicle Sales
& Horse Racing, dated March 31,2019, and of the report of the Expert Panel on Money
Laundering in BC Real Estate, Combatting Money Laundering in BC Real Estate, also dated

March 3l,Z0lg,I was advised by Ms. Megan Harris that the role of the AML Deputy Minister's
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Committee would be expanding and that, as a result, my role on this committee would be
reduced. I was no longer required to attend every AML Deputy Minister's Committee meeting
and would only attend meetings at which the gaming sector was discussed.

340. Throughout my time on the AML Deputy Minister's Committee, I recall that the members
of the Committee engaged in important and substantive discussions about AML work. By way of
example, attached as Exhibit 174 (AMLDMC0013) and 175 (AMLDMC0044) are the Minutes

of the December 13,2018 and June 18, 2019 meeting respectively.

34L I recall

that the Committee would receive specific communications and input from AML

Stakeholders. For example, I am aware that on or about November 15,2018, the AML Deputy

Minister Committee received

a letter

from Ms. Keim providing comments on a proposed

"standards-Based Model for Gambling Regulation" presentation. A true copy of this letter is
attached as

Exhibit

176 (8CLC0005846).

342. Based on my participation on the AML Deputy Minister's Committee, I hold the view that
the Committee's belief was that the role of the Committee was to do the right thing and to

critically consider the German Report recommendations not simply to implement them. In my
opinion, this was reflected in the fact that the members of the AML Deputy Minister's
Committee were dedicated to ensuring that BCLC implemented Dr. German's recommendations
where appropriate and to considering other solutions where preferable options may exist or
where a recommendation was potentially not necessary.

343. On or about March 28,2019,I sent an email to Ms. Jennifer Gallaway, the Director at
BCLC charged with coordinating the implementation of the German Report recommendations
with the subject "Cash in Casinos". This resulted in an email chain between March 28,2019 and

April 10, z1Ig,with the subject "Cash in casinos," between myself, Ms. Gallaway, Mr' Kroeker,
Ms. Bal Bamra, and others. A true copy of this email chain is attached as Exhibit 177
(BCLC0O04s47).

XXI. Resignation of Ross Alderson
344. On or about September 29,2017 ,I learned that the journalist Mr. Cooper published an
article that included a reference to a BCLC s. 86 report, identifying a patron's name. I discussed
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this article with Mr. Kroeker. Mr. Kroeker advised me of his belief that it appeared that there was
a leak

within BCLC, GPEB or the RCMP, based on the nature of the information contained in

this article which referenced a s. 86 report. These three organizations were the recipients of the
s. 86 reports. I was concerned by the possibility of a leak

within one of these organizations.

345. Following my conversation with Mr. Kroeker, I contacted each of Mr. Mazure and Mr.
Fyfe on or about October 3,2017.In my conversations with both Mr. Mazure and with Mr. Fyfe,

I shared with them my belief that there was a leak in either BCLC, GPEB or the RCMP,

as these

were the organizations that were aware of the contents of the s. 86 reports that provided the
basis for this article.

346. The following day, on or about October 4,2017,I received

a

letter from Minister Eby. This

letter was addressed to myself and to Mr. Mazure. In this letter, Minister Eby instructed Mr.

Mazure and myself to reinforce within our respective organizations the importance of

confidentiality and that breaches would result in immediate dismissal. A true copy of this letter,
dated october 4,2017, is attached as

Exhibit

178 (8CLC0015846).

347. IJponreceiving the letter from Minister Eby, I immediately wrote an all-staff email
emphasizing the Standard of Ethical Business Conduct and that this included not releasing

confidential information and that the breaches would result in immediate dismissal. A true copy
of the email that I sent is attached as Exhibit 179 (BCLC0016055).

348. A few hours after sending the all staff email, I received a text from Mr. Alderson stating "I
hope that you remember me as a good guy." I later received an email from Mr. Alderson himself,
dated December 13,2017, expressing his regret with the situation and seeking to explain his

actions. A true copy of the emails that I exchanged with Mr. Alderson between December 13,
2017 andDecember 15,2Ol7 is attached as Exhibit 180 (8CLC0010060).

34g. I advised Mr. Desmarais who contacted Mr.
at the time.

I also directed the VP of Human

Sweeney. I recall that

Mr' Kroeker was away

Resources, Ms. Jamie Callahan, to contact Mr.

Alderson to obtain his laptop, phone, and any other BCLC property. Ms. Callahan collected these
items from Mr. Alderson's house and delivered these to BCLC's Security team. I understand that
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Ms. Callaghan communicated to Mr. Alderson about BCLC's Whistleblower Policy,

a true copy

of which policy, dated January 2015, is attached as Exhibit 181 (8CLC0003800).

350. I later learned

that the Security Team determined that Mr. Alderson's laptop had water

damage.
351

.

After BCLC learned that Mr. Alderson was the source of the leak, I participated in a series

of meetings with him in the presence of counsel. I am not at liberty to discuss these meetings

with Mr. Alderson as these meetings are subject to settlement privilege.

352. Atthe time of the events leading to Mr. Alderson's resignation from BCLC, I was in
regular communication with the Government. I did not disclose Mr. Alderson's identity to the
Ministry.

353. Between October 5,2017 and October

ll,20l7,I

exchanged emails with Mr. Mazure

regarding the investigation into the disclosures by Mr. Alderson, referred to only as a BCLC

employee. A true copy of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 182 (8CLC0008668).

354. On or about October ll,2017,I received

a copy

of a letter from Mr. Herb Isherwood,

BCLC's external legal counsel to Mr. Josephson regarding Mr. Alderson,

a true copy

of which is

attached as Exhibit 183 (BCLC0009068).

355. On or about October 13,2Ol7,I received

a copy of a letter from

Mr. Josephson to Mr.

Isherwood, BCLC's extemal counsel, regarding Mr. Alderson. A true copy of this letter is
attached as Exhibit 1S4 (8CLC0008540). Following receipt of this letter, Mr. Isherwood wrote

to Mr. Fyfe in a letter dated October 16,2017, to inform the Ministry that BCLC had leamed that
a

BCLC employee was the source of the leak. A true copy of this letter to Mr. Fyfe is attached,

with enclosures, as Exhibit 185 (8CLC0008643).

356. I am aware that in the RCMP initiated

a

review in respect of the possibility that

information within the possession of the RCMP was inappropriately shared with the media. A
true copy of an undated letter from C/Supt. Keith Finn of the RCMP E-Division FSOC to Mr.
Isherwood, informing BCLC of this review, is attached as Exhibit 186 (BCLC 0016729).
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357. During the events in question, I understood

based on my conversations with Minister Eby,

Mr. Fyfe and Mr. Godfrey that Minister Eby held

a concern that the

individual who was the

source of the leak might qualify as a whistleblower and was concerned about mistreating a

possible whistleblower. I communicated to the Minister that the individual who was the source

of the leak had been advised of BCLC's whistleblower program and was not interested in this. I
never received a direction by Minister Eby to not terminate this individual. On or about

December 14,2017,I had a teleconference with Minister Eby, Mr. Fyfe, Mr. Godfrey, who was
the Minister's Assistant to the Attomey General, and Mr. Smith, about how to handle the

situation with Mr. Alderson. I recall that Minister Eby wanted to know if we could stop him from
speaking with the media. I advised that I did not support requiring the employee to sign a nondisclosure agreement, as it would be perceived as an attempt by BCLC to muzzle him. I recall
that we also discussed the options for Mr. Alderson and if he could be transferred to another
government role. I recall suggesting various options, including transfers to GPEB to another

public service role. These options were dismissed, leaving only the options of dismissal or

resignation. The Minister communicated that BCLC had to "do what they needed to do", but
also said that it may be hard for people to understand why the Board Chair and the CEO were

still in their corner offices when the whistleblower was out on the street. I understood from this
that if Mr. Alderson did not resign and BCLC were to terminate him, there may be consequences

for Mr. Smith and I.

358. On the day following my conversation with Minister Eby and Mr. Smith, on or about
December 15,2017,I received a frantic phone call from Mr. Godfrey. Mr. Godfrey explained to
me that the Minister was contemplating having Dr. German resolve this situation as part of his

review. I told Mr. Godfrey that the employee was a BCLC employee; that I would be meeting

with him; and that I understood the consequences if it did not go well. I stated it was clear to me
what Minister Eby had imPlied'

359. BCLC's lawyers and I met with Mr. Alderson on or about December 15,2017

360. Mr. Alderson ultimately resigned from BCLC on or about December 15,2017, a true copy
of which resignation letter from Mr. Alderson to Mr. Kroeker, to which I was copied, is attached
as

Exhibit

187 (8CLC0009058).

I accepted his resignation on behalf of BCLC. I informed Mr.
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Fyfe and Mr. Godfrey of this shortly after. It was apparent to me when I informed them that Mr.
Alderson resigned that they were very relieved.

361. In early February 2019, Mr. Alderson

gave an interview on CTV's W5 program.

Following this interview, I recall that BCLC sent to Mr. Alderson a letter on or about February
19,2019, a true copy of which is attached below.

362. Following the CTV W5 Interview, I wrote

an article in the

YAK newsletter

about this

interview and the media attention with respect to BC casinos and money laundering. A true copy
of this article, dated February 11,2019, is attached as Exhibit 188 (8CLC0011683).

363. Between February 19,2019

and February 20,2019,

I was copied to and participated in

an

email exchange with Ms. Piva-Babcock with the subject "Alderson work timeline". A true copy
of this email exchange is attached as Exhibit 189 (8CLC0010171).

364. I received

a call on or about in mid-February 2019 from

Mr. Scott. I recall Mr. Scott

sharing with me Minister Eby's concem that BCLC had sent a letter to Mr. Alderson following
the CTV W5 interview and that Minister Eby was not aware of this letter. I recall telling Mr.
Scott that I had not expected news of this letter to reach the Minister and that the hope in sending
the letter was to encourage Mr. Alderson to not make any unfounded allegations.

365. I am aware that on or about February 25,2019, Mr. Isherwood sent a letter to Minister Eby
with the subject "Ross Alderson and B.C. Lottery Corporation." Mr. Isherwood wrote in
response to Minister Eby's request for a briefing with respect to a letter sent on behalf of BCLC

to Ross Alderson dated February 19,2019 with the subject "Defamatory and Unlawful Media
Communications Regarding British Columbia Lottery Corporation." A true copy of the letter to

Minister Eby, dated February 25,2019, with enclosures, is attached

as

Exhibit

190

(BCLC0ooe904).

366. On or about February 26,2019,I participated in a call with Minister Eby and others.
During this call, I recall that Minister Eby expressed that he understood the purpose in sending
the letter to Mr. Alderson following the CTV W5 interview, but that he would have liked to have

known in advance that this letter was being sent.
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XXil.

Termination of Robert Kroeker

367. On or about

July

2,2019,I terminated Mr. Kroeker's employment with BCLC

368. My decision to terminate Mr. Kroeker's employment with BCLC had nothing to do with
his role in BCLC's AML efforts, the casino industry, his role in AML generally, or with the
German Report recommendations.

XX[I.

Horse Racing Industry Management Committee

369. I am the current chair of the BC Horse Racing Industry Management Committee. I have
held this position since March2}I4 as part of my mandate as CEO of BCLC.

370. The Committee was formed to support and direct the horse racing industry. It is a
collaboration between owners of Thoroughbreds, owners of Standardbreds, and operators of race
tracks (that is, the Great Canadian Gaming Corporation), and includes the Gaming Policy and

Enforcement Branch ("GPEB") as a non-voting member. The Committee is responsible for the
direction of the industry, revenue distribution, and marketing and business development
investments.

371. Following the review by Dr. German of the horse-racing industry, I suggested to this
committee that we look at starting an AML program and I advised Mr. Brian Butters, Manager

of

the Horse Racing Industry Management Committee, to discuss this with Mr. Kroeker. I recall
that the committee ultimately viewed this as unnecessary as FinTRAC does not identify this
sector as a reporting entitY.
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372. I am presently on medical leave from this position.
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lntroduction
BC Government's Summ ary Review: Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC Gaming Facilties
(fenruary 2011) "was inteided to determine what anti-money laundering pof'cies; practices and
Ihilegi"" were in ptace. Additionally, the reuiew uvas fo identify any oppottunlttbs fo strengthen
tie eiisting anti-money taundering regime."'The Review has made an important contribution by
providing dontext and focus for the Gaming Po_licy and Enforcemenl Branch's {GPEB)
iontinuiig work with anti-money laundering diligence in BC casinos. GPEB has examined the
r*comm#dations put fonruard liy the Review and discussed these with the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC), the RCMP and FINTRAC.
Both GpEB and BCLC have begun implementing new measures and strategies to better
manage cash and improve patron safety. To that end we are developing programs that result in
increaied use of electronic funds, thereby decreasing the dependence on cash.

GpEB has set a goal to further strengthen the existing anti-money laundering discipline in the
province. We provide this action plan to address the recommendations from the Review.

The Goal
The gaming industry in British Columbia is recognized as a leader in anti-money-laundering best
practices.

Review ReqommendatioJs and GPEB Eesponses
While the Review found that BCLC and operators have appropriate money laundering strategies
in place, it also provided opportunities for BCLC to further strengthen the anti-money laundering
discipline in business operalions, and for GPEB to further strengthen its regulatory oversight.
GPEB's responses to the recommendations identified in the report are below:

Recommendations fol,BCLC
Recommendation #{

BCLC, in consultation with GPEB, should revise ils buy-in/cash-out policy to .allow for cash-ottts
to be paid by cheque, where cash-out cheques clearly and unequivocally indicate that the funds
are not from gaming winnings.

GPEB Response
GPEB agrees that the buy-in/cash-out policy requires revision.
Effective immediately, patrons may buy-in with certified cheques. This complements the policy
already in place that allows buy-in to the Patron Gaming Fund accounts with certified cheques,

GpEB and BCLC are workirrg on a policy to have cash-outs payable by cheque for amounts

less than a prescribed amount (TBD: Between $5,000 - $10,000) to protect customers leavin$
casinos. These cheques will note that the funds were not from verified wins as recommended.
Once other recommendations have taken effect to move the industry away from cash
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dependence, GPEB and BCLC wiltwork on a policy to phase in cheque cash-outs for other
amounts.
BCLC is currently developing the details of this policy solution and will present this to GPEB for
review.

Recommendation #2
BCLC should anhance training and corporate policy to help ensure gaming staff do not draw
conc/usrbns about the ultimate oigin of funds based solely on the identification of a patron and
his or her pattern of play. Training and basrness prectlces shou/d result in gaming staff having a
clear understanding that the duty to diligently scrutinize all buy-ins forsuspictrcus fransaclions
applies whether or not a patron ls considered to be knawn to BCLC or the facility operator.
GPEB Response
GFEB agrees with this recommendation. BCLC has undertaken this initiative.

Recommendation #3
BCLC ho/ds the view that gaming /osses on the part of a patron provide evidence that the
patron is not involved in money taundering ar other related criminal activity, This interpretation of
money taundering is nof consrstent with that of law enforcement or regulatory authorities. BCLC
should better align its corparate view and staff training on what consfiftfes maney laundering
with that of enforcsment agencies and the provtslbns of the rolevanf sfalufes.

GPEB Response
GPEB agrees with this recommendation, GPEB is working with BCLC to update policies and
procedures to ensure consistency with that of law enforcement and other regulatory authorities.

Recornmendation #4

Gaming is almost entirely a cash business rn B.C. Ifiis presonfs opportunities far organized
crime- Transition from cash fransacflons to electronic funds transfer would strengthen the antimonay laundering regime. BCLC, in consultatian with GPEB, should take the sfeps necossary to
develop electronic funds transfer sysfems that maximize servlbe delivery, create marketing
oppoftunities, and are compliant with anti-money laundering requirements,
GPEB Response
Executive from GPEB and BCLC have met and agreed lo a common goal of transitioning the
gaming industry away from its current state as a cash dependent industry. This transition will
iave Jprofouni impict on the industry's resistance to money laundering, As note.d,. BCLC and
GPEB have agreed'to allow certified cheques to be used to cash-in at gaming facilities. GPEB
betieves that accepting certified cheques from patrons to buy.in at gaming facilities is an
immediale positive mdasure to reduce the cash basis of the industry and improve patron safety.
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BCLC and GPEB have already developed and implemented a Patron Gaming Fund (PGF)
program. The PGF account currently allows gaming customers to transfer money into 8.C.,
ca#os through electronic funds transfer (EFT) from bona fide Canadian financial institutions'

GpEB has established a cross-divisionatworking group to support the transition. Thlough this
working gfoup, and in conjunction with BCLC, GPEB will facilitate this transition so that protects
probleilr lamblers, effectively addresses rnoney laundering, and is economically responsible to
the industry,
Ultimatety, this strategy will have a layered approach offering a combination of convenience,
incentive-s and requirements. This will isolate money laundering activity from legitimate gaming,
enabling hig h ly effective enforcement actiort.

Recommendations for GPEB
Recommendation #1
Adopting the perspective that registration, audit and enforcementlinvesfigations lie on a
compti{nce cantiiuum and making sure the Branch structure, including reporting relationshrps,
supports this integrated approach.
GPEB Response
GPEB agrees with this recommendation. The cross-divisional working group is in place. The
group includes these functions, plus other related interests in the Branch. GPEB recognizes the
opportunity for improvement by better integrating various regulatory functions. Changes within
the Branch that have begun already will allow us to improve our strategic overview and achieve
stronger regulation of AML functions. This group will ensure that GPEB has a well co-ordinated
response to the recommendations, and to any future AML issues.

Recommendation #2
Developing an annual unified registration, audit and investigations plan thaf sefs out and coordinates complianca abiectives and priorities for each year.
GPEB Response
GPEB agrees with this recommendation. GPEB sees an opportunity lo involve other inierested
areas of the Branch in the plan in addition to registratlon, audit and investigations. GPEB plans
to undertake this annual promss beginning this fall.
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Recomrnendation #3
Formally involving the patice agencies of jurisdiction, including fhose willt spocdc anti-money
laundeiing and organized crime mandates, in annual enforcement obiective and priority
plannhg.
GPEB Response
GPFB agrees with this recornmendation. lt is acknowledged that the lnformal network is active,
and productive. Going foruvard, GPEB will formalize involvement of police of jurisdiction and
other related agencies in our priority planning process,

Recommendation #4
Establishing more formalconfacfs and relationships with governance and enforcement agencies
and associations in jurisdictions with large, long-standing gaming rndusirias.
GPEB Response
GPEB agrees with this recommendation. ln addition to GPEB's existing contacts and
relationships, we are pursulng a more formal approach to sharing expertise with others in the
field. That can include new associations within North America and gtobally.

Lonfl Term Recommendations
ln addition to the above recommendations, the Review identifled two initiatives that the Province
could consider "to more fully and accurately assess and address the potential future risk of
money laundering and associated criminal activities to gaming." These initiatives and GPEB's
responses are:

lnitiative #1
Engaging an independent firm with expeftise in establishing electronic funds transferprocesses
and procedures to assisf with the creation of an electronic funds fransfer sysfem that delivers a
high degree of service to patrons, is marketable, and is fully campliant with anti'money
taundering standards found in the financial sector. This firm should a/so be utilized to assist wifh
ensuring the structure and canduct of future anti-maney laundering reviews not only measure
conformity with anti-money laundering legislation and regulations, but also help BCLC and
GPEB to go beyond regulatory compliance to meet financialsector best practices.
GPEB Response
GPEB agrees with this recommendation. Work has already been done with independent firms to
incorpor-te best practices in this area. GPEB is working with BCLC to implement
Recommendation #4 to BCLC (transitioning away from a cash industry), and vye willengage
appropriate help to identify and implement improved EFT practices as required to complete this
effort.

lnitiative #2
Creating a cross-agency task force to investigate and gather intelligence on suspicious activities
and traisactions at B.i. gaming facitities. The taskforce would report out on the types and
magnitude of any crimlnat activity it founct occuning in relation to gaming facilities in B.C. This
infirmation would hetp guide any additional actions that may be required.
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GPEB Response
GpEB agree$ with this recommendation- We will determine how best to implement this initiative
after coripleting the other recommendations. GPEB believes that the other recommendations in
this reporiwill have a powerful effect and significantly improve the AML regime in B.C. ln ihe
interim, a more formalized approach and better co-ordination between interested agencies and
BCLC has been established to ensure effective communication.

Gohcl_usion
The B.C. government's Summary Review: Anti-Money Laundering Measures at BC Gaming
Facilities has set a sound course. Once we have addressed its recommendations, we will
continue to innovate and improve the regime to ensure that B.C.'s gaming industry is
recognized as a leader in anti-money-laundering practices.
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Bill here is the list of proposed changes we have talked about. We would like to meet to discuss them with
you and Doug at your earliest convenience. lf you have any questions please give me a call.

Thanks

Terry
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Methods to Reduce Reliance on Cash in

BC Casinos

ln response to several audits and reports which have suggested that BCLC needs to improve their AML
(anti-money laundering) compliance and make efforts to reduce the reliance on cash within casinos,
below are some proposed suggestions.

Patron Gaming Fund Accounts (PGF)
were introduced into the larger lower mainland casinos beginning in December 2009 as
way for the casi nos to reduce their reliance on cash. Their use has been limited Suggestions for
improvements are listed below:
PGF accounts

L,

Allow PGF accounts to be opened and replenished with
including: certified, pe rsonal and casino cheques, ban
provides an avenue to move away from the issue
casino to game with. ln regards to the use of pe
have to establish their own cheque-clearing wa

2,

Allowing internationalfundstransfer
international office (e.e. RBC Shanghai).
office PGF accounts. Remove the restri
to
The patron should also have
was received from.

3.

Allow patrons to
financial i
one in which

EFT

an account

t

of financial instruments
r credit cards. This
and
ms of cash into the
carrying
would
the
any financial institution does.

d bank with an
to
Service Provider, head
tra
come from a Canadian bank.
same international bank account it
to

back to their own bank account at a different

funds

into
with

Scotia ban

a

a

t

owner of both

at a different financial institution, other than the
For example, the patron EFTs funds from their
and
later EFTs the funds from their PGF account to
nt
F
nk of Montreal. As long as the patron is identified as the
s should not be an issue.

above provide full audit trails and do not differ in nature to the
current large cash transaction (LCT) procedures which require full patron identification and
recording of relevant tra nsactions sepa rately,

The two recomme

4.

Accept

EFTs

from other Canadian financial institutions besides Canadian banks (such as Credit

Unions).

5.

Allowing funds to be transferred to a PGF account from any Banking institution. The Service
Provider would be allowed to file its' own 'due diligence' report, attesting to the origin of the
funds, just like a Canadian bank.

bale
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6.

Patrons currently have the ability to deposit into their PGF accounts any verified wins on the
same day the win occurs.

Casino Cheques & Other Financidl lnstuments
only permits casinos to issue cheques for verified wins. Suggestions to increase
the use of cheques and still maintain AML compliance are listed below:
Currently,

BCLC policy

1.

Forthe safety and convenience of patrons, create a new type of
"Not a Verified Win, Return of Funds Only". These casino
buy-ins should the patron return to play.

2,

lf a patron is cashing out and the amount is 510,000
a PGF account and deposit the funds there.

3.

Accept buy-ins at the casino in a wider variety of
personal and casino cheques, bank drafts, money o
ns ca
an avenue to move away from the iss
the
game with. ln regards to the use of
establish their own cheque-clearing waiti

, offer

no cheque clearly labeled
uld also be accepted as

the option to open

nts including certified,
debit or credit cards. This provides
sums of cash into the casino to
providers would have to
ncial institution does,

Extend Credit or Provide
Currently, the Responsible Gambling
extend credit or lend

rovtnct

of BC do not allow gaming service providers to
icy. This poliry would need to be amended in order

to allow the following

alify. The credit amount would have a minimum threshold,
1". Extend cred
imum threshold. Credit amounts below Stoo,ooo would not
Sloo,ooo as an
all
necessary identification information in order to be eligible
Patron
be offered.
ce providers would have to determine how much credit they are
for the credit. The
willing to extend and thus be liable for

2.

Credit would be offered to both local and international players. Credit would only be available
at the larger casino properties in the lower mainland - namely River Rock, Starlight, Grand Villa
and Edgewater.

3.

With credit capability extended to high limit players, offer a Casino 'VlP Card'that can be loaded
with funds and utilized at the cash cage for buy ins and for disbursements to a pre-determined
credit limit. To obtain a Casino card the patron would register at a Casino and revealtheir
banking information. This process would be administered and tracked by the Service Provider.
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Ilse of Leg:itimate Money Transfer Companies

1,

A compa.ny called 'TrustCash" has the potentialto offer the ability for patrons to purchase
casino chips on-line and pay for them in cash at their nearest banking location. The company
would provide the patron with a slip or chit which would be redeemable at the casino for the
chips purchased.

2.

Benefits include

3.

A system called "Global Cash" is currently in use at the Edgewater, Grand Villa, Cascades and
River Rock casinos. There is a "Global Cash" terminal which patrons can use their credit cards
sh" cage on site and they
and request a cash advance. The patron then attends the
not charged a daily
will provide the funds to the patron. Using this method the
There are service fees
interest fee that is common with a regu lar cash advance on
There is no limit
the
cash
involved and the fees increase as the amount of

a

fully auditable trail of the funds transactions

on the amount of the cash advance

belA
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Casino Cash and Payment Business Process
Enhancemenfs Project
Steering Committee
Terms of Reference
1)

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Steering Committee is to oversee the overall direction of the casino cash and
payment business process enhancements project and its impact to the corporation's business
processes and anti-money laundering regime. The Steering Committee will guide and monitor the
work of the project and will be responsible for resource allocation to the project. Additionally, the
Steering Committee will be responsible for the management of issues that cannot be resolved at
the working group level.

2l

coMPosrTroN

The Committee shallbe comPosed of:

.
.
.
r
.
3)

Terry Towns, Chair
Jim Lightbody

DarrylSchiewe
Rob Kroeker
Susan Dolinski

MEETTNGS

a)

The Committee will meet initially to review and approve the form and content of the Project
Charter and Project Plan.

b) After the initial meeting, the

Committee will meet as deemed necessary

to carry out

its

responsibilities.

c)

The Director Strategic Projects will set the meeting agendas with input from Committee
members and the Chair, Vice Pr:esident Corporate Security and Compliance.

Casino Cash and Payment Business Process Enhancements Project Steering Commiftee Terms of ReferencePage
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d)

The Commifiee will keep regular minutes of its meetings. The VP Secur:ity and Compliance will
report to the Executive Cornmittee regularly regarding the Committee's activities and actions of
material concem to BCLC.
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Committee
2011

Room G5, Vancouver Office
ln attendance: Darryl Schiewe, Jim Lightbody, Terry Towns, Susan Dolinski, Rob Kroeker
Meeting commenced at 3:30 p.m.

1. Approval ofAoenda:
The first order of business was the agenda. The agenda was adopted as presented.

2.

New Business:
Rob commenced the meeting with the presentation and review of the Steering Committee Terms
of Reference for approval by the members.

A discussion and review of both the Project Charter and Project Plan took place with the
determination that early consultation is needed with Responsible Gambling on the initiative related
to the placement of ATM's to more visible and accessible locations on the casino floor. Rob
agreed to initiate this discussion with the Responsible Gambling team.
It was also agreed that additional stakeholder consultation will be needed with Finance and
Corporate Services on the proposalto manage Global Cash through the cage, as there may be
implications to the float amount. Rob agreed to arrange and conduct meetings with the appropriate
internal stakeholders who were determined to be Mike Wolfram and/or Wendy Henning.

Rob initiated discussion regarding resource requirements and commitments. After review of the
aforementioned, all confirmed ability to resource the project as laid out in the Project Plan.

3.

Decisions:

The Terms of Reference were approved as presented.
Following consideration and discussion in the session, the Project Plan was also approved as
presented, with agreement that relevant document will be circulated for signatures.

4.

Other:
Discussion took place about next meetings with consensus for the next meeting to be set for midNovember.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m

October 31, 201 1 Meeting Minutes for AML Steering Committee Page
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Minutes for Gasino Service Providers Working Group
Held on October 28,2011
Room 05, BCLC Vancouver Office

ln attendance:
BCLC: Darryl Schiewe, Jim Lightbody, Terry Towns, Rob Kroeker, Petroula Magriotidis
Casino Service Providers: Howard Blank, Peter Goudron, Walter Soo, Dennis Amerine,
Vic Poleschuk
Not in attendance:
Casino Service Provider: Lorenzo Creighton

Meeting commenced at 10:30 a.m

1.

Approval ofAsenda:
The first order of business was the Agenda. Rob initiated discussion by determining if any
additional items needed to be added to the proposed agenda. None were identified and therefore,
it was adopted as presented.

2.

New Business:
Rob commenced the meeting by outlining the project scope in a presented document with a list of
initiatives that are being worked on as elements of the overall Casino Cash Payment Business
Process Enhancements project. A review of these initiatives was completed with a discussion on
project structure and general timelines for implementation. Rob advised that the VIP Marketing
Initiative would only yield a discussion/scope document; as such a proposalwould require more
robust research and consultative efforts amongst key stakeholders for its feasibility. Rob also
advised that the concept of opening a PGF account with credit has been taken off the table due to
regulatory constraints at this time.
Further discussion took place regarding the proposed initiatives, specifically Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts, Deferred Payment, Casino Cheques and Global Cash on casino floors and what other
jurisdictions around North America are doing. lt was agreed that more research and a risk
assessment needs to be conducted around the financial, legal and operational implications of
policy changes to these initiatives. Concern was raised around how funds would be collected if
patron's deferred monetary instrument defaults and/ or how we ensure that funds being returned
to a patron go back to a single, "verified" personal account from an approved Canadian financial
institution?
Rob requested feedback on resource commitments and timelines, as more focused work will be
needed going forward in terrns of research on service provider business processes and impacts of
implementation from a n operational perspective Agreed that the drafting of policy is the initial

October 28, 2011 Meeting Minutes for CSP Working GroupPage
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piece, but the most work will be around the training package, implementation roll out and the
potential impact it may create on investigations and audit.

3.

Follow Up Actions:

a.

Proposed Cheque Acceptance and Clearance Process
CSP provided input on cheque acceptance and clearance processes with agreement that
there are two types of cheque acceptance; one with a direct buy-in and the other with
credit with a minimum of $1000 to process immediately. Discussion took place about
potentially engaging a third party, central credit system-type company to verify patron
accounts with the financial institution and guarantee the cheque for a percent of the
cheque.

b.

Single Financial Service Provider:
Rob raised the issue of the VIP marketing program and the notion of using one Canadian
financial institution in regard to any consideration of international funds transfers..
Further discussion took place around whether there is an opportunity to differentiate
between the North American market versus the international market as we move fonnrard
with these initiatives.

c.

CSP charge fees for cheque cashing:
It was determined that the Casino Service Provider cannot charge patrons for cheque
cashing as per the Financial lnstitution Act.

d.

Minimum/MaximumAmounts:
CSP agreed to place the minimum threshold at $10K to establish a PGF account and
$1000 minimum for subsequent deposits.

e. PGF links to more than one bank account:
Discussion took place and agreement regarding needing to put parameters around the
number of accounts and setting a limit to two accounts in the sole name of an individual
which is a personal account and has no sole proprietorship or business affiliation.

4.

Take Awav Action ltems:

a.

Agreed that each Service Provider would do some research on patrons who have gaming
accounts of $10K and provide estimates on demand or uptake of these accounts, in order
for BCLC to look at their ability and capacity to audit them. Also discussed dormant
accounts and setting that limit to one year, as opposed to 3 months. CSP contact them at
the year mark, but agreed it's discretionary if they wish to contact these patrons at a prior
date for marketing purposes. Action: Each CSP to come back with an estimated
percentage of usage and potential establishment of PGF accounts.

b.

Discussed that prior to GMS system implementation, it would be beneficial to have a
standardized forms and data fields for account records. Action: Rob agreed to consult

October 28, 2011 Meeting Minutes for CSP Working GroupPage 2
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with the Operational Gaming Audit team to provide a template to the service providers with
the accord that the CSP would form a working group to standardize the form.

c.

Each CSP was asked to provide detail regarding business process around using debit
cards and internet banking. Specifically CSP to determine what controls are in place or
can be implemented to ensure that funds only get transferred or pushed out to the same
originating "verified" account. Action: CSP to determine how they would verify accounts
and to consult with Canadian financial institutions on process structure.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 12:00 p.m

October 28, 2011 Meeting Minutes for CSP Working GroupPage 3
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Minutes for Gasino Service Providers Working Group
Held on December 15,2011
BCLC Vancouver Office/ Teleconference

ln attendance:
BCLC: Darryl Schiewe, Jim Lightbody, Terry Towns, Rob Kroeker, Petroula Magriotidis
Casino Service Providers: Howard Blank, Peter Goudron, Walter Soo, Dennis Amerine,
Vic Poleschuk, Lorenzo Creighton

Meeting commenced at 3p.m.

1.

Approval ofAsenda:
The first order of business was the Agenda. Rob initiated discussion by determining if any
additional items needed to be added to the proposed agenda. None were identified and therefore,
it was adopted as presented.
Minutes from October 28, 2011 were accepted as presented.

2.

Old Business:
Rob commenced the meeting by going over PowerPoint presentation about project. Highlighted
the importance of significant policy requirements needed for these changes to be viable and to
keep accounts open based on compliance rates.

ln regards to Deferred Payment Program which is now going to be refened to as Hold Cheque,
accounts need to be opened with individually held accounts from Canadian financial institutions
and any funds going back to patron go to that particular verified account.
Discussion took place about when the LCT has to happen. Probably when they get the cheque
because it is done; the report can happen then.
Rob advised that a formal cheque acceptiance/clearance policy needs to be approved by BCLC.
Recommended using Central Credit as it provides critical gaming history information as a credit
check source, but consideration may be given to not require service providers to obtain the
cheque guarantee service.

Questions discussed
Minimum cheque amount? At this point $10K, with a maximum of $lmillion, but will need to
confirm this threshold.
October 28, 2011 Meeting Minutes for CSP Working GroupPage
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Approval thresholds? CSP to establish policy on amounts and positions needing to sign off.
Legal question around is it legal to enforce a marker

- outcome of research

il

shared.

Question around hold period, as we move forward can extend this. Useful for CSP to track
requests for length of periods to advise on subsequent policy revisions in the future if necessary

Also important for CSP to track draw down on the cheque.

3.

Take Away Actions
Casino Service Providers:

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Cheque Hold Program - recommend policy around thresholds and amounts and which
positions need to sign off on.
Use of debit at the cage - feedback.
Confirmation deposits to PGF accounts via internet banking can be restricted to approved
accounts.
Processes for a single PGF account for each Service Provider
Standardized forms - feedback.
ldentification of CSP training leads/resources.

BCLC:

a. Permitting table draws on a hold cheque.
b. PGF Account holders - is one file per patron per CSP permissible
c. Use of uncoded cheques - markers.

October 28, 2011 Meeting Minutes for CSP Working GroupPage 2
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To:
From:
Sent:

Su$ect:

"

Jerry Williamson[Personal information
Jim LightbodPersonal information
Brad Desmarais
Thur 2013-11 -21 4:57:21 PM
FW: Google Alert - money laundering casino

i'uinrour last csP AML meeting we discussed options for reducing cash into the Casinos. one area of
concern is the money flowing from Macau (China) to our Casinos either through hand carrying monetary
instruments (primarily currency) or using an underground banking system, triggered by non-traditional
banking practices to move monetary benefits from Asia to Vancouver. Whatever the case, it appears that the
Macau is a big part of this process for the primary reason that most of our high value players in BC (River
Rock) also frequent Macau. ln fact, we were advised that RR cheques are often cashed there. lt seems logical,
in that case, we should be able to reciprocate and cash Macau Casino cheques here. This may result in an
immediate drop in currency entering our Casinos because presently there are very few ways for funds
destined for gaming can be moved from China to here.
This is not without challenge. See the article below. We may want to look at specific Casinos in the Macau
region and designate only certain ones from which cheques will be accepted - perhaps those with U.S.
regulatory oversight? I note that G2E is in Macau in late Spring. We might want to take advantage of that
conference to also review the viability of offering this service within the context of that conference.
Let me know what your thoughts are. Quite frankly I am coming up empty in looking for solutions to facilitate
the transfer of funds from Hong Kong/China/Macau. This may be our best opportunity.
Brad

From : Google Alerts Ima i lto: googlealefts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 20t3 7 :47 AM
To: Brad Desmarais
Subject: Google Alert - money laundering casino
News

I

new result for money laundering casino

Federal panel raises deep concerns about qaminq in Macau Casino City Times
ln August, Las Vegas Sands paid a $47.4 million settlement with federal prosecutors to avoid criminal money
laundering charges at its Strip hotel-casinos eight...
See all stories on this topic >

Unsubscribe from this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.
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BACKG ROUND
INTRODUCTION
Keeping with BCLC'S goal of creating a player-centric company which strives to hear, anticipate
and act upon customer expectations and offer exceptional entertainment through innovative and
engaging channels and games, Casino & Community Gaming undertook a comprehensive
analysis of the current state of table play in BC to ensure that BCLC maintains a table strategy
model which:
a

Supports the divisional goal of transforming from a concentrated player base where 80%
of revenue comes from 10% of players to a wider player base where 80o/o of revenue
comes from 200/o of players

a

Provides maximum entertainment value to our playerc

a

Encourages future revenue groMh through the retention of current carded players, the
conversion of uncarded to carded table game players and the acquisition of new players.

a

Encourage new and incremental revenue streams

a

Achieves a return on inveslment (ROl) that helps both BCLC and its SeMce Partners
realize their revenue targets

Although varied in iheir approaches, the recommendations that follow can be grouped into four
overa rchin g objectives

:

1.

lntroduce games and bet limits that appeal to more casual and light player base

2.

Support Service Partners to offer the games that appeal lo more casual and light player
base

3.
4.

Eliminate barriers which impede VIP players ability to play to their full potential
Convert uncarded light and casual table game members to the Encore Rewards program

BCLC Table.& E-Table Games Strategy Document
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HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Effective June 1, 1998, BCLC assumed responsibility to conduct and manage lable games,
making the Corporation responsible for all commerdal casino gaming in the province.
Specifically, BCLC gained responsibility to conduct and manage casino gaming, and contracls
with private sector casino service providers for facility and operational services. As such, the
Corporation owns all gaming equipment and slot machines, selects and approves games, sets
bet limits and operating hours, monitors and manages slot machines through a central computer
system, establishes operating standards and procedures, and approves advertising and
promotion programs.
From 1999 to 2009, BCLC focused primarily on expanding the table game business both in terms
of availability and game mix as new table products were added to the repertoire across a greater
number of sites.

BCLC completed its first full year of casino operations in fiscal 1999/2000; table games
accounted for $214.7 million of the totol $445,2 million in revenue while slot machines accounted
for $230.5 million.
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CURRENT SITUATION
Since 1998, table game revenue climbed steadily as new sites opened, reaching its peak of 485
table games and $379.8 million in revenue with the opening of Grand Villa in 2009. Since that
time however, the number of tables has decreased and drop has shown little growth, generating
9379.5 million in FY2011. Furthermore, as a percentage of all casino revenue, the proportion
generated by table games has decreased continually since 2000.
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Analysing these numbers further reveals that drop in table games other than MDB and Poker has
actually decreased, therefore the overall flaftening of revenue has only been sustained because
of growth in MDB. Drop for MDB increased 29o/o from three years ago while all other tables
combined saw a decrease of 97o over the same time frame. Please note, Poker is excluded as
BCLC only earns a service charge for running the tables.

Yearly Product Trends

All Table Product vs. Midi Baccarat
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Chinese New Year was extremely profrtable in 2Q12 due to reasons beyond BCLC's area of
influence and/or control. However, even prior to this point, drop for MDB had been trending up.
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BCLC in addition to traditional table games, BCLC has incorporated the use of eTable games in
many sites. These games enrich players' experiences by broadening the gaming reperloire
available to them especially at CGCs and smaller casinos which may not be able to support a
fully staffed traditional live table game.
BGLC currently has two types of eTables games:

1.

2.

Linked - the Touch Bet variety of eTables C|BR,TBB) are linked to a live table game and
tend to attract more experienced players that know the games and prefer the privacy and
ease of payout that the electronic terminal offers.
Stand-alone - MPS Roulette, MPS Baccarat, and Royal Match 21 which tend to attract
the novice, less frequent players playing at lower denominations.

The games linked to a live table far out perform the stand alone versions.

Whether the game is linked or stand-alone, eTables should be classified as a subset of table
games and are therefore addressed in this strategy document.
Currenfly, BCLG is unable to track table play with the BCG Encore card which poses a number of
challenges from a strategy perspective. Firstly, it prevents BCLC from being able to address
table strategy on a more micro, individual player level. Secondly, qualitative research conducted
in May 2011 indicated that table players were dissatisfied that benefits of the Encore program
skewed toward slot Players.

ln order to maximize future revenue and provide best in class entertainment, BCLC must
enhance the Encore value proposition to include table game players. The importance of table
tracking both from a revenue generation as well as a customer retention/development will be
presented in a complementary strategy document.

METHODOLOGY
Operations, Table Games Product
with
designing a Table and E-Table
tasked
was
and
Finance
Analytics
Management, Gaming

A cross functional team with representatives from Casino

Game Strategy which would support BCLC's goal to be a player-centric organization, and thereby
allow for sustained future groMh in the market. When available, expertise from other
jurisdictions, vendors, HLT and Service Partners (SP) was also solicited.
Rather than develop a single strategy for all table players, the table strategy team felt that any
strategies being contemplated must be based on two key components:

1.

Player Segmentation

r
.
2.

How are table players segmented?

What are the characteristics of each segment?

Realm of lnfluence

r
o

Which drives are BCLC ablelo influence?

Which drivers are BCLC willing to influence?
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Player Segmentation
Please note that the chart below utilizes the HLT's BC Market Assessment Report table data
methodology and applies it to Encore slot data; therefore the charl should only be used as a
guideline for categorizing table game players into smaller segments. Validation of the segments
will occur once BCLC and Service Providers are able to track carded table play.
Characteristics of each group are defined as follows:
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As evidenced by the chart above, BCLC's table revenue is highly dependent on a small number
of players - the VIP players alone make up less than 1% of players, yet they are responsible for
32.6Vo of net

win. Keeping in line with the goal of transforming to a wider player base where 80o/o
20o/o of players, efforts must focus primarily on increasing the relative

of revenue comes from

proportion of revenue generated from the Light and Casual player segments.
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The chart below shows the breakdown by site
Cse

vtP
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20.8'/o

1.704

Nanaimo

14.3o/o

0.1%

20.8o/o

0.90/o

27.20h

3.30/6

Penticton Casino

18.0%

0.1"/o

20.7.h

0.60/o

24.60/o

2.3o/o

Prince George
a)uesnel

19.3%

o.2%

23.2o/o

1.37o

27.'t%

2.OV.

O.Oo/o

15.Vh

0.40h

31

00/6

Ri\€r Rock

35 00/

o 30/"

20.o%

0.9%

19.1o/o

2 Ao/"

17 304

Starlioht Casino
y'emon Casino

19.5"/6

O 20/6

16.7./o

0.6%

23.7Yo

2.6"/.

25.5Yo

0.07o

0.0%

00%

0.006

0.0%

0.0%

o0%

o.oo/o

00%

0.0%

y'ictoria

24.40/o

O.3o/o

24.40k

1.504

24.50

4.60/0

19.6%

12.7%

7.2o/o

80.9%

Realm of lnfluence

Additionally, a preliminary breakdown was undertaken to determine which drivers of the table
gaming business BCLC was both willing and able to influence. The following were deemed as
such:

1. Compensation - Adjusting the revenue split between BCLC and SP on certain games

2.

Policy

Existing table game policies regarding game rules, access to funds, staffing

-

levels etc.

3.
4.
5.

Product

-

Bet Limits

Current distribution, replacement strategy and set up of games

-

Changing max bet ceiling, introducing bet differentials

Marketing - Promotions to encourage trial, visitation, the conversion of uncarded players
to carded and new product awareness and availability

Although customer service and dealer training were identified as opportunities for improvement,
they are the responsibility of the Operations team.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMMARY
Overall, table revenue has shown little growth since 2009 and looking at individual games reveals
that drop in table games other than MDB and Poker has actually decreased, therefore the overall
flattening of revenue has only been sustained because of grovvth in MDB. Furthermore, as a
percentage of all casino revenue, the proportion generated by table games has actually
decreased since 2000.
Keeping with BCLC's goal of creating a player-centric company, Casino & Community Gaming
unO6rtoof a comprehensive analysis of the current state of table play in BC to ensure that BCLC
maintains a table strategy model which provides maximum entertainment value to our players

while promoting a healthier and more stable revenue strcam, distributed more evenly across
player segments.

Based on their visitation and spend patterns, players were placed into one of five segments: VlP,
Core, Medium, Light and Casual and strategies focused primarily on increasing revenue potential
of the Light to Casual groups of playerc.

The recommendations presented in this strategy document have been reviewed and are
supported by Casino & Community Gaming Finance to ensure sound and logical financial
analysis and projections with supporting data.

Casual Players

Low Limit Blackjack: Because of its relative simplicity, Blackjack is often the first table game
that new casino ptayers will try. However, these players are often intimidated by the high bet
limits and/or playing with more experienced players. Opening low limit Blackjack tables will
attract new and casual players who could be developed into core players. ln the past, there have
been challenges with our Service Partners support this game due to low revenue generation and
high labour Costs. Offsetting some of those costs by changing the split to 600/o SP and 40olo
gCtC wilt encourage sites to host this game, which appeals to and willtherefore help grow the
casual player base.

Low Limit Roulefte: Roulette is considered a core casino game that should be offered to attract
the Light and Casual player segments at all sites. ln recent years, Service Partners have been
installing MPS Roulette and removing live Roulette tables from their sites because it was not
profitable for them to offer live games due to increasing labour costs and the current revenue

split. lt is recommended that casinos remove MPS roulette and introduce Low Limit Roulette with
a more favourable split of 60% SP and 40% BCLC to offset some of their costs. Removed units

will be redeployed to CGC facilities.
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Light Players
Local Table Progressives: Local area progressive games provide an opportunity to generate

incremental revenue and extend the life of existing product by adding another level of excitement
and providing customers with additional gaming options. lntroducing local area progressive
games as well as the chance to win significant jackpots appeals to the Light player segment and
may help transition them into the Medium player segment.

Marketing and Promotions: Historically, marketing support for table games products has
generally been very limited. Providing marketing support, which could range from provincial

initiatives, site specific advertising on Cool Signs or online etc. will attract new players by creating
new product awareness as well as encourage trial of new games.

Medium Players

Touch Bet Baccarat (TBB): Despite the fact that net win generated from TBB is increasing,
Service Partners are reluctant to support this product due to the current revenue split which is

limiting BCLC's overall revenue potential for this product. Reclassifying TBB as a table game. and
cnanging the revenue split to 40% SP and 60% BCLC will encourage the installation of terminals
at additional properties in the Lower Mainland that currently have live Baccarat tables but are
reluctant to support this product with the current revenue split'

Graps: ln recent years, Craps table performance has been declining due to the high cost of

opeiations forthe SP, resulting in the unavailability of tables. The recommendation is to remove
the $270,000 net win per quarter threshold at which revenue split changes and leave the split at
25o/o for BCLC and 75o/o for SP on all Craps net win to encourage the Service Partners to support
this core casino game by keeping the table open longer and generating morc revenue.

Midi Graps: lntroduce Midi Craps with a revenue split of 65% SP, 35% BCLC without quarterly
net win thresholds to mid-size sites that do not operate a regular Craps table. Bringing a Midi
Craps table is a cost effective way to provide customers with access to a standard casino game
which contributes to revenue and adds excitement and energy to the floor'

Sic Bo: The one BCLC Sic Bo table be relocated and rotated annually to a different casino; this
will add a new table game to the cunent game mix and give players a new game to play. The
game can be added to the existing casinos in high traffic areas for incremental revenue.

Core Players
New Games Library: Table game variety has decreased over the years leaving players with a
stale game mix and not introducing new games could be restricting our revenue potential.
Creating a new games library for table games and electronic table games will decrease time to
market and allow BCLC to be more proactive in introducing new games when appropriate to keep
players gaming experience fun and fresh.
VIP Players

lncrease Bet Limits and Differential Betting: VIP players are requesting higher bet limits
which indicate that current limits need to be reviewed and increased in order to satisfy demands
from key players as well as gaining additional revenue. lncreasing cunent bet limit of $5,000 to
$10,000 will make players'gaming experienoe more robust and also maximize potentialrevenue
opportunities.
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Jffi

TABLE GAME STRATEGY
CASUAL PLAYERS
Low Limit Blackjack
Challenge
Because of its relative simplicity, Blackjack is often the flrst table game that new casino players
will try. However, these players are often intimidated to try Blackjack because of the high bet
limits and feeling uncomfortable playing with more experienced players. Opening low limit

Blackjack tables can attract new and casual players who could be potential regular players. ln the
past, there have been challenges with our Service Partners support this game due to low revenue
generation and high labour costs.

Recommendation
Adjust the revenue split to 60% SP and 40% BCLC on low limit Blackjack tables, specifically
deiined as those with bet limits ranging from $5 to $25; the current revenue split is 40% SP and
600/o BCLC. To help our SPs mitigate their costs, changing the revenue split will allow them to
open low limit Blackjack tables and provide casual players with an opportunity to play Blackjack
with lower minimum bet limits.

Background
Analysis for the five properties that cunently offer low limit Blackjack tables indicates that since
2009, BCLC has earned an average of $1.5M per year from low limit Blaekjack tables. After
labour costs associated with staffing the table were deducted, SP's share was $423,395 annually
as approximately $31
- all before fixed cosls had even been considered. (Labourwas calculated
per hour, which includes the Dealer and 114 of a Supervisor with benefits and break relief.)
btatements made by SP during meetings indicated that at the current revenue split, sites need
Blackjack to be at a minimum $1S/hand in order to break even.

la

at. --

l'1

Drop

$2,159,158
!,;i

'::,.1,,:t1:,

';-1

,
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$10,795,790
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Variable LabourCosts

$122,697

$613,487

Revenue Split PerYear

Average

Total

SP (407o)

$207,,376

$1,036,882

Net lncome (Losst P.er Year

Average

Total
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$84,679
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Various compensation structures were analyzed and reviewed, however, the revenue split that is
recommended is 60% SP and 407o BCLC. The reasons forthe recommendation are as follows:
a

Under the current 60% BCLC, 40% SP compensation structure, on average the low limit
tables cost the SPs approximately 600/o of their revenue share (40olo of Total Net Win).
The average low limit Blackjack table is closer to 50o/o of their revenue share (average
between 2009 -2012).

a

Due to the high costs of operating table games, very few of our SPs encourage low limit
tables, and if they do, the hours available are limited.

a

With very few low limit tables available, the casual player will opt out of playing tables
games due to economic, risk or intimidation reasons.

a

BCLC is willing to offer the 60% of revenue to the SP to operate low limit tables to
encourage play from casual players.

a

a

With the extra revenue, the SPs can keep the tables open longer and offerthem on more
days, especially during the weekdays.

The new compensation rate will encourage more SPs to operate low limit Blackjack
tables.

a

60% of revenue will help the SPs with their operating cost ratio from 600/o to 40%; much
lower than the regular LLBJ average.

Each site would be allowed to operate 20o/o of their current Blackjack tables to a maximum of 3
tables per property underthe new compensation rate.

The lowest performing Blackjack tables at each property were targeted for conversion (see
Appendix A). The revenue associated with these tables' amounts to $5.3M. Using data from

other low limit tables currently in operation at other properties and estimating potential revenue
based on region, it is projected that total potential revenue of $17.4M could be achieved through
low limit play. This constitutes an uplift of $3.7M for BCLC under the new compensation model.

Assumptions
Success of this strategy is contingent on the following

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

2Qo/o of their current Blackjack table count to a maximum of 3 low limit
Blackjack tables per property
Low limit bets are considered to be no higher than $5, maximum $25
Low limit Blackjack tables are permanent with no table adjustments during the operating
days or weeks. Must have written BCLC approval for adjustments.
SP must provide BCLC with a list of the tables that are deemed low limit Blackjack.
After 90 days, performance of the newly designated low limit tables will be reviewed.

Sites can have

BCLC Table & E-Table Games Strategy Document
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Low Limit Roulette
Challenge
Over the past five years, the number of table games we offer to the public have shown a steady
decline. Repeatedly, the Service Partners have stated it was not profitable for them to offer
games such as Roulette due to increasing labour costs and the revenue split between
themselves and BCLC. Service Partners responded to this by installing MPS Roulette and
removing live Roulette tables.

Recommendation
Roulette is considered a core casino game and it is important to offer it to our players at all sites.
For the long term, it is important to attract the Light and Casual player segments to the fast paced
game of Roulette. lt is recommended that casinos remove MPS roulette and introduce low limit
Roulette for casual players; removed units will be redeployed to CGC facilities where feasible.

It is recommended to change lhe current commission structure lo 40o/o BCLC and 60% Service
Partner.

Background

There are three core games that have stood the test of time in casinos in North America;
Blackjack, Roulette and Craps. When people enter a casino they expect to see these games.

Historically, a customer will evolve to Roulette so with the right strategy to attract the Casual to
Light players, they can be educated to try the exciting game of Roulette, especially if the limits are
made more attractive to them.

With the introduction of low limit Roulette, Service Partners will have an increase in operating
costs, therefore to offset these costs, it is recommended to change the current commission
structure lo 40% BCLC and 60% Service Partner.
The change in revenue split will result in an initial cost of ($840,000) to BCLC but will result in the
longevity of Roulette and increased revenue through incremental play and enhancement of the
overall gaming experience for our players in the future.
Esff,mat€d
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Vo Change to
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SP Net lncome

16.4%

$68,844

1n1o/o

lo

Kamloops

($204,445)

60.6%

$9,376

8.3o/o

Kelowna

($323,376)

70.9o/"

($30,268)

(1e.e%)

Nanaimo

s29,277

(n.3o

Penticton
Treasure Cove

Overall Totals

$53,710

253.2%

$166,2m

55.5%

$2,472

22.e4

($150,054)

53.1%

$27,s06

m.2

($839,918)

51.3o/o

$185,172

31.V/o
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Assumptions

ffi

Live Roulette numbers are based on the assumption that play will continue at the same
performance levels as the cunent MPS Roulette games.

Sites must operate at least eight hours per day including peak periods and offer 251 to
minimum bets on the inside betting positions.

a

$1

Performance will be measured and monitored to determine success.
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Marketing and Promotions

a
ffi

Challenge
Marketing support for table games products has generally been very limited; even though we
have a wide variety of core games and introduced several side bets over the last several years,
none or little promotion or advertising was provided.

Recommendation
Provide mafteting support for table games product in the future, such as table games specific
promotions as well as advertising for product launches into the market. Marketing support could
range from provincial initiatives, site specific advertising on Cool Signs or online etc. to attract
new players, create new product awareness as well as encourage trial of new games.

Background
ln the past, Casino marketing efforts have mostly supported slot products; new game themes or
lease games being introduced into the market; resulting in the lack of table games marketing.

With insufficient marketing support, it is more difficult for table products to reach full market
potential;this will have an impact on table revenue as well as player interaction and awareness of
new productthat has been introduced overthe years.
Casino Marketing has $100,000 budget allocated for table game Player Acquisition Support in
FY14.
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LIGHT PLAYERS
Local Table Progressives
Challenge
Local area progressive games provide an opportunity to generate incremental revenue and
extend the life of existing product by adding another level of excitement and providing customers
with additional gaming options.

Recommendation
lntroduce local area progressive games which will appeal to the Light player segment. The
chance to win significant jackpots would appeal to this infrequent player as well as potentially
transitioning this player group into the Medium player segment.
Background

There has been proven success with progressive products on the slot machines; therefore,
adding another feature to table games will help extend the life of current product as well as
generate incremental revenue. ldeally, the local table progressive will have the ability to link
between similar table products.

A

business case will be submitted

in FY13 Q4 for implementation in FY14; cost,

revenue

expectations, product reviews will be considered in the business case.
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MEDIUM PLAYERS

a

Touch Bet Baccarat (TBB)

ffi#'fi
\€qri

l'.'ffi;Sl

Challenge
Despite the fact that net win generated from TBB is increasing, especially when compared to
other table games, Service Partners are reluctant to support this product due to the current
revenue split which is limiting our overall revenue potential for this product.

Recommendation
Reclassify TBB as a table game and change the revenue split for Touch Bet Baccarat (TBB) to
40% SP and 60% BCLC to encourage the installation of terminals at additional properties that
currently have live Baccarat tables in the Lower Mainland.

Background
Touch Bet Baccarat is an electronic Baccarat game that works in conjunction with a live Baccarat
table game. Players sit at a terminal and make wagers on the results of the live table game. This
allows the SP to accommodate more players without having to incur additional labour expenses
to open another live table.
TBB can currently be found at two sites: Boulevard Casino and Edgewater Casino.
Despite the fact that the numbers on TBB have been trending upward, Service Partners are
reluctant to put this game type in their facilities as they argue that the revenue split is too one
sided and should be the same as Touch Bet Roulette (TBR) which operates in the same manner,
and is connected to a live Roulette table. Currently the revenue split on TBB is 25olo SP and 754/o
BCLC, while TBR is 40o/o SP and 60% BCLC.

The revenue splits need to be changed in favor of the SPs to encourage the installation of
terminals at properties in the Lower Mainland that do not currently have TBB. The recommended
change in revenue split would also make it consistent with other table game revenue splits. This
could result in incremental revenue from our Medium player segment.
The immediate revenue loss to BCLC will be ($133,000) and an increase of 25o/o in total Net Win
will be required in order to maintain BCLG Net Win at cunent levels:
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Jt

lnstalling incremental terminals to Baccarat games in Grand Villa, River Rock, and Starlight under
the new commission structure will provide BCLC with over $36,500 in Net Win annually per
terminal. Cur:rently the two sites with TBB have 12 terminals in each. The capital cost for each
terminal is approximately $26,000 and will take BCLG 257 days to recover these costs (ROl of
142o/o) at current FY2013 play levels.
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Graps
Ghallenge

ln recent years, Craps table performance has been declining as a result of decreased table
availability and the high cost of operations to Service Partners. Craps is considered a core casino
game that adds a great entertaining environment for players; therefore it needs to be available.
This game's performance will continue to drop unless it becomes more readily available to
players and much needed support by our SPs in orderto generate revenue.
Recommendation
Remove the $270,000 net win per quarter threshold at which revenue split changes from 25o/o
BCLC and 75% SP to 60% BCLC and 40% SP. The recommendation is to leave the split at 25o/o
for BCLC and 75o/o for SP on all Craps nel win to encourage our Service Partners to support this
core casino game by keeping the table opened longer and generating more revenue.

Background
The cunent performance of Craps is generating an average $2,940 per table per day, $264,000
per table per quarter and $1 .3M per table per year in revenue. The average hours a Craps tab le
is open is 13 hours per day.

Craps has not been included in the original game mix or for new casino openings since 2009
Also, three casinos have closed their Craps tables between FY2009 and FY2010.
According to the current COSA, net win from Craps will be split at 25% BCLC and 75o/o SP up to
a total net win of $270,000 per quarter per table. The revenue split would revert back to 600/o
BCLC and 40% SP on all revenue generated above this $270,000 per quarter threshold,
therefore penalizing SPs if they generate higher revenue.

table. Costs were
calculated at $194,400 per table per quarter ($120 cost per hour x 1 8 hours per day x 90 days per
quarter). The SP would receive $202,500 (75o/o of $270,000) to aid in covering the cost of
operating the table. However, of the four properties that currently operate Craps, (each having
only one table), only two properties, Grand Villa and River Rock, have consistently reached the
$270,000 per quarter limit each quarter since FY2010.
Originally, this limit was determined based on the cost of operating the

Forthe average daily hours of operation, the two properties mentioned above operate their Craps

tables for 15 hours a day, while other properties average of 12 hours perday. Provincially, a
Craps table is open of 13 hours per day, much less than the 18 hours used to calculate the
Revenue Split Limit. The 18 hours, used for calculating the $270,000 perquarterthreshold, is
not a required metric for Craps, only the per quarter dollar limit. ln the below chart, Quarterly
Craps Net lncome, data was collected for all Craps product at all available properties since
FY2009. Calculated in the chart are BCLC's 25% share, Service Partner's 75% share, Service
Partner's Cost to Revenue Ratio and Service Partners Net lncome to Revenue Ration. On
average, the cost of operating a Craps table is 71.5o/o of the 75% revenue the SP take, resutting
in only 28.5o/o of aclual profit; the SP profits only 20.1% of the total revenue the table earns.
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Quarterly Graps Net lncome
Site

1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5
35

Total LM

Avg LM
Table

$1,317,732

$263,546

Avg QuarterlyWin

$285,771

$178,892

$388,613

$302,320

$1 62,1

BCLC Net lncome

$76,963

$44,723

$138,668

$86,892

$40,534

$387,779

$77,556

SP Net lncome

$50,100

$1 1,731

$87,817

$86,254

$29,240

$265,142

$53,028

SP Cost: Revenue Ratio

76.0o/o

91.3o/o

64.9o/o

60.0%

76.Qo/o

71.5o/o

71 .5o/o

SP Net lncome:
Revenue Ratio

24.0o/o

8.7o/o

35.1o/o

4O.Oo/o

24.0o/o

28.5o/o

28.5o/o

After in-depth review and analysis of the existing Craps data, the recommendation is to remove
the quarterly limit. The reasons forthis recommendation are:

.
o

All properties qualify to receive the extra compensation

r
.

The $12,000 is the lowest amount of loss that BCLC would incur

.

To recover the $12,000 loss of BCLC, each table would have to generate an extra

On average, SPs will gain an extra $12,000 pertable per quarter; BCLC will lose this
same amount
With the proposed revenue split change, the SP will receive extra revenue and therefore
it is expected that they would operate the table longer and encourage play
947,000 per quarter in revenue. Anything above this is additional, organic play for Craps.

Assumptions
The change in revenue split will entice SPs to open the Craps tables for longer periods of time
and resuft in more availability for players which will generate incremental revenue while growing
this game's player base over the long term.
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MidiCraps
Challenge
Craps has been identified as a core casino game. Unfortunately, not every site has the customer
base to support a full size craps table or the required floor space, therefore the option of opting

for a Midi Craps table is more cost effective and still provides customers with access to

a

standard casino game which contributes to revenue and adds excitement and energy to the floor.

Midi Craps is not currently offered at any property; regular Craps tables are available at
Boulevard, Grand Villa, River Rock and Starlight.

Recommendation
lntroduce Midi Craps to sites that do not operate a regular Craps table; recommended for midsize sites. Revenue split of 65% SP, 35o/o BCLC without quarterly net win thresholds.

Background
Midi Craps will be considered as a new game to the BC market which is played in the same
fashion as the regular Craps table, but half the physicalsize. lt operates with two dealers with a
maximum potential occupancy of nine players rather than traditional four dealers and 18 players
maximum on the regular Craps table. With Midi Craps, SP labour costs are reduced significantly
and enables them to offer a core casino game.
An analysis was completed using the performance of regular Craps table data. Since Midi Craps
is a smaller version of the regular size table, Drop and Revenue values were estimated from 50o/o
of the playto 90% of the play, in 10% increments (see chart below for Estimated Quarterly Midi
Craps Revenue). This method for estimating Midi Craps performance was used because regular
Craps is not fully occupied during all hours of operation and Midi Craps could potentially generate
up to 90% of the regular Craps revenue.
Estimated Quarterly Midi Craps Net Win
Site

1

Total LM

Avg LM

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5
$162,135

$1,317,732

$263,546

Table

Regular Graps Revenue

$2e5,77',1

$178,892

$388,613

$302,320

50% of Craps

$142,886

$89,446

$'194,307

$'1 5'1

,160

$81,068

$658,866

$131,773

60% of Craps

$171,463

$107,335

$233,168

$181,392

$97,281

$790,639

$1

70olo

of CraPs

$200,040

$125,225

$272,029

$211,624

$113,495

$922,412

$184,482

807o

of Craps

$228,617

$143,1 14

$310,890

$24'r,856

$129,708

$1,054,185

$210,837

90% of Craps

$257,154

$161,003

$349,752

$272,088

$145,922

$1,185,9s9

$237,192
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Costs were calculated forthis table to be $61 per hour (2 Dealers and% Supervisor, and relief
coverage). Quarter.ly, this table is calculated to have labour costs of $71 ,370, using the average
hours of a regular Craps table (13 hour:s per day) and 90 days per quarter.
Since Midi Craps will be a new table game for BC Casinos, it is estimated that these tables would
generate 60% of the table play of the regular Craps lable. Knowing that regular Craps is not fully
occupied (18 players) during all hours of operation, Midi Craps has the potentialto perform, at a
minimum, 60% up to 100% of the regular Craps play. The figures provided in the chart above
shows the potential uplift in revenue per quarter that this table could generate.
On the regular Craps table, the SP's Cost: Revenue Ratio is approximately 67.5% of their 75olo
revenue share, resulting in a profit share of 23.0o/o of Craps total revenue. With 60% of Craps
Revenue estimate and lower operating costs, SP would receive 650/o of the Midi Graps revenue,
resulting in a SP Cost: Revenue Ratio of 68.0% and a 21% profit share on this tables total
revenue.

Assumptions
The SP will operate Midi Craps with two dealers, % supervisor, plus relief and in conjunction with
other core tables on a daily basis.
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Sic Bo
Challenge
Sic Bo was popular when it was first introduced at one casino, however, perfofmance of the game
started to drop in less than one year. Obtaining the proper approvals for the randomness of the
dice has also been a challenge with GPEB.

Recommendation
As the life cycle is less than one year, it is recommended that the Sic Bo table be relocated and
rotated annually to a different casino; this will add a new table game to the current game mix and
give players a new game to play. The game can be added to the existing casinos in high traffic
areas for incremental revenue.

Background

Sic Bo was first introduced at Grand Villa in June 2011. ln just over one month, BCLC

had

recovered the cost of the table; by redeploying the table in the future means incremental revenue
to BCLC and SPS.
As the tabte betow shows, the average daily drop was $6000 in FY12 and has dropped to $1 ,050
in FY'13. Sic Bo performance is dropping significantly due to the novelty of the game wearing off.

at Qand Vila
Sumnnry tomJune 8' 2011to Aug 25,2OL2

Sic Bo Performnce

ftcalYear
20L2

hte

Ranoes
Averaae bily Drop
Averaoe hilv lbt Win
t-bld %
Averaqe hily llours Auailable
*Note: JuU 2q

20il

to

2013

Mar 3I/t2* Aor 1.1L2 b Auq 25112
$1.052,54
$6.001.60
$r.674.03
$354.95

Jun B/11

b

33.72o/o

27.89o/o

14.04

Atrgtgt 15, 2011 exduded as table was dosed drc to

3.83
GPEB

Even though the game is in operation, GPEB required testing of the randomness of the dice over

a g0 day trial period because the game didn't receive final approval; 2 of the 3 random tests

passed. This resulted in furthertesting for another 90 days. BCLC was given an interim CTI until
final results are available.

Currently, approval has been given to Grand Villa to remove the game and redeploy it to another
site once final CTI is received.
The game will be rotated through casinos with suitable player demographics and the potential to
earn incremental revenue.
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CORE PLAYERS
New Games Library

Challenge

Table game variety has decreased over the years leaving players with limited selection

in

product; therefore, having a stale game mix and not introducing new games could be restricting
our revenue potential. The lead time to market for a new product is also long.

Recommendation
Create a new games library for table games and electronic table games to decrease time to
market and be proactive in introducing new games when appropriate to keep players gaming
experience fun and the product mix fresh.

Background
As it is important to maintain our core player base, the game mix should meet player demands for
new and exciting games as well as more betting options to keep their gaming experience
entertaining.
ln the past few years, there have been a limited number of new games and side bets introduced
into the market; average is one per year; this is due partially to the lead time to introduce new
table games product into the market as well as product availability to some enent, especially
when compared to slot theme variety.

Some of the current table games product has been in the market for a few years which has
resulted in a drop in performance; however, it is currently difficult to replace underperforming
tables due to the limited library of games available.
Some of the new games and side bets that will be considered are listed below:

r
o
.
t
o
.
.
.
.
o
.

King's Bounty
Ultimate Three Card Poker with Face Up
6 Card Bonus
Crazy 4 Poker
Bad Beat Bonus
Bad Beat Texas Hold'em
Face Up Stud Poker
Quick Hit Progressive
House Money
Raise lt Up
Mississippi Stud
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a

Free Bet Blaekjack

a

EZ Pai Gow

a

Lucky Lucky

An RFP will begin in Q3 that will encompass all table product and table equipment

Jt

and

accessories. The results of this RFP will improve operational efficiencies and affect the table
games product selection and time to market in a positive manner.
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VIP PLAYERS
lncrease Bet Limits
Challenge
Current bet limits are restricting our potential revenue and our existing players are demanding
higher bet limits to make their gaming experience more enjoyable.

Recommendation
lncrease current bet limit of $5,000 to $10,000 to meet player demands.

Background
There is a very loyal and steady VIP player base that regularly plays at lower mainland casinos.
Although this player segment contributes significant revenue to BCLC and the Service Partners,

there is indication that there is potential revenue that is untapped due to cunent bet limit
restrictions.

VIP players have requested higher bet limits which indicate that current limits need to

be

reviewed and increased in order to satisfy demands from key players as well as gaining additional
revenue.

An external industry consultant has been contracted to provide a risk assessment and analysis on
this recommendation to determine if it is feasible for BCLC to pursue'

lmpact on Range of Risk by increasing the Maximum Table Limit to $90,000
Based on the present maximum table limit of $45,000 (nine wagering positions at

a $5,000

maximum wager), the risk range for six shoes of baccarat (75 hands per shoe) is listed in Table 1"
The table lists the different winiloss results based on theoretical win, 1 standard deviation below
theoretical, 2 standard deviations below theoretical, and 3 standard deviations below theoretical.

Table

I-

Risk Range for 6 shoes with a $45,000 table limit
tpJJ

5232,87s

50.vrt

- 1sd

(5665,398)

L5p%

-2sd
-3sd

{s1.s63.6711

23%

$2,46L,9441

o.t%

Theo

Although three standard deviations (within six sigma) are indicated, most gaming calculation
considers only two standard deviations since four sigma takes into consideration 95% of all
results. The occurrences of each standard deviation indicate that the casino is expected to win
$292,875 after six baccarat shoes. However, the casino could be losing as much as $665,398
roughly 160/o of the time, $1,563,671 2.3o/o of the time, and as much as $2,461,944 0.1% of the
time a shoe maximum of $45,000 is wagered on each hand. Realistically, maximum risk on this
game would be approximately $1.6 million.
Using the same numberof shoes, an increase of thetable limitto $90,000 maximumtable limit
indicates a doubling effect on all levels as witnessed in Table 2.
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Table 2 - Risk Range for 6 shoes with a $90,000 table limit

Theo

s46s,7s0

50,0%

- 1sd

(s1,330,796)

t5.9%

-2sd
-3sd

63,L27,3421

2,3o/o

(S4,e23,88e)

o.L%

With a $90,000 maximum table limit, the theoretical win increases to $465,750 while the negative
standard deviation loss multiples exponentially. Realistically, maximum risk on this game would
be approximately $3.1 million (2 negative sd).
Using six baccarat shoes as the base example is considered the casino's expected range of risk
in the short-run, or over a day of play by a devoted baccarat gambler. The following table reflects
the result of a medium playing session consisting of 24 Baccarat shoes.

Assumptions
lf the bet limit is doubled from $5,000 to $10,000, it is assumed that the Net Win willdouble as
well. Based on Midi Baccarat Net Win data for FY12, the projected Net Win for $10,000 max bet
limit is $15.7M; this is assuming 5% of the Net Win is generated through max bet options.

Scenario
5% Max Bet
10% Max Bet
20% Max Bet
60% Max Bet
70% Max Bet

BCLC Table & E-Table Games Strategy Dooument

Projection
Win
Bet
Max
$10,000 Max Bet
$5,000
FY12 Net

$7,844,601
$15,689,203
$31,378,405
$9,1,135,215
$109,824,418

$15,689,203
$31,378,405
$62,756,810
$188,270,430
$219,648,835
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Differential Betting
Once the table limit is established, whether it is $45,000 or $90,000, the casino can set a bet
differential level. There appears to be no consistent mafmum limit in the industry; however it
would be wise to establish a permanent maximum level. The use of a differential betting policy
allows customers to bet more than the $5,0001$10,000 limit per hand, as long as either the

combination

of bets does not exeeed a

maximum table exposure

for the game

of

$45,0001$90,000. For instance, if the casino establishes a $500,000 maximum wagering limit
based on a $90,000 maximum differential, the casino could accept wagers favoring one side by
as much as $295,000 versus $205,000.

As long as the differential does not exceed $90,000, the table exposure stays the same and
suffers no negative affect regarding the range of risk. ln other words, the risk would be the same
whether a player(s) wagered $90,000 only on either the banker or the player, or a player(s)
wagered $295,000 on either Player or Banker while another player(s) wagered on the opposite
position. This limit needs to be established by the casino based on their level of higher limit
action.

There is no industry standard for differential betting. However, it is recommended that BCLC work
with Service Partners to determine the maximum wagering limit.
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Service Partner Opportunities
Challenge
Through player research, focus groups, player feedback, and site staff feedback BCLC has
received over the last year, opportunities have been identified to attract new players, make the
gaming experience more enjoyable as well as educate new players on table games.

Recommendation
It is highly recommended that Service Partners work together with BCLC on this long term player
acquisition strategy. The key opportunities that relate to Casino Operations that will have a direct
impact on player experience are customer service training, dealer training, and free learn to play
tables at casinos.

Background
Over the years, BCLC has received consistent player feedback on their gaming experience
through various channels.
Players have expressed concerns about inconsistent customer service or lack of friendly service,
unfriendly dealers who make their gaming experience unpleasant as well as feeling intimidated to
play table games; these are the three main customer complaints that need to be addressed
immediately.
Although these opportunities for improvement are intangible and immeasurable, BCLC believes
that they are important issues to address. Since we are targeting new players or infrequent
players, the first experience they have in our property needs to be positive, inviting and fun,
otherwise, they will not return, and would not be recommending gaming as an entertainment
option to their friends and family.
Service Partnerc need to understand the value of immediate financial investment in these three
key opportunities in order to grow the Casual and Light player segment in the future and the
financial contributions this group will have for BCLC and Service Partners.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
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Recommendations Summary Chart
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Process for Gommission Structure Changes

The process to make commission structure changes is a lengthy one

Requires a GPEB Directive
a

Provide docu ment outlining request

a

Background

a

Financial modeling

a

Business Rationale

a

Risks

a

Ask (what we think the direclive should look like)

a

This documenl then will go to GPEB for Review

a

GPEB will then determine if the requesl is required to get approval from Treasury Board

priorto providing the directive
a

lf required to go to Treasury Board GPEB will rework the document into the Treasury
Board format

B(;LU I able &

E. I aDle Games

Srategy ljocument
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January 29,2014

Mr. Jim Lightbody
Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, B.C. VsM 0A6

balc
playing it right

Dear Mr. Lightbody,
The Edgewater Casino High Limit Room is scheduled to open to the public on
January 3tst,20!4. The High Limit Room is in a secondary building to the
main casino property and currently consists of 12 live tables games including 7
private and semi-private rooms.

2940 Virtuat Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 0A6

T 604.215.0649
F 604,225.6424
bclrt cortl

Occupancv Permit
The property is currently in possession of an occupancy permit for the space
as it was formerly used as gaming space several years ago for poker.

All requirements of the development permit process have been completed
with all engineering documentation receiving sign-off.

Allfinal inspections have been completed and the City of Vancouver is
currently in the process of completing the required documentation to finalize
the development permit process.
Liquor License
A liquor prirnary license has been obtained for the entire property enabling
liquor to be served to guests in all gaming areas. The liquor primary license
does not require access to food seruice areas for minors and as such the
entire propertrT will be identified and enforced as 19+.
GameSense

Gamesense information is displayed throughout the property including within
the gamingarea, each private and semi-private room, and in each washroom.

BC1C0008128
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A self-exclusion room is located in the main casino building and close to the
main entrance to allow guests to enroll in the Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE)

program. All guests requiring this service will be escorted to the main casino
build ing for enrol ment.

bele
playing it right

Gamine Areas
All gaming areas are fully operational
The gaming areas consists of a non-private area of 4 tables and 7 private and
semi-private rooms, each with t or 2live table games in them. The total table
count for the property is 12 live table games.
The property employs large video screens throughout to provide guests with
any information that they may wish to view.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 0A6

T
F

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
bcir: ric,iTr

Propertv Areas
The requirements of the Casino & Community Gaming Facility Design
Standards policy have been met.
The fire alarm and life-safety systems are functional, tested and certified to

meet code requirements.
The UPS and Generator system is functional, tested and certified to meet code

requirements.
All public and operational service areas within the interior of the propefi are
functional and operational. The Cash Cage and Back of House operations
were tested thoroughly during systems tests and performed as expected.
The property exterior has been completed and complements the existing
building and public walkway. Parking areas are the same as the main casino
and the valet drop-off is at the entrance of the High Limit Room.
Food & Beverase
Adjacent to the gaming floor is a kitchen and small eating area. The eating
area has approval for up to 40 guests and there will be for food and beverage
service to each of the private rooms. The food will be prepared in the main

8C1C0008128.02
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casino building, put into warmers, and brought over by the kitchen staff. The
hosts will also deliver food and beverages as ordered to each private and
semi-private room.
Surveillance

-

playing it right

Manned

The surveillance system is confirmed

bclc

to be fully operational

with

Redacted

29.10 Virtual Wlry
Vrncouver. BC V5l/ 0Aii

604.2 I 5.0649
60,1.22s.6.i2.1

Red acted

8C1C0008128.03
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Phvsical Securitv
Player access to the High Limit Room is via
door is accessible by swipe card

r door. This

a

Redacted
and
appropriate

to registered
swipe cards are issue d to
players. Cards that are swiped activate a screen on the security podium that

@

bele
playing it right

displays a profile of the person that has been issued that specific card.

Redacted

Redacted
There are two emergency exits in the High Limit Room controlled by crash
bars on the casino side. One of the doors is located in the food area (leads
directly outside); the second door is near the washrooms (leads to an
emergency exit hallway from the upper floor and the next door
nightclub). These two doors cannot be accessed from the exterior of the High
Limit Room at this point in time.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 0A6

T

t:

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
itctc.r:rtrtr

Redacted
There are two Security Officers assigned to the High Limit Room at all
times. One Security Officer is stationed at the security podium to prevent
underage, barred and VSE patrons from gaining entry. The second Security
Officer is available for all other operational security responsibilities.

Red acted
Training
The necessary training has been previously provided to the staff in all facets of
operations and any additional or refreshers will continue during the opening
of the renovated area.

8C1C0008128.04
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Training has previously been provided in the following areas:

o
r
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

-

Gaming Management System
Slot machine and electronlctable devices
LotterV - Device & RPP
LCT - Large Cash Transaction
FINTRAC - Financial Tracking
AML - Anti-Money Laundering
ART - Appropriate Response Training
GMS

iTrak

Security & Surveillance
Serving lt Right & Food Safe

bcla
playing it right

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

r
F

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
irch:.corn

Conclusion
The Edgewater Casino High Limit Room has some minor outstanding issues
that need to be addressed, but none that need be remedied imrnediately.
The Service Provider is aware of the issues and a list of deficiencies will be
pr.ovided to them shortly. All concerns will be monitored by Operational
Compliance until rectified. From a Gaming Facilities, Corporate Security &
Compliance, and Operations perspective there are no issues that would
impact the property from commencing operations.
Regards,

dfr^
Jerry Williamson
Director, Gaming Facilities
BCLC Casino & Community Gaming
cc:

Brad Desmarias

-

Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance

Kevin Sweeney - Director, Operational Compliance
Craig Jouste - Director, Operations
Dan Breakey - Manager, Gaming Facilities
Laird Robinson - Manager, Operational Compliance
Gord Friesen - Manager, Casino Security and Surveillance
Gina landiorio - Regional Operations Manager, Operations

BC1C0008128.05
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January 30, 2013

BY EMAIT

Peter Goudron
Great Canadian Casinos
#350 - 13775 Commerce ParkwaY
Richmond, BC V6V 2V4

le

playing it right

Dear Peter:
Re:

Table Games Private and Hish Limit Room limit trial

implemented a program back in June 2003 to increase the casino table game
limits, in order to respond to customer demand and revenue opportunities. The
program was introduced with a phased approach, to evaluate Player acceptance.
BCLC

2940 Virlual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A6

T 604.215.0649
F 604.225.6424
llci(r c.Jrrl

Depending upon proposals received and BCLC's assessment of the resulting trials,
BCLC is considering an increase in the High Limit and Private room limits from $5,000
to $10,000 to further allow the marketplace to react to Player demand.
lf your company is interested in a trial of expanded table limits in your High Limit and
or Private rooms based on the conditions set out below, please submit a proposal to

your Casino Regional Manager that includes the following:

o
o

ldentify casino facilities wanting to participate in the trial;
For each facility, specify the number and type of table games with limits over
S5,ooo;

r

Foreach facility, specifythe minimum and maximum wagers forthesetables
within the limits established by BCLC;

o

Set out the anticipated hours of operation, per gaming day, for these tables;

and

r

Your acknowledgement and agreement in writing that any losses to BCLC
arising from the expansion of table limits in facilities where you provide
operational services are subject to your contractual indemnity.

to the expanded table limit trial include:
A player will be limited to a maximum of 9 betting positions on any one table;

BCLCs conditions applicable

o
o

The minimum bet for the 510,000 tables shall not be less than 5100;

8C1C0008129
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o
o
e

The maximum bet shall not exceed 100 times the minimum bet;
lncreased supervisory levels of one Dealer Supervisor for every 2 tables
offering limits over $1000;
lncreased Surveillance standards of two PTZ cameras pertable offer"ing limits

bala
playing it right

over $5,000;

o
o
.

An additional Surveillance Officer dedicated to the high limit tables;
Table limits must be recorded accurately in the Casino Management System;
and
Any other relevant condition as communicated by BCLC from time to time.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VSM 0A5

T

We encourage you to consider and understand the risks and potential volatility
associated with offering high limits and will your indemnification obligations in favour
of BCLC as agreed to in our Casino Operational Services Agreement.

F

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
bctr: corrr

for t20 days during which BCLC will evaluate the risks and the results.
reserves the right in its discretion to terminate any trial and has no obligation to
increase the limits on a permanent basis regardless of the outcome of the trial.

The trial will be
BCLC

The required changes to all related policies and procedures will be distributed on the
next scheduled Notice to lmplement release in March 2013.

We lookforward to working with you on this initiative.
Yours truly,

v
Serge De lure

Director of Operations
Casino and Community Gaming

/ar

CC:

B. Armand

D. Jang

D. Chang

A. Williamson
J. Joe

W. Henning

L. Robinson

C. Ladell

All'Casino RM's

Darlene Doyle

J. Lightbody

BC1C0008129.02
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Affidavit of Jim Lightbody sworn (or affirmed)
before me at Uerr', Lour€f
,8.C.,
this &S- dayof January, 2021.

otary

A Commissione

British Colum

ta

lic for the Province of
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February 4,2013

1

BY EMAIL

bale

Jag Nijjar

playing it right

Gateway Casinos & Entertainment
4621Canada Way, Suite 300
Vancouver, BC V5G4X8

Dear Jag:
Re: Table Games Private and Hish Limit Room limit

2940 Virlual Way

trial

Vancouver BC VsM 0A6

r
implemented a program back in June 2003 to increase the casino table game
limits, in order to respond to customer demand and revenue opportunities. The
program was introduced with a phased approach, to evaluate Player acceptance.
BCLC

F

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
f)clrr.colll

Depending upon proposals received and BCLC's assessment of the resulting trials,
considering an increase in the High Limit and Private room limits from 55,000
to $10,000 to further allow the marketplace to react to Player demand.
BCLC is

lf your company is interested in a trial of expanded table limits in your High Limit and
or Private rooms based on the conditions set out below, please submit a proposal to
your Casino Regional Manager that includes the following:

o
o

ldentify casino facilities wanting to participate in the trial;
For each facility, specify the number and type of table games with limits over

Ss,ooo;

o
o

For each facility, specify the minimum and maximum wagers for these tables
within the llmits established by BCLC;
Set out the anticipated hours of operation, per gaming day, for these tables;

and

the expanded table limit trial include:
A player will be limited to a maximum of 9 betting positions on any one table;

BCLCs conditions applicable to

.
o
o
r

The minimum bet for the $10,000 tables shall not be less than $L00;
The maximum bet shall not exceed L00 times the minimum

be!

lncreased supervisory levels of one Dealer Supervisor for every 2 tables
offering limits over $S,OOO;

BC1C0012455
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r

lncreased Surveillance standards of two PTZ cameras per table offering limits

over $5,ooo;

o
o
.

An additional Surveillance Officer dedicated to the high limit tables;

bale
playing it right

Table limits must be recorded accurately in the Casino Management System;
and
Any other relevant condition as communicated by BCLC from time to time.

We encourage you to consider and understand the risks and potentialvolatility
associated with offering high limits as agreed in our Casino Operational Services
Agreement.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouvsr, BC VsM 0A6

r
will evaluate the risks and the results.
The trial will be for 120 days during which
BCLC reserves the right in its discretion to terminate any trial and has no obligation to
increase the limits on a permanent basis regardless of the outcome of the trial.
BCLC

F

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
tr(;hr

co[]

The required changes to all related policies and procedures will be distributed on the
next scheduled Notice to implement release in March 2013.

We look forward to working with you on this initiative.
Yours truly,

a
\-j-.

\i

Serge De lure

Director of Operations
Casino and Community Gaming

/ar
CC:

J. tiehtbody
D. Chang
C. Ladell

A. Williamson
J. Joe

B. Armand
W. Henning

D. Jang
L. Robinson

All- Casino RM's
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BYEMAIL

Lynn Holt
Paragon Gaming lnc.
311 - 750 Pacific Boulevard

Vancouver,

BC

bala
playing it right

S

V6B 5E7

Dear Lynn:
Re: Table Games Private and Hieh Limit Room limit

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 0A6

trial

implemented a program back in June 2003 to increase the casino table game
limits, in order to respond to customer demand and revenue opportunities. The
program was introduced with a phased approach, to evaluate Player acceptance.
BCLC

T 604.215.0649
F 604.225.6424
bclc-corn

Depending upon proposals received and BCLC's assessment of the resulting trials,
BCLC is considering an increase in the High Limit and Private room limits from $5,000
to S10,000 to further allow the marketplace to react to Player demand.

lf your company is interested in a trial of expanded table limits in your High Limit and
or Private rooms based on the conditions set out below, please submit a proposal to
your Casino Regional Manager that includes the following:

o
o

ldentify casino facilities wanting to participate in the trial;
For each facility, specify the number and type of table games

with limits over

$s,ooo;

r
o

For each facility, specify the minimum and maximum wagers for these tables
within the limits established by BCLC;
Set out the anticipated hours of operation, per gaming day, for these tables;

and

BCLCs conditions applicable to the expanded table limit trial include:
A player will be limited to a maximum of 9 betting positions on any one table;

o
o
o
o

The minimum bet for the S10,000 tables shall not be less than $100;
The maximum bet shall not exceed 100 times the minimum bet;
lncreased supervisory levels of one Dealer Supervisor for'every 2 tables

offering limits over $5,000;

8C1C0012456
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o

lncreased Surveillance standards o:f two PTZ cameras per table offering limits

over $5,000;

o
o
.

An additional Surveillance Officer dedicated to the high limit tables;
Table limits must be recorded accurately in the Casino Management System;
and

bcla
playing it right

Any other relevant condition as communicated by BCLC from time to time.

We encourage you to consider and understand the risks and potentialvolatility
associated with offering high limits as agreed in our Casino Operational Services
Agreement.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VgM 0Ao
604.21 5.0649

The trial will be for 1"20 days during which BCLC will evaluate the risks and the results.
BCLC reserves the right in its discretion to terminate any trial and has no obligation to
increase the limits on a permanent basis regardless of the outcome of the trial.

604.225.6424
bclai aiorlr

The required changes to all related policies and procedures will be distributed on the
next scheduled Notice to implement release in March 2013.

We look forward to working with you on this initiative.
Yours truly,

v

Serge De lure

Director of Operations
Casino and Community Gaming

/ar
CC:

J. Lightbody
D. Chang

J. Joe

B. Armand
W, Henning

C. Ladell

All- Casino RM's

John Groom

A. Williamson

D. Jang
L. Robinson
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A Comm
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Notary Pub lic for the Province of
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February

7th,20t3

BY EMAIL

Dear: Rob Mclntyre
Re: Proposal for Table Games Private and Hieh Limit Room limit

trial

acknowledges receipt of your proposal on Feb 6'h, 2013 to move forward with the trial
limits in your High Limit and Private rooms at the River Rock Casino'
BCLC

bala

exRaphlntfflfight

Based on your agreement to the terms and conditions for the trial, and yout'suggested house rules, you are
approved to move forward with the trial commencing Feb 7th,2O!3.
Please work directly with the BCLC Regional Manager, and the BCLC Senior Product Specialist to implement the

required

changes'

i:il",JH:!:"r*" r .
r
r

604.215.0649
604.225.6424
brilc.com

Yours truly,

(

\-_:-

__

"_a:::*

Y

Serge De lure

Director of Operations
Casino and Community Gaming

/ar
CC:

J. Lightbody
J. Joe

C. Ladell

A.

Williamson

B.

Armand

D.

Jang

D. Chang

W. Henning L. Robinson
Darlene Doyle
All- Casino RM's
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To:
From:
Sent:

Sutiect:

ALL- Sen ior ExecutivePersonal information
Jim Lightbody
Thur 2013-03-07 7:42:26 PM
Fw: GNY 2013 Quick Summary

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:ljust have to share this information on our Chinese New Year (CNY if you're up on the latest
acronyms....).
As you will read below we had simply outstanding results! A key driver was our tactic within our Table Games
Strategy to increase bet limits on our regular and high limit floors, among other promotional events with our
Service Partners.
Please read on.

F'rom: Todd Rende
Sent: Thursday, March 07 ,2013 I I :06 AM Pacific Standard Time
To: Justin Jones; Serge De Iure; Jerry Williamson; Monica Bohm; Jim Lightbody
Cc: Andrew Williamson; Danny Chang
Subject: Clry 2013 Quick Summary
Hi all,
Just to close the loop on the full two weeks of Chinese New Year, I wanted to offer a summary of our table
product/site performance. A more full review is planned for the CBU or at our category meeting if time

allows.
Building off the excellent performance of the first week of CNY 2013 (results detailed in below email), the
second week of CNY, which is always typically slower than week one, still outperformed budget on tables by
53%. As a resul! CNY 20L3 now stands as our best CNY period ever on table games!!
Table drop during this period was SgtM and table net win was 524wt (LM Sites only), the first time that any
CNY period has achieved over 590M in drop and over $ZOVI in net win, so some very stellar performance to
be celebrated!! All in all, this CNY period on tables out indexed the weekly average table net win for FY 2013
by 34%ll As it stands, Feb 2013 will go down as our best CNY ever, and second best table month in our history
(second only to Feb 2O!2, which had an extra day).
From a table product and site perspective, there are no surprises with Baccarat and River Rock leading the
way respectively, but still some very remarkable numbers to share'
Baccarat accounted for 73Yo of all table net win in CNY 20L3, which is significantly higher than it's already very
high contribution% outside of CNY (around 55 - 60%). Overall, baccarat made 50% more net win than it did in
CNY 2012. This amounts to approx. 56M more from Baccarat in CNY 2013 than CNY 2012. The table below
shows our net win by table product line and their contribution %'s CNY 2013 vs CNY 2OL2,the good news
Pai Gow Tiles and B lackjack:
cNY 2012
being alltable products out

ProdrctH

CNYA1:t

cNY 2013

iletltfrt

%tttl

CI.IY

412

Netli/fi

cNY 2012

Vaiane

%tl}t

v
Style Gdtte

$17.ffi,79

73.18Vc

sl1,62538

6s.65%

95J99,82

Bladcjad< Styte Game

$2,gre,594

11.98o/c

32,882,75t

16,08%

(96,156

Poker Strle Garne

51,090,194

1,540h

t1,059,376

5,91%

s30,818

s733,587

4.09%

955,358

6766,967

4,BYo

58,945
992,T15

8ac6dt

9J88,944

Roulette

5785,912

Table Poker

Fortrne Pai

Gorn

Craps
Pal Gow

l[es

3,299v
3,27%

3612,245

2,68Yt

t519,47O

3,07%

1223,496

0,93%

s92948

0,55%

9125,54t1

530,580

0.13olo

540,062

0,220/o

(59,38?
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From a site net win perspective, River Rock accounted for 67% of all table net win for CNY in LM properties,
and they managed to win 50% more on tables for their property CNY 2013 over CNY 2012. This amounts to
over $5M in additional table net win coming from River Rock this CNY! Starlight also had an excellent CNY
period, making an additional $1.3M in tables over last CNY, which is a IO7% increase. The table below shows
our table net win by LM site and their contribution %'s CNY 2013 vs CNY 2012, and as you can see River Rock
and Starlight really stand out!!

CaflfrgFadtyNile

chff 20ilt

cr{Y z)13

ctfY 2012

tlaetYlfri

%tfi

NetVlfin

q{Y20u
9f

Vaiilc

t!,1

v
$14,563,692

61.09%

$9r620r868

53,6796

$sp448"

Sbrliqht

Q,5L4,28

10.89%

$1,258,419

7.02%

E1,355,81:

EdgewaEr

f.2,uL,634

9,EYO

i2,2L7,686

t2.37Yo

53,9'l:

Rivs Rock

Grand Vtla

92,181,445

9.09%

$2,38s,331

13.31%

(s203,88(

Bouhvard

s1,268,241

5.?8Yo

s1,618,696

9.03%

(s350,,+5!

Cascades

9691,7t4

2.68%

s654,lre

3.65%

s3Zs$

Fraser Downs Garning Center

s363,895

L.57r/o

s170,197

0.95%

s193,69t

ln Summary, from an overall net win perspective (including slots, which made slightly less than CNY 2012) we
can observe that this CNY was 12% better in the LM than last CNY (breakdown by LM site below). Congrats to
all and especially our Service partners and BCLC tables team on an excellent CNY 20131!
'-i
CNYYoY Lot
Varlane%
VarbnceAmt
m12
earitg Frcflty ililt
i

[ -c]orilia-

Lower f,iainland

352,156,075

[ ;tr

346F13,685

35,652,390

12.21

River Roct

s40,468,516

$15,290,380

t5,178,136

33.C16

Grand Villa

56,611,816

s7,285,072

(s673,2s6)

-9.2o/o

Starlight

s5,600,482

54,079,.r78

s1,521,004

BoulevarS

s5.,241,589

s-c,6s,895

($11s,306i

-7.3%

Edgevreter

s4,992,330

54,81.{,167

s1rr,863

3.7%

Cascades

54,184,022

s4,359,594

(s175,572)

-4.0%

Fraser Dorvns Gaming Center

54,098,951

s4,139,889

(s40,937)

-1.9%

00,000,000

50,000,000

37.3%

40,0m.000

30,0m.m0
Hastinqs Psrk

S8{X},,154

s962,916

(s162,{62}

-16.9%

Chances Ab0otsford

5&r.{,011

5706,,t8S

($52,478)

-8.8%

I'lapb Ritge CGC

s5?2',121

5513,278

59,1,{3

1.8%

ChEflees I'lBsion

S,+tX},316

S'156,691

(ssd,37s)

Nervton CGC

s367,338

$0

$357,338

Chances Sguamish

s160,375

$161,455

(s1,079)

-0.7%

573,.154

587,0@

(513,528)

-15.7%

Phytfne Goming Langley

-12.3%

20,0m.000

t0,0m,m0

0

A lot more info is available, and will be communicated to you and the larger divisional audience later this

month.
lf there is anything else or any questions, please let me know!
Thanksl
Todd
Personal information

From: Todd Rende
Sentr February 20,2013 11:04 AM
To: Justin Jones; Serge De lure; Jerry Williamson; Monica Bohm; Jim Lightbody
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Cc: Andrew Williamson; Danny Chang

Subject: FW: Preliminary Weekly Sales Update- Date (FW)
Hlall,
iust wanted to follow up on this with some preliminary comparisons of the first week of CNY 2013 (Feb 10 L6,2OL3l versus the first week of CNY 2012 (Jan 23-29,2012lr.1 am getting this from Qlikview
I am not sure that the finance summary in the email below celebrates what an awesome week last week was,
even though Tables outperformed budget by 94%ll
The first week of CNY 2013 could not have turned out better for us on tables, at least in my opinion. When
compared to the first week of CNY 2OL2,table drop is up30% overall , table win is up 86% (this is not a typo),
and table hold percentage is up 57%!!
l'll let the tables below speak for themselves
The results on Baccarat are even more striki
Variance
2012
2013
cNY
cNY

Week

Midi

Bac

Week

L

1

s25,388,836

s19,460,058

30%

58,975,149

53,048,146

t94%

35.3s%

Ls.67%

L26%

cNY 2013

cNY 2012

Drop

Midi

Bac

Win

Midi

Bac

Hold

Week

Week 1

Variance

1

EZ Bac

Drop

S10,685,4i-1

$7,392,736

45%

EZ Bac

Win

s1,696,1_50

5907,392

87%

EZ Bac

Hold

L5.870/o

12.27%

29%

When you go down a level deeper to sites, virtually all the spoils go to River Rock with some going to Starlight
and some to Edgewater. Sadly, Grand Villa did not win the hold% lottery and was the only LM site with tables
to have less net win this CNY Week l than last CNY Week 1. Grand Villa, although to their credit they did
increase drop, got stuck with a 75%hold while River Rock and others were holding above 30%.
The table below shows the increase in overall net win (slots included) for LM sites when the first week of CNY
is compared year over year. As you can see, really only outperformed last year at three sites, but thankfully
at those sites
we did so in a big,
%
cNY 2013
cNY 2012
$ Variance
Overall Net Win
Week

Week 1

I

Boulevard

5 2,680,361

S 2,695,891

Cascades

5 2,074,263

S z,sqt

Chances Abbotsford

5 289,s74

S

Jsg

gqg,+te

Variance
-$ ts,sgo

-L%

.SnsAga

-12%

.S S3;844

-16%

8C1C0015175.03
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-21%

Chances Mission

s 183,061

S z3z,47o

-S 49,409

Chances Squamish

$77,944

S 84,145

-S 0,201

Edgewater

52,34!,154

S 2,051,103

S

zgo,oso

t4%

Fraser Downs Gaming

S 1,015,09o

S 1,066,546

-s 51,456

-5%

Grand Villa

S 3,165,045

S 3,634,636

-s 469,592

-L3%

Hastings Park

5 362,44t

$ +zs,zog

-Sttz,lst

-24%

Maple Ridge CGC

5 222,260

5 283,674

-5 61,414

-22%

Playtime Gaming Langley

s

5 s2,444

-S 10,130

-L9%

River Rock

5 tt,e84,627

S 6,113,060

S

s,B7r,s,7

96%

Starlight

$ 3,395,931

5 2,4Ot,549

S

gga,ssz

47%

Totals

S

S 21,781,905

S

6,052,160

28%

7%

Center

42,374

27,834,065

Slots on their own performed better in this time period as well, net win going up for the week by 1.6% for the
network. This amounts to an almost an extra $+OOf from slots in CNY Week 12013 vs CNY Week 1'2012.
We will discuss the highlights of week l- at the CBU tomorrow and of course will be doing a full wrap up of the

complete CNY period at the following CBU. But couldn't wait to share at least the high level good news before
that! !
Thanks,

Todd
2Personal information
From: CasinoFinancelnfo
Sent: February 19, 2013 2:35 PM
To: ALL- Casino Division Managers; Danny Chang; Devon Brown; Erin MacKenzie; Gord Ronmark; Jake Cruise;
Kerry Nichiporik; Marsha Walden; Mike Wolfram; Rod Osbome; Sharon Watkins; Tamara MacPherson; Tom
Williamson; Wendy Henning; Patrick Smeaton; Grace Lai; Michael Lin; ALL- Casino & CGC Directors; Anna
Rivera; Michael Hays
Cc: Amy Stamp
Subject: Preliminary Weekly Sales Update- Date (FW)
Please see below for the preliminary sales for the week ending Feb 16, 2013, FW:46
CGC Slots YTD Budget Variance includes 511,503,570.19 total for Newton CGC (S9,114 ,7o4.tg) and Chances
Chilliwack (52,388,866) prior to the sites opening.
Table net win increased by 55.8M compared to last week, with River Rock (S4.4M) and Starlight (S1.2M)
making up the majority of the increase. Of the total table net win, Midi Baccarat accounts for Sg.OtVt. Chinese
New Year began on Sunday February LOth and the BC Family Day holiday was on Monday February L1th.
Variance from Budget
Weeklv

Prelims

Actual

Budget

SLOTS

Casino

18,046,389

L8,341,t27

(294,7381
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cGc

4,302,M7

4,363,289

(60,842)

Subtotal

22,348,837

22,704,416

(355,580)

TABTES/POKER

L4,423,505

7,450,695

6,972,820

BINGO, Net of Prizes

509,231

578,tO2

(68,871)

Grand Total

37,281,,573

30,733,204

6,548,369

Casino

8L9,548,452

863,305,266

(43,756,81.41

cGc

18L,267,M4

t98,93t,789

(L7,664,3451

1,000,815,896

t,062,237,O55

(6L,42L,1591

TABTES/FOKER

360,609,552

342,737,5O7

t7,878,U5

BINGO, Net of Prizes

27,339,1tO

28,592,47t

(1,253,361)

Grand Total YTD

L,388,764,558

1,433,561,033

(M, 796,475l,

Est. Year

to Date

SLOTS

subtotal
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t:.3.t.E3t

22.tO4{te

1,1,4t3,56

rioso,6E

509,2Jt

578,102

37J8157t

30,R3,204

(a..n8l

-r,6t

16.952.356 6J!r

1135,5801

.r,or

l0,fit,rrtt

t6.?*
8,ttt

6,972.!:0

tr,5tt
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Amy Stamp
Accountant, Casino & Community Gaming Finance
Finance & Corporate Services, BCLC
74 West Seymour Street
Personal information

Connect with us:
Facebook BC Casinos I BCCasinos.ca

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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To:
From:
Sent:

Su$ect:
Yes

Jim LightbodyPersonal information
MichaelGraydon
Thur 2013-12-12 5:33:25 PM
RE: GPEB

absolutely, Mg

From: Jim Lightbody
Sent: Thursday. December 12,20L3 9:17

AM

To: Michael Graydon
Subject: GPEB
Mike;
Let's ask John tomorrow about the High Limit table request we also have in front of them. This one hasn't
been in front of them as long (only 3 months), but it involves us raising the table limit on our high limit
baccarat tables to $100K (from the SgOX now) and allowing players to bet more than S10K per spot - there are
9 spots on the table and currently if a player wants to bet S90K a hand they have to put S10K in chips on each
spot. We'd like to make it more convenient for the player, that's what this would do. And the S100K limit
makes it a little easier for the dealer and table supervisor to manage.
We'd REALLY like to get this in place by early January so RR and Edgewater are ready for Chinese New Year.
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BOCasinos I Blog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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MichaelGraydon

To:

Ji

From:
Sent:
Subject:

Thur 2013-12-12 9:34:48 PM
RE: GPEB

I would weave this and the low limit table commissions into your presentation tomorrow. This is
unacceptable from a time perspective and we are missing revenue and player development
opportunities. Our ask should be to move on these two items now and in the future we need more
urgency in decision making. With Cheryl in the room it would be helpfulthat she hears this. I will
support you in the dialogue. Mg

From: Jim Lightbody
Sent: Thursday, December L2,20t3 9:17
To: Michael Graydon

Subject:

AM

GPEB

Mike;
Let's ask John tomorrow about the High Limit table request we also have in front of them. This one hasn't
been in front of them as long (only 3 months), but it involves us raising the table limit on our high limit
baccarat tables to S100K (from the SgOt< now) and allowing players to bet more than S10K per spot - there are
9 spots on the table and currently if a player wants to bet 590K a hand they have to put S10K in chips on each
spot. We'd like to make it more convenient for the player, that's what this would do. And the 5100K limit
makes it a little easier for the dealer and table supervisor to manage.
We'd REALLY like to get this in place by early January so RR and Edgewater are ready for Chinese New Year.
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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To:
From:
Sent:

Michael Graydon[Personal information
Susan Dolinski
Tue 2013-12-17 1 1:OO:22 PM

Su$ect:

RE:

I heard from them yesterday about this. They have a BN which we reviewed today and I will send to you. A
package is now going forward to the Minister for signature. Not sure how long that will take.

Susan Dolinski
Vice President, Communications & Social Responsibility
BCLC
2940 Vidual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling supported health care, education and community
groups across B.C.

From: MichaelGraydon
Sen$ December L7,2013 2:59
To: Susan Dolinski
Subject: F1A/:

PM

try and shake an answer out of Bell regarding the High limit increase we requested. We are getting
closer to Chinese New Year and would like this in place for that event. This has revenue implications and we
are under the gun as you know. I spoke to John about it but he is off now so not sure if he did anything with
Can you

it.

Mg

From: Jim Lightbody
Senh Tuesday, December t7,20t3 2:56

PM

To: MichaelGraydon
Subjech RE:
Suzanne Bell. No response on that, but I did comment on their BN to the Minister on the other table requests
(low limit etc). Looks like they want the Minister to decide that one'.'..,..'.....

Jim Lightbody
Viee President, Casino & Community Gaming
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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From: MichaelGraydon
Senil Tuesday, December L7,20L32:27 Pl4
To: Jirn Lightbody
Subject:
Who did we actually submit the High Limit increase request too at GPEB? Any response this week? MG

MichaelGraydon
President and CEO,
BCLC,

Personal information
Twitter @MGraydonBCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us

:

Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Youtube I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, over 51
B.C.

billion generated by

BCLC

gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across
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im LightbodypPersonal information
SDolinskiPersonal information

To:
Gc:

J

MichaelGraydon

From:
Sent:

Tue 2013-12-1 7 1 0:59: 14 PM

Su$ect:

RE:

Surprised they would ask the Minister to make an operational call. Mg

From: Jim Lightbody
Sent: Tuesday, December L7,20t3 2:56

PM

To: MichaelGraydon
Subject: RE:
Suzanne Bell. No response on that, but I did comment on their BN to the Minister on the other table requests
(low limit etc). Looks like they want the Minister to decide that one...'..'..'.."

Jim Lightbody
Vice President, Casino & Community Gaming
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Connect with us:
Twifter @BCLCI Facebook BCOasinos I Blog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From: MichaelGraydon
Senk Tuesday, December L7,20L3 2:27
To: Jim Lightbody
Subject:

PM

Who did we actually submit the High Limit increase request too at GPEB? Any response this week? MG
MichaelGraydon
President and CEO,
BCLC,
Personal information
Twitter @MGraydonBCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect

with us :

Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Youtube I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, over 51 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across
B.C.
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Constance

Personal information

Subject

Susan Dolinski
Wed 2013-12-18 8:27:Q2PM
FW: High Limit Table Changes

BN - Table Aoqreoates in hioh limit rooms v4 -13DEC13 SD COMMENTS.docx

"il;iil,"
the attached Briefing Note in response to my query with Suzanne Bell on the status of this
request to GPEB. I tracked my comments all the way through the document in areas where the logic is missing
in GPEB's conclusions (to put it mildly). As I reached the Conclusion section of the documenq I learned that
GPEB has no jurisdiction over this decision based on their own legal opinion, I would assume from the AG's
office. Unfortunately, this fact wasn't taken into consideration as they contemplated the need for a briefing
note and wrote one anyway.
Constance - can you confirm that this is the case - that GPEB has no decision making authority on table
limits? lf so, I would like to propose that we proceed with making the changes to the limits so that we get
them done in time for Chinese New Year and I will revise the briefing note accordingly to be "For lnformation"
and outline the changes that we have made. Mike - given the relationship we are building with John, I don't
want to make this suggestion unless you support it. However, based on this briefing note, it is clear that if we
leave a decision in their hands we won't have one in time to execute for Chinese New year.
Jim and I have also discussed that long term, we will make sure we are getting legal opinion on what requires
regulatory approval and what we can initiate on our own. We can still advise them of any changes we are
making, but we don't want to set ourselves up for this scenario in the future.
I have received

Susan

Susan Dolinski
Vice President, Communications & Social Responsibility
BCLC

2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com

Last year, more tlran S1 billion generated by BCLC gambling sr.rpporied health care, education ancl comrriunity
groLrps across B.C.

Frcm: Bell, Suzanne N FIN : EX [mailto:
Senh December t7,2013 3:59 PM
To: Susan Dolinski

Personal information

Cc: JaggFSmith, Michele FIN:EX; Fair, Susan P EIN:EX

Subjectr RE: High Limit Table Changes
Hi Susan, yes, we've been working on that one too

feedback, and thanks!
Suzanne N. Bell
Executive Director, Corporate Services
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch

- here it is, please let us know your

Know your limit, play within it.
From: Susan Dolinski [mailto:Personal information
Sent: Tuesday, December L7,20L3 t5:29
To: Bell, Suzanne N FIN:il
Subject: High Limit Table Changes
Hi Suzanne

am following up to find out if there has been progress on BCLC's request to increase the limits on High Limit
Tables? We had a request to move from a max of $SO,OOO to S100,000 plus a few other operational changes
and we are hoping to make these changes in time for Chinese New Year which starts Jan 30. We'll need to
know soon in order to effectively execute any changes with our Service Providers.
I
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Thanks
Susan

Susan Dolinski
Vice President, Communications & Social Responsibility
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M OAG
Personal information

bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling supported health care, education and community
groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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DATE

PREPARED:

December 13,2013

TITLE:

Table Limits in Casinos

ISSUE:

BCLC has requested a policy change to increase the table aggregate limit in
casinos.

BACKGROUND:
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) has requested that the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) approve three primary changes to the policy for Table Games,
Private and High Limit Room Aggregate Limitsl.

1.

2.
3.

Manage table limits by a maximum table aggregate, instead of betting spot limits;
lncrease the maximum allowable bet from $90,000 to $100,000; and
Broaden the definition of a "private table."

These changes will enable casino service providers to enhance the gaming experience for
primarily out-of-country gamblers who are accustomed to gambling in jurisdictions such as
Macau or Las Vegas with limits similar to those proposed by BCLC. Currently, out-of-country
gamblers account for approximately XX% of BCLC's high limit and table game business.
BC has five high limit rooms in total. High limit tables are located as follows:

o
o

Two high limit Blackjack tables located at Edgewater Casino, Vancouver.
63 high limit Baccarat tables, distributed in the five high limit rooms at the following
properties: River Rock Casino, Richmond; Boulevard Casino, Coquitlam; Grand Villa
Casino, Burnaby; Edgewater Casino, Vancouver; and Starlight Casino, New
Westminster.

No other table games are currently played in high limit rooms, as availability is based on
player demand. Under the Gaming ControlAcf (GCA), the Lottery Corporation may set rules of
play for any class of lottery scheme that they conduct, manage or operate2.

DISCUSSION:
Proposed Policv Chanoes

1.

Manaqe Table Limits bv a Maximum Table Asqreoate

Under current BCLC policy, gaming service providers in BC may determine the allowable bet
limits in high limit rooms up to a maximum of $10,000 per betting spot. This was increased
from a $5,000 limit per betting spot in December o'f 2O12.lf a player wants to wager more than
$10,000, the player must place a bet on another betting spot. The current maximum allowable
I BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre; Standards, Polioies and Procedures. Section: 5-1.1 Table Games

-

General Rules and

Regulations
2
Gaming Contral Act, section 7 (g).

8C1C0015178.02
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100
total bet on a high-limit Baccarat table is $90,000. lf a player wants to bet the $90,000
maximum, the player must place nine separate bets of $10,000.
The proposed policy change would enable one player to wager up to the table maximum on
one betting spot, as opposed to making separate wagers at each betting spot. This change is
intended to increase player convenience and assist with operations.

2.

lncrease the Maximum Allowable Bet

BCLC would like to increase the maximum table allowable bet from $90,000 to $100,000

3. Broaden the Definition of a Private Table
Private tables are currently only located in high limit rooms and have minimum posted bets of
$1000 per betting spot. This proposed change would remove the $1000 betting minimum. lt
would also define a private table as one that is segregated from other tables and marked with
signage noting the table limit, which means that a private table would now be allowed on the
main casino floor, and not just in a private room, as long as there is enough staff and
adequate camera surveillance to cover the area. lt would also allow the guests of high limit
players to participate in table games and wager a smaller amount than the $1000 minimum.
lmpact of Proposed Policv Chanqes
Blackiack
Blackjack tables have seven seats with betting limits of up to $10,000 per seat. lf a player
wants to wager more than $10,000 they have to play more than one hand of Blackjack at once
- up to seven hands. A $100,000 table aggregate for Blackjack enables a significantly
increased betting limit, from the current $10,000 to $100,000 per hand.
Risk

o

a

While cash play is not permitted, money laundering potential increases exponentially for
Blackjack, as players would be allowed to wager an extra $90,000 per hand, or $30,000
more than the current table limit of $70,000. Chips may be purchased at the gaming table
with Canadian currency;
The Provincial Health Officer's (PHO) 2013 report noted that gaming policies must
consider and recognize the potential for harms, and seek to minimize risks to individuals
and communities. With this policy change, stakes are significantly increased for players
who may wager and potentially lose large sums of money in one hand.

Baccarat
Baccarat is a chance-based card game wherein the beftor can wager on the "player-hand" or
the "banker- hand" to win. Baccarat tables have nine seats. The betting structure is different
from Blackjack, as the player is betting on only one outcome even if they bet on multiple

8C1C0015178.03
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betting spots. Therefore, the player can bet up to $10,000 on each open spot at the table currently up to $90,000 in one hand. See Appendix A for the past 12 month's revenue.
Risk:
Money laundering potential would increase by $10,000 per hand;
Player risk increases by $10,000 per hand;
There is no significant RG risk for Baccarat as the type of players involved have
considerable d iscretionary wealth.

o
.
.

BCLC has requested approval for this change because the current setup, which requires
players to make separate wagers to bet the table maximums of $70,000 for Blackjack and
$90,000 for Baccarat, is not player friendly, and may impact gaming revenue in a negative
way. With this change, casinos and gaming centres would have the discretion to allow a limit
of up to $100,000, depending on their relationship with the player, the player's gaming history
and finances.
Hish Limit Rooms in Other Jurisdictions
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Atlantic provinces do not offer high limit tables in
their casinos. ln Alberta and Manitoba, players may wager a maximum of $1,000 for table
games per betting spot. Alberta is considering introducing high limit tables. ln Saskatchewan
there is a $1000 limit per betting spot for Blackjack and Baccarat, and a $2000 limit for Texas
Hold'em.
There are two casino models in Ontario. Five casinos are managed by the Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation and are limited to $100 table wagers. There are no high limit tables.
Ontario also has four Resort Casinos operated by private organizations which are full service
hotel/casino complexes. Each Resort Casino independently submits requests for table game
wager limits to the Alcohol and Gaming commission of Ontario for approval. The highest table
limits in these casinos is up to $50,000 for Craps and Roulette, $25,000 for Blackjack and
$15,000 for Pai Gow and Baccarat.
OPTIONS:

Recommended Option: Option One

Option One; Approve Baccarat Table Aoqregate lncrease but not other Table Games
Pros:
Addresses the issue of player convenience for Baccarat;
Has potentialto increase revenue from high limit Baccarat;
Prevents other table games, with potentially higher risk, from increasing their limits

o
o
o

Cons:
Does not address player convenience for other table games;
lncreases the risk potential for money laundering by $10,000 per hand

.
.

Option Two: Approve Table Aooreoate lncrease for all Hiqh Limit Table Games

8C1C0015178.04
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Pros:
Addresses the issue of player convenience for high limit table games;
lncreases the potential for gaining revenue.

o
.

Cons:
lncreases the ability to launder large sums of money for current high limit games;
Leaves the door open for other table games to become high limit games;
Does not align with the Problem Gambling strategy or the PHO's recommendations.

o
.
o

Option Three: Status Quo
Pros:

. Aligns with current anti-money laundering practices;
o Supports the PHO's suggestion to consider potential harms of policy changes
Cons:
May limit revenue generated by high limit table games;
Does not address the issue of player convenience.

.
o

Conclusion
Redacted by BC - Solicitor Client Privilege
Rt:r1:lr;tt,'r1 by BC Solir:ilor Clir:rri Privili:ge
Redar-tecl by BC Solicitor Client Privilege

As a consideration for option one,

n
s approva
crease
tm
to 0,
2012
n
There does not appear to be any written policy from GPEB to BCLC indicating that mutual
involvement in determining table limits is required. Although it is thought that at one point
these matters were discussed between former ADM, Derek Sturko and the former BCLC CEO

It is the role of the General Manager (GM) under section 27(2) (a) and (b), to advise the
Minister on broad policy, standards and regulatory issues, and it is under the Minister's
direction to develop, manage and maintain the government's gaming policy. Therefore it would
be appropriate for the GM to advance the argument that GPEB may provide advice regarding
any increase in table limits, and the rationale in support of the increases, as such changes
may impact on the integrity of gaming. However, if the GM chooses option one it is possible
that BCLC will not accept this proposal as there is no definitive section that grants this
authority to GPEB.

As a going fonrard solution, GPEB may want to consider developing written policy between
GPEB and BCLC that states that BCLC should request consideration and approval to alter,
change or increase table betting limits. Or alternatively, a written directive may also be
considered outlining this requirement of BCLC.

BC1C0015178.05
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APPROVED / NOT APPROVED

John Mazure
Assistant Depu$ Minister

Date
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Appendix A - Last Twelve Months Revenue Performance for High Limit Baccarat in BG
CdefldarMonth D"tg Cde@r Month Ofret Continuurs
I

fto&ct
I

N€t

win

tut

Nowmber

-12

Midi Baccarat

$8.991.734

December

-11

Midi Baccarat

$13.658.716

January

-10

Midi Baccarat

$12,735,219

February

-9

Midi Baccarat

$17.95/.n2

March

-8

Midi Baccarat

$13.54€.848

Apnl

-7

Midi Baccarat

$9.741,911

May

{

Midi Baccarat

915.297,532

June

-5

Midi Baccarat

$10,983.309

July

4

Midi Baccarat

$14.082,897

Augrust

-3

Midi Baccarat

$19.290.110

Segember

-2

Midi Baccarat

$12.198.833

October

-1

Midi Baccarat

$13.483.474

I
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Monica Bohm[Personal information ; Brad DesmaraisPersonal information

;Jim D

LightbodyU Personal information
Jervis Rodrigues

From:

Sent

Sut{ect

Wed2014-12-03 4:26:40 PM
RE: Macau gambling revenue slides

One other impact we need to consider. Should our hunch be right that the increased limit as well as the
overdraft privilege will result in higher level play and perhaps even more players coming here, our margin mix
issues will increase and this will put further pressure on the CCR, which means it likely would blow by the
proposed 44% over a relatively quick timeline. I happen to be speaking with Chris this afternoon about the
ratio increase from 42.5% to 44%. We may need to consider if we discuss this further as I expect if we go this
way, the ratio will go through the 44%. That said, government should be making more net income, which of
course we would all support. Exciting proposition. Jervis
From: Jervis Rodrigues
Sent: Wednesday, December 03,20L4 7:45 AM
To: Monica Bohm; Brad Desmarais; Jim D. Lightbody
Subject Re: Macau gambling r€venue slides

will get our Finance team working on feasibility for operating lines for the high value players. We
will also need to consider risk, financial, operational, etc.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Monica Bohm
Sent: Wednesday, December 3,20L4 7=2L AM
To: Jervis Rodrigues; Brad Desmarais; Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: RE: Macau gambling revenue slides
I

My team is already working on the 250K bet limit financial/risk analysis
m

Monica Bohm
lnterim Vice President
Casino & Community Gaming, BCLG
2940 Vidual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
T Personal information

From: Jeruis Rodrigues
Sent: Wednesday, December 03,20L4 6:24 AM
To: Brad Desmarais; Monica Bohm; Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: Re: Macau gambling revenue slides
I spoke with one of my ex Partners in HKG. Players use a lot of cash in Macau, but also do maintain
high value player accounts, where they deposit their cash/winnings into. ln some cases overdraft
privileges are provided. Varies from operator to operator.
Brad based on your two meetings with the WIP's I think we need to see if we can get limits up to
$250,000, GPEB approvals for increases, account maintenance with an overdraft float for the top 20
to 50 players. Need to huddle on this today if we seriously wish to move this forward in Time for CNY.
Jervis

Sent from my BlackBerry L0 smartphone on the TELUS network.

From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Tuesday, December 2,20L4 11:42 PM
To: Monica Bohm; Jeruis Rodrigues; Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: RE: Macau gambling revenue slides

BC1C0007377
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Another interesting conversation with one of the high rollers tonight confirming the same as the past
one except wire transfers from Hong Kong was also suggestion.

Brad Desmarais
Vice Pr.esident, Corporate Security & Compliance
(and) lnterim Vice President, Human Resources
BCLC, 2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C. VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C,
From: Monica Bohm
Sent: Tuesday, December 02,2OL4 5:00 PM
To: Brad Desmarais; Jervis Rodrigues; Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: FW: Macau gambling revenue slides

I know I shouldn't be so happy for the misfortunes of others....
Monica Bohm
lnterim Vice President
Casino & Community Gaming, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM

OAG

Personal information

From: Julienne Joe
Senh Tuesday, December 02,20t4 L:27 PM
To: Monica Bohm; Karen Gray; Craig Jooste; Andrew Williamson
Cc: ALL- TableProduc6pecia ists
Subject: RE: Macau gambling revenue slides
I

Here is the article below:

Macau Gambling Revenue Slides
City ls Poised for First-Ever Full-Year Gambling Revenue
Decline

8C1C0007377.02
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Macau is poised for its first-ever decline in full-year gambling revenue. BLj)MBERG NEt4ls
By
Kate O'Keefie
Dec. 1,2O14 6:42 a.m. ET
Macau is poised for ib firstfulFyear decline in gambling revenu€ afier China's corruption crackdown sent November revenue tumbling 20%.

Gambling revenue fell to 24.27 billion patacas (US$3.04 billion) last month from 30.18 billion patacas in November 2013, government data showed
Monday. lt was the sixth month in a row that gambling revenue fell in the Chinese gambling hub, which had previously enjoyed a five-year winning
streak without even one down month. Analysts say November's sharp fall also makes it a near certainty that Macau lhis year will sufier its first calendaryear drop in gambling revenue, at least since 2002, which is as far back as public data go.
November's decline was also meaningful because it wiped out all gains made earlier in the year. For January through May, gambling revenue was up
160lo from a year earlier. But after six months of yoar-over-year declines, gambling revenue is now flat in the first 1 1 months of the year compared with
last year.

"We all got this massively wrong," said Standard Chartered Equity Research analyst Philip Tulk. "Nobody saw this coming," he said of the sharp
reversal in Macau's forlunes. Mr. Tulk said that a year ago he had pegged Macau's gambling r€venue to rise 14% in 2014 and that he had even raised
his forecast by a few percentage points in early 2014 as money continued to pour in. ln February, gambling revenue hit a record high, shooting up 40%
from the previous year.

8C1C0007377.03
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Now Mr. Tulk and other analysts are predicting revenue in the territory will full by at least

1o/o

in 2014.

Iligh-Roller Hangover
Standard Chartered Research forecasts year-on-year growth ln gambllng revenue
from Macau's VIP players wlll remaln ln negatlve terrltory in 2015.
Macau gambllru revenue
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Sources: Macau Gaming lnspection and Coordination Bureau;
Stardard Chartered Ressarch

The Wall Street Journal

The particularly sharp drop in Macau's VIP gambling revenue in recent months has surprised executives, analysts and investors, and fueled declines in
overall gambling revenue. The primary cause is a Beijing-led crackdown on conuption, which has led high rollers to shy away from the baccarat tables,
they say. The April disappearance of a Macau iunket fioure believed to owe as much as 10 billion Hong Kong dollars (US$1.3 billion) also has taken a
toll on the market, they said. The incident made investors wary of fundinq Macau iunkets, whose high-rolling customers accounted for nearly two-thirds
of Macau's US$45 billion in gambling revenue last year.
Macau also faces a laundry list of other challenges, including a worsening Chinese economy, tighter visa policies for Chinese traveling to Macau,
increased oversight on UnionPay cards many gamblers use to access funds in Macau, new smoking restrictions at casinos and pro-democracy protests
in neighboring Hong Kong that are affecting players' travel plans, according to executives and analysts.

Things aren't expected to improve soon. Wells Fargo analyst Cameron McKnight wamed in a Nov. 28 r€port that Macau's December performance could
disappoint even reduced expectations, with revenue possibly hlling 257o from a year earlier if a planned visit this month by China's President Xi Jinpinq
architeot of the anticonuption campaign squeezing Macau-further deters high rollers ftom coming to gamble in the former Portuguese colony.
-the
Mr. Xi is to visit the Chinese gambling hub to celebrate the anniversary of Macau's handover to China 15 years ago.
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November's revenue tumble of 20o/o at Macau casinos has wiped out all the gains made earlier in the
year. Shown, a Macau gaming expo in May. erercerrY IMAGES
With many of the problems in Macau well-known by now, investors on Mondav reacted to the weak November numbers with restraint. Shares of Las
Veoas Sands Corp. 's Hong Kong-listed unit Sands China Ltd. fell2.1Vo and MGM China Holdinos slipped 1 .3%. Galaxv Entertainment Group fell
2.60lo. The declines occuned as the benchmark Hang Seng lndex fell 2.6%.

-Mia

Lamar oontribut€d to this article.

Julienne Joe
Product Specialist
Casino & Community Gaming, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C. VsM 0Ao
Personal information

iioe@bclc.com
bclc.com

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Eassbsok ECCCSUoS I Blog I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
From: Jufienne Joe
Sent: Tuesday, Decembet02,20t4 12:34 PM
To: Monica Bohm; Karen Gray; Craig Jooste; Andrew Williamson
Gc: ALL- TableProductSpecia isb
SubjecH Macau gambling revenue slides
I

Some great info in this article.

BC1C0007377.05
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We should see more positive effects to our properties and keep riding the wave while we can!
Here is so:mething from WSJ.com that might interest you:
Macau gambling revenue slides
htto:/lon.wsi- com/1 FHoa'kX
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Maximum Bet

Date
Jan 2001

Aug 11,2008

Comment

Area

$soo

All areas

There were no high limit
areas at this time

Removed limits from policy

All areas

Approval from VP for
min and max limits for

entirely

each facility

Nov 1,2008

Added table of bet spreads
which quote $5000 max
wager

Noted that for any
wagers 51000 and over must be in high limit

Director of Operations
became responsible for
max bet approvals

roomS
Sept 2012

Raised limits to $1000

Main gaming floor

Allowed'private table'

High limit room

where one player could
play all the betting spots
on the table
March 2013

Raised limits to $2500

Essentially, one player
could play 545,000

Main gaming floor
Over $2500 (up to
55000) must be in a high
limit room

January 2014

Raised limits to 510,000

High limit rooms

One player could play
Sgo,ooo

January

2Ot4-

addendum to NTI

lntroduced the aggregate
of 5100,000 for private

High limit rooms

table

tables
January 2015

Stipulated that all other
games in a high limit room
had a S1o,oo0 limit except
Baccarat

April 2018

Main Floor - 52500
Segregated Floors - 55000,
Table aggregate - 550,000

for Squeeze Baccarat but

One player could play
Sloo,ooo at a private

High limit rooms

One player could only
play 525,000 in
Segregated Floor

individual players - 525,000
High limit room - 510,000,
Table aggregate - S100,000

for Squeeze Baccarat,
individual players can play

One player could play

the whole table
aggregate (S100,000)

$1oo,ooo

lnitial use of aggregate
table limits has to be
approved by Director of
Operations

8C1C0016642
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

April 11,2014

bala

Jim

Redacted

playing it right

Dear Jim;
Re: lnterim Appointment

On behalf of BCLC Board of Directors, I am pleased to formalize your appointment to
the temporary fulltime acting position of President and Chief Executive Officer effective
January 30,2014. The Terms of Reference (TOR) for the role of President and Chief
Executive Officer is enclosed for your reference and understanding. The key elements
of this interim actinq position are as follows:

74 West Soymour Stre€t

Kamloops, BC V2C 1E2

COMPENSATION

1. Yoursalarywill remain the same, as stated in yourJune
2.

12,2013 Compensation

Plan Change lefter.

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6

Your eligibility to participate in the Salary Holdback Plan also remains the same.

br:lc.conr

VACATION

3.

You will continue to accrue vacation at the same rate.

DURATION
The expected duration of this assignment is to be determined. The priority over the
coming months is to focus on the cost containment initiatives related to the
corporate restructure and the crown review audit. The Board will determine the
plan and process to fill the vacated President and CEO role once these activities
are finalized.

4.

5.

lf you are not selected or appointed permanently to the role of President and CEO,
you will return to the position of Vice President of Casino and Community Gaming,

PENSION
Your pension contributions will remain the same.

6.

HEALTH BENEFITS
Your benefit plan credits will remain the same.

7.

REPORTING STRUCTURE

8.

You will now report to BCLC Board of Directors and will have all BCLC Vice
Presidents and the Director of lnternal Audit report directly to you.

All other terms and conditions of your employment remain unchanged.
Congratulations on your new role.
Yours

trulv.

,-

frrllW

Bud Smith
Chair, Board of Directors
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Page 1 of2

lnitials

BC1C0010531
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cc:

Employee File

I understand

as outlined in this letter and all attachments.

Date

Signature

Page 2 of 2

/z

lnitials
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March 31,2015

Jim D.

Redacted

bale
playing it right

Dear Sir:

Re: Brltish Columbla Lottery Corporation ("BCLC") GEO Offer of Employment
This letter will serve to confirm the terms of your employment as President and Chief
Executive Officer (collectively'CEO") of BCLC.

1.

74 Wsst S6ymour Str€gl

Kanrloops, BC VzC 1E2

r
r

Term

2s0,828.5500
250.828.5031

The term of your employment as CEO will commence on April 1, 2014 and will
continue for an indefinite period.

2.

Duties

Your general duties and responsibilities as CEO are as provided to you. ln addition,
you shall at all times during your employment:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

?940 Vhlual Way
Vancouvsr, BC VSM 0Ao

r
|

604.215.0649
604.225,ft424
hr l. . rfii

well and faithfully serve BCLC;
act in, and promote, the best interests of BCLC;
devote the whole of your working time, attention and energies to the
interests of BCLC;
report regularly and as needed to the Chair of the BCLC board;
comply with all terms of this Agreement;
abide by BCLC's Standards for Ethical Business Conduct, and
comply with all rules, regulations, policies and procedures of BCLC;
and

(g)

not, without the prior approval of the Board of Directors, carry on or
engage in any other business or occupation or become a director,
officer, employee or agent of or hold any office with any other
corporation, firm or person, except as a volunteer for a non-profit
organization, engaging in civic, religious, educational or other

community activities, or maintaining personal inveslments or a
personal holding company, provided that such activities do not
materially interfere with the performance of your duties under this
Agreement.

3,

Compensation

Under the Public Sector Employers Act, Minister de Jong has approved a CEO total
compensation maximum of $375,000.00. The amount approved is based on the
following:

8C1C0010532
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Comoensation Component:
Base Salarv
Salarv Holdback lncentive (max.)
Pension
Benefits
Statutorv Benefits
Total

$274.700
$30,522
$56.800
$9,046
$3.918
$374,986

Your compensation comprises of:

(a) Your annual base salary which shall be paid on a bi-weekly basis.
(b) The Salary Holdback lncentive of up to 10% ainually. The actual amount will be determined
annually and will vary based on the achievement of selected performance measures. The
holdback incentive payment is not considered pensionable income.

(c) Your entitlement to the Salary Holdback Incentive shall also be governed by the current
BCLC policies as they relate to the Salary Holdback lncentive.

(d) Pension, benefits and statutory benefits amounts approved represent "employer costs" and
are variable costs that can fluctuate from year to year. Such factors that can impact cost are
changes in statutory benefits rates (CPP, Et)), service costs or individual demographics on
acluarial assumptions for pension.
(e) Your compensation will be reviewed annually by the Board of Directors to ensure that it is
compliant with government policies for executive compensation. When possible and

appropriate

in the Board's sole

discretion, adjustments

will be made to align

your

compensation up to the maximum permitted by the current government policies.

4.

Benefits

Your Benefits plan credits will be increased to $260imonth.

5. Vacation Leave
You will be entitled to 6 weeks holiday per year. You will be entitled to carry forward accrued vacation
leave in accordance with BCLC's guidelines governing accrued vacation leave.

Any payment of accrued vacation leave shall not be included in the calculation of your maximum total
compensation as set out in article 3 above.

6.

Pension

You continue to be an eligible member in the company pension plan. ln addition, effective April 1,2014,
you are eligible for the CEO Supplemental Registered Pension Plan and shall receive 1.5 years of
credited pension service for each year of membership in the said pension plan from April 1, 2014 foruard.

7.

Termination

BCLC may terminate your employment at any time for just cause without notice or payment in lieu of
notice. ln the event that your employment is terminated without cause, the calculation of the notice period
or severance will be governed by the Employment Termination Standards of the Public Sector Employers
Act and any amendments in force at the time and which severance shall not be less than '18 months in
total.

Page 2
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8.

Post-Employment Restriction

ln the event that your employment is terminated or you tender your resignation to BCLC, you agree that
you shall be in compliance with BCLC's Standard of Ethical Business Conduct Post-Employment in force
at the time of your departure.

For reference, the current standard would require that you not enter into a contract for employment or
services for a period of one year from your last day of service either individual or through a sole
proprietorship, partnership or corporation with any entity:

a.

That has a contractual relationship, either direct or indirect, with BCLC in any form of Operational
Services Agreement;

b.

With whom you directly had substantial dealings in the final year of your employment, where such
activity would be a direct conflict with the interests of BCLC unless you are able to satisfy BCLC
that you will not participate in any manner on any matter involving BCLC. For these purposes,
"substantial dealings" means that you have had ongoing involvement with that entity in the course
of performing your duties for BCLC, or you have been involved in a decision-making role for a
work assignment or project for BCLC that impacted the interests of that entity; or

c. Where your new position would require you to act for the entity in connection with any matter
regarding, relating to or involving BCLC.

For greater clarity, "last day of service" is defined as the day you conclude your operational duties as
President and Chief Executive Officer, your access to BCLC systems is removed and you no longer have
decision making authority on behalf of the Corporation and its subsidiaries.

9.

Travel and Expenses

You shall be reimbursed for all travel and other expenses actually and properly incurred in connection
with the performance of your duties as President and Chief Executive Officer including, but not limited to,
travel to lhe Vancouver Office where private or commercial accommodation may be claimed in
accordance with the BCLC Standard Travel and Expenses Policy.
10. Kamloops Residency
It is a term of your continued employment that you maintain a residence in Kamloops. You are solely
responsible for all costs associated with your Kamloops residence.
I 1. Relocation Allowance
Given the requirement that you establish residence in Kamloops and pursuant to Human Resources
policy 2.23, you are entitled to a relocation allowance of up to $25,000 (Twenty-Five Thousand dollars) for
expenses incurred. You may submit receipts for reimbursement for the following expenses:

a. Moving expenses, including the cost of professional movers;
b. Rent for up to 3 months while searching for a permanent residence;
c. Furniture purchases/replacement as required;
d. Utility connection charges;
e. Travel undertaken for the purpose of finding a permanent residence; and
f. Any other expenses as approved by the Chair of HRC.
12. Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

It is a term of your continued employment that you remain registered with the Gaming and

Poticy

Enforcement Branch.

Page 3
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{3. Gonfidentiality
You acknowledge that you are in a fiduciary position and, in the course of your employment, will have
access to and be entrusted with confidential information and trade secrets of BCLC and its subsidiaries.

The term "confidential information" when used herein shall include all information of a confidential or
proprietary nature that relates to the business of BCLC including without limitation, trade or business
secrets, formulae, designs and design methods, other methodologies, compuler software programs and
modifications and enhancements thereto, business plans and policies, sales and marketing information,

training materials, business records, intellectual property, intellectual technology, and any other
information not normally disclosed to the public.

You acknowledge that all of BCLC's confidential information is its exclusive property and that all such
property is held by you in trust. Except as your duties during your employment with BCLC may require,
you shall keep secrel and confidential and shall not make any copies of, and shall never disclose or use,
either during or after your employment with BCLC, any confidential information of BCLC, except as
required to fulfill you obligations to BCLC or as explicitly directed by law.

{4. Return of Property
Upon the termination or cessation of your employment, you shall at once deliver or cause to be delivered

to BCLC all computers, phones, devices, books, documenls, effects, money, securities, or other property
belonging to BCLC or for which BCLC is liable to others, which are in your possession, charge, control or
custody.

15. Severability

lf any provision of this agreement is determined to be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part, such
invalidity or unenforceability shall attach only to such provision or part thereof and the remaining part of
such provision, and all other provisions shall continue in full force and effect.
16. Modification of Agreement
Any rnodification to this agreemeni must be in writing and signed by the parties or it shall have no effect
and shall be void.
17. lndependent Legal Advice

You acknowledge that you have obtained independent legal advice with respect to the terms

and

conditions contained herein.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith, Q,C,
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Employee File

I hereby

terms of this offer of employment.
F

Signature.

Date:

3l totS
Page 4
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Jim LightbodyPersonal information
MichaelGraydon
Mon 2013-06-17 4:15:44PM

FW: lnternational lncremental Revenue Program: GCGC confidential
lncremental Revenue Program June 201 3.GCGG Confidential.docx
For your review, we can discuss when you return from

Montreal. Have a good few days out there. MG

From : rodnbaker@Personal information
Sent: Monday, June L7,20L3 3:56AM
To: MichaelGraydon

Subject Fw: International Incremental

Revenue Program: GCGC confidential

Hi Mike. Here are our thoughts on creating and driving international play into BC as we talked about.
When I look at our domestic growth prospect I think it will be very challenging to grow the pie in an
amount that will satisry eitler of our shareholders (or you and me). Going out into the world and
trying to steal share of gaming wallet from other jurisdictions will be tough but its one that we should
make a serious attempt at capturing. It won't be easy , will come with many challenges and will require
significant time, energy and investment on our part.

I

hope you find this useful, constructive and forward thinking. As we talked about I wanted to get this
to you in advance of your meeting with your new Minister in case you think it has merit and have the

opportunity to socialize it a bit.
Thanls. Have a good start of the week and hopefully see you at Wed/Thurs.
Rod
Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network
Personal information
From: "Alasdair Douglas" @
Date: Sun, 16 Jun 2013 23:21:51-0700
To: Rod Baker (External)<rodnbaker@Personal information
Cc: Rod Baker<rbakerPersonal information ; Peter GoudroncpgoudronPersonal information c@; Walter

Soo<wsooPersonal information ; Alasdair Douglas<Personal information co
Subj ect: International Incremental Revenue Program: GCGC confi dential
Hi Rod please find attached a copy of GCGC's proposal
Best,
AD

to

BCLC.

Personal information

Alasdair Douglas I Vice President, Marketing
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Personal information

, BC I V6X 3P8

Notice Regarding Confi dentiality of Transmission
This message is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that
is privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination or copying of this is prohibited. Please notifr us of the error in communication by

8C1C0008094
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telephone (604) 303-1000 or by return e-mail and destroy all copies of this communication. Thank
you.
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G REAT CANAD

IAN GAM IN G CO RPO RATIO N
CONFI DENTIAL MEMORANDUM

Date:
TO:

.

June 16,2013
Rod Baker

cc:

From:

Peter Goudron, Walter Soo, Alasdair Douglas

Re:

GCGC Proposalto BCLC:

lnternational lncremental Revenue Program {llRP)
Upper Premium Table Games & Slots

Background:
GCGC, and more specifially River Rock Casino Resort has had significant success in building and growing the

international players market who are in the province for other reasons, especially since 2009. This has occurred
largely because of numerous GCGC strategies and tactics, taken at considerable expense to GCGC, as well as to
some degree certain market conditions. However, this is not in any signifcant way the result of GCGC
aggressively marketing international growth opportunities off-shore or in the USA.

Program Objective:
To aggressively market River Rock Casino Resort to the off-shore and USA premium tables games and premuium

slots market segments to initially generate incremental out-of-province GGR of $20MM annually.

Target Markets:
Primarv: New off-shore (predominantly Asian) destination WIP table players who would be qualified to play in
the River Rock Casino Resort Salon Priv6, River Rock's highest level VIP area, with an ADT of at least 55,000.
Secondarv: New USA and off-shore VIP premuim destination mass market, table games and slots players, who
would be qualified to play in our Maple Leaf and Dogwood rooms ( i.e. ADT of 52500-5,000) or smiliar slot play
on our casino floor.

Program Concept
GCGC will, at its incremental cost and risk, aggressively market River Rock Casino Resort through the

development and implementation of new, additional marketing strategies to these two target markets to
deliver significant incremental gaming volume to British Columbia. GCGC will incur significant costs and
increased level of risk on ROl. Given this and that this llRP will provide true incremental measureable revenue
to BC, we propose that GCGC would receive a higher rate of commission on demonstrable, tracked incremental
revenue.

to be based on us identifying new, and thus
incremental individual players to the Province, and then tracking their individual play with GCGC getting
compensated based the total dollar value of that play.
GCGC propsoes that the tracking and compensation to GCGC

Pg.1of3
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Note: While the program could be open to all Service Providers and casinos, it could be argued, not all properties
or operators have the amenities, gaming room product or expertise to properly attract and service these
specialized market segments. Were some Service Providers to bring in these target markets, they may not
deliver an experience that will create repeat business to BC.

Program Rationale:

1.

2.

Bring new/incremental business into BC - grow provincial revenue by competing in the global market
rather than marketing almost solely to international consumers already in the BC market.
Provide GCGC with additional commission to make it financially feasible for GCGC to make the level of
investment and take the level of risk on ROI to compete on the world market- to develop and execute
the marketing intiatives and product/service offerings required.
Aggressively market and invest in international opportunities to import new revenue into BC.

.
r

3.

Continue to increase GCGC's investment in world-class Asian entertainment a WIP product
offering, social events, and hospitality experiences.
BCLC will only pay increased commission on incremental revenue. Low risk high return proposition to
BCLC.

4.

OLG , Maccau jurisdictions provide additional commission to service providers who bring in Premium
WIP play so there is a precedent if BC wants to attract a larger high value market.

Key Strategies for BCLC - GCGC only; Tactics/lnvestment:
Kev Strategies

L.

Develop and invest in
setting up destination
WIP gaming marketing
operation

Tactics

1. Recruit resources required to implement
2. East Asia visits to develop offshore strategic partnerships
4.
5.
6.

2.

Target and build
relationships with
premium USA and
Asian Tour and FIT
travel agents

(agents, satel ite offi ces, other casi nos... )
Agent/Partner affiliate program - Commissions and fees paid
for referrals
lncentives (comps, privilages, etc) to qualified players based on
WIP Encore program with BCLC to cost share of up to 3% of
theo win (cost share % needs to be defined...if inlcude slots?)
Develop llRP Strategic Marketing Plan to continue to enhance
earned media, PR, and entertainment in Mainland China
I

3.

1.
2.
3.

4.

Others?

Recruit resources required to implement
Define premium USA and Asian Tour &Travel Market sales &
marketing needs
Targeted direct marketing strategies and tactics to develop

feeder ma rket opportunities
Asia and select USA market sales tours to develop strategic
partnerships (agents, satell ite offices, other casinos...)

Pg.2 ot 3
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GCGC (Service

Provider) llRP Tracking & Compensation Model:

lncremental Plaver Revenue model

t.

The program would set a qualification status for eligible players & corresponding revenue being;
a) Player has never been "registered" for casino play in BC before (not previoulsy filed for LCI
PGF, enrolled in Encore and Salon Priv6 card or Priv6 Program).
b) Player holds a foreign passport (or out-of-province lD)
Player enrolls in new level /category of player loyalty program and their play is tracked using
Bally GMS. (Note some players may need to be tracked in manually Salesforce if they do not
want to us to swipe a card for Encore Program tracking).
Players would be given an Encore loyalty card and be tracked/rated and have a comp account. Players
would be tracked in Bally GMS on an lD # only basis with no names or contact information in the Bally
system to protect our investment against competitor contact and intel and to deal with player
confidentiality concerns.
BCLC would participate in the same 3% discretionary, opaque comp account based on theo win and
funded pro-rata to revenue split with the proposed Encore Table Games program.
GCGC would produce auditable reports on the play revenues and name and an address, birth date
information to ensure players have never been registered before. (BCLC nor other Service Providers
would not be able to contact these guests through Direct Marketing.)
For each individual's incremental tracked play we would re-apportion Table Play revenue split from
60/40 BCLC/GCGC to 25/75 BCLC/GCGC. For Slot Play we would also re-apportion from 75/25
BCLC/GCGC to 25/75 BCLC/GCGC split. The best methodology for tracking individual player incremental
table play to be mutually determined and agreed upon.
Next steps
Present to BCLC: TBD target early July
Secure BCLC approval to proceed - August
Secure GPEB approval to commission change - September
Finalize development of strategy & tactics
TBA
program
Commence
strategies -TBA

c)

2.

3.

4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-

Pg.3of3
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Monica BohmPersonal information ;Susan

Re: KesiWei

Thanks Brad, well done
Sent from my BlackBerry

1-0 smartphone on the TELUS network.
From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Wednesday, November 26,20t4 7:18 PM
To: Monica Bohm; Jim D. Lightbody; Susan Dolinski
Subject: Kesi Wei

This VVIP tried to come into the RR with $500K after being spoken to twice about using cash
originating from our person of interest. The RR has declined to accept the cash and lre departed. He also
said he liad a large amount of chips but r,vas advised he could use them if he verified soLlrce. All LMD
Casinos have been advised not to accept cash from this person and he will be banned from cash play at
our Casinos until interviewed by BCLC investigators.
Sent from my BlackBerry

l0

smartphone on the TELUS network.
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High Limit (VlP) Baccarat
Board Fresentatron

December 11,2014

bale
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What ts HL Baccarat?
o

a

.
a

High stakes Midi Baccarat at private or
semi-private salons (rooms)

lnvolves "Squeeze Play" (players
peak/touch the cards)

a
&

Very popular with Asian culture
Concentrated at 3 properties:
River Rock with 50 tables

- Grand Villa with 16 tables
Edgewater with 22 tables

2

balc
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Casino Revenue Trends
a

High Limit Baccarat's incredible journey: projected
growth sf +42% in F15.
Pro{rl
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HL Baccarat by the numbers

.

Table net win projected to grow 42o/o this year
(+$139 million) due to High Limit Baccarat.

.

33o/o

.

River Rock has 670/o of provincial high limit net

of total casino net win is now from high limit
Baccarat. (what is % from tables in total)

wtn.

- Tables will generate $xM in River Rock and Xo/o
of property revenues this year.

4

bala
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Sources of HL Baccarat Revenue
a

a

Most revenue is coming from offshore sources
(predominantly Mainland Chinese)
Changes in policy have favored BC as a gambling
destination:
China is an Approved Destination Status as of 2009

lncreased Chinese investment in BC
Tighter visa requirements to travel to Ma

- Anti-corruption campaigns in China
I

5

Vancouver is an Asian culture-friendly city

bale
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Comparison to other Jurisdictions

.

BC&LasV

as show similar trends

Baccarat and All Other Table Win: Las Vegas Strip
sa0o0

Baccaratand AllOther Table Win: British Columbia
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Risks to HL Baccarat Revenue
O

High limit Baccarat has high volatility

o

Concentration of revenue with small group of overseas
players

o

Travel restrictions imposed by Chinese Government

a

lssues with accessibility to overseas funds

a

Competition from other international gaming markets

A'{8. PtAYnlg

7

CAFB OOTTD.

Source.' ECLC intemal reports, indexed rate of growth and decline
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Revenue Potential
a

More growth .expected for Chinese New Year and the
coming year if conditions remain favorable

Potential for higher betting limits (increased
volatility)
Higher wagering instruments ($ZSK plaques)

lncreasing costs to support revenue growth of high
limit by $103 million for FY15
Potential for growth with Chinese Premium Mass
Market as it begins to travel

8

So, rce: ECLC internal reports, indexed

rate of

growth and dectine
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Gorporate Security & Gompliance Divisional Meeting
March 5,2015
Jim Lightbody Speaking Notes
Hi everyone

I want to

-

I'm glad to be able to join you today

start by saying thank you

2O14 was a year of resilience. We went through significant change and uncertainty at BCLC

with cost containment and crown review. However, despite the external pressures and
uncertainty, you demonstrated professionalism and leadership and continued to move our
business forward. That's what resilience is all about and I thank you for that.

All in all, we've had a great year with a lot of highlights across the organization including the
completion of the GMS installation, the Sportsbook pilot in Starlight Casino and the launch of
Scratch & Win products at Costco. I know this team has played a huge role in the success of

these projects, so thank you very much for your contributions.
Fiscal year-end is right around the corner and we are on track to surpass both our net income

and revenue targets for this fiscal. Our Table Games strategies as well as the cost
containment exercises we went through over the past year are the major contributors to this
success. We've also seen huge growth in the Casino and Sports categories and Lottery has

also picked up momentum in the last couple of months.
I know many of you are wondering why we still have to focus on managing costs despite

having such strong financial results. I want you to know that without the exceptional results in
our Table Games business, our cost containment would be one of the primary reasons behind

our profit growth versus last year. The revenue we receive from Table Games is not
something we can necessarily rely on long-term. So, while it is exciting to see our Table
Games doing so well, we need to react with caution. This means we have to continue to focus
on exercising effective cost management and executing our corporate strategy.

On that note, I'd like to take a few minutes to talk a little bit about our corporate strategy

BCLCoo1 1934
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Gorporate Strategy
Our strategy describes how we will achieve our vision, which is to have gambling be widely
embraced as exceptional entertainment for adults.

The winning aspiration of our strategy is that we make it fun to be an adult. Everything within
our corporate strategy is tied to this aspiration. lf we aren't making it fun to be an adult, we are
not winning.

Your winning aspiration in Corporate Security and Compliance is we make fun safe

I love this because without the safety, security and integrity of our facilities and our games we

are not making it fun to be an adult.
As you know, one of the key areas of focus within our Corporate Strategy is Reputation. And

this group plays a huge role in building a positive reputation for BCLC.
You do this by providing the expertise and support to ensure that our operations are legal and

compliant, while fostering a safe and trusted gambling environment that protects players. You
are also responsible for maintaining strong strategic relationships with our partners, vendors
and stakeholders.

One example of how you are doing this is through the information sharing agreement that you
now have in place with the RCMP. This has allowed us to work proactively with the RCMP to

ban individuals from our facilities if they have engaged in criminal offenses, are a reasonable
threat to the public, or belong to an organized crime association. The agreement has had a
positive impact, and we have already had success in identifying and banning individuals
outright from our gaming facilities.
Another area where this team has made progress is in our Anti-Money Laundering tactics. The
work you are doing in conjunction with the Social Responsibility & Communications division is
helping to change the conversation about BCLC's commitment to Anti-Money Laundering

(AML). There are a lot of misconceptions out there. lf we all take the time to understand this

8C1C0011934.02
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issue and explain it to others when we have a chance, we can begin to address these
misconceptions, and ultimately change the conversation to a positive one.

ln addition to helping BCLC build a strong reputation, this team is a strong contributor to our
other strategic areas of focus
B2B

-

- by ensuring we maintain

which include player experience and content, distribution and
our core value of integrity in any new games, channels or

ventures we pursue.

Culture
One of the biggest impacts you can have on our corporate strategy is by helping us to create a

culture based on customer focus, trust, collaboration and embracing change.
All of these words have great intentions behind them. But it's up to all of us to bring those
words to life. Each of us

- meaning all employees at all levels - need to look within ourselves

and take accountability over our actions and behaviours.

ln order to paint a clearer picture of what that means, I want to take a minute to describe the
meaning behind our four cultural drivers.

Trust is about being candid and walking the talk.
Collaboration is about sharing resources, working together to solve problems and respecting
each other.

Customer focus is about always acting with the customer in mind and maintaining good
relationships.

Embracing change is about being open to new ideas and seeing challenges as an opportunity
to grow.

You may have heard the saying "culture eats strategy for breaKast." To succeed, strategies
rely on employees' everyday actions and decisions. Take customer focus for instance. lf you

BC1C0011934.03
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don't understand that customer focus is important, then you will be unlikely to focus on the
customer which is precisely what our strategy relies on.

lnnovation
ln addition to a strong culture, we also need to build up our ability to innovate. lnnovation is
critical for us to sustain future success. As part of our corporate strategy, we must broaden
and diversify our player base. Currently, we are too reliant on our core player and we need to
find ways to attract the moderate as well as light and casual players. ln order to do this, we
need to focus on providing the new experiences and content that those players want. ln order
to do this we have to innovate and that means challenging the status quo. We also need the
right resources and systems in place in order to be able to try new things.
Unfortunately, in times of cost-cutting and budget constraints, this something that often gets
put on the back burner. However, your Executive team is acutely aware that in order to
prepare for all of the challenges ahead

- concentrated

player base, reputation, growth

-

this is

an area we need to focus on. Work is underway to figure out how we can improve our

organizational competency around innovation.
ln the meantime, I encourage you to bring forward to your manager any ideas you may have to
improve our business.

People
The other key in executing our strategy is people. We're not going to get very far without you

This is a time that we need to really focus in on our people. We need to work with you to
develop your capabilities and nurture your career here at BCLC so that you can help us
achieve our long-term goals.

I am committed to

cultivating an environment of development, leaming and succession

planning at BCLC. This is something your Executive and Human Resources teams are

working on. But I want to challenge you to make a commitment to this as well.

8C1C0011934.04
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It's really important to me that we alltake the time to develop a plan for ourselves

-

and if

you're leading a team, make sure this is supported and encouraged, because that's how we'll
keep growing, that's what will allow us to promote from within and that's what will allow us to
become stronger as an organization.

Glose
Everything I've talked about today is tied together. Here are the key takeaways

We need to turn our strategies into action plans, by figuring out how to resource and
strengthen our innovative capabilities.

We all need to demonstrate our cultural behaviours of Trust, Collaboration, Embracing
Change and Customer Focus to build a culture that supports our strategy.

We need to strengthen our people by listening to you and cultivating an environment that
places priority on development.

lf we do all of these things, we are positioned for a very bright future and I'm looking fonivard to

taking this journey with all of you.

Questions

8C1C0011934.05
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Dennis Amerine[
Rob Kroeker[

Michael Graydon
Jim D. Lightbodyl

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

Brad Desmarais

Fri 1110912015 8:36:11 PM
RE: BCLC Request for assistance - Casino Patrons

Su$ect:
Michael

We couldn't agree more and we are pressing our regulator on both fronts: 1) Disruption or
elimination of illegal gambling sites that are likely to draw players away from legitimate gambling
venues; and 2) Approval, at least in principle, of several cash-alternative strategies BCLC is
advocating which not only will likely reduce or eliminate the migration of high limit gamblers away
from legitimate gambling venues, but may in fact lift revenue. The use of non-cash instruments will
also substantially reduce regulatory and reputational risk to both our organizations.
We share your frustration and I can assure you we are working hard and fast on cash alternatives.
BCLC takes an evidence based, principled approach to player restrictions and/or banning. We do
neither lightly and are acutely aware of the revenue implications for both of us. ln know this doesn't
lessen the sting of a potential hit on revenue but we strongly believe this is the right course of action
at this moment. I should add that our concern rests with the method of payment, not the players
themselves who we have no reason to believe are criminally culpable.
Brad

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
BCLC,2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, B.C. VsM 0A

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From : Michael Graydon Imai lto:m
Sent: Friday, September t7,20t512:40 PM

To: Brad Desmarais
Cc: Dennis Amerine
Subject: Fwd: BCLC Request for assistance - Casino Patrons
Understand the need for this but we have to have other forms of transaction in place to provide the avenues
of opportunity for buy in. Both shoes have to drop. I am hopeful that BCLC is making every effort to expand
the mechanisms available to customers. The short term consequence of these actions is a drop in revenue
and driving these players into the unregulated options for gaming. I support your efforts but we have to have

better solutions. Mg
Sent from my iFhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Dennis Amerine"

To: "Scott Menke" <

"Michael Graydon"
"Eric Boes" <

Subject: FW:

BCLC

Request for assistance - Casino Patrons

8C1C0004503
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Here is the
Dennis

list. The EW has already received it

as

well.

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2015 11:49 AM
Craig Longley;
To: Glen Atchison; 'iniiiarPersonal information '; rsearsPersonal information
renelandPersonal information ; caifieldsPersonal information
ccampagnaPersonal information
rkhaira@Personal information
; Denn is Amerine; Devin McCormack
(dmccormackPersonal information 'pahluwaliaPersonal information 'Patrick Ennis'; Shauna
Gillespie; Erin Oliver; Cameron Conn; Cameron Conn
Cc: Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais; Kris Gade; Bruno Gatto; Kevin Sweeney; DarylTottenham
Subject: BCLC Request for assistance - Casino Patrons
Good morning,
Please find attached a letter regarding conditions to be placed on a small number of Casino
Players.
Also attached is a list of the players involved.

The letter outlines what the conditions are and the rationale.
I appreciate this may have a significant impact to your business and is not a decision made

lightly.
I apologize for not being able to convey this news in person but I wanted to assure everyone was
notified at the same time and it is a time sensitive matter.

It is BCLC's desire to interview these players and we would ask for your assistance in facilitating
that if possible. We encourage any player on this list to contact BCLC Consumer Services on l,366-815-0222 or email through http://corporate.bclc.com/customer-support.html
to schedule an interview so we can ensure we have the appropriate resources including
translation services. lnvestigators will be available from Monday September t4,2015.
I

appreciate if you can make your operational staff aware of the conditions.

Many thanks for your cooperation
Ross Alderson cAMs
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, BC, VsM 0Ao

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary
information that cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email
in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.
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To:
Frorn:
Sent:
Su$ec1:

Rod Baker - Great Canadian Gaming Corp
Jim D. Lightbody
Mon 1410912015 8:13:57 PM

lnterviews

Rod;

followed up with our Security team this morning regarding your concerns that you mentioned yesterday.
There were 5 interviews in total that occurred over the weekend and there were no complaints from players
or from your management team at River Rock in how they were handled. ln fact, what we did learn was there
was some miscommunication by some members of your team to our players that they could not play "until
they have had an interview". This is false and was unnecessary. What we advised everyone was they could
not play with unsubstantiated funds (chips without a record of purchase or money without a bank receipt for
example). There was a rumour that one player cleaned out his PGF account and refused to play, but upon
follow up this was false.
That said, if any of the players complained of mistreatment by our investigators, we would like to know the
name of the investigator and the player so we can follow up and rectify the situation. So, let me know if there
are any instances we need to follow up on. The reason for these interviews is very important and relates to
I

our AML role.
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO

BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC VzC 182
Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 046

bclc.com
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Briafino Document
BCLC
BRIEFING DOCUMENT

To: Jim Lightbody, President & CEO

Prepared By: Rob Kroeker

Contact:

Rob Kroeker
Vice President

PhoneNumber:

Email:

BCLC

TITLE:

Anti-MoneyLaundering:SuspiciousTransactionReporting

PURPOSE:
FOR INFORMATION

8C1C0004348

Document
DATE PREPARED: January 22,2017

TITLE:

Anti-MoneyLaundering:SuspiciousTransactionReporting

ISSUE:

Trends in Suspicious Transaction Reporting

BACKGROUND:
Canada's response to money laundering and terrorist financing threats is found in the federal
Proceeds of Crime Money (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Acf (PCMLTFA). The
PCMLTFA creates the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (FinTRAC),
a financial intelligence unit, which is responsible for overall administration of Canada's antimoney laundering and combating terrorist financing regime.
Under the PCMLTFA, certain sectors of the Canadian economy most vulnerable to money
laundering and terrorist financing threats, including casinos, are deemed to be reporting entities
and are thus required to report specified transactions to FinTRAC in prescribed formats and
timeframes. Under the PCMLTFA, BCLC is the deemed casino reporting entity in the Province

of BC.
BCLC is required, under the legislation, to have a Compliance Plan that effectively and
demonstrably prevents and mitigates money laundering and terrorist financing vulnerabilities on
a risk based approach.
BCLC is required to submit to F|nTRAC Large Cash Transaction Reports and Large Casino
Disbursement Reports involving amounts of $10,000 or more, and Suspicious Transaction
Reports (STR) for transactions or attempted transactions of any dollar amount and in any form
that are suspicious.
Under the PCMLTFA the threshold for suspicion is met where "there are reasonable grounds to
suspect that [a] transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of a money
laundering ... or terrorist financing offence."

All BCLC and all casino service provider staff receive formal training on how to recognize the
indicia of suspicious transactions at casinos.
As part of BCLC's Compliance Program, in2O14 BCLC executed a limited information sharing
agreement (lSA) with the RCMP which substantially increased BCLC's capability to assess the
risk associated with certain customers and transactions.
Also in 2014, BCLC met with a specialized section of the RCMP to make a formal complaint and
to provide information it had developed about an individual BCLC believed was providing cash
to some casino customers in circumstances BCLC found concerning. These same transactions
and individuals had been the subject of STRs submitted to F|nTRAC.
As more information was received through the ISA and the RCMP made inquiries related to the
BCLC complaint through 2014 and into 2015, BCLC was able to develop information that led it
to reassess the risk associated with some transactions being conducted by a number of high
stakes table players.
The on-going monitoring of these players and the re-assessment of the money laundering risk
posed, led BCLC to take further steps under its Compliance Plan in relation to these players
including interviews and, in a number of cases, placing restrictions on the use of cash by some
players.

There were a number of enhancements to BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts in 2016
including: committing to JIGIT funding; enabling international electronic transfers (non-cash buy-

8C1C0004348.02
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in option); restructuring of BCLC's investigative and AML departments to increase the staff
resources dedicated to AML; creation of a new management position in the AML department;
updated slot machine AML risk analysis; creation of new AML analytical capability and

enhanced customer ongoing monitoring (through enhancements to the existing iTrack solution
and use of the SAS business intelligence solution); updated and enhanced ISA with the RCMP
to better support JIGIT; and increased capabilities in regard to source of wealth and source of
funds inquiries flowing from improved information sharing with law enforcement.

DISCUSSION:

BCLC submitted a higher number of STRs to F|nTRAC in 2016 than 2015 (1,630
vs.1,557); however, this increase is attributable to the underreporting issue at River
Rock, which BCLC identified and which resulted in some STRs related to periods in
2015 being filed in early 2016
Generally, STR numbers tend to increase during Chinese New Year (late January - mid
February), are sustained at that level into late spring - early summer, and then trail
downward into Fall - Winter. This trend roughly follows business volume as measured
by high bet limit tables revenue. The number of STRs involving high value cash
transactions (greater than $50,000) has decreased substantially from August 20'15
onwards.
The decrease in the number of STRs involving high value cash transactions (greater
than $50,000) coincides with: BCLC's increased capabilities to conduct ongoing
monitoring and risk assessment of players and transactions flowing from its ISA with
police; an increased use of buy-in conditions on some players based on risk; increased
efforts by BCLC and its service providers to shift players to non-cash transactions such
as bank drafts; and, efforts announced and actions taken by the Chinese government to
reduce capital outflows from that country. These factors are believed to have
contributed to the decreases observed.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
(Graphs'1-5)

:

The number of STRs submitted to F|nTRAC by BCLC for the calendar years 2015 and 2016 are
set out in Graphs 1 and 2 below.

As noted, the high STR numbers for the December 2015 - March 2016 period are in part
attributable to an underreporting issue by the River Rock Casino Resort discovered by BCLC in
November 2015. Rectification of that issue involved the filing of STRs related to transactions
from earlier periods in 2015 in the December 2015 - March 2016 period which inflated the
numbers for that 4-month period.
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GRAPH 3

The number of Large Cash Transaction Reports, Large Casino Disbursement Reports and
STRs submitted to F|nTRAC by BGLC for the calendar year 2016
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Cash Altematlve Usase
For the Period Janudry 7,2075 - September 30, 2078
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Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Investigations and Regional Operations Division

BRITISH
COTUMSIA
Thc BestFlacc on Eani

SECTION 86 G C ACT REPORT
To be submitted without
CONFIDENTIAL
This document is the property of Investigations and Regional Operations DMsion, Gaming Policy and
Enforcern_.ento is

consent

confidential and shall not be disclosed or divulged, in whole or in parto without prior

ofthe

and

and Enforcement.

s

Date: July 24,2015
Service Provider: N/A
Date & Time of Occurrence: Feb, 2015 at 02:44hrs.

Details: Suspected Organized Crime links to Cash drops offs
Request received by email from GPEB as below:
Iuly 24th2015. 0749 hrs

Goodmorning Ross.
86 Reportfrom BCLCwhich is to be sent directly to me (no distribution
beyond that) outli ning the fo llow ing :
The date of the initial complaint made by BCLC and the substance of that
complaint including any documents provided to the investigative bo$t;
The ncrmes and other descriptors, vehicles, addresses provided by BCLC to the

I am requesting a Section

L

2.

investigative body;

3.

Ihe names and dates ofwho hqs been in contactwith the investigative body
about this matter and the information shared and/or provided to BCLC particularly the events of 22
July 2015 when you contacted me; and
Ihe names of all individuals at BCLC who are currently ctwdre of this Project.
4.
I would appreciqte receiving this as soon as possible.
Regards,
Len Meilleur

BCLC Response:
cash drop offs
at Casinos involving a male by the name of Paul 'King' JIN who was believed to be associated to
organized crime. This meeting was conducted at the BCLC Vancouver Office. Redacted - FINTRAC
involving JIN were provided to FSOC. The Investigative lead was Steve WETTER. BCLC staff
present were John KARLOVCEC, Daryl TOTTENHAM (from AML Unit) and Kris GADE and

I, On Feb 12,2Ol5 at 1400 hrs. BCLC met with RCMP (FSOC) to lodge a complaint

Bruno GATTO (Investigations unit)
2. A,1l material orovided was extracted from iTrak and involved cooies

of

information and

E-Mail SGGPEBS6RenortineLMD@,eov.bc.ca
Lower Mainland Regional Office, 408-4603 Kingsway Ave, Burnaby
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Redacted - FINTRAC
cc'ed GPEB
Note: VP CS& C Brad DESMARAIS
out to various agencies prior to Feb 12, 2015 to
investigate the matter and FSOC were the first agency which agreed to look into it.
3. On June 29,2015 at 1300 hrs - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON met with FSOC
Operational team to discuss the JIN file. ALDERSON to that point had limited knowledge of file.
ALDERSON was advised that there were two concurrent investigations that may be linked however
that JIN was not the primary focus of their investigation and that the Casino involvement had not
been looked at for some time. While suspected there were links to Casinos, there was no confirmed
evidence at this time other than 1 suspected drop off to an un-named player in a parking lot. FSOC
asked that BCLC continue to provide STR's. ALDERSON aware this was privileged information.

On July 20;,2015 at 1400 hrs - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON met with FSOC Operational
team to discuss BCLC's current cash alternative initiatives and discuss any updates on JIN file.
ALDERSON was advised in that meeting that FSOC had now established a direct link from an
"illegal cash" facility which involved illicit funds being involved in drops offs to Casino patrons at
RRCR. No further specifics involving names, addresses or vehicles, was provided however Inspector
Cal CHRUSTIE of FSOC then advised ALDERSON that their investigation had uncovered that
potentially some of the funds at the cash house were linked to transnational drug trafficking and
terrorist financing. No specifics individuals other than JIN were named. Meeting concluded at 1600
hrs. ALDERSON aware this was privileged information.

BCLC VP CS&C briefed later
On July 22,2015 at 0800 hrs - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON met with Inspector Cal
CHRUSTIE to discuss the new information. ALDERSON was advised that the investigation had
uncovered that potentially some of the funds linked to transnational drug trafficking and terrorist
financing was directly related to casino activity. Although no specific drop offs were confirmed or
named, there was strong suspicion that funds being dropped off could be connected in some way due
to the names popping up in their investigation as recently as the previous night. Also that several
foreign law enforcement agencies were now involved. It was understood from ALDERSON that any
info shared was confidential and extremely sensitive in nature. It was discussed how over a number
of years a number of investigative agencies had highlighted concerns about some of the funds
entering Casinos and those investigations had not progressed. CHRUSTIE advised ALDERSON that
BCLC continue its STR reporting and information sharing and that any suspected illegal gaming may
also be linked to his investigation(s) and that any action taken by BCLC should be discussed with
FSOC so as not to impede any ongoing criminal investigation. ALDERSON aware this was
privileged information however the information discussed could have a potentially devastating
impact on the Casino industry should it be true or leaked out to media.
On July 22,2015 at ll23 hrs - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON telephoned Len
MEILLEUR to discuss the pending GPEB/BCLC meeting on July 24s around Cash Alternatives, and
source of funds, and also to confirm meeting details. During the course of that call ALDERSON
advised he had received troubling information from RCMP involving Casinos and advised
MEILLEUR should all CHRUSTIE. No further details were shared.

On July 22,2015 Lt I45I hrs BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON read an email from Kandace
NAGEL, GPEB to call Len MEILLEUR asap.
1455 hours - called MEILLEUR. Advised that MEILLEUR had spoken to CHRUSTIE and as a

E-Mail SGGPEBS6RenortineLMD@eov.bc.ca
Lower Mainland Regional Office, 408-4603 Kingsway Ave, Burnaby

BC V5H 4M4
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result of that conversation John MAZURE had been briefed and that likely Mike
also be briefed. MEILLEIJR and ALDERSON discussed in more detail and compared information
that they had received from law enforcement.

""rOr;[fi9

On July 22,2015 at approx. 1515 hrs BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON briefed CEO Jim
LIGHTBODY, Brad DESMARAIS and VP Social Responsibility and Communications Susan

DOLINSKI.
Kevin SWEENEY, Daryl TOTTENHAM and Kris GADE were also advised by ALDERSON that
there appeared to be direct links from proceeds of crime to BC Casinos specifically RRCR and that
further player sanctions were being considered.

4. BCLC staff involved or with currenVprevious knowledge.
Ross ALDERSON - Primary Law Enforcement Contact with FSOC since
briefed by FSOC.

April 2015

and

fully

Brad DESMARAIS - (ALDERSON's direct superior) briefed by ALDERSON
Jim LIGHTBODY - briefed by ALDERSON
Susan DOLINSKI - briefed by ALDERSON

Kevin SWEENEY - initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
Kris GADE - initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
Daryl TOTTENHAM - initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
Bruno GATTO - no involvement outside initial report to FSOC
John KARLOVCEC

-

initial involvement and original FSOC contact (Retired in March 2015)

SUMMARY:
BCLC suspected potential criminal involvement in Feb 2015 involving Paul JIN. It is my
understanding that GPEB were notified at that time however I am not privy to those conversations.
There was communication between BCLC and GPEB investigations alluding to intelligence around
both JIN and possible illegal gaming in the Lower Mainland which confirms information sharing was
ongoing.
Since July 22,2015 there has been regular contact between BCLC and GPEB and mitigation
strategies discussed and implemented.

E-Mail SGGPEBS6RenortineLMD@,eov.bc.ca
Lower Mainland Regional Offtce, 408-4603 Kingsway Ave, Burnaby BC V5H 4M4
Page 3
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Police

Called:

Yes

Police Force: RCMP
Crime (FSOC)

-

X!

No

Attended: Yes Xn

I

Federal; Serious

No

n

Organized File Number:

Investigating Officer(s) & Badge Number(s):

(initial ly)

Staff Sergeant Steve WETTER

Submitted by: Ross ALDERSON
GPEB Registration

#

Personal information

E-Mail SGGPEBS6RenortineLMD@sov.bc.ca
Lower Mainland Regional Office, 408-4603 Kingsway Ave, Burnaby BC V5H 4M
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August 24,2015
Office of the Minister & House Leader
Ministry of Finance
PO Box 9048 Stn. Prov. Govt.
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2

Attention: Hon. Michael de Jong
Dear Minister de Jong

Re: BGLG's Anti Monev Launderinq (AML) Enhancement Strateqv

playing it right

The purpose of this letter is to update you in regards to BCLC's commitment to anti-money laundering and to
provide feedback and recommendations stemming from the General Manager of GFEB, John Mazure's letter to
BCLC on August 7,2015 titled Re: Enhancements to Anti-Monev Launderinq Reqime in B.C. Gaminq

Facilities
Bullet point one (1) on page two (2) of that letter states that BCLC

will:

[Hffi::*#,:fHt

.Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices consfrucfpdAf,Xfl*o
financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, with a focus on idomdrtfiWnt
source of wealth and funds as integral components to client risk assessmenf. Ihr.s assessment should 0e based
upon suspicious cuffency tnnsaction

occunences.'

i:::JH,,:"ir"

r^,

While it is generally easier to identify an individual's source of wealth, identifying the actual sourcerofiftfiftloper
transaction is far more problematic, especially when the funds are presented as cash. lt is financiatififtr$tfyazr
standard to ask a customer to declare the source of funds for all transactions (including cash) over Cfib"o'
$10,000.00 however little follow up investigation is then conducted. lt is also common practice in the financial
industry to terminate a business relationship with a customer after two or three suspicious transaction reports.

(srR)
While BGLC continue to encourage cash altemative options for customers in BC casinos cash is still th preferred
deposit method and it is not uncommon for some individuals to have multiple suspicious transaction reports
(STR) in a calendar year based on their cash buy in's alone.
ln the fiscal year 201412015 1737 STRs were submitted to FINTMC from BC Casinos. The total dollar value of
those STRs for that period was approximately $160 million, primarily all of it in cash.

Of those 1737 STR's approximately four hundred and eleven (41 1 ) unique individuals were recorded with one
(1) or more STRs,) One hundred and one (101) of those having five (5) or more STRs. Those 101 individuals
accounted for approximately $686 million table dnrp and in $137 million in net revenue.
BGLC believe that currently no one agency in British Columbia is equipped to identify the actual source of funds.
To do so would require in most cases, law enforcement inlervention. Cunently BCLG and GPEB lack the
legislative authority, and law enforcement lack the available budget, resources and visibility into gaming.

Recommendation

1.

BCLC would propose that a dedicated law enforcement gaming unit be established by the provincial
government. The Gaming unit would require appropriate legislative authority and full designated police powers,
with a clear mandate to investigate and prosecute all serious gaming related criminal offences.

The primary focus of this unit would be on identiffing and eliminating proceeds of crime entering into BC gaming
facilities, as well as identifying and preventing all illegal or "underground" gambling in BG, including "grey market'
or illegal internet gambling.

8C1C0004514
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The Gaming unit ideally, would contain experts in Gaming within BC, Proceeds of Grime, Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing as well as personnel with experience and designated authority to conduct surveillance,
execute search warrants, property seizures and forfeiture, and an understanding of Chinese culture and
associated languages.

2.

lt is essential that government support cash alternative initiatives. Without providing a full suite of noncash options including facilitating credit to Chinese high limit players BC faces a potential substarlal drop in
1
gaming revenue.
Yours

truly,

OGIG
playing it right

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO, BCLC
74 West Seymour Slre€l

Gc: Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance

Kamloops, BC VzC 1E2

r

250.828.5500

F

250.828.5631

2940 Virlual Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 046

r
t

604.215.0419
604.225.6424
bck: corll
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To:
Fronr:
Sent

Rob Kroeker
Brad Desmarais
Mon 2019-02-11 7:20:Q2PM
FW: Update to Jim

Subject

Q&A.docx
FYI

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
BCLC, 2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C. VSM 046

r

Last year, more thart $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care. education
and community groups across B.C.

From: Ross Alderson <
Sent: August 30, 2015 8:M AM
To: Jim D. Liehtbody
Cc: Brad Desmarais <
Subject: RE: Update to Jim

>

>

lmportance: High
Gents, I have taken a stab based on what I feel the ADM may ask.
Key messages for me is are
BCLC is driving the AML initiatives while providing GOW with all available information in a totally
transparent matter especially around STR's and related investigations. This includes requesting police
look into suspicious activity for us earlier this year. We continue to cooperate fully with Police. That
includes updating them on who we are talking to and barring so we do not compromise any current
i

nvestigations.

continue to fulfill our role as the reporting entity for Fintrac,
The other key point is to date no one has been able to prove the source of funds and yes while there
may be circumstantial evidence that some cash coming into the casino may be tainted we are guided
by law enforcement and they have told us that they are trying to establish the link. lt should be noted
that recently that Police have received direction from GPEB that they should work directly with GPEB
rather than with BCLC.
BCLC

I am available on cell if you need any context around any of the document. I had a challenge emailing

yesterday as the power did not come back on until early this morning at home
Regards

Ross Alderson cAMs
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, BC, VsM OAo

8C1C0008972
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From: Brad Desmarais
Senft Saturday, August 29,20L5 11:25 AM
To: Ross Alderson
Sublect RE: Update to Jim

Thanks. I won't bug you again on your vacation.
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
(lnterim) Mce President, Corporate Security & Compliance
BCLC, 2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C. VSM 0Ao

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Saturday, August 29, 2OL5 10:54 AM
To: Brad Desmarais
Subject: RE: Update to Jim
NP

Ross Alderson cAMS
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, BC, VsM 0Ao

Frcm: Brad Desmarais
Senft Saturday, August 29,20LS 10:54
To: Ross Alderson

Sublect

AM

Update to Jim

Ross
Can you please provide some speaking notes (Q&A in bullet form) to Jim (cc me, please) with
respect to any questions Cheryl may have based on your conversations with Len? Nothing
elaborate.

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
(lnterim) Vice President, Corporate Security & Compliance
BCLC, 2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C- V5M 0Ao

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.G.

8C1C0008972.02
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AML Q& A

1. What have BGLG done about the level of suspicious activity

A.

2.

in Casinos?

BCLC continues to report all Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) and Large
transaction reports to Fintrac and as recently as this summer Fintrac commended
BCLC on its stance on AML and initiatives. There are a number of additional
measures that BCLC have and are taking. (covered off later in document)

Why is it that Govt is only hearing about cash drops offs and bags of cash
coming into the casinos and potential links to criminals?

A.

BCLC (since at least 2011)-email a copy of g!! Fintrac STR reports to RCMP (IPOC)
and the GPEB lnvestigations Division. This includes a copy of the full narrative
outlining events and circumstances of each STR.

ln Feb 2015 BCLC concerned by the amount of cash seemingly facilitated by one
individual, reported the matter to a number of police agencies (as well as GPEB) and
FSOC agreed to lnvestigate further. lt should be noted that to date this individual has
never been charged with a serious criminal offence or any offence related to money
laundering, proceeds of crime or drug related offences. BCLC identified him as possible
loan shark.
On July 22 2015 BCLC Director of AML Ross ALDERSON received information from
Police that some cash funds used for buy in's, specifically at the River Rock Casino,
may be involved in transnational money laundering involving this individual. As of July
22 no charges were pending, and there were no confirmed source of funds however
based on what was to BCLC, ALDERSON spoke to GPEB Len MEILLEUR that day and
advised he should contact Police. All players believed to be recipients of this
individual's funds were then scheduled to be interviewed and cash banned. This was a
BCLC lnitiative.

3. Why have BCLC not banned these individuals outright?
A. Almost all of these players are long term customers and there is no evidence once
inside the Casino around play that they are wilfully money laundering. Since July 22
BCLC has scheduled interviews with 24 of these customers to discuss their source of
funds targeting players with suspected links to cash drop offs and high levels of STRs
based on cash buy in's. BCLC has gathered valuable intelligence during these
interviews which has in turn been passed onto police and GPEB. As a result of these
interviews some customers have been placed with conditions around their use of cash
and other players have been banned outright including anyone believed to be
facilitating cash deliveries. lt should also be noted that BCLC has conducted player
interviews prior to July 22.

4.

Where does this cash come from?

8CLC0008973
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A. No one is really sure right now and that is the key issue. No one agency

has confirmed
players
proceeds
of crime.
is directly linked to
evidence that any of the cash used by
The Police suspect that some of it is and BCLC continue to act on any information from
police that might undermine the integrity of gaming, without of course compromising
any existing police operation. BCLC has recommended that Govt form a Gaming Law
Enforcement unit equipped and mandated to investigate source of funds as resourcing
is an issue for Police and GPEB have said they do not have the authority to investigate.

NOTE: (ln discussions I and my team have had with Financial lnstitutions some banks ask
the customer for their source of funds however very view ac't on that information either and
the quality of their STR's is far inferior to BCLC's.)

5.

ls there illegal gaming happening?

A. Since May/June of 2015

BCLC started receiving several unverified intelligence reports
of underground Casinos in the Richmond area. A website "Vansky" was found last week
advertising for Baccarat dealers. All information received by BCLC or Service Providers
has been passed onto GPEB who are working with Police. BCLC is not privy to the
GPEB or police investigation and have no information other than there has been a
number of allegations made.

6.

What has BGLC done to curb suspicious behaviour and the reliance on cash?

A. Along with the lnvestigative interview processes BCLC continues to work on AML
enhancements and has provided GPEB with a number of cash alternative initiatives
which we believe will mitigate and better identify suspicious behaviour.
BCLC continue to report all suspicious behaviour to Fintrac, GPEB and Police.
BCLC is also working with River Rock Casino Resort to replace the current high value
chips in circulation at River Rock Casino Resort on September 8 due to a high volume
of outstanding chips which may or may not be linked to illegal activi$. RRCR have
been directed to implement better tracking processes for their $5K chips. GPEB were
notified of this project by VP CS&C in

7.

When did BCLC realize there was $9 million worth of chips missing?

A. BCLC started a project to replace

the chip stock at RRCR in Jan 2015.|t is important to
note that due to the secrecy around the project it took a number of months to look at
different chip tracking options, order new chips, put together an ops plan etc. During
that time BCLC monitored the chip stock levels.

8.

When did the casino start noticing the chip problem? What changed? How
closely related is this to the new high limit rooms?

A. This wasn't addressed with the Service Provider "as a problem" until August 27,2015.
Although there had been prior discussions with GCC Management about the amount of

8C1C0008973.02
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missing chips it should be noted that BCLC and RRCR started receiving information
around alleged illegal casinos in June 2015 and other intelligence from law
enforcement in July which then raised concerns around the outstanding chip stock and
that they may be used for illegal gaming and/or an underground economy. lt is also
possible however they are being stock piled by a number of wealthy Chinese players.
There was no current policy requiring the service provider to track chips coming into or
leaving the casino. We do not request players surrender their chips on leaving the
premises. Players often leave with chips as they are then guaranteed no delay in
playing when they return to the casino. There is a slight delay buying in with cash
(processing in cage) or utilizing a non-cash method. RRCR has the highest amount of
WIP players so its stands to reason they would utilize the $5K chip the most.

Key Messages
ln the last two months there has been an escalation in law enforcement
involvement around gaming. This is as a direct result of a complaint laid bv
BCLC. No charges have been laid to date related to tainted gaming funds
however BCLC continue to be proactive (rather than overly reactive) based on the
best available information.
Every step of the way BCLC has kept GPEB in the loop. The information
contained in STR's has been provided to Police and GPEB for a number of years.

BCLC continues to drive AML initiatives for gaming in BC. We are recognized by
Fintrac as the gold standard for AML compliance in the gaming industry in
Canada.
BCLC is extremely active in AML enhancements to complement the existing AML
compliance regime. This includes interviewing more players around suspicious
behaviour (including those with multiple large cash buy ins) devising procedures
around patron declaring their source of funds, recommending a Gaming
lnvestigative agency that has the ability to investigate source of funds, and driving
cash alternative options.

8C1C0008973.03
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Ross Alderson
Rob Kroeke
Jim D. Lightbody
Tue 1210412016 8:34:01 PM
RE: AML

; Kevin Sweeney
]; Brad Desmarais[

Thanks for leading the team through this episode too.

l'll buy you and Kevin a beer tonight.

Flom: Ross Alderson
Sent: Tuesday, April L2,20L611:32 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody; Kevin Sweeney
Cc: Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais

Subject:

RE: AML

Thanks for the note Jim. As per our chat this morning it is much appreciated.
Having a dedicated policing unit focused on investigating and disrupting illegal gaming and organized crime
can only be a real positive for the industry.
While I admit I was a little annoyed last week reading through some of the language in the documentation
prepared by Govt. for the press conference, my team are very aware that BCLC's positive contribution is often
overlooked and that there is generally a political aspect to all of this. The Security and AML team has always

been committed to doing what is best to preserve the industry as a safe and fun entertainment option in [ine
with BCLC's values, rather than concentrating on any self-promotion or self-preservation.
I echo Kevin's sentiment, yours and the executives support and commitment to our AML strategy has been
extremely important to the people whom you lead and I thank you for that.

Regards

Ross Alderson cAMS
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, VsM 046

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: Tuesday, April t2,20L6 9:02 AM
To: Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney

Cc

Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais

Subject: AML
Guys;

know yesterday was tough on you. I also recognize the tremendous work effort you and our Security team
put forth to fulfill our role in the Anti-Money Laundering strategy. You should know this - we are proud of the
work you do! Our role is to Record and Report to the Regulators. We have a very robust AML program that
allows us to complete our role and provide solid information for regulators and law enforcement to act. We
have been asking for more work effort in the investigation and disruption of illegal gaming by law
enforcement. We now have that. The responsibility and onus is now on the Joint lllegal Gaming Enforcement
Team to execute on their mandate. And since we are paying for it we will hold them accountable. Let's put
them to work for us and the gaming industry as they are meant to. I have voiced our concerns directly to the
Minister about reporting and accountability and he has given me his support.
I
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Rob and Brad are meeting with the leaders of this new team later this week to discuss how we move this
forward. I want both of you and your teams to be clear on our role going forward. We now have a clearly
identified force that is responsible and accountable to deal with illegal gaming. That goes beyond money
laundering. So, let's use this as an opportunity to make them work as hard as you do for our best interest and
that ofthe Province.
I also ask that we not over-react to the potential hype that can be generated by this announcement. We are in
the gaming entertainment business where we have to treat our customers with respect. As we integrate this
new team into the business and their role, we must maintain our customer focus and keep our gaming

facilities safe and fun.
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
T
Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0Ao

bclc.com
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Jim Lightbody
CEO andPresident

British Columbialottery Corporatioh
2940 Virtual Way.

v5M0a6
DearMr. Ligllbody

Rb:

Joiirtlnr,galGaminglnvestigatiouTeam

The Minisrry of Finance's Gaming Policlt Enforcenrent Branch (GPEB), The Ministry of Ptiblic

Safp$ and Soiicitgr Gbneral's (PSSG) Foiicingand Security Branoh GbB), andthe RCh,tr.En
Division have agreed to the creation of the Joint illeeat Garnihg and krvostrgation Tearri (JICff)
within $c Combined.Forces Speoial Eriforcernent Unit B.C. (CFSEU-BC). JJGIT is an tuiitiative to
help combat poliee+eported increasgs in illegql garp.bling andto increase investigation into tle
manner in whioh f,unds flow through pmvincial gambling facilities:
I waqt tq thank y,ou for the finaneial contgibution thatthp British €olumbiq Lottery Co4poration
@CLC) wil| mstrre.1s JIGIT and the continued cooperdtion betwesn our trvo orgarrizati&is on
coinplianoe.
PSB and 6PEB have entered into a Letter of undegstanding, w.hich ouflines ths pu{poss,.stnrcture,
gqvtrance,$din+ duration, perfotmancerep.oftingr and sonfidenfiality.reqpliemints ofJIGIT: '
The tefter of Understanding is o-onfid_ential in nature andis attachsd for yor:r referelce,
Thiq lefier providqs fot the agroernenf betwee.n BCLC and GPEB regarding performance reportirlg
financial reporting, confidentiality and public communications, qg sf"cfmd f"tow,

Pe{ormarce fuporti4g

_Ojp'wlll povide BCLC_with bi.annualperformauca inforna.tion baserl orl reporting reieivsd ftom
CFSEU-BC. The'reporturill outline the eforts of JIGIT and inctuile g"mbling

ft;ifi;;hior.

1!)

Mlnistry of
Finance

Samtng Pollcy and
EnfurdeiTlsnt BEnch
Assistent Dspug
Mini$br's oflke

Mbltlng Addr.6ss:

POBbXgzOzgTN FROVGOVT
VIOTOR'ABC V8WgN1
Tel6phonE: (250) 387-130.1
Facshfie: (250]

3q7-1

fil

E

bcallon./ Caurlor Addffi s8r
Thlrd Floar, tJ 0 GovEmtnont $t€et
Vldorto{ Bc-V6Vy1xi
Wet: whr'tigamtng,brilbc,ca

GPE81003.0002
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.L
The:.reporf provided to BCLCmoy include:

r
I

r
r

Number of aolise JIGIT files.
Tqtel number of investigative teqhniques [investigative efforrs against targets (e.e...
surveillanss, judicial atihqrizations, wanants,intirviews .t"ij-"----- --E-[i li I'i-r:;
Total number of police seizures (includi4g a b,reakdo*n of what tliosg
W€re and thb value)
Total irumber of arrests, cbarges, convictions and dispositions.

*t'ii:i

Financial ReBorting
Finaugial_repg*ing on JIGIT will be provided to BCLC on a quarterly basis, in a mutually agreeable
forrq noting ihe province cdnnot disclqseitrformation ttrgtwouldbe ietrimintal to JlGlToplrations

oi comp-romise Bolice investigations. J understand discussiong are undenvay between our two
frnancial departments to detennine what fonnat this reportingwill tak.e.

Qonfidenrial$y
$ny rqnorts generahd cr produced in conneqtion toJTGiT, including performanoe repoffs atrd
financief reports, shall remain confidential unless othenrise agreedio by PSB and Ciui
*tr"r"
required by Iaw or reguletory disc.losure requiremcnts.

*

The attaohedletre.I of Undbmtandihg betneen GPEB and PSB must also t'ernain cotrfidential.
P'ublic Cor*wtoations
Ext€mal, public-facing corumunications o[JiGtT activitigs, such as media releases antl press
jurisdiction. TheMinistry of.Firiance andtheMinistry of public
lolferences, arewithin CFSEU-BC
and
Solicitor Geaeral have reque$ted thrj JIGIT communipation qf invesdgativp mitters pre
.Safety
and pqstoperationbe shared by the RCI\{P with bothMinistries as early as possibleto the extent
advisable by the CFSEU-BC. Thc Minisfy of Finance will ensure tlat BCLC is briefed'on rhes€
.issues where advisable by the CFSEU-BC.
The attached

ktter

of Undcrstandhgmay be amended as requfred.

Yours sinc'erely,

John fvlazure

As$i.stant'Deputy Minister and Gtrneral Manager
Ger-nins Policy and Enforcement Branoh
Ministry of Finance

pc:

Mr..Clayton J. D. Peclcnold+ Assistffit.Dcputy Minister and Diirctor of Fotice $ervices
Mr. J.E.L. (i,en) nfeitleur, Exccutive nireotor, Complianoe Division
Ms; Amandallobson; Vicp-President ChiefFinaneial Officer, Finance and Corporate Services,

BCLC
Mr. Rsb Kroeker, Vic+Presidenf Colporate Secunty errd Compliance, BCLC
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Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
3rd Floor - 910 Government Street

Victoria,

BC

VBWIXg

AtlEnllon:

bale
playing it right

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minlster

Dear John

Re: Joint lllesal Gamlng lnvestlgatlon Team (JlGlT)

\l9sl Sryrruur 5t'oct
i(nrnlcopn BC VIC
?3

lfl

Thank you for your letter dated February 8, 2017 regarding the Joint lllegal Gaming
lnvestigation Team (JIGIT). We appreciate the update on the creation of JIGIT by
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB), the Policing and Security Branch (PSB)
and the RGMP "E' Divisisn. We are also in receipt ol a letter from our Minister of
Finance to our Board Ghair that directs BCLC to help tund JIGIT over its five year

39J0 Vlll:Jltl $r0!

mandate.

v&leou!o.. BC vsl-r

5gl0
f:n.8il6 !63r
?50 8?E

i
Your letter refers to an agreement between BCLC and GPEB regarding perlormance
reporting, financial reporting, confidentiality and public communications. As we
understand your letter, there is no action required by BCLC olher than providing the
funding and cooperating with the JIGIT teams and GPEB. While the performance and
financial reports will be interestlng, we will have no impact on JIGIT activities and
therefore, willlreat them as information only-

0'16

Fr-Ir.1r5 0&r0

t/J..!..!1.

OA:,1

Yours

m
&

cc:

Flob Kroeker, VP Corporate Security & Compliance
Amanda Hobson, CFO & VP, Finance & Corporate Services
File
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Bud Smith
Jim D. Lightbody
Tue 2017-06-13 4:07:10 PM
Fwd: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ

imaoeOO1.ipq

;;4,
FYI. We just got the heads up this morning. We haven't been briefed, I'll be talking to Cheryl this
aftemoon.
Jim
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message

:

From: Rob Kroeker
Date: June 13,2017 at 8:35:19 AM PDT
To: "Jim D. Lightbody" {
Subject: Fw: CF'SEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am

"E" Div HQ

See below. JIGIT PRESS RELEASE

Looks like GPEB is speaking at it as well. We have been given no info at all

We'llsee what we can find out

From: Laura Piva-Babcock <
Date: June L3,2Ot7 at 8:31:26 AM PDT
, Brad Desmarais <
To: Rob Kroeker
Jim D. Lightbody
Dolinski <
<
Cc: Angela Koulyras
Subject: Fw: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ

, Susan

lmportance: High

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network'

Frcm: Edwardson, Jamie GCPE: EX <
Sent: Tuesday, June t3, Z0t7 8:28 AM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock
Subject: FW: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div

HQ

Headsup
From: "Winpenny, Brenda"

8C1C0008419
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Date: June t3,}OLV at7:4
To: "Winpenny, Brenda"

PDT

Subject: CFSEU-BC Press Conference 10:00am "E" Div HQ
Good Morn'ing,
This morning at 10 a.m. the CFSEU-BC will be hosting a press conference at its
headquarters located in the RCMP's E Division HQ building in Surrey to announce details
of a year-long investigation by the CFSEU-BCs Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team
(JlGlT) into an alleged organized crime network connected to illegal gaming houses and

money laundering.
Speaking at the press conference will be; A/Comm, Kevin Hackett, Chief Officer, CFSEU-BC
Executive Director, Len Meilleur, Compliance Division, Provincial Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Visuals at the press conference will include some of the money and drugs seized during

the investigation.
Note: this press conference will not be live streamed.
Sergeant Brenda Winpenny
Media Relations Officer
Community and Public Affairs Section
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit - BC

Follow us on

CFSEU-BC

BC

and like us on Facebook

Mandate -To target, lnvestigate, prosecute'

disrupt, and dismantle thc organized crimc groups and
individuals that pose the hrghest risk to public sateA due to gong violence

tsc1c0008419.02
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COMBINED FORCES

Mailing Address:

SPECIAL

Mailstop tt408/409

ENFORCEMENT

14200 Green Timbers Way

UNIT

Surrey, B.C, V3T 5P3

BRITISH COLUMBIA

(778) 290-2040

For lmmediate Release: June 13th, 2017

Muttiple Arrests Stemming from a Nearly Year Long
CFSEU'BC JIGIT lnvestigation into Organized Crime
After an extensive year-long investigation into money laundering, with ties to organized crime, nine
people have now been arrested.
A Combined Forces Speciat Enforcement Unit of BC (CFSEU-BC) investigation has led to the arrest of a
nelwork betieved tb be connected Lo itlegat gaming houses and money [aundering. The investigation
was led by the CFSEU-BC Joint lttegat Gaming lnvestigation Team (JlGlT), an integrated team that
includes investigators from the Gaming Poticy and Enforcement Branch (CPEB).
ln May of 2016, the investigation determined that a criminal organization attegedty operating ittegat
gaming houses, was atso facititating money laundering for drug traffickers, loan sharking, kidnappings,
ind extortions within the hierarchy of this organized crime group, with tinks nationalty and
internationatly, inctuding maintand China.
The investigation atso revealed several schemes retated to the cotlection and transferrlng of large
amounts of money within and for the criminaI organization.
During the investlgatiorr, it was apparent that there were mullipte roles fitled by different people
which enabted or facititaled the organization in taundering [arge amounts of money tlrrough casinos.
A search of six resiclences resutted in the seizure of large amounts of cash and bank drafts, drug
paraphernatia, suitcases, cett phones, computers and other related material. Also seized were a
number of luxury vehictes, inctuding one with a sophisticated hjdden compartmentAs a result of this comptex, mutti-faceted investigation, nine peopte have now been arrested, with
more arrests stitt pending. JIGIT investigators have been interacting with the Provincial Speciat
ProsecuLions Branch,

"Top tier organized crime is not easy to tackte and requires a coordinated approach to achieve resutts.
The individuats associated with this level of criminal activity conducted their operations in a
sophisticated manner," said Assistant Commissioner Kevin Hackett of the CFSEU-BC. "The CFSEU-BC
JIGIT team ted this investigation but was supported by hundreds of resources and thousands of hours of
committed and dedicated service by att the officers and support staff invotved."

lf you have been maniputated by these rnoney launderers, or if you have any information on ittega(
gaming, money laundering and loan sharking related to the gaming industry, ptease catt the JIGIT
information line at 778-290-2288.
The CFSEU-BC woutcl tike to thank the Garning Poticy and Enforcement Branch, varlous RCMP
detachments and units inctuding the BC RCMP's Federal Serious and Organized Crime unit, and the
Vancouver Potice Department, for their assistance and support throughout this investigation. We also

woutd tjke to acknowledge the cooperation of the British Columbia Lottery Corporation.

In partnership with Abbotsiord Police Department, Canadiun Boider Services Agency, Centrol Soanich Police Service, Delta Police
Department, New Westrninster Police Department, Orgonized Crirne Agency of Biltish Columbia, Pott Moody Pollce Deputment,
Royal Canodiun Mouilted Police, Saortlch Pollce Department, South Coost E;iitish Columbio Tronspoitation Authority, Vancouver
Pollce Deportnent, Victorio Police Deportment, West Voncouver Police Department

GPE81042.0002
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COMBINED FORCES

Moiling Address:

SPECIAL

Mailstop tt4o8/409

ENFORCEMENT

142b0 Green Timbers WaV

UNIT

.S'urrey, 8.C., V3T 6P3

BRITISH COLUMBIA

(778) 290-2040

30

Media Spokesperson: Sgt- Brenda Winpenny
Desk:(778) 290- 4677
Cel.t: (604) 838-6800
CFSEU-BC

Cornmunications Strategist: Geeta Reddy

Desk:(778) 290-2873
Cett: (604) 499-4'199

ln paftnership with Abbotsford Police Department, Can.odlan Border Services Agency, Centrsl Saanich Police Service, Delta Police
Department.New Westminster Police Deportmenl Arganized Ciime Agency of British Columbia, Port Moody.Poltce Depoitmenti
Roya! Canadion Mounted Police, Saonich Police Depaftmenl South Coost Btitish Columbiu Trcnsportoti6n Authority, Voncouver
Pbllce Departmen\ Victorla Police Department, WestVancouver Police Depdrtment
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To:

Laura Piva-Babcock

Frmr:

Jim D. Lightbody

Sent:
Subject:

Mon 2019-04-08 9:13:55 PM
FW: Jigit release

Lara Gerrits

Laura;
This is probably the email. After this we discussed asking JIGIT/RCMP for the names of the people arrested so we could
proactively bar them from BC Casinos. Bud was ftustrated by the lack of enforcement.
Jim

---Original Message----

Personal
From:
Senf June 13,2017 3:22 PM
information
To: Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: Re: Jigit release
Thanks Jim. Dumb cops. Actually cunning is a better word. They're looking to in$atiate themselves with the incoming
government who they know will be all over this. Why doesn't Rob know who the actual money laundering casinos are that
they're talking about? Calling a press conference without having the enswers is wormy behaviour. Using the some casinos
words so you smear all of them. Hopefully someone can brief our Minister so he can corect the record flowing from this
police misinformation. Bud

FYI
From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Tuesday, June 13, 2017 l:52PM
Personal information
Laura Piva-Babcock <
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Jim D. Lightbody
>;
<
Personal
information
Personal
information
Brad Desmarais
>; Susan Dolinski
Subject: Fwd: Jigit release

FYI
The first CBC story is inaccurate and sensationalized and focuses on legit casinos whereas the other two more reflect what
was actually said
Ross Alderson

Director, AML & Investigations
BCLC
Sent from my iPhone

http://www.cbc.calnews/canada/british-columbia/organized-crirne-money-laundering-vancouver-casinoshttp://bc.ctvnews.cal9-arrests-made-in-illegal-gaming-money-laundering-nenvork-

I .41

58902

I .34575 15

http://globalnews .cahewsl35244l3l9-people-arrested-in-network-connected-to-illegal-gaming-houses-and-moneylaundering-in-b-c/
Cheers,

Kris Gade, CAMS
Manager, Investigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC. V5M 04'6
Personal information

8C1C0010213
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l[

@Yes, andl $B !D! l[ (B<http://yak.bclc.com/Page8299.aspx>

kgade@lclc. comcmailto :kgade@bclc. com>
bclc.

com<http:/bclc.com>

We instill public trust by ensuring the highest standards of integrity in gaming

8C1C0010213.02
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Fallure ls lna,ltable lf we are golrq to
rmr $lngs. It may
not feel fun whlle lfs happenlng, hrt ttt lmportant to
understand that ufith fallure comc b€n€frE. Pallure ls I great
opportunity to grow and becorne nEre resillent. we also galn
ftrsthand eperlence and deeper loowledge about wtutorcr
we have falled at and we leam how we can do thlngs better
Sre ne<t tlme.

{

f'

Here are a few fun facts about fallurer

. Brtreprenarrs fall 3,8 Umes before ftey flnally make lt
ln bu$ness

r lt t00k three trles bdore tlenry furd became a suffess
wlth $e turd Mobr Crmpany
r James Dyson deslgned 5,126 bagless vacuurns that
dldn't work before building one $at dld
The polnt ls, ltt okay to fail, but ltt not okay to glve up. You
may be Just one fallure auny from success.

t am pleased to share that, as part 0f a cultural $udy, orn of $e Saudr Busin€ss Leadership prognam tearns is
conduc8ng a orponte.wlde $gil to etabllsh lf BCLC has a cultlrc that fearc or embraes fallure. Thelr frndlngs wlll
help us under*and hotr our culUre influence BCLCs ablllty b grory air fu$ns and adleve our vi$on to beome
wldely embraed as orcepflonal enHtghment for adulb. I arourage you allto parUclpate ln the suley. The re$lts
are anonymous and lt wlll only take you 10 mlnutes or le$s. 0n bdnlf of yottr Exefi.Uve, we are very tnter'ested h
hearirg your votce on thls toplc of fall$e to lnbrm the bu$nes and our olture,
Today,

I love about our Sauder groups ls fiat they dways glv€ us sclr good bod br thougR One of $e prevlous
Suder Buslness Leadenhlp teanrs dld thelr pmjod on agillty and fr l|la! very f$lgiffii forFre Eceafive team, Slnce
$e['proled conduded there has ben a lot of dlsoslon on the toplc, ln fact trls came up reenUy at our senior
leader$lp tem npeilng hst rileek TIE dtsclffion centered arund what agllity mgarc and hor we Wt be more qglle
at BCLC" I want you to lamw that work wtll h happfilng s00n t0 amnver fiese queffions ard prsvlde daflty br all of
ls.
One thlng

I slgn 0ff, t wart t0 addrers $e annourement from fie RCfiPs Cornblned tur,as.Spedal EnforcefiFnt tJnlt 0f
BC (CFSEU-BG) ftat tmk place la* ure€k I hrsw $F mry have caused mme d yul to t*r pause. I want to assre
you that we wo* closdy wlfr pllce atd sur reguldor and rc have a robu$ anU*noney launderlng prograrn ln all
provJndal cdnos. $Jh are commffied to fulfllllng our role tn Cansdq's afi-money laundedrg reglrne, whldr ls,to
monltor, reord and report spcltc Fansacfions t0 FIf{IRAC. YqJ can leam more,abqrt the armounement frorn
Before

CFSEU-BClete
Thanks and have a fun weekl
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June 15,2017

Combined Forees Special Enforcement Unit
Mailstop #408/409
14200 Green Timbers Way

Suney,

BC

V3T6P3

playing it right

Attention: Kevin Hackeft
Assistant Commissioner
Dear Assistant Commissioner Hackett:

Re: Press Conference on lllegal Gaming & Casino Money Laundering
I am writing in regard to the press conference held on June 13,2017, covering the
recent ac'tivities of the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team. Congratulations on
the successes achieved to date. BCLC is thankful for the dedicated effort CFSEU
has put into this initiative. We are also pleased with having been able to support the
team operationally where appropriate and where asked to do so.

It was most encouraging to hear of the inroads JIGIT has made in addressing illegal
gaming operations in the province. However, it was disturbing to hear that money
laundering conducted by sophisticated organized crime groups was occuning at
casinos. As you may be aware, BCLC has invested extensively in its anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing program. Our program has recently gone
through a comprehensive review by FINTRAG with no material compliance issues
being identified, Having said that, we recognize that the program can never be
static, our efforts must continue to evolve and improve, and we must remain ever
vigilant. ln that regard I would very much appreciate if you could share with us the
methodology used by these organized crime groups to undennine the anti-money

74 W6st SaymourStreel
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F 604.225.6424
bclc-com

laundering efforts at our casinos so that we can review our program and, working with

our seMce providers, make the adjustments necessary to prevent any further
attempts at laundering at our casinos.

Even more important to us is the safety of our customers, the staff of our seMce
providers, and our own staff working in casinos. lt was alarming to hear that criminals
have been frequenting our facilities exposing staff and the public to money laundering
activities and putting them at risk. Under the provincial Gaming ControlAcf, BCLC
has the authority to ban any person from entering any gaming site in the provinee. I
ask that CFSEU provide us with the names of the nine individuals arrested, and any
other person CFSEU has determined is involved in criminal aets that are in any way
related to gaming, so that we can ban those indiMduals from our facilities to protect
the safety of our customers and staff.
Again, congratulations on your success. I look forward to your response.

cc:

Rob Kroeker, VP, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC

8C1C0000337
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June 16, 2017

Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
PO Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC VBW 9N1

Attention:

Mr. Len Meilleur
Executive Director, Compliance Division

bala
playing it right

Dear Mr. Meilleur,

Re:

Prese Conference on lllegalGambling and Gaslno Money Launderlng

I am writing about the press conference GPEB held in conjunction with the CFSEU on
June 13, 2017 . I wish to extend my congratulations to you on the successes GPEB has
had in its partnership with the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team and which you
announced at the press conference. BCLC is thankful for the etfort GPEB has put into
the investigation.
BCLC welcomed the news that a number of illegal gambling operations in the lower
mainland had been shutdown, However, it was very troubling to learn through the press
materials that sophisticated international organized crime groups had laundered funds
through BCLC casinos. As you know, BCLC has committed considerable resources,
staff and effort to developing its anti-money laundering and counter terrorist linancing
program. I know you are also aware that BCLC's program has been scrutinized by GPEB
audit staff and that it has recently undergone a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with
no deficiencies in its anti.money laundering procedures identified. Nonetheless, BCLC's
program is not static and we are committed to a course of continuous improvement.
Moreover, we recognize that criminal elements will adapt and seek new ways to launder
proceeds of crime in response to countermeasures and for this reason, BCLC's program
must adapt and evolve on an ongoing basis. Given what we learned from the press
conference, BCLC is seeking GPEB's assistance, lt would seem a vulnerability in our
program has been exploited by organized crime. ln order to address this vulnerability
andprevent further laundering attempts, I ask that you share with us the specific details
of the money laundering methodology you determined was used by these organized
crime groups to launder proceeds of crime through legal casinos. This information will
allow us to make the changes needed to better protect our operations from money
laundering threats and close any gaps.
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As troubling as it was to learn of a laundering vulnerability at our casino facilities, we
were even more concerned to learn of serious threats to public safety. lt was deeply
alarming to hear that top tier organized crime figures participating in or linked to crimes
such as kidnapping and extortion were frequenting our facilities. Clearly, individuals
engaged in these types of criminal activities present the highest order of risk to public
safety. The safety of our customers, the staff of our service providers, and our own staff

who work in casinos must be paramount. I am certain that you agree, BCLC simply
cannot have these individuals exposing our customers and staff to personal safety risks
through their laundering activities or any other criminal activity. The Gaming ControlAct
grants BCLC the statutory authority to ban any individual from its casinos. I ask that

GPEB provide BCLC with the names of the

I

individuals arrested so far in the

investigation, as well as the names of any other individual the investigation has revealed
to be involved in or connected in any way to criminal acts related to gaming, so that

8C1C000031 6
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BGLC can immediately ban those individuals from our facilities to protect the safety of
our customers and staff.
Given the threats to public safety, I would appreciate a response at your earliest possible

convenience.

bala

Sincerely,

playing it right

Robert Kroeker
Vice President, Corporate Security and Compliance

cc, Mr. Murray Dugger, Western Regional Manager, FinancialTransactions and Reports
Analysis Centre
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May 30, 2018

Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, S1n Prov Govt
Vic'toria,

BC

VBW9E2

Attention:

David Eby
Attomey General

Dear Minister Eby:

bala
playing it right

Re: Anti.Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the fourth quarter of
FiscalYear 201712018
I am pleased to proMde you with the enclosed update on the activities and actions
BCLG has taken with respect to the direction set out in the Mandate Letter provided to
the BCLC Board of Directors. lncluded in this update is the Quarterly Anti-money
Laundering Report for the fourth quarter of fiscal 2017120'18.

As I prepared this, my final AML Quarterly Report and associated nanative, before
expiration of my term as Chair of BCLC - I have sought and received various
information which it is hoped you will find useful as our organization moves forward.

A central learning during my term(s) on the BCLC Board, is that our business is
exceedingly dynamic. This notion applies within BCLC, but as well to extemal
exigencies such as Responsible Gaming, security, and AML. Failure to recognize that
lhere is, invariably, a context influencing emerging issues, which may appear solvable
through simple solutions, will often resutt in a kind of 'water bed' effect through
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implementation.
Advancing AML strategy, in my opinion, has required understanding there are three
streams of activity which, at some level, must operate in harmony. Those streams of
activity are information and intelligence gathering; information sharing between
agencies; and enforcement.
I can report to you that infonnation/intelligence gathering is strong. Whibt undertaken
largely by service proMders and BGLC, it also involves enforcement agencies and

regulators.
Sharing intelligence and information between agenoies I would describe as 'spotty'.

Enforcement, rooted in the vast amounts of informationiintelligence gathered from
within or through or around gaming facilities, I must report, appears to run from weak
to non- existent,

Dr. German's recommendation that a Designated Folicing Unit (DPU) replace the
cunent enforcement regime has great potential to markedly improve enforcement.
Developed carefully, a DPU should be able to better use the great amounts of
information/intelligence that long has been available to enforcement agencies, and
enable th€ two way sharing of information to be more eftective.

You will see in the Quarterly Anti-money Laundering Report that BCLC implemented
Dr. German's interim recommendation #1 effective January 10, 2018. At the time of
the Report being compiled, BCLC had the benefit of nearly three complete months of

8C1C0008443

8C1C0008443
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experience with the recommendation in place at casinos. Staff have observed three changes in transaclion
trends that I think important to bring to your aftention.

1.

The first change in trend is in relation to the identification of possible suspicious transactions by
service providers, categorized as Unusual Financial Transactions (UFTs). For the three months

- December 2017) preceding the implementation of Dr. German's recommendation, service
providers on average reported 117 potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC.
Since the recommendation was implemented, service providers on average have reported 180
potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC; a 54o/o inerease in reports.
(October

2.

The second change in trend is with respect to the number of potential suspicious transactions (UFTs)

that, after in-depth customer due diligence being completed by BCLC, are substantiated and
ultimately reported as suspicious transactions to F|nTRAC and the police. For the three months
preceding the implementation of the German recommendation, on average 70 potential suspicious
transactions (UFTs) reported by service providers were substantiated per month and resulted in a
report to FinTRAC and police. Since the implementation of the recommendation, on average 19
potential suspicious transactions reported by service providers were substantiated per month and
resulted in a report. (Note: service providers report all potential suspicious transactions to both BCLC
and GPEB).

3.

The third change observed has been in relation to table game drop dollar values (also referred to as
topline table game revenue). For the first three months of 2018, topline table game revenue has
been trending stable to increasing, but with a shift from games like squeeze baccarat in high limit
rooms to table games on the main floor of the casinos. This is a continuation of the overall table
revenue trend forthe past five years.

BCLC staff report that most of the increase in potential suspicious transaction (UFT) reports from service
providers have to do with players making multiple buy-ins just under the $10,000 threshold where proof of
source of funds is required. This is concerning because this behaviour is indicative of structuring - a money
laundering technique used to attempt to avoid suspicion or reporting requirements. BCLC has been
monitoring these circumstances closely and have discussed the same with GPEB and the police. Structuring
behaviour was relatively rarely observed prior to the implementation of the recsmmendation. When asked,
players are reporting to service providers and BCLC that they are engaging in this behaviour for two primary
reasons: 1) the players do not want to go to the added effort of requesting back up documentation from their
financial institutions needed to support bank draft and cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more; and, 2) players are
concerned about the privacy implications of handing over detailed personal banking information. To date the
information available suggests these are in fact the motivations behind the change in player behaviour,
however caution and further inquiry is needed. BCLC is continuing to work with GPEB and the police on this
recent development. On the positive side, this development demonstrates that service providers are
exercising a good level of due diligence in assessing player transactions and are accurately identifying
potential signs of money laundering behaviour.

Redacle

have enclosed with this letter a timeline setting out some of the more important interactions BCLC has
I can advise that between
Redacted - RCMP
involving or related
R€dact
it found concerning and that 26 of those occurrences were also reported to the police
d-

toffi

Redacfed - RCMP

a

Redacted
RCNlP
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apparently and/or suspected illegal activity associated with our casinos. You will note that two years later
lnsp. Ward presented at an IAFCI conference, attended by media and public members. That presentation left
the distinct impression that others had failed, but that the RCMP investigation he led now was riding to the
rescue, with charges coming. No charqg5-l4yg been laid as of the date of this letter. ln his 2017

il:'ffit9"Ti,HT3,.1,f"l?;i::?',i:ffi;,i":lTiT lil"i:fii,'i:i?l.l':",'[?'f,."1il::,il:'ill:l,I

we ask that you maintain the confidentiality of the material.
I

wish to bring to your attention one other concerning matter. On June 13,2017, the RCMP and GPEB held a

joint press conference in Vancouver. At that event it was reported that "top tier" organized crime figures
linked to money laundering, illegal gaming houses, drug trafficking, kidnappings and eXortions had
laundered large amounts of money though casinos. lt was further reported that nine of the accused had been

arrested and released. BCLC was deeply concerned to learn that potentially violent criminals had been
frequenting its casinos and targeting its facilities for money laundering. Very shortly after the press
conference, BCLC wrote to the RCMP asking, under our information sharing agreement, for the names of
those arrested so that it could use its statutory powers under the Gaming Control Act to bar those nine
individuals from all casinos in the province to protect customers and staff, and to stop any further money
laundering attempts by these individuals. BCLC has not yet been provided the names of the nine individuals
arrested. BCLC remains concerned that potentially violent criminals, whose identities are not known to
BCLC, may be continuing to enter its facilities and BCLC remains committed to barring those who were
arrested as soon as they are identified to BCLC.
This matter speaks to a clear need for better sharing of information between agencies. These 9 "top tier"
crime figures have been arrested and know, therefore, they are targets. Our service providers and BCLC do
not want 'top tier' crime figures in our casinos. Nor do we want our patrons being put at any potential risk of
harm, if the reason for not notifying us of their identities, is to enable police to continue observing them, as
they conduct unlawful activities in or around our gaming facilities.
Harvest/lnvest. This is a theme l've addressed at various meetings during my term as Chair, including at
Treasury Board (TB). BCLC needs to invest if it is to continue providing the General Revenue Fund (GRF)
with the harvest TB seeks. Lottery equipment. Responsible gaming. Additional compliance requirements. An
orderly redevelopment of our headquarters. BCLC, as you know, has no retained earnings. lt must advance
100o/o of what it earns to the GRF, then seek from TB what it needs for investment on a line item basis. This
has resulted in an uneven business planning and execution model. Dr. German's report no doubt will cause
further challenges for TB, with the Harvest/lnvest balance that needs to be achieved. Our ability to address
AML, Responsible Gaming initiatives, and added compliance expeclations all speak to getting that
Harvest/lnvest balance better understood at TB.

BCLC's results for this past fiscal year, and our projections for the next period, provide well more than
enough new revenue for TB to be able to accommodate all the investments required by BCLC during the
next defined period of our fiscal projeetions.

Finally, let me say it has been my privilege to serve my Province through the Board of BCLC, and if asked
will happily support my successor as Chair, in whatever modest way I can, that would be appropriate.

I

Yours truly,

Bud Smith, Q.C.
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attorney General
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
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GPEB/BCLC
Joint Executive Meeting
November 51 2012
3:30
5tb Floor Boardroomo 910 Government Street
12:30

-

BCLC ltems
o

o
o

Working Together - maximizing our co-operative potential
and clarifuing Roles and Responsibilities

BCLC Strategic Plan and Business

Optimization

Doug Scott / All

Michael Graydon/
Marsha Walden

Business updates (verbal):
eGaming (PlayNow Business to Business strategy, Device ubiqurty) Rhonda Garvey
Kevin Gass
Lottery (6149, Signature store, Lotto

-

Compliance
GMS Implementation
Security &

Express)

Terry Towns
Jim Lightbody

GPEB Items
Requests for BCLC Updates:

o
o

Horse Racing Update
AML update - GPEB

.
o

Suspension of Lottery Retailers
Responsible Gambling update

-

Doug S. Scott
Doug S. Scott/
Larry Vander Graaf
Len Meilleur
Susan Dolinsky/
Suzanne BelV
Marsha Walden

BC1C0013089
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June 29, 2016

Office of the Minister & House Leader
Ministry of Flnancs
PO Box 9048 Sln, Prov. Govt'
Viotoria, BC \eW 9Ez

bwffiw

Attentlon: Hon' Mlchaol do Jong

playin.q it rigltt

Dear Mlnlster do Jong:

Update
Fe: BCLG's 20141{5 Man-rlate LettolRequlrement

The purpose of this letter ls

to

update you on the implementatlon

ol a specific

requtienient ln BelC's 2014/15 Maridate Lelter' The letter stated:

"'the Gaming Policy and Enfoncement Btanch and
priritipies

init

BCLC-

will iointly develop kay

wU intorm respectlve roles and responslbilitles. These.prlnciplgs will

?.1 l1\,;.il lir,l'tr1.;ir lilr"'l
l{ilrlllltrrir$. li{; VIi.' ll it

an{

t !!0 ltll.!.lrtllj

maximlzs'accountablllty.-These prlnclples wlll be devlsed by Juno 30, 20tF and
implemented bY Deoember 31,2015."

7'Jo.hlltLli" Jl

butnnb expoctations. obllgatiohs, and related buslness tpnry1s tq RrovL{e

{{!y

BCIC and GPEB have ldentifred the fotlowing Common ObJactives to inform the
development of keY PrlncfPles:

2fi40 Vittttirl bilt4t

vrlllilillrr'1r'
tjtr I I'

llri

v5l'l !)'\li

lli 0i llt

.ilJ;l-?.iir.! l;l'l
o
o

Maintain the integrity of gaming in BC
Maintain and enhance public conlidsnce in the operdtion and oversight of

gaming
o

Promote publlc understanding

of the bsnefits and rlsks lnherent in

garnlng and how th€y are managed and s€rvices available
t

A sustainable vision for gaming that supporte a rosponsible approaoh to
revenue generatlon.

c

Researched/evidenced-based best practices to lnsiruct etrategic and
business ptanrilng for regufation, business development and clienUpatron
support ssMcEs

a

Effectlve and efficlent regulation

I

Fiscal prudence and taxpayer accountabllity
Create a cllmate fordialogue aboul prevenlion and problem gambllng

o

Based on these comrnon objectfues, BCLG and GPEB have developgd Key Princlples
that wlll gulde and frame thelr rwpectiva roles and rosponslHlltiesi

1.

Reapect tor Rolee:
GPEB and BCLC aclcnowledge and respect the dllfering roles requlred of eech
organlzatlon and that healthy tension and productlve debates are esssntlal to the
evolution and health of lhe gaming industry.

2.

Transparency & Communlcatlona;
We commlt to opon and proactlve eharing and communicatlon of straleglc and
operatlonal oblectives and information. We ensure that each organlzatlon has the
opportunity to represent theh perspecllvs to lntemaland Bxtemalstakeholdors.

I

cPE84700.0001
GPE84700.0002
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3.

CustomerJGllent Focusi
We wlll put customer and cllent perspectives ahead of buslness or organizational perspsctiws

in

order lo fulfftl our respectlve rnandates.

4,

lnnovallon:
We will bok for opportunities and be open to innovatlon in process, products, and servlces to
enhance our efflclency and effectlveness in dellverlng on our respectlvo mandales.

5.

SenlorManagemqntResponslblllty:
Leaders are accountalrle for demonstrating the right bohaviors and altitudes to dnsure a positive and
productiVb working retationship.

6.

Rlsk.bacedApproach:
GPEB and BC.LC will dedlcate resources to arsas of need that are deemed to be of greatest risk.

7.

Results/Outcomes focussd:
GPEB and ECLC will work to achieve rnutual understanding of the results or oqtcomes that are of
mutual interest end purposefully prrsue thern,

8.

Solutions.orisntod:
tArhen faced wilh challenglng situalions, both organizaiions will work in good laith to aitempt to
ldentlfy a mutually beneficial solutlon.

0.

Responslveness:
We willsldve to be quick, llexible and adaptiva lo needs and changlng priorities.

Statement of Commltment
We lndlvidually and mllectively commlt and hold oursehes aocounlable to use thlg {6sumsnt to guide
how we relate, communlcate and woft with each other. Wo rdll apply the objec$ves and prlnciples of thls
document to contlnually lmprove and to deal wlth challong€s ln a clear, stralght fonrrrard and reapeotful
maftner,

h late summer to apply.these princlples as rrre oulline and olarify respecllve roles and
responsibilities wilh the goal of inoreasing collaboration, value and aocountability. We will update you on
our pfogress on or before December 31, 2015 and we furthar commlt to revlewing the companion Roles
and Responslblllttae document every 12 monlhs to ensure lt accurately reflects ourrsnt and emerglng
opportunltles and challengps

We wlll meet

Yours truly,

John Mazure
&

cc:

BCLC

GeneralManager. GPEB

eheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Assoclate Deputy Mlrrlster, Minietry of Finance
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Know your limit, play within it

Augrrst 7,2015
[34s004]

.lim Lightbody
CEO and President

British Cotumbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC VsM 046
Dear Mr'. Lightbody

Re:

Errhancernents to Arrti-Monev

derins Reoime in B

C

Gernino Fncilifieq

Pursuant to the Ministerial 2015/16 Mandate Letter to the British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC), and wolk undertaken to date under the AML Strategy, I am requesting that BCLC
increase its efforts to develop and promote the use of cash alternatives and implement
enhancements to its due diligence arrd compliance program as part of its anti-rnoney laundering
(AML) regime in garning facilities.

The 2015/16 Marrdate l-ettelestablished as a specific strategic priority that:

"BCLC will

inlbrmatian provided by lau, enforcement to creqte trctians and solutibns
will develop anti-money
Iaundering standards, to which BCLC u,ill respond. Additionally, BCLC will identify and
intplemenl strategies to increase lhe use of cash alterncttives ant{ measure and
u.se

ta lzrevetll tnoney laundering in BC gaming.facilities. GPEB

de nton.yfi,ate

TIre nrirlti-phasecl
Phase

s

th is

pre gre,r s"

.

AML Strategy, begun in 2012,includes:

I - tlre development

and irnplementation of cash altematives;

Phase 2 - the prornotior of cash alternatives by garning facility patlons; and
Phase 3 - the consideration of regulatory guidance about potential additional measures

for

elhancing AM[, due diligence.
I want to acknowledge BCLC's active involvenrent in clelivering the AML Strategy. This
includes leadiug the developmetrt, inrplementation ancl promotion of cash alternatives in ganring
facilities, and participating in recent discussions about exploring opportunities that will enhance
corrrpliance in the area of cash entering gaming facilities, including the recent workshop held on
Jurre 4t'' with AML stalceholders and experts.

Ministry of Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enfoicement Branch

Asiistant Deputy Minister's
Oflice

Maiting Addr€ss:
PO BOX 931 1 STN PROV GOVT

VICTORIA BC V8W9N1
Telephone: (250i 387-1301
Fabsimiler (25o) 3B?-1818

Location:
Third Floor, 910 Covernment Street
Victoda, BC
Web: ww.gaminS,gov.bc.ca
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To enhance tlre

AML regime, BCLC is asked to pursue tlie following activities

L

Deve lop and irnplement a.dditional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies arrd practices
constructed around financial industry standards and robust Krrow Yorrr Customer (KYC)
requirements, with a fdcus on identifying source of wealth and funds as integral conlponents
to.client risk assessment. This assessment should be based upon suspicious currency
transaction occun'ences,

2.

Develop and implement additional casl'r alternatives, focusing on fhrthering the transitior:
fronr cash-based to electronic and other fonns of transaotions, and instruments, and
exploring new lvays to promote existiirg and new caslr altematives. These alternatives
should form part of a lrroader strategy for increasirrg the use of cash alternatives in gaming
facilities, including implernenting a performance measurenrent framework and an evaluation
plarr to determine service provider parlicipation.

3,

Work with GPEB to develop processes and approaches to clarify roles and responsibilities
around AML intelligeuce, analysis, audit and compliance activities. This iricludes
considering informatiorr sharirig and access to systems tlrat suppolt the AML strategy's
elements.

4.

Work with GPEB and other stakeholders such as FINTRAC to develop a BCLC public
information and education strategy and action plan for govei'nnlent's review and approval.
The plan should include coordinated messaging abor"rt anti-money laundering activities in
gaming facilities, and outline the requirements, roles and responsibilities fbl identification.
reporting, investigation and enforcement.

I would be happy to discuss any of the above with you firrther. I recomnrend that BCLC staff
consult and review with CPEtI staff on developing apprcaches and specific actions to implement
the above activities.
Yours sincerely,

John Mazure
Ceneral Manager
Carning Policy and Euforcement Branch
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August 24,2015
Office of the Minister & House Leader
Ministry of Finance
PO Box 9048 Stn. Prov. Govt,
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2

bale

Attention: Hon. Michael de Jong
Dear Minister de Jong:

Re: BGLG's Anti Monev Launderinq (AML) Enhancement Strateov

playing it right

The purpose of this letter is to update you in regards to BCLG's commitment to anti-money laundering and to
provide feedback and recommendations stemming from the General Manager of GPEB, John Mazure's letter to
BCLC on August 7,2015 titled Re: Enhancements to Anti-Monev Launderino Reoime in B.C. Gamino

Facilities
Bufiet point one (1) on pase two (2) of that letter states that BCLC

wiil:

ny,:,r:1#Tfi;t

'Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices constructgclgr.Xfg*o
financial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, with a focus on ilieodfi@ar
source of wealth and funds as integral components to client nsk assessment. This assessmenf should be based
upon suspicious currcncy transaction

occurrences.'

iil:JffL:"rrr" r ,
While it is generally easier to identify an individual's source of wealth, identifying the actual sourceroftft.fiftlgger
transaction is far more problematic, especially when the funds are presented as cash. lt is financiaFifigtrgtffi24
standard to ask a customer to declare the source of funds for all transactions (including cash) over CFb"o'
$10,000.00 however little follow up investigation is then conducted. lt is also common practice in the financial
industry to terminate a business relationship with a customer after two or three suspicious transaction reports.

(srR)
While BCLC continue to encourage cash alternative options for customers in BC casinos cash is still th preferred
deposit method and it is not uncommon for some individuals to have multiple suspicious transaction reports
(STR) in a calendar year based on their cash buy in's alone.
ln the fiscal year 2014120151737 STRs were submitted to FINTRAC from BC Casinos. The total dollar value of
those STRs for that period was approximately $160 million, primarily all of it in cash.

Of those 1737 STR's approximately four hundred and eleven (41 1) unique individuals were recorded with one
(1) or more STRs,) One hundred and one (101) of those having five (5) or more STRs. Those 101 individuals
accounted for approximately $686 million table drop and in $137 million in net revenue.
BCLC believe that currently no one agency in British Columbia is equipped to identify the actual source of funds.
To do so would require in most cases, law enforcement intervention. Currently BCLC and GPEB lack the
legislative authority, and law enforcement lack the available budget, resources and visibility into gaming.

Recommendation

1.

BGLC woulcl propose that a dedicated law enforcement gaming unit be established by the provincial
government. The Gaming unit would require appropriate legislative authority and full designated police powers,
with a clear mandate to investigate and prosecute all serious geming related criminal offenoes.

The primary focus of this unit would be on identifying and eliminating proceeds of crime entering into BC gaming
facilities, as well as identifying and preventing all illegal or "underground" gambling in BC, including "grey market"
or illegal internet gambling.

BC1C0004514
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The Gaming unit ideally, would contain experts in Gaming within BC, Proceeds of Grime, Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing as well as personnel with experience and designated authority to conduct surveillance,
execute search warrants, property seizures and forfeiture, and an understanding of Ghinese culture and
associated languages.

2.

lt is essential that government support cash alternative initiatives. Without providing a full suite of noncash options including facilitating credit to Chinese high limit players BC faces a potential substarlal droP in
a
gaming revenue.

Yours

truly,

oclc
playing it right

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO, BCLC
74 West Seymour Streel

Cc: Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland
Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance

Kamloops, BC VzC 1E2

T

;

250.828.5500
250.828.5631

?9d0 Virlval Way
Vancouver, BC Vstul 046
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lj:r.

BRITISH

Corunaste

September

Knaw your limit, play wlthin it,

1,20i5
(344887)

Jim Lightbociy
CEO and President

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Vitual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 04.6
Dear Jim:
Thank you forproviding the Caming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) with BCLC's
submission titled, "Cas& Alternatives in BC Casinos." This document dated, April2015 which
was originally sent to our Compliance Division was in tum referred to GPEB,s btrategic policy
and Projeck Divlsion. They reviewed the document's tlree proposed policy changes which are:

1)

2)
3)

To allow cash deposits into PGF accounts at the initial account opening and for subsequent
deposits for VVIP's;
To allow VVIP's to receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience cheque, without a
weekly cheque issuance limie and
To aliow PGF overdraft privileges, at no cost, to VVIP's who meet specific criteria.

My recent letter of August 7.2015 litled"Enhanceffients to Anti-Money Laundering Regime
in
BC Gaming Facilities" outlines four activities that BCLC is requestedio expand
up"* in order to
the AML regime. One of these included BCLC's n*ed to develop and implement
"$gt*
additional CDD policies and practices which ate constructed around nnanciat i"C"ltiy
standards.
Thjs would include robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements with a focus
on.qource of
wealth and funds as being integral to the oversll risk assessment process.

CIFB provided

an approval in principle for BCLC to continue witir these proposed changes
but
witir a caveat that more detail of the risks both pro and con was required Uy Cbng. Mr. Ro**
Alderson was working with Michele Jaggismith on the type of iniormation required.

t2

fillinistry of Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Brsnch

Assistant Deputy Minlstgds
Office

Mailing Addrees:
PO BOX 931 1 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC VAW 9N1
T€lephone: t250) 367-1S01
Facslmile: (260i 387.1 818

Location:
Tnkd F,oor, 9,10 Governmenl Street
Vicloria, BC
Web: ww'ry.gam{ng.gov.bc,ca
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It is rny understanding that BCLC is drafting a respcnse to my letter of August 7, 2015. Once
that praposal is received it will be examined to determine if the recommendations align with
GPEB's expectations in lerms of enhanced Customer Due Diligence (CDD) and KYC. [t is at
that time that GPEB will consider all proposed initiative including the a./rr cash altematives.
I wanted to ensure that you were advised as to the s.tatus of the April request, Please contact us if
you ifyou require filther clarificalion or have any questions.
S

youfs,

(
John

Deputy Minister

A: BCLC Corporate Security & Compliance, April 2015. "Cash AUernatives in BC
Casinos"
Appendix B: General Manager oJ'Gaming, August 2A15. "Enhancements to Anti-Maney
Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities"
Appendix A: BCLC Corporate Security & Cortpliance, Altril 2015. "Cash Alternatives in BC

Casinos"
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Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos

SilLfl C*rpr:ral* $ecilrifu & Cr:mpliance
Aprrl ?ti15
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Cash Alternatives
Fr*r:tl'l1Lri.:",
BCLC's mission is -To conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the b€noftl of
Bsitish Columbians."' This misolot't is em6edded in BCLCb core valuis:-lntegrity, Sociat Responsibility,
and Rospect and ditec*; BCLC in its focu$ on btrilding puhlic trust.! F'rhlic truEt is actrievarl by
entablishing a repulalion as a ldh end equitable organi,tahan, find dtrough so,id corporflto cliirenship.
This is critical to the success of the gambling indusky in BC

8C. casinos are patticulatly susoeptible

to negatlve puhlic perceptlon. Thls is tlue in part to the
mrsinterpretetion of $tatistics afld r€port6 presented by Ure newg media relatlng to moneylaundering and
loan sherking in and around BC c6slnes. While the use df cssh in casinol is signiflcant, tho figurei antl
statislics pr€s€ilted by the news rnedia ars mtsleadlng.
beits said, lhe poientidl risks to puhtc ssfety inherenl irr lhe pres6n0e of farge sufts carh are
obvious' BcLc is aware of numefous instances in wltich carino patrons have besn followed fron a Lower
Maintand caslno propetty alld.sub$e_quonlly robbarJ. lt i6'lh6'opinion of BCIC Corpoafe Security &
cornptiance Divl$ion lh6t thsrs ls sisnltrcsnt ri$k ot a vlolent incident occuning in, neqr, ir h conngctioir to
a BC castno ss a direct lesult of lhe frequenl mouemer* of targe sume 6f cash lrr and out of .l!Ie6e
T_haJ

facilities.

Lswer lvlainland dasinos ars unlike dny othar$ in North America. Thefe is a tocal populaliofl of pdmqrily
ChTgse'higir roll6rs" ln thls region, whc choosa to spend exceedhgfy large amd.rti of moneyin thes6
facilities. In ordel to nlaint$in integrily and rernain compliant rvlth JHieleiant legisldion, BCLb and
fts
$ewice partners have established a risofous Anti.Monsy Laundering (AML) coipliancg re0ime that is
presently recognlr€d as lhs "gold. stand-ard".of AML-programs, ccnrpaiaflve to other
Canadian gamtng
Ioresoing, th€ BcLc AML cornptiance resinre is icrreo'Jrtrr to ,-naeai
lY[*'^r]',ll::Iqtylq:illlil.pjsubstantrat €nhanc,@fi€nts h 2015/ 2019.
It is BCI'C'5 conlantlan that the prevnlence of large cosh lransaclions ln 6C casinos, and lhe €nsuing

negaUve puhlic Dsrceptions and. cafety concsrnc, niay be rnitigatod Uy a changa in tfre
o,rns6t regutator!
reslridions upon varlous cash altornalivs.

group of regular

casirropalrons, cominonly knowr as VVtp,s'(or. Very, Very tmportant
t,:1:]ijY:ll.-t_11
aro-.Iesponsiblo for 8_ substanliol perccntage of the tsble gatne revenue
fl"fTli
ssnorated h BC
caslno$.- vvfPs Fequ€nt lha high linllt rooms in Lswsr Mainland casinos and regulaily
wag€r t6ns of
thousands of dolfars psr hand, prirna{ly at Bscnar6t.{ BCLC snd irs n"rvic" pioviteil'iave
introouceu

tBCLC.com"OurMlssioftandValues"fOnlinel[AwilaUe:r:,.
[Accessed Aprjlzol5].
tJ';1i;l
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$100,000 par hand aggregale bet limits on tables in lhe high limit salons lo acconlmodate lhe clemand for
fhis level of play.

These individuald and tholr associales are aloo primarily responsibl€ tor the -suopicious linanaial
transactions" that occ{rr in and around BC casinos. BOLC and its $ervics Partners rsport sll suEh
tran$actions to police and rsgulatory bodies in ocoordancs wlth poliey and legislalion.
onercus and complicated process.

this

is froth En

'BCLC is committ€d to maihtaining best prac(ices lynh resatd lo it6 custonsr identiftcalion obligationr and

haa implemenled customsr Du€ Dlllgsnco snd Know yow cugtotn€r (ccD/Kyc) piicie*

ancl

procedures,"' Flayers whom ars knovrn to have crimlnal backgrounde or whom as$ociato with known
cn'fiiinals for lh€ Furpos.gs of ohtflininu fund* lntended to b€ used for garflbling in BC Casinos, are
id€filllisd as undesirables and frequently prchtbtt€d

byBclc rrofi entering t 1€se facilitiss.

To facilitqte buy.ins fcr high-limit tablet, WIP'g arrive at lhe facilities with cignificfint gums af cash,
exposing the playor snd tho es$ino to $ignilfcant secwity and reputrtionBl riske.

BCLC and its Bervice providers. dislribute tvro typss of chequos to caeino patrars: verifiod win chequss
and relum of funds - not gaming winnings {also re{ened to qs ndn veriFied wrn} cheques. "Vsriftnd win'
mesns the caslno or cornfirunity gaming centro anlployoe has delermined thal Sarhino shipr or gaming
tickets ware aoquired as a tesult ol a documontod win on a lahl€ ganre, a jackpot oil an eteclrfflic $amingr
dsvice, or a ca$h amount verified as a Se.vice provider or BCLC mark€ting prolnoflon prhe.

Asitld front tho prassdural dlferoncee involved in the processing of vorified v{lnnings and non-veriiied
winnlngs ch€gus8. lhe distinflui8hing tactor batwaan the t9.ro typss of ohequss is lhe noi.alion lReiirm of
Funde-Not Saming Winnings' prominently atfix€d io tha front of a non-ueftfted winnings choquo.T
Cunent GPEB dhective allowa ECLC ard its service provlders to rqlurn a rnaximum oI $10,000.00 by
cheque for non.verified wins onco cvery 7 days, per casino palron,i Whil€ these r€turn of furrds - not
gafiing vinnings chegues prevsnl pffkons from leoving lhe casino FJith cash sub$equ€ntly rnitioal]ng
s€curity concorns and lacilitating eustorner servlcs, tle lhrssholds of $10,000.00 every 7 days have
proven to be inadequate fgr the WIP's who virit the casino multiple times per weok and deal in
signilicenUy higher volumos of cash.

|.,-.''

l;',l.i''

Once a player has met lhe regietration requtrements ts opon a Patron Oarrrrnil Fund {PGF} Account, he

nay deposit lunds into his PGF account via baflk draft, cortilied chsque frorn a Canadian Casino, wire
transler, elEctfonic ftnrds Transfer (EFT), debit card lransactioo, lnternet banking transfer from an
ault-rorlz€d personal bank acuount, or cash/chiFs frorn e verified win (as rroled above) issuad at llte 6ame
caslno openin0 the account. When wtthdrawing funds lronr a PGF account, ho may b€ issuorJ cash.
rgturn of funds cheque, eleclronic fundF fanafer, wire trannfer, or i[tern6t lfansier to an aulhonzed bank

o

BCIC ?nli*loney Laundering and Anll-Tonodst Flnandng Compliance Manuel'V2 - Fsbruary 201 5 (sodion
Pasa 11j
o
BCLC "Casino and community G8ming Cenlrc $tandards. Policiec and Procedur66" Sepl€mbor 2011 (sedion
Paga
t
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I
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acoottnt. All chsques i$sued ftom PGF accounlg are roturn of funds chequos; a player cannot rocoi./e s
verified wjn droque lrom his PGF account.

Al thir iinle, a player's PGF ecsount must stay in a positive bal8nc€l ovetdtaft is not extended via pGF
account." Futtlrennore, PGF accounts aro site speclfio and are onty asrignod to an individuel patron.
Player6 that oreete, utllize, and oarry a Fosllive balance on F8F acco{rntc are granted lho added t en6tit
al any tim€ of day, wlthout incuning lh€ salety rlchF. ss$ociated to oanylng c,ash

o{ havittg funds availdble

lo th* casino or the inod$venierce of belng restricled io rogullr bsnk hours for subeoquerrl huy.ins

throughout

a

gaming

session.

PGF accounl holders are not presentty permilled to deposit rron-verilied,,virs into lhss6 accounts. These
Patrons aro oftel forced lo leavs the caglno with s verinod win cheque and large anlount ol 0a$h or
casino chtps due to the curfent limjtgtion upon non"verified lvin cheque isuuanne, thereby crsaling 6
safoty colcern,

;'i
ln clrcumslances wher* ptayers run oill of fioney (in the pGF account or from the ori6linal cash buyJn)
and ar-e required to ulilize an allemativ€ means of acquiring fundo outside of reguli banking hours.
WIP'g may ulilize inlo$ndl moneytrdnsfer sy6t6rn (IMTS) to extend gaming.see*toni. An erample of thie
typ€ of transactioll occur$ when a vvlP runs out of chips at a tifite, a phone call i6 placsd to an hhrmal
money trf,n$fer agent, a cash drop is made outgide tho casino, and ti\e WIF
Fresentr the cagh al the
cage for a subsaqu€nt bily.in to continuB gaming.

poth til-9 player and the casino arr €xpossd to lhe safety and security risks involved in this typ€ oF
hansaction. Thie behavior reqy]l9g BCLC and its.-service.providers to lili a tdrg€ nunrb€r or Suafieious
Transaclion R€ports (STR). Whil€ they are different fram loan shar*s. JfriTS present an &quolly
challenglng burden for SCLC and its sarvice providors in that the naturs of lhe transaction, specilicelty ure
so{lrce df fund$, is unknown.
Prelimlnary ressarch inio ihis procsss indicato-s thetths playors illitiring |MTS poy feea ranging frorn 1%
to 5% of the ernortnt of the cash provirled. While th€$e tees nre far frorn"lhe interest lees ctrirgiid ly
toan

sharks {i,€' 60% or greater), thoy do becomo costiy to pgtrons whd avall themrelvos of this ser'/iie
for
substantial amounts of ca6h on a routine ba+is. Cash tlrops in oxcess of $2g0,000 ure noi inc.rmr'on.

I i* ici' h l rr, 1*

^.

Large-Cash Transaction Repcrts{LCTRs) are reportsd to FINTRAC after any single trsnsacflofi
of
$10,000 or rndre or any corrrbination .nf transaclioirs lotalin0 910,000 oi *"" jn-" iq- hsur psriod
ie
conduc{€d by a player. Similarly. a LCTR is roportod for any foreign modetary ex"hangeu
of $3,000 or

m0r€

casino oisbursemont Reports (cDRs) are rgpoflrd to FINTRAC atter a singl€ disbursement of
910.000
ot mofs or a combination of kanssctions lolallng $10,000 or mora in a 2d hour peri.ott
ar6 cfinptotod for a
player. 0DRs
dl$o roported when a casino awards a plqyer with :r comirirnriit*iv ganr ,:r seryi""
-are or rnore.
valued at $10.000

Suspicioue Trtlnsaction.Reporl6 (STRg) are reportod to FINTRAC when BcLc Bnd its service providers
have reagott to b€li4ve the tlansaation iB suggeslive of either fi questionable sourou oi lunda
or bohaviour
e

$ee loolnote 8. (secllon 3.83 Page B)
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that is ittdicative of money laundeling or lerrorist financing activily. The unknown circurnslancos
surounding ihlormal rnoney transf$r systeffls utilixed by WIF creatF a large ftumber ol STRS.
t":a-l l:.rHALt:

The oxloniivB atnount ol Suspicious Flnencial Transaction reports g€neratsd by BCLC Corporate
Sscutlty & Compllance eadh )ffrar is lhs primary 6ourc€ of negativs nawa medla altenuon rslaliya to BC
Casltlos. The movemeht ol sub$tantlal amo*rnts of cash inlo and oul of cqsino$ preFent$ a sigfiitlcant
sefely concem to patnons and stalf of EC Cqrinos. With the lnplsrnsntalion of a robusi AlVlL Complianco
Reglme, BCLC End ils SeMce Partn€ts are conlldent that rhs bdvancenTent of ca*lr altsrnative
reltltlance and payment methodg will nol incloase the risk ol money laundeting in BC Ca$inos.

Prop***ri Change

ltl

To Ellow c{6h dcpq3it3 into FGF accounts atthc hltial rcco$nt opcning cnd for subsoquont
dopeEate

for vvlP'f.

Conslstenl with.cur€nl pGF procodure*, a minimum deporit of $10,000 or more.would he roquirsd at tho
time the acoouni wa$ opened to qnsur€ a FINTRAC fsport would be generated for !h€ tmneaeflon.
creafing an audit lrail fnr ths d€tails of the i,litirl bqy.tn. Similarly, subeequent buy-ins would bo subj€ct to
Larga Cash Traneaction Reports as thoy ars at thls llme.

txisting procedures would rernain in placs for PGF aqc0unl crsalion ircluding.stringent v€ritication of
ldentity end declarallon o( thE source ol funds entering the account. Tho.propotad clrango wotrfd only
apply lo PGF accounls, both aclive and new, fff an spprovsd group of WlPrr pro-determinsd.by BCLC
and ils SeMce Partners. A robust CDD/ KYC regime is inrperative to tho ihl€grlty of thi$ proposed
chang€.
&1:>i.,:,

AML: By their natur€, cash doposltr pressnt money laundering risks, To miligate rudr risks, BCI-C would
monltorthe cash daposited into PGF accounts to onsure lho funds are ured lor ganring purpoeee. $hould
a VVIP doposit cash into his PGF account and wilhdraw the fuflds before pulling lhem intrr play, o BCLC
Investigslor would review lhB transaclions to dat€rmine whether an in{erview and potential ban ars

w€franted.
Safoty: As many playars habitually deal in cash. inilial and subsequont fundittg of PGF accou.rl{ would
likely involvG large qu*ntities gf cash enlering the casino. That said, allowlng VVIPs lo deporit carh into
PGF accounts mlli0ater the $afety risfig asrociated to cash dropr (ro-enterlng lhs casinci with cash) and
cagh outs {leaving tho caeino with cash). \Statistics havo demonetraled thal the Srsale st tisk ol robb€ry in
and around casino* occurs whsr th6 cash is leaving lhe premi6€s; not whsn it is brought to the
premises."Ia Also, lhe abilily to deposft non,veritied win fund! (i.e, huy'rn6) into PGF account will reduce
th€ ovorall number LCTR's,
Acc€ptancs: For bolh cul:ural snd superstitiouo reasans, lnanyVMPs preferto deal in cath. Acceptance
wlll ba a slow, graduul process r,t*lereby word of nror,rttr flmong VVIPg will ganerate inleresl.
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ffi
To rhc Playtr
Convenience: Funds are avsilablg at f,ny polnl in a player's ganrftrg session, rsgardloss of th€ tlm8 of dRy
he or stie chooses to acosss them.
Safetyi At the end of a session. renraining fundo can be leff in lhe PGF acoount tot the nsxt g€ming
seesiori or ca6hed out in tho form o{ a return of funds cheque, stimlhatlhg the nsed to leavB lhe Da$ino
wilh larde guanlilies of cash.

Tc BGLC, ltr Serylce Providars, and tt6 Rcguletory Bodier
Decrease ln STR reForting: Playsr$ are not ourrenilyrequirgd to provlde lnfornratlon aboul the caah used
to buy"in to a table: how€v€r, PGF account holdors would be required lo acoourrt for lhe source of.tho
caEh lsed to fund lhe PGF accdunt. $ubEequently dscreablng the nurnb8r of STR repst8 filed to

FINTRAC dnd giving lnvsstlgators more lisro to invostlgate suspicious ac{ivity.

Enhanced oudit trail: With an increased number o{ WIP players utiliz.lng PGF accounts, addjlionat
infomation would b€ ohtdhdd through the tran8acuons in and oul oI a PGF account fi{l fall b6low th6
LCT threshotds. Thls additional ihformf,lion acquir€d through the u*s ol FGF accolrnts pairad with LCT
tepots filed os p6r cutrent procedures, would slve BCLo, itE SeMcs providers. and it$ regul&totB a more
concise depicliorr ol a VVIP's. gccount funding and garne play.

Frup<i*ed Change #?
To allow VVlP'c to rccslvo the full amouot ol cash ouis
chogue ieeuance limlt

vi!

conyrnisnqe

che quo, wlthout. n

warkly

consi$tentwith cwrent procedures. lhe caveal "Retur0 of F$ndr-Nd GEming Winnings" would be clearly
posted on the fiont or ths chequs, dlspelting any concefn$ relQte d to legitimiEiirg ths fu;ds.
t{ .r.

$.

"

Acceplance: As prevlolsly noled, many VVtFs choose to ded .in csFh for cullurEl dnd superslltious
reasons; therofote, cash is the proferabla cunenoy. While a cheque ls more convenient for lhe ptayer, the
lssuance of a chequs requlr€$ a pl'ypr to holrJ or have accesg to a baflk aooount or a money rilmllter.
This may bo probl€matic for play€rs viEiting BC.

;rl't!:i;1,'i
To tho Player, BCLC, and it6 Serylcc providere
Enhanced saf€ty; The incrsasBd i$$(tancs o{ Retum of Funds cheques would.roducg,the socurity,isks
and vtllnetabilities a$sociated with olienle leaving a cdslno urilh large sums of cash."i' in particulir, ttra
i$guEnce of cheques signi(icahtly mitigatos tha rislr oF pntrons beiRg iue cepilble to armed iobbary.
It Province .8rilish
of
Columbia tummery Royisw of A{trl Msssuros al BC GEming Facllitiaa" - April 201.1
Avallablo:
F8€

belc
phtlrql
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jffi
To the Player
Cofiv€nlofleo: while the Rslum ot Funds cheques aro dof,rly ftlErkod with 'lrot gaming winnrng*." a
cheque is more etficiently dep6siled into the linanciol syst€m lhan cash
To SGIC, ltr $crvlce ProvidsrF, and

itr Regulrtory

Bodies

Erfranced reporthg: Buy-ins and Rotum of Funds cheque disbursements of $10.000.00 or mcrro would b€
reported tc FINTRAC as p€r 6ur€nt procedures; a comparison ofthese two rorords can bs r€viowed to
detsrmine whelher llrs wlthdrawal la a Frorliodr of lhe buy,in.

I

playsr,.the cheque would diaplay
bo tracaable ttrough
Supplerndnlal STRs fil€d by the payec and tho payor (lhe bank). $ubsequentty, this €nhances $e audl
tralt and repoiliflg capabitities for FINTRAC end mhigstes AML dEks.
Enhansed audil trsil: When a Relum of Funds cheque ls disbursed to

ths nam6 of both the issuin$ hstihlior and th€ WIF and would lh6r6fore

Proposed Chnrige #3
To sllow PGF ovtrdtaft prfullegce, at ho

colt,lo l/VlP'a who

mect

sprcillc crlt*ir.

Ptayers yrho may be olfered such pilvilege$ would bo cho$en agalfint crit€ria as d€t€rrnined by BCLC and

its $eMce Providers. Ellgibla palrons would be subject lo robuet CDbi KYC measures 6nd ceflhol orsdit
vari[rcation. prior to receiving ovatdraft priviloges.

Fuilhormor€, the condtlofls of cradit extension and ropayner{ wou{d bo deady articuloied to tho player
and likely. requir€ the tundp to be rspaid wilhin a specltlcd pBriod and.-any player vvith ail orrt$larrding PGF
Ovdrdraft 'rrould be unsbte to buy-in ufltil repaym€nt has been made. "
!t

t!:ri5

Liabillty: Should a player $dth a balnnce owing dlsappem or laave the country, n process would be
rEquired to go about c,olfectinu the tunds, A conbngancy lund for coveritrg dellnqusnt accounts reqriros
coniemplstion. Th€ naturo of llability and reeponofuilfty will also nsod to be delermined between SCLC
aftd it$ Servico P{ovider6.
Re+ponslble garfibling: The oxteneion of ayerdralt privileges may be p€rcelved aF facflitstihg gambling for

a playel wilh probt€m gambllns !€ndsnci6$. BCLC'a Rerponsihlo Gamblihg lsam has b€en eflge0ed to
prolide leedback relded lo the ssleoilon and lmplemBntdiion procees, and havs nol expresaed any
rignificant oonoerns, Th€ players who would b€ otfsred lhip servlce !.rlll be confimed to have signinc€r*
personal wealth snd no hislory of pa$t or cunent credit defaull wilh oihef Sarning facililios.

iit 'rt:;i l r
To th8 Plsyer

12

See foolnote
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Enhsnced saletv: The rlsk of armetl fobbory associalad to cash drop off$ would bo nritigated as overdralt
prjvilogos would b6 extended to selected VVIP'g lvho would no longer be r€quircd to contacl all IMTS
agent.

Convoni4nce: The extension of overdr$ft privileges would allow player$
intenuption of contacting a,l lM?$i agent.

lo continue ganling withoilt the

To BCLC, its Servico Provldcre, end ils Rc6rutatory Eodiee
Enhanced attdit lrail, Ci]$hless options facilitat€ tho traceebility of tr$n$acilpn$from initial cash buy h, ld
table activity (ineludiDg olr€rdtsfi sxt6nded), to disbursBments. The incredEed traceabifitl' would Eid in
reportrng lor BCLC, FINTRAC, and lindociaj inshtu0ons.
lncteh}ental r€venue: The extension of overdraft privileges would illlow VVIP players lo corrtinue playing
at a tabl€. rather lhsn experlencing on intenuptsd session when thoy nre requirod to w6it tor th€ IMTS
agert and ensuino cesh brry-in to laks place.

Ci:nfrtii$.t-'n
The safety benefrts, coilpled with the potontlarl rrrJuction in $uspicioua Frnancial Trarsacflon R€ports and
opponunitios for signllicant increm€ntal rsvenue, appaar to outw€igh th6 risks associat€d wlth thif,
proposal. The hlh€renl benefits fiEsociate{t to eash nlternrliyes and the resLrlting snharncatnBnts
ts CDD/
KYG capabilities lor VVIP's will also intprove the dehil of lhe r€porla sul:mitieo to FI1,ITRAC and law

enforc€msnt agencies. Furthon?lord, thc anlicipatBd reductiofi in caoh diops lsr VViFb wifl rnlti0ale
concen)sreldled tn lhe publlc safoty of BC ca$inoo. BcLc believee that this elill alro reduco the negitive
attention ftom news madn.
As per provious discussions with GPEB Repiesentdives, €clc agr€ss that all slak6hotdsrE an th8 Bc
Gaming lndustry should coftvene to discuss ihe riske and benefits oiamending guicettnes relatrng to cash
altematives tn BC Casinos, The source of the cash that is inhoduced lnto thJsi faclllti€s, rathsrlhan
the
source of wdalth ol thot€ in poesesdon of lhe cash, rernalna of primary concem lo all parlies involve.d ln
the i0dustry- BCLC and iis sarvico partners must oontinug to maintain-its rohust AML reqime
in order to
pre$erve lhe integrity of the Bc gamins induslry. we remain cdmfttitttsd to dolng
$o,
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Appendix B: General Manager of Gaming Augwt 2015. "Enhancements to Anti-Money
Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilitie,s
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Jim Liefttbody
CEO and President
British Colurnbia Loftery Corpornion
2940 Vfttual Wry
Vancowor BC VsM OAd
Dsar Mr. Ughtbody

Rer ..* Enhames,rsor# to Anti-letonev lsutdering Resimpln B.C*G,.4rEi+s Facilities
Punuard to the Ministerid 20i 5/16 Marrdsro l*tter to the British Columbia Inttery Corporation
(BCLC), arrd wodr undertnksn to datc undsr the AML Strategy, I am requesting thsi BCLC
incrcaee its efforb to develop and promote thc use of ca.sh allsmatives and implement
enhancements to its due ditigence and compliance plogr&fl a$ part of its flnti-money laundering
(AML) rcgime in gamirgfacilities.
The 2015/16 Mandstc Letter established as o specific strstegic

priority thal:

"BCLC will usa infonnalian pravided by lmt enforcement lo crcate actions and soluliont
to prevenl monEt laundering in BC gafilngfaelliltas, GPEB ttttll develop anti-money
Iautdeing standards, to which BCLC will respond. Addttlonatly, BCLC vtill ldantify and
iftrplen ail sttdtegies to increaselhe use ofca* altazatlves and measure and
demoh Etrat es th I s pragte w*.

AML Slrategy, begun in 20ll includesr
Phase 1 - the developmerrt and implcmentation of cash allorndives;
Phaso 2 - tio promotion of caoh dtenrntivee by garning facility palrons; and
Phme 3 - the corgidcration ofregulatory guidance abor:t potenlial additional sreasures for
enhancing AML due diligence.

The multi-phased

I want to acknowledge ECLCIs active involverrient in deliverirrg the AML Strale ry. This
inctudes leadingthc developmeflt, implcmcrdationand promotion of cash altemotives in gnming
facilities, and participating in recent discussions about oxploring opportunitier tlrat will enhance
oompliance in the area of eash etrtering gaming facilitie+, includingthe recent workshop held on
June 4ur with AML slakeholders and e xporl$,
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To enhzurce dre AML regirue, BCLC is asked to pwsue the frrllowing nctivitier:

l.

Devclop and implement additionsl Customer Due Diligmce (CDD) policies ard prrctices
conslructed around finqrcial indrslry standuds and rrrbust Know Yow customer (Ky€)
rcquirements, wilh afocus on idcntifying source of wealth and furds as iniegral componenlr
to client risk asscssment. This assessment should be based upon suspicious curencJlransaction occulTences.

2.

Dcvelop and inrpleme*t additiond cs$h &ltemalive$, focusing on fhrthering lhe transition
&om crsh-based to oloctronic afld other fonns of lransactious, and i$trumints, and
e.'tploring new ways to promotc existing and new cash altsmativcs. Theso alternativel
should form part of a broeder strategy fcr inoteasing the use of cssh altematives in ganing
lacilities, including implenrenting a perfornaroe mcasurement framarvolk a*rd an evalnation
plan to determine scrvice provider pariicipation.

3.

Work with OPEB to dtvelop processes and approaches t0 cluriS roles anrl responsibilities
arouud AML intelligaoce, artalysir, audit and compliancc astivitios. Thie inctudss
con*idering informadon sharing and acoess to slttems thst support tlre AML slrategy's
elsments.

4. work with GPEB

and other stakeholders such ss FIN'IRA.c to develop a BCLC public
information and education sffi€gy and aclion plan for govemmfirt's review and approval.

The plan should inciude coordinated mcssaging abotrt anti.money laundering mtivliies in
gaming ficilitie s, aud outline tha rcquirencnts, roles nnd rasponsibilities lbridentification"
roporting investigation nnd onforcenrent.

I would be happy to discuss any of the above with you further. I recommend that BCLC stalf
consult and review wilh OPDB staffon developiag approachcs and specifio octionr to impleorent
the abova activities.
Yours sincercly,

John Mazure

Gcneral Manager
Gamftrg Policy and Enforcement Branch

8C1C000451 0.1 3
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September 2,2O18

John Mazure
General Manager
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT

ptaying it right

Victoria BC VeW 9Nl
Dear John

Ru,

Enh"n""*"ntr to A!.,fl-Mon*u Lqun,l"ritLq R"oir" in B.c.Gu,nino Fu"ilitigg

I am writing in response to your letter dated August 7,201s requesting
that BCLC
increase its efforts to clevelop and promote the;usiof
implement
e4hancements to our due diligence and complibnce program
""iit "tt"rnaiiu"r
"noanti_money
as part of our
launtlering (AML) regirrre in- gaming facilities uni ytu. irr,!"q*nt
retter dated
september 1$'referencing BcLC's A-pril Subrirission titled "Cash
Alternatives in BC
Casinos".
BCLC is currently developing

a

response tq these letters and

wil

it by
September 18, This tirning willallow us to inchroe teeooa"l
una'perspective from our
lhcoming vice-presidenl oj gu_qufity and cornpriance,
n,lr. niue,l Kroeker, who
commences employment with BCLC on September
A, Z0.iS.
The corporation is deeply committed

provide

best practices and continuous improvement to
ilp;rt;;t aspect of our
business going fontrard, r want to take *or*-joaitio,rlt
time to-iinJi=* ou,. response
with his input..
to-

our programs since Mr. Kroeker wiil be overseeing this

President & CEO
cc:

Len Meilleur, Executive Director, Compliance
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September 16, 2015
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
PO BOX93I1 STN PROVGOVT
Vistoria BC VBW 9N1

Attenffon:

bela
playing it right

John Mazure
GeneralManager

Dear John:

Re: Anti-lUloney Launderlns Reglme Enhancements
I write in response to your letters of August 7,2015, September 1, 2015, and

in

furtherance of my leter to you of September 2,20'15, in which I committed to having a

response to you by the thhd wEek of September. Also relevant to this response is
the Cash Alternatives document BCLC provided to GPEB in April of 2015 which setis
out a numb€r of initiatives BCLC recommends to strengthen the anti-money
laundering regime at gaming facilities in British Columbia. I appreciate your patience
with respect to the timing of my response, as I noted in my letter of Septamber 2"" this
slight delay allowed me to receive the advice sf our new incoming Mce-President of
Corporate Security & Compliance on the meftere here underconsideration.

74
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would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the recently renewed commitment
to a cooperative approach between our organizations (of courc€ within the bounds of
and recognizing the appropriately distinct and separate aspects of our respective
mandates) in regard to ensuring the integrity and oversight of gaming in the province.
A collegial and collaborative approach can only enhance our colleclive effectiveness
and ensure we deliver on the expectations laid out by the Mlnister.
I

Turning to your letter of August 7,2015, you list four ac-tivities BCLC is asked to
pursue with the intent of enhancing BCLC's anti-money laundering (AML) regime. I
will address each of those activlties in the order laid out in your letter.
The lirst activity you suggest is;

Develop and implement additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policles and
pnacfices constructed arcund financial idustry s{andads and rcbust lhow Your
Customer (KYC) reguirements, wlth a focus on idenfr'fying souroe of wealth and
funds as integnl components to client nsk asseesment. This assessmenf should
be hasd upon susplclous cunency tnnsactlon ficurrencss.

At your request, BCLC has looked at its existing policies and procedures in the
context of Guideline 6G published by the Financial Transactions and Reporls
Analysis Centre (F|nTRAC) and which deals with client identification requirements tor
Financial Entltiee. I have enclosed a copy of the relevant section of Guideline 6G for
ease of reference.

It is our understanding and belief that BGLC's client identification, risk assessment
and on-going monitorlng policies and procedures meeft or exceed not only the
statutory requirements found in the Proceeds of Crlme (Money Laundeing) and
Tenorist Financing Act, and F|nTRAC Guidellne 6F (which seto out client identiFnation

I

rl'
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and monitoring requirementE for the casino sector), but also meet the obligations found in Guideline 6G

-

the requirements for Financial Entities. With respect to your specific suggestions in regard to source of
wealth, source of funds, and suspicious transaction reports made to FinTMC, I can confirm that all three
of these elements, amongst many olher faqtors, are integrated into BCLC's risk assessment and on-goihg
monitoring of individual customers. Despite this, BCLCIs AML regime is not static as we remain keenly

committed to a process of continuous improvement. Our current processes are largely manual. Ti,
further enhance our client identification, risk assessment and monitoring program we have made a
substantial investment in automated processes that will be operationalized in the coming months. The
software solution we have $elected is the same as that used by most of Canada's.mljor banks thus
ensuring BCLC's AML program will continue to be aligned wiih Financial Entity efforts in regard to client
identification, risk assessment and monitoring and the suggestions you have made.

As I know you futly appreciate, this is a highly technical area of both law and operationat policy and thus it
is not practical for me to go further here into all the relevant aspects of our AML regime as it relates to
client identification. lf you, or any of the Ministry staff, would like further particulars or details I would be
pleased to arrange for a technical briefing on these aspects'of our AML regime at our earliest mutually
agreeable time.

The second suggestion you provide is:

Dovelop and implement additional cash alternalfueg focustng on fuilhering the transition from
cash-based to electroinic and other forms of transactions, And instruments, and exploring new ways
to promote existl'ng and new cash altematives. These alternatives should form part of a broader
stntegy for incrcasing fhe use of cash alternatives h gaming facilities, inclUding implementing a
pefformance measurement framework and an evaluation plan to datermine seruice prcvider
pafticipation.
Prior to 2009, BCLC was prohibited by an extemal policy from accepting any form of payment other than

cash for gaming services. Since that time the Corporation has been pursuing a range of cash
alternatives. A suite of non-caFh buy-in options was implemented in the 2011-2012 timeframe which
included patron gaming accounts and the use of debit, amongst other things. Most of these options met
with substantial success in reducing the arnount of cash coming into BC's casinos. Since 2012, BCLC
has continued to identify and devolop further options that witt help to move gaming customers to non-cash
buy-in options. ln April of this year a further quite of non-cash buy-in options was presented to GPEB by
BCLC. ln Juna of this year, BCLC and GPEB in cooperation held a one day consultation session which
focussed on the issue of cash buy-ins at casinos. Participants included high ranking officials from police,
FInTRAC, and the provinco's Civil Forfeiture Otfice as well;as subject matter experts ffom banks, the
Canada Revenue Agency, Canada Border Services and casino service providers. A host of cash
alternalives were considered and discussed. There was a very strong con$ensus amongst the group that
the initiative that was likely to have largest impact in terms of furthering BCLC's AML program was to offer
credit in the form of account overdraft to very high net worth clients, This option is outlined in the Cash
Alternatives document which has been provided to GPEB.

It is understood that GPEB takes the position that BCLC is prohibited from implementing any new cash
alternative without the prior approval of GPEB. BCL0 stands ready to develop and implement the noncash options laid out in its document of April 2015 as soon as.GPEB provides its approvalfor BCLC to do
so. lmplementatlon would of course include outcome rneasures to track and assess the extent to which
any particular option is used by BCLC's customers. We look fonrvard to hearlng back from you at your
earliest convenience on the recommended initiatives.
The third suggestion you make is;

Page 2
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Work with GPEB to develop processes and approaches fo c/arff ro/es and responsiblllrbs around
AML intelligence, analysis, audit and compliance activities. This includes consideing information

shaing and access fo syslems that support the AML sfrafegy's elements.
I support this suggestion. I would ask you to conlact Rob Kroeker to set up an initial meeling to identify
the scope of the work and develop a work plan.
Your fourth and final suggestion is:

Wark with GPEB and othier stakeholders such as F/NTFAC to develop a BCLC public information
and education stratogy and action plan for govemment's review and approval. The plan should
include coordinated messaglng about anti-money laundering activities in gaming facilities, and
outline the rcquiremenfs, roles and responsihilities for identification, reporting, investigation and
enforcement,
I stipport this suggestion. BCLG has already been working intemally and with subject matter experts and
organizations like the Gaming $ecurity Professionals of Canada to develop faci based reference and
other rnaterials suitable for public education purposes. ln addition, you will recall that BCLC initiated, in
collaboration with your office and Government Communications and Public Engagement, and submitted
for consideration a communications strategy related to AML. As with the recommendation immediately
above, please contact Rob Kroeker to set up a meeting to discuss this opportunity further,

There is a further issue I need to raise with you and which we at BGLC believe is quite urggnt. As GpEB
is aware, in the early part of this sumrner BCLC and its Service Providers begin rece]ving anecdotal
reports of high stakes illegat gaming houses operating in Richmond. Some of these reports came direcily
frorn players at our casinoq. These reports were immediately passed on by BCIC and its Service
Providers to GPEB and policing authorities when first received-. Since that iime, these reports have
continued to come in at an increased rate and in many cases contain specific information whlch lends a
real ring of truth to the information being provided. We are advised ihat our players are now almost
roqtinely speaking openly of single day sessions at theso illegal establishments involving wins and losses
in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. BCLC is deeply concerned, assuming tfris information is
accurate, about the rlsk these illegal establishments pose to the personal safety of the individuals who are
gambling and working there as well as what these establishrnents mean for the integrity of gaming in the
Province. As ihe complainant in this case,, any information you can provide in regard to what ii noing
done in response to this sltuation would be much appreciated.
I look forward to the continuation of our collaborative efforts.

4f*"r,
//im Lightbody'

/President & CEO

cc:
1

File

x Enclosure (Guideline 6G: Record Keeping & Client ldentification for Financial Entities)
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Guideline 6G: Record Keeping and
Client ldentificatipn for Financial
Entities
5. Ongoing Monitorin g, of Business Relationship

and Related Records
Business

relationship

I

,
;

A business relationship is.a relationshipi that you establish with a ollent to conduct
financiattransactlons or provlde services related to those transactions.
For flnancial inslitutions, lhese relatlonqhip,s can be established within or outside of an

accounl.

I

i

lf you are carrying on actlvities as a crobfi card acquiring buslness, buslness

relationship tequirements do not apply (o hose activitles. For more informatlon on credit
card acqulring businese€$, see subsectJon 3,1.

Account based business relatlonshlp: You are in a buslness relationship with a cllent
thatholds an account with you. You entbr into a businoss relationship when a cli'ent
opens an account with you. For a new rir exlsllng cllent lhat has one or more accountg,
the buslnsss relationshlp lncludes alltransactions and activities relating'to those

accounts.

;

Non-account based business relatloqehlp: lf your client does not havo an account,
you enter into a business relatlonshlp when you conducl two or more lransactions in
which you have

to:

,
.

:

ascefiain the identlty of lhe lndlviilual(see section 4); or
cOnfirm the existence of a corporhtlon or other entlty isee sectlons 4 and 6),

1
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ln such a case, the business relationship only includes transactlons and related
aclivities for whlclr you have to ascertain the identity of your cllent. See section 4 for
more information on these transactions ancl activities.
lf you use the exception to ascertalnlng the ldontity of a cllent whore you recognlze the
lndivldual (as clescribed ln 4.2 Generaliexceptlons to cllent ldentlflcatlon] ln the case of
a second transaction that requlres you iascertain the ldentity of a cllent, you have
entered lnto a business relationshlp with that cllent nonetheless. This is because it is
the requlrement to ascertain identlty that triggers the buslness relationship.
You shoulcl determlne that a buslness lolationshlp has been established as soon as
roasonably practicable followlng the second transaction requirtng that the cllenl's
identity be ascertained; As a besl practlce, thls should be done wilhln 30 calendar
days.

lf you have a client without an accountwho conducts two or moro suspicious
transactions, you.have stillentered lnto a business relationship wlth that clibnt, even if
you arc unable to ascertain the identity of that cllent, This is becsuse suspiclous
transactlons require yciu to take reasonable measuree to ascertaln lhe idenllty of the
client (subJect to the circumstances described ln sectlon 4.4), and so two or more of
these transactions will trigger a business relatiorrship. You must treal thls business
relationehip as high+isk, and undertake rnore frequent ongolng monitoring and updating
of client identification informatlon, as wella$ any other appropriate enhanced measuros
(soe examples under "Ongoing monitoilng" below).

A business relationshlp ls establlshed when two transactlons that requlro you to
ascertain the ldeniity of your client occdr withln a maximum of five year$ frorn one
another. lf a period of five years piasses from lhe last transaction thai required you to
ascertain the identity of your client, the business relationship with that client ceases in
the case of non-account-based.business relationships. ln the case of clients who hotd
an account, the business relationship ceases five years after the client closer ittut
account.
Once the business relatlonshlp ie established, you must also:

a

conduct ongoing monltoring of your business relationehlp with your client; and
keep a record of the rneasur€s you take to rnonltor your buslness relallonship
and the lnformation you obtain as a result. see section 8.1 for a descrlplon of
what informalion you must keep for thls record,

2
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Ongoing monitoring
Ongolng monitoring mean$ that you have to monitor your buslness relationship wlth a
client on a periodic basls. Use your rlsk assessment of the cllent with whom you have a
buslness retationship to determine how frequently you will monitor that business
relationship. The risk a$sessment requlres you to consider each one of your clients

whan assessing thek risk for money-laundering ind terrorist activitles
financing. However, an indlvldualwritten assesriment is not required for each cllent, so
long as you oan demonslrate that you put your ciient in the conect risk category,
according to your pollcles and ptoceduros, and risk assessment. You have to perform
ongoing monitoring of each buslness relatlonshlp in order to:
o
a

I

I

detect suspicious transactlons.that have tp be reported;
keep client iclentification, beneficlalownershlp lnformation, and the purpose and
intended nature of tho buslness relatlonship up to date;
reassess the level of risk associated wlth the cllent's transactions and activities;
and.
determine whether the transactions or actlvlties are consistent wilh the
infqrmation previously obtalned about lhe client, including the rlsk assessment of
the client.

The above-listed requirements do not need to fo,llow the same timeframe, so lon$ as
you monltor your hlgh-risk cllents more froquently and with moto scrutlny than you do
your low-rlsk clients.
ln order to keep cllent and boneficial ownerchip tnformation up to date, you may ask
clients with account-based businqss relationshlps to confirm the information you have
on recofd periodically throughout yogr regular interactions with them. For clients ln nohaccount-based btelness relatlonshlps, you mayiupdate the informatlon you have on
record every lime the client conducts a transaction that requlres you to ascertain thelr
tdentity.

As an example, you may choose to reassess the levelof rlsk'assoclated with a clienfs
transaotions and activlties, and to determine whether the transactions or aotivities are
conslstent wlth the lrrformatlon you have on youf client, for yout low-risk clientelti, every
two years, whlle performlng tho same monltorlng of your hlgh-rlsk cllents on a more
frequent basls. However, deponding on the clrcumstances of your operatlon$, a
dlffprent ongolng monltoring perlod for low+lsk clients may be appropriate,

3
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ln lhe context of rnonitoring on a periodic basls, your rnonltoring witl vary dependlng on
your risk asses$ment of your client, As part of your ongoing monitoring obllgations, you
must monitor all of your buslness relationships, and you must monltor buslness
relationships you conslder high-risk more frdquently, as well as update client
identification lnformatlon and adopt any other appropriate enhanced mea$ures.
l-lere is 4 non"€xhoustive list of enhanced measures you could'take to mitigate the risk
ln cases of high-risk business relattonshlps:

'

Obtaining aclditlonal lnformation on the client (e.9. occupation, volume of assets,
information availab[s through publlc databases, lntetnet, etc.].

"
'
'
.
.

Obtaining informatlon on the source of funds or sourco of wealth of the client.
Obtainirrg information on the reasons for lntended or conducted transactions.
Obtaining the approval of senior management to enter into or maintain the
business relatlonshlp

o
'
o
.
'
.
.

ldentrfying patterns of transactions that need further examination.
Requit'ing the first payment to be carried out through an account in the cllenlls
name with a bank subject to similar client due diligence standards.
lncreasecl monitortng of transactions of htgher-risk products, servlces and
channols.
Establlshing rnore strlngent thresholds for ascertaining identiflcaflon,
Gathering additional documsnts, data or lnformatlon; or taking acldltlonat steps to
verify the documents obtalned.
Establishing transaction limits.
lncreaslng awareness of high+isk activities and transactions.
lncreaslng lnternal controls of high-risk business relationships,
Obtaining the approval of senior management at the transaction level for
products and services that are naw for that cliont.

lf as a result of your ongoing monltoring you consider that the rlsk of a money
laundering or a tet'rorist financing offence in a business reJatlonshlp ls high, your rlsk
assessmont in your complianco reglme must treat that client ae a hlgh risk. In this case,
you must conduct mole freguent monitotlng of yoqr buslnese relatlonshlp with that
olient, update that client's identification information more frequently, and adopt any other
appropriate enhanced measures (see exarnplos above)

4
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Bud Smith, Chair
Board of Directors

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Street

Kamloops BC VZC lE2
Dear Mr. Smith:

Re:

Anti-MoneyLaunderingStrategy

I want to acknowledge the British Columbia Lottery Corporation's (BCLC) active involvement in
delivering on the Province's anti-money laundering (AML) strategy, and the work that has been done
on the first two phases of that strategy including leading the development, implementation and
promotion of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, and participating in recent discussions about
exploring opportunities to enhance compliance in the area of cash entering gaming facilities. The
purpose ofthis letter is to provide you with direction on phase three of the AML strategy which
focuses on regulator guidance and intervention.

Despite the introduction and promotion of non-cash alternatives in gaming facilities through
earlier phases of the AML strategy; I am advised that large and suspicious cash transactions
remain prevalent. This situation must be addressed. As such, BCLC is directed to take the
following actions with respect to AML:

l.

Ensure that BCLC's AML compliance regime is focused on preserving the integrity and
reputation of British Columbia's gaming industry in the public interest, including those
aotions set out in the General Manager's letter of August 7 (enclosed) and any subsequent
aotions or standards that may follow;

2. Participate in the development

of a coordinated enforcement approach with the Gaming
Policy and Enforcement Branch (CPEB), the RCMP and local police to mitigate the risks
criminal activities in the gaming industry; and

3.

of

Enhance customer due diligence to mitigate the risk of money laundering in British Columbia
gaming facilities through the implementation of AML compliance best practices including
processes for evaluating the source ofwealth and source offunds prior to cash acceptance.
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These actions are in addition to, and in support of those activities identified in the August 7 , 2015,
letter from the Ceneral Manager of GPEB to BCLC. I would like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge the response received from CEO and President Jim Lightbody, to the initiatives put
forward in that letter. The diligence and detail provided on how BCLC will implement each activity
is appreciated.

Thank you for your continued effort and commitment to protecting the integrity of gaming on behalf
of the people of British Columbia.
Sinoerely,

Michael de Jong, Q.C.
Minister
Enclosure:

cc:

Letter dated August 7,2015, to BCLC from GPEB , Enhancements to Anti'Money
Laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities

Jim Lightbody, CEO and President, BCLC
John Mazure, ADM and Ceneral Manager, GPEB
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Jirn Liglrtbody
CEO and President

British Colutnbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Viltual Way

Vancouver BC V5M 046
Dear Mr. Lightbody

Re:

Enhancemgrts to Anti-Morley Launder:ilrg Reeirne in B.Q. Carning Facilities

Pursuant to tfie Ministe rial 2015/16 Mandate Letter to the British Colurnbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC), and work undertaken to date nnder the AML Strategy, I am requesting that BCLC
increase ifs eftbrts to develop atrd promote the use of cash alternatives altd inrplement
enhancements to its due cliligence arrd cornpliance program as part of its anti-money laundering

(AML) regirne in gaming facilities.
The 2015/16 Marrdate Letter established as a specific strategic priority that:

*BCLC vtill use inJbnnution providetl by laV enJbrceuent lo creale acti\ns and solulion.']
to prevent money laundering in BC gaming.facilities. G.PEB will delelop ilnti-nnnql
launclering standsrcls, to v,hich BCLC wil! re.spond. Additionally, BCLC trill identifii and
intplenent strategies lo ittcrease the use qf cash alternalives ancl nteasure and
dennns t rol e s I his progra s s",

AML Strategy, begtrn in 2012, includes:
I - the development and implementation of cash

The multi-phased
Phase

alternatives;,

Phase 2 - the protnotion of cash alternatives b,v gaming fhcility patrons; and
Phase 3 - the consideration of regulatory guidance about potential additional measures for

enhancing AML due diligence.
I want to acknowledge BCLC's active involvement in delivering the AML Strategy. This
includes leading the developl:rent. implementation and ptomotion of cash alternatives in ganring
tbcilities, ancl participatirrg in recent discussions abottt exploring- opportturities that will enhance
compliance in the area of cash entering gaming lhcilities" including the recent workshop lreld on
June 4t"

with AML stakeholders and experts.

Ministry of Finance

caming Policy and
Enforcemenl Branch
Assistant Deputy Minisier's
Office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 931.I STN FROV GOW
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Talephone: (250) 387"1301
Famimilo: (250) 387-1818

Localionj
Third Floor, 910 Gov.errimenl $lteel
Victoia, BC
Web: www.gaming,gov.bc.ca
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To enhance the AML, regime, BCLC is asked to ptrl'stle the following activities

l.

Devclop and implernent additional Custotner Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices
construrcted around financial industry standards and robust Know Your Custotner (KYC)
requirements. with a focus on iclerrtitying source of wealth attd funds as integral components
to client risk assessment. This assessrnent should be based uporr suspicious currency
transaction occun€nces.

2.

Develop and implement additional cash alternatives, focusing orr lirrthering the transition
fronr cash-based to electronic and other forms of transactiotts, and instruments,.and
exploring new lvays to promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives
should form part of a broader strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in ganting
facilities, irrcluding inrpfementing a perlbnnance measufement fiamework and an evaluation
plan to determine service provider participation.

3.

Work rvith GPEB to develop processes and approaches to clarify roles and responsibilities
around AML intelligence, analysis. audit and compliance activities. This includes
considering information sharing and access to systerns that support the AML strategy's
elements.

4.

Work with CPEB and other stakeholders such as FINTRAC to develop a BCLC public
infornration and education strategy and action plan fbr government's review and approval.
The plan should include coodinated rilessaging about anti-money laundering activities in
garning facilities, and outline the requirements, roles and responsibilities for identification,
reporting. investigation and enforcement.

I would be happy to discuss any of the above with you iurther. I recontmend that BCLC staff
consult and review with GPEB stalTon developing approaches and specific actions to implement
the above activities.
Yours sincerely,

John Mazure

General Manager
Gaming Policy attd Enfbrcemenf Branch
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January 15" 2016

Jim Lightbody
CEO ard President

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC V5M 04'6

DearMr. Lightbody
Re: Enhancement to Anti-Money Laundering Regine in B.C. Gaming Facilities
Thank you for your letter of September 16, 2015, regarding the efforts of the British Colunbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC) to implement the multi-phased Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Strategy.

Thank you for highlighting BCLC's efforts in pursuing the four activities identified in my letter
of August 7,2015. Again, I wish to acknowledge BCLC's critical role in delivering the AML
Strategy and efforts to date.
For cletrity, I have set out my responses with respect to each of the foru activities I requested in
my original letter.

7.

Develop and implement sdditionolCustomer Due Ditigence (CDD) policies and practices constructed
around finoncial industry standards and robust Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, with o
focus on identifying saurce of wealth ond funds as integral components to client risk ossessment.
Ihis assessment should be based upon suspiciaus currency transsction occurrences.

I appreciate the efforts of the BCLC in tracking and reporting suspicious cash transactions
(SCTs). However, I continue to be concemed by the prevalence of SCTs at British Columbia
casinos. Further to the letlier from the Minister of Finance addressed to Mr. Bud Smith on
October 1,2015,I expect BCLC to irnplement AML best practices with appropriate
consideration of evaluating the sourcs of wealth and source of funds prior to cash acceptance as
well as robust CDD policies and KYC requirements. These processes and policies should be
based on a sound risk based fiamework that considers SCTs as one eleme*t of the framework. In
addition, I may provide further direc.tion after considering the work being undertaken by MNP
u.p and the resulting report.
... /2

Mini$W of Finance

Gaming Policy and

Entorcement Branch
Assistant Deputy Mlnlstefs
Office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 931T STN PROV GOVT

vlcToRlASc v8w9N1

ephone: (250j sE7 -1301
Facslmile: (250) 387-1818

Location:
Third Floor, gt0 Govemment gtrsst
Victoda, BC

Tef

Web: www.gaming.gov.bD,ca
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2.

Develop ond implement additionol cash alternatives, focusing an furthering the trdnsition from cashbased to electronic and other forms af transoctions, ond instruments, and exploring new ways to
promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should farm part af a broader
strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming Jacilities, including implementing o
performance meosurement fromework ond an evaluation plan to determine service provider

pdtticipotion.

As I advised in my letter dated September 1,2015, Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) has provided approval in principle for BCLC to further explore the initiativos proposed
ln*Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos". However, furlher work is required before GPEB can
approve any specific cash altemative initiatives. Specifically, GPEB requires business cases on
each ofthe proposed cash alternatives, These business cases should include detailed analysis of
how the initiative will further the AML Strategy as well as a detailed risk assessment of the
initiative.
GPEB has assigned a senior policy analyst, JeffHenderson, to coordinate a review of these
business cases and to work directly with Mr. Ross Alderson (BCLC) to ensure that the
information that is required for decision making is fulsome and clear. This review may also be
informed, where appropriate, by the work being undertaken by MNP r,rp.

i.

Work with GPEB to develop pracesses and opprooches to clorify roles and responsibilities around
AML intelllgenae, anolysis, audit ond compliance activities- This includes considering information
sharing ond access to systems thot support the AML Strategy's elements.

To assist in this process, I have enclosed a malrix with this leffer that reflects, at a high level, the
roles and responsibilities of the police, GPEB and the BCLC with respect to the Gaming Control
Act (GCA) and the Criminal Code oJ'Canada (CCC). Moving forward, GPEB and BCLC need
to ensure their activities are consistent with and adhere to the legislated framework provided. I
expect Mr. Rob Kroeker (BCLC) and Mr. Len Meilleur (GPEB) will work togetherto ensure
both organizations understand their roles and responsibilities with lespect to compliance and
enforcement generally, and in implementing the AML Strategy specifically.

4.

Work with GPEB ond other stakeholders such as FTNTRAC to develop a BCLC public information and
educotion strdtegy and action plan for government's review ond opproval. The plon should include
coordinated messaging about anti-money laundering octivities in gaming facilities, and outline the
requirements, roles ond responsibilities for identification, reportlng, investigation and enforcement.

I propose that our Communications Officer, Niki Pandachuck work with BCLC's
communication unitto develop an AML public irrformation and educatioh communication
$trategy and aetion plan, incorporating the work on roles and responsibilities noted above. GPEB
will also coordinate with Government Communication and Public Engagement (GCPE) to ensure
all communications are consistent with GCPE requirements and have been approved by GCPE.
I would also like to address the additionai issue you raised in yorir letter concerning reports of
high stakes illegal gaming houses in Richmond. GPEB acknowledges your concern about the
impact of these wrlawful activities on both the integrity of gaming and revenue generated
through lawful gaming.

t)
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I would like to assure you that GPEB takes these illegal matters seriously. When gaming service
providers or BCLC report mafters of concem to GPEB, we work with the appropriate police
agencies where there may be criminal matters related to gaming. GPEB is currently exploring
opportunities to further strengthen our relationship with relevant police agencies. As a result, it
is important that BCLC and its service providers continue to firlfill their obligations under the
CCC and GCA and file reports with GPEB and the appropriate police agencies.
be happy to discuss any of the above with you further and look forward to further
collaboration between GPEB and BCLC in delivering the AML Strategy.

I would

Yours sincerely,

John Mazure

General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Bratrch
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Table of Responsibilities and Authorities - GPEE, BCLC, Police Agencies and FIITRAC,

Gamlng Control Act

^9lalas

CCA Investigator and/or
Auditor upon designation

GPEB

of

the general manager.
Special Provinciat Constable
upon rppointment by
provincial director of police

GPE B Investigators have

authority to investigate and
to issue violation tickets in
relation to offences under
the

GCA

services-

Criminal Code of
Canada

Praceeds of Crime

(Monq Laundering)
Tenorist Financlng Act

Authority to irlcstigate and
mforce plovisions of the
CC. but these rvould be
restricted to ganring matters
or mattefs which impact the
integrity of gaming.
GPEB nust notiff local
nolice when doine so.

No aulhority or
resports ibilities

BCLC has lhe authority to

BCLC

No peace ofticer status

invBstigate matters related to
corporate operations.
Monjtor cotnpliance of
gaming services providersMonitor operation of
provincial gaming or horse
racing and tlrc associated
prcmises and hcilities,
Right to refuse entry.

Authority to investigate
mattcrs related to corporate
operations. General nonpeace offrcar powers of
aEes! Bnd protoction of

Desi gnated rspoiling entity

responsible for anti-money
laundering regime at casinos
in the province.

property-

Conduct due diligence
invesiigations in relation to
assisting reporting
recuirement of PCMLFTA.
C*an investigate and issue

Police

FinTRA

c

Polirrc

Ollicer

Financiid Intelligence Unit

violation lickets in relation
to the GCA.

N/A

Full jurisdictional.
enforcement authority. Can
malie aftests, issue
app€ara$ce ilotices,
recommend oharges, etc.

N/A

Jurisdiction to invcstigate
ald enforce larvs reloted to
money laundering and
ptoceeds ofcrime.
Responsible for receiving
and analyzing inlormation
from rcporting entities,
making disclosures to police
on money laundering
offenccs, and regulating and
auditios reportinR entities.
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July 14,2016
Jim Lightbody, CEO and President

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver BC V5M 0,4.6
Deat Mr. Lightbody,

Re: Cash Alternative Proposals and Source of f,'unds
This tetter is in response to the two policy docutnents proposing cash altematives that were
submirted to the Gaming Polioy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) on April 20,2015 by Ross
Alderson of the B.C, Lottery Corporation (BCLC),
Thank you for sharing these documents and I appreciate the work BCLC has undertaken in
preparing these proposals. While there is no requirement for BCLC to seek GPEB approval of
these specific proposals in and of themselves, I appreciate the opportunity to review them and
provicle comment in the broader context of government's anti-money laundering (AML) efforts.
Indeed, BCLC has appropriately characterized both proposals as AML initiatives because they
provide alternatives to cash entering or leaving garning facilities. Fundamental to the success of
these initiatives and B.C.'s AML Strategy as a whole, however, is the need to evaluate the source
of ftlrrds and make a risk-based determination of their legitimacy prior to acceptance,
Due diligence orl source of lirnds resulting from the cash alternatives ptoposed is important to
ensure the AML Strategy is not undermined by providing a means to convert illieit funds. hr the
case ofconvenience cheques, the conver$ion would occur upon provision ofa convenience
cheque by tlre service provider, In the case of,internationetl EFTs, BCLC would be relying
prirnarily on inf'onnation provided to Canadian institutions from a foreign bank and ultimately
the robustness of that country's banking system, their AML legislation and, specifically, that
they will investigate source of funds, The Province has previously provided written direction to
BCLC to establish the source of funds prior to accepting eash at garning facilities:

In the 2$16117 mandate letter to BCLC, the Minister of Finance directed BCLC
provide a quarterly report on implementation of the govemment's AML Strategy,

to

including "implementation of anti-money laundering compliance bestpractices with
appropriate consideration of evaluating the source of wealth and source of funds prior
t<l cash acceptance within a risk basecl framewotk."

Ministry of
Finance

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Office of the Assistant
Doputy Ministei and
General Manager

[,lailing Address:
FO tsOX 931'1 $TN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Tolephone: (250) 387-1301
Facsimits: {250) 387-1S1

I

Locau0n:

Thkd Floor, 91 o Govemment Slreet
Victorla, BC

web:

www. gaming,gov, bc,ca
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2.

The January 2016 letter from John Mazurel General Manager:, GPEB, toJim
Lighthody, CEO and President, BCLC, included the expeetation that "BCLC
itnplement AML best practices with appropriate consideration of evaluating sonrce of
wealth aud source of funds prior to cash acceptance."

3.

In the October 2015lefter from the Honourable Michael cle Jongo Minister of
Finance to Bud $mitho BCLC Board Chair, BCLC was directecl to take the
following aotion in lesponse to the prevalence of large and suspicious cash
transactions: 'Enhance eustomer due diligence to mitigate the risk of money
laundering in British Columbia gaming facilities through the implernentation of AML
compliance best practices inoluding processes for evaluating the source of wealth and
source offunds prior to cash acceptance."

4.

The August 2015 letter from John Maaure, General Manager, GPEB, to Jim
Lightbody, CEO and President, BCITC, asked BCLC to pursue specific activities
related to enhansing the AML Strategy, including: "Develop and implement
additional Customer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and practices con$tructed around
financial industry standards and robust Know Your Custorner (KYC) requirements,
with a focus on identifying source of wealth and funds as integral components to
client risk assessment.. .'?

In providing comments to BCIC on the cash alternative proposals, I understand that FINTRAC
also emphasized the need to establish source of fllnds to ensure the proposed cash alternatives do
not introduce additional risks with respect to money laundering.
To ensure the Province is taking the steps necessary to eliminate the proceeds of crirne from B.C.
gaming facilities and to support the AML Strategy and the integrity of garning in 8.C., BCLC
should co'ntemplate not accepting ftlnds where the source of those funds camot be determined r:r
verified, within a risk-based framework. This approach could include, for exarnple, a source of
funds questionnaire and a threshold amount over which BCLC would require service providers
to refirse to accept unsourced f'unds, or a maximurn number of instances whel'e unsoulced funds
would be accepted from a patron before refusal.

will continue to work with GPEB to support the AML Strategy and the
integrity of gaming in B,C. by evah"rating source of funds prior to acceptance at gaming facilities.
I trust that BCLC

Yours sincerely,

Mazure
Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforeement Braneh

Ministry of Financ,e
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POBOX9311 STNPROVGOVT
Victoria BC VBW 9N1

Attention:

playing it right

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager

Dear Mr. Mazure:

Re: Anti-Money Laundering Matters

-

Cash Alternative Proposals

I write in regard to your letter of July 14, 2016, and further to the two proposals we
provided to you for approval on April 20, 2016 dealing with new non-cash transaction
options at casinos.

74 West Seymour Slreet

Ksmloops, BC VzC lEz

T
F

250.828.s500
250.828.5631

At GPEB's request the proposals were submifted for approval however it is now the
common understanding as between our respective organizations, based on recently
acquired information, that GPEB approval is not required in regard to operational
gaming matters such as these. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for

2940 Virtual Way
Vancouv€c BC VsM 046

taking the time to review and comment on the proposals notwithstanding.

T

ln your lefter you have set out a number of excerpts from earlier correspondence
between you and l, and from the Minister to the BCLC Board Chair, reminding us of
the expectations of BCLC's anti-money laundering regime. I thank you for those
reminders and can assure you that BCLC's obligations under the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) are an ever present top
priority for BCLC. Furthermore, I can confirm that BCLG remains committed to
working with GPEB and FinTMG to ensure our anti-money laundering program is
fully compliant and one of the most robust in the industry. I am very pleased to share
that just recently (June 2016) F|nTRAG completed a comprehensive audit of BCLC's
anti-money laundering program and commented that BCLC was industry leading in its
anti-money laundering efforts.

I appreciate your suggestion that BCLC ensure its new proposals are conducted
within a risk based anti-money laundering framework, and specifically that on a risk
basis source of wealth and source of funds inquiries should form part of that
framework. I can conflrm that source of wealth and source of funds inquiries are in
fact incorporated into the BCLC anti-money laundering program and will apply to the
proposals when implemented along with all the other program elements aimed at
countering money laundering.

With respect to the proposal on electronic funds transfers, you state that ".... BCLC
would be relying primarily on information provided to Canadian institutions from a
foreign bank and ultimately the robustness of that counhy's banking system...".
believe some clarification is required here. BCLG will not be relying on the antimoney laundering efforts of foreign banks. BCLC will, however, be relying to some
extent on the oompliance of Canadian banks with Canadian anti-money laundering
I

laws governing international transfers. Under our proposal, electronic funds transfers

must first be accepted by

a Canadian

bank prior

to being transferred into a

customer's gaming account. BCLC will also subject transactions to its own anti-

F

604.215,0849
604.225.6424
bclc.com
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money laundering measures independent of the Canadian bank's assessment. This
will ensure that foreign transfers are subjected to two layers of anti-money laundering
screening.
Thank you again for taking the time to provide us with your comments and feedback.
Sincerely,

m Lig
President & CEO

Page 2
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Knowyour limit, play within it.
May B,2017

358450

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President

Britisli Colurnbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, B.C. Vslvl 0,{6
Dear:Mr. Lightbody

Rc:

Sourcc of Furrds in B.C. Gambling X'acilities

I arn writing eoncerning the sout'ce of funds coming into B.C, gambling faoilities and to foltow-upon
my July 14,2016le-tter to you. My preyious letterinclu.ded a iemindeiof tlre expectations of the,
piovince with rpspect lo the British Columbia:Lollery Cqrporation (BCLC) gstabtishing patran's
source of funds irr B.C. gambling facilities.. Thisexpectation was set orit in an Octotreil Z0lS letter
frotn the Minister of Finarce to Bud.Snrith, ECLC 6oard cltair, which included the following
direction:
Despite the introduction and promotion"of non-cash qlternatives in gatningfacilities.
through
earlier phases of the
slrategt; I"am'sdvised that [arge and suspttoui cash traniactions
remain prevalent. This siluation mwt be adQressed. ls iirph, BCL1 g directed to ,it"
following ttctions with respect to AML... Eihcince.custome!. due diligence to mitigdte Ihe risk
of money Iaundering in Br{tish CohttTbia gant.ingfacitities through"lhe imsituneitattpn
of
AML compliauce best praotices including processes for evaluatiig.lhe soirce ofwealth and
so;urce offunds pfior to cash acceptalrce,

ildl

tii-

My letter of July 14,2016 also included the suggestion tirat BCLC shoutd consider not accepting
funds where the source of the I'unds cannot be determined or verified, Tlre letter,atso prwided
examples of how such a policy cotild be
:

-

implemented.

'ftre Oaming Poticy and Enfbrcernent Branch (GPEB).has
noted a downward trend in the total dollar
value of cash entering B-C. gambling fagilities thrbugh.suspicious transactions, a""ordin! to
GPEB's data, suspicious cash transaitions, which are liased on reports piovided to GpEB "by service
providers iir accordance with'secfibn 86 of the
Qaming Control Act,have depiinpd from
approximately$177 rnillion in 20t4 to $132 miflion in tOtS and tog72million inZOie,
This is a
significant reduction aud reflects thi nctions taken to daie by.BCLC to reduce iuspicious cash.
However, $72 million is

still a'significa't amount of suspiciirus

cash

/2
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GPEB renrains qoncerhqd by both the large volume qf unsourced cash that continues to enter B.C.
gambling facilities and tlre circu.mstances,under which the cash was accepted as detailed in the
section t6 repo*s, Tlre following infounation was taken frorn section 86 reports during Decetnber
201 6:

.

.
' .

Approximately $2.3 milliqn ofthe $3.8 million aqgepted were $20 bills, often bundled in
e]aStic bands?
:inoidents
in which cash was qbserved to bs delivergd to patrons by a third parcy; and,
l'3
Of 124 suspicious cash transactlqn$ frqm December 201 6, sbrvig'e prgvidets refusgd tlre

transaction on only four ocoasions'
As the amount.of suspibious oash entering garnbling facilities haS decreased, tlre deposit of new
funds into Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts has increased (from_approximately $145 nrillion in
1ew money in 2015 to $186 million in new money in 2016). The shiftfrom cash to non-cash
,alternatives is a kqy.component of theprovlncial.Anti-Vloney Laundeling (AML) Strategy and the
increassd use ofPCF arlcoutrts is en-couraging. '
However, GPEB has sorye new congems with the pofenlial risks presented thtough FCF accounts'
Bank drafts acsountfor virtuatly atl of the new money deposited into PGF accounts ($l 85'of $186
million in 20i 6):and, as the filnds chnnot alwais be aftributed to the patron's own bank accouttt, they.
can present sirnilar risks to unsourced cash. As a result, it is particularly irnportant that thg custpmer
due. ditigence (CDD) being conducted for PGF acoount holders,. bolh at the point of account opening
and through ongoing account monitoring; aligns with the potential ris.k.
GPEB has worked with the Joint lllegal Gaming Investigation Team (JICIT) to develop a new
inifiutive to help address the risks presented by both cash and PGF account'transactions' Tlie
Transaction Asies$ment Team (TAT) is.a,lroposed ilGIT led collaboration that will involve'GPEB,
BALC and law enforcement and focus on lhe toJlection of inteltigence and investigation of
gambling
suspicious transactions. These investigations may result ih recommendations to BCLC and
.Acit
o
ns.
g
n
saJrcti
regardi
sonsi
derqtion
fof
providers
.p4trgn
ity serv ice
take tlre
BCLCT$ A0l ?/1g mandate letter fiom tlre Minister of Finance irrolucles direction for BCLC to
ioito*ing urtions in continLling to support govemment in tlte implernentatior ol" its AML Strategy

of related illegal activities:
t6ndertqke activiiiei to'eniw'e'tke Corporation's cotnplinnce rpgine is.foqtwed.on
p
preserving the integrigt and reputatioi of B.C"s gaming induslry 17u Orblic inlerest;

and mitigatidn

;

..
.
.

'Work

eollaboratiuilywith GPEB io determitte and implenrcnt ftrcasiil'es that ffictively
contbat money laundering and illegal activities in BC gamblingJhcilities;
Coliecting end sJiaring infonnation and dalawith OFEB lhat qupporls trt.tosure'e to
" aildt.ess *o:r"y taund.irnig in B.C, gamingfacilities, illegal garuing in the pxtvince, dnd
JIGIT oPerations;. and
of
Enhqniing AW best pl)actices with appropriate cortsidewtion of evalualing sow'ce
risk'basedframuwork'
funds priir to cash aiceptance u'ithin a
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I would lilce to aclcrrowledge flre work ihat BCt C has done to reduce the acpeptance of trnsourced
caslr arid shift patrons to non-caslr alteruatives, Despite this.good wofk, furthgr action is still requirrd
to mitigate the rislc plescnted by the prooeeds of ciime ent ring B.C. gambling facilities. This risk is
nof timited (o unsoutced cash or bank dr.aft deposits into PGF acoounts. It is important that the
plovincial AMI- Strategy concinues fo evolve to address any nery risk of the proceeds of crime
entering ts,C. gambling facilities and undermining the integrity of B.C.'s gambling industry.

I atn intetesl.ed irr receiving an update on lrow BCLC!s de.segmentaiion process is progressing
through the itnplementation of the SAS tool whibh was described by BCLC as a riew AML
infonnatiotr techrrology systern used to strearnlin'e processes to meet the rrew FINTRAC
requiremenh. Expected results wete to includb.iucreased capacity, improved accuracy, bgttei
reporting nnd identification of high-risk persons, and the ability to highlight patterns of activity using
data analyrics.
'l'he need for a sustained effort to lnitigate risk is oonsistent
with BCLC's20lZ/18 mandate"tetter,
speoifically tlre direction by the Minister to unclertake activities to ensur'e BCI*Ci.s compliilnce regime
is Focused on preserving the integrify aud reputation.of B,C:'s gambting-industry in the
interest,

iublic

To diaintain a sustained.efforr irr rislc mitigation', I expect BCLC, GPEB and law enforcernent to
work collaborativplY and proactively to detefrnine and irnplernent appropriate 4nd specific'measures
that effectively lceep proceeds of crime out of B,C. gambling facilitles. th*.proposid TAT provides
an opportu;tlty for: t[is type of collaboration.

I trust that BCLC wiJl continue to work together with GPEB te rnaintain the sustained effort required
to supportthe provincial AML strategy and protect rhe inregrity of g.ambling jn B.C.
Y ours sincerely,

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Ministe r and Ceneial Manager:
Garning Policy and Enforcement, Branch
Ministry of Financc

CC;

Cheryl Wenezenlci -Yo I I and, Associate Dep uty Min i ster
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Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
3rd Floor - 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3

Attention:

bw$w
i$ighl
playing

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister

Dear John:

Re: Your Letter Dated May 8, 2017

7,.1

I write in response to your letter of May 8, 2017, which references various aspects of

BCLC's anli-money laundering program.

I

very much appreciate your offer of

enhanced cooperation and support for BCLC's anti-money laundering efforis.
With respecl to your inquiries about BCLC's coordination and collaboration with police
generally and the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team (JlGlT) specifically, I can
advise yoiJ that since the date. of the team's inception BCLC has made collaborating
with and supporting their efforts a top priority. This is in addition to the $3 rnillion
dollars per year BCLC has committed to JIGIT funding. Reports back to BCLC from
the Officer-in*Charge of JIGIT and others have commended BCLC for the very high
level of collaboration and support BCLC's AML Department have provided to JlGlT.
Morg specifically, I can advise you BCLC has held on sate training and orientation
sessions with a number of members from JIGIT to ensure they have a strong working
knowledge of BCLCIs gaming operations, AML program, type of data collected, and

our transaction analysis abilities. Additionally,

I can advise

that the Director of

BCLC's AML Department is in frequent communication with the OIC JlGlT, and in
some circumstances daily communication.

ln regard to support of police efforts more generally, please be reminded that it was
BCLC's analysis of transactions and other operatlonal gaming data that led to the
identification of a key suspect associated to illegal gaming operations in the Lower
Mainland. Further, it was BCLC's complaint to the police and briefing on BCLC's
analysis that provlded the information that allowed the police to begin to target'that
suspect. Prior to BCLC's action on that rnatter, the activities of a suspected major
illegal gaming crime figure appear to have gone undetected, On a broader note, in
2014 BCLC initiated and executed an information sharing agreernentwith the RCMP
an unprecedented anti-money laundering measure in Canada, When JIGIT was set
up in 2016 BCLC immediately initiated a review of the existing information sharing
agreement. That review resulted in updates to the agreement which ensured BCLC
could provide support to JIGIT's efforts. The creation of the agreement in the fir:st
tnstance was an impoflant addition to BCLC's AML piogram. The agreement enabled
a more strategic level of coordination between BCLC and police across the province.
One outcome of the agreement is that it has allowed BCLC to identify individuals and
their associates Involved in or linked to organized crime and proactively ban those
individuals from casinos across the province. Because of this unique cooperative
effort between BCLC and police, 260 individuats have been banned from provincial

-
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gaming sites helping to ensure our facilities remain free frorn criminal influences and are safe for the
public.

, You have asked for an update on our

efforts to increase the sophistication and capabilities of BCLC's
AML program through softwaro tools and data analytics. SAS, an AML and business intelligence
software solution, is going through the linal stages of being brought on-line this very week. The SAS
solution is utilized by a number of Canada's largest banks in their AML programs. We understand
BCLC's implementation of SAS is the first in the world in the gaming industry. Note however that SAS is
only one of a number of software and web-based solutions BCLC emptoys in its AML program. We have
also augmenled oui program with other solutions that have emerged in the last year. As I am certain you
can appreciate, the functioning of BCLC's AML program and use of automated solutions results in a multifacetted program, a description of which is beyond what can be meaningfully covered here. I would be
pleased to arrange a technical briefing, at a time convenient to you, on the automated solutions employed
and how ths technology supports our AML efforts.

ln your correspondence, you make inguiries about source of funds. BCLC's anti-money laundering
program incorporates both source of funds and source of wealth determinations. Moreover, our antimgney laundering program employs comprehensive custorner due diligence and customer on-going
monitoring prooedures. Tens of millions dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLO's
program and 131 customers have been placed on buy-in restrictjons. BCLC's entire anti-mohey
laundering regime was recently audited by the federal Financiql Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of Canada (FinTRAC). This was the most comprehensive r:eview of BCLC's program to date wiih
upwards of six dedicated FinTRAC anti-money laundering and terrorist financing experts reviewing every
aspect of its' program. FinTRAe found that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant
with all customer due diligence, transaction and on-going monitori4g requirements but also provided
feedback to us to the effect that BCLC's program was the leader in the sector. In addition to FinTMC
audits, BCIC is required under federal law to have an independent audit and assessment of its antimoney laundering progltrm completEd once every two years. BCLC has just completed the seleciion and
engagement process for that aud'rt for 2017. BCLC has selected a prominent international audit firm to
conduct the work, To help address your comments we wllt ensure that BCLC's customer due diligence,
transaction handling (including source of funds and wealth proceduies) and customer on-going
monitoring procedures are specifically reviewed during the audit. As is our standard practice, BCLC will
share the results of the audit with GPEB once completed later this year.

You express concerns about instances where casino customers present $20 dollar denomination bank
notes wrapped in elastic bands, and I agree that caution is needed in these circumstances. When this

of BCLC's customer due diligence procedures, BCLC makes
inquires around the source of funds and other factors refevant to the transaction. ln more than one case
BCLC has determined that the $20 bank notes originated from a registered money services business
(MSB), Upon further inquiries, BCLC determined that MSBs often issue $20 bank notes because that
denomination makes up the vast majority of Canadian currency in circulation. Further, BCLC has learned
it is a fairly standard praclice for an MSB to bundle large numbers of bank noles, of any denomination,
with elastic bands as that is simply the most practical way for them to handle the money, As a result of
inquiries, and despite initially appearing suspicibus, follow-up inquiries in some cases have pointed to
nothing unloward- Having said ihat i can assure you we will remain vlgilant on thjs front and welcome any
addjtional information or suppott GPEB can provide.
type of circumstance occurs, as part

Linked to source of funds, y.ou raise concerns about bank drafts and specifically the mechanics behind
transactions between a bank and its customer where a bank draft is issued, BCLC does accept bank
drafts from Canadian banks and credit unions (both of which are reporting entities under Canadlan anti.
money laws and who are required to have comprehensive and eifective anti-money laundering programs)
where customer due diligence has been completed and the custorner holds a casino account, BCLC has
no line of sight into a casino customer's bank accounts or any other financial services provided to a

Page 2
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customer by a financial institution. White BCLC has had some discussions with financial institutions
around the sharing of information in furtherance of anti-rnoney laundering, financial institutions generally
are not receptive to the sharing of their customer and commercial banklng information with BCLC for the
obvious privacy and commercial reasons. BCLC does make inquiries of its customers in relation to bank
drafts however, not being an enforcement agency BCLC's powers to cqnduct these inquiries are quite
limited, Ultimately, BCLC has no means and no authority to require banks to disclose how a bank's
customer conducjs its business with the bank. GPEB and the police, however, dg have access to court
processes including search warrants and production orders which allow you to compel the disclosure of
financial information and conduct much more in-depth inquiries than BCLC is permitted to do. We
understand that through this type of work GPEB has concluded that some bank drafts are suspect - as
you have noted in your letter. BCLC relies entirely on GPEB and the poliqe to advise it where there are
suspicions around a bank's conduct in the issuance of bank drafts. ln fact, several weeks ago GPEB
advised BCLC that as many as 10 casino customers were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank
drafts at Canadian banks. BCLC asked GPEB to provide the names of those customers so that BCLC
couid immediately ban the customers in question pursuant to its authority in section 92 of the Gaming
Control Act. BCLC has no tolerance for money laundering or any other illeEal activity and wishes to

protect its facilities, staff and the integrity of gaming. We have not yet received the names of the
customers involved from GPEB. I would welcome you doing anything you can to expedite BCLC being
provided the names of customers in question so that w6 can get them out and keep them out of our
gaming sites.

I am seeking your assistanoe on one additional item. ln rny letter to you of September 16, 2015, I
reported that our staff, as well as those of our service providers, were receiving reports from casino
customers of high stakes illegal gaming houses being operaled in the lower mainland. Through open
source analysis, we Were even able to provide at least one possible address. Our customers continue to
report these illegal gaming houses remain operatin!, I would appreciate receiving any information you
can share around what action has been taken in response to these reports and whether any illegal
gaming houses have been located and shuldown.

We remain futly committed to keeping all illegal activiiies out of our gaminE facilities and look fonrard to
GPEB's continued support of our effsrts.

cc:

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
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Ministry of ,Attomey General
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Attention:

John Mazurc
Assistant Deputy Minister

bala
playing h right

Dear John:

Re: New Anti-Monev Launderinq lnitiatives
I am writing further to the meeting on October 23, 2017 with the Attomey General.
As you are aware, at that meeting BCLC put fonrvard three new initiatives to our
money laundering controls which we would like to begin to implement immediately
and for which the Attomey General expressed support.
One of these three new controls requires GPEB and BCLC to work in collaboration. I
am writing you to formally request that GPEB amend the Terms of Registration of all
service providers who offer table games to require each service provider to name and
appoint, in writing, a Chief Compliance Officer who shall:

report directly to the CEO, President, relevant commiftee chsir of the Board of
Directors, or beneficial owner of the service provider as applicable;
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hold credentials related to anti-money money laundering requirements, and/or
have considerable experience in a role responsible for managing and overseeing
an anti-money laundering program under Ganadian law;

be granted (evidenced by written company policy) the unfettered authority to
provide operational direction related to anti-money laundering to any part of the
seMce provider's business which must be complied with and may only be
modified or ovenidden in writing by the CEO, President, Board of Directors or
beneficial owner of the service provider.

This ohange will increase the compliance focus and capabilities within service
providers at the highest levels and provide a much olearer line of responsibility within
seMce providers for compliance. GPEB's addition of this to its Terms of Registration
will give regulatory support and force to this requirement and support BCLC's contract
terms and polieies related to compliance.

With respect to timing, we ask that GPEB take this action immediately and allow
service providers 60 days to implement the change.
I

would appreciate a response from you on this initiative at your earliest convenience.

Yours truly?

/Afw^/
/l.timugntnoq{

/ President &'cEo
oc:

File
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November 27,2017

542708

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Iottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver B.C. V5M 0A6
Dear Mr. Lightbody
Re: New Anti-Money Laundering Initiatives

I

am writing to respond to your October 27,2017 letter regarding your request for the Gaming Policy
and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) to amend the Terms of Registration of all service providers who
offer table games as a new initiative to control money laundering. You suggested in your letter that
these service providers be required to name and appoint, in writing, a Chief Compliance Offrcer, and
outlined three requirements for this position.

You provided

a broad description of the benefits of implementing this requiremenq including
increased compliance capabilities of service providers and clarity with respect to responsibility for
compliance. GPEB is supportive of initiatives that increase service providers' compliance capacity
with respect to anti-money laundering.

Although GPEB supports the intent, conditions of gaming services provider registration under the
Gaming Control Act are not the appropriate mechanism for requiring service providers to appoint a
Chief Compliance Officer, setting out the reporting relationship for that position within a company,
and specifring *re credentials that the individual must hold.
Under Section 7 of the Gaming Control Act, BCLC is responsible for the conduct and management
of gaming in B.C. and has the authority to enter into agreements with registered gaming service
providers. BCLC enters into Operating Service Agreements with service providers under this
authority and this may be an appropriate place for BCLC to implement staffing requirements for
service providers, including the requirement for a Chief Compliance Officer for service providers
who offer table games.
/2
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-zAdditionally, tnlere are anti-money laundering requirements for casinos under the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Acl, including the requirement to establish a
compliance regime and to appoint a Compliance Officer. The Guidelines provided by the Financial
Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) recognizes that not all individuals
and entities operate under the same circumstances, and therefore, their compliance regime will have
to be tailored to fit their individual needs considering the nature, size and complexity of their
operations.

I would like to reiterate GPEB's support for BCLC initiatives that strengthen gaming servrce
providers' compliance with anti-money laundering requirements. However, a condition of service
provider registration under the Gaming Control Act is not the appropriate mechanism for requiring
service providers to employ a Chief Compliance Officer and speci$ring conditions of employment.
Should you have any questions or concems, please contact me.

Yours sincerely,

John Mazure

Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Ministry of Attomey General
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BCLC's Anti-Money
Launderi ng Program
Changing the conversation on AML
Ministry of Finance Presentation
January 2015
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Part of the solution
a

BCLC has and continues to build a robust anti-money
laundering program

a

BCLC sees an opportunity to communicate proactively
about its commitment to safety, security and anti-money
laundering compliance - and change the conversation.

a

BCLC and GPEB are committed to working
collaboratively on AML moving fonruard

- Want to equip the Minister and spokespeople with the
right information

3
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What is Money Laundering?
a

a

Money laundering. any act, or attempted act, to disguise the
source of money derived from criminal activity to be used legally.

Three recognized stages in the money laundering process:

Placement involves placing the proceeds of crime in the
financial system.

Layering involves converting the proceeds of crime into
another form and creating complex layers of financial
transactions to disguise the audit trail and the
source/ownership of funds.

lntegration involves placing the laundered proceeds back

in

the economy to create the perception of legitimacy.

4
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Background
Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act (PCMLTFA) introduced in 1998
Led to the creation of Financial Transactions and
Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) in
2000.

BCLC must report both large-cash transactions and
disbursements over $1 0,000, foreign exchanges
over $3,000 and all "suspicious" transactions, within
30 days.
FINTRAC uses this information to identify patterns
and gather evidence of potential money laundering.
It shares this data with law enforcement, which often
requests data on persons or companies.

5
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Reporting
o

FINTRAC administers/regulates the legislation.

o

BCLC's reporting process:

- All unusual transactions must be immediately reported
to GPEB under section 86 of the

Ga

ming Control Act

BCLC reviews the incident and, if substantiated, files a
suspicious transaction report to FINTRAC within 30 days
o

6

FINTRAC uses this information to identify patterns and
gather evidence of potential money laundering. lt shares
this data with law enforcement, which often requests data
on persons or companies.

bale
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Regulation changes
o

2014: Federal Minister of Finance increased regulatory
requirements to go beyond directing entities to report in a
risk based environment - they now provide direction on
who/how to monitor.

o

2015: federal legislation expanded to include reporting and
identification regulations with respect to eGaming.

O

7

BCLC has robust AML and anti-fraud protections in place
for eGaming and has been voluntarily submitting suspicious
transactions to FINTRAC for several years.

bale
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Gasinos account for a small

oh of FINTRAG

reports

28

Contribution of Large Cash Transaction Reports

2010-2011 2011-2012
Financial entities

97.368%

2012-2013

97.344o/o

97 .319o/o

Casinos

1.9610/o

1

.9260/o

2.007o/o

Money service business

0.6670/o

0.721o/o

0.668%

0.0001%

0.0002o/o

Life insurance

0.0001%

BC notaries

Gontribution of Suspicious Transaction Reports

2010-2011 2011-2012

2012-2013

Financial enti ies

58.36

57.13o/o

47 .42o/o

Money service business

34.94%

36.640/o

46.24o/o

Casinos

6.21%

5.85%

5.83o/o

Llfe insurance

0.01o/o

0.01o/o

0.06%

BC notaries

0.04o/o

0.01o/o

6
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Gash Alternative Use lncreasing
o

a

2

Many cash alternatives in place

Ongoing promotion to patrons
behaviour
Cashless Methods

Debit Gard at Cage

2nd

- changing consumer

Quarter 2014

2nd

Quarter 2015

$7,341,622

$9,030,506

$149,423

$1S1 ,996

Total PGF Deposits

$1 19,436,059

$139,527 ,645

ATM, Gredit Card &
Global Gash
Total Cash Removed

$246,857,117

$259,035,620

$373,784,221

$407,745,767

Gonvenience Gheques

Total Gash Removed in FY 2015: $895,118,605
I
8C1C0004410.09

BCLG's Compliance Regime
BCLC has a robust anti-money laundering program with
significant investments in technology, trainingo and

certification.
ln September 2013, a dedicated unit was formed to oversee
BCLC's AML compliance regime.

This unit has five members: a Director, an AML Specialist, a
Manager of Cash Alternatives and Special Projects, as well as
two intelligence analysts, reporting directly to the VP of
Corporate Security and Compliance.
BCLC's AML unit works closely with both internal and external
stakeholders to implement the various aspects of the regime
and ensure reporting requirements are met.

10
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BCLC's AML program
BCLC is committed to making facilities safe and secure.
Through an information shafpg agreement with police,
BCLC-has already barred 103 people who have known
criminal ties or mby be a threat to public safety.

.
.

Onsite AML tools include:
iKiosks (used to screen anyone appearing und er 25)
License Plate Recognition
Gaming security officers at entrances/on the floor
Extensive electronic surveillance
Facial Recognition Technology rolling out at all facilities
SAS: new business intelligence software (spring 2016)

11
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AML program in action
a

Gaming Floor AML tools include:
Patrons are not allowed to exchange small
denomination bills for large denomination bills
Cheques are clearly marked as a verified win or as a
"return of funds that are not gaming winnings"
Chip passing on the casino floor is forbidden
Casino chips may only be used at a single property
Cash alternatives are promoted i.e. debit cards,
convenience cheques, Patron Gaming Fund accounts

BCLC lnternal Audit Seruices reviews Large Cash
Transactions on a tri-weekly basis
12
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Call to Action
a

Expansion of convenience cheque issuing limits

- Currently capped at $10,000
Patrons with large sums of casfi = public safety risk

BCLC's Sauder School of Business class currently
developing business cases for cash alternatives
a

13

Approval of proactive communications plan

bala
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AML Communications PIan
a

o

Change the conversation - BCLC, GPEB &
Government are part of the solution
Position Rob Kroeker as a subject-matter-expert on
AML with presentations/publications including
editorial board technical briefings

a

Media outreach via editorial board presentations

o

Source third-party validation from project partners

14

balc
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Ouestions?

15
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BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering Program

ISSUE:

BCLC has a leading Anti-Money Laundering program that is currently
undergoing robust enhancements that make it best-in-class, federally
compliant and solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in B.C.
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Briefino Document
DATE

PREPARED:

January 5,2015

TITLE:

BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering Program

ISSUE:

BCLC has a leading Anti-Money Laundering program that is currently
undergoing robust enhancements that make it bestin-class, federally
compliant and solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in B.C.

BACKGROUND:
ln the 2014115 Government Letter of Expectations, BCLC renewed our commitment to
enhance our anti-money laundering (AML) programs in place, including developing and
promoting cash alternatives, leading an AML working group, enhancing AML analytical
capacity and delivering enhanced due diligence as required by FINTRAC. ln addition, in
the lnternal Audit and Advisory Services Review of BCLC released December 17,2014,
AML programs were identified as an important area of focus for BCLC and partners at
the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB). BCLC and GPEB are committed
to working collaboratively on AML efforts.
Following the 2010 review of AML measures at gaming facilities, the Province launched
an Anti-Money Laundering Strategy focused on reducing the reliance on cash, aimed at
minimizing the opportunity for money laundering to take place. Since then, there has
been significant progress in providing traceable cash alternatives at gaming facilities in
B.C. ln 2013114, almost one quarter of funded play in B.C. gaming facilities was
generated through Patron Gaming Funds accounts, debit and ATM transactions and
other non-cash instruments. The use of these alternative options continues to grow as
BCLC works to change consumer behaviour. See Appendix 1 for a comparison of use
of cash alternatives in Fiscal Year 2013 and 2014.
Even with these commitments and improvements, B.C. gaming facilities continue to be
challenged by a negative and inaccurate perception, primarily by media and critics, that
casinos are vulnerable to large-scale money laundering and other criminal activities.
The media often report with incorrect or incomplete information and rely on selfdescribed experts to provide commentary.
BCLC wishes to change this conversation and provide fact-based information on AML
policies and procedures currently in place at B.C. gaming facilities.
DISGUSSION:
Money laundering is defined as taking the proceeds of crime and making them appear
legal or having come from a legitimate source. There are three recognized phases:

o
o

Placement involves placing the proceeds of crime in the financial system.
Layering involves converting the proceeds of crime into another form and creating
complex layers of financial transactions to disguise the audit trail and the source and
ownership of funds.

cPE84109.0003
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a

lntegration involves placing the laundered proceeds back in the economy to create
the perception of legitimacy.

ln 2000, the introduction of the Praceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist
Financing Act (PCMLTFA),led to the creation of Canada's independent financial
intelligence unit: Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC). Casinos are one of many sectors such as banks, life insurance companies,
securities dealers, etc. that must report cash transactions over $10,000 and suspicious
transactions to FINTRAC.

As is the case with all reporting entities under FINTRAC legislation, BCLC, in
cooperation with our Service Providers, plays an important role in providing information
to FINTRAC. BCLC's reporting forms part of a larger data trail gathered from all
reporting entities. FINTRAC uses that information to identify patterns and gather
evidence of potential money laundering and shares this data with law enforcement.
Players who use large sums of cash to play at B.C. casinos do not play anonymously.
Under FINTRAC regulations, BCLC (through our Service Providers) is required to
collect photo identification and details of name, address, occupation and source of
wealth whenever a player completes a transaction (or series of transactions in a single
day) of $10,000 or more (the threshold for a Large Cash Transaction). The transaction
and player information is then reported to FINTRAC.

All unusual transactions must be immediately reported to GPEB under section 86 of the
Gaming Control Act. Unusual transactions generally include the majority of large cash
transactions (over $10,000). Following the reporting, BCLC then reviews the incident
and, if substantiated, must file a suspicious transaction report to FINTRAC within 30
days.

The policies and procedures in place significantly reduce the potentialfor money
laundering to occur. Further, the high levels of security and surveillance make casinos
less desirable locations for criminal activity. Lawyer Christine Duhaime, a leading expert
in anti-money laundering, considered the potentialfor money laundering in all sectors
and has said, "studies show that deposit-taking institutions (e.9. chartered banks, credit
unions, caisse populaires and trust companies) and not casinos, present the greatest
money laundering risk and outnumber all other laundering vehicles combined."l
Data obtained from FINTRAC indicates between 2010 and 2013 in 8.C., 97 percent of
large cash transaction reports were submitted by financial entities; 1.96 percent were
submitted by casinos. ln that same timeframe, financial entities and money services
business submitted for 93.5 percent of suspicious transaction reports; casinos
submitted 5.9 per cent of suspicious transaction reports.

I Christine Duhaime, Money laundering at casinos
201

l)

-

setting the record straisht www.duhaimelaw.com (April 20,

cPEB4109.0004
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BGLC's AML programs
BCLC and our service providers are committed to AML, with measures in place focused
on: policies and procedures; investigations; technology; and security & surveillance.

Policies and procedures:

.
.
.
.

Play is not anonymous, with photo lD and other personal details collected;
lf a player buys in with a large amount of cash, they receive cash back in the same
denomination and any cheque issued is clearly marked as a verified win or as a
"return of funds that are not gaming winnings".
Players are not allowed to exchange small denomination bills for large denomination
bills and they cannot pass chips on the casino floor.
Casino chips may only be used at a single property. They cannot be redeemed at
any facility other than where they were initially purchased.

lnvestigations:

.

.
o
o
.

BCLC has an information-sharing agreement with the RCMP, which provides
information to initiate proactive bans of individuals with organized crime/gang links,
those identified as a threat to public safety or who are involved in criminal conduct
likely to generate proceeds of crime. To date, BCLC has banned 58 individuals from
all gaming facilities in B.C, with an additional 21 pending police approval.
A proactive 14 day investigation and barring procedure for undesirable activity such
as very large-cash buy-ins or chip swapping which provides BCLC's investigators
time to review cases and determine if a ban is appropriate.
Every facility-based gaming worker must complete BCLC's anti-money laundering
training with a refresher course every two years and additional management training
New investigators are selected using the Justice lnstitute of B.C. lnvestigative
Aptitude tool and existing staff are certified with industry-recognized gold standard
training from the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists.
BCLC has assembled a dedicated AML team with robust analytical capacity.

Technology

.
o

o

BCLC has purchased new business intelligence software from a leading provider to
financial institutions, including three of Canada's five big banks.
The software, currently being customized, will allowfor a scalable and auditable
case management system (fully rolled out by March 2015) that automatically
monitors patrons by name, date of birth and business relationships against a variety
of global watch lists and creates and sorts alerts by risk priority. The majority of this
automated work is currently being done manually by BCLC investigators.
The software will support a 360 degree view of a customer's risk profile and will set
the benchmark for other jurisdictions in North America.

Security & Surveillance

.

There are multiple layers of security and surveillance to monitor activity on the
gaming floor and at facility entrances, including:
iKiosks used to screen anyone appearing under age 25
License Plate Recognition for self-excluded or banned individuals

o
o

GPE84109.0005
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o Gaming Security officers and surveillance personnel
BCLC will be rolling out Facial Recognition technology across allfacilities
o Recent improvements (such as 3D capabilities) now make it a viable
option for facilities
o Estimated 92-95% detection rate
o Enhances FINTRAC compliance by helping to track individuals who visit
o

multiple casinos and conduct transactions just under the reporting
threshold.
Will help in the identification of self-excluded, banned and undesirable
individuals

Communication
ln order to build understanding of BCLC's commitment to anti-money laundering and an
overall safe and secure gaming environment, BCLC plans to proactively communicate
its program to help dispel myths and misinformation. By being transparent, BCLC will
demonstrate its confidence in the systems we have in place.
BCLC's goal is to change the conversation around AML and security in B.C. gambling
facilities and illustrate that BCLC, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch and
Government are part of the solution. BCLC is looking to position Brad Desmarais, VicePresident Corporate Security and Compliance, as a subject-matter expert on AML and
will be looking at publications and events for Brad to get the message out in 2015.
BCLC is also proposing technical briefings to editorial boards. ln addition, BCLC is
working with the Gaming Security Professionals of Canada to commission a whitepaper
on AML that would put AML efforts in casinos in perspective in terms of moneylaundering as a larger issue. Additional tactics such as player-facing communications
and outreach to other third-party validators is also being explored.

The key messages for BCLC's AML communications plan are
a

BC's gaming industry is part of the solution to reporting on and identifying potential
criminal activity. The reports we file create a data and intelligence trail for FINTRAC
and police to identify patterns and criminal activities.

a

We have a robust anti-money laundering program in B.C. with ongoing significant
investments in technology, training and certification.

a

Safety and security are our number one priority. Through an information sharing
agreement with police we have already barred 58 people who have known criminal
ties or may be a threat to public safety.

The proactive AML Communications plan is tentatively set to begin in early 2015

GPE84109.0006
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Appendix 1 - Gash Alternatives
Cashless Methods
Debit Cage
Convenience Cheques
Total PGF Deposits
Existing Methods
Total Cash Removed

r
r

2nd

Quarter 2014
$7,341,622
$149,423
$119,436,059
$246,857,117
$373,784,221

2nd

Quarter 2015
$9,030,506
$151 ,996
$139,527,645
$259,035,620
$407,745,767

Existing Methods include: ATM, Global Cash and Credit Card
Total Cash Removed FY2015 (All Methods)
$895,118,605

-
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To:
From:
Sent

Suzanne RowleyPersonal information
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 2015-05-28 8:35:44 PM
Sutfect Fw: Renewal Strategy Presentation for Ministry Meeting
Renewal- Strateoic Plan AH.potx

Suzanne,
Please print out for me this afternoon.

Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network

From: Susan Dolinski
Sent: Thursday, May 28,20t5 1:29 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody; Suzanne Rowley
Cc: Amanda Hobson; Richard Fenster

Subject: Renewal Strategy Presentation for Ministry Meeting

HiJim,
We've developed the attached deck for our discussion tomorrow and subsequent meeting with the Ministry.
ln addition, we thought we should discuss our overall approach and purpose. Some thought starters:
V What is the outcome or opportunity we have by presenting the strategic plan? What are we driving
toward?
V How does the work on the CCR and Commission Projects and Crown Review fit into the Strategic
Plan? Are they connected or separate?
V How can we use the strategic plan to demonstrate we are doing our part and onside with Govt's
priorties? Does it go far enough?
Look forward to the discussion.
Susan

Susan Dolinski
Vice Presiden! Social Responsibility & Communications
BCLC

2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 0A6
Personal information

1
bclc.com

Last year, more than 51 billion generated by BCLC gambling supported health care, education and community groups

across B.C.
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Renewal
BCLC's Stnategic Plan

May 26,2A15
Presentaticn to Ministry of Finance

bela
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Renewal: BCLC's Strategic Plan
Overview
1. Background

2. 2015116 Strategy Overview
3.

Risks and Mitigation Strategies

4. Options to Maximtze Net lncome
5. Conclusion

2
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Background
Date

Event

Redacted by

BC

Public lnterest lmmunity

January
2014

New BCLC leadership team assessed Business Optimization in current
environment and developed a strategic plan, incorporating revenue
projections into 5 year forecast and Service Plan for all products and
programs, including those identified under Business Optimization

October

Briefing Document indicated that BCLC's revised business strategy
projected net income growth of $272M from 20111121o 2016117, not
$300M+ and committed to delivering a revised business strategy that will
account for only the viable initiatives that werb previously identified under
Business Optimization
2015116 Mandate Letter directed BCLC to present Treasury Board with a
detailed business case and risk assessment for Business Optimization

2AM

December
2014
March 2015

April 2015
5

BCLC had a record year, exceeding net income target by > $60M
BCLC delivered revised Business Strategy to government

bele
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Strategy Overview

Our Vision
Gambling is widely embraced as exceptional
e ntertai n ment for ad u lts.

4
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Strategy Overview

Our winning aspiration:
"We make it fun to be an adult."

Under the four corporate goals of Player, People,
Public, and Profit as outlined in our 2015116 Service
Plan, BCLC's strategic focus will be in the areas of
Content, Distribution, Reputation and B2B.

5
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16 Strategy Overview

1. CONTENT
Leverage expansive distribution channels to offer new, relevant

gambling content

6

whv

Retain core players and broaden the player base

Key lnitiatives

GMS, High Limit Table Games Strategy, property
differentiation and marketing, Casino
Commission Review, PlayNow Sportsbooks, new
LottoMax & PlayNow games, GameSense

KPls

Player" Satisfaction, Net

Win Per Capita

bale
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16 Strategy Overview

2. DISTRIBUTION
Keep pace with population growth and shopping trends
providing new touch points to make our products more

accessible

7

whv

Retain core players and broaden the player base

Key lnitiatives

Kamloops casino, Salmon Arm CGC, Vancouver
casino, South Vancouver lsland casino, new
Lottery retail partners, LottoExpress, Moblle
PlayNow

KPls

Player Participatio,n, Net Win Per Capita

bale
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Strategy Overview

REPUTATION
BCLC must continually earn its social license to operate. This
includes managing and operating the business with integrity,
transparency, stable systems, cost management, and the

promotion of responsible gambling

whv

Broad based public support

Key lnitiatives

AML, BCLC 30, GameSense Effectiveness,
Community Engagement, CSR Charter,
Kamloops Engagement, Plan for Public Health
and Gambling

KPIs

I

I Public Recognition of Positive Contributions,
Publ ic Perceptions of Transparency

bele
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Strategy Overview

4. B2B
BCLC has invested in innovation and owns a number of
tucrative assets that other jurisdictions are interested in

purchasing or licensing

I

why

Revenue Growth

Key lnitiatives

PlayNow Alberta, LottoExpress National,
GameSense

KPls

Net lncome, Comprehensive Cost Ratio

bale
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Risks and Mitigation Strategies

10

3

RISK

MITIGATION STRATEGY

Mature markets: Major game
categories (slots, lotto)
representing 90% of total
contribution margin have flat
growth rates

BCLC must support and enhance
core products while diversifying
through new and innovative
content to broaden player base
and attract light/moderate players

Market Saturation: 90% of BC
adults live within a 30 minute
drive from a casino

Shift focus from property
development to property
enhancement

Service Provider
Concentration: Two Service
Providers deliver 77o/o of the
casino net win. Five properties in
the Lower Mainland generate
50o/o of net win.

Closely manage partnerships and
review contracts and commission
structure to ensure appropriate
and effective incentives and
accountabilities

bale
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Risks and Mitigation Strategies
RISK

3

MITIGATION STRATEGY

Evolving Consumer Preferences: BCLC Focus on customer understanding and
delivery of new and innovating content
may not be able to keep pace with
evolving consumer preferences.

Aging Player Base: BCLC's player base
is aging with decreasing disposable
income. Younger players do not find
BCLC products relevant.

Actively collaborate with other
Canadian jurisdictions on related
research initiatives and development of
new national lottery games

BCLC continues to engage the public
Low Public Awareness: 38o/o of British
Columbians claim to be knowledgeable of through respectful and effective
how gaming proceeds are used.

't1

communications that properly inform all
parties on actions, decisions and public
communications.
vlrtv
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Risks and Mitigation Strategies
RISK

MITIGATION STRATEGY

Rising Costs: Direct costs are

Continuously seek efficiency
improvements in other areas of the
business, implementing best
practices such as zero based
budgeting

growing faster than net win due to
popularity of high-limit table games.
Growing compliance and audit
requirements and legacy system
replacement.

Delayed Benefits Realization: New
opportunities take time to realize
benefits (PlayNow, GMS, Table
Game Commission changes)

12

3

Focus on the long-term future of the
corporation while carefully managing
operations in the short term

bala
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Options to Maxi mize Net lncome
Two Basic Strategies to Maxi mize Net lncome

.
.

lncrease Top Line Revenue
Manage Expenses

Methodologies Adopted by BCLC

.
.
a

13

'

tDA^

Zero Based Budgeting
Quarterly Business lnitiative lntake
Quarterly Net lncome Re-Forecasting

bala
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Conclusion: Renewal
Faced with shifting market, economic, and industry
forces that contribute to a maturing market and
rapidly evolving player preferences, BCLC must
renew the business so that we can continue to
deliver over $1 billion in net income to Government
that funds programs for British Columbians. ln
response to this, BCLC's strategy outlines risks and
related mitigation strategies, options to maximtze net
income, and is aligned with the 2015116 Mandate
Letter as well as the Taxpayers Accountability
Principles.

14
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DATE PREPARED: January 22,2017

TITLE:

Anti-MoneyLaundering:SuspiciousTransactionReporting

ISSUE:

Trends in Suspicious Transaction Reporting

BACKGROUND:
Canada's response to money laundering and terrorist financing threats is found in the federal
Proceeds of Crime Money (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Acf (PCMLTFA). The
PCMLTFA creates the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (FinTRAC),
a financial intelligence unit, which is responsible for overall administration of Canada's antimoney laundering and combating terrorist financing regime.
Under the PCMLTFA, certain sectors of the Canadian economy most vulnerable to money
laundering and terrorist financing threats, including casinos, are deemed to be reporting entities
and are thus required to report specified transactions to F|nTRAC in prescribed formats and
timeframes. Under the PCMLTFA, BCLC is the deemed casino reporting entity in the Province

of BC.
BCLC is required, under the legislation, to have a Compliance Plan that effectively and
demonstrably prevents and mitigates money laundering and terrorist financing vulnerabilities on
a risk based approach.
BCLC is required to submit to F|nTRAC Large Cash Transaction Reports and Large Casino
Disbursement Reports involving amounts of $10,000 or more, and Suspicious Transaction
Reports (STR) for transactions or attempted transactions of any dollar amount and in any form
that are suspicious.
Under the PCMLTFA the threshold for suspicion is met where "there are reasonable grounds to
suspect that [a]transaction is related to the commission or attempted commission of a money
laundering ... or terrorist financing offence."

All BCLC and all casino service provider staff receive formal training on how to recognize the
indicia of suspicious transactions at casinos.
As part of BCLC's Compliance Program, in2Q14 BCLC executed a limited information sharing
agreement (lSA) with the RCMP which substantially increased BCLC's capability to assess the
risk associated with certain customers and transactions.
Also in 2AM, BCLC met with a specialized section of the RCMP to make a formal complaint and
to provide information it had developed about an individual BCLC believed was providing cash
to some casino customers in circumstances BCLC found concerning. These same transactions
and individuals had been the subject of STRs submitted to F|nTRAC.
As more information was received through the ISA and the RCMP made inquiries related to the
BCLC complaint through 2014 and into 2015, BCLC was able to develop information that led it
to reassess the risk associated with some transactions being conducted by a number of high
stakes table players.

The on-going monitoring of these players and the re-assessment of the money laundering risk
posed, led BCLC to take further steps under its Compliance Plan in relation to these players
including interviews and, in a number of cases, placing restrictions on the use of cash by some
players.
There were a number of enhancements to BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts in 2016
including: committing to JIGIT funding; enabling international electronic transfers (non-cash buy-

8C1C0004348.02

in option); restructuring of BCLC's investigative and AML departments to increase the staff
resources dedicated to AML; creation of a new management position in the AML department;
updated slot machine AML risk analysis; creation of new AML analytical capability and
enhanced customer ongoing monitoring (through enhancements to the existing iTrack solution
and use of the SAS business intelligence solution); updated and enhanced ISA with the RCMP
to better support JIGIT; and increased capabilities in regard to source of wealth and source of
funds inquiries flowing from improved information sharing with law enforcement.

DISCUSSION

BCLC submitted a higher number of STRs to F|nTRAC in 2016 than 2015 (1 ,630
vs.1,557); however, this increase is attributable to the underreporting issue at River
Rock, which BCLC identified and which resulted in some STRs related to periods in
2015 being filed in early 2016.
Generally, STR numbers tend to increase during Chinese New Year (late January - mid
February), are sustained at that level into late spring - early summer, and then trail
downward into Fall - Winter. This trend roughly follows business volume as measured
by high bet limit tables revenue. The number of STRs involving high value cash
transactions (greater than $50,000) has decreased substantially from August 2015
onwards.
The decrease in the number of STRs involving high value cash transactions (greater
than $50,000) coincides with: BCLC's increased capabilities to conduct ongoing
monitoring and risk assessment of players and transactions flowing from its ISA with
police; an increased use of buy-in conditions on some players based on risk; increased
efforts by BCLC and its service providers to shift players to non-cash transactions such
as bank drafts; and, eflorts announced and actions taken by the Chinese government to
reduce capital outflows from that country. These factors are believed to have
contributed to the decreases observed.

SU PPORTING INFORMATION

:

(Graphs 1-5)

The number of STRs submitted to F|nTRAC by BCLC for the calendar years 20'15 and 2016 are
set out in Graphs 1 and2 below.
As noted, the high STR numbers for the December 2015 - March 2016 period are in part
attributable to an underreporting issue by the River Rock Casino Resort discovered by BCLC in
November 2015. Rectification of that issue involved the filing of STRs related to transactions
from earlier periods in 2015 in the December 2015 - March 2016 period which inflated the
numbers for that 4-month period.
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To: Jim D. LightbodyUPersonal information Susan DolinskiPersonal information ]; Brad
Desmarais[BDesmarais@bclc. com]
; Ross
Cc: Suzanne RowleyPersonal information m]; Laura Piva-BabcockPersonal information
AldersonIPersonal information
Rob Kroeker
Tue2410112017 9:45:29 PM
SuUect RE: Follow up
BN BCLC Suspicious Transaction Reportinq 24 Januarv 2017.pdf

From:

Sent
Hi

Jim. Here's the note

Just fyi, we are now getting requests for the same info from MJS' policy shop at GPEB. We are going to
advise them Cheryl has asked for the same info and an note is going from you to her and John shortly with the

info requested.
Rob

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: January-24-17 L0:31 AM
; Rob Kroeker Personal information
To: Susan Dolinski Personal information
<Personal information
Cc: Suzanne Rowley <SRowley@bclc.com>
Subject: RE: Follow up

Brad Desmarais

Thanks. Can we add the other stuff around "what we've done over past year+ to improve our AML program
too, please"?

From: Susan Dolinski
Sent: Tuesday, January 24,20L7 10:30 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody; Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais
Cc: Suzanne Rowley
Subjech RE: Follow up
Hi Jim,

Laura is working on improving the flow of the Discussion section, we should have something to Rob later
today. Rob will provide it to you once he is comfortable with it as he is the owner of the note.
Thanks
Susan

Susan Dolinski
Vice President, Social Responsibility & Communications
BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Personal information
bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling supporied health care, education and community
groups across B.C.
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From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: Tuesday, January 24,20L7 10:21 AM
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Brad Desmarais <
Personal information
Cc: Suzan ne Rowley Personal information
Subject: RE: Follow up

Personal information

>; Susan Dolinski

Susan;
ls

your group ok with this BN? l'd like to send to John this week

Thanks,
Jim

Fromr Rob Kroeker
Senh Sunday, January 22,20L7 10:07AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody; Brad Desmarais; Susan Dolinski
Cc: Suzanne Rowley

Subject: RE: Follow

uP

HiJim
Here is the info note on

STR

trends.

Susan's group may want to massage the format.

We recommend the note come from me to you and then be shared as you see fit. This will ensure that if
there is an access request that may capture this document BCLC will remain responsible for the management
of its information and that shared with it by its law enforcement partners.
Rob

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: January-t8-L7 4:05 PM
To: Brad Desmarais
Personal information
Cc: Suzanne Rowley Personal information
Subject: Follow up
I

Rob Kroeker Personal information >; Susan Dolinski

Personal information

was meeting with Cheryl today and there's a couple follow ups:

Athana has asked to have an information session with her and Cheryl (we can bring whomever
we want) to explain: a) the selection of HLG process; and b) the selection of SP process. She like a lot
of detail, so let's prepare for this. Her office will reach out to me to schedule.
2l Rob - Cheryl gets some high level data on STR's, etc and sees some positive treds in significant
declines in STR's. She said John M will be following up to ask us for some information as to why this is
occurring. She would like us to be able to talk to what is causing this positive trend. Please put
together a presentation or note that we can share with John and Cheryl (and others will no doubt

l_)

Brad

-

see).
Thanks, call with questions.

lim
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Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC VzC 1Ez
Personal information

Personal information

bclc.com
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BRIEFING DOCUMENT

TO: XXXXXXX
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lnitiated By: Jim Lightbody

PhoneNumber:

Personal information

Gontact:

Jim Lightbody
President and CEO
BCLC

TITLE:

Lisa GAO

Personal information

Email:

- Chip Purchase lnvestigation

PURPOSE:

(x)

FoR TNFORMATION

DATE PREPARED:

December 5,2017

TITLE:

Lisa GAO

ISSUE:

- Chip Purchase lnvestigation

Briefing

8C1C0007733

Rriefinrr

nf

D^:^0 6

BACKGROUND:
On September 13, 2017 at 7:00 pm Dan Liu attended River Rock Casino Resort and met
with executive player host Lisa Gao. Liu, in Gao's presence, purchased $200,000 in
$5,000 denomination chips and subsequently left the casino without play. River Rock
surveillance created for a unusual financial transaction report to BCLC on the transaction
On September 14,2017 at 7:00 am the BCLC Anti-Money Laundering (AML) unit reviewed
the circumstances of the Liu transaction and Gao's involvement. lt was determined that
LIU is not a player but is connected to a patron, Mai Lin Chen who is currently BCLC
prohibited. As a result, an AML investigator contacted Gao and interviewed her to
determine what she knew about the circumstances of the transaction and why she was
present.
More in-depth due diligence checks were also carried out on Liu.
On September 15, 2017 at 1 :00 pm Gao was interviewed and it was determined that she
knew Liu was buying the chips for Chen to give to his friends coming from China and that
she in fact facilitated the purchase. She stated that she warned Liu that this was not a
good thing to do but that Liu insisted as his boss wanted him to purchase the chips. Gao
facilitated the transaction and provided a chip bag for Liu to take the chips off site.
On September 15, 2017 al2:00 pm the manager of the BCLC AML Unit contacted Pat
Ennis, the compliance officer for Great Canadian Gaming Corporation, and advised him of
the circumstances and that a report would be made to GPEB. Ennis was directed to make
contact with Liu to immediately recover the chips.
BCLC's director of AML, on September 15, 2017 at 5:19 pm, contacted Anna Fitzgerald of
GPEB to bring the matter to her direct attention and requested that GPEB review the
circumstances and conduct an investigation.
On the evening of September 15, 2017, the BCLC AML unit made phone contact with Liu.
Liu returned the chips a few hours later.
On September 21,2017, the manager of BCLC's AML unit met with Bob Stewart, Heather
Samson and Rich Akin of GPEB. GPEB was provided the full details of Liu/Gao matter.

DISCUSSION:
BCLC requested, given the seriousness of the matter, that GPEB conduct an investigation of
these circumstances and specifically consider if Gao remained suitable to hold gaming worker
istration

Redacted FINTRAC

8C1C0007733.02
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On December 1, 2017, BCLC received a phone call from GPEB advising that Gao's gaming
worker registration would be cancelled and that BCLC would receive formal notification of the
cancellation in due course.
Without gaming worker registration Gao will not be permitted to work in any role involving
gaming.
River Rock Surveillance reported the matter as per all requirements and in a timely manner.
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TITLE:

BCLC analysis of gambling activity amongst 100 players who generated the
most Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) in 2017

Ema Personal information

PURPOSE:

(x)

FoR INFORMATION

TITLE: 2017 Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) Analysis
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ISSUE: BCLC analysis of the gambling activity amongst 100 players who generated the most
Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) in 2O17

BACKGROUND:
BCLC analyzed the gambling activity of the 100 players who generated the most
Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) in calendar year 2017 across all B.C. gambling
facilities, to seek out transactions that appeared unusual or concerning.

o
o

The analysis relies, in part, on table-tracking records generated directly by Service
Providers at the time of play.

o

Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, casinos
conducted and managed by a province are required to report to Financial Transactions
and Reporting Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC), the federal anti-money laundering
regulator, all Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) of $10,000 or more. ln addition, LCTs and
all other transactions in any amount must be assessed to determine if there are reasonable
grounds to suspect the transaction is related to the commission of a money laundering or
terrorist financing offence. Where reasonable grounds exist, BCLC must file a STR to
FINTRAC.

o

BCLC also reports all STRs to GPEB and the RCMP

DISGUSSION:
Of the 100 players generating the most STRs,86 each produced an overall loss during
their play in 2017, with a cumulative total loss of $31,133,935.

.
a

o

a

o

The 100 players with the highest STR counts have a cumulative $29 million dollar loss
calculated based on total cumulative loss positions less total cumulative win positions:

o

14 players have a cumulative win of $2,036,434, with individualwin positions
ranging from $4,550 to $720,380; and,

o

86 players have a cumulative loss of $31,133,935 with individual loss positions
ranging from ($2,290) to ($3,31 6,536);

BCLC filed 992 STRs in calendar year 2017 associated with 483 players. The 100 players
analyzed accounted for 525 (53%) of the total number of STRs in 2017. The remaining 383
players are responsible for 467 (47o/o) STRs in 2017 .
Of the 100 players generating the most STRs, 14 each produced an overall win during
their play in 2017, and those wins total $2,036,434.
A detailed breakdown of the results are in the chart in Appendix 1.

Appendix 1: Top 100 players by highest Suspicious Transaction Report count
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TITLE: Casino table-game buy-in trends 2012-2017
ISSUE: A report completed by HLT Advisory lnc. indicates buy-in trends shifted over the
2012- 2017 period. Changes in money laundering controls correspond with a shift in the
buy-in behaviours of some players and a trend towards less reliance on cash.
BACKGROUND:
a

BCLC requested HLT Advisory analyze BCLC table game buy-in data from 20122017.

a

Key trends over the calendar year 2012 to 2017 period that were assessed included
Totaltable drop and win
Total drop by source
Number and value of Large Cash Transactions (LCTs)
Number and value of Patron Gaming Funds (PGFs)

a

Over the time period, total table drop trended upwards with a substantial peak in2014
before declining in 2015. The leading sources of drop evolved over the time-period
(LCTs vs PGFs). Refer to Chart 1 and Table 1 on Page 2 of the report.

a

Drop from LCTs as a percent of total drop was 19.6 percent in 201 2, and increased to
27.9 percent in the last half of 2014. The percentage of LCTs has since declined to
16.5 percent of total drop. Refe r to Table 2 and Chart 2 on page 3 of the report.

o
o
o
o

Drop originating from PGFs increased from 5.0 percent in the first half of 2012 and
increased to a high of 21 percent in the first six months of 2014. By the second half
of 2017 it was at 17.2 per cent of total drop.
o

ln the last six months of 2017, drop from PGF funds surpassed LCT funds for the first
time.

a

Other drop (i.e., cash buy-ins under $10,000) represents the largest amount of drop
in each period, yet it has declined from 75.4 percent to 66.4 percent of total drop over
the entire period. Refer to Table 3 and Chart 3 on page 4 of the report.

a

LCTs in amounts of $10,000 to $20,000 have grown from 72.9 percent of all LCTs for
the first half of 2012lo 88.2 percent in the last half of 2017
.

a

The number of LCTs above $20,000 has declined substantially from 27.1 percenlin
the first half of 2012 fo 1 1 .8 percent in the second half of 2017
.

a

The changes in buy-in behaviour and preferences correspond with changes in money
laundering controls BCLC made over the timeframe HLT analysed.

8C1C0003863.02

t

DISCUSSION
a

a

BCLC started offering Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts on a widespread basis in
2012.

PGF accounts support BCLC's cash-alternative program to reduce the risk of
proceeds of crime being used at B.C. casinos. Deposits to PGFs may only be from
sourced funds (i.e. bank draft, electronic funds transfer, verified wins).

o

When opening a new PGF account, service providers must comply with BCLC policy
and record customers' personal and financial information.

a

BCLC and its Service Providers meet or exceed FINTRAC's customer due diligence
requirements which can include documenting a patron's source of wealth declaration.

a

ln 2014 BCLC noted a substantial increase in cash buy-ins. BCLC began to monitor
the circumstances closely and introduced further AML controls in response to the
increase.

a

Beginning in early 2014, BCLC's AML Unit began interviewing VIP players to review
their play history, specific incidents of concern, relationship with other players and
knowledge of potential loan sharking or illegal gambling sites.

a

ln 2014, BCLC implemented an lnformation Sharing Agreement with the RCMP

a

Later in that same year BCLC approached the RCMP to initiate a money laundering
investigation related to a series of concerning cash transactions which eventually led
to the RCMP's e-Pirate investigation.

a

ln June 2014, BCLC initiated a new player risk level: extreme-risk, and players
assessed to fall within this risk level were barred from casinos in BC for five years.

a

ln April 2015, BCLC initiated its sourced-cash condition program, which required
players assessed to be at higher risk of money laundering to provide evidence cash
buy-ins were being acquired from legitimate sources.

a

Under the program, BCLC interviewed players and placed them on sourced-cash
conditions if the player was unable to provide sufficient evidence to demonstrate their
cash was being acquired from a legitimate source, such as a Canadian Chartered
bank; or BCLC received advice from police that a player's funds were coming from
people associated with criminal activity.

8C1C0003863.03

a

a

lmplementation of the sourced-cash condition program was followed by a dramatic
downward trend in Large Cash Transactions (LCTs) in B.C casinos starting in 2014
and continuing into 2017.
As noted in the HLT report, between 2014 and 2017 lhe total value of LCTs involving
transactions above $50,000 decreased from $162.3 million to $31.6 million - an 80.6
percent decrease. Refer to Table 4 and Chart 4 on page 5 of the report.

a

HLT also notes that the total number of PGF buy-ins increased by almost four times
since the beginning of 2012 (i.e., from 1,094 to 4,012 or 266.70/o increase).A
substantial uptake of PGF accounts was first experienced in the first quarter of 2014,
which corresponded with BCLC increased controls on cash buy-ins. Refer to Table 5
and Chart 5 on page 6 of the repoft.

a

The total value of PGF buy-ins increased from $46.4 million in the first six months of
2Af b $252.2 million in the last six months of 2A17 @ 443.0% increase). BCLC's
sourced cash program appears to have changed the behaviour of some high value
players towards this alternative. Refer to Table 6 and Chart 6 on page 7 of the report.

a

ln the latter half of 2017, drop from PGF funds surpassed drop from LCT funds for
the first time.

a

BCLC also undertook a specific analysis of LCT trends between 2012 and2017,
which demonstrates an overall reduction of LCTs in direct correlation to BCLC antimoney laundering program changes. See chart below for further detail of this
analysis.
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PR.IVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 VirtualWay
Vancouver, BC VsM 0A6

Date: February22,20LB

Re: Table Game oBuy-In" Trends 2OL2-2OL7
Dear Mr. Desmarais,

This letter summarizes HLT Advisory Inc.'s CHLT') analysis of table game "buy-in" trends
since 2012. "Buy-In" refers to the value of table game playing chips that players acquire
to wager on table games. Further terms used in this letter are:

.
.
.

Drop

-

the total amount of buy-in at table games from casino customers.

Large Cash Transactions C'LCls') - transactions where a customer buys-in with
cash for $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period.

- transactions

where a customer buys-in without
cash (i.e., from monies that were deposited into a casino account frcm a
recognized financial institution by way of bank drafts or electronic wire trcnsfers).
Player Gaming Funds C'PGF')

The data used in this report was received from a BCLC database that was created in 2004
for FINTMC reporting requirements. Transactional data is inputted directly into the
database by casino Service Providers for all LCT, PGF and Casino Disbursement
Transactions.
Up until the end of July 20L6, LCTs were repofted to FINTMC for both cash and non-cash
PGF buy-ins) transactions. At the end of July, 2015, FINTMC instructed BCLC that
LCT filings were not required for customer non-cash buys-in using PGF funds.
Consequently, no PGF data was entered for non-cash buy-ins ficr the period of August and
September 2016, and a portion of October 2015, In October 2016, BCLC made changes
to the database software to allow for the reinstatement of non-cash PGF transaction
collection by Service Providers, without reporting these transactions to FINTMC as
directed.

(i.e.,

For the purposes of this trend analysis, HLT made estimates for total PGF transactions
(i.e., both number of transactions and corresponding value) in the 2016 (July to
December) period based on 2015 and 20L7 data for corresponding months. No other

adjustments to the data were made by HLT.
Key trends over

r

the 20L2to 2017 period that were assessed included:

Totol table drop and win

8C1C0003863.06
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Total drop by source
Number and value of LCTs
Number and value of PGFs

The results are presented in a series of summary data tables and chafts that follow. A
written summary of the overall key trends is first provided,

Total Drop and Win
Over the time-period total table drop was trending upwards. The resultant win ranged
from approximately $200 million to $275 million. The decline in hold rcte in the latter
periods is consistent with increased baccarat wagering (i.e., typically lower hold rate than
other games). The increase in baccarat wagering is consistent with trends experienced in
other major North Amer.ican table gaming markets such as Las Vegas over this period.
Table 1
Table GlanE Drc
2{J

Buyin Source

Jan-JUnl

JUt-Ltec

I

J8n{Un

JUI-UeC

Jan.Jun

JuFDec

Jan{unl JuFUecl

Jan{un

Jan-Jun

JUt-L)€C I

s46.4 $62.3 $84.1 S182.7 $2S7.0 $182.1 $153.7 $158.6 $180.1 $200.5

PGF

JUFL}€C

$226.5

7
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Total Drop by Source
Since the beginning of 20t2, drop from

a percent of total drop first increased
ftom 19.5 percent to 27.9 percent in the last half of 20L4 and has since declined to 15.5
percent. Drop originating from PGFs increased from 5.0 percent at the beginning of 20L2
to 2L.2 percent in the first half of 20t4. After dropping to 11.9 percent in the first half of
20L5, it has increased to 17.2 percent, In the latter half of 2017, drop from PGF funds
surpassed LCT funds for the first time. CIher drcp (i.e,, cash buy-ins under $10,000)
accounts for the largest amount of drop in each period yet it has declined from 75.4
percent to 66.4 percent of total drcp over the entire period.
LCTs as

Table 2
Buyin Source
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13.8%
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17
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Distibution of Total Table Drop by Source
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Number of LCTs
The total number of LCTs from cash buy-ins increased from the beginning of 2012 ftom
4,949 to 9,711 at the end of 2014, Since, the number has drop to generally between
8,500 and 9,000 in each period. In each period, LCTs under $20,000 account for the
largest share of all LCTs. LCTs under $20,000 accounted for 72.9 percent of all LCTs at
the beginning of 2012 and now account for 88.2 percent. The number of LCTs above
$20,000 increased to approximately 3,000 in the last half of 20t4 and has since declined
steadily (apprcximately 1,000 in last half of 20L7) and now account for approximately 11.8
percent of all LCTs, down from 27,1 percent at the beginning of 2012.
Table 3
Nunber of LCTg by Buy{n Level
Numbsr of LcTs

Buy-in Le\el
($ thorsands)
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Value of LCTS
The total value of LCTs increased from $181.4 million in the beginning of 20LZ to $358.1
million by the end of 2014, Since the end of 20t4, the value has declined to $240.7
million. All LCTs greater than $20,000 totalled $244.2 million at the end of 2014 and since
has declined to $82,2 million (a 66.40/o decrease). The largest decrease was experienced
in buy-in levels above $50,000 (e.9., decreased from $162.3 million to $31.6 million over
the same period - a 80.6 o/o decrease).
Table 4
LCT Value by Buy-ln Level
value of

Buy-in Le\el
thousands)

($

2013

2012

Jan-Jun
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$8.5
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Number of PGFs
The total number of PGF buy-ins increased by almost four times since the beginning of
20t2 (i.e., from 1,094 to 4,0L2 or 266,70/o increase). PGFs less than and greater than
$20,000 have followed the same general trend line since the latter half of 2014.
Table 5
Number of POF3 by Buyln Level
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Value of PGFs
The total value of PGF buy-ins increased from $46.4 million at the beginning of 2012 to
9252.2 million by the end of 20L7 (a 443.0o/o increase). PGFs over $20,000 increased
significantly between the start of 2013 to the first half of 20L4. Following a steep decline
over the next two time periods, is has increased along the same trend line that was
o<perienced in the first three time periods.
Table 6
PGF Value byBuy-ln Level
Buy-in L6\€l
($ thousands)
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0-$20
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Should you have any questions on this le,tter report, please do not hesitate to contact
respectively.
either of the undersigned at (
Personal information

Sincerely,
HLT Advisory

Inc.

ffir.(,-*or
Robeft M Scarpelli
Managing Director

Drew Chamberlain
Managing Dircctor

I
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, B.C.,
this %( dayof January,2o2l

A Commissio

otary Public for the Province of
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BCLC
BRIEFING NOTE
PREPARED FOR: Minister David Eby

PURPOSE: For information
ISSUE: BCLC 2017118 FiscalYear in Review
BACKGROUND:
ln fiscal 2017118, BCLC earned $1.40 billion in net income for the Province of British
Columbia, which is $89.2 million (6.8 per cent) over budget as presented in the
September Service Plan, and $61.5 million (4.6 per cent) ahead of last year. Strong
revenue performance across casino, lottery and eGaming channels, and prudent
expense management, supported these results.

BCLC achieved strong financial results through new content and distribution in three
key product categories. Refining and introducing new games to slot machines in
casinos, Scratch & Win games in lottery retail, and casino-style games on PlayNow.com
drove significant revenue growth and bucked the trend seen in other markets. BCLC's
total revenue, after prizes, grew by more than $100 million over last year.
The dynamic nature of a customer-driven gambling business is not just about product
performance, but also about investing in the health of our customers and the integrity of
our operations, including through compliance with regulatory and security
responsibilities. BCLC continues to invest in its security, responsible gaming and social
responsibilities to reduce and mitigate the potential negative impact of gambling on
communities.
ln addition, inflationary pressure has continued to impact operating costs. Nevertheless,
BCLC achieved a comprehensive cost ratio, the measure of total business costs
excluding prizes, interest and taxes, as a percentage of total net win (revenue after
prizes, plus non-gaming revenue) of 41.7 per cent. This positive result was below the
target of 43.6 per cent primarily driven by lower direct costs from postponing the
transition of casino and community gaming Service Providers to the new Operating
Services agreement and generating higher net win than budget without incurring any
additional operating expenses.
BCLC will continue delivering on the strategic priority items outlined by Government in
the 2A17l18 Mandate Letter. The Board of Directors and Executive team will continue to
communicate regularly with the Ministry of Attorney General regarding performance.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY:
In fiscal 2017118, BCLC contributed $1.40 billion in net income to government, on $3.27

billion in revenue. Driving the revenue was growth in the slot, Scratch & Win and
PlayNow.com businesses, coupled with effective cost management'
The operational execution of key marketing strategies around new content, experiences
and distribution also drove these results.
For example, slots in the casino and community gaming centre channel grew over the
prior year ($89 million and 7 per cent) due to continued success of facility
enhancements (highlighted by Parq Vancouver) and strategic investments in new slots
resulting in an optimized network with fresh product offerings. ln addition, refining our
marketing strategy in partnership with our Gaming Service Providers led to increased
visitation to facilities.
HISTORICAL GONTEXT:
BCLC's diverse portfolio of products, combined with the ability to be flexible and
responsive to changing consumer demands and dynamic market conditions, have
continued to drive strong financial results over the past ten years:

Flrstorical BCLC Net lncome
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Compared to other Canadian jurisdictions, BCLC's net win per capita in fiscal 2016117
was $503, with Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation at $380 and Loto-Qu6bec at
$315. lndexing to fiscal 2010111, BCLC consistently achieved a higher net win per
capita than these jurisdictions.

Casino: lndexing to fiscal 2013114, BCLC casino revenue has grown by 15.8 per cent,
with slots accounting for 87 per cent of growth. Key drivers include new or redeveloped
facilities, including Cascades Kamloops, Elements Surrey, Cascades Langley and
Penticton, Chances Salmon Arm, Chances Maple Ridge, Chances Chilliwack and Parq
Vancouver.
These facilities have slot net-win increases of 421 per cent, compared to 13.4 per cent
for all other sites (fiscal 17118 indexed to fiscal 13114) due in part to BCLC's ongoing
slot floor refreshes with up-to-date games. Although tables are highly volatile and
Squeeze Baccarat games are declining, the table games on the main floor have grown
by 17.8 per cent due to new products/services that appeal to players, such as Low-Limit
Blackjack, Sic Bo and Craps.
Lottery: Draw-based lottery game (Lotto MAX, Lotto 6/49, BCl49, etc.)revenue has
grown 9.9 per cent over the past five years. Since fiscal 2013114, Scratch & Win has
grown 14.5 per cent, and Keno has grown by 26.9 per cent. These two products have
helped to mitigate volatility in other larger-jackpot national lottery games, which are
subject to the size and unpredictability of jackpot rollovers.
PlavNow.com: Pla yNow.com revenue has seen the strongest growth of all three BCLC
business units, with exceptional performance - 98.5 per cent growth indexed to fiscal
2013114. PlayNow.com casino games continue to grow, more than doubling revenue
over the past five years. The successful launch of Bingo's new platform in fiscal 2017118
helped increase year over year revenue by 58.6 per cent, while the Sports category has
grown by 151 per cent over the past five years. Lottery is the strongest driver of
registering players to PlayNow.com, with 76 per cent of online players having a lottery
transaction in the last years. From a revenue perspective, the lottery category of
PlayNow.com has seen growth of 61 per cent over the past five years.
Economic Factors: lndependent economic factors may also affect BCLC revenue. While
the 2014 global oil shock affected North-lnterior gambling and entertainment facilities,
performance is rebounding. Chances Dawson Creek, Fort St. John and Terrace are up
by 14 per cent in combined revenue from fiscal 2017118 compared to the year prior.
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Due to the oil-price crash, the Bank of Canada brought the value of the loonie down vs.
the USD in order to make Canada's exports attractively priced around the world. This
meant a higher cost for British Columbians to head south, and a lower cost for
Americans to visit B.C. The Chinese Yuan is highly correlated to the USD. BCLC
analysis has highlighted a shift towards players who are more sensitive to this currency
exchange, indicating that more players are staying in B.C. to gamble as opposed to
going to Washington state or Nevada.

The growth of inward migration to B.C. over the past five years has increased the adult
population, thereby supporting strong groMh for BCLC gambling products.
Meanwhile, residential home prices in the Lower Mainland and other cost of living
increases have affected discretionary spending by consumers. ln addition, we face
pressure from rising gas prices in B.C. BCLC analysis shows that when gas prices go
up, lottery sales at gas retailers declines. BCLC will continue to monitor the situation
closely as it develops and look for ways to mitigate the effect.

Prepared by:
Jim Lightbody
President and CEO
BCLC
Personal information
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FINTRAC Examination - Unofficial Findings

PURPOSE:

(x)
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The Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) recently
completed its examination (the "examination") of BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
program.

FINTRAC held a debrief meeting with BCLC on July 31,2018 to provide unofficial findings of
the examination. FINTRAC noted the examination did not find any incidents or evidence of
money laundering transactions at B.C. casinos. During the meeting, FINTMC discussed six
deficiencies regarding BCLC's record keeping and reporting requirements. which are
expected to be cited in its formal findings letter in October 20'18. FINTRAC also noted that it
would not impose sanctions, due to the nature of the deficienciesBACKGROUND:
As per Section 62 of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorisf Financing
Act (PCMLTFA), FINTRAC conducts periodic examinations of BCLC, usually every two
years.

o

o

FINTMC conducts examinations to assess the effectiveness of BCLC's AML program

in

managing money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and compliance with legislative
requirements.

o
.

ln addition to FINTRAC's examinations, BCLC engages independent, nationally recognized
accounting firms to conduct reviews of its AML program every two years.
The scope of the examination was March 1,2017 to February 28,2018, and was the first
instance in which FINTRAC reviewed BCLC's internet gambling operations (PlayNow.com)
for compliance with new federal AML requirements, which came into effect on June 17,

2017.

.
o

The examination took place at BCLC's Vancouver office and various Lower Mainland
gambling facilities from July 17 - July 27,2018.
FINTRAC will provide BCLC with the official examination results in a formal letter by the
end of October 2018. BCLC will then develop an Action Plan and provide it to FINTMC
within the 30-day deadline.

UNOFFICIAL EXAMINATION FINDINGS:-

Policies & Procedures
Deficiency To Be Cited
o FINTMC found a gap in BCLC's AML policy documentation and monitoring procedures
regarding Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD).
o FINTMC found that BCLC did not sufficiently document which policies and procedures
comprise the legislatively prescribed EDD measures. Further, FINTRAC found BCLC did

8C1C0004824.02

not sufficiently document the EDD measures for high-risk customers

BCLC Background
BCLC is revising its EDD processes and procedures to provide more comprehensive
monitoring and documentation.

.

Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs)
Deficiencies To Be Cited
For the period reviewed, BCLC submitted 843 STRs to FINTRAC; FINTRAC did not provide
the number of STRs that it reviewed. FINTRAC cited that three suspicious transactions

o

went unreported.

o

FINTRAC suggested refinements to backend analytics, which BCLC's AML analysts
conduct as part of the AML due diligence process, including increasing the documentation
of criteria and rationale used for categorizing STRs as substantiated or unsubstantiated.

o

FINTRAC provided new advice/guidance to BCLC that an STR is required where a
customer is the subject of two or more previous STRs; a customer is mentioned in a BCLC
document related to another individual suspected of criminal activity; or a customer is the
subject of a Request for lnformation by RCMP.

BCLC Background
ln each of the three instances of unreported STRs, BCLC identified and analyzed the facts
of the instances, and concluded, exercising its judgment as is required under the statute,
that the legislated threshold for suspicion had not been met and therefore did not submit an
STR. Upon review, FINTRAC disagreed with BCLC's conclusion offering that in FINTRAC's
view the threshold was met and that an STR should have been submitted..

o

o
o

lt is anticipated that the new criteria FINTRAC provided will result in a substantial increase
in the number of STRs that BCLC submits to FINTRAC.
BCLC is awaiting FINTRAC's official examination findings letter and will revise relevant
policies, procedures and training processes to implement any new advice/guidance, and
submit STRs accordingly.

Larqe Gash Transaction (LCT) Reports

Deficiency To Be Cited
For the period reviewed, BCLC submitted 32,815 LCT reports to FINTRAC; FINTMC
reviewed a sample of 9,970 (30%).
o BCLC reported all LCTs on time. FINTRAC found 814 (2.5o/o) instances where it
considered the "occupation" field to be lacking sufficient detail, in that BCLC did not submit
*CEO" is the
the secondary information for "employer/company." For example, where

o

BC1C0004824.03

occupation, FINTRAC stated that the LCT must also include the name of the company
BCLC Background

e
r

o

o

.

BCLC is developing systems and implementing procedural changes to add the secondary,
more detailed level of occupation information to records and reports. BCLC has not
determined estimated timing of completion.
ln 2012, in response to FINTRAC findings, and after consultation with FINTRAC, BCLC
made systems changes that required casino staff completing LCTs and other reports to
select occupation from a fixed drop-down menu, comprised of a federally approved list of
occupations.
FINTMC examinations in 2014 and 2016 cited no deficiencies in recording and reporting
of customer occupations. BCLC has not changed any procedures with respect to the
recording and reporting of customer occupations since the 2014 and 2016 examinations
and the legislative requirements in this regard have not changed.

A post-examination review of both BCLC and FINTMC systems has led BCLC to the
understanding that FINTRAC's current system only accepts a maximum of 30 characters of
data from the "occupation" field. Therefore, FINTRAC's reporting system often does not
extract data from the "employer/company" field, in spite of BCLC recording the secondary
employment i nformation.
Given the apparent current limitations of FINTRAC's reporting system, BCLC will need
further guidance from FINTRAC on how to comply with the requirement to report secondary
employment information through FINTRAC's system.

Casino Disbursement Reports (CDRs)
Deficiencies To Be Gited
For the period reviewed, BCLC submitted 82,919 CDRs to FINTMC; FINTMC identified
512 CDRs (0.6%) instances where it considered the "occupation" field to be lacking
sufficient detail, in that BCLC did not submit the secondary information for
"employer/company." For example, where'CEO" is the occupation, FINTRAC stated that
the LCT must also include the name of the company.

.

o

FINTMC cited two CDRs within PlayNow.com that BCLC did not report; BCLC has since
submitted the reports.

BCLC Background
BCLC immediately developed and implemented further process checks and oversight
around CDRs on PlayNow.com to prevent future reoccurrences.
o BCLC implemented regulatory CDR reporting requirements for internet gambling
transactions when they came into effect in June 2017 , and the process remains largely
manual. BCLC is in the process of evaluating automated reporting solutions for this
process to reduce further the risk of compliance errors.

o

8C1C0004824.04

The solution for the "occupation" field of LCTs will also address it for CDRs

o

lnternet Gamblinq
Observation

o

FINTRAC noted that BCLC does not document in its AML Compliance Manual the "purpose
and intended nature of business relationship," as it relates to internet gambling.

BCLC Background
. BCLC had the "purpose and intended nature of business relationship" as it relates to
internet gambling completed, and was in the process of updating the AML Compliance
Manual when FINTRAC notified BCLC of the date of the examination.
. BCLC provided FINTRAC with the updated purpose and intended nature of business
relationship statement for its review during the examination process.

Promotional Plav
Observation
FINTMC questioned why casinos did not collect information regarding a customer's
occupation when they provided a token amount of free promotional play to new customers.

o

BCLC Background
o Casinos are not legislatively required to collect customer identification information until the
customer's first deposit or withdrawal from their internet gambling account. The use of
promotional play provided to new customers does not involve either a deposit or withdrawal
by the customer.
o The use of small value promotional free play cannot involve any risk of money laundering,
as there are no transactions involving funds to or from the customer.
o FINTMC indicated that will consider whether this matter will remain an observation.

Postal Boxes
Observation
FINTMC observed that BCLC allows postal boxes as a customer's physical address.

o

FINTRAC suggested only physical street addresses should be accepted.
BCLC Background

8C1C0004824.05

a

a

BCLC presently allows customers to use postal boxes as addresses when their mail is
delivered to postal boxes only (i.e. in rural locations).
BCLC will review the impacts of only accepting the physical description of the customer's
residence in these circumstances and will develop and implement a process that meets with

legislative requirements.
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MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
BRIEFING NOTE

PURPOSE: For INFORMATION for David

Eby,

Attorney General

ISSUE: BCLC policy changes in response to German recommendations R3, R4 and
R18

SUMMARY:
BCLC plans to incorporate recommendations 3, 4 and 18 into its Policies and
Procedures (P&P) and distribute a notification of updates to its Service Providers (SP)
BACKGROUND:
a
ln July 2018, BCLC received Dr. German's final report, which contained 48
recommendations. This followed two interim recommendations from Dr. German,
received in late 2017.
a
Since receiving the final German report, BCLC has also been working with
government through the Anti-Money Laundering Deputy Minister Committee to
implement additional recommendations for which it is responsible, including:
R3: That BCLC, in conjunction with the Regulator and Service Providers,
review the present Source of Funds Declaration on at least an annual basis to
determine if refinements are required.
R4: That BCLC reinforce the importance of Service Providers not accepting
cash or other reportable instruments if they are not satisfied with the Source
of Funds Declaration.
Rl8: That BCLC ensure that VIP hosts do not handle cash or chips.

o
o

o

DISGUSSION:
BCLC sets P&P for all SPs and conducts regular reviews to ensure compliance.
BCLC has now prepared updates to its P&P in response to German
recommendations R3, R4 and R18.
Following review by the AML DMC, BCLC intends to distribute these updates to SPs
before the end of October 2018.
Once implemented, GPEB and BCLC will continue to work together to determine
how policies and compliance can be improved, including what additional steps, if
any, need to be taken to consider R3, R4 and R18 complete.
Additional work will also continue on R3 to ensure the incremental changes have
had the desired impact, including audits by both BCLC and GPEB, and planned
monitoring of SPs by Deloitte.

o
.
o
.

o
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Recommendation 3.
o

a

a

ln January 2018, in response to the first interim recommendation from Dr. German,
BCLC sent a directive to all SPs detailing new procedural requirements to gather
detailed information on the source of player funds for all transactions of $10,000 or
more.
At this time, BCLC also implemented a requirement for all patrons to provide a
receipt from a financial institution, should the required source of funds information
not be included on the monetary instrument.
The new Source of Funds requirements came into effect January 10,2018.

New Action:
BCLC will add a section into its P&P to require that BCLC, in conjunction with GPEB
and SPs, review the Source of Funds requirements on at least an annual basis to
determine if refinements are required.

.

Recommendation 4:

o
o

As required in BCLC's P&P, if a patron does not provide the requisite information to
adequately complete the Source of Funds Declaration, as per Dr. German's interim
recommendation, SPs must refuse the transaction and suspend the patron from any
further gaming privileges, pending BCLC review.
The SPs must create an Unusual Financial Transaction (UFT) incident report in
BCLC's system. This process will then trigger a review by BCLC.

New Action:
BCLC will update its P&P to state a requirement that SPs do not accept cash or
other reportable transactions if the service provider is not satisfied with the
information provided by the patron for the Source of Funds Declaration or if there are
any other circumstances which suggest the transaction should not be permitted.

.

Recommendation 18:
BCLC P&P are outcome-based, and currently do not include specific direction that
VIP hosts do not handle cash or chips.

.

New Action
o

BCLC will add a section to its P&P, stating: "The Executive Host or designate shall
not handle cash or chips."

NEXT STEPS:
BCLC will work with GPEB and GCPE to consider whether there is an opportunity
for a public announcement to acknowledge these changes and related progress on
implementation of German's recommendations.
GPEB has completed an audit of the SOF policies and procedures. The audit has
identified areas where the effectiveness of policies could be strengthened.

o
.
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Additionally, a BCLC audit has concluded and monitoring of SPs compliance by
Deloitte is underway.
GPEB and BCLC will continue to work together to determine how policies and
compliance can be improved, including what additional, if any, need to be taken to
consider R3, R4 and R18 complete.

OTHER MINISTRIES IMPACTED/CONSULTED:
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

.

Prepared by:
Jim Lightbody
Chief Executive Officer
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Doug Scott
Associate Deputy M inister
Ministry of Attorney General

Personal information

Personal information

Approved by:

Reviewed by:
Dave Boychuk
A/ADM
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Personal information
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ldentification Requirements for Table Game Buy-lns at B.C. Casinos
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TITLE. ldentification Requirements for Table Game Buy-lns at B.C. Casinos
ISSUE: BCLC, in consultation with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch, is
lowering the threshold from $9,000 to $3,000 at which casino service providers are
required to ascertain the identify of patrons and confirm their status in BCLC's casinoreporting system.
BACKGROUND:
Since BCLC implemented, in January 2018, Peter German's recommendation requiring
service providers to complete source of funds documentation for all buy-ins of $10,000
or more, BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Unit has observed a change in casino
table-game buy-in trends.
Specifically, BCLC has observed shifts in table-game buy-ins by dollar value
BCLC believes that the source of funds requirements and an associated shift in player
behavior may have increased the money-laundering risk associated with transactions of
less than $10,000.
Players who previously played in the $10,000 to $15,000 range now appear to have
shifted their play to just under $10,000, which is behavior that may be an indicator of
structuring (a money laundering typology): the act of parceling what would otherwise be
large financial transactions into a series of smaller transactions to avoid AML controls,
includ ing reporting requirements.
For example, transactions under the $10,000 threshold increased by 7 and 10 per cent
in Q1 and Q2 of fiscal year 2018, respectively, compared to the same periods in fiscal
year 2017. Transactions over the $10,000 threshold decreased by 13 and 12 per cent in
Q1 and Q2 of fiscal year 2018, respectively, as compared to the same periods in fiscal
year 2017. See Appendix A for further detail.
While there may be some correlation with the introduction of the source of funds
requirements, other variables include.

.
.
.
o

lntroduction of a new Operational Services Agreement, wherein casino service
providers earn a higher commission on lower bet-limit table games than on
higher bet-limit table games;
Tightening of currency controls by the Chinese government;
A general decline in high-limit table game play in North American and Asian
markets; and/or
Patrons' privacy and convenience concerns.

Since January 2018, BCLC has placed 212 patrons (as of December 5,2018) who have
exhibited indicators consistent with suspicious financial transaction behavior on
cash/chip conditions that restrict the patron to using only non-cash forms of buy-ins.

8C1C0005839.02
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ln some cases, BCLC has suspended alltransactions pending more in-depth due
diligence, including interviews where BCLC's AML Unit ask patrons directly about
changes in their transaction patterns.
Initial results from these interviews are showing that patrons have privacy concerns, or
wish to avoid the additional effort of having to acquire and produce a receipt or other
documentation from their bank to conduct a transaction of $10,000 or more.
DISCUSSION:
To mitigate risk related to the increased source of funds requirements and the
associated shift in player behavior towards lower buy-in amounts, BCLC is increasing
the level of monitoring and analysis capabilities by lowering the buy-in threshold for
triggering patron identification requirements.
To ensure compliance with FinTRAC's $10,000 reporting threshold requirements,
BCLC's current policy requires casino service providers to confirm the identification of
any patron whose buy-ins total $9,000 in a 24-hour period. While this identification
threshold is sufficient for F|nTRAC reporting purposes, it is not sufficient information for
BCLC to conduct more detailed monitoring and analysis of patrons now making multiple
buy-ins below the $10,000 threshold.
As such, BCLC will lower the threshold for determining patron identity from $9,000 to
$3,000 and require casino services providers to confirm a patron's status in BCLC's
casino-reporting system. BCLC's AML Unit will conduct weekly monitoring after the
implementation of the policy. The source of funds requirements (completion and signing
of a declaration by the patron)will remain at the threshold of $10,000 or more as per Dr.
Germ an's recommendation.
Lowering the threshold gives BCLC the ability to monitor more closely and accurately
transactions between $3,000 and $10,000 for indicators of money-laundering or terrorist
financing activity. This change will exceed existing federal requirements and align BCLC's
AML practices with international standards. Additionally, it will provide an opportunity for
the earlier interception of patrons who have signed up for voluntary self-exclusion.
BCLC has consulted with the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB), which
supports a lowered threshold for ascertaining a patron's identity. GPEB flagged a
concern regarding the impact on casino service providers, and emphasized the need to
ensure that casino service provider staff do not see the changes as a replacement for
evaluating whether a transaction is suspicious or not.
BCLC's AML Unit has made service providers aware of the upcoming change and
BCLC will communicate to all service providers regarding implementation timing. BCLC
will ensure it is clear to service providers that they are still required to record and report
all suspicious transactions. BCLC is in the process of finalizing a date for the new policy
to take effect.
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Appendix A: Table Game Drop Segments by Dollar Value
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Regulatory Amendments Proposed Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act.

TITLE

PURPOSE:

(x)

FoR INFORMATION

CONFIDENTIAL: For intemal use only by specifically named positions or groups

BC1C0004296

ISSUE: Legislative changes were made to the Proceeds of Cime and Terrorist Financing
Acf (PCMLTFA) in 2014 and 2017. Two rounds of regulatory amendments followed to
operationalize some of the legislative changes and address a number of deficiencies
outlined by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

ln response to the second round of regulatory amendments, BCLC, Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation, Loto-Quebec, SaskGaming, Nova Scotia Gaming Corporation, the
Agency Relations and Gaming Policy (Branch) of the Department of Finance of the
Government of New Brunswick, Manitoba Liquor& Lotteries and Alberta Gaming & Liquor
Commission (collectively, the "Parties") submitted a letter to Finance Canada on
September 6, 2018.

BACKGROUND:

The second round of regulatory amendments ("Proposed Regulations") was proposed
and pre-published in the Canada Gazette on June 9,2018, and followed by a 90-day
consultation period ending September 7,2O18
The Parties met with Finance Canada and FINTRAC in Vancouver on August 3, 2018 to
discuss the Proposed Regulations.

The Parties submitted a letter of seven collective comments to Finance Canada on
September 6,2018.
DISGUSSION:

The Parties are fully supportive of the PCMLTFA, the Regulations and their core
objectives.

The Parties have significant concerns with certain of the Proposed Regulations.

The following summary of the submission letter contains excerpts from the seven
collective comments.

1.

Timing for the filing of suspicious transaction reports (section 9(2) of the
Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Suspicious
Transaction Reporting Regulations) (the "STR Regulations")

The Parties are concerned that requiring STRs to be filed 'within three days afterthe day
on which measures taken to establish that there are reasonable grounds fo suspecf' does
not provide adequate time for the Parties and Service Providers to complete the analysis
required for a comprehensive and complete report.
This concern is exacerbated by the additional data points that are now being requested
in the STR form.
. The Parties require, at a minimum, the proposed three-day period be extended to five

CONFIDENTIAL: For intemal use only by specifically named positions or groups
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business days.
a

The Parties recommend the STR Regulations clarify that the five business day
reporting timeline would start once a casino completes the measures required for
establishing the reasonable grounds to suspect.

a

The Parties recommend the STR Regulations specify what the "completion of
reasonable measures" entails for the purposes of standardizing the timing and
procedure requirements of Reporting Entities.

a

2.

During in-person consultation sessions held by Finance Canada in Ottawa, this same
position was put forward by representatives for the Canadian banking industry.
Revised Record Keeping and Reporting Requirements

The Parties are concerned with the proposed regulatory criterion of collectin g "every
known detaif for record keeping and reporting requirements. This language, used in
numerous places, is overly broad, open ended and vague as to how the standard of "every
known detail" would be interpreted in FINTRAC audits.

The Parties are concerned that over-collection of data will lead to "information overload,"
providing casinos with so much information that it will be difficult and challenging to use
the information efficiently and effectively for AML compliance and monitoring purposes.
a

The Parties submit that the expanded scope of data collection requirements goes
beyond detection and deterrence of money laundering and beyond the regulatory
scope of the PCMLTFA.

a

The Parties believe requiring casinos to obtain large amounts of personal information
will require major systems modifications and upgrades to the Parties' systems in order
to comply.

a

The Parties believe that the request for additional data points should be re-examined
and should be consistent with the risk-based approach that underlies the PCMLTFA.

3.

Ongoing Monitoring

The Parties are concerned with the requirement for casinos to "condLtct frequent and
extensive ongoing monitoring of business relationshrps" in relation to high-risk clients.
This requirement does not take into consideration the diflerent business models or
inherent risk profiles of regulated entities, and eliminates any discretion around what
periodic monitoring is appropriate.

o

The Parties submit that the terms "frequent" and "extensive" are ambiguous,
imprecise, lack clarity and result in an excessive monitoring requirement.
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The Parties believe that, in line with the PCMLTFA, the current risk-based approach
to ongoing monitoring at the discretion of the Reporting Entity should be maintained
Electronic Funds Transfers ('EFTs")

The Parties note that casinos are engaging with EFTs primarily involving funds flowing
from one Canadian regulated financial entity to another.
The Parties are concerned that the EFT record keeping requirements are pervasive and
redundant for casinos, as they are duplicative of the records maintained by Canadian
financial entities. The record keeping requirements are onerous, labour and systems
intensive and the regulatory burden is disproportionate to the AML risk.
O

5.

The Parties request an exemption from the EFT record keeping requirements imposed
on casinos where an EFT is both initiated and finally received in Canada at a financial
institution.
The Travel Rule

The Parties are concerned with an amendment to the Travel Rule requiring beneficiary
information now be included with an EFT (beneficiary's name, address, telephone
number, occupation, date of birth, account number or other reference number and any
other information in respect of the electronicfunds transfer, including initiator information).
The Parties note the vast majority of wire transfers sent in the casino context are sent
by clients to their own bank accounts at regulated financial institutions in Canada.

o
6.

The Parties request an exemption for the casino sector from the extended application
of the Travel Rule where EFTs are sent by casinos to their clients' own accounts at
regulated Canadian financial entities.
Single Transactions - The 24-hour Rule

The Parties are concerned with the revisions to the 24-hour rule, allowing for numerous
casino disbursements and Large Cash Transactions within 24 hours, totalling $10,000 or
more, to be viewed and reported as a "single transaction" in circumstances where the
casino has "knowledge" of the underlying transactions and by whom, or on behalf of, the
transaction is requested.

The Parties are concerned with the underlying assumption that customers will inform
casinos who they are making transactions on behalf of where the customer is purposely
attempting to concealthe parties involved in the transaction. Currently, a suspected thirdparty transaction triggers a red flag and is more likely to be disclosed in a STR filing.
The Parties submit that the system configuration changes necessary to make the Parties'
systems comply with the information and tracking requirements of the revised 24-hour
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rule are onerous, technically challenging and may not be operationally feasible. The
significant operational burden does not correspond with a significant benefit to the
prevention of money laundering.
a

7.

The Parties recommend the removal of section 131 and section 126, which revise
the 24-hour rule for casino disbursements and Large Cash Transactions.
Timing/No Action Letter

The Parties have concerns regarding the major systems modifications and upgrades
required for Parties and Service Providers to comply with the new reporting schedules
and other new enhanced record keeping requirements. At this time, there does not appear
to be a software solution available for purchase and current vendors advise it could take
at least two years to implement the changes.

The Parties note that many parties have several information technology initiatives

undenvay that would need to be completed before commencing new projects. lt would be
necessary for FINTRAC to complete its system upgrades, as well.
a

o

The Parties estimate that a minimum tirne period of 36 months would be needed to
implement the required system changes, if not more. Additional time would be
required to adequately test systems and controls to ensure that they are fully
functional and compliant prior to the in-force date of the Proposed Regulations.

The Parties recommend arnendments to allow a regulated entity to request a "noaction" letter from FINTRAC in respect of compliance with the amendments for a
limited time period.

O

The Parties request that guidance from FINTRAC on the new obligations be made
available without enforcement action, during the period of implementation.

lmplernentation and Enforcement
The initial publication states that the intent is to have the Proposed Regulations come into
force 12 months after approval.
Thereafter, FINTRAC will update its guidance to set out direction on how to meet the new
obligations.
BCLC has not received any update on timing of approval or implementation. The Canada
Gazette and Finance Canada previously indicated a target of mid-2019.

FINTRAC is responsible for enforcing all anti-money laundering obligations. The new
obligations will be scoped into the FINTRAC compliance examinations and processes.
Should non-compliance be identified, FINTRAC could impose administrative monetary
penalties or pursue criminal sanctions.
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Richard.Fyfe@Personal information
'Godfrey, Sam AG:EX'Personal information
Susan Dolinski[Personal information ; Rob Kroeker[Personal information
Jim D. Lightbody

Tue

1211212017 11 :36:41 PM
EY Audit of AML program
EY Report AML and Sanctions Prooram Assessment of BCLC 2017 051217_FINAL (rd version).pdf
EY Report AML and Sanctions Prooram Assessment of BCLC 2017 051217 FINAL (002).pdf

Sutfecft

Richard and Sam;
Attached are the EY Audit of BCLC's AML program and our Management Response to the Findings and
Observations. lf you have any questions, please advise. As per normal course we share with both Fintrac and
GPEB also. As you know this audit is done every odd numbered year by one of the big audit firms and every
even numbered year by Fintrac. Our previous years'audits are posted on bclc.com.
ln addition, I will see to it that Peter German gets a copy as well.
Best regards,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC VZC 1E2
T Personal information

bclc.com
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Subjech

Request by Ministry of Finance
STR and Table Performance.odf

Doug,

Attached is a report that provides context and background to help Ministry of Finance's
question around the effect of lower STR numbers and $value on Table Drop (Revenue before
player winnings).
I can also report that BCLC's Table net win revenue in fiscal 17118 was up over the previous
year.
lf you or they have further questions, please advise.
Jim

8C1C0006482

Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR) and Table Performance
April12,2018

Since 2015, the total number, total value and average value of STR has been trending down,
while iotal table drop has continued its upward trend.
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All data presented in table form below.
Key points:
ln April 2015, BCLC initiated a sourced-cash condition program to address the unexplained increase in un-sourced
cash and chips being brought into lower mainland casinos. As part of its AML due diligence screening process,
BCLC lnvestigators interviewed certain VIP players to determine the origin of their cash and chips. lf a player was
unable to prove source of funds, or BCLC suspected or received information that the source of funds originated from
underground banking operations, or suspected proceeds of crime, the player was immediately placed on "sourced
cash conditions" and would only be allowed to buy-in if they could provide the service provider cash cage with an
original receipt sourcing the funds as follows;

.
r
o

A bank draft, EFT, certified or Casino Cheque (as defined under policy)
Cash drawn from an accredited Financial lnstitution
Cash drawn at the gaming facility using Global Cash, Debit at Gage, ATM

or that the source of funds originated from;

r
.
r

Cash verified as from a recent sourced Casino Disbursement
Chips verified as from a recent sourced Casino Disbursement
Dollar value of STR has decreased (as have counts - see next table)

Jan 10, 2018 - lmplemented Source of Funds Declaration for cash deposits of $10,000 or more as per Petel
German's interim recommendation to

BCLC

t
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All data presented in table form below.

Key points:
a

Both the count, total value and average value of STR have been decreasing since 2015, with a significant
drop in the second half of the year when BCLC began cash conditioning players.

a

Not only are there fewer STR, the ones that are reported are decreasing in value.
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.Jim D. Lightbody
Tue 2015-1{-17 9:37:45 PM
Su$ect Background material for tomorrow
Briefino fsr MD.J for Nov 18 1S.docx

Bud,
Attached are background materiatrs f,or our meetlng tomorrow, if needEd.
Jim
Sent from my Blacktserry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network.
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o

BCLC has a mature and active anti-money laundering program with significant investments
in technology, training, and certification, and is the driving force behind cash alternatives.

a

Over 50 Corporate Security and Compliance staff at BCLC have, or are in the process of
completing the CAMS (Certified Anti Money Laundering Specialist Designation). BCLC
recently provided ACAMS membership to a number of compliance personnelwithin GPEB

o

ln November 2014 FINTRAC completed an examination of BCLC's AML practices and
found BCLC's compliance regime to be in compliance with AML requirements.

a

All suspicious transaction reports (STR) are submitted to Fintrac within 30 days of
occurrence. The reports, which include narratives setting out circumstances, are also
submitted to GPEB and Law Enforcement.

o

A relatively few number of high value patrons account for significant gaming revenue to the
province. These clients have a preference for cash transactions, for a number of reasons
including cultural, and as a result account for a disproportionate number of STRs.

a

lf concerns arise around the origin of funds being used to buy-in, restrictions may be
placed on the methods an individual customer is permitted to use to buy-in. For example, a
customer may be restricted to using bank drafts or certified cheques.

o

BCLC assesses these individuals under the Know Your Customer program to determine
source of wealth, and where warranted, source of funds.

a

ln February 2014 Fintrac published further guidelines requiring reporting entities to
enhance their Know your Customer and Enhanced Due diligence program. There was a
specific focus around statutorily deemed business relationships and higher risk patrons.

o

BCLC created an AML unit to respond to the increasing regulatory requirements including
these new obligations.

a

For every customer with which BCLC is deemed to have a "business relationship" BCLC
has an obligation to and does assess each of these customers for money laundering risk
and then monitor them and their transactions on an on-going basis. This is a very complex
and resource intensive requirement to meet.

o

BCLC is in the process of implementing a new automated solution, based on that used by
three of Canada's biggest banks, to further enhance its AML program and specifically its
CDD procedures. Launch is targeted for March 2016.

o

BCLC initiated a project in 2011 focused on reducing the use of cash in gaming facilities.

o

ln

2014115, traceable cash alternatives such as the Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account,

debit transactions, and other non-cash instruments made up one quarter of play in BC
gaming facilities.
3
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a

ln April 2015 BCLC requested GPEB's approval of three cash alternatives: credit to
approved WIP players, Delimiting the Convenience Cheque and offering cash to PGF
under specific circumstances. BCLC has not yet received approval.

Service Provider Commission Review
a

Earnst and Young (EY) and Partnerships BC (PBC) are continuing to explore whether
relevant options exist for incentivizing service providers that is different from our current
commission structure, which is supported by BCLC's advisor, HLT.

o

EY and HLT have taken different approaches in the calculation of weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) and ROl, but have arrived at substantially the same conclusion.
Discussions have ensued regarding service provider motivating factors and whether other
commission structures that impact length of term, market certainty, or commission rate
could be adjusted to further maximize return to the province.
EY continues to assess the Facility Development Commission (FDC) and Accelerated
Facility Development Commission (AFDC) structure against the Capital Asset Management
Framework, which represents an outline of best practices in capital asset management that
can be leveraged by the public and private sector (although it is created by the public
sector).

a

There have been discussions with EY to outline the risks of financial consolidation, the
appropriateness of control vs influence in service providers' capital asset management,
and whether their suggestions truly address the end objective of the FDC and AFDC
program (i.e. to incentivize capital investment in facilities for the purpose of growing
gaming revenue).

Comprehensive Cost Containment Review

o

EY has proposed Level 1 and Level 2 metrics as measures that would be considered
under the updated framework. Level 1 metrics would be tracked and reported to Treasury
Board, while Level 2 metrics would be maintained internally within BCLC but shared with
the Ministry.

-

Level 1 metrics have been determined as Net lncome and Operating ProfiUNet Win
(excl. depreciation and interest).
4
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Level 2 metrics still to be determined (intended to provide a deeper level of insight into
specific operating costs such as employee costs)

o

The Board has approved the Level 1 metrics and targets. The biggest change in the
targets was the discussion to allow a range of targets rather than a specific target
percentage.

a

Following this, in discussions with the Associate Deputy Minister, it was suggested that the
concept of a range, and the final approval of these metrics, would be discussed with the
Minister after the final report.

Expression of lnterest process for gaming facility location/relocation

o

BCLC has identified market potential in Greater Victoria and issued a Expression of
lnterest letters to local governments in that region on October 1 with a response required
by December 11,2015.

a

Local governments who received the EOI are:
District of Saanich - responded indicating interest
District of Oak Bay - responded it is not interested
City of Victoria - still contemplating its response
Township of Esquimalt - still contemplating its response
Esquimalt First Nation lands - no indication to BCLC
Songhees First Nation lands - responded indicating interest

o
o
o
o
o
o

Quebec legislation blocking illegal gambling websites

o

The Government of Quebec has introduced new legislation that requires lnternet service
providers to block access to unlicensed online gambling sites.

o

The provisions are contained in an omnibus bill implementing elements of the
government's spring budget, which included a promise to establish website blocking
requirements.

.

The bill provides that an lnternet service provider may not give access to an online
gambling site whose operation is not authorized under Qu6bec law.
5
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a

It indicates Lotto Quebec will oversee the accessibility of online gambling. lt will draw up a
list of unauthorized gambling sites and provide the list to the entity that regulates gambling
which will then send it to internet service providers.

a

According to the law an internet service provider that receives the list shall, within 30 days
of receiving the list, block access to those sites.

o

This legislation is unprecedented in Canada

OLG Modernization
a

- contracting out lottery operations

ln March 2012, the Ontario government directed OLG to undertake a modernization
strategy to increase profit to the Province, create jobs and generate local economic growth.
As part of the strategy OLG has opted to contract out lottery operations for the province. lt
will become the only jurisdiction in Canada to choose this model for lottery.
One of the key reasons for this decision is to avoid the capital investment of replacing
10,000 outdated loftery terminals, which would cost $1 billion.

a

To date, an RFP has been issued for a private sector operator to run the day-to-day lottery
business (issued September 2014)

a

OLG reserves the right to ultimately not make any

changes.

6
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a

lllinois, New Jersey and lndiana have all tried this model with limited success/negative
impact. None have met revenue targets set by the private sector operator.
Presently, BCLC leads the way amongst Canadian gaming jurisdictions in terms of
innovation and business development. Evidence of this includes Lotto Express,
PlayNow.com, and the internationally recognized GameSense program.

a

The technology and infrastructure built for Lotto Express together with our eGaming
platform will be leveraged into a broader replacement plan for lottery retail.

a

BCLC also has a Memorandum of Understanding with OLG to facilitate Lofto Express for
Ontario at our shared retailer, Loblaws, Canada's largest grocery retailer.

o

The health and sustainability of our national lottery brands (Lotto 6/49, Lotto MAX, and
many national Scratch & Win games) rely on the largest market, Ontario, having strong
sales performance. lf OLG's revenue on national brands declines, BC and the other
provinces suffer.

a

The jackpots will not be sustainable and the profit margins could be reduced if prize funds
need to be increased. lf the private operator chooses to reduce focus or investment on
national brands, it is a risk to the other ILC partners.

7
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Attentlon:

Davld Eby

Attorney General
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Dear Minister Ebyi

Re: Antl-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Roport for the third quatter of
Flscal Year 2017//2018

I am writing to you as Board Chair of BCLC and in regard to your supplemental
mandate of letter of Novomber 28,2017. I am pleased to provide to you the Anti,.
Money Laundeilng (AML) Quarterly Report for the third quarter of Fiscat year
2017n418.
From its outset, the AML ftamework at BCLC has been premised upon the federal
legislative requirements set out in lhe Proceeds of Crime tloney Laundertng &
Tenort$ Financing Aci as well as formalwrltten guldance piovlded specificalty to the
casino seotor by both the Financial Action Task Force (FATF - the Intemational
goveming body responsible for anti-money laundering requiraments) and FINTRAG.
The legislative requirements and the guidance create a rlsk-based apploach to anti,
money laundering and anti-tenorist financing controls (AMUATF) which lnvolves
assessing potential risks and then targetlng resources and effoils on preventing,
detectlng and responding to the highest identified riEks. The norm for AMUATF
regimes is to work from a risk-based famework.
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The MNP review compieted for GPEB in 2016 includes recommendations that
'suggest mov-es atrrtay from a risk-based framework in casinos to a more prescriptive
approach. one of those suggestions was to place a hard limlt on the acceptance of
cash (banknotes) at casinos that would apply to all transactlons and all lndividuals
inespectlve of risk. MNP made no recommendation as to the amount of the ilmit, ln
llght of this proposed shift to a more prescriptive approach, BCLC wanted to be
prepared to offer advice on this approach shoutd it be asked. BCLG has conducted
analysis to determine a cash buy-in limlt that will provide for a prescriptlve lovel of
contrgl while still belng operalionally sound. BcLc, based on its analysis, believes
that if a hard limit on cash buy-ins ls deslred, the llmit should not be set it a threshold
below $25,000.
Whlle BCLC and its Board of Dirsctors believes that thiE prescriptlve cash limit rnay

be workable and can be implemented relallvely quickly, our analysls doeE not suggest

the move would be completely free of adverse impacb. BCLC believes its ctiient
ristc-based approach, as mandated by FINTRAC and the FATF, provides the most
effective AM UATF controls.

I would also like to take lhis opportunity to advise you that BCLC has had open
communicatlons with Mr. Peter German and his team over the last few months as Mr.
German has conducted his review, including his joint interview of the chair and
President & cEo. BCLC has provided open and unfettered aooess to any records

8C1C000421 3
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and matarials Mr. German has roquested. We have accomplished this by creatlng a secure record
transfer protOcol speciffcally for Mr. Gefman and his team that allows access to anything needed while
ensuringa very hi$h bvel of security and protection for personal and other sensitive information. We look
forward to Mr. German's final repo'rt and are preperin! to trake the actlon necessary to implement any
recommendations fulling within our purview or direction given to us by government.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith '
Chair, BCLC Board of Dlrectors

oc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, QC
.Jim Lightbody, Presidenl & GEO, BCLC
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Qu*nmnrx Rnronr ro rsn ArroxNny Gmrunlr, ot Bnmsu Cor,nnmre
Pursuantto the Amcnded $upplemental lvlandato Letor datcdNovomber 28,2017

Rnronr non rHE THrRn Quanrrn hsclr, Ynm 201?O018

BCLC PROVIDES THIS REPORT in accordancc wltr Dheotion#3 sctout in tho Supplernsnhl Maldsb Lefier:
Gctuan Rcqommondodons

t.

On Dcccmbor 18, 2017, BCLC

compliftd tbc wo* nci:ocsary, savs and cxocpt complefion of consuttdons

witr CPEB, to lnploment Gcrmu rooommendatlon #l o:gandiag playc sourcc offunds doglaratlous to a[
mino tansactons of$l0,000 ot mora Consulhdom with GPEB contlnued lhrough tho cnd of the quartcr
with inplcmentation planmd for Jeluary 2018.

And-Monel, Laund€rinFlAntirTcnorl4.Phenolnq Pro$amNormol Coursc Proscos Bnd CoFtole Chn$es

(Bd.C

2,

prexbuad itmrs 3, 4 dnd 6 to tho

Athney Gcmnl

st

i brieftrg on Octobor 23, 2017, and are updatod

hcra.)

Otr fttobcr ft,2017, BCI"C's ChiefCompllancc Offcs mot wth FInTRAC saniot mmagonmt to
comult ou planned onhnnccmcds to BCLCT anti+ironoy tarmdcriry regimc; FInTRAC's input and
gddm@ wnsrceoivcd and hford plarnod changes.

3. To lncrsaso dligcnce and accounbbllity

with rcspoab antl-monoy obllgations on tho prt ofrervicc
providcrs, on Oatobcr2?,20t?, BCX-C's CEO wototo thc &ming Polhy aod EnforcmcntBmnch asking
thcnr to uiratry *rc tcrus of regtstratlon of all gamlng ewvicc providore wlro ofrr tsbh gamcs rcquidng
scrvlco pmviders to formally dosignate a ChidCompllauce Oftccr who: l) rqports diroctly to tho
prcsida$ CEO, Board ofDirentors or bonqfioinl owncr of the senrlcc provldor as tho caso uray be; 2) holds
crodontlals orhas condderabls expalenco rdaled to Camdiru and-mon€I laundodng taws; and,3) is
granted, ns cvldenco by oompaqy policy, unfttbred authorlty to givo o,peradonal dilwtion ldated to money
laundering concats. Tbls chango Is coDslctont lvlth long strnding tonus of.rcglsfadon in at lmS ono other
largs CamdimJulrdlcdon, ltis would frcue compllonco obligatlmr for this critical f,rnction at dro hlghcst
hvcls and crcatc a mrch oloaer linc oftqonsibillg wttttin senricc providcr organlzadons. Additiornlly,
thls oloango would ghru rcgulsory wdght and foroe to stmllrr cbntractual provisions ln thc new saslno
oporatlng scrvices ogrccmont,

GPEB has respondcd advlslng
has dcallncd BCLC's rcqucst

4.

tht,

ln lB viaf,, ttrls is not an appropriatc tcrm of rcgtslradon and as $rch

onrccant po[cc action and potlco irnftrmadon rolded to a rrofioy s€n lcrs business tn Rlchmon4
which had not ben prcvlously arailablc, BCI"C aommmocd a reasGsmGnt of dro monoy laurderlng and
tcnodst fnarcing rlsks poscd to lt by tmnEy ssvlocs businose€s. firls analysk wlll result ln nsw
and
fh6
Thls work will bo conplotc in
quaftcr

5.

On

a

Drm$or 4,Z0l7rBCI€

drd

hcrcesed tho eontrols on

bilk

as ftG aocormt nunbor and IUMG oftlp
PaIGr a3
apoountholdcr from whidr tho fimdstqc drawn. To llto cfilcmt a ba* drd doeg not lncludrthir
hrfumdonon it$ esc, a rrcolpt fiom rhc issuhg fnmsial foidtudoa ehowhg &e requircd lnftrugtion
nust bo proscntcd b tho casino oloag wiilr tbe bank draft et thc ilmcofftc casfoio framsstlon md the
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6.

an

OnDccsnbar 14

to onc ofthc

BCI,C

lBanti-money

proccss

for
taruanilion

7
to tho

and

rclatedto bank drafi& On

ftranclal in*itrdons lssuing bank drats or rctdcd to oaslno playcm uing bmk ibafts

g. GpEB rcported thfrt bank dmfo lurc bmn aaoepted st orhos
Uar*araf,Evttrgrt*a

monery

whorc thsro 8rrr anomalles on lhe faco oftho

lamdcringconccrns. GPEB ocpresscd,conccrns ircluilirgi drcnrmcoftlrc

madc outtos p€rsor othct$1nfi {aycr-nogodatiirg-q*^q"{"tdto
-crlho,bdftrnitar& frsarartueing
conocrns, BCLC intdabd a rwiew wilch includad

6,|

and-illcgibh payco namoc. tn rcqponso to lttosc
OyJU irup&don oi evcry bark &aft ana crtmee *rque acclpttd by the soven major oasinoc in
"foo* mrtnt"ria for tbe Juuiry 2015 to Novcnb s 2017 pqiod, Thc roview was oonductcd over a 20 daE

tho

.

t1.;l
L!-J

pcrloamnrWovcmbcr5-26,iOtZ..q.totalof?,436draftandcertifiodchcguoswercindMduallyputlcd
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aplion md ls awaltlng a respousc fom Cppg.
.takc lbr6er invosdgat'vc and concdlvc

g, BCLC hu analyzed the imp*rs of moving to a prcscribcd dai$ llmtt on oash buy'ns er ub-t9 Satoel
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March 2, 2018

Ministry of the Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt

Victoria,

BC V8W9E2

Attention:

David Eby
Aftorney General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: BGLG's lmplementing Government Direction Report
Please find enclosed BCLC's lmplementing Government Direction report, dated
February 26,2018.
We trust that the report will provide a helpful update on BCLC's worft to fulfill its
current Mandate Letter requirements.

74 W6st Saymour St.eel

Kamloops, BC VAC lEz

T

F

250.628.5500
2s0.828.5ffi1

Detailed below are some highlights from the enclosed report:

1.

Recent Ernst & Youno {EY} Audit on BGLC Anti-Monev Launderinq
(AMLI proqram
BCLC's AML program recently underwent its biennial audit which was
conducted by EY, The audit was largely positive and noted only a few minor
issues, all of which have since been completely addressed by BCLC. The
findings in this audit are similar to all other BCLC AML audit reports, whether
conducted by F|nTRAC or independent third parties, in that a few minor

2940 Virlual Way
Vancouve( BC VsM 046

T
F

804.215.0649
604.225.8124

bclc.ccm

issues are identified and BCLC takes immediate action to conect any issues.
Recently, F|nTRAC advised BGLC that our AML program was the industry
leader and that F|nTRAC intended to develop some of its' casino industry
guidance based upon BCLC's program.

BCLC has proactively released the audit report and have provided an unredacted copy to the Ministry.

2.

Determination of BCLG and GPEB Responsibilities

BCLC continues

to

work cooperatively with GPEB

to

determine

responsibilities and accountability within the BG gaming industry. We are
also aware that Dr. Peter German is reviewing roles and responsibilities
pertaining to AML as part of his review.

Working with GPEB to more clearly delineate areas of responsibility is
important work since if either entity were to take action outside their
prescribed authority, the action or decision could be challenged as uttra vires.
Further, there are many areas of overlap between BCLC and GPEB and it is
expedient to ensure that work is not been duplicated, thereby wasting
resources.
3.

@
GPEB will transfer the GameSense Advisor (GSA) program to BCLC effective
April 1, 2018. Expanding GSAs to Community Gaming Centres (CGC) is one

BCLC001 1542
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of the recommendations contained in the Plan for Public Health and Gambling (February 2015).

BCLC and GPEB are consolidating the GSA program under BCLC's management to increase
efficiency and service to players. Presently in B.C., GSAs staff GameSense lnformation Centres

in all casinos. ln CGCs, there are currently self-serve kiosks.
However, with the transfer of the GSA program to BCLC, GSAs will staff every casino and CGC
in B.C. by September 2019.
(GSlCs), which are located

By the time the program is fully implemented, the expansion of the GSA program will almost
double BCLC's investment in Player Health to $6.4M annually (BCLC's current budget for
responsible gambling is $3.4M).

Additional anticipated benefits associated with the transfer of GSAs to BCLC employee positions
include:

lmproved relationships with Service Providers and players by integrating the GSA program
within gaming facilities;
a

Refined roles and responsibilities to develop subject-matter expertise and improve GSA
program delivery;

a

a

4.

lmproved customer experience and data gathering through technology and innovative
solutions;
lmproved customer experience through new education tools;
lmproved level of support for gaming workers and BCLC staff to enhance further the culture
of responsible gambling within B.C.'s gambling industry.

New Game Framework

BCLC and GPEB have been working to develop an approach to the development and
implementation of new games. The concept of 'new games' is not contained within the Gaming
Control Act (GCA) - the GCA only references the ministerial approval process for 'new lottery
schemes'. While a new lottery scheme will always include the concept of a new game, it is
possible for a new game to be part of an existing lottery scheme (for example, a newly purchased
slot machine or a new Scratch & Win ticket are new games, but not new lottery schemes).
BCLC and GPEB met to discuss the issue, following which GPEB provided BCLC for its review a

draft policy regarding the approval of new games that are defined as new lottery schemes. ln
addition to providing wriften feedback, BCLC legal counsel met with GPEB and its legal counsel
to discuss the draft policy.
GPEB is now in the process of re-writing the policy and has committed to providing BCLC with an
opportunity to comment on the new draft and further conversations between both entities.

Once this work is complete, both entities should have a common understanding of what
constitutes a 'new game'. This will assist BCLC's ability to innovate and develop new products
that meet the demands of the competitive marketplace for entertainment.

5.

Universitv of British Columbia (UBC) Centre for Gamblinq Research
Three years ago, BCLC entered into a sponsorship agreement with UBC 1o create the Centre for

Gambling Research. In total, BCLC contributed $2.5 million dollars

to UBC in exchange for

specific benefits. The funding for this sponsorship comes from the lneliEible Jackpot Monies from
people who are in the Voluntary Exclusion Program (VSE).

BCLC, GPEB and UBC have been in discussions about the renewal of the sponsorship
agreement. A tentative plan, subject to ministerial approval, would see GPEB added as a party
to the agreement and have BCLC continue to provide funding to UBC from the lneligible Jackpot
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Monies. While discussions continue, this is a positive step fonrvard to continuing to support
important research.

ln addition, BCLC and our service providers await implementation by GPEB of the Dr. German
recommendation to have enforcement personnel inside casinos that offer high limit table play. Having
onsite personnel who have enforcement jurisdiction/authority will greatly improve the response time when
anomalous, improper, or potential criminal behaMour is identified, suspected, and reported.

As always, BCLC would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to discuss any aspects of this
letter or the enclosed report.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, QC

Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Enclosure(s) x
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To:
Cc:

DavidEby(APersonal information
Jim D. LightbodPersonal information
(Personal information

l; Bud Smith

Richard.FyfePersonal information
Personal information
Connie Richter (
Suzanne Rowley
Wed 2018-05-30 5:30:25 PM
Su$ecf BCLC - Letter & Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention
2018.05.30 - a - Letter to Minister Ebv re AML Q4 Report for Fiscal 17-18.pdf

From:
Senfi

Hello,
On behalf of Bud Smith, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached letter along with the Q4 AML Report and
attachments for the Minister's attention.
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM

OAG

Personal information

bclc.com
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May 30,2018

Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VBW 9E2

Attention:

bala

David Eby
Attomey General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the fourth quarter of
FiscalYear 201712018
I am pleased to provide you with the enclosed update on the activities and actions
BCLC has taken with respect to the direction set out in the Mandate Letter provided to
the BCLC Board of Directors. lncluded in this update is the Quarterly Anti-money
Laundering Report for the fourth quarter of fiscal 201712018.

I

prepared this, my final AML Quarterly Report and associated nanative, before
I have sought and received various
expiration of my term as Chair of BCLC
information which it is hoped you will find useful as our organization moves forward.

As

7{ WBst Seymour Str€€l
Kamloops, 8C V?C 1E2

T
F

250"828.5500
250.828"5631

-

A central learning during my term(s) on the BCLC Board, is that our business is
exceedingly dynamic. This notion applies within BCLC, but as well to extemal
exigencies such as Responsible Gaming, security, and AML. Failure to recognize that
there is, invariably, a context influencing emerging issues, which may appear solvable
through simple solutions, will often result in a kind of 'water bed' effect through

2940 Virlual Way
Vancouver. BC VsM oAE

T

t

604.215.0649
604.2?5.6a24
bcli acm

implementation.

Advancing AML strategy, in my opinion, has required understanding there are three
streams of activity which, at some level, must operate in harmony. Those streams of
activity are information and intelligence gathering; information sharing between
agencies; and enforcement.
I can report to you that information/intelligence gathering is strong. Whilst undertaken
largely by service providers and BCLC, it also involves enforcement agencies and

regulators.
Sharing intelligence and information between agencies I would describe as 'spotty',

Enforcement, rooted in the vast amounts of information/intelligence gathered from
within or through or around gaming facilities, I must report, appears to run from weak
to non- existent.

Dr, German's recommendation that a Designated Policing Unit (DPU) replace the
currenl enforcement regime has great potential to markedly improve enforcement.
Developed carefully, a DPU should be able to better use the great amounts of
information/intelligence that long has been available to enforcement agencies, and
enable the two way sharing of information to be more effective.
You will see in the Quarterly Anti-money Laundering Report that BCLC implemented
Dr. German's interim recommendation #1 effective January 10, 2018. At the time of
the Report being compiled, BCLC had the benefit of nearly three complete months of

8C1C0008443
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experience with the recommendation in place at casinos. Staff have observed three changes in transaction
trends that I think important to bring to your attention.

1,

The first change in trend is in relation to the identification of possible suspicious transactions by
service providers, categorized as Unusual Financial Transactions (UFTs). For the three months

- December 2017) preceding the implementation of Dr. German's recommendation, service
providers on average reported 117 potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC.
Since the recommendation was implemented, seryice providers on average have reported 180
potential suspicious transactions (UFTs) per month to BCLC; a 54o/o increase in reports.
(October

2.

The second change in trend is with respect to the number of poteniial suspicious transactions (UFTs)

that, after in-depth customer due diligence being completed by BCLC, are substantiated and
ultimately reported as suspicious transactions to F|nTRAC and the police. For the three months
preceding the implementation of the German recommendation, on average 70 potential suspicious

transactions (UFTs) reported by service providers were substantiated per month and resulted in a
report to F|nTRAC and police. Since the implementation of the recommendation, on average 19
potential suspicious transactions reported by service providers were substantiated per month and
resulted in a report. (Note: service providers report all potential suspicious transactions to both BCLC
and GPEB).

3.

The third change observed has been in relation to table game drop dollar values (also referred to as
topline table game revenue). For the first three months of 2018, topline table game revenue has
been trending stable to increasing, but with a shift from games like squeeze baccarat in high limit
rooms to table games on the main floor of the casinos. This is a continuation of the overall table
revenue trend for the past five years.

BCLC staff report that most of the increase in potential suspicious transaction (UFT) reports from service
providers have to do with players making multiple buy-ins just underthe $10,000 threshold where proof of
source of funds is required. This is concerning because this behaviour is indicative of structuring - a money
laundering iechnique used to attempt to avoid suspicion or reporting requirements. BCLC has been
monitoring these circumstances closely and have discussed the same with GPEB and the police. Structuring
behaviour was relatively rarely observed prior to the implementation of the recommendation. When asked,
players are reporting to service providers and BCLC that they are engaging in this behaviour for two primary
iea-sons: 1) the players do not want to go to the added effort of requesting back up documentation from their
financial institutions needed to support bank draft and cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more; and, 2) players are
concerned about the privacy implications of handing overdetailed personal banking information. To date the
information available suggests these are in fact the motivations behind the change in player behaviour,
however caution and further inquiry is needed. BCLC is continuing to work with GPEB and the police on this
recent development. On the positive side, this development demonstrates that service providers are
exercising a good level of due diligence in assessing player transactions and are accurately identifying
potential signs of money laundering behaviour.

I can advise that between

involving or related

Redacted - RCMP
Redact

tn"

toffi

hat it found concern ing and that 26 of those occurrences were also reported to the police

@aga

speaks both to the absence of meaninoful enforcement and an
Redacted
ll note that
ln the attached " BCLC Ch ron o,ogy
scrutiny
thereof.
deflect
le and was briefed fully by BCLC's Alderson
lnspector Bruce Ward was the OIC of

rhfffi

r",Hnur,r,

- RCMP
Redacted

- RCtVlP
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apparenly and/or suspected illegal activity associated with our casinos. You will note that two years later

tnsp. Warb presented at an IAFCI conference, attended by media and public members. That presentation left

the distinct impression that others had failed, but that the RCMP investigation he led now was riding to the
rescue, with charges coming. No chargg$gyg been laid as of the date of this letter. ln his 2017

il:'ffit'lH,i*HT3,'?,i.1i,:i::i'!:m,:,i"ilt;T lil',.::fi1,'::i?l;:?'[?f,."1il:':,il'#:l,I

we ask thai you maintain the confidentiality of the material.

lwish to bring to your attention one other concerning matter. On June 13,2017, the RCMP and GPEB held a
joint press confeience in Vancouver. At that event it was reported that "top tief' organized crime figures
iinfeO to money laundering, illegal gaming houses, drug trafficking, kidnappings and extortions had
laundered large amounts of money though casinos. lt was further reported that nine of the accused had been
arrested and released. BCLC was deeply concerned to learn that potentially violent criminals had been

frequenting its casinos and targeting its facilities for money laundering. Very shortly after the press
con-ference, BCLC wrote to the RCMP asking, under our information sharing agreement, for the names of
those arrested so that it could use its statutory powers under the Gaming Control Act to bar those nine
individuals from all casinos in the province to protect customers and staff, and to stop any further money
laundering attempts by these individuals. BCLC has not yet been provided the names of the nine individuals
arrested. BCLC remains concerned that potentially violent criminals, whose identities are not known to
BCLC, may be continuing to enter its facilities and BCLC remains committed to barring those who were
arrested as soon as they are identified to BCLC.
This matter speaks to a clear need for better sharing of information between agencies. These 9 "top tier"
crime figures have been arrested and know, therefore, they are targets. Our service providers and BCLC do
not wani 1op tier' crime figures in our casinos. Nor do we want our patrons being put at any potential risk of
harm, if the reason for not notifying us of their identities, is to enable police to continue observing them, as
they conduct unlawful activities in or around our gaming facilities.
Harvest/lnvest. This is a theme l've addressed at various meetings during my term as Chair, including at
Treasury Board (TB). BCLC needs to invest if it is to continue providing the General Revenue Fund (GRF)
with the harvest TB seeks. Lottery equipment. Responsible gaming. Additional compliance requirements. An
orderly redevelopment of our headquarters. BCLC, as you know, has no retained earnings. lt must advance
100o/o of what it earns to the GRF, then seek from TB what it needs for investment on a line item basis. This
has resu1ed in an uneven business planning and execution model. Dr. German's report no doubt will cause
further challenges for TB, with the Harvesl/lnvest balance that needs to be achieved. Our ability to address
AML, Responsible Gaming initiatives, and added compliance expectations all speak to getting that
Harvest/lnvest balance better understood at TB.

BCLC's results for this past fiscal year, and our projections for the next period, provide well more than
enough new revenue for TB to be able to accommodate all the investments required by BCLC during the
next defined period of our fiscal projeetions.
Finally, let me say it has been my privilege to serve my Province through the Board of BCLC, and if asked
will happily support my successor as Chair, in whatever modest way I can, that would be appropriate.

I

Yours truly,

Bud Smith, Q.C.
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attorney General

Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Enclosure(s) x3
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Quanrrnlv RrpoRT To rHE ArronNnv Gnnunal on Bnrusn ColuMBIA
Pursuant to the Amended Supplemental Mandate Letter dated November 28,201':l

RBponr FoR TIIE FOURTH Qunnrun Frscar, YEAR

2017 /2A18

BCLC PROVIDES THIS REPORT in accordance with Direction #3 set out in the Supplemental Mandate Letter:
Gennan Recommendations
On December 18, 2017 , BCLC completed the work necessary. save and except completion of consultations

with GPEB, to implernent German recommendation #l expanding pliryer source of funds declaratiors to all
casino transactions of $10,000 or more. Feedback from GPEB continued tluough to tlre end of the third
quarlor 201'7118. BCLC irnplemented Recommendation #l on January I0, 2018.

2.

Post implernentatio4 as gaming service providers worked withthe nelv requirements under German
Recommendation #1 they provided additional operational feedback to BCLC. Based on that feedback and
to srnooth operalional issues ttrat had arisen, BCLC conrpleted the work necessary to implement 3
procedural changes in response:
Reduce the minirnum deposit required to open a player account from $10,000 to $0.00.
Limit the payment out to a player in cash for either wirurirgs or return of funds to $25,000.
Remove the lirnit on retum of funds cheqr"res (as every buy-in of $ 10,000 or more is nolv subject to
proof of source of funds there is no longer a need for lhis control on rettrn of funds cheques).
BCLC was prepared to implement tlrese changes January- 3 t. 2018. ltowever has held off at the request of
the ministry until a future date that is yet to be determined.

a.
b.
c.

Anti-Mone)' Larurdering/Anti-Terrorist Financing Program Normal Couse Processes and Controls Changes

3.

Based on police action and police inlormation related to a money services business in Richmond, which
lrad not been previously available, in August 2017 BCLC cornmenced a reassessment of the rnoney
laundering and terrorist financing risks posed to it by money services businesses. This analysis r,r'as also
informed by grudance received from FinTRAC. The analysis was cornpleted in Febnrary 2018 and resulted
in tlre conclusion that the threat of money larurdering risks posed by money sen'ices businesses could no
longer be adequately and effectively nritigated by BCLC. As a result, BCLC de-risked this business sector.
Garning Service Providers and GPEB r,vere advised of this change in anti-money laundering procedures
which took effect March 15, 20 18.

4.

BCLC has increased its anti-rnoney laundering capabilities. One addilional AML investigator was hired
eflective Febmary 19, 2018, and one additional crinre analyst was hired as of March 5, 2018.

5.

On Januar.v 16. 2018. BCLC's Board of Directors approved new rules regarding tlre issuance and
redemption of chips. The new rules provide better control by making it clear that chips, at all times, rerurin
the property of BCLC and may only be redeemed by the individual who originally acquired the chips
througlr a bona f de transaction rvith a BCLC casino service provider. Chips remain redeernable only at the
casino from r,vhich the chips were acquired.

6.

In March 2018, BCLC received vetbal notice from FinTRAC that it will be conducting a conrpliance
FinTRAChas
examinationofBCLC'santi-rnoneylaunderingprogramsometimeinthesummerof2018.
established a pattern of conducting periodic casino reviews on a biarmual basis; the last FinTRAC
examination of BCLC occurred in the sttmmer of 2016.
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Redacted RCMP

BCLC Gh
o

2009 (exact month not known) - Process for BCLC copying all Suspicious
Transaction reports to police established. lnitially all sent to IPOC and Criminal
lntelligence. GPEB also received copies of all STR reports.

o

Redacted - FINTRAC
JIN Barred lor 14 days pending investigation.

a
a

Redacted
- RCMP

JIN Barred 1 yearfor inappropriate behaviour
IPOC requested info on

o

o

Redacted - RCMP

ffir'eceived

for a'money-laundering'

baned 5 yrs for suspected ML activities

Redacted - FINTRAC

Terrorist Activity. Locally there was also significant gang activity in Lower Mainland.
a

Apr 16, 2014 - BCLC conducted meeting CFSEU at Green Timbers Surrey to
discuss establishment of a working relationship and working on issues of interest.
Present were lnsp Marc Landry, Supt. John Grywinski , Cpl Robert Grace, Brad
D. John K, Daryl T.

a

o
a

o

May 6, 2AM - PTEP list process from CFSEU to BCLC established.
Redactecl
RCMP

-

CFSEU contacted BCLC to arrange package on

@

June 19,2014 - 1't CFSEU tour and orientation of River Rock with BCLC CSC
and GCGC Compliance,

@Listof10suspectedcashfacilitatorscompletedanddeliv-eredto

TFSEU. Jll.l included on list. AML lntelligence analysis including all STR and
ITRAK files for JIN to date were provided.
a

Notice of Claim (Richmond, BC)

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

bala
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- BCLC reach out to CFSEU for an update.

a

Oct 9, 2014

a

Redacled RCMP

Meeting at River Rock with
r, Lengthy discussions on
Concerns over lack of police activity.
n,

wllhHfi

[lL'.","a5iLx,3;:

March 10, 2015 - Meeting with RCMP at Green Timbers to try and establish
working group and get more assistance with suspected criminal organizations
targeting BCLC site.

a

Redacted - RCMP

o

complaint

reffi

C met with RCMP (FSOC) to lodge a formal
Held at BCLC Vancouver Office. RCMP lead was Steve

WETTER. BCLC staff present were John I(ARLOVCEC, DaTITOTTENHAM Kris
GADE and Bruno GATTO.
o

Rcdaclcd - RCtulP

a

Redacted RCMP

FSOC advised would start prolect

t"m

OC meeting with Richmond RCMP over Project conflicts with

;i1:.J:r.1i.i li(llLl.)

Redacted RCMP

o

Redacted - RCMP

o

together on

FSOC requested BCLC assist with putting a Power Point
social impacts of ML as per conversation between Daryl

TOTTENHAM and FSOC Sergeant noted below:

Redacted r RCMP
ll{'i,r(.iir,

The squad really wants to go further with this but the problem is fhe big bosses
don't see the overall downside of having dirty money running through the casinos. I
believe the quote was "so there's dirty money running through the casinos, what's the
big dealwith that"...
i|1,1i)

.

2015- AML summit hosted at BCLC Vancouver office involving
participants from GPEB, BCLC, FINTRAC, CFSEU, FSOC, Financial Sector,

June

4,

Service Providers, CRA, CFO, Police Services, CBSA.
a
o

Redacted
- RCMP

BCLC Director ALDERSON meeting with FSOC.
CLC Director meeting with FSOC.

bala
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a

Rcdactcd - RCNIP

BCLC Director m
discuss new information

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted r RCMP
Exe

Redacted - RCMP

rance

D

a

July 27 , 2015 - Conference call conducted between BCLC, RCMP and GPEB to
further discuss July 22 information.

o

Redacted - RCN/P

a

offfilayers

believed to have recently received cash from
p
on conditions Copies of intelligence interviews detailing transactions
here and abroad were provided to police.

ist

Redacted r RCMP
ALDERSON was shown

rmtn

s

conducted

FSOC ana

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

FSOC

wou
a

a

a

Aug 28, 2015 - BCLC were advised by GPEB that they would be conducting an
audit into BCLC's STR and UFT reporting practices.

Redacted r RCMP
Redacted - RCN/P

After more detailed analysis and more information from Law

Enforcement condition list increased to 36
o

Rcdactcd'FINTRAC

OIC for

ALDERSON met with lnsp Bruce WARD (FSOC) who now was

le.

bale
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'l.,ril-trJ

o

Reclarcteci

o

Rc(lactcri - RCI/P

- RCMP

$1 million seizure.

ALDERSON provided details of illegal gaming location to FSOC.

Redacted r RCMP

o

o

Redacted - RCMP

Notice of Civil Claim names

I i\rl i^c

FSOC confirmed they had passed information from
onto Richmond RCMP
Rcdactcd - RCUP

Rcdactcd - RCMP

BCLC conducted full day training with JIGIT at BCLC Vancouver
passed on to OlC.

a Redacted - RCMP
'i.

I

rci

i-il

a

o

ALDERSON contacted FSoc who confirt"ffiile with Crown
rge approva I re illegal gaming and money laundering

Redacted RCMP

Aug 31 , 2017 - lsp. Bruce WARD does hour long presentation on ePirate at
IAFCI Conference in Vancouver detailing investigation and noting charges
coming.

o
a

Redacted
- RCMP

BCLC submits impact statement

forffiite

Vancouver Sun breaks story on

H

to FSOC.

bela
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ETrak lncidents
D#

lncideni File #

.r

Notification

Svnoogis

!

1.

r

rr ,fr1

.rr.l

Li.

i'

1N2o12002175
tN20,t20030263

86
86
86
86

RCt\,P
RCIVP

Seclion 86
Seclinn 8tl

RCt\p

Section
Seclion
Seciion
Seclion

tN20120030747

rr€0120031298
tl\l2oi20038179

RCTVP

RCIVP

rf\l2o120038228

tl€o120038903
|NDOI 2n03001 5

t1\l2o120043708

Redacted
- RCMP
redaction
requested
(v3)

r1\Bot20043822

tM012004384E
rM012m43853
t1\l2o12fi144644

tNpo120044890
r1\l2o120044958

tMo,l20(1455'14
tNt2012m45789
t1\120120045926
INI2O'|2fi)461.16

hr2n120046633
t1\20120046809
r.no12004713r'.
t1\l20120049710

rl.l20120051003

Redacted
RCMP
redaction
req uested

(v3)

RCIVP
RCTVF

Seclion 86
Seclinn 8fl

RCIVP
RCMP

secllon 86

Redacted
- FINTRAC

Section 86
Seclion 86
Seclion
Section
Seclion
Seclion
S€ciion
Seciion
Seclidn
Seclion
Secflon

8Fl

86
86
86
86
86
86
86
86

RC[iP

tM01200518m
rt\l2o120053285
tl\l20120031574
t}.|2o1200548a2

Section 86
Sectlon 86
Seciion 8€l
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lnoldcnt Filc #

Detc

Svnopsls
Section 86

rM0130005631
tM0130015811

Section 86
Section 86

tN20'130015973
rN201 3001 8217

tN20,130028138

Section 86

tN201 30037584

Section
Section
Section
Seciion
Seclion

tN201 300391 05

tN20130040707
rN201 300441 54

rM0130046182
rN201 30046437
tN201 30046573

Redacted

-

RCMP

redaction
requested
(v3)

rN20'130M6579
tN201 30053074
tN20130053104
rN20130053853
rN20130057372
tN20130057447

tM0130057744
tN2o130058166
1N20130058't97
tN20'130058260

rN20130058265
rN20130058432
tN20130058542

rM0130059217
tNr0130059359
tN201 30059623
rN201 30059628

tN20130059894
rN20t30059895
tNro130060921

Rr.(lachil ilClLlP
t.dJilron rcqrrc:lad
(\'.j)

Notllloation

Redacted
RCMP
redaction
req uested

(v3)

86
86
86
86
86

Section
Section
Seclion
Section

86
86
86
86
Soction 86
Section 86
Section 86
Section 86
Section 86
Seclion 86
Section 86
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Section 86
Section 86
Section 86
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Section
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86
86
86

RCMP
RCMP
RCMP

lndirect
lndirect
lndirect

RCI\iP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP

RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCMP
RCtutr

hdirect
lndirect
lndirect

Redacted FINTRAC

lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect

RCfvP

lndirect
lndirect
lndirect
lndirect

RCtr'/P

lndirect
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RCi/!r

lndirect

RC[rP
RCMP
RCMP
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rt

r,ll

lndlr6ct

ROlvlP

lndr6ct
lnor€cr

Redacted RCN4P

redaction
req uested

(v3)

Redacted
: RCMP
redaction
requested

(v3)

lhdr-at
lnqrer
rhdlraat
ldlret

ldlr€ct

Redacted FINTRAC

lndlr€ct

h.UlrELl
lndlr€d

________l!sg!9.srlndl16d
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Redacted
RCMP
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Date

Redacted

.

lnddant Fllo #
tN20180002976
tN20180007097

RCfuIP

redaction
requested

lN?OlBOnS/t!1 A
tNro,iAnnSdSa9

(v3)

tM0'170000326

1N2016003/l829
tN20170031408

Notlllcadon

S\noDslr

Redacted RCMP redaction
requested (V3)

R(]MP
R(]MP
RCMP
RCMP

Redacted FINTRAC

lndlr*tv
ln.lirmflv

ln.llr*flv

Smfidn 8fi
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To:
Cc:

DavidEbyPersonal information
Jim D. LightbodyPersonal information
Personal information

Bud Smith
Richard.FyfePersonal information

Connie Richter (Personal information
Suzanne Rowley
Thur 2018-05-31 9:45:46 PM
Suttject BCLC - Letter & Reports for Minister Eby's Attention
2018.05.31 - a - Letter to Minister Ebv re lmplementino Govt Direction Reoort.pdf
2018.05.31 - b - Attachement to Letter - Q4 lmolementino Govt Direction Report FY18.pdf
2018.05.31 - c - Attachment to Letter - Corporate Social Responsibilitv Report.pdf

Frqn:
Sent

Hello,
On behalf of Bud Smith, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached letter and reports for the Minister's

attention.
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 046
Personal information

bclc.com

8C1C0008447

BCLC0008/148

May 31,2018

Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VgW 9E2

Attention:

David Eby
Attomey General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: BGLG's lmplementing Government Direction Report
Please find enclosed BCLC's lmplementing Government Direction report, dated
March 31,2018, which provides an update on BCLC's work to fulfill its current
Mandate Letter.
BCLC recognizes its responsibility to conduct, manage and operate gaming on behalf
of the Province of BC and for the benefit of all British Columbians. While revenue
generation is an expectation, we are cognizant that it is equally important to ensure
the integrity of gaming, player health and public safety.

ln addltion, we have taken the liberty of including a copy of BCLC's most recent
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report. Since 2012, BGLC has proactively
and voluntarily published a CSR report, which details our commitments to socially

74 W€st Ssymour Str€el

Kamloops, BC V?C 1F2

T

2s0.828,5500

F

250.828.5631

29.10 Virlual Way
Vancouve( BC vsM 046

T

E04.215.0649

F

804.225.6^24
bclc.com

responsible business practices.

As we await the release of Dr. German's report, we wish to reiterate our continuing
commitment to work cooperatively and collaboratively with the Gaming Policy &
Enforcement Branch, F|nTRAC, law enforcement and our Gaming Service Providers.
We stand ready to implement recommendations that will benefit both the evolvement
of the Anti-Money Laundering system for casinos and the integrity of gaming in BC.

As always, BGLC would be pleased to meet with you at your convenienee to discuss
anyaspects of the enclosed reports.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith, Q.G.
Chair, BGLG Board of Directors

cc:

Richard Fyfe, Q.C., DeputyAttomey General
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC

Enclosure(s) x2
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lmplementing Government Direction
March 31,2018
This report details BCLC's progress on government direction pen
1

.

2.

2017 I I

8 Mandate Letter Amendment ( Novem b er 23, 2417 )

Plan for Public Health and Gambling (February 2015)

Future directives will be added, when required.
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lmplementing Govemment Direction
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lmplementing Govemment Direction

2017/18 Mandate Lefter Amendment (November 23. 2017)

IN PROGRESS
Mandate Letter Action

Plans and Progress

1.

lmplemenl the five remaining commitments in the
Plan for Public Heafth and Gambling.
Submit bi-annual progress reports to the General
Manager, GPEB.

Progress related to the Plan for Public Health and Gambling located in the following section.
Jan. E, 2018, BCLC and GPEB finalized plans lo address all recommendations and plans are
moving forwad to addrcss sll outstanding recommendations.
Mar.2018, BCLC and GPEB reviewed the status of all recommendations and updated the
progross report, which GPEB then shared with the ADM'S Office.

BCLC will provide a quartefly report to the AG on
the implementation of the government's AML
Strategy and mitigation of related illegal activities.

Refer to the Q4 2017-2018 Quarterly Report to the Attomey General of Britlsh Columbia sent
separately.

3.

ONGOING
Mandate Letter Action
2

Plans and Progress

Proactively share information with GPEB that assists th€ branch in meeting its responsibility for the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing and

providingtheMinisterwithadviceonbroadpolicy,standardsandregulatoryissues.

a)

b)

Thisincludes,butisnotlimitedto:

lnformation €bout any new games to
determine if additional RG standards are
required or if it is a new type of lottery
scheme which requires written approval as
petlhe Gaming Control Act; and

BCLC has worked with GPEB to reflne and formalize a new game evaluation framework, which ls

lnformation regarding trends that may
influence strategios to combat money
laundering and keep the proceeds of
crime out of BC gambling facilitios.

BCLC is not aware of any new information or trends at this time.

being finalized.
BCLC shared some new game ideas in their concept stage with GPEB to determine if they require
approval. No major issues were raised.
BCLC and GPEB are developing a communication strategy to ensure government is always informed
about new game introductions.

GPEB is provided on an on-going basis reports on all unusual financial transactions, any suspected
illicit activity occuffing or attempted and any material changes BCLC makes to its compliance
programs.

balc
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A Plan for Public Health and Gamblinq in BC {Februarv 2015)

IN PROGRESS

Recommendation
6

BCLC is wofting with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada
on constructive approaches to communicating 'odds' and
'return to player' on Electronic Gaming Machine screens to
dispel myths about control and ability t0 win.

Plans and Progress
BCLC ls committed to provide full disclosure of the odds of winning and return to player
from electronic gaming device (EGD). Recently, OLG invested a significant smount into
a pilot project of slot machine classifications, completed in October 2017. While there
were some positive findings, resulls showed confusion with the messages, largely
associated with too much information. OLG is redesigning and planning another launoh
wilh results anticipated within six months.
Given the considerable investment already made by OLG, BCLC will await the OLG
findings to develop a plan to effectively communicate this information to our players.

BCLC is working with the lnterprovincial Lottery Corporation's RG Group as this
requirement is expected to become mandatory for all new game themes released in
Canada.

Vendors will ensure the devices complywith any applicable standards of the
lnterprovincial Lottery Corporation's RG Group relating to disclosure of the odds of
winning and return to player (the "Standards') within twelve (12) months of such
Standards coming into effect.
All vendors on BCLCS roster have agreed to this requirement as part ofthe executed
contracts, and will work with their R&D teams.
7

Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and money
budgeting tools to its Encore Rewards members. Similarly,
enhanced tools have been developed for implementation on
PlayNow.com.

The most recent PlayPlanner produot was successfully tested by quality assurance and
onsite produotion validation.
On April 23,20''8, BCLC will introduce PlayPlanner as a pilot program at two sites in
Kamloops for a 3-month period.

PlayPlanner is a new, optional budgeting tool that enables Encore Rewards members to
set their gambling time and spend while playing on a slot machine or eTable game. The
pilot program will enable BCLC to evaluate the tool, and if successful, continue with a
provincial rollout.
10

GPEB and BCLC plan to implement a Gamesense Advisor
presence in community geming cenlres.

ln December 2017, following Ministerial approval, Gamesense Advisors (cSA)
transitioned to BCLC employee positions April 1 , 2018. BCLC will continue to
incrementally add staff to expand the GSA program to all facilities province-wide with
completion anticipated by Sept. 2019.

bclc
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Recommendation
12

BCLC will implement customized RG messaging to
PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore
members.

Plans and Progress
ln 2014, BCLC partnered with the Manitoba Gambling Research Program, and
researchers from UCLA, UNLV and Southem Cross University to evaluale customized
RG messaging to PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore members.
The field experiment began in fall 2016 and was disconlinued due to a low rate of
engagement and above average unsubscribe rate.

Consultation with BCLC business units and external researchers is underway, with the
intent to redesign a research project to effectively evaluate how to reach BC gamblers
through customized RG messaging.
As an immediate next step, Strategic Science has been engaged to conduct a review of
best practices related to providing RG related messages by ilsk level. The dlafi report
is duo May 1, 2018.
1

3

BCLC will engage an international team of researchers in a
longitudinal research project to evaluate the impact of

Upon completion of recommendations 12 & 21 , we will be in a better position to
examine the impact of RG messages on behaviors.

customized messaging on player behaviour.
The Ministries of Health and Finance, with BCLC, will be
responsible for maintsining a wolking group with stakeholders
and the Ministry of Education, to act as an advisory committee
for govemment decision makers. lts mandate is to ensure
gambling policy is informed by reliable research and best
practices, creating a fulsome understanding ofthe social and
economic implications of gambling.

GPEB will lead the creation of this working group given their responsibility for gaming
policy.

Govemment and BCLC will consider long-term funding of the
Centre for Gambling Research at UBC in 2017.

ln March 2018, the Attomey General approved a joint BCLC/GPEB proposal to renew
funding to the Cenlre for Gambling Research at UBC. The details of the agreement are
currently being finalized.

20

GPEB and BCLC will research to the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Electronic Gaming Machines.

BCLC and GPEB are developing plans to engage GREO to conduct a meta-review on
this area. Funding will be from the withheld jackpot fund.

21

GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to estimate online
gambling prevalence and problem gambling prevalence among
online players in British Columbia.

The UBC Centre for Gambling Research completed a study that characterized level of
play (Pareto analyses) on the PlayNow platform in 1 month. The next step is to expand
the investigation to examine gambling and problem gambling characteristics uslng both
survey and player data,

17

19

BCLC and GPEB will develop a RFP and commence the research from the withheld
jsckpot fund.
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COMPLETE

Recommendation
8

BcLc has conducted its third review ofthe Appropriate
Response Training (ART) program for gaming facilities staff,
and in 2015, will be incorporating new approaches to problem
gambling identification and response as recommended by the
RG Council.

9

'11

Plans and Progress
Fall of 201 5, BCLC enhanced its ART program with a response guidelines matrix to
help equip gaming venue staff with skills and knowledge to recognize observable
behaviours that may indicate a problem with gambling and to provide the appropriate
assistance when required.

ln early 2016, BCLC worked with an expert from the Cenlre for Addiction and Mental
Health to enhance delivery and curriculum ofART Level 2 in-person workshops. Eight
new learning activities, tailored to ART cuniculum and response guidelines, were
developed and all ART trainers received training on the new content.

BCLC will incorporale mandatory staff training about the
cognitive effects of alcohol and the resulting lncrease in
impulse beh€viour.

BCLC added new training content for its ART Level 1 course in March 2015, which is
mandatory for all gaming workers in BC. The content aims to equip gaming staff with
ability to identify and understand policies snd procedures pertaining to liquorservice in
a gaming environment; possible effects of alcohol intoxioation on gambling behavior;
knowing when to prevent customers who are, or appear to be, visibly intoxicated from
participating in gambling; and, understand escalation procedures pertaining to
intoxicaled customers.

BCLC is implementing a new ART course that is specific to
customertelephone support. lt includes training on how to
assess and respond to callers who may be experiencing
difficulty with their gambling, details on available resources,
procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalation

ART for BCLC'S Customer Support team launched in August 2014. All Customer
Support staff completed the course in facilitated sessions held through November
2014. The training program is ongoing for new employees.

guidelines.

14

BCLC has worked with the RG Council to develop and
implement the new RG Check accreditation program for
online gaming. ln anticipation of being the first online
gambling platform to participate in this program, BCLC has
initiated a number of changes in its approach to online RG,
inoluding better dooumentation of processes, policy reviews,
and customer support training. The RG Council is auditing

BCLC'S PlayNow.com was certified by RG Check in June 2015 with the recertification
scheduled for April 2018. BCLC is the first organization in the world to have its online
gaming site certified by RG Check.

PlayNow.com.
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Appendix 1 - Plan for Public Health and Gamblinq in BC

- Other Stakeholders'

Recornmendations

Recommendation
The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling program will link with the University of Victoria's Centre for Addictions Research
and other researchers to work towards linking problem gambl'ng education with broader issues of substance use, including
preventing and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental health and social and personal responsibility.

2

Responsible
GPEB, UVic

Within available resources, the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is shifting its prevention seNices to incorporate GPEB
a greater focus on problem solving and critical thinking and prioritizing the need to ensure programs are as effective as possible for
students.

3

The Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as well as current research related to youth
gambling with the Physical and Health Education curriculum development teams and other relevant specialist associations such as
school counsellors.

Ministry of
Education

4

Links to RG education materials will be added to the new Physical and Health Education curriculum as well as to the Healthy
Sohools BC website and promoted in the Healthy Schools BC newsletter.

Ministry of
Education

5

The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to raise awareness about the need for prcblem gambling
education and its links with broader issues of risk-taking behaviour and promote related education materials.

Ministries of
Education,
Finance and
Health

GPEB will update its RG Standards to include online gambling on PlayNow.com. These standards must be followed by BCLC and
all gaming service providers in British Columbia.

GPEB

16

The Ministry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explore problematic gambling screening and collaborative
care planning for clients with co-occurring issues with the goal of improving the overall continuity of care.

Ministries of
Finance and
Heellh

18

ltwill be
Theprovincial governmentwill developastandardizedpackageofinformationoutlininglhepublichealthrisksofgambling.
offered to municipalities to assist deoision makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure that they have a full
understanding of the risks and benefits of expanding gambling in their communities. Tho package will include information about
problem gambling prevalence, availability of alcohol, high-ilsk games, and revenue generated from problem gamblers.

Ministry of
Finance

1

5
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The Big Picture
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Our Performclnce

Metric
Player awareness of Responsible Gambling activities

Player.interactions at GameSense lnfo Centres (No-)

2A16/17

2017/18

zAfi48

2018/19

actual

actual

target

target

7019/20
target

78o/o

N/A

79o/o

80o/o

78o/a

59,075 48,587 65,000 70,000

Pass rate in Lottery Mystery Shop Program

860/o

82o/o

7

5o/o

7 5o/o

Pass rate in lD25 Mystery Shop Program

43o/a

39o/o

5Oo/o 600/o

7Oo/o

87a/o

860/o

850/o 85o/o

85o/o

Employees who agree BCLC is a good corporate citizen

94o/o

94o/o

9Oo/o 9Oo/o

9Oo/o

Average spend on training per employee

$992 $973 $l-,200 $1,200

$1,200

Public perception of BCLC's transparency

640/o

600/o

640/o 6Lo/o

620/o

73o/o

7Aolo

7

4o/o

7 5o/o

833

965

900

900

Waste diverted from landfill-Kamloops office

640/o

630/o

78o/o 82o/o

82o/o

rted from landfi -Vancouver off ice

92o/o

87o/o

93o/o 93o/o

930/o

Em

Pu

ployee engagement score

Lil

i

c recog

n

itio n of positive contri butions

Level of Greenhouse Gas Errrissions (COre tonnes)

Waste

d ive

I I

5o/o

70,000

4o/o

900

7

7
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Messoge from the

President clnd CEO
We work to demonstrate how BCLC is a socially responsible company by

communicating openly about our strategies and targets and how we are
meeting those commitments. ln order to earn the trust of government, $ervice
providers, customers and commu nities across 8.C., we recognize that when
our business is challenged to keep pace with shifting dynamics, it can question

that har.d earned trust.
I am proucl of the action we have taken this pastyear to evolve our responsible
gambling programs, improve our employee experience and strengthen key

areas of our business. Even with the progress we have made in these areas,
I also recognize there are other areas of our business that require more effort
to improve the trust people have in ou r company.
Dr. Peter German's review on our anti-money lau ndering practices at casinos

provides useful and practical recommendations that will serve as a road map for
all agencies involved in combating money laundering. lt is clear to me that even
though BCLC has always followed the rules set by our authorities and maintained
a comprehensive AML program, we need to do even more to rid our casinos

of people who seek to exploit our systems for money laundering. We will act
immecliately to implement all recommenciations outlined in Dr. German's report,
and work collaboratively and in support of the important roles other agencies
have in combating this urgent problem.
Looking ahead, I also look forward to further building up other important
aspects of our business. A key area of focus will be the continuing evolution of
our responsible gambling program to focus more on player health. This includes
offering ou r players more tha n just awareness of the potential harms of ou r
prodr-rcts, it involves better educating our players and giving them timely support
and referrals to treatment and other resources. As such, we will be investing in
research and utilizing research data and metrics to guide howwe support
healthier players.
The majority of British Columbians play our games for entertainment and the
dream of a win. I am proud of theworkwe do at BCLC and the benefits it returns to
communities. I want the people of this province to share that same sentiment. The
only way for us to earn that confidence and trust is for us to let our actions speak
for us in the year ahead and beyond.
Sincerely,

,rh{ry
it'

/

Jim Lightbody

BC1C0008450.08
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Messcrge from the

Vice-Presidentn Socicrl Responsibility
and Communiccrtions
Social responsibility must be embedded into our corporate culture and the
way in which we manage our business ancl rnake declsions, not jr-rstwhen we
develop strategies or settargets, but in our dailywork at all levels of the cornpany
To ensure we continue to build on oLlr past success, we will continue to invest
in improving our programs so thatwe provide our business, players and

communities a sustainable and healthy future.
Being a part of British Colermbia's pr:blic sector positions BCLC to be a catalyst for
climate action at both the comrnunity and provincial levels. As such, it is incumbent

on us to set an example with concrete action to reduce our carbon footprint and
run a sustainable business. This report is ourway of demonstrating our climate
action efforts in the past year, as well as the efforts to uphold our comrritmellts to
social responsi bi lity.
Among our social responsibility priorities are the recent and upcoming changes
at BCLC that will bolster our goal of having tlre world's lrealthiest players. Our
GameSense program has evolved from simply providirrg our players respor-rsible
gambling information, to adopting new approaches to promote player health,
corlnrurnity and consumer awareness, education and access to appropriate
treatment. BCLC and GPEB also successfr,rlly consoliciated tlre GarneSense Aclvisor
(GSA) program under BCLC's management in April 2018. Assuming responsibility
of all operations of the GSA program means we will have a stronger influence on
the programs, practices and policies developed around player health.
Additionally, we are investing in new research about online behaviour arnd
self-exclusion programming, and using data and metrics more than ever before
to better measure our success and guide otrr future efforts. This focus and
investment in outcomes-based research and player education is why BCLC
was internationally recognized last year by tlre World Lotteries Association for
leadership in responsible gambling.
I am committed to working alongside our team to ensure that we continue
integrating social responsibility throughout every part of our business. Not only is
it an integralwayto build public trust by demonstratlng good corporate citizer-rship;
it's simply the right thing to do.

Sincerely,

Susan Dolinski
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Our Socicll Purpose

Mission crrd Vcrlues
BCLC was created over 33 years ago for the benefit
of British Colu mbians. As a Crown corporation we
conduct and manage lottery, eGaming, bingo and
casino gambling entertainment on behalf of
the Province of British Columbia. We stril<e a
balance between fun and social responsibility
by entertaining customers with a chance
to dream and enjoy our games while also
embedding player health and harm reduction
approaches in tlre delivery of our games
and offerings. The greatest impactwe
have is delivering important revenue to the
Government of B.C. to support health care,
education, social programs and charitable
organizations. Since t985, we have generated
more than $zt billion for the benefit of

Conduct qnd mcmqge
gcmrbling in q sociqlly
responsible mcmner
for the benefit of
British Columbicms.

British Columbians.
We live by clur values of integrity, social responsibility and
respect. The games we offer and tlre ways we conduct business are
fair, honest, transparent ancl trustworthy. Being socially responsible

means keeping player health top of mind, reducing gambling-related
harm and being a good corporate citizen, which is our social purpose.

Gover nCInce

ffild Oversight

Our business is overseen by a Board of Directors,
appointed by Government, which reports to the

This committee provides direct input on, and approval
ol the social responsibility performance framework,

Attorney General of British Columbia, who is
responsible for BCLC. The Board's Governance and
Social Responsibility Committee provi des g uidance
for issues related to Social Responsibility, while our
CEO and the Vice-President. Social Responsibility

socia I respo ns

and Communications have overall authority
and accountability for our social responsibility
performance.
At an operational level, we have established a Social
Responsibility Committee made up of directors and
senior managers from throughout the organization.

b ity charter, identificati o n and
prioritization of BCLC's material topics, as well as
general social responsibility strategy at BCLC.
i

iI

The Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GpEB)
is responsible for the overall integrity of gambling and
horse racing in British Columbia, including regulation
of BCLC and our compliance with B.Cis Gaming Control
Act(zooD. GPEB is also responsible for setting the
province's responsible and problem gambling strategy
and has direct responsibility for the provision of
problem gambling treatment services.

8C1C0008450.10
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A Procrctive Plcryer Hecrlth Strategy
Keeping gambling fun for all players is an important part of being socially responsible,which means having
programs that reinforce positive play behaviours, and assist players to get help if they need it. BCLC has policies
r.eflecting responsible gambling standards that applyto all gaming sorvice providers and lottery retailers, in
support of our lottery, casino, bingo and online gambling activities. B.ut it's not just about meeting reg.ulatory
standards-we're comrnitted to continuous improvement. We embrace global leading practices and research,
including partnerships with resdarch institutions, to refine programminE for healthy players, people at-risk and
people with a gambling disorder.
BCLC's key initiatives include: infor.mation booths in all B.C. casino and community gaming facilities; a Voluntary
Self-Exclusion program for those that are having difficulty controlling their gambling; and Appropriate
Response Training (ART) educating all gaming staff in how to respond to players requiring assistance.
Our player health strategy incorporates key learnings from prevention and harm reduction approaches applied
to other types of addictive behaviout's.

FOUR PILLARS OF OUR PLAYER HEALTH STRATEGY:
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Appropriate Response Training: Ongoing traini ng
is keyto keeping responsible gambling, player

Voluntary Self-Exclusion: The Vol untary
Self-Exclusion USE) program is for players who

health and best practices top of mind. We require
all player-facing staff in casinos and community
gaming centres to successfully complete Appropriate
Response Training (ART), which prepares them to
proactively assist players who may need extra support
ln a respectful manner. BCLC staff also complete
training to enhance employee understanding of

want to take a break from garnbling, and choose to
exclude themselves from facilities with slot machines,
commercial bingo halls, and/or PlayNow.com for a
self-determined period of tirne. As a deterrent, those
enrolled in VSE are not eligible to clairn jackpot prizes
in gambling facilities. As of March 31, 2018, 10,563
people are enrolled in the VSE program and VSE
participants were identified and turned awayfrom
entering a venue more than 9,563 times lastyear. ln
2o16, researchers concluded a four-year studywith
the goal of determir-ring overall satisfaction, access
to treatment and overall effectiveness of the VSE
program, with favourable results and findings that
will help further improve the program. ltr 2018, a new
longitudinal study will be started with an additional
cohort of participants who have enrolled in the
program via PlayNow.com.

player health policies and practices.

Corporate Social Responsibility Assessments: To
ensure we do not put vulnerable players at undue risk
for harm, all products, promotions and advertising
campaigns are reviewed using a Corporate Social
Responsibi lity Assessment (CSRA). Throu gh CS RAs,
initiatives are screened for responsible gambling best
practices, protection of minors and compliance to
advertisi ng stanclards, among other considerations.
Problem Gambling: According to the 2o14 British
Columbia Problem Gambling Prevalence Study
conducted on behalf of the Gaming Policy ancl
Enforcement Branch, the rate of people at risk of
problem gambling was 3.3 per cent, which is down
from 4.6 per cent in 2oo8. The B.C. Problem Gambling
Help Llne offers confidential and free support
24-hours a day, seven days a weekfor all British
Columbians and counselling services are also offered
f ree of charge by the Province of B.C.

External Certification: External certification helps
us benchmark our progress against leading standards
in the industry and continuously improve our policies,

practices and programs throughout the organization.
BCLC has once again maintained Level 4 certification
(top-tier) for responsible gambling programs from
the World Lottery Association (WLA). Additionally,
all B,C. casinos, community gaming centres and
PlayNowcom have received RG Check accreditation
from the Responsible Gambling Council.

VOLUNTARY SELF.EXCLUSION LONG ITUDI NAL
STUDY REVEALS POSITIVE FINDINGS
ln 2017, researchers at the University of the Fraser

Valley released a secotrd, comprehensive four-year
longitudinal evaluation of BCLC's VSE progranr fronr

the perspective of the participant. Results revealed
continued high levels of satisfaction with the program's
enrolment process and a general effectiveness in
reducing opportunities to participate in gambling.
93 per cent of participants were satisfied or very
satisfied with the VSE program.
97 per cent would recommend the program
to others.

25 per cent of participants attempted to violate
theirVSE agreement, a decrease oflO per cent
from the 2011 VSE Longitudinal Study.
The study found that within one year of enrolling
in the VSE program, the average problem

gambling score for study participants was in
the low-risk category.
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Player interactions at
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GAM ESENSE ADVISOR PROGRAM EXPANSION
GameSense Advisors (GSAs) provide gambling
education, awareness and support to help players
make informed decisions and connect them to

community resources. They also provide support to
gaming workers, helping tliem gain confidence in
responding to critical or sensitive incidents.
GSAs provide a unique service to players and gaming
workers by building positive relationships, rapport and
trust. Players convey how the support from a GSA has
made a differ"ence, providing empathy and support
when they've expressed concerns about their or their
loved one's gambling.
GSAs also provide information about how g,ames work,

risks associated with gambling, and tools to support

safer ganrbling practises. When appropriate, GSAs
deliver educational programming arrd activities to
engage customers in player health information.
ln 2018, the program is being expanded so that by
the fall of 2019, every facility in the province will have
GameSense Advisor presence. This expansion is

in response to a recommended action item in the
Public Health Officer's report in 2015 on gambling in
B.C. To support the expansion plan, BCLC and GPEB
jointly commissioned a third-party review of the GSA
program to determine if there were opportunities for
prog ra m imp rovement- The overal I reco m mendati on
from that review was to consolidate responsibility of all
operations of the GSA program, including GSAs, from
GPEB to within BCLC.
GAMESENSE BRAND UPDATE

GorneSense
0m-CIIrEr
suPPoer

GameSense has had many successes and
international recognition since it was first launched in

2oo9, reflecting our commitment to best practices and
continuous improvement.ln2AlT, a reviewof the brand
was conducted to better align with modern marketing
communication standards and with BCLC's player
health strategy. Resear.ch hel ped identify that focusi n g
on positivity, sirnplicity, friendliness and balancing
gambling with other activities leads to increased
player engagement. ln the year ahead, our players will
see refreshed images, graphics and brochures online
and at retail and theywill also see a new design for'
GameSense lnformation Centres.
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NEW HORIZONS IN RESPONSIBLE

GAMBLING CONFERENCE
For six consecutiveyears. we have hosted the New

Horizons in Responsible Gambling Conference. The
Conference brings together academics, policy makers,
community leaders and industry to advance the responsible
gambling agenda. Year afteryear, experts share findings
and insights for practical applicatiorr. The learnings from
New Horizons help to inspire progress and innovation in
responsible gambling.
ln 2018, Neil Pasricha, best known for his bestselling The

Book of Awesome series. presented a captivating keynote
address on reducing the stigma of mental health and

Johann Hari, a New York Times bestselling author, journalist
and TED presenter, gave a compelling address on treating
pain and managing addiction through compassion,
connection and treating people's psychological needs.
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Plcnler Experience

We are an integrated, playerfocused entertainment
company, and the player experience is an important
part of our commitmentto social responsibility and

howwe build trustwith the public. We are committed
to enhancing the player experience by ensuring player
privacy, safety and security and integrity of our games.
We ensure that these aspects are well integrated
across our gambling platforms-casinos, lottery and
online gambling.
BROADEN ING GAM BLI NG PARTICIPATION
ln order to continue to sustain the revenue that

a

supports so many important programs in 8.C., we
are committed to creating experiences that appeal
to new or light and casual players. With every new
garne we launch and facility we open, we have the
opportunity to develop an entertainment option that
resonates with new customers. Facilities like Elements
Casino in Surrey, which has a dedicated video gaming
lor-rnge, and Cascades Casino in Penticton, which
has a rooftop patio and bocce ball courtorthe brand
new Parq Vancouver, with its extensive amenities, are
great examples of how we are working with our service
providers to enable broader participation and new
entertainment options in the community.
Another great example of our collaborative
partnership with service providers was the launch
of two new gaming lounges. ln January 2018,
Alpina Bar & Gaming Lounge and The BLOCK
Gaming Lounge were introduced at Grand Villa
Casino and Hard Rock Casino Vancouver. The
all-new Gaming Lounges were developed as part of
an opportunitywe identified to increasd participation

from light and casual players. Both spaces were
designed while keeping a social atmosphere top of
mind for customers who want to enJoy n'rore options
when visiting a casino. Ga,ming Lounges feature
tasteful interiors, an open layout and regular themed
events. Games are hand-picked for those who want
to dabble in the fun and learn to playwith simple,
lower betting options and popular themes.
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Get to know BCLC's Customer Support Centre
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Customer Support Centre
Every day, ou r Customer Support Centre (CSC)
in Kamloops responds to hundreds of calls and
inquiries from customers and players with the goal of
providing the highest level of customer service and
achieving the highest level of customer satisfaction.
Our CSC agents have one of the most pivotal roles

in our organization as BCLC front line ambassadors
who have the abilityto manage and enhance player
experiences. Thanks to their ongoing efforts and
commitment to customer service, our Customer
Satisfaction score has increased from
74 per cent to 77 per cent in the last year.
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PLAYER PRIVACY
When people playwith us, theywantto know their irrformation is safe and secure.We have established three
pillars to guide and help us fulfil our obligations to players and to the Freedom of lnformation and Protectian of
PrivacyAct (FlPP,A).

Fqirness

We don't sell or use personal information for

any purpose other than what we've disclosed
We are responsible for protecting personal

Accountcbility

information, so we've developed safeguards
and trained our staff accordingly.
We provide players with complete information

Accessibility

on the existence, use and disclosure of their
personal information upon request-

ln orderto ensure that player information collected through our online platform is prlvate and secure, we
annually seek the Certified Privacy Seal from TRUSTe for PlayNow.com. TRUSTe is a leading global data privacy
management company that provides certification for companies who collect consumer data.
SAFETYAND SECURITY
As a gambling entertainment organization, trust in our games and in the safety and secu rity of ou r facilities

and offerings underpins the success of our business. We execute strategies, programs and processes for risk
control, partner and asset protection and compliance with all relevant acts, legislation and related policies
and procedures.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING
Combating money laundering is a top priority for
BCLC, and we work closely with our casino operators,
regulators and law enforcement to prevent and report
criminals targeti ng our faci lities. This is an i mportant
responsibility and we remain committed to continuous
improvement. To do so, we conduct regular internal
reviews, commission independent audits and are
audited by the Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) and the Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) to bolster

our AML program. ln September 2017,lhe Attorney
General appointed Dr. Peter German to conduct
an independent review into money laundering in
Lower Mainland casinos. On January 10, 2o18, BCLC
implemented the first of Peter German's interim
recommendations, th rough new procedu res requ irin g
Service Providers to gather detailed information on
the source of player funds for alltransactions of

$to,ooo or more.
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LOTTERY SECURITY AN D I NTEGRITY

INTEGRITY OF GAMEs

All lottery retailers are required to adhere to our
policies and procedures. We conduct an ongoing post-

lntegrityof ourgames is paramountto us andwe
want our players to feel secure in the knowledge that

sale validation Mystery Shop program to assess our

every casino game, lottery ticket and online gambling
experience represents a fair chance to win. We have

retailers' handling and validating of lottery products
and to prevent fraudr-tlent activities.
ln 2016,we also introduced mandatory lD checks
from all lottery customers who appear to be 25 years
of age oryounger in order to help errsure that lottery
products are only sold to people who are 19 years
of age or older. We assess compliance with this
requirement through mystery shops. To date, mystery

shops have revealed that retailer compliance needs
to be significantly improved. After a full year of data
collected from the lD2! mystery shops, findings
revealed that 39 per cent of retailers tested asked for
lD. Currently, repetitive non-compliance with Lottery
Retailer procedures results in dlsciplinary action as
per the Lottery Retailer Service Standard Remedies.
BCLC is working to detertnine how to improve
compliance with this important requirement.

technology, strict standards, training and regular
compliance reviews to help maintain the integrity
of our systems.
For example, corporate security staff review all lottery
retailer prize claims above $2,o0o and all other
prize claims above $z5,ooo. lf there is any reason to
believe the ticket does not belong to the clainrant, the
prize is not awarded and it is fully investigated, and
notification is sent to our regulator, the Gaming Policy

and Enforcement Branch (GPEB). We also notify
GPEB of all lottery retailer claims of $2,ooo or more.
We also work together with our service providers to
prevent suspicious and critninal activities in casinos.
We have dedicated and trained sr-trveillance staff
within eaclr of our casinos condr-rctirrg observations

of all facets of operations to ensure compliance with
BCLC Standards. Any suspicious activity is reported
and fully investigated by BCLC. Any criminal activity
is immediately reported to local law enforcement
and GPEB and we fully cooperate with police
investigations by providing necessary evidence to
support crirninal charges. BCLC also takes proactive
steps to prohibit individuals from our ganring facilities
who have known criminal ties through an infornration
sharing agreement with police. To date, more than
27o people have been barred as a result.
Player protection and game integrity are fundamental
to PlayNow.com and we do this through secure
registration, secure browsing, secure firewalls,
cookies, log-in protection and more.
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BRIDGING THE RETAILAND
DIGITAL PLAYER EXPERIENCE
ln November 2017,we piloted Web Cash, a $25 vouclrer
for deposit to a PlayNow player account, allowing
players to wager on all PlayNow products including
ePoker-. eCasino, Sports and Lottery. Customer and
retailer feedback was positive after the pilot at 33 retail
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WEBCASH

$25
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locations. We will explore potentially exparrding Web
Cash as we strive to create more playing experiences
that seanrlessly bridge the brick-and-mortar and

rgrRtf n66.

digital spaces.

B.C.'S FIRST EVER DAILY GRAND

JACKPOTWINNER
For years, Mike Jansen from Prince George joked
with his wife that he would retire if he r,von the lottery,

which meant she would have to spend a lot more tinre
with him. On January 29,2018 itwas no longer a joke
when -Jansen matched five out of five numbers plus
the 'Grand Number', making him the first ever Daily
Grand Jackpotwinner in B.C. Once he got the prize,
he decided retirement wasn't in tlre cards, but he did
clecicle to begin living "grarrd" right away, starting witlr
a month-long vacation to Australia and Europe to
enjoy some sun.

KAM LOOPS LOTTO MAX WIN N ER
PLAYS IT FORWARD BY DONATING
TO B.C.WILDFIRE RELIEF
Playing it Forward is something we do at BCLC, and
is also something our players have come to embrace.
Kamloops resident Jason Labby won the $5oo,ooo
Extra on the July Z 2017 Lotto Max draw and pledged
to donate a portion of his windfall to those affected by

the

B.C.

wildfires, which raged througlr the province

Iast summer.
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Employee Experience
Our employees are the driving force of our business and one of our tnost important stakeholders, so it is
important that we listen to them and look for ways to contitrue improving their experiences at work.
CREATING A COMPELLING

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
We alm to provide a fun and engaging work
environmentwitl.r a strong culture based on trust

and collaboration because we know tlrat an inspired
workforce will drive the sr-tccess of our business. One
waywe do this is through our employee engagement
survey. This year, our worl< to kluild a strong culture
was well reflected in the results of this survey, which
maintained a very strong score at 86 per cent in
our overall engagernent. The survey resr-tlts help us
understand our workforce and develop a plan to
improve each employee's engagement arrd
employee experience.

Listening to our employees makes us stronger.
Our Advlsory Committee of Employees (ACE)
consists of employees of all levels and functions
across the organization (excl urding ma nagemerrt).
The committee meets monthlywith Human Resotlrces
representatives and empowers employees to bring
forward concerns, new ideas atrd solr-ttions to potential
issues, ensuring that they are hearcl and given full
consideration at the executive level.

TALENTACQUISITION AND
TALENT MANAGEMENT
ln order to deliver on our mission, we must attract and
retain the right employees. As we plan for our future
talent r-reeds, we clevelop close partnerships with
educational institutions and taletrt communities to
bring in exceptional and diverse employees. We have
also developed a 'grotv your own" plrilosophy to talent
development. As such, we offer a breadth of training
resources, development opportunities and programs
to help our employees grow and develop professionally

wlrile contributing to our corporate goals. ln addition
to more than 1,o00 on-demand online training
courses, we offer three key leadership programs.
The Emerging Leaders program helps build skills and
capabilities for employees who have shown potential
for, arrd aspire to, leadership roles. Leaderslrip
Essentials is for people who already manage teams.

but are looking to enhance their leadership skills.
Finally, we also offer a Business Leadership program
in partnership with the UBC Sauder School of
Business, which focuses on strengthening leadership
sl<ills and business acumen amotlg our managers
and directors.

'flfh

BCk Top Employers
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BECOMING LEADERS IN
DIVERSITY AND INGLUSION
ln order to make decisions that reflect the wants
and needs of the public and our players, we need
to invite a range of perspectives that represent the
diverse population of B.C. We believe that having a
diverse and inclusive workforce is one way to do this.
ln addition to becoming a member of the Canadian

PLAYING IT FORWARD
Our employees are passionate about giving
back to their communities. Our Play lt Forward

program allows employees to use up to 7.5 work
hours annually to volunteer in the community.
ln addition to volunteering through our Play lt
Forward program, they invest their own time to

Centre for Diversity and lnclusion (CCDI), this
year we worked with experts to better define what
diversity and inclusion means for BCLC. We also

various good causes and have logged a combined
total of over 3,839 volunteer hours since April 2015.
Last yeal the hours were used to volunteer at the

established a Diversity and lnclusion Committee,
which includes managers and directors of various
clepartments. Through these discussions, we have
cleveloped and started to implement our framework
for a formal diversity and inclusion strategy. This
includes exploring and implementing new methods of

fol owi n g orga nizati ons: Greater Va ncouve r Food

recruitment and employee development practices. as
well as workplace improvements such as accessibility.
TOTAL REWARDS EXPERI ENCE

I

Bank, Kamloops Food Bank, Kamloops SPCA, Special
Olympics, Kamloops Fire Centre support, Burnaby
Minor Lacrosse Club, Kamloops Minor Hockey

Association, Kamloops lnternationa I Bantam Hockey
Tournament, Dress For Success Vancouver, Thompson
Rivers University Alr-rmni Association and Thompson
Rivers Wo men's Athl etics.

qr

At BCLC, we support our employees through our
Total Rewards program. This program includes a
comprehensive benefits package, pension plan, a
deferred salary program, as well as career milestone
and employee recognition programs. This program is
one of the reasons we were selected as a Top Employer
in B.C. for the t2s consecutive year. Recognizing
that work life balance is also an important part of

the employee experience, our wellness program is
expanding to offer our employees activities that
promote and support physical and mental health in
the workplace.
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Ferformcrrce SummcnY
Employees who agree that BCLC
is a good eorporate, citizen
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BCLC EMPLOYEES RECOGNIZED FOR GOING
ABOVE AND BEYOND TO SUPPORTWILDFIRE
RELIEF EFFORTS

ffit

BCLC employees came together to lend a helpirrg

hand durirrg the2017 unprecedented wildfire season
that left many people displaced, homeless and in
despair. The whole Kamloops community railed
to support evacuees at the Kamloops Wildfire
Evacuation Centre, and our people at BCLC were right
there to help. ln appreciation, PremierJohn Horgan
awarded BCLC with an Above and Beyond Awarcl.
The B.C. government created the Above and Beyond
Awards program to recognize people who made a
big difference in their communities during 2o1l's
devastating floods and wildfires.
WELLNESS COMMITTEE MAKES STRIDES
TO IMPROVING MENTALAND PHYSICAL
HEAUTH OF EMPLOYEES
Since its inception. the Wellness Committee has been
successful in hosting a variety of programs such
as wellness challenges, lunch and learns as well as

classes such as yoga, boot camp. self-defense and
much more. All wellness events and activities are
employee-driven and cater to all fitness levels and

abilities. The group also works closelywith the Human
Resources team to align on goails of creating
a healthier and happier workplace through the
physical and mentalwellness of employees.
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EM PLOYEE GIVING PROGRAM

Our business is built on giving bacl< and playing
it forward. ln 2o17, we asked employees to select

the charities in their communities thattheywould
like to support through our corporate Employee
Giving Program. Employees selected two charities
in Kamloops; the Kamloops Food Banl< and the
Royal lnland Hospital Foundation, two charities
in Vancouver; BC Children's Hospital Foundation
and the Vancouver Food Bank, and field employees
selected their localfoodbanks. BCLC has entered into
a two-year commitment with these organizations,
and employees have already shown their support,
demonstrating a true commitment to helping their
communities thrive and grow.
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IM PROVING EM PLOYEE RECOGN ITION EXPERIENCE

This pastyear, our Human Resources team hasworked in conjunction with ourAdvisory Committee of Employees
(ACE) on a number of initiatives to improve the employee experience. One of these initiatives is reviewing BCLC's
current recognition program. Over a six.day recognition accelerator workshop, the committee came up with
some new and different solutions to better recognize ou r employees, based on their recognition and motivation
preference. The information will be used to inform the next iteration of BCLC's recognition program.
CELEBRATING THE INAUGURALAIM AWARDS ON INTERNATIONALWOMEN'S DAY
The inauguralAlM Awards took place on March 8,2018
and proved to be a true success. AIM is a grassroots
group established at BCLC in 2o16 to connect,
inspire and motivate women at BCLC, regardless of
a focus on networking, professional and
personal development and making a difference in our

title,with

communities.

The awards recognized and acknowledged

outstanding BCLC staff and served as an opportunity
to celebrate those who live BCLC's value of diversity
and who are making real change for women in the
workplace. There were four nomination categories:
Acts of Ki nd ness, nspi rationa l/Eme rg i n g Lead e r,
Mentor and Champion of Women.
I
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zublic Trust
Build ing a foundation of trust
of social responsibility.

a

ncl accou nta bility with the people we serve is a core element

TRANSPARENCY
We listen to our stakeholders and have meaningful
dialogue with individuals and organizations that are

impacted by our business. In addition to this Social
Responsibility Report, we publish a number of other
reports to be transparent and accountable to our
stakeholders. These reports include:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.

o

t=t

Annual Service Plan Report

il

JFi*qrrrer'r

_

BCLCAction Plan ResponsetoAMLAudit

Bi-AnnualAMLAudit

H

Carbon Neutral Action Report
Community lmpact RePort
Financial lnformation Act Report

Hosting a Gambling Facility:

Public Sector Executive Cotnpensation Report
Quarterly Freedom of lnformation (FOl)
Request Report
Report on Multiculturalism to the
B.C.

.

b!;l'

Annual Retail Compliance RePort

A Local Government lnformation Package

.
.

nEa.o'

EFo

Government

Report on Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE)
Enrolment and Tracking

PROACTIVE DISCLOSURE
as part of our openness and accountability
initiative, we created a new corporate information
landing page on ourwebsite. This page consolidated
ln

2O17,

all corporate reports and disclosures in a logical and
easily accessible manner. ln addition to corporate
reports, we now proactively disclose all types of
informatlon related to BCLC on our new Reports and
Disclosures page on www.bclc.com, including CEO
travel expenses, Board meeting Agenda arrd Minutes
and lnternal Audlt reports. Across our business, we
will continue seeking out opportunities to be more
transparent in the future.

Service Plan
Service Provider Commission Report

Our latest Key Performance lndicator measurement
shows public perception of BCLC's trarrsparency has
c{ropped to 6o per centforthe pastyear, down from
64 per cent last year. We are motivated to continue
pr-rshing that needle forward.
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EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI) PROCESS

HEALTH I MPACT ASSESSM ENTS

BCLC has a formalized process for locating and

ln2o1T, BCLC engaged consultants to undertake

relocating gambling and entertainment facilities that
is clear, transparent and efficient. As part of its EOI
process, BCLC identifies local governments interested
in hostirrg a gambling facilitywithin a defined
market or€o; ofid asks them whether they wish to be
considered to host a facility.

Health lmpact Assessments (HlA) to identify and
examine potential health effects related to proposed
gambling facilities in the Greater Victoria, South of the

To date, BCLC has initiated three separate EOI

processes; in Greater Victoria, and in the North Shore
and South of the Fraser regions of Metro Vancouver.
As part of a rigorous assessment process, BCLC has
selected the Cities of Victoria and Delta as preferred

host local governments for potential new gambling
and entertainment facilities. BCLC has notyet made
a decision regarding a preferred host community on

the North Shore.
ln May 2o18, Delta council voted to give preliminary
approvalfor a proposed casino in that community^
BCLC is still in the process of selecting a privatesector Service Provider to develop a casino proposal
for the City of Victoria's future consideration.
BCLC respects the authority of local governments
to choose whetherthey want a gambling facility in

their cornmunity, and is committed to community
engagement throughout the EOI process.

Fraser and North Shore region of Metro Vancouver.

ln May2O18, a draft HIA reportforthe City of Delta was
completed as partof our Expression of lnterest(EOl)
process. This assessment, which involved numerous
provincial and municipal government stakeholders
and public health representatives examined potential
positive and negative impacts related to a proposed
gambling facility, and is another way to support
informed decision making when it comes to a
potential casi no development.
COM M UN

Iry

CONSU LTATIONS

Every spring, ou r Stakeholder Engagement team
travels across the province to meet with municipal
government councillors, mayors and senior staff at
their regional conferences, which we have sponsored
forover a decade. Lastyear,we engaged with
thousands of elected government officials when they
nret in Campbell River, Sun Peaks, Terrace, Harrison
H ot Springs and Vancouver. Ou r goal is to enhance
understanding of BCLC and the gambling industry,
while building on these important relationships to
ensure we are meeting the needs of the community
which will in turn, help drive our suceess.
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ETHICAL CONDUCT

SUPPORTING COM MUNITIES
THROUGH SPONSORSHIPS

Our Standards of Ethical Business Conduct embed

For 25 years, BCLC has sponsored Music in the

Park-

a nightly outdoor summer music festival in Kamloops.

This is the longest running free music festival in
B.C. and brings arts to the forefront in the Kamloops
community. Forthe lastfouryears, BCLC has hosted
Midsummer Music Jam, a special community concert
that is part of Music in the Park. ln 2017 an estimated
1o,ooO people attended the event-the largest crowd
to date.

our core values of integrity, social responsibility
and respect. All our employees are required to fulfill
our ethical promise to conduct our business with
professionalism, honesty and integrity at all times.
For a number of years after the Ombudsperson's
report into the lottery prize payout process in 2AO7,
we commissioned and published a research report
into retailer play and win rates. Those reports indicated
that our retailer win rate was statistically in line

BCLC also introduced "Food Truck Wednesdays" to

with non-retailer win rates in the province. As such,

Music in the Park in 2017, BCLC was able to help B.C.
wildfire evacuees who had been displaced during
the 2017wildfire season by providing evacuees with
complimentary meals via food truck vouchers, and
also worked with the Kamloops Food Bank to collect
donatlons of more than 1,ooo pounds of personal care

we ceased commissioning the research report. We
continue to report reporting retailer wins to GPEB and

products for evacuees staying in Kamloops.

have, since 2oOZ added a number of layers of security
to increase the security and integrity of the lottery. ln
2017,we had 89 retailer prize claims out of a total of
5562 prize claims over $2.ooo, which accounted for
1.6 per cent of total prize claims.

ln fiscal 2o17/18,we supported numerous community
organizations and initiatives in addition to the above.
For a full list, see appendix 5. For those interested in
having BCLC sponsor an event, please visit:
http s ://co rp o ra te- b c c. co m/s oc a - re s p o ns i b i ityl
sponsorsh i p,/criteria-and-application.htm
I
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DOING BUSINESS WITH US

WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY

As a Crown corporation, we follow strict rules when

Our Whistleblower Policy and procedur€s provide

working with external vendors or suppliers. We abide
by relevarrt trade agreements and specific processes
and procedures when seeking potential vendors
and su ppliers. We, along with all other government

employees with a confidential process to ralse

organizations, post bid invitations and all the
documentation required for a successful bid, such
as a Request for Proposal, Request for lnformation,
lnvitation to Quote or Request for Qualification on
B.C. Bid.

Our Procurement Department sources goods and
services through quaIified suppliers using transparent,
equitable, fair and ethical bidding processes.
Purchasing decisions are made to provide the best
life cycle value for dollars spent, while giving tlre best
possible service to internal and external customers.

concerns about leadership and ethical conduct.
This framework allows employees to feel confident
that they can raise concerns about leaders, or other
employees, without the fear of retaliation. Complaints
filed through our Whistleblower Policy are handled
by an independent third partywho speclalizes in
employee relations issues. The independent specialist
works with the Chair of our Board of Governance
and Social Responsibility Committee to ensure all
complairrts are addressed and resolved appropriately.
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Ccrrbon Neutrcrl Action

This Carbon Neutral Action Report for the period Janua ry 1,2017 to December 31, 2017 summarizes our emissions
profile, the total offsets to reach net-zero emissions, tlre actions we have taken in 2c-17 \o reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions and our plans to continue reducing emissions in 2o18 and beyond.
By -June 30, 2O18 BCLC's

final Carbon Neutral Action Report will be posted to our website at www.bclc.com

OVERVIEW
corrsumption of natural gas for heating, which is
associated with the longer and colder winter in 2017.
ln addition, the BCLC fleet changed its composition
by replacing two hybrid cars and adding an additional
one (all three run on gas), resulting in an increase of
45 per cent of fleet related emissions.

ln2017, BCLC conducted several initiatives and

projects aligned to its efforts of being more energy
efficient and reducing its corporate greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions. Despite the actions taken, BCLC's
overall emissions increased by16 per cent in 2017.
The main reason for the increase was the higher

GHGs per Employee (COze tonnes)
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2017 REPORTABLE GHG EMISSIONS
Emission

Source

2016

ZO17
758

661Gas
85
Electricity
51
Fleet Gas
Office Paper
27
7
Diesel Generators
Fugitive Sources
0
833
Grand Total
Natural

o/o

Cha

e

l_5

79

(-7)

74

45
(-10)

24
8

i_

t-

2L

l-6

965

(All values are in tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent-Core tonnes)

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY DATA

Year

2O1O

Natural Gas (GJ)
Electricity (GJ)
Fleet Gas (L)
Office Paper

zAf

2017 2AB

2014 2015 2416

2417

r_6,901

L5,O92

L3,260

33,783

32,889

32,522

28,7L2

26,209

Lttg,208

l_60,979

LzL,O27

Ltt,oLT

21,o30

30,388

4,952

5,973

6,133

4,6t_6

3,740

3,328

r5,435

L6,263

15.533

30,tt4L

3L,781t

33,576

2LL,8/+6

r75,518

7,M4

6,999

L6,240

r-5,205

Our Carbon NeutralAction Report(CNAR) is a required submission forthe Governmentof British Columbia under
th€GrsenhouseGasReductionlarggtsAct MoreinformationcanbefoundontheB.C.ClimateActionS€cr€tariat'swebsit€.

OFFICE PAPER

BUILDINGS
An initiative that has also contributed to

reducing electricity demand is the transition
of lights to halide LED in the Vancouver
warehouse. The new LED's are about % ofthe
wattage of the original lights. The replacements
have been occurring gradually over the past
several years, on an as-needed basis.

h

2a17,

fugitive emissions totalecl

Office paper usage has decreased by11 per cent,
due to the trend towards more digitalized communication
and the efforts of the company to reduce paper
consumption. Examples of reduction efforts include
building employee awareness and default double-sided
printing settings.

21 CA.e

tonnes. This was due to the refrigerant gas leak
from one of the data centre's air conditioners.
BCLC has a preventive maintenance program
for this equ ipment which has a refrigeration
contractor performing a full service and
compliance leak checks every six rnonths.
Additionally, the equipment are visually
inspected on a daily and weekly basis. Any leaks
detected are reported and repaired immediately.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION CONTINUES AT POTENTIAL KAMLOOPS OFFICE SITE
BCLC has purchased land to the west of our head office as a space for a potential new head office facility.
These lands were previouslycontaminated. BCLC is working with a Canadian environmental consultant who is

overseeing the assessmentwork required to finalize site investigation into contamlnation. The findings from this
wor.k will inform the remediation plan that is being drafted for both the Environment Ministry and for potential
developer"s to plan construction o:f a potential new head office building in Kamloops.
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FLEET

RECYCLI NG STEWARDSHIP PROGRAMS

.

BCLC's fleet has increased in?O17. This resulted
in a 45 per cent increase in associated GHG

We are a steward of two provincial programs that help
us meet our obligations for B.C.'s Recycling Regulation

emissions. The expansion of the fleet is part of
BCLC's strategy to reduce costs related to flights
between offices by encouraging the use of the

Electronic Prod ucts Recycl i ng Association ( EP RA)
and Recycle BC (formerly, Multi-Material BC). ln 2o17
we recycled 243 tonnes of electronic equipment
through the EPRA program, including slot machine
parts, computers and lottery equipment.

fleet when travel is not avoidalrle.

.

ln 2017, the fleet had one additional vehicle
addecl and two hybrid cars were replaced by two
gas-powered ones. The replacement was based
on an internal analysis which concluded that the

hybrid technologywas not being maximized and it
was preferable for BCLC to move to a gas vehicle

with improved highwaY mileage.
Despite the increase in GHG emissions, we aim for
effective management of the fleet. The addition of
one gas vehicle, and the replacement of two hybrids

-

As a registered B.C. Environmental Product Steward'
we file reports with Recycle B.C. on the amount of

paper sold as lottery and scratch tickets in addition
to other paper and packaging materials used by our
business. Fees thatwe pay on these amounts help
funcl downstream waste management and recycling
programs. ln 2017, we reported more than 670 tonnes
of paper and packaging material, as follows:

with gas vehicles, was based on an internal analysis

that hybrid technologywas not being maximized
and it was preferable to move to gas vehicles with
improved highway mileage. As the use of fleet
vehicles is primarily for travel between our head
office in Kamloops and our Vancouver office, the
analysis found gas vehicles were more fuel efficient
for highway driving. Fleet usage and performance will
be continually monitored, and maintenance will be
regularly performed.

Materials (tonnes)
Lottery ticket

paper

lnstant tickets
(Scratch & Win, Pull Tabs)
Other Paper and

Materials

2016

zalT

288.3
28?.3

26L.6

31.1

55.2

601.7

67L-3

3L4.5

Packaging'

Total
1

The category namowas rephrased to include other materials
reported than printed paper. The adjustment resulted in an
increm€nt of 29.4 tonnas in th€ 2Ol6 Total. Besides the adjustmsnt
in this report, the data reported to Recycle BC remains the same

and has not been changed.
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GREEN COMMITEE

The Green Committee is an emPloYee
committee that aims to improve environmental
sustainability within BCLC and to make
sustainable behaviour a permanent part of
BCLC cultu re. h 2AI,the Green Committee
coordinated several events to engage employees
and raise environmental sustainability awareness.
The events undertaken included:

Earth Day Caf6 Booth and Earth Day Lunch and
Learn Movie: these initiatives took place in

Commuter Challenge: BCLC has joined this
national competition which takes place during
Canadian Environment Week. The competition
between Canadian cities and workplaces
encourages people to be more conscious about
the way people move in the city by rewarding
alternatives to individual transportation such as
walki ng, cycling, carpooli ng./ride-sharing, taki ng
transit and telecommuting. Thirty employees
participated in the 2017 initiative.

April to bring awareness to the internationally
recognized day. Over 50 employees were engaged

Community Gardening: this initiative took place
in July and resulted in $4OO donated to Fresh

in both events;

Roots Society at Vancouver Technical Secondary.
Nine employees donated an afternoon to pulling

Bike to Work Week this initiative promoted
healthy living and encouraged employees to

weeds and gardening.

reduce their own carbon footprint by using
bikes instead of cars. Twenty-one employees

Green Committee Lunch and Learn: the objective
of this eventwas to raise awareness of the Green

participated and124 trips were recorded resulting

Committee amongst employees by sharing
the Green Committee's mandate, mission and
makeup. and encouraging people to get involved.
Fifty employees attended the event in Vancouver

in 810 km logged;
%o

OF WASTE DIVERTED FROM LANDFILL

63
87

8l

and Kamloops.
KAMLOOPS
VANCOUVER
OVERALL
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Community Impcct
The Province of B.C. created BCLC 33 years ago with the purpose of giving back to British Columbia and helping
communities grow. Thanks to our players, more than $zt billion has been delivered to support communities,
provincial programs and services, charities and major events that have helped shape B.C.

CAMPBELL RIVER LIVE STREETS INITIATIVE
A

team of Special Olympics athletes had the

opportunityto build self-esteem and confidence-and
raise a little nroney along the way-as part of Carnpbell
River's Show on the Row. The athletes raised funds

in,'said George Maclagan, a coach with Special
Olympics BC-Campbell River. "These are the stepping
stones that allow an athlete to get a more successful
job in the community, to be more proud of who

to support Special Olympics BC by selling popcorn
at an outdoor movie night, one component of the CR
Live Streets initiative. The community programming
was f unded by the City's share of provincial gaming

they are."

revenue for hosting Chances Campbell River.

a number of years, and one that is supported by

"They love it, they love the social aspects, they love the
commurnity, they love being a part of work that they
may not normally have the opportunity to be involved

their share of provincial gaming revenue generated
at Chances Campbell River. ln 2016, the Ciiy of
Campbell River received $Zz+g,ooo in Host Local
Government payments from the provincial government.

The revitalization of the downtown core has been
a strategic priority for the City of Campbell River for

.:.j\

':

'Thqnks to
renenue lrom
View Royql Cqsino,
the Tonrn hqs
become q c@wner
ol the regionql librcry
qptem, which
mqde it possible
Ior crll ol our
residents to get
c librcry cordat no chcuge."
MAYOR DAVID SCREECH
Town of View Royal
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PARQ VANCOUVER INTRODUCES
A NEWSTANDARD FOR COLLABORATION
WITH COMMUNITIES
Paragon Gaming unveiled Parq Vancouver in fall
making its mark on the way casino entertainment

2o17,

facilities should be developed going forward.
Throughout the development of Parq, Paragon
Gaming generated many economic and social
*,qil.* j

-g
MISSION SKATEPARK, MISSION
The new Mission Skatepark was builtthanks to the
provincial gaming revenue that the District of Mission
receives for hosting Chances Mission. After a young
skateboarder from Mission presented to Council
requesting support for building a new skatepark in
Mission, Council and Staff embarked on a community
engagement program to design the project. Working
with Newline Skateparks, the new park opened in
July 2016 and is now used by hundreds of kids every
week, bringing youth in the communitytogether in
a safe and fun environment.'The new skatepark in
Mission has had a strong impact on manyyouth and
families in our communit5t. Usage of the park has
consistently been near capacity and is full of skaters
of all ages, including family members. The reactions
are all positive, some stating that it is the best one in
the Lower Mainland. Youth in Mission are very proud

benefits to the Vancouver commu nity. The
service provider made annual donations towards
responsible gambling research, provided employnrent
o p po rtu nities to at-ris k fami es thror-r g h i r-r-ki nd
support and partnerships arrd supported B.C.
businesses by using locally sourced construction
materials, supplies, furnishings and d6cor.
Additionally, Paragon Gaming has committed tr:
contributing $3oo,ooo annuallyto St. Paul's Hospital
Foundation towards creating best practices for
people with problem gambling behaviours.
I i

of the new park. lt means a lot to them to see the
community invest in something that is specifically for
them." Calvin Williams, Youth Worker and Area Director
of Youth Unlimited, Mission.
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HOST LOCAL GOVERN M

E

NT PAYM

E

NTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017/14

Each yeat local governments that host casinos receive a share of net gaming income generated by those
fecilities. The following charts show Provincial payments made to Host Local Governments in2017/18.The
calculations for these payments are done in accordance with the Host Financial Assistance Agreement
between the Province of British Columbia and each local government.
Net gaming income is defined as netwin (revenue after prizes) from casino games less fees payable by
BCLC to the casino operator in accordance with lnternational Financial Reporting Standards. Operator fees
are attributed to the specific facility and vary by community. BCLC administrative and operating costs are
attributecl to each facility based on net win from the facility and therefore also vary by community.

HOST LOCAL GOVERNMENT SHARE OF CASINO REVENUE
in thousands of dollars rounded
Total
2016/17

Total

Local Government

Casino

Burnaby

Grand Villa Casino

z}r/18
$

LL,73L

$

10,876

Coquitlam

Hard Rock Casino Vancouver

8,634

I,180

Kamloops

Cascades Casi no Kamloops

1,905

L,821-

Kelowna

Playtime Kelowna'

r,930

r_,915

Ktu naxa./Kinbasket

Casino ofthe Rockies

995

1,060

Tribal Council Society
Langley City

Cascades Casino

7,688

6,943

Nanaimo

Casino Nanaimo

2,860

2,673

Starlight Casino

6,783

6,38r.

Penticton

Lake City Casino Penticton

2,056
2,682

2,644

New Westminster

Prince George

Treasure Cove Casino

Quesnel

Billy Barker Casino

L,687

497

479

17,086

L6,972

Richmond

River Rock Casino Resort

Su rrey

Elernents Casino

4,L24

4,103

Vancouver

Parq Casino'

9,433

8,548

Hastings Racecourse Casino

1,097

l-,r_09

10,530

9,657

r,972

L,962

Vancouver Total

Vernon

Lake City Casino Vernon

View Royal

View Royal Casino

Total
1
2

4.3Q7

4,166

$

85,639

$

8r.,656

Playtime Kelowna-formerly Lake City Casino Kelowna
Parq Casino replaced Edgewater Casino during FY 2017 8
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'TlIe wouldn't hcrrre lhe South Okcncgcn Hrcnts Centre iI we didn't hcnre
goming. There's c recrl phenomenql mix of enents here, including concerts from
internctioncl superstcrs. We're lhe enny of a lot of communiiies to hcrrc q
stcrte-of

-the-crt f ccility like this."
MAY.R

*"ffi[iffi",Zfl;

"The gcming revenue from Stcrlight Ccsino hcs been c huge benefit to
New Westminster. Ifs helped to lund new pcrklcnd snd c trail network in
Queensborough ihqt hqve reclly qllowed residents to experience their
city better-qrd connect with their wcrterfront."
MAYoR.loruarnau cotE
City of New Westnrtnster

HOST LOCAL GOVERNMENT SHARE OF COMMUNITY GAMING CENTRE REVENUE
in thousands of dollars rounded
Total
2016/17

Tota
2017/18

I

Local Government

Commun ity Gaming Centre

Abbotsford

Chances Abbotsford

Adams Lake lndiarr Band

Chances Salmon Arm

524

505

CampbellRiver

Chances Campbell River

801-

749

Castlegar

Chances Castlegar

so2

482

Chilliwacl<

Chance Chilliwack

2.O47

L,775

Cor-rrtenay

Chances Courtenay

1,046

981

Cowichan Tribes

Chances Cowichan

8l-5

774

Dawson Creek

Chances Dawson Creek

704

578

Fort St. John

Chances Fort St. John

900

774

Kamloops

Chances Kamloops

900

853

$

L,22L

$

l,roo

Kelowna

Chances Kelowna

2,249

2,L32

Maple Ridge

Chances Maple Ridge

r-,609

L,404

688

664

Mission

Chances Mission

Port Alberni

Chances RimRock

467

503

454
483

Prince Rupert

Chances Prince Rupert

Squramlsh Nation

Chances Squarnish

266

237

Terrace

Chances Terrace

663

632

Williams Lake

Chances Signal Point

Total

588

565

$

L6,470

$

15,r.65

8C1C0008450.39
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BCLC CASINO REVENUE FOR FISCAL YEAR 2O17l18
BCLC casino revenue charts show all revenue generated by B.C. gambling facilities on behalf of BCLC for
ZO17/1B. Slot machine and table game revenue is recorded as'netwin,"which is revenue after prizes are paid.

Bingo revenue is recorded as "Sales,l'which is reverlue before prizes are paid.

Caslno

Service Provider

Bil!

585 I loldings Lrd.

Barker Casino

No. of

Slot
Machine

Total

Casino
Reven Je

Slot

Revenrre

Machinesr

2016/t7

No. of
Taoles

Revenue
2017/18

r22

8.618

4

r86

1.001

r12.370

2B

26.740

1?

4,909

Cascarles Casino

Galeway Casinos and Er)terlrainilrenL Limiled

Casino Nanaino

Great Calradian Crsinos lnc

zro6

45.572

SIM Resort Limited Partnershrp

)ta

10,411

Casino ofthe Rockies

lable
Game

2017/18

I

8.804
laol

otal

C:rsirro
Revenue
2016/17

8,474

ln

126.64L

50.481

45,61.6

I.r87

11,819

tgl.2t2

L65.82t

776

I

Parq Varrcouver

Parcl Vancorvcr Casirro ULC

580

80,931

/5

Elemorts Casino

Orangeville Raccway Ltd.

542

60.513

24

13,591

Grancl Villa Casino

Gateway Casinos and Entertainment Limited

t4L,r8L

/4

7a,629

220,4LO

2C/5,r+o9

49

4r,61t,

160,831

152,848

20.45L

20.370

35,237

34,252

I

lard Rock Casirro VancoLver

liasLirlgs Racecourse Casino

1",202

Great Ca'1adia11 Casinos lnc.

919

1"73,220

He$tings Entertairtrrler

s36

20.451-

1l

lnc.

CascacJes Casino Kamloops

Gateway Casinos ancl Entertainmeut Limited

/+42

r10.341

31,567

t7

3.670

7

tt,1"O4

73,422

Playtime Casino Kelow.a

Gateway Casinos and Entertainmertt Limitecl

436

29,707

16

6,990

36,697

35,958

Cascades Casino PerrLicton

Gateway Casitros and Errtertainmeirt Limited

400

34.631

1t

2.116

36. i 48

29,2r9

Lake City Casino Vernor

Gateway Casinos and Entertaanment Limited

401

33.4.?O

e

I.72L

35.141

34.823

River Rock Casi'ro Resort

Great Carradian Casrnos lnc.

t.267

160,39.r

IL7.

167.327

32r.773

337,721

54

Stailight Casino

GaLeway Casinos artd Er ttertairrnter tt Limitecl

93/+

88.928

Treasure Cove Casino

Treasu'e Cove Casino lnc.

540

45.377

View Royal Casirro

GreatCanadian Casinos lnc.

/60

64362

Total

ro.777

2I

7.082,258 519

126.506

t20.882

2.L75

47.55r

46,381

9,51-5

/3,8 i 8

/4.966

513,871+ 1.596,132 1524,629

Number of slot machines includes el€ctronic table games. Electronic table revenue is reported within Slot Machine Revenue

.The Calvin Kruk Centre lor the Arts has been cm amcEing cddition to our
city. Thsnl$ to plcryers at Chcrrces Dcnarson Creek, our communihi/s quqllty
of lile is enhqnced with a stqte-of-the-crt Iccility for the perfotming ctrts."
MAYOR DALE BUMSTEAD
City of Dawson Creek

"Coguitlcm is host city to the llcrd Rock Cosino Vcurcouver, ctrtd that
host cgneement brings with it c good lunding source for the kinds of
needs thcrt c growing community like ours hcs."
MAYOR RICHARDSTEWART
City of Coquitlam
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BCLC COMMUNITY GAMING REVENUE

Total
Community Gaming
Centre or Commercial
Bingo Hall
Bingo Fsquimalt

No. of
Seruace Provider

Slot
Machinesr

Slot
Machinc
Rwerrue

Table
Game
Revenue

of
'lables
No.

201718

Great Canadian Entertainrnent Centres I td.

Total

Comryrunil-y CommInitY

Bingo Gamirrg

Gaming

Revenue Rcverrue

Revenue

2017/18 201rA8

2016n1

3,360

3,360

3.L47

2r,o4r

19,081

Chances Playtime Aobotsford PlalAime Garning Group lnc.

2LJ.

20,946

VJ

Chances Playtime
Campbell River

Playtime Gamirrg Group lnc.

150

14090

546

14636

13,785

Chances Castlegar

Ierrim Properties

100

8,935

34/

9.282

8,754

Chances Chillimck

Great Canadian Entertainment Centres Ltd

301

35,158

4,115

39,273

35054

Playtime Gaming Group lnc.

2AJ

L8.252

607

l-8,858

17.953

!4.312

1.445

1-5,757

yr.788

TTIS

L2522

4ft

1

tooo

1O,831

Chances Playtime CourterraY
Chances Cowichan
Chances Damon Creek

Duncan Dabber Birlgo Society
Great Canadian Entertainment Centres l-td

t57

I

Charrces Fort St. John

243045 Alberta t-td.

150

'15.o92

13t

16,680

1.4.507

Chances Kamloops

Enterprise Errtertainnerrt Ltd.

200

15,829

a 10?

79.2?_r

18,392

Chances Kelowra

Goldwing lnvestments (Saskatoon) Ltcl.

326

J,"J5I

8,677

46,028

44.L26

Chances Maple Ridge

Great Canadian Entertainment Centres l-td

2C,0

27,37tt

2,O72

29,4tt7

26,307

Chances Misslon

Gateway Casinos and
F ntertainmerlt I imited

L25

11,651

790

72.Lt4r

12.L56

Charrces Prirlce Rupert

0733244 BC Lrd.

ro2

9080

10.355

9,780

Alberni Valley Garnirr g nssociation

loo

8,243

822

9,065

8.821

Terrirn Ptopertres

t04

a )1L

757

d oot

ChancesSignal Point

LLrcky's Ventu/e Ltd.

t23

9,997

r,380

1L,377

11,592

Chances Squamish

Gateway Casinos and Entertaitrmellt
I imitod

99

5040

44L

5,481

4,816

Chances'l-errace

FortSt. John Gaming Centre
and Hotel Limited PartnersiliP

11096

934

Harbour City tsingo

Harbour City Elirrgo lnc.

5.886

5,886

5,ttl

Newton Community Gaming
Centre

GatewayCasinos and
Entertainment Limited

s.302

s,302

5,160

Planet Bingo

Cort munity Garrting Management
Association

7,709

7.709

7

Chances RimRock
Chances Salmon Arm

75

1,331

1t7tt

9.rt56

12.030

11,604
L

.377

Irlaytirne I angley

Plalrtime Gaming Grottp lnc.

5A25

5.4?,5

5./OO

Chances Playtime Penticton

Playtime Gaming Group lnc

o

o

2J45

Chancs Playtime Victoria

Playtime Gaming Group lnc.

3,382

3.382

3,379

Treasure Cove Bingo

Treasure Cove Casino lnc.

9,881

9.881

91t16

TotalCommunity Gaming
Centres & Comme/cial
Bingo Halls

2,871

2A4,203

9

245

Paper Blngo Distribution
Revenue
Total

1.331 69,373 354,908 333,5s8

2,871

?.a4.2.O3 9

245

203

r.,331 69.619 355,153 333.761

* Numberofslotmachinesinclud€salectronictablegames.Electronictablerev€nueisrsportedwithinSlotMachin€Revenue
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Alrout this Report
This report covers the activities and operations of BCLC during the fiscalyear period which commenced on
April 1, 2O1f and ended on March 31, 2018. We have identified and reported sn material issues that are of
particula r importance to BCLC and ou r stakeholders. Excluded from the scope of this report are the operations
and activities of the broadergambling industryin Br:itish Columbia.This includes ourservice providers, retailers
and suppliers. While BCLC acknowledges the leadership role that we play in encouraging socially responsible
behaviourthroughoutthe indu,stry, overallperformance outcomes reflect a shared effort.
ITIATIVE

CI{ANGES TO THE REPORT IN 2017.18

GLOBAL REPORTING

This year, we have started to look at different and more

We support the Global Reporting lnitiative's (GRl)

effective ways of measuring performance around our
Corporate Social Responsi bility Assessment (CSRA)
process. As a result, we have ceasecl reporting on the

framework for sustainability reporting. GRI has been a
part of our reporting platform since 2012-13. This report
is consistent with the GRI reporting principles for
content and quality and was developed based on an
assessment of our material topics. ln alignment with
the GRI Standards, this report is comprised of:

rate of products/promotions labelled 'Risk Recorded".
Through evaluation of our player health strategy,
we will consider more meaningful approaches to

measuring this assessment process moving forward,
in an ongoing effort to be open and transparent.

.

Material topics have been reduced from 20 to 16,
due to the combination of topics and removal of
"stakeholder engagement" entirely as

a

topic.

ln accordance with updated GRI standards, we have
adjusted the way in which we disclose our social

responsibiliW reporting, so they continue to align
with the GRI principles. The GRI lndex can been
read in Appendix 4.

.

I

N

General Disclosures, including our organizational
profile and strategy as well as a discussion of
ethics a nd i nteg rity, g overna nce, stakeholder
engagement practices and out' reporting process
A review of ou r Management Approach, where we
provide information on how our material topics are

managed within the company; and,

.

Topic-specific Disclosures, where we report on
our activities and performance related to specific
economic, environmental and social topics,

including our material topics.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the
GRI Standards: Core option. Please refer to our GRI
content index for further information.
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AUDIENCE
S6eial ResponSibility RepOrt is a platforr.n for us to reach out and eQ'mmunicate with our Stakeholdersr
Throug,fi the report we want to demo,nstrate transparency and accou:ntabil,ity, in relatisn to all aspects of o'ur
bus,iness, our accomplis.hments and the challenges we face. This report is intended fora broad audi'ence, but
we have id€ntified the following stakeholders, forwhom this information may be partieularly relevant:
Or.lr

Players
General public
BCLC employees

Provincial government
Local governments

Host lscal governrnents

.
.
.
.
.

Communltyorganizations
Businessorganizations
Health authorities
Service providers

Regulator
(GamlnE Poiicy Enforceme'nt Branch-GPEB)

First Nation,s

8C1C0008450.44
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEM ENT
We consider it vital to listen to our stakeholders. address their concerns and learn f rom them in order to
continue to be successful. We work with our stakeholders to help them build understanding of our business
and ou r social purpose. Or-rr stakeholders also help us iderrtify trends a nd topics that we need to be awa re of
to ensure we are being accountable in the ways we do business. OLtr approach to stakeholder engagement is

guided by the following principles:

Significance: We deal with issues that are
sigrrificant to our stakeholders arrd to us
Completeness: We understand the views,
concerns, needs and expectatlons of our
stakeholders

Responsiveness: We respond in a coherent, timely
arrd appropriate manner

Measurable: We track the quality, responsiveness
and outcomes of our engagements

The following table su mmarizes key topics and engagement with our external stakeholders in 2017. These
engagements are conducted on an ongoing basis with varying frequency based on each stakeholder group. This
table does not inclucle players, employees and the general public. More information about these groups can be
found in the report under player health, player experience, employee experience and public trust.
Key Topics

Reducing gambling
related harm

Stakeholder grouPs
Provincial government
Local governments
Host local governments
First Nations
Regulator (GPEB)

Public Health Authorities
Service providers

Types of engagement
New Horizons Conference 2018
Health lmpactAssessments of three markets in

collaboration with Medical Health officers
Expression of lnterest process for potential new
gambling facilities
Ad-hoc meetirrgs with local representatives
Research projects with academia

Academia
Community organizations
Players

Community
Benefits/Financial
Contributions to
British Columbia

Provincial government
Local government
First Nations
Service providers
Comm unity organizations

General public

Transparency and
Ethical Conduct

Municipal conferences
Annual general meetings
Ongoing meetings with representatives
Community Outreach program
Music in the Park
Thompson Rivers University (TRU)

Business organizations

Technology Speaker Series
More than 1oo annual sPonsorshiPs

Provincial government

Stakeholder engagement in the Facility
Development Process for new facilities
Disclosure through various external reports

Local governments
First Nations
Service providers

(see Transparency)

nity orga nizations
Business organizations

Comm

u
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Stolceholder Groups:
.

Provincial government BCLC is overseen by a

Community organizations: An organization that

Board of Directors appointed by the Government
of B.C. The Board reports to the Attorney General.
Elected members from provincial ridings form the
Legislative Assembly of British Columbia.

improves the social well being of individuals,

.

Local governments: The government of a city,
town or"village.

.

Host local governments: Municipalities and
First Nations that host BCLC gambling facilities.

Business organizations: A group of people that
collaborate to achieve certain commercial goals.
Examples include Chambers of Commerce,
Business mprovement Associations and
tourism entities.

First Nations: Aboriginal peoples in Canada who
are neither lnuit nor M6tis. ln the context used
here, it refers only to band governments.
Regulator, The Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch (GPEB): GPEB is responsible for the
overall integrity of gambling and horse racing in
British Columbia, including regulation of BCLC.

groups and neighbourhoods within a community
or region. Examples include social services
agencies and resident associations.

I

Service providers: Private-sector compan ies
that are key players in our made-in B.C. operating
model. They own or lease gambling facilities and
maintain facility operations on a day-to-day basis.
Academia: Students and teachers focused on
research and higher education at a school or
university.

Health Authorities: Five regional health
authorities that govern, plan and deliver health
care services within their geographic areas of B.C.
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Mcrtericllity
Our reporting approach is driven by the material topics that reflect the significant economic, environmental and
social impacts of our business. BCLC's material topics are associated with our corporate goals of Player, People,
Public ancj Profit as defined in our Social Responsibility Charter. For our 2017 report, we have updated our
materiality matrix and the prioritization of material topics according to feedbacl< provided by our internal and

external stakeholders including the Social Responsibility Committee, players and employees. We also revised
how certain topics are described based on our current understanding of each issue.

Strategic

Goal

Material Topic

Focus Area

L- Problem Gambling
2. ResponsibleGambling
3. Anti-Money Laundering

Reduce Gambling-Related Harm
(Player Health)
Player Experience

Player

1-t. Broadening gambling participation

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Employee Experience
People
Public Trust

nteg rity of Ga mes

Privacy & Safety

Attracting & Retaining Talent
Diversity & lnclusion

Ethical Conduct

lO. Transparency
i-1. Climate Change
l-2. Sustainable Procr-rrement
L3. Waste Management
L4. Direct Community Benefits
l-5. Financial contributions to Province of B.C.
16. Service Partner and Retailer success

Environment
(Carbon Neutral Action)

Public

I

Community lmpact

Profit

HIGH

Low

o

Materlality

Ny'edlum

lvaterlallty

Hiqh MaterialiLy

@

o

o
o

o

We made a few changes
in our material topic list

@

o

by combining Attracting

o

b
cg)

& Reraining Talent, Fair
Compensation, and

o

a

o
a)

o

c(0

o

o

Employee Training and

Development into a new

topic called Attracting

o

o

& Rr:raining Talent, and

o-

joining Player Privacy

E

with Safety and Security

to make Privacy and
Safety. We also removed

@
@

the topic Stakeholder
Engagement due to low

LOW

lmportance to BCLC

HIGH

materiality scores.
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Appendices
APPEN DIX

1:

ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES
2017/18

2016/17

lndicator
Player awareness of Voluntary Self-Exclusion program

5l.Oo/o

5O.Oolo

Player satisfaction

8O.Oolo

8l.Oolo

Player participation (at least monthly)

53.00/o

5l-.Oo/o

Customer satisfaction score

7

4.Oa/o

77.Oo/o

PlayNow.com web experience score

73.Oo/o

7|t.Oo/o

920

933

Female

42.Oo/o

42.Oo/o

Male

58.O0/o

58.00/o

Employee tu rnover

5.5o/o

7.4o/o

Abserrteeism rate

5.4o/o

5.4o/o

Rate of retailer prize claims

L.2o/o

0.90/o

63.0o/o

69.00/o

Total number of employees (No.)

Percentage of B.C.-based suppliers

APPENDIX 2:
Employees by Gender and Location
table belolv su'nmarizes the heaclcount at BCLC
as of December 31. 2ol7

'l-ne

WorkStatus

Kamloops

@
@
@
@

Full-Time
Part-Time
On Call

Total

Vancouver

@

Field

Total

@

@
@
@

o
o

o
o

@

@

Employees by Management

933

Gender

Male

Gendor

Kamloops Vancouver

@
@

Femals
Male

Male

o

@
@

o

o
o

Managerial

@
@

Other

@
@

Employeos by Contact

F€male

Reld

V.P.s

Female

Gender
Employeas by Location

CEO

Permanent Temporary

@
@

@
@

@

Definitions:

Employee is:

Perrnancnt Full- [irnc

permanently

Permanent Part-Time

permaner'ltly employed with no end date and is guaranteed a set number of hours eaclr ureek
perntanently en'tployed with rro end date and is not guar:anteed a set number of hours eaclr week
temporarily employed with a set end date and is guaranteed 375 hrs per week for tlre duration of contract

Permanent On-Call
-l-ernporary
'I

Full-Time

ernporary Part- T irnc

Temporary On-Call

e

mployed with no errd da[e and is guaranlced 37.5 hrs pe r week

Lerlporarily ernployed wittr a
tlre duration of contract

se t

end clate and is guarante cd set rrurnLrer of hrs pcr week for

temporarily employed with a set end date and is tlot guaranteed set number of hours
per week for tlre dllration of contract
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APPENDIX 3: PERFORMANCE AND DISCLOSURE METHODOLOGY
The table below summarizes how we measure our performance metrics, our benchmarks and information on the
reliability of the data we collect.

Our

Performance
Metrics

Data Reliabil

How We Measure and Benchmark

Player awareness

Survey participants are asked to indicate their awareness

of Responsible
Gambling

of five of BCLC's responsible gambling activities.-lhe

Continuous onli ne survey independently
conducted by a third-party finrt with a random

result is a net percentage of BCLC players who are aware

sample of

of at least one of the five initiatives. Player Awareness of
Resporrsible Ganrblir-rg Activities is inlernal ly benchmarked

played at least one BCLC game in the past year

ActiviLics (70)

B.C.

adults aged

19

and up who have

The survey uses industry-standard techniques

tlrat is

on a time series basis. We lrave not externally benchmarked
the measure as we ltave not identified comparable data

to randomize the sample in

published by other garrrbling jurisdictions.

as per Statistics Canada's Cetrsus. Tlre nrargin

consistent with
of error is

t

1.55

B.C. popu

a way

lation demographics

at tlre 95 per cent confiderrce

level (19 tin es out of 20). The figure is an
average of four quarterly scores. After a player
responds, they are not allowed to participate in

the survey again for another six months.
ltr[o Cerrl.res

Player

Nurnber ol'Player lnleractions

inferactior'\s at

(GSlCs) rr)easurcs thc toLal rrumb<.:r of irlteractions ttraI

GameSense info
centres (No.)

GarrreSe nse Advisors (GS,A) have

al. GanteSertse

willt players at casinos

GSAs are l-raitted Lo use a mobile application lo

inpuI custorner intcraction daiil whi<;h tsCLC
lracl<s on a rnonthly basis. Only irlteracliorls

directly entered by GSAs are included in our

about respotrsible gan"blitrg.

total numt)er of itrteractiotrs.
Employee

Each year, a lhird-party research firm condt.tcts an

The survey to rneasure Employee Engagement

Engagernent

anonymous online survey amongst BCLC's employees on

is independently conducted by a

Score (Vc)

ourbehalf.Tl're surveyasks employees to rankon a six-point
scale their agreement with a broad range of statements

researclr firm, using market research industry

third-party

standard techniques.

that span different aspects of the worl<place.'lhe ove|all
gngagement score is an aggregate of the proportion of
crrrployces wlro agree with the eight key staLernents in

the top two poinls of the scale. Employee Engagement is
internally benchmarked on

a

time series basis. We lrave

not externally benchmarked tlre measure due to the BCLC
specific nature of lhe survey questions.
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Our

Performance
Metrics

Data Reliability

How We Measure and Benchmark

Employees who

Employees Who Agree-fhat BCLC is a Good Corporate

agree BCLC is a

good corporate

Citizen is a specif ic <luestion in the arlnual Employce
Engagement Survey, an annual anonyrrrous online survey

citizen (70)

arnorrg BCLC employees, conducted by
research firm on our belralf. The survey

a

tlrird-party

asl<s enrployees

The survey to measure Ernployees Who Agree
'l

hat BCLC is a Good Corporate Citizen is

independently conducted by a [hird-party
researclr firm, using market research Industry

standard techniqUes.

to rank on a five-point scale tlreir agrcerrtent witlr thc

statement "BCLC is a Good Corporate Citizen."
Employee responses in the top two box scores are then
aggregated and expressed as a percentage to get the
ag

gregate agreemer-lt.
This measure relies on employees sclf

Average spctrd

Average Spend on Training per Employee measures the total

on tratning per

arrount BCLC employees have expensed for sclf-training or

recording their training expenses and the total

employee ($)

development activities, divided by the total headcount

amount of training dollars spent by BCLC are
audited annually

thircl-party research firtn conducts a continuous tracking

financial auditors.

Lry BCLC's

Cor'rtinuous onl i rre survey irrdependerrtly

Public perception

A

of BCLC's

shrcly to rneasure Public Perception of BCLC's Transparency

conducted by a third-party firrn with a random

on our behalI The sr:rvey asks participallts to rank tl']eir

sample of

agreerrentwitlr the statementthat BCLC is forthcoming and

su rvey uses

open witlr the public, on a scale of one to seven The overall

to randomize the sanrple in

public perception score is a percentage of participatrts wl-ro
agree with the statement in the top three points of scale.

consistent with

transparency

(o/o)

B.C.

adults aged 19 and up. Tlre

industry-standard techlliques
B.C.

a way

that is

populatiot't demographics

as per Statistics Canada's Census. The margin
of error is r 1.55 at the 95 per cent confidence
level (19 times out of 20). The figure is an
average of four quarterly scores. After someone
responds, they are not allowed to participate in

the survey again for another six months.
Continuous onli ne survey independetttly
conducted by a third-party firrn with a ratrdom

of positive

third-party research firnr conducts a continuous trackirlg
studyto rneasure Fublic Recognition of tsCLC's Positive
Contributions to the Province of B.C. on our belralf. The

contributions

survey asks participants to rank their agreement with the

survey uses industry-standard teclrniques

(o/o)

statement that BCLC makes positive contributions to tlre

to randomize tlre sanrple in

on a scale of one to seven. The overall public
recognition score is a percentage of participants who agree
with tl're statement in the top three poil'lts of scale.

consistent with

Public
recognition

A

province of

8.C.,

sample of

B.C.

adults aged

B.C.

19

and up. The

a way

that is

population demographics

as per Statistics Canada's Census. The margin
of error is

t

1.55 at the 95 per cent confidence

lerrel (19 times out of 20). The figure is an

average of four quarterly scores. After someone

responds, they are not allowed to participate in
the survey again for another six months.
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Our

Performance
Metrics
Level of

Greenhouse Gas
Err issions

(COre tonnes)

Data Reliability

How We Measure and Benchmark
BCLC is a Public Sector Organization (PSO) subject lo the
Province of B.C.'s Carbon Neutral Govcrnrnerrt policy. We

report our consumption r:f building energy, vehicle fuel and
office paper to the B.C. Ministry of Environmerrt's Climate
Action Secretariat through its Smartlbol GHG reporting
websitc. BCLC obtairts tlre required data lront our suppliers
of electricity, natural gas, fleet vehicle fuel and paper, and

match that agaitlst illterllal procurenlent records. 6HG
emissions are itrternally benclrmarked otr a time series basis.
Externally, our CarLron Neutral Action Report and tlrose of
other PSOs are published by the Ministry of Etrvironmetrt
annually at the end of ..lune and are benclrntarkcd amongst

Data for electricity and natural gas
consurrtption

is

verifiablc from billable

consurnption figures supplied by the respective

utilities companies. We calculate electricity
usage for our offsite data facility from meter
rcadings. Flcct

ve

hiclc gasolitre consuntption is

obtained through fuel consumption reporting
from our fleet vehicle management compatly.
Office paper consumption for all types of
reportable paper is measured internally
each month.

each other, GHG targets lrave a 2007 base year and

ernission factors corne from the 2O16 B.C. Best Practices
Metlrodology for Quantifying Greenhottse Gas Enrissions
whicl'r incorporate Global Warrrring lrotentials (GWP) fron'
tlre IPCC's fourth assessrnerrt report (AR4).
BCLC receives monthly reports from our

from landfill-

Waste Diverted from Landfill is nreasured by taking tlre
weightof waste streams diverted from landfill (recycled

external rnraste management contractors,

Kamloops office

paper, cardboard, recyclable containers, metals, glass, and

detailing the actual weights of gerreral

compostable organics) as a pe r cenI of thc total weight oI all
waste strearns collectecl from our Karrrloops office.

garbage, rccycled paper, recyclable corllainers,

Waste diverted

(o/o)

Waste diverted

from landfillVancouver office
(o/o)

Waste Diverted from Landfill is measured bytaking the
weight of waste streams diverted from landf ill (recycled
paper, ticket shredding, card board, recyclable containers,
metals, glass, and compost) as a per cent of tlre total weight
of all waste streams collected from oetr

Vancouver office.

cornpostable rnaterials and cardboard.
BCLC receives monthly reports from our

external waste manageme!1t contractors,
detailing the actual weights of general
garbage, recycled paper, shredded tickets,
recyclable contai ners, com postable materials
and cardboard.
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The table below summarizes how we measure our additional disclosures
and information on the reliability of the data we collect.

Additional
Disclosures/
lndicators
Player awareness

Data Reliability

How We Measure and Benchmark
A

third-party research firm conducts a continuous tracking
VSE program

Continuous onli ne survey independently
conducted by a third-party research firrrr with

of Voluntary
Self-Excl usion

study to rreasure Player Awareness o[

Prograrr

VSE program if tlrey speci f ically rr ention the VS E progran'

who have played at least one BCLC game in tl'le

during the survey of PIayer Awareness of Responsible

past year. The survey uses industry-standard

Garnbli ng Acl-ivities.

technir-lucs to randornize thc sample, whilc

on our behat

I

E]CLC's

Players are considered to be aware of the

a random sarrrple of B.C. adults aged 19 and up

retaining a gender, age and regional balance
consistent with

B.C.

population as per Statistics

Canada's Census. Tlre margin of error is r 1.55
at tlre 95 per cent confidence level (19 times

out of 2O).The reported figure is an average of
four quartcrly scores. After a playcr responds to
the survey, they are not allowed to participate
in the survey again for anotlrer six months.
Tlre indicator is also itrcluded in Ertrst &
Young's scope of assurance activities.

Player

Players uiho played in one of BCLC's garrrbling clrannels

Continuous online survey independently

Satisfact.ion

ar least once every three to five montlrs are asked to rate

conducted by a third-party researclr firrr with

their level of satisfaction witlr their last experience in eaclr
a 1O-point scale. For each playel an average

The survey uses industry-standard tecl'tniques

channel on

randorr sarrple of

B.C.

adults aged

19

and up.

while retainirtg

satisl'action score is calculatcd using their satis[action

to randornizc

scores in all clranrtels they play in.

gender, age and regicrnal balance cortsistertl

with

B.C.

Lhe sarnple,

a

a

population as per Statistics Canada's

Census. The margin of error is 1.55 at tlre 95 per

cent confidence level 09 times out of 2O).
Player

Participants are asked lrow frequently they play our gatnes

Contirruous online survey independently

Participation
(at least montl'rly)

in any oI BCLC's clrannels. Tlre result is an aggregate score

conducted by a tlrird-party research firrr with a

for those players who played at least once a month in any

randclrn sample of B.C. adults aged 19 and up.

of our channels, including lottery tickets, casino games or

lhe survey uses industry-standard teclrniques

PlayNow.com activity.

to randomize the sample, wlrile retaining

a

gender, age and regional balance consistent

witlr

B.C.

population as perStatistics Canada's

Census. Tlre margin of error is l.55 at the 95 per

cent confidence level

(19

times out of 2O).
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Additional
Disclosures/
lndicators

Data Reliability

How We Measure and Benchmark

Cus[orner

The "Customer Satisfaction' metric represents a player's

This is a continuous online survey conducted

Supporl

overall satisfaction wiLh tsCLC's Custorrrer SupporI Centre
(CSC) after an interaction with the CSC. The score is a "Top

by a third partywith BCLC cuslomers wlro

Satisfaction
Score

2 Box" score, rneaning tlrat it represents the percentage
of playors who rated the CSCs service as "Very Good' or
"Excelle

nt' (e.g., '4" or

"5",

on a S-point scale).

conl-act the Custonrer Support Centre (CSC).
Only tlrosewho have provided sufficient

data via telephone or onrailwill be invited to
comple te lhe online survey.

Employee

Employee Turnover Rate is internally benchmarked on a

Employee Turnover Rate is internally calculated

turnover

time series basis. We do not externally benclrmark, as other
gambling jurisdictions and B.C. Crown corporations do not

by our Hun"an Resources tearn. lt is measured
on a monthly basis with tlre year-end

publislr equivalent f igures.

calculated by averaging montlrly rates.

Absenteeism Rate is internally bencl-rmarkecl on a time series
basis. We do not exterrrally benchmark, as other gambling

Absenteeisrr Rate is internally calculated by

Absenteeism
rate

jurisdictions and

B.C. Crowr'1

corporations do not publish

our Hunran Resources team. lt is measured otr
a

monthly basis with tlre year-end calculated

equivalent figures.

by averaging monthly rates.

Rate of retailer

The rate of retailer prize claims is the nunrber of retailer

Each payout centre reports to the BCLC

prize claims

clainrs ovcr $2,OOO dividcd Lry total claims ovcr $2,OOO
processed at all payout centres in B.C. for lottery products.

corporate lottcry division the t'rumber of retailer
and non-retailer prize payouts over $2,O00 on
a

We have not externally benchmarked

thc measure as we

monthly basis. lhis data is then aggregated

and reported to GPEB and BCLC's Corporate

have not idcr)tificd comparable data published by other
gambling jurisdictions.

Commurrications group each month.

Percentage

Percentage of B.C.-based suppllers is calculated by dividing

BCLC's vendors are reported publicly each year

of B.C.-based

the numkrer of BCLC's registered vetrdors witlr a B.C. address

ir'r

suppliers

by tlre total nunrber of registered vendors.

in accordance witlr the Financial lnformation

our Staternents of Financial lnlormal.ion

Act, in

tl^re

Sclredule of Payments to Suppliers

This metric is internally benclrmarked on a time series basis.

of Goods and Services. This information is

We lrave noL exterrrally benchmarked the nleasure as we

audited annually by our independent third-

lrave not identified comparable data published by otlrer

party financial auditing firm.

gambling jurisdlctions.
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APPENDIX 4: GRI CONTENT INDEX
(GRl) principles. Thetable
BCLC aligns our social resporrsibility reporting with the Global Reporting lnitiative
below indicates where to find our general and specific standard disclosures from GRI's Standards.
Page #

Reference

Disclosure
GRI ro1: Foundation 2o16

General Disclosures
GRt

t02:

1O2-1 Name of the

organization British Columbia Lottery Corporation-BCLC

General
Disclosures

2016
102-2 Activities, brands

.

102-3 Location of
headquarters

WhatWe Do
corporate.bclc.com/what-we-do.htm

producl.s, and services

.
.

I

o1

BCLC at a Glatrce
BCLC's Corporate Offices

corporate.bclc.com/customer-supporVco

102-4 Location of operations
102-5 Ownership and legal
form

ntact-u s.htm

BCLC only operates in British Columbia. Canada

.
.

o6

Our Social Purpose-Mission and Values

WlroWeAte
corporate.bclc.com/who-we-a relour-h istory.htm

.

I

Corporate Governance and Eloard of Directors
corporate.bclc.com/who-we-are/governance-and-oversi
boa rd-of -di rectors.html

102-6 Markets served

.

ghV

2ol7l18 Annual Service Plan Report

corporate.bclc.com/who-we-are/corpo
disclosu res.html
1O2-7 Scale of the organization

I

.

BCLCata Glance

'
.

Community irnpact

rate-repo rts/reports-

01

34-37

2o17l18Annual Service Plan Report

corporate.bclc.comlwho-we-are/corpo

rate-repo rts/reports-

disclosu res.html

102-8 lnforrnation on

.

ABpendix

2: Employees by Gender

43

and Location

employees and other workers

102-9 Supply chain

.

Casino
corporate.bcl c.com/what-we-do/casinos/about-casinos.htrn

l)

.

Lottery
corporate.bclc.com/wlrat-we-do/lotto/about-lotto.html

.

Online Gambling
corporate.bclc.com/what-we'dn7on; ;ns-ga mbl inglabout-onl inegambling.html
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Page

Reference

Disclosure
1.02-1O

Significant changes to

the organization and its suPPlY

#

There have been no significant clranges to the organization over the

reporting period.

chain
102-11 Precautionary prit'tciple

.

12

29

Potential Kamloops Office Site

or approach

102-

Carklon Neutral Action-Environmental Remediation Continues at

External initiatives

.

Social ResponsibiliLy Charter
corporate.bclc.cont/social -responsi bili tylou r-approach.h tml

.

Carbon Neutral Government Program
h ttps://wuru2.gov.bc.calgov/contenVenvironment/cl
c lr arr

'102-13 Menrbership

of associations

102-14 Statement from senior

decision-maker

.
.
.
'
.
.
.
.

ge,/p

u

bl i c-s

imate-

ector/c na r

lnterprovincial Lottery Corporation
World LotteryAssociation
Canadiarr Gaming Association
Responsible Gambling Council of Canada
North American Association of State and Provincial Lotteries
Kamloops Chamber of Commerce
Message from the CEO
Message from the Vice-President. Social Responsibility

o4
o5

and Comrrunications
102-1 6 Val ues, principles,

starrdards, and norms of

.
.

OurSocial Purpose

Ut)

PublicTrust

z3

Or.rrSocial Purpose-Governance and Oversight

06

behaviour
102-18 Governance structure

.
.

WhoWeAre-OurTeam
corporate.bclc.com/wlro-we-are/o

u

r-team/ou r-sen ior-executive.

html
groups

.
.

102-41 Collective bargalnlng

Zero percent

1O2-4O List of stakel'rolder

About this Report -Stakeholder Groups

4L

Social Responsibility-Stakeholder Engagement
corporal.e.bclc.com/social -responsi bi li tylpu bli c/stakeholderengagement.html

agreements

102-42 ldentifuing and
selecting stakeholders

.
.

About this Report-Stakeholder Engagement

40

Social Responsibility-Stakeholder Engagement
'corporate.bclc.com/social-responsi bility/pu bliclstakelrolderengagement.html

102-43 Approach to
stakeholder

en

gagement

.
.

Aboutthis Report-Stakelrolder Engagement

40

Social Responsibility-Stakeholder Engagement
corporate-bclc.conr/social-responsi bility/pu blic/stakeholderengagement.html)

44
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Page

Reference

Disclosu re

.
.

102-44 Key Lopics and
concerns raised

About tlris Report-Stakeholder Engagement

40

About this Report-Materiality

42

102-45 Entities included in
the consolidated financial

2017/18 Annual Service Plan Report

statements

disclosu res.lrtm

102-46 Defining report content

About this Report

co

#

rporate.bclc.com/who-we-are/corporate-reports/reportsI

38

and topic boundaries

42

this Report-Materiality

102-47 List of material topics

Abcru t

1O2-48 Restatements of

Not arrrrlicable for this year's report

information
42

102^49 Clranges in reporting

About this Report-MaterialitY

102-50 Reporting period

Tl'lis report covers the activities and operations of BCLC durillg the
fiscal year period which comrnenced on Aprill, 2017 and ended on

March 31.2O18.
August 22, 2017 (Social Respc,nsibility Report2Ol6/1Tt

102-51 Date of rnost

recetlt rePort
1O2-52 Reporting cYcle

BCLC's reportirrg cycle is annual

102-53 Contact Point for

Contact Us

questions regarding the reporI

corpora te.bclc.comlcustom er-su ppo rtlcontact-us'htm

1O2-54 Claims of rePorting

This report lras been prepared in accordance with tlre GRI Standards:

in accordatrce with the

Core option.

GRI

I

Standards
102-55 GRI content index

Appetrdix 4: GRI Content lndex

1O2-56 External assurance

It l'las not beetr externally assured.

49

Material Topics
Problem Gambling , Responsible Gambling
GRt 103:

103-1 Explanation of the

Management
Approach
2016

material topic and its boundary

.
.

1O3-2Tlre management

A Proactive Player Health Strategy

07-L2

A Proactive Player Healtlr Strategy

07-L2

A Proactive Flayer Health Strategy

07

A Proactive Player Healtlr Strategy

About this Report

07-L2
ao

approach and its components

103-3 Evaluation of the
managenrent approach
6-1 Assessment of the health

GRt 416:

41

Customer
Health and

and safety impacts of product
and service categories

Safety 2O16
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Specific

Page

Reference

Disclosure
Player awareness of

Responsible Gambling
Activities
Player interaclions at
GameSense lnfo Centres

#

.
.
.
.
.
.

A Proactive Player Health Strategy

07

Our Performance

03
44

.
.

Player Experience-Anti-Money

Appendix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology
A Proactive Player Heatth Strategy-GameSense

10-11

Our Performance

o3

Apperldix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology
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Anti-Money Laundering
GRt 103:

1O3-1 Explanation of the

ManaEement
Approach
2416

material topic and its boundarY

103-2 The rnanagement
approach and its components

.
.

Laundering

l_5

38

About this Report

Player Experience-Anti-Money

Laundering

l_5

Anti-Money Lautrdering (http://corporate.bclc.com/who-wearelcorporate-repo rts/corporate-reports-search.h tml?f i ltercategory=6n1i-6one1P/ozola

underin g)

Lautrdering

1O3-3 Evaluation ofthe

Player Experience-Anti-Money

management approaclr

Anti- M oney Laundering (http://corporate.bclc.con"/who-we-

l_5

are./corporate-reports/cor;:o rate-repo rts-sea rch.htnr l?filte r,
ca tegory=an ti-moneyo/o2Ola undcri ng)

nication atrd

GRr 105:

2O5-2 Com

Anti-

training about anti-corruPtion

corruption

policies arrd procedures

mu

.
.

Player Experience-Anli-Motrey

Laurrdering

Anti-Morley Laundering (insert

linl<

l-5

to http://corporate.bclc.

com/wlrcl-we-are/corporate-reports/corporate-reports-search.
html?fi lter-category-6nt1-rnon"yolo20 la underi ng)

2016

.

All employees receive marrdatoryAML compliance training as part
of their on boarding process and are refreshed on a regular and as

needed basis.

Broadening Gambling Participation
GRt 103:

1O3-'1 Explanation of the

Management

material topic and its boundarY

.
.

1O3-2Tlre management

Player Experience-Broadening Gambling Participation

Player Experience-Broadening Gambling participation

r_3,38

About this Reporl-

Approach
2016
13

approach and its cornponents
1O3-3 Evaluation of the

The parUcipation in BCLC games and channels are measured and

nranagement approach

tracked on an orrgoing basis and reported internally.

8C1C0008450.57

8C1C0008450
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Page

Reference

Disclosure

#

lntegrity of Games
GRI

1O3:

1O3-l Explanation of the

Management material topic and its boundary

.
.

16,38

Irlayer Experience-lntegrity of Games

About this Report

Approach
2416

i03-2The management
approaclr and its

c<;rnPclne

nts

.
.

16

Player Experience-lntegrity of Games

lnformation Security Police (insert link to l')ttp://corporate.bclc.
corn/who-we-are/co rpora te-reports/cor'poratc-reports-search.
html?f lter.. category=po licy)
i

103-3 Evaluation of the

If)

Player Experience-lntegrity of Games

management approach

Privacy and Safety
GRr 103:

103-l Explanation of tlre

Management

material topic and its bourndarY

Approach
2016

103-2Tlre rnanagement
approach and its components

.
.
.
.
.
.

Player Experience-Player Privacy
Playcr Expe rience-Safcty arrd Security

About this Report
Player Experience-Player Privacy
Player Experience-Safety and Security

privacy Police (insert, link to http://corporate.bclc.com/wlto-welff i terrelcorporate-reports/corporate-reports-searclr.lrtrn
I

a

category=pol icy)

103-3 Evaluation of tlre

We develop and provide privacy training to all of our employees atrd

management approaclr

key sorvice providers so

that each person who rnay lrandle personal

information understands how to protect that information. We also
use appropriate plrysical, technical and administrative safeguards
to proteci the personal inforrnation we dcl collect. Furtherrnore, we

conduct regular reviews to make sure that our employees and key
service providers lrave completed the training.

Attracting and Retaining Talent
GRI

1O3:

Management

materialtopic and its Boundary

.
.

About this Report

103-2 The management

.

Employee ExPerience

B-22

'

Employee Experience

1B-22

103-1 ExPlanation of the

Employee Experience

18-22

56

Approach
2016
approach and its components
103-3 Evaluation of the
management'approach
GRr 401:

4O1-1 New employ€e hires and

Employment
2016

employee turnover

.
.

Appendixl:Additional Disclosures

43

We do not report details on new employee hires and we do not
break down employee turnover by demographics.

8C1C0008450.58

BC1C0008450
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BCLC

Page #

Reference

Disclosure
Employee engagement score

Specific

Our Performance

03

Employee Experience

20

Appendix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology
Employees who agree BCLC is

Our Performance

o3

a good corporate citizen

Employee Experience
Appendix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology

20
45

Our Performance

03

Employee Experience

20

Appendix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology

45

Average training spend per
e

mployee

Diversity and lnclusion
GRI

lO3:

.lO3-1

Explanatiorr of the

Management rnaterial topic and its boundary

.
.

1Q_)a

Employee Experience

38

About this Report

Approach
2016

103-2 l'he rnanagement

Employee Experience

1B-22

Employee Experience

to-L1

approaclr and its comPonents
1O3-3 Evaluation of tlre
management approach

405:
Diversity

GRI

405-1 Diversityof governance
bodies and employees

.
.

Appendix

2:

Appendix

l:

43

Employees by Gender & Location

43

Additional [Jisclosures

and Equal

Opportunity
2016

Ethical Conduct
GRI

1O3i

i03-1 Explanation of the

Management material topic and its Boundary

.
.

Public Trust-Ethical Corrduct

25

Aboutthis Report

38

PublicTrust-Ethical Conduct

25

Approach

2016
103-2The managernent
approach and its comPonents

.
.

Standards of Ethical Business Conductfor BCLC Employees
(SOBEC) (insert link to http//corporate.bclc.com/who-wearelcorporate-repo rtslcorporate-reports-sea rch.htm l?f i Itercategory=pol icy)

.

Whistleblower Policy(insert linkto http://corporate.bclc.comlwlrowe-are,/corporate-reports/corporate-repo rts-search.htnrl?f iltercategory=poliry)

103-3 Evaluation of the

.

management approach

Standards of Ethical Business Co nduct for BCLC Ernployees
(SOBEC) (irrsert link to http://corporate.bclc.com/who-wearelcorporate- repo rts/corporate-reports-sea rch.htm
category=pclliry)

.

l?f

i

lter-

Whistleblowe r Policy (insert link to http://corporate.bclc.com/whowe-a relcorpo rate-reports/corporate-reports-sea rch.htrn l?f ilter-

category-policy)

8C1C0008450.59

8C1C0008450

ARA

56

D

Page #

Reference

isclosure

Transparency
GRI

1O3:

103-1 Explanation of the

Management material topic and its boundary
Approach
2016
1O3-2 The rranagement

approactr and its corrlporlents

103-3 Evaluation of the
management approach
Requirements for product

GRI 417:

4'17-1

Marketing
and Labeling
2016

and service informatiotr and

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

A Proac,tive Player Health Strategy

07-12

Public lrust-'l ransparency

23

Aboutthis Report

38

A Proactive Player Health Strategy

07-12
23

Publ ic Trust-Transparency

A Proactive Player Health Strategy

Public Trust-Transparency
A proactive Player Health Strategy

07-12
23

08

labeling

different and more effective ways of measuring

417-3 lnciderrts of

We are looking at

non-compliatrce concerning

performance around our Corporate Social Responsibility Assessment
(CSRA) process, whiclr assesses marketing and promotional items

marketing communications

and ensures they adhere to CSR requirements.
BCLC

Public perception of BCLC's

Specific

transparency

.
.
.

Our Performance

03

Appendix 3: Performance and Disclosure Methodology

43
aa

Public Trust

different and more effectrve ways of measuring

Total number of incidents

We are looking at

of non-cornpliance with
regulations and voluntarY

performance around our Corporate Social Responsibility Assessment
(CSRA) pr,ocess, which assesses marketitlg and promotional items

codes concerning marketing

and ensures they adhere to

C^5R

requirements.

commu'nications, including
advertising, pro motion,
and sponsorslriP. bYtYPe of

outcomes

Climate Change
GRI

103:

103-1 Explanation of the

Management rnaterial topic and its boundary

.
.

Carbon Neutral Action

27

Aboutthis Report

38

Approach
2016
1O3-2The management

Carbon Neutral Action

27-31

Carbon Neutral Aetion

27-31

approach and its components

103-3 Evaluation of tlre
management approach
GRt 305:

305-1 Direct(Scopel)

Emissions

GHG emissions

Carbon Neutral Action-Natural Gas, Fleet Gas, Diesel (862 tCOre)

28

2016

8C1C0008450.60

BC1C0008450

Page

Reference

Disclosure
3O5-2 EnergY indirect (ScoPe

#

Carbon Neutral Action Electricity O9 tCOre)

ZO

Carbon Neutral Action-Offlce Paper (24 tCOre)

28

Carbon Neutral Action-GHGs per Employee

27

.
.

Carbon Neutral Action-Building

zo

Carbon Neutral Action-Paper Office

30

Public l-rust-Doing Business.with Us

26

Aboutthis Report

38

2) GHG emissions

305-3 Otlrer indirect (ScoPe 3)
GHG emissions

305-4 GHG emissions
intensity

305-5 Reduction of
GHG emissiotrs

Sustainable Procurement
GRI

103:

103-1 Explanatiotr of the

Management material topic and its boundary

.
.

Approach
2016
103-2The management

As outlined in our Socially Resporrsible Procurement Guideline,

approaclr and its comPonents

BCLC's social responsibility principles for procurement activities are:

.

Specifications for goods and services to achieve environmental
betrefits, such as reduced waste. increased energy efficiency,
carbon neutrality, reduced toxicity and pollution, and other
environmental attributes, are included as requirements within
Verrdor selection processes, wherever possible.

.

Options that reduce thc ove rall consumption of goods.rnd
services are chosen where possible.

.

Opportunities are sought for participation in product stewardship
programs that reduce waste and for collaboration with qualified
Vendors to provide environmentally sustainable products to
BCLC's clients and business partners.

.

Preference is denlonstrated for Vendors wlro

Responsibility Standard

al ig n

with tlre Socia

I

s for Vendors.

103-3 Evaluation of the

Our Socially Responsible Procurement Guidelines were put in

management approach

place to promote, support alld encourage sustainability and social

responsibility, and is not a rnandatory requirementforvendors. We
are working towards incorporating key performance indicators into
our formal Vendor Performance Management program.
GRt 204:

Procurement

204-i Proportion of sPending
on local suppliers

.
.

Appendix l: Additional Disclosures
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Practices
2016

8C1C0008450.61

8C1C0008450

4R6i

58

D

Reference

isclosure

Page #

Waste Management
GRI

1O3:

103-1 Explanation

ofthe

Being a part of British ColLimbia's public sector positions BCLC to be

Management material topic and its

a catalyst for cllmate action at both the community and provincial

Approach

levels. As such, it is incumbent on us to set an example with concrete

Bboundary

action to reduce our carbon footprint, including waste management,

2016

and run a sustainable business.
103-2 The management

We track our office building waste diversion rates and pay fees otr

approach and its corrlponents

the amount of paper sold as lottery tickets to fulfill environmental
stewardship cornmitments. Our Carbon Neutral Action Report reports
on our environmental sustainability actitivies and perfornrance from
tlre 2017 calendar year.

1O3-3 Evaluation of the

Our Carbon Neutral Action Report, whiclr includes reporting on waste

management approach

rnanagement and waste diversion rates, is a required submission
for the Government of British Columbia under the Greenhouse Gas
Reduction TargetsAct. More information can be found on tlre B.C.

Climate Action Secretariat's website.
GRI

306:

Effluents and
waste 2O16

306*2 Waste by type and

We continue to ir'lcorporate recycling and composting programs in

disposal method

both corporate offices to handle mt:ltiple waste streams responsibly

including landfill garbage, organics, mixed container recyclables,
office paper and unsold ticket inventory. ln 2012 ourwaste diversion
rates were: 630/o in Kamloops, 870/o in Vancouver and 81o/o overall.

BC1C0008450.62

8C1C0008450

4RV

Page #

Reference

Disclosure
Direct Community Benefits
GRI

103:

103-1 Explar-ration of the

Management material topic and its boundary

.
.

Community lmpact

JZ

About thls Report

38

Approach
2016
103-2 The management
approaclr and its comPonetrts

.
.

32-37

Comrnunity lmpact
Communlty lmpact Report 2ol7^8 (insert link to http//corporate.
bclc,com/who-we-a relcorporate-reports/cot'porate-reportssearch.html?f lter-category=com mu nityyo2obenef its)
i

103-3 Evaluation ofthe
managernenl approach

GRt 201:

201-1 Direct econornic value

Economic

generated and distributed

.
.
.
.

Performance
2416

Conrmunity lnrpact

J4-J

I

Conrmunity lmpact Report 2o17l18 (insert lirrl< to http://corporate.
bcl c.com/wlro-we-a relcorpo rate-reports/corporate-repo rtssearch.html?filter-category=com rn u nityo/o20benef its)

32-37

Community lmpact
Comrnunity hnpact Report ?o17l18 (insert link to http'//corporate.
r [sbclc.co m/wlro-we-are/corporate-repor[s/corporate-repo
sea rch.html?f lter-category=com mu ni tyVo20benef its)
i

"GRr 203:

203-2 Sig nif icatrt indirect

lndirect

econornic impacts

.
.

Economic

lmpacts
2016'

Community lmpact

32

Comrnunity lmpact-Community Berrefits
2017l18 Annual Service Plan Report (insert link to http://corporate.
bcl c.com/who-we-a relcorpora te-reports/repor ts-disclosu res.

33

lrtml)

BCLC

Public recognition of positive

Specific

contrihiutions

.
.
.

Our Performance

o3
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qJ

25

Fr.rblicTrust

Financial Contributions to the Province
GRI

1O3:

Management

1O3-l Explanation

ofthe

material topic and its boundary

Comrnunity lmpact

32

About this Report

38

Approach
2016
1O3-2 The

management

approaclr and its components

.
.

JZ-5t

Community lmpact
2o17lt8 Annual Service Plan Report (insert ink to http://corporate.
bclc.com/who-we-a relcorporate-reports/reports-disclosu res.
I

html)
103-3 Evalr-ration of tlre
manager'nent approach

.
,

32-37

Community lrnpact
(i nsert in k to http://corporate.
bclc.com/who-we-are/corpo rate-reports/reports-disclosu res.

2017/18 Annua I Service Pla n Report

I

html)

8C1C0008450.63

8C1C0008450
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D

Page

Reference

isclosu re

#

Service Partner and Retailer Success
GRI

1O3:

1O3-1 Explanation of tlre

Management material topic and its boundary
Approach

Our retailers are a vital part of our business. BCLC depends on our

retailers to understand our products, provide excellent customer
service, follow our standards, policies and procedures and maintain
security and integrity.

2016

103-2The nranagement
appror.rch and i[s cornPorlents

To ensure tlre success of our lottery retailers, we provide our retailers

iraining, sales supporI arrd

re

sourccs. BCLC works with Casirto

Service Providcrs to offer facilitites Li)at fe:ature erltertainrrlcrlt
anrenities, such as restaurants and live event space. in addition to
gambling.

103-3 Evaluation of tlre
managernent approach

BCLC has implemented a Lottery Retailer Revenue Review Program
which establishes critical success factors for its lottery retailers in
order to evaluate performance to report on financial results.
As the Crown corporatiott responsible for managing gambling in

British Columbia, BCLC determines where casinos and comn'lurlity
garning centres are Iocated, and contracts with private-sector
con"panies to build and operate tlre facility. These private sector
service providers earn commissions simalar to revenue-slraring as a

financial incentive for their investments in operating atld growing the
business.ln November 2017,BCLC updated its operational services
agreerrent (OSAI f or casino atrd comnrutrity garr ing services,
setting the course for greater accountability, long-term privatesector investment and sustaitred revenues to the Province and
con'munities. The new OSA is a 2O year agreement, and BCLC has
begun signing tlre 2O year OSA agreements witlr service providers,
and will continue to in due course.
The terms of the OSA require service providers to submit annual

business plans, including commitments to capital and operating
investments in properties over tl'te term of their contract to support
growth and new amenities. A critical component includes a

commitment to responsible gambling practices.
ln addition. the OSA contains enhanced accountability measures

that strengthen BCLC's oversight in the areas of compliance
and security, including escalation mechanisms and progressive
disciplinary measures.

8C1C0008450.64

8C1C0008450
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APPENDIX 5: FISGAL 2OflAA SPONSORSHIPS
The following is a list of organizations we sponsored in fiscal 2o1T/18

Archiact lnteractive Ltd
-2o17 CVR Conference
BC

Arnateur Hockey Association

BC & Yukon CommttnitY

Newspaper Association (BCYCNA)
BC Ferries Charity Classic

BC Lions Fan Fest
BC Sports Hall
tsC

of Fame

Winler Games

Business in Vancouver
Top 40 Under40
Campbell River
Sal rnon Festival SocieLy

JA British Columbia

.luvonilc Diabetes
Researclr Foundation

Surrey Board of Trade
-Police Officer of tlre Year Awards

Surrey Fire Figlrters' Charitable Society

Kamloops Blke to Work Week

The Association of Kootenay and
Boundary Local Governments
(AKBLG)

Kamloops Blazers

The Association of Vancouver lsland

Kamloops Charnber of Commerce

Coastal Commu nities (AVICC)

Kanrloops Food Bank

The Clrildren's Wisl'r Foundation

Kamloops lnrrovation

1

Karrrloops Pride

Tlre North Cetrtral Local Govertrmetrt
Association (NCLGA)

Kamloops Art Gallery

Kam loops Synr

phony Orchestra

lre Kamloops Film Festival

Kelowna Clranrber of Cornrnerce

Tlre S<luthern lnterior Lclcal G<lverntretrt
Association (SILGA)

Canada Rugby Severrs

Kelowna Rockets

l-horrpson Rivers Unive rsity

Canadian Gaming Associatiotr
-2017 Gaming Sumrril:

KidSport BC

Thornpson Rivers Unlversity l.oundation

Langley Charrber of Corrrmerce

Tri-Cities Chanrber of Commerce

LINX Marketing

llnion of BC Nlutricipalities

Lower Mainland Local Government
Association (LMLGA)

United Way BC

Christmas Charities Group
City of Karnloops
Dawson Creek Exlribition
and SLanrpede
Delta Chamber of Commerce

Delta Hospital Foundation
Digital Media Association of BC
-DlgiBC Gala
lJowntown Langley
Business Association

Metro Vancouver Crirne StoPPers

Unitecl Way of the Lower Mainland

Vancouver Food Bank
Minerva Foundation
Moose FM Block Party
Nortlr Shore Business Association
Prince George Folk Festival Society
Project X Theatre Production Society

Vancouver Symphony Orchestra

Victoria HarbourCats Baseball Club
Victoria

H

ospital Foundatiotr

Victoria Open Golf Society
Victoria Symphony Splash

Forum for Women EntrePreneurs

Raise a Reader

Full lndie Society Summit

RCMP Musical Ride KamlooPs

Gaming Security Professionals
of Canada

Riverboat Days Society

Greater Vancouver
Board of Trade
Hockey Canada

Honour House
lndoCan Links

VU: Defy Reality
Western Canada Tlreatre

Royal lnland Hospital Foundation

Scotties Tournament of Hearts
Special Olyrnpics BC
Sport

BC

Athlete of the Year Awards

Startu p Weekend KamlooPs

8C1C0008450.65
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HEAD OFFICE
7/t V/est Seynrcrur Street

Kanrlcops. BC.V2C1=2
Teleplrorre. 25O.828 55OO
Fax: 25O 828.5631

REGIONAL OFFICE
29/tO Virtr-ralWary
Vancouver. B.C. V5M OAo
Tel

eplrone: 6O11.215.0649

CONSUMER SERVICES
Tel ep l-rone: 1 866.81 5.0222
consLr nrerservices.:- bc c.corn

BCLC's Atrr.rL.ial Selrice Plar- Repcr-t
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GrrleSense.ca

bala
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This is Exhibit

" 82

" referred to in the

Affidavit of Jim Lightbody sworn (or affirmed)
before me at
8.C.,
,r''
this 29
day of January,2O21-.

A Comm

ner/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia

494
Peter KappelIpPersonal information

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

Suzanne RowleyPersonal information ]; Brad DesmaraisPersonal information
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 2018-11-29 4:21:03 PM

Sutfect:

Re: Eby

Peter,
Suzanne

will get you a soft copy of the Fintrac letter and arrange

a call

for tomorrow for Brad, you and I.

We may add Rob too.

I'll think of other items, we can talk tomorrow.
Thanks for following up on this,
Jim

From: Peter Kappel
I)ate: November 29,2018 at 10:00:41 AM EST
To: Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: Eby
Jim,

I will be in meetings all day today, hence this email.
Doug let me know that I will get a slot with him sometime next week (when not yet determined), here in Vancouver. Other
than the item we have been discussing, I would also like to be able to discuss 'cash alternatives' as, given the heightened
attention to cash, we may have a chance of pushing on this. To these ends I would like to have a call with you and Brad
sometime Friday (I am booked from l0-l I already),
as you email usually sends it in WinDat,
which Apple can't handle), as well as a copy of the current version of the draft response. This item is sure would come up
in a meeting with Eby and I wish to be fully prepared.

I would also appreciate another copy of the Finffac letter (in PDF form this time

I would also appreciate you bringing to my attention any other items to be discussed with the minister.
Cheers
Peter

8C1C0012646
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This is Exhibit

" 83

Affidavit of Ji mLi
before me at

thisZ5_

A Commiss

day

h

of

" referred to in the
dy sworn (or affirm ed)
B.C.,
J <,.

January,2O21-

r/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia
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To:
Gq

DavidEby(APersonal information
Jim D. LightbodylJPersonal information

Richard.FyfePersonal information

'pkappelPersonal information
Connie Richter
Personal information

Fror
Sent

Suzanne Rowley
Tue 2018-07-17 8:36:58 PM
Subiect BCLC - Letter & Aftachment for Minister Eby's Attention
2018.07.17 - a - Letter to Minister Ebv re AML Q1 Report for F18-19'pdf
2018.06.30 - b - Q1 AML Report for F18-19.pdf

Hello,
On behalf of Peter Kappel, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached letter along with the

Ql AML Report for

the Minister's attention.
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM

OAG

Personal information

bclc.com

8C1C0008451

BC1C0008452

July

17,2Aft

Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VBW 9E2

Attention:

David Eby
AttorneY General

playing it rlght
Dear Minister Eby:

Re: Anti-Money l-aundering (AML) Quarterly Report for the firct quarter of
Fiscal Year 2018/2019
Please find enclosed BCLG's Quarterly Report to the Attorney General dated June
30, 2018, which provides an update on BCLC's work to fulfill Direction #3 from the
Amended Supplemental Mandate Lefter dated November 28 ,2017.

The report for this quarter is somewhat truncated as BCLC was awaiting the further
direction regarding anti-money laundering measures that were expected in the Dr.

German report. Further, BCLC had previously been directed by government to haft
any implementation of anti-money laundering measures until such time as the
German report and its recommendations were known'

As the German report has now been received and released, BCLC's work in the
second quarter will be largely focused on analyzing and developing implementation
strategies forthe recommendations that are within BCLG's purview.

74 west Seymour Streel

Hamloops, BC V?C 1E2

T

250.828.5500

F

250.828.5631

?9.10 Vidual Way
Vancouve( BC VsM 046

r
F

604.215.0649
604.225.6d24
L,cli ,:cm

As always, BCLC is ready to work cooperatively and collaboratively with the Gaming
Policy & Enforcement Branch, FinTRAC, law enforcement and our Gaming Service
Providers to evolve the Anti-Money Laundering system for casinos and the integrity of
gaming in BC.
BCLC would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to discuss any aspects
of the enclosed reports.
Yours truly,

///(/.>

.

Peter Kappel
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Mr. Richard Fyfe, 4.C., Deputy Attorney General

Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Enclosure(s)

xl
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QUenrnnr,y RnpOnr

TO THE

ArrOnrrlny GnNBnAl

On

Bnrrrsu COT,UMBIA

Pursuant to the Amended Supplemental Mandate Letter dated Novembet 28,2017

Rpponr FoRTrrE FIRsr Quanrnn Frscar, Ynan 2018/24L9

BCLC PROVIDES THIS REPORT in accordance withDirection #3 set out in the Supplemental Mardate Letter:
Gennan Recommendations

1.

German interim recornmendation #1 was firlly implemented in Q4 201712018.

Anti-Mone]' Laundering/Anti-Terrorist Financine Proeram Normal Course Processes ald Controls Chanees

Z.

The expected Notice of Exarnination ptrsuant to the Proceeds of Crime (It[oney Laundering) and Terrorist

FinancingAct,rvasissuedbyFinTRACtoBCLCMarch27,2018. FidTRACwillbeconductingan
examination of BCLC's anti-money laundering programbetween July 17 - 27,2018. FinTRAC's practice
ftas been to conduct examinations of the anti-money laundering programs of provincial lottery corporations
on a biennial basis. BCLC was last exarnined by FinTRAC in 2016. BCLC ald FinTRAC have been in
preparatory discussions leading up to the examination since February of 2018. Tlre Notice included a
Request for Information which, by statute, required BCLC to provide requested fufonnation and records on
or before April 30, 2018. This request was completed prior to the deadline.

8C1C0008453
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This is Exhibit

" 84

" referred to in the

Affidavit of Jim Lightbody sworn (or affirmed)
B.C.,
before me at
d ay ofJanuary,202l
tnis ?{

(u/

A Comm

r/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia
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To:
Cq

DavidEby(APersonal information
Jim D. Lightbody[Personal information

Richard. Fyfe@

Personal information

;

peter.h.kappelPersonal information
Connie Richter

Personal information

From:
Senfi

Suzanne Rowley
Tue 2019-03-26 5:48:52 PM
Subject BCLC - Letter & Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention
1.a. 2019.03.18 - Letter to Minister Ebv re lmplementino Govt Direction Report.pdf
1.b. lmplementinq Govt Direction Report - F18-19 Q3.pdf
1.c.2019.02.04-a-Ltrto Sam MacLeod re Status Uodate on lmp Recs from Plan for Pub Health & Gamblinq.pdf
1.d. 2019.02.04 -b- Attachment to Letter - Status Summarv re Plan for Public Health & Gamblino.pdf
2.a. 201 9.03.1 8 - Letter to Minister Ebv re Q3 AML Reoort for F'1 8-1 9.odf
2.b. Q3 AML Report for F18-19.pdf

Hello,
On behalf of Peter Kappel, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached the Q3 Reporting Package for the

Minister's attention.
Note: the package comprises of the following documents, in order:
1.a. 20L9.03.18 - Letter to Minister Eby re lmplementing Govt Direction Report
1.b. lmplementing Govt Direction Report - F18-19-q3
L.c.20t9.O2.04-a-Ltr to Sam Macleod re Status Update on lmp Recs from Plan for Pub Health & Gambling
t.d.2DL9.O2.04-b-Attachment to Letter - Status Summary for Plan for Public Health & Gambling
2.a.2OL9.O3.18 - Letter to Minister Eby re Q3 AML Report for F18-19
2.b.QS AML Report for F18-L9
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate SecretaryiEA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com
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March 18,2019

Ministry of the Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VBW 9E2

Attention:

ptraying

David Eby
AttorneY General

it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: BCLC's lmplementing Govemment Direction Report
BGLC is committed

to meeting all reporting requirements to the Province and to
As such, going

ongoing communication and transparency about our business.

forward-, on a quarterly basis, BCLC will be sharing several reports with you intended

to uphold our commitment.
Enclosed you will find BCLC's lmplementing Government Direction Report, which
includes Mandate Lefter actions taken to date and actions taken with respect to the
plan for Public Health and Gambling. Further detail on actions taken with respect to
the Plan for Public Health and Gambling are outlined in the attached Bi-Annual
Progress Report to the General Manager of GPEB. BCLC has made significant
progress on its Mandate Letter commitments and is well posilioned to complete all of

74 Wegt Ssymour Str€el
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F 804.225.U24
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its Plan for Public Health and Gambling commitments by March 31,2020.

Also enclosed is BCLC's quarterly report on the implementation of initiatives to

mitigate money laundering and the use of proceeds of crime in BC gambling facilities.
ln the past quarler, BCLC's work focused on monitoring service provider compliance
with B|LC Source of Funds policy and procedures. ln addition, BCLC undertook an
analysis of the effect of the December 2017 implementation of Dr. German's interim
recommendation regarding the expansion of Source of Fund tracking for all casino
transactions over $1 0,000.

lf there is further information you

require regarding these attachments or other

matters related to BCLC, please let me know.
Yours truly,

ttlD.
Peter Kappel
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Richard Fyfe, Q.C., DeputyAttomey General
Doug Scoft, Associate Deputy Minister
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC

Enclosure(s) x5
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lmplementing Government Direction
March {8,2019
This report details BCLC's progress on government direction per:

1.
2.

2018fl9 Mandate LetterAmendment (February 14,2018)
Planfor Public Health and Gambling (February 2015)

Future directives will be added, when required.
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lmplementing Government Dlrection

201 8/19 Mandate Letter Amendment (Februarv 14. 2018)

IN PROGRESS

Mandate Letter Action

2.

Plans and Progress

lmplement the remaining commitments that BCLC
is solely and jointly (with GPEB) responsible for in
the Plan for Public Heafth and Gambling
(February 2015).
ln addition, implement the regulatory guidelines
for performance measure reporting of Game
Sense Advisor (GSA) activities in casino's and
community gaming centres.
Submit bi-annual progress reports to the General
Manager, GPEB detailing the status of the
implementation of these commitments.

Progress related to the Plan for Public Health and Gambling located in the following section.
Jan. 8, 2018, BCLC and GPEB finalized plans lo address all recommendations and plans are
moving fonrvard to address all outstanding recommendations.
BCLC and GPEB meet regulady to review the status of all recommendations and update the
progress report, which GPEB then shares with the ADM'S office as reguired.
The regulatory guidelines refer to the recommendation in the Responsible Gambling Council
(RGC) review of the GSA Program to identiry agreed upon perfomanc€ measures for the
Gamesense program. BCLC and GPEB have jointly identified a working group with the task of
refining the efsting performance measures. BCLC has recently completed player and venue staff
surveys to collect baseline information to provide direction for both program content and
measures, and will provide quarterly reports to the working group.

lmplement govemment's response to
recommendations arising from the Peter German
review of money laundering in British columbia
casinos.
Provide a quarierly report to the Attorney General
on the implementation of initiatives to mitigate
money laundefing and the use ofproceeds of
crime in BC gambling facilities,

Refer to the
separately.

03 2018-2019 Quarterly Report to the Attomey General of British Columbia sent

balc
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ONGOING

Plans and Progress

Mandate Letter Action

3.

Proactively share information with GPEB that assists the branch in meeting its responsibilities for the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing and
standards and regulatory issues. This includes, but is not limited to:
providing the Mlnisterwith advice on broad

games

a)

lnformation about any new
(excluding variations of existing games
similargames already being offered by
BCLC) that BCLC intends to introduce to
determine whether additional responsible
gambling standards are required or
whether a game may be considered a new
type of lottery scheme and requires written
apprcval by the Minister under Section 7
Control Act; and
of the

No new games were submifted to GPEB during FY19-Q3 that required GPEB review as a new lottery
scheme.

b)

lnfomation regarding any trends that may
influence strategies to combat money
laundering and keep the proceeds of
crime out of British columbia gambling
facilities.

BCLC has notified GPEB of a trend of a substantial increase in transactions occurring just under the

or

$l0,000reportingthresholdthathavesomeofthehallmarksofstructuring.

BCLCinquiriesofplayers

suggest that this increase is due in large part to players not wanting to divulge confidential banking
information to casino staff or having to take the extra step of obtaining a bank receipt for these
transactions. Despite this, BCLG has alerted GPEB and JIGIT for investigative follow-up purposes as
this behaviour can be an indicator of money laundering activity.
Due to the shift in player behaviour, the money laundering risk associated with transactions under
910,000 has increased subsequent to the implementation ofthe recommendation to apply source of
funds declaration to all transactions of $1 0,000 or more. BCLC is responding to this dsk by reducing
the threshold for the ascertaining of customer identity from $9000 to $3000. This change in policy will
give BCLC the ability to monitor much more closely and accurately customer transactions between
$SOOO anO $10,000 for indicators of money laundering or terrorist financing activity. Moreover, this
change will exceed existing federal requirements and will align BCLC's anti-money laundering
practices with intemational standards. The provincial regulator (GPEB) has approved the.
implementation of the policy change. lmplementation tlming and details are to be determined,
soiutions are under discussion with GPEB and service providers. There are significant operational
challenges 10 overcome

bala
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Direction

A Plan for Public Health and Gambling in BG (Februarv 2015)
A Prat for
Note: The Recommendations listed in the tables below are the Actions included within the Resoonsible and Problem Gamblino in British columbia:
Pubtic Health and Gamblitlcl h Britistl Columbia.eootl Fefiuatv 2015'

IN PROGRESS

Recommendation
6

BCLC is working with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada
on constructive approaches to communicaling 'odds' and
'return to player' on Electronic Gaming Machine screens t0
dispel myths about control and ability to win.

Plans and Progress
BCLC is committed to provide full disclosure of the odds of winning and return to player
from electronic gaming deVce (EGD). Ontario Lottery and Gaming (OLG) has invested
a significant amount into piloting an initiative to classify slot machines. while there were
some positive flndings, initial resuJts showed confusion with lhe messages, largely
associated with too much information. OLG continues to redesign and test the initiative
but it is not clear when they will have the next set of results.
The development of canadian slot vendor standards is pending OLG'S nex set of
results.
BCLC is working on providing point-of-play information on the average retum to player
across all EGMS in the province and directing players to seek a more detailed
understanding from knowledgeable GSAs at the local GSICs by May 2019'

7

Beginning in 2015, BoLC will offer now time and money
budgeting tools to its Encore Rewards members. Similarly'
€nhanced tools have been developed for implementation on
PlayNow.com.

BCLC has completed technical testing of PlayPlanner, a new, optional budgeting tool
that allows players to set and manage daily maximums for how much time or money
they want to siend playing on a slot machine. Testing took place from April 23 to July
22,-2018 at Casoades Casino Kamloops and chances Kamloops. Plsyer usage and
fsedback was limiied due to ongoing labour action.
BCLC is now planning the provincial rollout of the tool for Summer 2019'

10

GPEB and BCLC plan to implement a Gamesense Advisor
presence in community gaming centres'

ln December 2017, following Ministerial approval, Gamesense Advisors (GSA)
transitioned to BCLC employee positions April 1, 2018. BCLC will continue to
incrementally add staffto expand the GsA program to all facilities province-wide with
completion anticipated by Sept. 20"19.

balc
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Recommendation
12

BCLC will implement customized RG messaging to
PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore
members.

Plans and Progress
BcLc partnered with the Manitoba Gambling Research Program, and
researchers from UCLA, UNLV snd Southem Cross University to evaluate customized
RG messaging lo PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore members.
The field experiment began in fall 2016 and was discontinued due to a low rate of
engagement and above average unsubscribe rate.
ln 2014,

Following consuhation with BCLC business units and external researchers, Strategic
Science was engaged to conduct a review of best practices related to providing RG
related messages by risk level. They presented their findings and recommendations to
BCLC executive and key staff on June 29, 201 8.
A cross-enterprise working group has been established to review the best practices
report and identify key indicators to apply to historical PlayNow and Encore data.
13

BCLC will engage an intemationalteam of researchers in a
longitudinal research project to evaluate the impact of
customized messaging on player behaviour.

Upon completion of recommendations 12 & 21, BCLC will be positioned to examine the
impact of RG messages on behaviors.

17

The Ministries of Health and Finance, with BCLC, will be
responsible for maintaining a working group with stakeholders
and the Ministry of Education, to act as an advisory committee
for govemment decision makers. lts mandate is to ensure
gambling policy is informed by reliable research and best
practices, creating a fulsome understanding ofthe social and
economic implications of gambling.

GPEB is leading the creation of this working group given their responsibility for gaming
policy. They are working to ensure representation from each Ministry.

19

Government and BCLC will consider long-term funding of the
centre for Gambling Research at UBc in 2017.

ln March 201 8, the Attorney General approved a joint BCLG/GPEB proposal to renew
fundlng to the Centre for Gambling Research at UBC.
BCLC and UBC signed a new agreement in November 201 I to renew funding' BCLC
will sponsor the Centre through the paymenl of $1 .365 million, payable over five years.

20

GPEB and BCLC will research to the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Electronic Gaming Machines

BCLC and GPEB have engaged Gambling Research Exchange Ontario (GREO) to
undertake research to determine the impacts of reducing or minimizing higher risk
features of Electronic Gaming Machines. Funding is from the withheld jackpot fund.
BCLC and GPEB prcvided feedback on a draft report. The final report was submitted on
March 12, 2019 and is under review for next steps.

bclc
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Recommendation
2',1

GPEB and BCLC will undertske researoh to estimate online
gambling preval€nce and problem gambling preval€nce among
online players in British Columbia.

Plans and Progress
The UBC Centre for Gambling Research completed a studythat charactorized level of
play (Pareto analyses) on the PlayNow platform in 'l month. The next step is to expand
the investigation to examine gambling and problem gambling characteristios using both
survey and player data.
GPEB has posted an RFP to BC Bid for a oontraotor to conduct the prevalence study for
onlin€ problem gambling. The RFP closed December 18,2018. Research will be funded
from the withheld jackpot fund.
BCLC and GPEB

scoring of the two

on January 12, 201

I

and a

bcla
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COMPLETE

Recommendation

Plans and Progress

I

BCLC has conducted its third review ofthe Appropriate
Response Training (ART) program for gaming facilities staff'
and in 2015, will be incorporating new approaches to problem

Fall of 2015, BCLC enhanced its ART program with a response guidelines matrix to
help equip gaming venue staff with skills and knowledge to recognize observable . .
behaviours that may indicate a problem with gambling and to provide the appropriate
assistanoe when requlred.

RG Council.

ln 6arly 2016, BCLG worked with an expert from the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health to enhance delivery and curriculum of ART Level 2 in'peron workshops. Eight
new learning activities, tailored to ART curriculum and response guidellnes, were
doveloped and all ART trainers received training on the new cont€nt'

BCLC will incorporate mandatory staff training about the
cognitive effects of alcohol and the resulting inclease in
impulse behaviour.

BCLC added new training content for its ART Level 1 course in March 2015' which is
mandatory for all gaming workers in BC. The content aims to equip gaming staff with
abilityto identify and understand policies and procedures pertaining to liquorservice in
a gaming environment; possible effecis of alcohol intoxicatlon on gambling behavior;
knbwlng when to prevenl customers who are, or appear to be, visibly intoxicated from
participsting in gambling; and, understand escalation procedures pertaining to
intoxicated customers.

BCLC is implementing a new ART course that is specific to
customer telephone suppoft. lt includes training on how to
assess and respond to callers who may be experiencing
difficulty with their gambling, details on available resoutces,
procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalation
guidelines.

ART for BCLC'S Customer Support team launched in August 2014' All Customer
Support staff completed the cource in facilitated sesslons held through November
2014. The training program is ongoing for new employees.

BCLC has worked with the RG Council to develop and
implement the new RG Check accreditation program for
online gaming. ln anticipation of being the first online
gambling platform to participate in this program, BCLC has
initiated a number of changes in its approach to online RG'
inoluding better documentation of prooesses, policy reviews,
and customer support training. The RG Council is auditing
PlayNow.com.

BCLC'S PlayNow.com was certified by RG Check in June 2015 and the recertification
completed in August 2018. BCLC is tho first organization in tbe world to have its online
gaming site certified by RG Chock.

gambling identification and response as recommended bythe

I

11

14

balc
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Apoendix 1 - Plan for Public Health and Gamblinq in BC

-

Other Stakeholders' Recommendations
Responsible

Recommendation
1

2

The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling program will link with the University of Victoria's Centre for Addictions Research
and bther researchers to work towards linking problem gambling education with broader issues of substance use, including
preventing and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental heahh and social and personal responsibility.

GPEB, UVic

Within available resources, the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is shifting its prevention servicesto incoryorate GPEB
a greater focus on problem solving and critical thinking and prioritizing the need to ensure programs are as effective as possible for
students.

g

youth

The Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as well as current research related to
gambling with the Physical and Health Education curriculum development teams and other relevant specialisl associations such
school counsellors.

as

Ministry of
Education

4

Links to RG education materials will be added to the new Physical and Health Education curriculum as well as to the Healthy
Schools Bc website and promoted in the Healthy Schools BC newsletter.

Ministry of

5

The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to raise awareness about the need for problem gambling
education and its linkswith broaderissues of risk-taking behaviourand promote related education materials.

Ministries of
Education,
Finance and
Heahh

l5

GPEB will update its RG Standards to include online gambling on PlayNow.com
all gaming service providers in British Columbia.

16

The Ministry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explore problematic gambling screening and collaborative
care planning for clients with co-occurring issues with the goal of improving the overall continuity of care.

Ministries of
Finance and
Heafth

The provincial government will develop a standardlzed package of information outlining the public heatth risks of gambling. lt will be
offered to municipalities to assist decision makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure that they have a full
understanding oithe risks and benefits of expanding gambling in their oommunities. The package will include information about
problem gambling prevalsnce, availability of alcohol, high-risk games, and revenue generated frcm problem gamblers.

Ministry of

18

These standards must be followed by BCLC

Education

and

GPEB

Finance

bcla
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February 4,2019

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
3rd Floor - 910 Govemment Street
PO BOX 9310 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC VBW 9N1

Attention:

ptraying

it right

Sam Macleod

Assistant DePutY Minister

Dear Sam:

Re: Status Update on lmplementing Recommendations from the Plan for
Public Health & Gamblins
As perthe requirements in BCLC's Mandate Letter, please find attached a copy of the
joini BCLC/GPEB status update on the progress BCLC is making implementing the
iecommendations from the Plan for Public Health and Gambling. I am pleased to
report on some significant developments since the last report to the Ministry of the
Attomey General:

o
o

BCLC has completed technical testing of PlayPlanner, a new time and money
budgeting tool available to Encore members, and a province-wide rollout is
planned for this summer.
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The Gamesense Advisor program continues to expand into all facilities

province-wide, with completion anticipated by September 2019. Research to

date indicates that customers who interact with GameSense Advisorc are
more likely to be aware of player health resources and feel they are more
educated and equipped for informed play.

o

BCLC and GPEB signed a new agreement in November 20'18 to renew
funding to the Gentle for Gambling Research at UBC through loFY 2022123.

BCLG and GPEB continue to work collaboratively to enhance the overall health of our

player population through these commitments and other priority areas of our
buiinesi. bur ongoing efforts to continuously renew and improve our player health
programs and initiatives will help make gambling in British Columbia as safe and

bnjoyable as possible, Thank you to your organization for working with us on this very
important priority.
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours

President

cc:

cEo

File

Enclosures x1
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Plan

for Public Health and Gambling Status Summary
Number of Completed
Commitments
L3

Total number of

Commitment

Commitments

Category

2t

Number of Outstanding
Commitments
B

GPEB

BCrC

Joint

GPEB

BCtC

Joint

GPEB

BCtC

Joint

5

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2

0

4

0

I

4

I

1

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

Responsible ond Problem
Gombltng Pollcy and
Reseotch

t

o

4

1

0

2

0

0

2

TOTAL

7

8

6

7

4

2

t

4

3

ProblemGambllng
Prcventlon lotYouth and
YoungAdul$
Promoting

Hetthy

Cholces

PrcblemGambllng
suppott and Treatment

*rulces

February 4, 2019
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tead

Commitment
Problem
The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling

L

program will link wlth the Universlty of
Victoria's C.entre for Addictions Research and
other researchers to work towards linking
problem gambling education with broader
issues of substance use, including preventing
and addressing dependence and fostering
posltive mental health and social and personal
responsibility.

/

Preventlon
GPEB

Status Update and Next

Actions Taken

lor

Youth and Young Adults
a

GPEB engaged

Status: complete

with

cARBc and Education

to

develop education
modulesto be in line
with the new British
Columbia school
curriculum.
a

The modules were

developed underthe
iMinds brand and are
now available via CARBC
and the BC Responsible

Gambling Program
websites.

February 4, 2019

8C1C0008465.02

8C1C0008465
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Commitment
Withih available resources, the provincial

tead

/

Support
GPEB

Actions Taken

Steps

o

ln consultatio,n with

Status;. Ggmplete

the new
moduleswei'e created
tq focus on

Responsible ahd Problem €ambling Prtigram is
shifting its preventiqn services tq inco.rporate a
greatei fo-cus ori irroblem solving and critical
thinkihg to enqiJ!'e programs aire aS.effediVe, ds
possible ior studerits.

CARBC,

corhPetency based
decision making, not

.
2

Status Update and Next

strictlv gambling'
lh.additionto the new
moddles, the gc RPGP
held trainingworkshops
for contracted staffto
ensure knowledge ofthe
new materials and
curriculurn. This
knowledge is in Place to
support facilitation and
increase.eff ectiveness.
Educators can contact

the BC RPGP or CARBC
for support if ar'rd when
needed.

February 4,2OL9
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Commitment
the Ministry of education will share the findings
of the PHO Report on Gambling a: wbll as

curierjt research related td y6uth gdmbling with
the Phvsical and Health Edueation cuiiiciiluin
developmerit tearnii arid other felevant
3

specialist associations such as Schooi
counsellgrs,

tead

/

Status Update and Next

Actions Taken

Steps

Support
GPEB

a

Gf EB worked with
Education .and :ertgaged

Statusr Complete

CARBC, commissioning a

review of existing
prev.ention and
education rnateriais.
CARB.C provided a report
and recomnlendations
for the. implementation
ofganrbling relqted
research:in to

the

curriculurn.

February 4,2O!9
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Commitment

tead

/

Actions Taken

Status Update and Next
Steps

Support

o

GamlQ.rnalerialsposted
to Healthy Schecils

status:,complete

webstte-.

.

iMinds curriculurn
rnaterial posted on BC
R.esponsible Gambling
website ahd at CltRBc

(oct.2017)
ta responsibie gainhlihg education
rhateridls will be added to the new Physical ahd

.

Lihks

4

Heirlth Educ.Eition cuirioulunt as'well a3 to the
Healthy Sbhools BGwebsite aird promoted in
the Healthy Schools BC newllette-r.

GPEB

Educationaimaterials
branded under iMinds

areto be uPloaded to
Healthy Schools website
by CARBC, who
developed the materials
and who hoid the iMinds
account.

o

Upon cornpletion of
upload, the RPGP will
dr'aft a ne'i,Vslfitei

aiticle.

o

5

The Ministries of Education, AG and Heaith wiil
worktogether to increase awareRess about the
need for problem gambling education and its
lihks with broader issues of risk-taking
behaviour, and promote related education
materials.

February

Working group was

Status: Complete

formed and brought
about the curriculurn

GP.EB

described, which focuses
on br'oader issues of
addiction. These
rninistrles are consulted
as and when required to
provide inforrnation
relevant to curriculum
updates.

4,20!9
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Commitment

/

Status Update and Next

Actions Taken
tead
Support
Pro moti ng He althy Ch oi ces
a

Steps

Engaged with the UBC
Centre for Gambling
Research through a working
group focused on conducting

jurisdictional scan of
methods for communicating

a

odds.
a

6

BCLC is working with other gambling
jurisdictions in Canada on constructive
approaches to communicating 'odds' and
'return to player' on Electronic Gaming
Machine screens to dispel myths about control
and ability to win.

BCLC

Ontario Lottery and Gaming
(OLG) has invested a
significant amount into
piloting an initiative to
classify slot machines. While
there were some positive
findings, initial results
showed confusion with the
messages, largely associated

with too much information.
OLG continues to redesign
and test the initiative but it
is not clear when they will
have the next set of results.
a

As such, we have decided

to

proceed with our own plan

Status: Partlally Complete
Next Steps
BCLC is working on providlng
polnt-of-play information on the
average return to player across
all EGMs in the province and
directing players to seek a more
detailed understanding f rom
knowledgeable GSAs at the local
GSICs by Summer 2019. This
would entail:
r Providing informatlon, via
iView on slot machines, on
the average return to player
of slot machines in BC in the
past year
. Reinforcing this information
through CoolSigns (digital
displays in facilities)
. Directing players to visit local
GSICs and their educatlonal
activities

to fulflll this
recommendation,

February 4, 2019
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Commitment

/

tead
Support

Actions Taken

SteDs
PlayPlanner is BCLCs new,

optional budgeting tool that
allows players to set and
manage daily maximums for
how much time or money
they want to spend playing
on a slot machine.

1

Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and
money budgeting tools to its Encore Rewards
members. Similarly, enhanced tools have been
developed for implementation on
PlayNow.com.

a

Software lT regressions
delayed the pilot project

a

PlayPlanner was successfully
tested by quality assurance
and onsite production
validation.
BCLC completed technical
testing on July 22, 20L8,
after a three month pilot at
two sites in Kamloops. PlaYer
usage and feedback was
limited due to ongoing
labour action.

BCLC

a

I

BCLC has eonducted its third revigw of ihe
Applopriate Resppn-se. Tfairiing (ART, prqgrarn
for eanin"giAcility staft and wlll be
iicomoiating new appr:oaqhes tg p.rob,lF.rn

Status Update and Next
Status: Partially Complete
Next Steps

r

Provincial rollout ofthe tool
is planned for Spring/
Summer 2019.

St?tus! eomplete

BcLc

garnbling identification ind respon5e as
rqcornqrerided bJthe Re,spdnsible Gafibling
Gountil (RGC).

February 4, 2019
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Actions Taken

n

to implement

a

GPEB

r

BCLC

Engaged in dialoguewith

Statusi Partially Compete

BCLC,

r

r
10

Status Update and Next
Steps

Support

6ameSense Advisor presence in community

gaming centres.

/

Decision

noteforthe

Minister responsible.was
reviewed and approved bY
MO
ln Deeember 2017, BCLC
and GPEB annqunced the
Gamesense Advitors (GSA)
will tr.ansition to BCLC
employee positioris
beginningApril 1, 20i8

This transition has now occurred
and BCLC will cantinue to
incremer.rtally add staff te

expand the GSA prograrh to all
facilities prbvince-wide with
completion anticipated hy
September 20X9.
Next Steps

r

The next wave of hiring will
begin in late January, with
onboarding scheduled to

begin March,25,2019.

Febuary 4,2O!9
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a

ln 201"4,

BCLC

partnered with

status: Partlally Complete

the Manitoba Gambling
Research Program, and
researchers from UCLA
UNLV, and Southern Cross

will implement customized responsible
gambling messaging to PlayNow.com account
holders as well as BCLC Encore members.

University to evaluate
customized responsible
gambling messaging to
PlayNow.com account
holders as well as Encore
members. The field
experiment began in fall
2016 and was discontinued
due to a low rate of
engagement and above
average unsubscribe rate.

BCLC

72

BCLC

a

Following consultation with
BCLC business units and
external researchers,
Strategic Science was
engaged to conduct a review
on how to effectively reach
BC gamblers through
customized responsible
gambling messaging. They
presented their findings and
recommendations to BCLC
executive and key staff on

Next Steps

o

r

r

r

Research examining the
predictive ability of key risk

factors to predict indicators
of harm will be completed by
May 31, 2019.
Once risk factors are
validated, customized
messages will be developed
and research conducted to
measure the impact of these
messages on reducing risk.
BCLC has an NDA in place
with the company that
specializes in artificial
intelligence methods, and a
SOW is in development.
The next step is to share a
sample of data to determine
the feasibility of this
method. To be completed by
March 31, 2019.

June 29, 2018.
A cross-enterprise working
group has been established

to review the best practices
report and identify key

February 4, 2019
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Commitment

Actions Taken

Status Update and Next
Steos

indicators to apply to
historical PlayNow data.
a

well, BCLC is consulting
with a company that
As

specializes in Artificial

Intelligence to examine
opportunities to apply Al
methods to identify
increased risk using Encore
data.

Status: Partially Complete
This research project is pending
commitment 12 that will be
instructive for research design

will engage an international team of
researchers in a longitudinal research project
evaluate the impact of customized messaging

on this item.

BCLC

13

on player behaviour,

to

BCLC

Next Steps

.

Once testing has completed,
an appropriate

implementation strategy will
be developed.

February 4, 2019
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Acfiom Taken

Status UBdate and t{€xt
$teD6

fehuary4" 2919
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Commitment
will update its Responsible Gambling
Standards to include online gambling on

GPEB

GPEB

Actions Taken

Status Update and Next
Steps

o

GPEB commissioned

Strategic Science, an
lndependent research flrm
to conduct a review of
academic research,

PlayNow.com. These standards must be
followed by BCLC and all gaming service
providers in British Columbia.

international standards for
online gaming, and
behaviour analytics to make
recommendations about
how GPEB's Responsible
Gambling Standards can
better incorporate onllne
gambling. Strategic Science
presented initial findings to
GPEB on November 16,
2015. Full reportwas
delivered in March 2016.

1s

a

Status: Partlally Complete

Next Steps

forming a working
group to develop new
standards

o GPEB is

As a resul! and using these
findings, BCLC and GPEB
have engaged in dialogue

around the form these
standards might take.

Problem Gambling Support ond Tredtment Serulces

February 4, 2019
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Commitment
t6 The Ministry of Finarice wlll partner with the

GPEB

Steps
a

Ministry of Heahh to further explore
pioblematic gambling screening and
collaborative care plannlng for clients with cooccurring issues with the goal of improving the
overall eontinuity of care.

Status Update and Next

Actions Taken
GPEB has worked

with

Status: complete

Northern Heahh and have
shared gambling screenlng
tools for their use.
o

GPEB has proposed a

collaboratlve case
management approach for
further collaboration wfth
provincial health entitles.

Responsible ond Problem Gombling Policy and Research

t7

The Ministries of Health and Flnance, with
BCLC, will be responsible for maintaining a
wo*ing group with stakeholders and the
Ministry of Education, to continue a dialogue
regarding policy and legislative decisions that
involve expanslon of gambling in the province,
issues related to the public heahh risks of
gambling; and alignment of policies and
practices.

GPEB,

&

a

Ministries of
Health &

Education, &

Collaboratlve work and
research led to the
municipal information

Status: complete

package to inform local
governments on the
public health risks of

BCLC

gambling.
a

Working group formed

to examine social risk
factors (ongoing). A
Health lmpact
Assessment model has
been implemented,

February 4, 2019
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Commitment
18

The provinsial goyeniixentwill develop a
gtandardizdd pbckage cif infoi.mation outliriirig
the public health risks of gambling. lt w,rill be,
offered to muriicipalities to assist decisictn
makers in their analysis of gaming expansion
aiid ensure that they have a full urideistandihg
of the risks and benefits of expanding gambling

/

tead
Support

Actions Taken

Steps

r

GPEB

Status Update and Next

Working resegrcf group

Statusr complete

with.muliiple FErtners

o Document is finalized

(Health, Education, UBC)

r

Documentfinali2edand
drafted.

o'lncludes.inforrnatibn
about problenr
gambling prevalence,
availability,of al cohol,
high-risk gamesr and
revenue.generated

in their cqrnrriirnities' The packilge will incl.ude

info?mation aboqt problem gambling
prevalenc€, availabiliiy'of alcohol, high-iiF.k
games, arid r,evenue ge. nerated frgrn problern
gamblers.

-

is

currently in desktop publishing

NexlStepg

.

Docurn€nt will need to be

distributed

from Problenr
qamblers.

Governmentand BCLC will consider long-term
fqnding ofthe Cgntrefor Gambllng Research at
tie University of British Colurnbia in fall 2017.
19

GPEB

&.

o

BqLC

GPEBy'BCLCfunding

Slatus: Complete

provided to the UBC centre

UBC Research Centre funded

as

I

of I4lL5.

!q

202212?.

Decision note on funding
beyond the 201118 fiscal
year has,been appr"oved for
funding suppor:t for a five
Vear terrn.

February 4, 2019
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Commitment
will undertake research to
determine the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Electronic
GPEB and BCLC

Lead

/

Actions Taken

Steps

Support
GPEB

&

o

Engaging with UBC and BCLC

on research methodologies,

BCLC

.

Gaming Machines.

o
20

Status Update and Next

UBC, with GPEB support, is
currently involved in a
phase of associated
research on this topic.
BCLC and GPEB have
engaged Gambling Research
Exchange Ontario (GREO) to
undertake a review to
examine the impacts of
reducing or minimizing
higher risk features of
Electronic Gaming
Machines. Funding is from
the withheld jackpot fund.

Status: ln progress
BCLC and GPEB provided
feedback to GREo on the draft
report.

.

Expert consultation is
underway and the final
report is expected in earlY

2019.

February 4,2O!9
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Commitment

GPEB and BCLCwill undertake research

2L

to

estimate online gambling prevalence and
problem gambling prevalence among online
players in British Columbia.

GPEB
BCLC

&

Status Update and Next

Actions Taken

Steps
a

Online Gambling Prevalence
study planned for 2018.

Status: ln Progress

a

The UBC Centre for
Gambling Research
completed a study that
characterized level of play
(Pareto analyses) on the
PlayNow platform in one
month.

Next Steps

BCLC and GPEB plan

o

Bid

gambting. The RFP closed
December 18, 2018.
Research will be funded
from the withheld jackpot
fund.

to

expand the investigation to
examine gambling and
problem gambling
characteristics using both
survey and player data.

to BC
for a contractor to
conduct the prevalence
study for online problem
GPEB posted an RFP

o

BCLCandGPEB
completed scoring of the

two proposals on lanuary
12,2019 and a proponent
to conduct the research
selected.

February

4,20L9
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March 18,2019

Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC VBW9E2

Attention:

David Eby

Attorney General

bala
playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Quarterly Report forthe third quarter of
FiscalYear 201812015
please find enclosed BCLC's Quarterly Report to the Attorney General which provides
an update on BCLG's work during the third quarter of our fiscal year (October 1, 2018
December 31, 201S) to fulfill Direction #2 from the Mandate Letter dated February

-

14,2018.

ln the past quarter; BCLC's work was focused on

monitoring service proMder
procedures.
policy
ln addition, BCLC
and
of
Funds
compliance with BCLC Source
unddrtook an anallais of the effect of the December, 2017 implementation of Dr.
German's interim recommendation regarding the expansion of Source of Fund
tracking for all casino transactions over $10,000.

74 West Soymour Str€el

Kamloops, BC VzC 1F2

T
F

250.828.5500
250.828.s631

2940 Mrlual Way
Vancouvo( BC VsM oAG

T 804,215.0649
F 804.225.6124
bclc-com

We look forward to our continued cooperation with all stakeholderc as we work to
further develop Anti-Money Laundering strategies for casinos which will help protect
the integrity of gaming in BG.
BCLC would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to discuss any aspects
of the enclosed report.

Yours truly,

tz/?>.

Peter Kappel
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors
cc:

Richard Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attorney General
Doug Scott, Assoeiate Deputy Minister
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC

Enclosure(s) x1
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QUenrnnr,y RnpOnT TO THE ArrOruqry GnnBnAl Or BnruSU COT UMBIA
Pursuant to the Mandate Letter dated February 14,2018

Rnponr FoR TrrE TIilRD QUARTER FISCAL YEAR 2018/2019
(OcroBER 1, 2018 -DECEI'dBER 31, 2018)

BCLC PRO\TDES THIS REPORT in accordance wiflr Direction #2 set out in the Mandate Letter:

Anti-Moneli Laundering/Anti-Terrorist Financing Prograrn Normal Course Processes and Controls Changes

l.

In July 2018, FinTRAC cornpleted an exarnination of BCLC's anti-money laundering program. FinTRAC's practice has been
to condgct exaninatiors of the anti-nroney laundering programs of provincial lottery cotporatioru on a bierurial basis'

FinTRAClastconductedanexaminationofiCLC'sAMLprogramin2016. Thescopeoftlreexaminationcoveredtheperiod
fromMarch l,2017 toFebrua4'2S,z}IS.ThiswasthefirstexaminationrvhereFinTRACreviewedBCLC'sintemetgatning
a
operations for cornpliance withfederal AML reqrurements, which came into effect on June 17, 2017. FidTRAC conducted
post-examination n"ttot debrief with BCLC ou July 31. 2018. Fonml written results of the examination were received bv
BCLC on Novenrber

1-5,

2018.

FinTRAC acknou4edged that, BCLC made significant progress in improving its AML Programs over the years and continues
to enlnnce its maturity and effectiveness. There were four (4) findings and trvo (2) obsenations noted in tlre findings letter.
BCLC 1as completed arrd submitled a rvritten action plan rcsponse to FinTRAC to address all examination findings by end of
fiscal year.

z.

of casino service provider adherence with source of funds (SOF) requirements since
period of
the implernentation of Di. Gelnan's interim recommendation in Janualy 2018. The SOF reviews encornpassed tlre
subsequently
rvere
and
BCLC
expectations
not
meet
reviews
did
compliance
resllts
of
tlre
The
Marchto June 2018.

BCLC conducted

a compliance revierv

commruricated to the Sen ice providers to remedy the non-cornpliance. BCLC further notified the provincial regulator
(GPEB).

In e3 BCLC implemented fruther measures, pusuart to the casino operational services agreenent enhanced tnonitoring
prooirio*, to drive improvement in service provider compliance rates. BCLC contracted with Deloitte to review and
molitor the casilo opeiators (parq, River Rock and Grand Villa casinos) adherence to SOF requirements to determine if the
Reasonable Measlres (RM) and Sburce of Funds (SOF) forms were appropriately cornpleted. Deloitte provides BCLC a
weekly summary of compliance hndings which is immediately shared with the Service Providers to provide them with tlrc
n".esiary information to develop and implement an action plan to address the deficiencies. To date casino sen'ice provider
RM/SOF compliance rates are not meeting expectatiorls. BCLC has requested that GPEB cousider tlre application of their
regulatory enforcement powers to address Service Provider non -cornplialce with RM/SOF requirements-

3.

OnDecember 18,2017,BCLC completed the necessary rvork to irnplement Dr. Germal's interitn recolunendation

expandingplayersourceoffundsdeilarattonstoallcasinotransactions,inanyform,of$10,000ormore.
were implemented on January 10, 2018 after consultation with GPEB'

Thesechanges

Monitoring by BCLC subsequel1t to implementation of this recommendation revealed that transactions occurring under tlre
BCLC observed
$10.000 th..jhotd inc."ased by 6-10%;rd transactions over $100.000 dropped by lI-I3oA. Additionally,
the
below
$10'000
now
transactingjust
were
over
$10,000
transactions
conduct
had
to
players
tended
who
that some
reportilg U11.inotA. This behaviour can be an indicator of structuring; a money laundering typologv designed to avoid antimoley tiunderi:rg controls. BCLC reported this shift in player behavior to both GPEB and JIGIT' Additionally, these
(Money Laundering)
transactions are U-eing captred as susplcious transactions, as prescribed under tIT Proceed,s of Crime
antl T'errorisf Financing Act. and as such are being reported to FinTRAC.
Further, BCLC took action to suspend these players who exhibited potential strucflring behaviour from furtlrer trarsactions
u1til they made themselves available for eur iirterview with members of BCLC's anti-nroney laundering unit. Ititial and
general indicatiols fton those inten iervs indicate that players are not attempting to avoid anti-money laundering controls,
but raflrer do not want to provide the detailed personal financial information required to transact over $ 10,000 or do not want
to go to the additional effort to obtain a receipi from their financial institution. BCLC has provided this information to both
GPEB and JIGIT
2018-Dec-31
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Due to the shift in ptayer behaviour, tlre money laundering risk associated with transactions under $ 10,000 has increased
subsequent to the implementation of the recommendation to apply source of funds declaration to all trarsactions of X810,000
ot rnoie. BCLC lras responded to this risk by planning to reduce the threslrold for the ascertaining of customer identity from
g9000 to $3000. This change in policy will give BCLC the ability to monitor much rnore closely alld accurately ctNtomer
tlalsactions between $3000 and $ 10,000 f,or indicators of money laundering or terrorist financing activity, Moreover. this
chalge will exceed existing federal requirernents and'rvill align BCLC's anti-rnoney laundering practces with internatioml
standirds. The provincial regulator (GPEB) has approved the implementation of the policy change. Hor.vever, the practical
application ofthis policy gives rise to major operational issues. Thus, a solution will need to be developed to eruure service
providers can comply with the policy and tlre policy can be effective.

2018-Dec-31
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On-goingtrend monitoring:

Not

r sep 2018, ISIRfora $?55,00O
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7516oltotal sum
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Unusual Financial Transactions vs
High LimitTable Drop Values
FiscalYear 2018/19
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Large Cash Transactions {Buy-ln) Gounts & Values
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Unusual Financial Transactions
vs High LimitTable Drop Values
Jan - Dec 2018
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Bank Draft Data by Financial lnstitution
Gale ndar Year 2018
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Top 5 - Number of Bank Drafts by
Financial lnstitution & Branch
Oct - Dec 2018
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" 85

" referred to in the
Affidavit of Jim Lightbody sworn (or affirmed)
before me at
, B.c',
day of January,202L.

This is Exhibit

thisd
A Comm

British col

Va.nroul<f

/Notary Public for the Province of
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To:
Ge

David Eby Personal information
Jim D. t-i6ntOoOytPersonal information m]; peter.h,kappelPersonal information
Connie Richter
Richard.Fyfe@Personal information
Doug Scott[Personal information
Personal information
Barbera JAG: EX[

From:
Sent

Su$ect

Pearson,

Personal information

]

Suzanne Rowley

Wed 2019-06-'19 10:42:51 PM

BCLC - Letter & Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention
1. 2019.06.19 - Letter to Minister Ebv re lmplementino Govt Direction Report.Ddf

2. lmplementino Govt Direction Report - F18-19 Q4.pdf
3. Q4 AML Report for F18-19.Pdf

;;;;;
Hello,
On behalf of Peter Kappel, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached the Q4 Reporting Package for the

Ministe/s attention.
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0AO
Personal information

bclc.com
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June 19,2019
Ministry of the Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Viotoria, BC V8W9E2

Attention:

bela

David Eby

Attomey General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Re: BGLC's lmplementing Government Direction Report Q4
Enclosed you will find BCLC's lmplementing Govemment Direc'tion Report for Q4,
which includes actions taken with respect to the 2018/19 Mandate Letter and with
respect to the implementation of initiatives to mitigate money laundering and the use
of proceeds of crime in BC gambling facilities.

74 West Seymour Streel

Kafiloops, BC VAC

Of note in this quarter, is the ongoing progress with respect to the plan for Plan for
Public Health and Gambling and actions taken to mitigate money laundering. Also
notable is the ongoing communication between BCLC and GPEB on matters that
assist GPEB with meeting its responsibilities. BCLC remains committed to ongoing
dialogue and to strengthening this relationship.

As noted in the Mandate Letter update and in the Quarterly Report to the Attorney
General, BCLC is preparing for proposed amendments to regulations under the
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Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Tenorist Financing Acf (PCMLTFR).
The amendments, while not intended to be substantive, if enacted in the form
published, will require BCLC, and all other reporting entities, to make major changes
io their AMUATF programs. BCLC has worked in collaboration with the gambling
Crown agents from most of the other provinces to analyze and prepare for the
coming regulatory changes, which the Federal Department of Finance indicates will
be published in mid-2019.

BCLC's review of Service Provider Compliance with Source of Funds procedures
continued this quarter. After 15 weeks of monitoring, Service ProMders achieved at
compliance rate of 9770. BCLC will await the outcome of GPEB's audit of Service
Provider compliance with these procedures before determining whether any further
steps or monitoring will be required.

lf there is further information you require

regarding these attachments or other

matters related to BCLC, please let me know.
Yours truly,

>

?

Chair, BGLC Board of Directors

co:

Richad Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attomey General
Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister

Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC
Enclosure(s) x2
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mplementing Government Direction

March 31,2019
This report details BCLC's progress on government direction per:

1.
2.

2018119 Mandate Letter Amendment (February 14,2018')

Plan for Public Health and Gambling (February 2015)

Future directives will be added, when required
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2018/19 Mandate Letter Amendment (Februarv 14. 2018|

IN PROGRESS

Mandate Letter Action
lmplement the remaining commitments that BCLC
is solely and jointly (with GPEB) responsible for in

the PIan for Publio Health and Gambling
(February 201 5).
ln addition, implement the regulatory guidelines
for performance measure reporting of Game
Sense Advisor (GsA) activities in casino's and
community gaming centtes.
Submit bi-annual progress reports to the General
Manager, GPEB detailing the status of the
of these commitmonts.

lmplement government's response to
recommendations arising from the Peter German
review of money laundering in British Columbia

Plans and Progress
Progress related to the Plan for Public Health and Gambling located in the following section.
Jan, 8,2018, BCLC and GPEBfinalized plansto address all recommendations and plans are
moving fonarard to address all outstanding recommendations'
BCLC and GPEB meet regularly to review the status of all lecommendations and updato the
progress roport, which GPEB then shares with the ADM's Office as requited.
The regulatory guidelines refer to the tecommendation in the Responsible Gambling Council
(RcC) reviewoi the GSA Program to identiff agreed upon performance me€sures forthe
bamesense program. BCLC and GPEB have jointly idenlified a working group with the task of
refining ihe efsting performanco measures, BCLC has recently completed a second study to
track and analyze the program's results.
Refer to the 04 2018-2019 Quarterly Report to the Attomey General of British Columbia sent
separately.

casinos.
Provide a quarterly report to the Attorney General
on the implementation of initiatives to mitigate
and the use ofproceeds of
money
facilities.
cnme tn BC

bcla
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ONGOING

Mandate Letter Action
3.

Plans and Progress

gaming and horso racing and
Proactively share information with GPEB that assists the branch in meeting its responsibilities for the overall integrity of
providing the Minister with advice on broad policy standards and regulatory issues. This includes, but is not limited to:

a)

lnformation about any new games
(excluding variations of existing games 0r
similar games already being offered by
BCLG) that BCLC intends to introduce to

No new games were submitted to GPEB during FY19-Q4 that required GPEB review as a new lottery
scheme.

determine whsther additional responsible
gambling standards are required or
whether a game may be considered a new
type of lottery scheme and requires written
approval by the Minister under Section 7
ofthe Gaming Control Act; and

b)

lnformation regarding any trends that may
influence strategies to combat money
laundering and keep the proceeds of
crime out of British columbia gambling
facilities.

On June g, 201 I, the Federal Department of Finance published proposed amendments to regulations
under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Tenorist Financilg Acf (PCMLTFR). The
amendments, while not intended to be substantive, if enacted in the form published will require BCLC,
and all other report;ng entities, to make major changes to their AML/ATF programs. BCLC has
wo*ed in collaboration with the gambling Crown agents from all of the other provinces, other than
Nev\rfoundland-Labrador and Prince Edward lsland, to analyze and prepare for the coming regulatory
changes. The Federal Department of Finance has not given a specific date the final amendments will

bepribtisneO,howevertheyhaveindicatedatargetofmid-2019.

Further,thecomingintoforcedate

has not been disclosed bul is expected to be between 1 2 and 36 months from the date of final
publication.

bale
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A Plan for Public Health and Gamblinq in BC (Februaru 2015)
Noto: The Recommendations listed in the tables below are the Actions includ€d within the Responsible and Problem Gamblinq in British Columbia: A P/an for
Pubtic Heatth and qambtinq

in British Columbia rcDoft. Febtuary 2015.

IN PROGRESS
Plans and Progress

Recommendation
6

"BCLC is wolking with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada
on constructive approaches to communicating 'odds' and
'return to player'on Electronic Gaming Machine screens to
dispel myths about control and ability to win."i

BCLC is committed to provide full disclosure of the odds of winning and return to player
from electronic gaming devices (EGD). ontario Lottery and Gaming (oLG) has invested
a significant amount into piloting an initiative to classify slot machines. While there were
some positive findings, initial results showed confusion with the messages, largely
associated with too much information. OLG continues to redesign and test the initiative
but it is not clear when it will have the next set of results.
The development of Canadian slot vendor standards is pending OLG'S next set of
results.

By May 2018 BCLC will provide poinlotplay information on the average return to player
across all EGDS in the province and dhecting players to seek a more detailed
understanding from knowledgeable GSAS at the local GSlCs.
7

"Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and money
budgeting tools to its Encore Rewards members. Similarly,
enhanced tools have been developed for implementation 0n
PlayNow.com."l

BCLC has completed technical testing ofPlayPlanner, a new, optional budgeting tool
that allows players to set and manage daily maximums for how much time or money
they want to spend playing on a slot machine. Testing took place from April 23 to
July 22, 2018 at Cascades Casino Kamloops and Chances Kamloops Player usage
and feedback was limited due to ongoing labour action.
BCLC is now planning the provincial rollout of the tool for Summer 2019.

10

and BCLC pla n to
presence tn community gamrng centres.

Advisor

ln December20l7, following Ministerial approval, Gamesense Advisors (GSA)
transitioned to BGLC employee positions April 1 , 2018. As of March 31 , 2019, we had
employed 39 Gamesense Advisors and 5 Team Leaders. BCLC will continue to
incrementally add staff to expand the GSA program to all facilities province-wide with
completion anticipated by Sept. 20'19.

bclc
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Recommendation

Plans and Progress

12

BcLc partnered with the Manitoba Gambling Research Program, and
researchers from UCLA, UNLV and Southem Cross University to evaluate customized
RG messaging to PlayNow.com gccount holdels as well as BCLC Encore members.
The field experiment began in fall 2016 and was discontinued due to a low rate of
engagement and an above average unsubscribe rate.

"BCLC will implement customized RG messaging to
PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore
members.'{

ln 2014,

Following consultation with BcLc busin€ss unit's and external researchers, Strategic
Science was engaged to conduct a review of best practices related to providing RG
relat€d messages by risk levol. They presented their findings and recommendations to
BCLC executive and key staff on June 29, 201 8,
A cross-enterprise working group has been established to review the best practices
report and identify key indicators to apply to historicsl PlayNow and Encore data.
13

"BCLC will engage an international team of researchers in a
longhudinal research project to evaluate the impact of
customized messaging on player behaviour."l

Upon completion of recommendations 12 & 21, BCLC will be positioned to examine the
impact of RG messages on behaviors.

20

"GPEB and BCLC will research to the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Electronic Gaming
Machines."i

BCLC and GPEB have engaged Gambling Research Exchange Ontario (GREO) to
undertake research to determine the impacts of reducing or minimizing higher risk
features of Electronic Gaming Machines. Funding is from the withheld Jackpot fund.
BCLC and GPEB proVded feedback on a draft report. The linal report was submitted on
March 1 2, 201 I and is under review for next steps.

21

"GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to estimate online
gambling prevalence and problem gambling prevalence among
online players in British Columbia."i

The UBC centre for Gambling Research completed a study that characterized level of
play (Pareto analyses) on the PlayNow platform in 1 month. The ne)ft step is to expand
the investigation to examine gambling and problem gambling characteristics using both
survey and player data.
GPEB has posted an RFP to BC Bid for a contractor to conduct the prevalence study for
online problem gambling. The RFP closed Docemb€r 18,2018. Research will bs funded
from the withheld jackpot fund.
scoring of the two proposals on January I 2, 201 I and e
BCLC and GPEB
nent to

bclc
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COMPLETE

Recommendation

Plans and Progress

'BCLC has conducted its third review ofthe Appropriate
Response Training (ART) program for gaming facilities staff'
and in 2015, will be incorporating new approaches to problem
gambling identification and response as recommended bythe
Rc council."r

Fall of 2015, BCLC enhanced its ART program with a response guidelines matrix to
help equip gaming venue staff with skills and knowledge to recognize observable . .
Oetiavi6urs tnat may indicate a problem with gambling and to provide the appropriate
assistance when required.

I

"BCLC will incorporate mandatory staff training about the
cognitive effects of alcohol and the resulting increase in
impulse behaviour."l

BCLC added new training content for its ART Level 1 course in March 2015' which is
mandatory for all gaming workers in BC. The content aims to €quip gaming staff with
ability to iientify ancl understand policies and procedures pertaining to liquor service in
a gaming environment; possible effects of alcohol intoxication on gambllng behavior;
knbwing when to prevent customers who are, or appear to be, visibly lntoxicated from
participating in gambling; and, understand escalation procedures pertaining to
intoxicated customers.

11

"BCLC is implementing a new ART course that is speciflc to
customer lelephone support. lt includes training on how to
assess and respond to callers who may be experiencing
difficulty with their gambling, details on available resouroes,
procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalation
guidelines.'{

ART for BcLC's Customer Support t€am launched in August 2014. All Customer
Support staff completed the oourse in facilitated sessions held through November
2014. The tralning program is ongoing for new employees.

14

"BCLC has worked with the RG Council to develop and
implement the new RG check accreditation program for
online gaming. ln anticipation of being the first online
gambling platform to participate in this program, BCLC has
initiated a number of changes in its approach to online RG'
inoluding better documentation of processes, policy reviews,
and customer support lraining. The RG Oounoil is auditing

BCLC'S PlayNow,com was certifiod by RG Check in June 2015 and the recertifioation
completed in August 2018. BCLC is the first organization in the world to have its online
gaming site certified by RG Check.

8

ln early 2016, BCLC worked with an expert from the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Hea[fito enhance delivery and curdculum ofART Level 2 in'person wofkshops. Eight
new learnlng activities, tailored to ART curriculum and response guidellnos' were
developed and all ART trainers received training on the new content.

PlayNow.cs6."l

balc
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Recomnrendation

Plans and Progress

17

"The Ministries of Heatth and Finanoe, with BCLC, will be
responsible for maintaining a working group with stakeholders
and the Ministry of Educalion, to act as an sdvisory commiftee
for government decision mak€rs. lts mandate is to ensure
gambling policy ls informed by reliable research and best
practices, creating a fulsome understanding ofthe social and
economic implioations of gambling."r

Collaborative work and research led to the municipal information package to inform
local governments on the public health risks of gambling. Working group formed to
exsmine socisl risk factors (ongoing). A Health lmpact Assessment model has been
implemented,

19

"Government and BcLc will consider long-term funding of the
centre for Gambling Research at UBC in 2017."1

tn March 201 8, the Attorney General approved a joint BCLC/GPEB proposal to renew
funding to the Centre for Gambling Researoh at UBC.
BCLC and UBC signed a now agreemont in November 201 8 to renew funding. BCLC
will sponsor the Centre through the payment of $1.365 million, payable over live years.

bcla
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APPENDIX 1 . PLAN FOR PUBLIG HEALTH AND GAMBL]NG IN BC _ OTHER STAKEHOLDERS' RECOMMENDATIONSII

Currently
Responsible

Recommendation
1

2

"The provincia Responsible & Problem Gambling program wil link with the University of Victoria's Centre for Addictions Research
and other resea rchers to work towards linking problem gambling education with broader issues of substa nce use, ncluding
,'I
preventing and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental hea tth and social and pefsona responsibility.

GPEB, UViC

"Within available resources, the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is shifting its prevention seMces to
incorporate a greater focus on pioblem solving and critical thinking and prioritizing the need to ensure programs are as effective as

GPEB

possible for students."r
3

4
R

,,The
Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as.well as current research related to youth
gambling wiih the physical and Health Education curriculum development teams and other relevant specialisl associations such as
school counsellors."l

Ministry of
Education

.Links to RG education materials will be added to the new Physical and Health Education curriculum as well as to the Healthy
Schools BC website and promoted in the Heatihy Schools BC newsletter."i

Ministry of
Education

.The Ministiles of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to raise awareness about the need for problem gambling
education and its links with broaderissues of risk{aking behaviourand promote relsted education materials.'l

Ministries of
Education,

Attorney
General and
Health

15

16

"GPEB will update lts RG Standards to include online gambling on PlayNow.com. These standards must be followed by BCLG
all gaming service providers in British Columbia."i

and

,,The

Ministry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explole problematic gambling screening and collaborative
care planning for clients with co-occuning issues wiih the goal of improving the overall continuity of care."r

GPEB
Ministries of
Attorney
General and
Health

16

gambling. lt will be
"The provincial go\ernment will develop a standardized package of information outlining the public health risks of
offered to municipalities to assist decision makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure that they have a full
understanding ofthe risks and benefits of oxpanding gambling in their communities. The package will include information about
problem gambllng prevalence, availability otbtcotroi high-risk games, and revenue generated from problem gamblers."l

i Responsible and Problem Gambling in British Cotumbia, A Ptan tor PublP
{r

Heaft

Ministry of

Attorney
General

February 2015' p.27-28'

Note: We cunenily roport to the Aiomey General. At the tirne of ihe release ot lhe PIan lor Public Health and Gambling in British columbia, we report€d to the

Minisrry of

Finanoe.

,
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Pursuant to the Mandate Letter dated Februuy 14,2018

RnpoRr FORTHE Founrn Qu.Lnrnn Frsc.l]- YEAR 2018/2019
(JAhTJARY 1, 2019 - MARCH 3 1, 2019)
BCLC PROVIDES THIS REPORT in accordance with Direction #2 set out in the Mandate Letter:
Anti-Money Laundering/Anti-Terrorist Financing Program Nonnal Couse Processes and Controls Changes

1.

In Jlly 2018. FinTRAC completed an examination of BCLC's anti-nroney laundering program. FinTRAC's practice has been
to conduct examinations of the anti-rnoney laundering progmnN of provinci:tl lottery corporations on a bierurial basis.

Fi1TRAC last conducted an examination of BCLC's AML program in 2016. The scope of the examination covered flre period
fron March l,2017 to February 28, 2018. This was the first examination wlrere FinTRAC reviewed BCLC's internet ganirg
operations for compliance with federal AML requirements, which carne into effect on June 17,2017 . FiTITRAC conducted a
post-examination vertat debrief with BCLC on July 31, 2018. Formal r,vritten results of the examination were received by
BCLC on Novenrber 15, 2018.

F1TRAC acknowledged that, BCLC made significant progress in inrproving it's AML Programs over tlre years and
coltinues to enhance its maturity and effectiveness. There r,vere four (4) findings and two (2) observations noted in the
f,ndings lelter. BCLC completed and submittecl a lr.ritten action plan to FinTRAC to address all examirlation findings by end

offiscalyear. BCLCcompletedallactivitiesandactionssetoutintheplanasofMarch3l.20l9.

2.

BCLC conducted a compliance rel'ie'w of casino service provider adherence with source of funds (SOF) requirements since
t1e irnplementation of Peter German's interim recommendation in January 2018. The SOF reviews encompassed the period
of March to June 20 18. The results of tlre compliance revielvs did not meet B CLC expectations and were subsequently
comnllricated to tlre Sen'ice Providers to remedy the notr-compliance. BCLC further notified the provincial regulator
(GPEB).

h Q3 BCLC inrplemented further measures. pursuant to the casitro operational services agreernetrt enhanced rnonitoring
provisions, to drive improvement in service provider compliance rates. BCLC contracted with Deloitte to review and
monitor the casino operators @arq, River Rock and Grand Villa casinos) adherence to SOF requirements to determine if the
Reasonable Measrues (RM) ancl Source of Funds (SOF) forrns were appropriately cornpleted. Deloitte has completed fifteen
(15) rveeks of Service Provider compliance reviervs. Deloitte provides BCLC a weekl-v sunmary of compliance findings
which is inrmediately shared with the Service Providers to provide tlrem with the necessary information to develop and
irnplement an actionplan to address the deficiencies. As of week 15 (February 4-10, 2019) Service Providers achieved a
collective 97o/o compliance rate with rates ralging frorn 96Vo to 99%. GPEB is currenlly conducting an audit of Service
provider compliance with SOF policies. BCLC will revierv tlre results of that audit witli GPEB once available and the two
organizations will then plan nexl steps in regard to SOF compliance'
3

.

Under tlre Proceeds of Crime (lvIoney Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, once every two calendar years BCLC is
reqlired to have an inclependent review of its anti-money laundering anti-terrorist financing (AML/ATF) program conductedIn the AprilMay 20L9 time-period, BCLC will be issuing a Request for Proposals
The last review was condncte d,in20l7
for the conduct of a cornprehensive compliance revier,v of i1s AML/ATF progran. The revielv will be completed before the
end of the calendar year.

.

4.

On Jrure 9. 2018, the Federal Department of Finance published proposed amendrnents to regulations under the Proceeds of
Crime (tuIoney Laundering) and Terrori,st FinancingAct (PCMLTFR). The amendments, while not intended to be
substantive, if enacted in the form published r,vill require BCLC, and all otlrer reporting entities, to make major clunges to
tlreir AML/ATF programs. BCLC has worked in collaboration r,vith tlre gambling Crown agents frorn all of the other
provinces, otlrer thanNervfoundland-Labrador and Prince Edward Island, to analyze and prepare for the coming regrrlatory
ih*g.s. The Federal Department of Finance has not given a specific date the final amendnrents will be published, ho'wever

theyhaveindicatedalargetofmid-2019. Further,theconringintoforcedatehasnotbeendisclosedbutisexpectedtobe
between 12 and 36 monlhs from the date of firurl publication.

BCLC has shared notifications it has received in regard to the amendments rvith GPEB.

5.

On-goi1g trend monitoring. Please note: The STR, UFT and LCT data (counts and values) are inconrplete for tlrc month
March.
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Suspicious Transactions Report (STR)
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Unusual Financial Transactions vs
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Unusual Financial Transactions vs
High Limit Table DroP Values
May 2018 - Mar 2019
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Top 5 - Number of Bank Drafts bY
Financial lnstitution & Branch
Dec 2018 - Mar 2019
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Doug Scott[Personal information
Richard.FyfePersonal information
Pearson, Barbera

Personal information
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Suzanne Rowley

Wed 2019-07-31 10:59:40 PM
Suttr'ect BCLC - Letter & Attachments for Minister Eby's Attention
1.2019.07.31 - Letterto Minister Eby re IGD Report.pdf
2. lmplementino Govt Direction Reoort - F19-20 Q1.pdf
3. Q1 AML Reoort - F19-20.pdf

Hello,
On behalf of Peter Kappel, BCLC's Board Chair, please find attached the Q1 Reporting Package for the

Minister's attention.
Thank you & regards,

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com
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July 31 , 2019
Ministry of the Attorney General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC V8W 9E2

Attention:

bele

David Eby

Attorney General

playing it right

Dear Minister Eby:

Government Direction Report Ql

Re: BGLG's

Enclosed you will find BCLC's lmplementing Government Direction Report for Q1,
which includes actions taken with respect to the 2019/20 Mandate Letter and the
plan for Public Health and Gambling. lt also references the separate Quarterly
Report to the Deputy Minister's Committee on Anti'Money Laundering'

BCLC has continued to work closely with the Ministry and the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) on the response to recommendations made in Dr.

Peter German's review. BCLC's CEO and Director of AML Response

74 Wagt Seymour Strsel

Kanrloops, BC V?C 1E2

T
F

250.828.5500
250.828.5631

are

collaborating with representatives from the Ministry, GPEB and the Deputy Minister's
Committee. Significant progress continues to be made in response to the
recommendations and on strengthening the relationships between these parties and
entities.

29.10 Virtual Way

Vancouve( BC VSM 046

T 604.2 t5.0M9
F 604.225.6a24
bcic ccm

BCLG remains committed
improving

its

anti-money

to continuously
laundering (AML) program. On April 1,2019, BCLC
to

preventing money laundering and

completed its action plan in response to FINTRAC's formal report of findings from its
Periodic Examination covering the period from March 1,2017 to February 28,2018.
FINTRAC did not report finding any money laundering transactions or indicators of

money laundering transactions occurring at BCLC casinos and noted BGLC has
made "...significant progress in improving its program overthe years, and continues
to enhance its maturity and effectiveness." The next review of BGLC's AML and
anti-terrorist financing program will begin in late summer, a biennial, independent
review required under federal legislation. The review will be completed before the
end ofQ3,

ln January 2018 BCLC implemented Peter German's interim recommendation that
all cash and bearer monetary instruments of $10,000 or more brought in within a 24hour period, require service providers to complete a source of funds declaration.
Subsequent to implementation, it was found that several service providers did not
fully meet this standard. As a result, in September 2018 BCLC engaged Deloitte LLP
to review and monitor the completeness of source of funds procedures at the River
Rock, Parq and Grand Villa casinos on a daily basis. The rate of reporting
exceptions has significantly declined over the monitoring timeframe, which
concluded on April 7, 2019. BCLC's AML unit will continue to monitor these three
sites for reporting exceptions over the next few months to ensure the issue does not
recur.
The ffoceeds of Crime and Tenorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) and Regulations are
in the process of a five-year Parliamentary Review. BCLC is preparing relevant
changes to policy in anticipation of proposed amendments to regulations under the
PCMLTFA. The amendments, if enacted in a form consistent with the proposals

8C1C0008473
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published for consultation, will require BCLC and all other reporting entities to make major changes to
iheir RMUanti-terrorist financing programs. The consultation period ended and the flnal amendments
were published on July 10,2019 and theywere substantially in the form expected. The amendmentswill
not come into force before June

1,

2020 and in the case of some provisions, up until June 1 ,2021

.

ln retation to the Plan for Public Health and Gambling, BCLC continues to work with its GPEB
counterparts in completing all of the recommendations and remains on track to complete this work by
March

31

,2020.

Finally, BCLC continues to monitor financial its performance closely. The next quarterly forecast will be
submitted to Treasury Board in early August.

lf there is further information you require regarding these attachments or other matters related to BCLC,
please let me know.
Yours truly,

///(/ >

.

Peter Kappel
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Richard Fyfe, Q.C., Deputy Attorney General
Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister
Jim Lightbody, President & CEO, BCLC

Enclosure(s) x2

Page2
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lmplementing Government Direction
June 26, 20{9
This report details BCLC's progress on government direction per:
1

.

2.

2}19l2o Mandate Letter (Decernber 12, 2018)
Planfor Public Health and Garnbling (February 2015)

Future directives will be added, when required.

bela
platng lt right
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lmplementing Government Direction

2019/20 Mandate Letter Amendment (December {2. 20181
IN PROGRESS
Mandate Letter Action

1.

2.

Plans and Progress

Regarding the priority work related to the Province's anti-money laundering efforts:

a)

lmplement government's response to
recommendations from the Peter German
review of money laundering in BC
casinos. BCLC will provide a quarterly
report to the Deputy Minister Committee
on Anti-Money Laundering on the
implementation of initiatives to mitigate
money laundering and the use of
proceeds of crime in Bc gambling
facilities.

Refer to the 01 2019-2020 Quarterly Report to the Deputy Minister Commiftee (DMC) on AntiMoney Laundering sent separately.

a)

Complete implementation of the
remaining commitments that BCLC is
solely and jointly (with GPEB) responsible
for in the Plan for Public Health and
Gambling (February 201 5).

Progress related to the Plan for Public Health and Gambling located in the following section.
Jan. 8, 201 8, BCLC and GPEB finalized plans to address all recommendations and these plans
are progressing.
BcLc and GPEB meet regularly to review the status of all recommendations and update the
progress report, which GPEB then shares with the ADM'S Office as required. The most recent
meeting was on May 3, 2019 in Victoria.

b)

ln addition, continue to implement the
regulatory guidelines for performance
measure reporting of Game Sense
Advisor (GSA) activities in casinos and
community gaming centres.

The regulatory guidelines refer to the recommendation in the Responsible Gambling Council
(RGC) review of the GSA Program to identify agreed upon performance measures for lhe
Gamesense program. BCLC and GPEB have joinlly identilied a working group with the task of
refining the existing performance measures. BCLC has recently completed a second study to
track and analyze the program's results. BCLC shared the resutts of the study in a meeting with
GPEB on May 3, 201 9.

balc
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ONGOING

Mandate Letter Action
3.

Plans and Progress

proactively share information with GPEB that assists the branch in meeting its responsibilities for the overall integrity of gambling and horse
racing and providing advice on broad policy, standards and regulatory issues. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a)

b)

Any information about BCLC operations
related to implementing the government's
response lo recommendations arising
from the Peter German review of money
laundering in BC casinos and any
information requested by GPEB, the AntiMoney Laundering Secretariat, orthe
Associate Deputy Minister's Office as
required by them at their sole discretion.
lnformation sbout 8ny new games
(excluding variations of exisiing games or
similargames already being offered by
BCLC) that BCLC intends to introduce to
deiermine whether a game may be
considered a new type of lottery scheme
and requires wriften approval by the
Minister under Section 7 of the Gamrng

No requests for information have been received.

The BCLC AML Response Director regularly updates GPEB on any German recommendation actions
taken.

No new games were submitted to GPEB during Q1 FY2019/20 that required GPEB review as a new
lottery scheme.

Control Act.

c)

lnformation regarding any trends that may
influence strategies to combat money
laundering and keep the proceeds of
crime out of BC gambling facilities.

No emerging trends have been identified this quarter

bcb
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Mandate Letter Action

d)

lnformation regarding proposed upgrades
related to the BCLC headquarters building
in Kamloops.

Plans and Progress
On January 17,2019, BCLC announced its decision to remain in its existing Kamloops headquarters
facility and defer any further discusslon of redevelopment into the futurc, This approach was
considered prudont following an extensive third-parly analysis ofoptions, and assessment ofthe
building's condition, inoluding engagementwith Partnerships B.C. The findings were that, despite
layout and structural limitations that may affect productivity and flexibility, the BCLC'S KamlooPs
headquarters is sound, well maintained and functioning' As such, it is recommended that BCLC
contlnue in its existing head office.
BCLC will continue to monitorthe Kamloops headquarters to ensure it meets the needs of e\olving
business and staffing requirements. Analysis is now underway to estimate the costs and
consequenlial beneiits of modernizing employee workstations andior performing renovations to

optimize the performance in the exlsting facility.
BCLC continues to work with its environmental consultant and the Ministry of the Environment to
manage the remediation strategy associated with the recently acquired adjacent properties.

4.

Optimize BCLC'S flnancial performance in
accordance with government policy and
direstives under the Gamlng Control Act and
Treasury Boad direction in orderto achieve a
net income in line with service plan

BCLC continues to monitor financial performance closely and regularly reports financial results to

governmentasrequired. BCLCisintheprocessofworkingonthenextquarterlyforecasttobe
iubmitted to the Tieasury Board in early August. Latest assumptions and trends will be incorporated
into the forecast as necessary.

bala
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COMPLETE
Plans and Progress

Mandate Letter Action

1.

Rogarding tho priority work related to the Provinc€fs anti-money laundering ofrorts:

b)

horse

provide support and informatlon on
racing to Dr. German as and when
n€cessary to assist in his review related to
money laundoring and organiz€d crime in the
real estate, horse racing and luxury car
sectors.

Dr. German's rcport is complete. No requests for information were received'

balc
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A Plan for Public Health and Gamblinq in BC {Februarv 2015)
Note: The Recommendations listed in the tables below are the Aotions includod within the Responsible and Problem Gamblinq in Blitish Columbia: A P/an
Pubtic Health and Gamblinq

for'

in British Columbia rcPoft, Fetuuaru 2015.

IN PROGRESS
Plans and Progress

Plan for Public Health Recommendation
6

'BCLC is working with other gambling jurisdictions in Canada
on constructive approaches to communicating 'odds' and
'retum to player'on Electronic Gaming Machine screens to
dispel myths about control and ability to win."i

BCLC is committed to provide full disclosure of the odds of winning and return to player
from electronic gaming devices (EGD). Ontario Loftery and Gaming (OLG) hss invested
a significant amount into piloting an initiative 10 classify slot machines. While there were
some positive findings, initial results showed confusion with the messages, largely
associated with too much information. OLG continues to redesign and test the initiative
but it is not clear when it will have the next set of results.
The development of Canadian slot vendor standads is pending OLG'S next set of
results.
BCLC aims to provide point-of-play information across all EGDS in ihe province and
direct players to seek a mote detailed understanding from knowledgeable GSAS at the
local GSlCs. Messaging is under development, with expected completion by August

2015.
7

"Beginning in 2015, BCLC will offer new time and money
budgeting tools to its Encore Rewards members. Similarly,
enhanced tools have been developed for implementation on
PlayNow.com.'i

BGLC has completed technical testing of PlayPlanner, a new, optional budgeting tool
that allows players to set and manage daily maximums for how much time or money
they want to spend playing on a slot machine. Testing took place from April 23 to
July 22, 2018 at cascades casino Kamloops and chances Kamloops. Player usage
and feedback was limited due to ongoing labour action.
BCLC is now planning the provincial rollout of the tool for Summer 2019.

..GPEB
10

a
to
and BCLC
presence in community gaming centres."l

Advisor

ln December2017, following Ministerial approval, Gamesense Advisors (GSA)
transitioned to BCLC employee positions April l, 2018. As of March 31, 2019, we had
employed 39 Gamesense Advisors and 5 Team Leaders. BCLC will continue to
incrementally add staff to expand the GSA program to all facilities province-wide with
completion anticipated by Sept. 2019.

6

balc
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Plan for Public Health Recommendation
12

'BCLC will implement customized RG messaging to
PlayNow.com account holders as well as BCLC Encore
members."l

Plans and Progress
ln 2014, BCLC partnered with the Manitobe Gambling Research Program, and
researchers from UCLA, UNLV and Southern Cross University to evaluate customized
RG messaging to PlayNow.com account holders as well as BcLc Encore members.
The field experiment began in fall 2016 and was discontinued due to a low rate of
engagement and an above average unsubscribe rate.
Following consuhation with BCLC business units and external researchers, Strategic
Science was engaged to conducl a review of best practices related to providing RG
related mossages by risk level.
A cross-enterprise working group reviewed the best practices report and identiry key
indicaiors to apply to historical PlayNow and Encore data.
Currently, Optimove, our Customer Relationship Management (CRM) segmentation
tool, has been engaged to explore its capability in providing customized RG messaging'

13

"BCLC will engage an international team of researchers in a
longitudinal research project to evaluate the impact of
customized messaging on player behaviour."r

Upon completion of recommendations 12 & 21, BCLC will be positioned to examine lhe
impact of RG messages on behaviors.

2'l

"GPEB and BCLC will undertake research to estimate online
gambling prevalence and problem gambling prevalence among
online players in British Columbia."i

The UBC Centre for Gambling Research completed a study that characterized level of
play (Pareto analyses) on the PlayNow platform in 1 month. The next step is to expand
ihe investigation to examine gambling and problem gambling characteristics using both
survey and player data.
GPEB has posted an RFP to BC Bid for a contraclor to conduct the prevalence study for
online problem gambling. The RFP closed December 18, 2018. Research will be funded
from the withheld jackpot fund.
GPEB completed scoring of the two proposals on January 1 2, 20'l I and d
BCLC
to conduct the research. Data ts now being collected tn the fie td,
selected
dete of
2019.
with

7
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COMPLETE
Plan for Public Healtlr Recommetrdation

Plans and Progress

I

"BCLC has conductod its third review ofthe Appropriate
Response Training (ART) program for gaming facilities staff,
and in 2015, will be inoorporating new approaches to problem
gambling identification and response as recommended by the

Fall of 2015, BCLC enhanced its ART program with a response guidelines malrix to
help equip gaming venue staff with skills and knowledge to recognize observable
behaviours that may indicate a problem wilh gambling and to provide the appropriate
assistance when required.

RG Council."l

ln early 2016, BCLC worked with an expert from the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health to enhance delivery and curriculum ofART Level 2 in-person wofkshops. Eight
new learning activities, tailored to ART cuniculum and response guidelines, were
developed and all ART trainers received training on the new content.

"BCLC will incorporate mandatory staff training about the
cognitive effects of alcohol and the resulting increase in
impulse behaviour."l

BcLc added new training content for its ART Level

"BCLC is implemonting a new ART course that is specific to
customertelephone support. lt includes training on howto
assess and respond to callers who may be experiencing
difficuhy with their gambling, details on available resoutces,
procedures for handling third party concerns, and escalalion

ART for BCLC'S Customer Support team launched in August 2014. All Customer
Support staff completed the course in facilitated sessions held through November
2014. The training program is ongoing for new employees.

11

1 course in March 2015' which is
mandatory for all gaming workers in BC. The content aims to equip gaming staff with
ability to identify and understand policies and procedures pertaining to liquor seMce in
a gaming environment; possible effects of alcohol intoxicatlon on gambling behavior;
knowing when to prevent customers who are, or appear to be, visibly intoxicated fiom
participsting in gambling; and, understsnd escalation procedures pedaining to
intoxicated customers.

guidelines.{
14

"BCLC has worked with the RG Council to develop and
implemerit lhe new RG Check sccreditation program for
online gaming. ln anticipation of being the first online
gambling platform to participate in this program, BCLC has
initiated a number of changes in its approach to online RG,
inoluding better dooumentation of processes, policy reviews,
and cuslomer support training. The RG Council is auditing
PlayNow.com."l

BCLC'S PlayNow.com was certified by RG Check in June 2015 and the reoertification
completed in August 2018. BoLC is the first oEanization in the world to havo ils online
gaming site certified by RG Gheck.

0
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Plan for Public Health Recommetrdation

Plans and Progress

17

collaborative work and research led to the municlpal information package to inform
local governments on the public health risks of gambling. Working group formed to
examine social risk factors (ongoing). A Health lmpact Assessment model has been
implemented.

"The Minlstries of Health and Finance, with BcLc, wlll be
responsible for maintaining a working group with stakeholders
and the Ministry of Educstion, to act as an advisory committee

forgovernment decision mak6rs. lts mandate is to ensure
gambling policy is informed by reliable research and best
praotices, creating a fulsome understanding oflhe social and
economic implications of gambling."l
19

"Government and BCLC will consider long-term funding of the
Centre for Gambling Research at UBC in 2017."1

ln March 201 8, the Attorney Genetal spploved a joint BCLo/GPEB proposal to renew
funding to the Centre for Gambling Research at UBC.
BCLC and UBC signed a new agreement in November 2018 to renew funding. BGLC
will sponsor the Centre through the payment of $'l .365 million, payable over flve years.

20

"GPEB and BCLC will research to the impacts of reducing or
minimizing higher risk features of Elestronic Gaming
Mschines."l

BCLC and GPEB have engaged Gambling Research Exchange ontario (GREo) to
undertake research to determine the impacts of reducing or minimizing higher risk
features of Electronic Gaming Machines. Funding is from the withheld jackpot fund.

Following this high-le\€l overview, we conducted a more detailed analysis of risk and
safoty features of different types of slot machines. The research is now consideted
complete. We are worldng with GPEB to identiry how we can lmplement some of the
flndings.

I
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APPENDIX 1 - PLAN FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND GAMBLING IN BC

*

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS' RECOMMENDATIONS|I

Currently Responsible

Plan for Public Health Recommendation
1

.The provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling program will link with the University of Victoria's Centre forAddictions
Research and othei researcheF to work towards linking problem gambling education.with broader issues ofsubstance
use, lncluding preventing and addressing dependence and fostering positive mental health and social and personal

GPEB, UVic

responsibility."l
',Within available resources, the provincial Responsible & Problem Gambling Program is shifting its prevention services
to incorporate a greaterfocus on problem solving and crtlcal thinking and prioritizing the need to ensure ptograms are
as effective as possible for students."l

GPEB

.The Ministry of Education will share the findings of the PHO Report on Gambling as well as current research related to
youth gambling with the Physical and Health Education curriculum development teams and other relevant specialist
associations such as school counsellors."l

Ministry of Education

4

.Links to RG education materials will be added to the new Physical and Health Educaiion curriculum as well as to the
Healthy schools Bc website and promoted in the Healthy Schools BC newsletter'"i

Ministry of Education

5

'The Ministries of Education, Finance, and Health will work together to raise awareness aboutthe need for

15

"GPEB will update its RG standards to include online gambling on PlayNow.com
by BCLo and all gaming service providers in British Columbia"'l

to

.The Minisiry of Finance will partner with the Ministry of Health to further explore problematic gambling screening and
collaborative care planning for clients with co-occuning issues with the goal of improving the overall continuity of care."l

Ministries of Attorney
General and Health

1B

"The provincial governmenl will d€velop a standardized package of information outlining the public health risks of
gambling. lt wili be offered to municipalities to assist decision makers in their analysis of gaming expansion and ensure
tnat they nave a full understanding of the risks and benefits of expanding gambling in their communities. The package
will include information about problem gambling prevalence, availability of alcohol, high-risk games, and revenue
generated from problem gamblers."l

Ministry of Attorney General

z

I

I
ri

problom

gambling education and its links with broader issues of risk-taking behaviour and promote related education

Ministries ofEducation,

materials.'i Attorney General and Health

These standards must be

followed

GPEB

p.27'28.
Responsible and Problem Gambling in British Columbia, A Plan fQr.Publlc Health.Sn+garyblinq in British ColunPia. February2015'
Notb: We cunenfly report to the Atiomey ceneral. At tne time of me release of the Ptan tor Public Health and Gambling in British Columbia, we reported to the

Ministry of Financ€.

10
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(ARn[ 1, 2019 -Jurur 30, 20]"9)
BCLC PROVIDES THIS REPORT in accordance

with direction set out in the Mandate Letter:

Anti-Monev Launderins/Anti-Terrorist Financing Program Normal Course Processes and Controls Changes
2018 FinTMC Examination
As per Section 62 of

the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA), the Financial

Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) conducts periodic examinations of BCLC, usually
biennially. Examinations are conducted to assess the effectiveness of BCLC's anti-money laundering (AML) program
in managing money laundering and terrorist financing risks, and compliance with legislative requirements.

notified BCLC verbally of the upcoming FINTRAC Examination ("the Examination") on March 1"3, 2018 and
two weeks later a formal Notice of Examination and Request for lnformation was received by BCLC's Chief
Compliance Officer. The scope of the Examination covered the period from March I,2OL7 to February 28, 2018'
FINTRAC

The formal results of FINTRACs findings were sent to BCLC on November 14, 2018. FINTRAC did not report finding
any money laundering transactions or indicators of money laundering transactions occurring at BCLC casinos, BCLC's
response and work plan were delivered to FINTRAC on December 10, 2018.

completed all action plan items as per the response work plan as of April L,2019'

BCLC

Anti-Monev

1-.

La

unlleriog]QpCla'!iqrll

Source of Funds Requirements

-

Compliance by Service Providers

On December !8,20L7, BCLC completed the work necessary to implement Dr. German's recommendation
#1 expanding player source of funds declarations to all casino transactions, in any form of S10,000 or more.
These changes were implemented by BCLC on January 10, 2018 after consultation with GPEB. Since that
time, BCLC has monitored the compliance rates of Service Providers with the additional requirements. As
of October 2018 Service Providers had not achieved expected levels of compliance.

To improve Service Provider compliance and to more closely monitor their activities,

BCLC engaged

to review and monitor casino operators on a daily basis, Deloitte assessed the
completeness of source of funds work at River Rock, Parq and Grand Villa.
Consultant, Deloitte

LLP,

Deloitte has completed their review up to April 7,20L9. The AML unit is continuing to monitor Parq, River
Rock and Grand Villa to the same Deloitte standards over the next few months to ensure consistency'

.

Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, once every two calendar
years BCLC is required to have an independent review of its anti-money laundering anti-terrorist financing
(AMVATF) program conducted. The last review was conducted in 2OI7. ln the August-September 20L9
time-period, Deloitte LLP will be conducting a comprehensive compliance review of BCLCs AML/ATF
program, The review will be completed before the end of quarter three.

3.

On June

2

g, ZOL8, the Federal Department of Finance published proposed amendments to regulations
under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) ond Terrorist Finoncing Act (PCMLTFR). The

8C1C0008475
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1

amendments, while not intended to be substantive, if enacted in the form published will require BCLC,
and all other reporting entities, to make major changes to their AMVATF programs. BCLC has worked in
collaboration with the gambling Crown agents from all of the other provinces, other than NewfoundlandLabrador and Prince Edward lsland, to analyze and prepare for the coming regulatory changes. The
Federal Department of Finance has not given a specific date the final amendments will be published,
however they have indicated a target of mid-2019. Further, the coming into force date has not been
disclosed but is expected to be between 12 and 36 months from the date of final publication.
BCLC has

4.

shared notifications it has received in regard to the amendments with GPEB.

Ongoing trend monitoring:
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'peter.germanPersonal information
Suzanne Rowley
Thur2611012017 8:52:24PM
Su$ect BCLC - Privileged Briefing Material for Minister - Email 1
2017.10.20 - a - Privileged - Briefino Memo - AML Gasino Gamino.pdf
2017.10.20 - b - Privilesed - Attachment to Memo - Tabs 1 as at Oct 19 17.pdf
2017.10.20 - c - Privileoed - Attachment to Memo - Tabs 2 as at Oct 19 17'pdf
Hi Peter,
As requested, please find attached a set of the materials from the meeting with the Minister on Monday 23
October. These materials are provided to you under common interest privilege and should not be

disseminated or disclosed without first consulting with BCLC. The contents are confidential and contain
personal information and thus, the materials should be maintained in a strictly secure environment.
Note: I have 9 PDF files to send to you. Some of the files are quite large, so l'm going to send in separate
emails. Attached are the first 3 files. All are numbered (a - i) to help you organize on your end.
Kind regards,
Suzanne.

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM 046
Personal information

bclc.com
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The purpose of this memo is to provide relevant information on British Columbia

Lottery

Corporation's (BCLC) Anti-Money Laundering (AML) regime and provide specific actions that can
be undertaken while we await the conclusion of the German review.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1

The growth of High Limit Play (HLP) has developed as a result of a global trend of
individuals with great personal wealth wanting to transact with cash rather than trust
government orfinancial institutions. While servicing this market has potentialforfinancial
reward, it comes with enhanced risks that require a coordinated effort from BCLC, its
regulators (Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB) and F|nTRAC, law enforcement
(RCMP), and the service providers.

While the German review is expected to provide recommendations, here are three
specific actions that BCLC recommends the Minister to undertake immediately:

a)

Help BCLC strengthen public safety in gaming facilities. lndividuals under
criminal investigation who are not known to BCLC enter BC gaming facilities.
There is more we can do to proactively bar these individuals such as informing
BCLC as soon as possible of their identity.

b)

How can BCLC support Peter German's work and create a well-coordinated

approach with regulators (GPEB and F|nTRAC), law enforcement (RCMP)
and BCLC that will strengthen clarity around roles, accountabilities and
improve collaboration?

c)

Recognize

the need for a common

communications strategy with

Government, GPEB, RCMP, and BCLC to preserve the public's confidence in
the BC gaming industry.

d) We would like to update

you in the coming weeks on several specific new
AML measures for both immediate implementation and further development.

BACKGROUND

2.

Pursuant to the Gaming Control Act (GCA), BCLC is given the sole authority to conduct,
manage and operate gaming on behalf of the Province of British Columbia (BC). lt is
BCLC's responsibility to ensure that gaming operations are conducted in full compliance
with legislative and regulatory requirements.

3.

Public confidence in the integrity of gaming is paramount and informs many of BCLC's
operational decisions. As an industry whose primary currency is cash, gaming can be a
lucrative target for criminals and BCLC is particularly sensitive to this fact. Any suggestion
of criminality associated with gaming facilities is unacceptable and BCLC develops
policies and programs that will minimize the risk of criminality.
Page 1 of 12
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Effective AML management requires a coordinated effort between operator (BCLC),
service providers, regulators (GPEB and FinTRAC) and law enforcement. BCLC is
responsible for monitoring transactions, having countermeasures to money laundering in
place, and reporting suspicious circumstances. Where BCLC detects suspicious
circumstances it reports those to F|nTRAC, police and GPEB who are the financial
intelligence unit, investigative and enforcement components of the anti-money laundering
regime. BCLC is reliant on the investigative function of GPEB and the police to take
action to protect casinos where criminalactivities and actions are identified.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

S.

As a complex commercial industry that provides the province revenue in excess of $1.0
billion per year, it is easy to forget that commercial gambling is still a relatively new
undertaking of the BC provincial government. lt was only 20 years ago that the province
stepped in and took over regulation and operation of gaming facilities indeed, the
cunent iteration of the GCA is only 15 years old.

-

6.

During that time, provincial gambling has undergone a rapid evolution. Some highlights
include:

2000

2OAT

2008
2009

2O1O

2A12
2014

zAfi
7

F|nTRAC created and BCLC's AML program begins
GPEB reaffirms policy that gambling transactions must only be conducted using
cash - all other forms of payment are prohibited
Provincial gambling task force disbanded
Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) trialconducted
GPEB authorizes use of PGFs
Comprehensive AML audit regime established: F|nTRAC and an independent
audit firm each conduct audits in alternating years
Debit cards at cage, electronic funds transfer, and cheque holds permitted
lncreased maximum bat limits to $100,000 approved
BCLC implements a robusl AML analytic technical program

The gaming industry continues to evolve at a rapid pace but the GCA has remained static.
Determining roles and responsibilities in a contexi that was not contemplated at the time
a lack of any arena
of the enactment of the GCA is challenging and further complicated

8
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BCLC AML lnitiatives

g.

BCLC is dependent on GPEB and law enforcement agencies to investigate any
circumstances where criminal activity is suspected. BCLC does have authority under
the GCA that allows it to take important steps to help protect casinos from money
laundering and terrorist financing threats. Depending on the circumstances, BCLC is
able to react quickly and effectively to money laundering concerns. For instance, where
the police or GPEB advise BCLC that a customer may be linked to organized crime or

money laundering, BCLC can immediately direct all casinos to cease transacting with
specific individuals.

10.

Section 7(1Xg) and Section 8 of the GCA empower BCLC to make rules, that have the

force of law, for issues such as rules of play and handling of money and cash

alternatives. BCLC has used these rules to impose conditions on specific players when
their behaviour gives rise to suspicions that the player is involved in criminal activity.
Service providers offer operational services in accordance with the policies and
procedures that BCLC mandates pursuant to its authority to conduct, manage and
operate gaming on behalf of the province.

Monitorino Activitv and Barrinq Plavers
11

BCLC, on an on-going basis, monitors customer transactions, analyses transaction
records for patterns indicating money laundering and other otfences and, when
appropriate, places restrictions on players. Restrictions can range from barring the
player from casinos entirely to limiting their use of cash. BCLC communicates any
limitations to service providers and follows up as appropriate' (Tab 3)

12

ln 2015, BCLC issued clear protocols to service providers to assist them in identifying
suspicious banknote buy-ins or circumstances in which it would be appropriate to place
conditions on players. ln October 2016, BCLC issued a new directive for service
providers relating to suspicious buy-ins involving cash. The new procedure established
that a patron demonstrating suspicious behaviour and trying to conduct a buy-in with
cash, would have the buy-in refused and an Unusual Financial Transaction (UFT) file
would be created to document the attempted buy-in. The UFT file would detail the
incident including the patrons involved, vehicles involved, and the nature of the
suspicious behaviour. The UFT file would help ensure that the patron could not attend
another service provider and attempt to buy-in with the same cash. The UFT procedure
is modeled after controls used in the banking sector. (Tab a)

13

perhaps BCLC's most effective authority is the ability to bar undesirable patrons from
gaming facilities pursuant to s. 92 of the GCA. lt is an offence under the GCA for an
individual who violates a prohibition notice. BCLC utilizes this power to undertake three
forms of barring:

a)

conduct based: These barrings occur when a patron's conduct is
unacceptable - it can be behaviour that causes safety concerns for other
Page 3 of 12
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patrons or staff or behaviour that is suspicious in nature which leads BCLC to
conclude that the individual is engaging in criminal activity;
b)

Voluntarv self-exclusion: When an individual has indicated a desire to
voluntarily self-exclude themselves from gaming facilities, generally in
reaction to a concern about problem gaming, the enrollment form acts as a
barring notice and enables BCLC to support the individual in their decision to

take a break from gaming; and
Public safetv: ln conjunction with information received from law enforcement
agencies (through lawfully executed information sharing agreements), BCLC
has been able to establish a program of proactive barrings. These barrings
are issued for individuals who present a heightened safety risk to gaming
operations and the public.

c)

14

The power to bar individuals from gaming facilities is just one tool that can be used
effectively to limit the presence of a criminal element in gaming facilities.

Compliance Reviews

15

ln addition to statutory authority, on an ongoing periodic basis (at least four times per

year per casino), BCLC proactively conducts compliance reviews on all service
providers and when problems are identified, BCLC employs necessary resources to
correct the non-compliance.
16

ln November,2A15, as part of its regular oversight, BCLC noted inconsistencies in the
reporting of Suspicious Transaction Reports (STR)/UFTs at River Rock. BCLC
undertook an exhaustive audit of River Rock's reporting, and in an abundance of
caution, set the audi,t period from September, 2014 to November,2O15. Concurrently,
BCLC conducted a random sampling 2 month review for its top 5 properties to
determine if the reporting issue at River Rock was present at any other casino site. No
anomalies were found outside of River Rock.

17

The result of the audit found that River Rock was not fully compliant with BCLC policies
or the laws governing transaction reporting and had either become complacent in the
reporting of transactions involving known players or through confusion were applying
an incorrect standard. BCLC addressed this issue by:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

lmmediately self-reporting the non-compliance to FinTRAC and GPEB;
Reviewing all of River Rock's Large Cash Transaction (LCT) records from
September, 2A14 b November, 2015 (20,445 transactions);
Filing STR reports that should have been filed had proper procedure been
followed (266 STRs - representing 1.3o/o of all LCTs during the period);
Conducting remedial in-person training with River Rock staff; and

Continued daily oversight of reporling for a four month period to ensure full
compliance by River Rock staff and followed this period of enhanced monitoring

with random weekly sampling which is still currently in place.
Page 4 of 12
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Ultimately, F|nTRAC was fully satisfied that BCLC had undertaken the appropriate
remedial steps. (Tab 5)

Chip Swap

19

On occasion, BCLC conducts a 'Chip Swap' during which the form of chip used in a
gaming facility is literally 'swapped' out and all remaining old chips are exchanged for
new chips. This procedure is utilized for a variety of purposes such as:

a)
b)
c)

lmplementing new chips with enhanced security features;
Financial reconciliation of chip liability; and,
As a money laundering countermeasure.

20

ln 2015, BCLC wanted to undertake a swap of $5,000 denomination chips at River
Rock as auditing had identified a substantial number of $5000 chips were outstanding
(removed from the casino by customers). While some chip removal is expected the
number of outstanding chips had grown to a level that raised chip fraud and money
laundering concerns. The chip swap would also enable BCLC to identify suspicious
behaviour - for instance, if someone came in with a large number of chips but we had
no record of their gaming activity, it would trigger an investigation into how the chips
came into their possession.

21

On the eve of the chip swap in September, 2015, BCLC was instructed by GPEB, at
the request of police, that BCLC was not to proceed with the chip swap as it could atfect
an ongoing police investigation. No further explanation was provided. BCLC continued

to monitor, to the best of its ability, suspicious chip transactions and put in

place

additional security measures. During this period continuing money laundering concerns
remained in relation to the outstanding chips and drove the submission of a number of
suspicious transaction reports. (Tab 6)
22.

ln January, 2016, BCLC was advised by GPEB that the chip swap could proceed. At
that time, the identified shortage of $5,000 chips was approximately $4.7 million.
Players were provided two weeks' notice of the impending change and approximately
$2.5 million of $5,000 chips were returned during the two week period. At midnight on
January 31,2016, BCLC executed the chip swap and from that point on, anyone
wishing to redeem outdated $5,000 chips had to undergo an interview with BCLC
Security. (Tab 7)

23

lnterviews with patrons who are unable to account for the ownership of the chips in their
possession was a critical aspect to a successful chip swap. lt enabled BCLC to identify
patrons who are potentially engaging in criminal activity, such as money laundering,
and once that intelligence is gathered, it can be submitted to GPEB and law

enforcement for further investigation. The delay in the chip swap prolonged the
opportunity for non-compliant chip use.
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Cash Alternatives
24

Developing alternatives to buying in with cash has been a BCLC imperative for the past
ten years. Having an effective suite of alternatives to cash means:
a)

Enhanced public safety as it decreases personal security concerns for our
players who will no longer be transporting large sums of cash; and

b)

Creation of an auditable transaction trail which makes

it a less desirable

transaction for those involved in money laundering.
25

lmplementing alternatives to cash does not mean that cash will eventually no longer be

the currency of choice for the gambling industry as a large portion of players, for a
variety of reasons, will always prefer to buy-in with cash. HoweVer, the provision of
alternatives can make the use of cash less attraciive to legitimate players. ln
September, 2013, GPEB advised BCLC that it would not approve any changes to the
existing policies governing the use of cash and buy-in alternatives. (Tab 8)
26

ln April 2015, BCLC submitted another proposal to GPEB, seeking approval of
additional cash alternative measures. Over the next '15 months, BCLC responded to
GPEB questions and concerns about the proposed measures. (Tab 9) ln July, 2016,
GPEB advised BCLC that GPEB approval was not required prior to implementation of
banknote buy-in alternatives. (Tab 10)

27

By November,2A16, BCLC had completed the necessary technical work to implement
two new buy-in alternatives to cash noted below.

Delimitino Convenience Gheques
28

Historically, BCLC and its service providers utilized two forms of cheques: "Verified
Win" cheques and'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings" cheques, also known as
Convenience Cheques.

29

The Convenience Cheque enabled BCLC to return the playe/s buy-in money to them
in a non-banknote form. When the player then deposited the cheque, that transaction
would be subject to secondary scrutiny by the financial institution. Further, the deposit
of a cheque creates an audit trail for subsequent investigation - when cash are returned
io a player, the cash remain untraceable. For this reason, Convenience Cheques are
not attractive to money launderers.

30

ln 2014, GPEB directed BCLC that BCLC may only pay out $10,000 by Convenience
Cheque once per every seven days (Tab 11). lf the player wished to receive back more
than $10,000 in any seven day period, they would receive the remaining amount in
cash. This limitation meant that large amounts of cash, not related to legitimate
winnings, were still being paid back to players keeping this wealth untraceable. As
noted above, this changed in 2016.
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lnternational Electronic Funds Transfer

31.

ln 2015 and concurrent with the proposal to delimit Convenience Cheques, BCLC
submitted a proposal to GPEB to utilize lnternational Electronic Funds Transfers (wire

transfers) into PGFs. At the time, BCLC permitted electronic fund transfers from
Canadian or US financial institutions only. (Tab 12)
32

BCLC conducted banking industry research that revealed that Canadian financial
institutions must complete due diligence as required by the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) prior to clearing the use of the
funds. BCLC concluded that the banking protocols would provide mitigation against
money laundering and some comfort to BCLC that the source of funds had been
appropriately vetted by the banking industry. Notwithstanding, the AML checks at
banks, BCLC still conducts its own due diligence prior to accepting lnternational
Electronic Funds Transfer.

Public Safetv

33.

Below are four specific initiatives undertaken to enhance public safety

lnformation Sharinq Aoreements

34,

ln2014, BCLC entered into an lnformation Sharing Agreement (lSA) with the RCMP (Tab
13). This pivotal document accomplished two primary objectives:

a)

b)

Formalized a working relationship between BCLC and the RCMP which permitted
mutual exchange of information; and
Enabled BCLC to develop a proactive barring process.

35.

ISA gave BCLC the means to create a set of criteria and request from the RCMP a list of
individuals that met the criteria. Utilizing its s.92 prohibition authority, BCLC began to
proactively bar individuals identified on the RCMP list who had relevant significant
criminal records and known gang associations.

36

The utilization of prohibitions to keep known criminals out of gaming facilities is a
significant tool which improved the safety of all individuals at gaming facilities. Not only
does it minimize the opportunity for the criminal element to be in a gaming facility, it
lessens the possibility that their associates will attend gaming faciliiies looking for them.

37

ln July 2016, BCLC and the RCMP amended the existing ISA to recognize the role of
Joint Illegal Gaming lnvestigative Team (JlGlT) (Tab 14). The cooperative and collegial
information sharing relationship with the RCMP is foundational to much of BCLC's
proactive anti-money laundering work.
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llleqal Gamino Facilities / Monev Lendinq

38.

BCLC is frequently the recipient of intelligence of alleged criminal activities, particularly
relating to illegalgaming facilities and money lenders. ln every case, BCLC immediately

reports the information to both GPEB and the RCMP. Although BCLC will often
undertake inquiries to gather as much helpful information as possible, ultimately, BCLC
is completely reliant on external agencies (GPEB, police) to investigate allegations of
criminal activity. (Tab 15)

39.Inadditionto@(discussedbelow),BCLCroutinelyreportstoboth

GPEB and the RCMP, allegations of criminal activity related to gaming. Some examples
are:

casino@

Reports of underground
BCLC inq uiries of a money services business in
Allegations of illeg
Allegations of illeg

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

Allegations of mo
20)

16
171;

Redacled - RcMP

Redacted - RCMP

(Tab 18);

an
Redacted - RCMP

(Tab

ed acted
I

RCMP
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Plaver I nformation Requests

44.

As noted above, BCLC has the legal authority to bar undesirable individuals from all
gaming facilities. While many barrings are conduct based, in recent years BCLC has
issued many proactive barrings. The proactive barrings are targeted at individuals who
are considered to be an increased risk to public safety for a variety of reasons,
including:
a)
b)
c)

Extensive cnminal record;
Association with known criminals/gangs; or
Proceeds of Crime chargesiconviction, duty to warn or lnterpolwarrants

45.

When a criminal investigation is undenruay, BCLC is dependent on GPEB or police to
share sufficient information to permit BCLC to proactively bar an individual and his/her
associates. As the entity ultimately responsible for the physical safety of our players, it
can be challenging when BCLC cannot get access to the necessary information.

46.

ln January, 2017 BCLC was advised by GPEB that known identified criminals were
attending gaming facilities. ln May, 2017, BCLC formally requested the identities of the
alleged criminals from GPEB so that BCLC could bar those individuals from all gaming
facilities. (Tab 25) To date, BCLC has not received that information.

47.

ln June, 2017, JIGIT held a press conference (nine arrests) and announced that known

criminals were frequenting gaming facilities. BCLC wrote to both JIGIT and GPEB
requesting the names of the individuals, again so that BCLC could bar the individuals
from being in gaming facilities for public safety reasons. (Tab 26) To date, BCLC still
has not received that information.
48.

While AML compliance is an imperative for all forms of gaming, it becomes even more
visible and subject to scrutiny when it involves the staggering high amounts involved

with HLP.
HLP
49

HLP whereby casino patrons play in segregated rooms with higher betting limits and
increased security, carries with it specific risks and rewards. HLP has developed
globally as the result of multiple factors:

a)

Significant increase in personal wealth as the result of immense growth in
various international economies;

b)

Expanded global markets which make the movement of people, goods and
currency much easier; and

c)

Vancouver's emergence as a sophisticated international travel and education
destination.
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50.

Legitimate HLP patrons have similar characteristics. They generally
a)
b)
c)

51

"*"''59''rl Columbia

Have a cultural distrust of their government and its financial institutions and
therefore, prefer to transact in cash;

Are immensely wealthy and therefore do not consider HLP to be

an

extraordinary expenditure; and
Seek to broaden their children's education through international studies and
as a result, develop their own connections with the locale of the educational
institution;

It can be challenging for the general public to understand the perspective of a HLP
patron due to our own cultural biases. We generally trust our government to operate
fairly and expect our financial institutions to adhere to high standards. For the average
Canadian, the transactional amounts of HLP seem astronomical and it becomes too
easy to dismiss anyone engaging in such behaviour as reckless or potentially criminal.

Therefore, it becomes even more imperative that the three agencies involved in
oversight of HLP ensure that operational decisions are rooted in fact and not cultural
bias.
52.

Ultimately, gaming is offered at the behest of government and

it is important that

government make informed decisions about how to serve the gaming market.

Without Offerinq HLP
53.

While HLP is offered at only five Lower Mainland gaming facilities, HLP revenue is
approximately $2+O million of gaming revenue, which translates to approximately $120
million of net income to the province.

54.

The financial analysis created a range of estimated impact on net revenue. The
midpoint of the range estimates that net revenue will be reduced by $60 million per year
or approximately $30 million in net income to the province. However, the effects would
go beyond financial considerations.

55

The affected service providefs revenue would also be substantially reduced which
would mean a reduction in operations and potentially a loss of and estimated 460 jobs.

56

BCLC needs its service providers to be motivated to continually invest in their gaming
facilities so that they remain attractive and appealing to the public. HLP is an attractive
product to those service providers who are geographically placed to capitalize on the
market. lf HLP were to be eliminated, it is possible that affected service providers will
choose to maximize their facility investment dollars in other jurisdictions.

57

The market demand for HLP would not disappear and itwould be expected that it would
be served by illegal underground gaming facilities. Thus creating a further challenge for
GPEB and law enforcement.

58

It would be naive to assume that if BCLC were no longer offering HLP that it would
cease to exist. ln fact, the abandonment of HLP and its patrons would certainly
Page 10 of 12
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guarantee an increased growth in illegal gaming facilities catering to HLP patrons. lf
government were to decide to eliminate HLP at legitimate gaming facilities, it should be
ready with the necessary resources to address the potential violence, loan sharking,
and money laundering that accompanies illegal HLP.

Offerinq HLP
ln continuing to serve the market there are options.
59.

For instance, BCLC retained HLT Advisory to conduct an analysis of the financial
impact of limiting banknote buy-ins to $10,000. There is no doubt that imposing new,
lower limits on HLP will have a financial impact but there are other inevitable impacts
as well.

60.

The current review by Peter German is a very good first step towards refreshing and
strengthening existing policies and procedures aimed at addressing the risks around
money laundering and HLP. However, there are additional proactive measures that
government could undertake in the interim while awaiting the formal review results:

a)

Help BCLC strengthen public safety in gaming facilities. lndividuals under
criminal investigation who are not known to BCLC enter BC gaming facilities.
There is more we can do to proactively bar these individuals such as informing
BCLC as soon as possible of their identity.

b)

How can BCLC support Peter German's work and create a well-coordinated
approach with regulators (GPEB and F|nTRAC), law enforcement (RCMP)

and BCLC that will strengthen clarity around roles, accountabilities and
improve collaboration?

BCLC and GPEB undertook a similar exercise in the Spring,2017 regarding
s. 86 information requests which resulted in an agreed Investigations Protocol.
(Tab 271 With mutual respect and direct communication, it is possible to reach

agreement on the interplay of roles and responsibilities.

Working through the various perspectives and organizational needs of all
three entities will take time. There will need to be a willingness to be candid
and trust that the resulting agreement will meet each entity's needs. lt is
critical that sufficient time and resources be deployed and that consensus be
the outcome
c)

Recognize

the need for a common

communications strategy with

Government, GPEB, RCMP, and BCLC to preserve the public's confidence in
the BC gaming industry.
d)

We would like to update you in the coming weeks on several specific new
AML measures for both immediate implementation and further development.
Page 11 ol 12
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Gaming is a complex enterprise that requires multiple stakeholders to each play a role:
service providers, BCLC, GPEB, Iaw enforcement, and FinTRAC. Each role is defined
by the nature of the work that government chooses to pursue.
61

There are specific risks associated with HLP. The mitigation strategies that government
chooses to employ will help shape the development and determine the rewards of
serving the HLP market.

CONCLUSION
62.

a popular entertainment choice for British
grown significantly since being introduced 20
The
market
has
and
tourists.
Columbians

The casino gaming market in BC is

years ago. ln order to continue to operate this business in a responsible manner
requires a well-coordinated effort by private sector service providers, BCLC, GPEB,
FinTRAC and law enforcement.
63.

Over the past several years, the phenomenon of wealthy Chinese Nationals has
created new markets around the world - including British Columbia and specifically the
Lower Mainland. Real estate, luxury automobiles, schools and universities and gaming,
to name a few. The criminal element will be drawn to some of these businesses for
money laundering or to spend the proceeds of crime.

64

We are confident that with the collaboration among the leadership of all stakeholders
we can develop additional initiatives to keep the criminal element out of BC's casino
gaming industry. lt is also of utmost importance that we sustain the trust in the integrity
of the industry and therefore a well-coordinated public message will be necessary.
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Anl<it Batra

f

Jennifer Keim

From:
Sent:
To:

octobeFoz-17 9:48 AM
Ankit Batra
FW: Sanctions on high limit PlaYers

Su

t","0",'$gt$cotumuia

Redacteci - RCI\4P

Fromi Ross Alderson
Senti

Redacted - RCN/P
Personal information

Atchison
To: G
<rsea rsPersonal information
<cPersonal information
Personal information
En nis' <

'jniliarPersonal information m'; 'rsearsPersonal information '
>; 'ccampagnaPersonal information '
Personal information
; 'sgilespiePersonal information 'Patrick
; 'Rob Kroeker' <rPersonal information

> ; Craig Longley
I

rengla nd

Personal information

'
Great Canadian Casino-Security Director (pgoudron@

Personal information

1 'rkhaira@

Personal information

Personal information
rsmith@edPersonal information Devin McCormack
'damerine@pPersonal information <damerine@Personal information
Personal information
'pahluwalia@ePersonal information
(
Cc: Bruno Gatto Personal information >; lGvin Sweeney <lPersonal information >; Brad Desmarais

Personal information
Personal information >; Daryl Tottenham
5ubJect: Sanctions on high limit players

Good morning,
This morning certain conditions were imposed on a llst of 10 Casino Patrons which I ltave attached to this email' Their
iTrak profiles will be shortly updated.
gaming chips
All players on the list are no longer permitted to lluy-in at any BC Casino wlth any "un-soul'ced" cash or

until further notice.
patron to lnform them of the conditions
BCLC has attempted to contact all L0 players to arrange an interview with each
I
and discuss certaln racent actlvity whlch has resulted in these conditlons. Unfortunately at this time due to sensltivlty
am not at liberty to discuss that activity further.
Below are the following condltlons to be imposed effective IMMEDIATELY:

1/ Un-sourced Cash and ChiPs
lf any of the players on the list decides to buy-in using cash (any amount), this buy'in must be accompanled by a
withdrawa jslip from an accredited financial lnstitution showing the same date as the attempted buy-in,
lf any of the players on the list decldes to buy-in wlth gaming chips, the site must be able to show that the chips
were the result of a previous verified win, otherwisa they wlll not be accepted at this time until BCLC has conducted a

-

player interview.

time.

Eg

no "clrip passlng" of any kind

Please note the above applies to all transactlons, regardless of amount

2/ Bank Drafts
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lf any of the players on the list make a deposlt into their

PGF
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Account using a bank draft, the following restrictions

apply:

-

Bank Draft rnust be from an accredited financial lnstltution
and must be made
The player must be able to show that the Bank Draft is derived from their own bank account/
the
deposlt
pavable to the Casino acc€ptlng

.

sanctions such as
Any devlation from the above conditions, may result in immediate additional measures, including
privlleges'
players
prohlbltion
of
the
or
outright
Saming
posslble suspenslon
assist ln ensurlng these
As we value our buslness partnershlp wfth all our players, it is critical that all Service Partners
players
today
ln the hope of alleviating
out
to
all
to
contlnue
reach
will
BCLC
exception,
conditisns are followed without

the need for anY future sanctlsns.
As always we appreciate the assistance of our business partners'

and I will attempt to
lf there are any comments or questlons please feel free to contact me at your earllest convenience
answer as much as I am able.
Thank you for your cooPeration
Regards

[{r-lii A[<l*tsor

I c/rM5

Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Cornpliance Division, BCLC
046
VsM
2940 VlrtualWay, Vancouver, BC,Personal
information
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11 Sept 2015

BE: BC[c DirFction

to

BC Gamine Service Providers

Good Mornlng,
Today certaln conc.litlons are to be imposed on a small number of casino Patrons.
The list of patrons is attached ln a separate PDF document attached to this email'

bale
playing it right

prevlotls
The lTrak profiles of these players will be updated shortly. Thls list includes the
201.5'
5,
August
dated
llst of patrons from my email

All players on the list are no longer permittecl to buy'in at any BC Caslno wltlr ally "unsourced" cash or "Lln-sourced" gaming chlps untll further notice'
continues t0 use a sound evidence based approach to all player actlvity, Decisions
each
made regarding the player behavlor of the players on this list are made unique to
Money
Antl
BCLC'S
both
with
inclivldual player alcl/or circumstance. They align
Laundering Riogram and with BCLC's key values speciflcally, Social Responsiblllty and
BCLC

lntegrity.
Below are the following condltions to be imposed effective IMMEDIATELY:

7
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I

Un-sourced cash and ChiPs

I

lf any of the players on thls list wish to buy'in uslng cash (any $ amount), thls
buy-in must be accompaniecl by a wlthdrawal slip from an accredited financlal

institution (lncludlnB from an ATM)withdrawn withln 2 Business days of the
attemPted Caslno buY-ln-

.

lf any of the players on this list wish to buy-ln wlth gamlng chips, the site must
be able to show that the chlps were the result of a previous verifled wln,
otherwlse they will not be accepted until BCLC has conducted a player lnterview
to ascertaln the origin of those chips'

.

No player on this list will be abte to accept any cash or chlps (either sourced or
un-iourced) from any other persons while ln a facillty at any tlme, Eg: no "cash
passlng or chip passlnS" of any klnd.

"

party while
No player on this list will be allowed to dictate game play to a third
in a Gamlng FacilitY.

please note the above applies to all transactlons, regardless of amount, we would
strongly encourage players to utlllze the cash alternative optlons avallable to them'
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measures,
ffny devlatlott from the above conditions may result in immediate additlonal
gaming privlleges'
players
prohlbitlon
of
the
or
outl'ight
possible
suspension
lnciudlng

We value our business partnershlp with all our players, lt ls criticalthat all Sen'ice
partners assist in ensurlng these conclltlons are followed without exceptlon' lt il equally
lmperatlve for the lntegrity sf this inclustry that we discourage all our players from uslng
funds whlch are potentially borrowed from unknown or unfamillar sources.
with
When there are reasonable grounds to belleve players are willlngly associated
grouncls to believe
reasonable
are
there
When
outright.
wlll
be
banned
they
crlmlnality
players may be un-wlttlngly associated with criminality, they will be banned from buying
can be
in with any un.sourced financlal lnstrument untll the source of that lnstrument
reasonably confirmed as legitimate,
each
lnvestigatlons wlll attempt to contact all players to arrange an intervlew with
these
condltlons.
ln
rcsulted
has
patron to discuss the activlty which

bale
playing it right

\Yri1t s)(!t,,'fx'r :ilr'*l
KrrrrluoJ:t tltl VIC lli'

BCLC

7.1

be
NOTI: All pntrons who have been ltttervlewed previously will not be required to
VsE wlll not be
or
bartned
currently
arc
who
on
players
thls
llst
Arry
interviewed.
lrrterviewecl untll the ban/VSf has expirecl,

f:rr0.li2B.f'6Jl

;

As always we appreciate

?1i"10 Vrr

,
|

Please feel free to contact me at on
there are any commellts or concerns and I wlll attempt to answer as much as I am able'

lu'rl VJoy

Vi'n:rr['r]t. l](- Vtl,l o/il)

the asslstance of our business partners'
Personal information

!bd.BLB bi.0t

ri!ll.2l5.r)rllr
0lJJ.2:ftr.Ir2.1

if

Thank you once agaln for your cooperatlon
Regards

Ross Alderson

Dlrector AML & OperationalAnalysis, BCLC

cc.
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Brad Desrnarais
Vice Presldent, Caslno and Communlty Gamln8, BCLC
Rob Kroeker
Vice President, Corporate Security & Compllance, BCLC
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27 November2015
Dlrectlon to Rlver RockGaslno Resort (RRCR)

RE: BCIC

Attention: Pat ENNIS, Dlrector Survelllance. Great Canadlan Gamlne
Dear Pat,

bale
playing it right

to you a llst of 15 individuals (numbered:
l<nown patrons of Great Canadian
are
all
1-16 on the actual list). These lndividuals
Casino
Resort ln Richmond.
Rock
Rlver
Carlnos, most commonly at the

On Thursday November l"grh, 2015 I provided

The players on that list were ldentlfied by the BCLC Antl'Money Launderlng Department
clue to susplclous behavlor lnvolving Casino financialtransactlons,

ln accordance wlth BCLC lnvestlgatlons Frotosol for Educatlng, Warning, Sanctioning or
Barring Patrons dated Aprll :16, 2015 BCLC would llke the Seruice Provider to conduct
an education session wlth each player ln per$on, except as agreed for the players llsted
as LZ (AXXXXDE) and !,5 (LX) on

that list,

The purpose of these sesslons ls to advlse the patron of the following:

n

That thelr buy lns are belng monitored by BCLC and have raised concern around
the players source of fu nds provlded speciflcally:

L,

2,

/.1 \rJF$l Se'/il!(nx 5lruol
tiirtr'|,-',.'tli, Bfi V2C lfrl

r
I

2.-',J.li."tl5500

2i,o-gztl.5lj-Jl

!9.i0 v{rilrl w.?
Vrrnc.ruvrr l1(: Vtl,l

I

t)4rJ

bo.l.ttt5oc-',lll
rl(l i ;llll! t',iir':

i.,.

The packaging and volume of the cash ls lnconslstent wlth what would be
provlded by a recognlzed Financial lnstitution
The volume of cash ir inconsistent with what ls to be expected, glven thelr
occupatlons

a

Under federal leglslatlon large amounts of cash are the least anonymous
flna nclal lnstrurnent.

I

The Patron should be encouraged to avold buying in wlth large volumes of cash
and utllize the cash alternatlve optlons avallable to them ldeally uslng the
Patron Gamlng Fund Account.

a

a

The patron should be advlsed that they need to change their buy in bahavior
and the patron wlll continue to be monltored,
lf there is no change ln buy ln behavlor by December 28,agLs BCLC may place
conditlons on the patron prohlbitlng any buy in's with un-sourced cash and unsourced chlps and will request a patron intervlew with a ECLC lnvestigator.
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Any obvlous escalation in susplclous behavior prlor to December 28, 20L5 as a
result of thls cllrection will likely result ln further actlon taken by BCLC including
conditlons belng placed on play and or suspending playlng prlvileges'

The Service Provlder ls to make contact, or attempt to make contact, Wlth each patron
prlor to December 14rh 2015, Once the patron has been contacted and the educatlon
sesslon has been conducted. the service provlder ls to notlfy one ofthe BCLC
lnvestigaton located at RRCR in writlng, Nothing is requlred to be documented ln iTrak
at thls tlrne to avold any potentlal embarrassment to the player or vlsiblllty outside of

bele
playing it rigltt

limlted personnel,
of BCLfs AML Program, BCLC may at tlrnes place certaln condltlons or
requirements on patrons. All decislons must be evldence based and consistent wlth
BCLCs AML risk basecl approach. These actions may be related to a unlque event or as a
result of monitoring business relationships, and should be con$lstent wltlr "Know Your
customer" (KYC) and "customer Due Dlligence Program"{cDD) expectatlons as per the
FINTRAC guidelines and the Proceeds of Crime Money Launclerlng and Terrorlst

As part

/.1 t^,lt:rl

lio/u")ln

Slt',{,1

liarrrloo[:r,, nC VtC

|
|

lFl

?50.62rr,550u

?b0,er$,lrrgl

Fina ncing Act (PCM LTFA).
19,i(l Vrrhrol !Vtry
I

Vixrcdl!€(,

greatly appreciate your cooperation and understandlng.

Please contact me directly should you wlsh

r

(roJ.P

|

l!(:

VSltl 0Ao

5.00.19

rior.225 0r?'l

to discuss further,

I

Regards

Ross
BCLC

Aidetsott
Dlrector Anti=Money

Lau

ndering & operatlonal Analysis

Cc: Brad Desmarals, Vlce Presldent, Casino & Communlty Gamlng,

BC

Rob Kroeker, Vlce Presldent, Corporate Security & Compllance, 8C
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December 2015
Lln sHA (SlD #
Dlrectlon to Rlver Rocl< caslno Resort (RRCRI regardlng patron tl

RE: BCLC

e2868)

bele

Dear Pat,

playing it right

Mr. l'l Lin SHA, SHA lndicated
During a recent in person lnteraction between BCLC staff and
chips' Mr' sHA is expected
Resort
Caslno
Rocl<
ln
River
was iri possesslon of approx, $3 mlllion
his possession ls substantlal
in
chlps
of
number
The
future,
to be back ln Vancouver in the near
we are placlng the
concerns
these
To
manage
concerns.
AMl.
and presents securlty ancl
removed from the casino
followlng condltions on Mr. SHA's redemption of the chips that he has
he

property:

.

ln a single transaction'
All chips that Mr, SllA has in his possesslon are to be returned
play.
Any subsequent play
for
and are to be cleposlted into his River Roclt PGF account
pald
be
out
after appropriate
wlll
must be tracked in detail and only verlfled winnings
win chips
policy
non'verlffed
states
caslno
current
site managerlal approval, Althorrgh
wlth Mr'
only
occasion
one
thls
on
exception
an
wlll
make
we
are not accepted lnto PGF
SHA.

r

he has removed frorn the
Shoulcl Mr, SHA lnclicate he wants to cash out any of the chips
Casino that request shall be refused'

e

nt unsatisfactory,
lf M r. SHA finds redem ption of the ch ips for play via hls PG F accou
person
wlth him to
please notify me so that BCLC security can arrange to meet in
discuss thls matter ln further detall'

r

for Mr' SHA stlll apply'
All current condlgons prohlbttlng un-sourced cash and chips

gamlng purposes then
lf Mr, SHA was lndeed the orlginal purchaser of these chlps for
gamble
wlth'
to
them
uslng
he should be csmfortable

BCLC

I i \lrr',1 5llllr(r'r :'ll r{'l
X,riltlootrs, n(: ViC lf1

' Iir, t]?lr 550rr
, ,',,U.tr26 t1t-t'!l
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r
t

liJ{?

rni.J.'r []r." V:;l,l llAtt

[(l,l

2 I ri

ou'l'l

ril.l.l.i31, {:.li?.1

feels

should you
greatly appreclate your cooperatlon and understanding' Please contact me directly
wlsh to discuss further'
I

Regards

Ross Alderson
BCLC

Director Anti-Money Launderlng & Operational Analysis

Cc: Brad Desmarals, Vice Presldent, Caglno & Communlty Gaming' BC
BC
Rob Kroeker, Vlce Presldent, corpora e Securlty & Compliance'
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Kim
From:
Sent:

to:
Cc:

SuhJect:

lli

Len.

Ross

Ross Alderson
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 8:37 AM
'Meilletrr, Len FIN:EX'
'Dickson, Derek FIlrl:EX'; Douglas Mayer
RE: HousewifelStudent occupations

Will do.

Alderscn CAMS

Dlrector, l\ML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, VSM OAG

Personal information

Personal information

---Original Message--From: Mellleu r, Len Fl N :EX Imailto:
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 201"6 8:18 PM
fo: Ross Alderson
Cc: Dlckson, Derel< Fllrl:EX; Mayer, Douglas FIN:FX
5u bject; Rer 11 ousewife/Student occu pations

Personal information

Thanks Ross. please advise Derek as to whom those players are as we have an interest in this. Thanks very muchLen

Sent frorn my iPad

On Mar L,ZOL6,at 7:08 AM, Diclaon, Derek FIN:EX <DPersonal information

>>

wrote:
Thanks Ross,

From: Ross Alderson Imailto:RPersonal information
Sent: Monday, February 29,2Q16 3:29 PM
To: Dlckson, Derek Fll\:EX
Cc:

Mellleur, Len FIN:EX

Subject; FW: Housewlfelstudent occupatlons
Hi Derek,

Below is a copy of an email I dislributed to Casino 5P today.
volume or high
We have approx, 6g persons either in one of the two categories "Student" or "Flousewife" that are high
value players,
Since the RRCR UFT review, many are now being hiehllghted that were not before.
players as a result of this exerclse'
I would expect in the coming weeks we will have more un-sourced funds conditions on
Just wanted to keep you (and ten) ln the loop Regards

Ross Alder'son CAMS
1
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604 225 6488

Personal information

FromlRoss Alderson
Sent; Msndav, February 29,2016 3:20 PM
To: Greg Pattisonj Shauna Gillespie; Patrick Ennis; 'Dennis Anterine';
Personal information
rsea rs@
Personal information
'j nijja r@
Personal information
r:nrithPersonal information o,
Cc: Garth Pieper; l(ris Gade; Bruno Gatto; Daryl Tol;tenham; Kevin Sweeney
5u bject: Housewifelstudent occu pations
Good afternoon,
Recerrtly a number of patrons on hacl Lheir iTrak profile amended as a result of a request by BCLC for further details, (copy
at bottom of email) These patrons allfall into the category of having an occupation listed as eiLher "Student" or
"Housewlfe."
The patrons selected for further review are all prolific players {in a business relationship with BCLC) whom have no further
irrforrnation available as to their source of wealth.
At this time there are no restrictions or conditions enforced orr any of the players'
We would ask our service partners to assist BCLC in oblaining information and prcviding it to BCLCAML Specialist Daryl
TOTTENI-lAM at dtottenham@bclc.com<mailto:dtottenham@bclc,com> so the patrons details can be updated,
Should a patron refuse to provide any further details whiclr would assist BCLC in confirming their source of wealth then
please also provide that information to the same ernail address and a review of the circumstances will be undertalcen for
ne)* steps.
Many thanks l'or your assistance
RosE

Alderson

For housewlfe enlries:
20L6-Feb-27 BCLC Directive: On next visit please obtain name of sponse and employment/company infor'mation to assist
in confirming source of wealth, Please advise writer by email when contact is made and infortnal;ion is obtalned, Daryl
Tottenham BCLC AML Unit
For student entries:
2016-Feb-27 BCLC Directive: On next vislt please obtain family/spouse information and employment/conrpany
information to assist in confirming source of wealth. Plea,se advise writer by email when contact is made and information
is obtained. DarylTottenham BCLC AML Unit
Ross Alderson CAMS

Director, AMI- & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compllance Divisiorr, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, VSM 046 T

Personal information

Personal information

2
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This emall is lntended only for the addressee, lt rnay contain Eonfidential or pr'oprietary informatton that ca'nnot be
disclosed without BCLds permlssiori. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender imrnedlaiely and

delete the email.

3
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Anti Mone

Launderins ( AML) Protocol
for Conditions & lnterviews

Backqround
This document is to set out expectations around BCLC's AML program in light of the number of
interviews and conditions placed on Casino Patrons slnce July 20L5. lt is to be used as a supportlng
document to The BCLC Investigations Protocol far Educatlng, Warning, lmposing Conditlons or

Barring Patrons distributed to Caslno Service Providers in April 20L5'
of BCLC's AML Program, BCLC may at times place certaln conditions or requirements on
patrons. All decisions must be evidence based and consistent with BCLC's AML risk based approaclr,
These actions may be related to a unique event, or as a result of monitoring business relationships,
and should be consistent with "Know Your Custome/' (KYC) and "Customer Due Diligence
program"(CDD) expectations as per the FINTRAC guidelines and the Proceeds of Crlme Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA).
As part

When BCLC receives credible information regarding a patron or a particular source of funds that
placing
BCLC deem to be of high risk then BCLC will IMMEDIATELY act on that information inclrrding
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condltions on play. Decisions on AML related conditions wlll be rnade by elther, the BCLC Directorr
AML & Operatlonal Analysis or th€ BCLC Director of Compliance & lnvestlgatlons or designates,

Addltlonal Suspicious lndicators warrantlna Condltions end/or lnterview.
Behaviour, activity or conduct of a patron identified as an Antl"Money Laundering associated risl(
lncludes the followlng suspicious indicators:
Patron buys in predominately in cash particularly using small bills
Patron's occupatlon is not consistent wlth buv in's, either the amount or type of buy in
Patron refuses to provide information regarding occupation or employer
Patron receives cash deliveries or cash exchanges
patroR buys chips uslng cash and leaves the facllity with no or little play
Patron attends Casino with large amount of un-sourced chips'
patron ls lnvolved in chip passlng consistent with a commerclal nature
pertaininBto
BCLC recelve information from an outside agency? including Law Enforcement
patron
the
suspiclous behavior lnvolvlng

ln these circumstances interviews will be conducted by BCLC hvestigators as per Page 7 of The
BCLC

tnvestigations Protocol for Educatlng Warnlng, Sanctioning or Barrlng Patrons (dated April

16, 2015) which specifies the following;

"When the behaviour, activity or conduct af a patron is, or possibly is, ldentified as an Anti-Money
Laundering assocloted rlsk and it is necessary to sattsfy the requlrements of FINTRAC regulatians
and gulclellnes, BCLC Corporate Security ond Complidnce will dtrect a BCLC lnvestigator to conduct
dn intervlew of the Patron,
Patron lnterview obiectives may be to determine:
- source of funds, and ar;
- employment /comPanY, and or;

- other information as needed'

ts the lntervlew, the following are possible outcomes:
pstron is permitted to cantinue play
- conditions/ restlctlons are placed on the patron
Subsequent

-

-

BCLC

Provlncisl bdrring"

Condltlons that mav be lmplemented asalnst thq patron prlor to, or subseouent to an lntervlew
are-Eglqflqtugi

- Not permitted to play wlth un-sourced chips,
- Not permitted to play with un'sourced funds,
- No chip passing of a suspicious nature (commerclality)
- No play utilizing a thlrd party to rnake bets
- Outright ban

sTRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL|

ftr

lntamrl ECLC dlsosslon only-

bale
plsylnt lt dghl
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Once conditions are placed against the patron, the 5P will be notified, and the patron wlll be
monitored on a regular basis by BCLC lnvestigations and the BCLC AML Unit, The BCLC AML Unlt wlll
maintain a master flle contalning all actions taken and date of action taken,
lf the patron atternpts to circumvent the conditions placed agalnst them, a BCLC Provincial Barring
wlll be considered at that time. lf a patron refuses to be interviewed condltions will remain

indefinitely.
The patron will be advised of thls process, including future expectations, through the interview with

the designated

BCLC

lnvestigator,

Dlrector of Compliance & lnvestigatlons and Director of AML & Operational Analysis, or
deslgnates will review the patrons behavior at their discretion (or after a minimum of six (6)
months) to deternrlne iflwhen any of the condltlons can be removed or should remain ln place.
BCLC

As per BCLC Director AML & Operational Analysis letter to Service Provlders dated September 11,
2015

,'When there dre reasonable grounds to believe players qre willingly assoclated wlth crimlndlity
they will be banned outright, When there are reasonable grounds to belleve players may be unwtitlngty dssociated wlth crimlnality, they wttt he banned lrom buylng in with any un'sourced
as
financlal Instrument untl! the source of thot instrument can be reasonahly confirmed
legitlmate,"

Ross Alderson

BcLc Dlrsotor, AML

& OperationalAnalysis

Octsber 14, 2015

(approved via email)
Rob KROEKER

Vice Presldent, Corporate Security & Compllance
Ootober 21 , 2015

STRICTLY CANFIDENTIAL; For lntomal BOLc dlrcusrlon only.

bele
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Refused Cash Buy-in (by Site) Directive
Created and implemented October 6th, 2016

Purpose
To establish a protocol to ensure a consistent apptoach in dealing with patrons that
have been denied a cash buy-in by a service provider due to suspicious activity. lt is the
expectation of BCLC that when a patron is observed conducting a cash buy-in and
suspicious behaviour is observed by staff, that buy-in should be refused and a UFT fite
should be created to clocument the attempted buy-in.
To ensure the patron does not attend another service provider location and attempt to
buy-in with the same cash, (as the staff would likely not have l<nowledge of the previous
suspicious behaviour), a protocol has been established that all $ervice providers shall
adhere to. Any cash buy-in which has been refused by any site for suspicious
behaviour shall not be accepted for buy.in at any location until authorized by the
BCLC AML Unit.
BGLC DIRECTIVE:
lf a patron has been denied a cash buy-in for suspicious behaviour, a UFT file
shall be created in ltral< to document the incident including patrons involved,
vehicles involved, and nature of the suspicious behaviour. Please ensure the
synopsis comments include the phrase "REFUSED CASH BUY-IN" when the file
is first created.
An entry shall be made in the patron profile comment section indicating the
refUsecl buy-in, amount, date, time and include the phrase "Refused cash buy-in
as per BCLC Directive''.
Please forward an email with the file number and synopsis to alrtl@bclc.com

Upon receiving notification of a refused buy-in incident the BCLC AML Unit will conduct
an investigation into the circumstances of the file. Any subsequent action to be taken
with the patron will be docurnented in their profile by the AIVL Unit.
Your continued cooperation is greatly appreciated. Please contact me by email or cell if
you have arry questions or concerns with this directive.
Daryl Tottenham, Manager
BCLC AML Frograms
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FINTRA1 REQUESr(Fecelved VIA EMAIL at 14:17 hrc an January 13' 2016)

January 13,2016
Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Seourity and Compliance Division
BCLC (British Columbia Lottery Corporation)
2940 VirtualWaY
Vancouver, British Columbia V5M OAG
Dear Mr. Alderson,

subject: BCLC Voluntary self-Declaration of Non compllance (vsDoNc) - unflled
Susplclous Transactlon RePorts

As a follow-up to our meetlng with you and Rob l(roelter at oLrr FINTRAC oflices on
Decernber 23, 2015, we are ilriting tb seek further clarifisation on the VSDONC BCLC
to file regarciing unfiled suslicious transactiono reports,speciflcally, as discussed
Jrifng toOayt te]econierence with you, here ate a list of points BCLC needs to address
in its srrbmission with regards to the V$DONC:

*"ni"J

name to
WSat clate or range of dates tlre non-compliance occurred and confirm a contact
resolve the issue.

.

How and why did the incident(s) occur?

,
.
.

How and when did BCLC discover the problem?
What aclion has been taken io remedy the non-compliance issue?

why, as part of BCLC's required compllance proglam, a review of ite policies and
procedures did not identify the problem?

.

period in
What was the total number of reports whlch were not liled, during the
question?

.

When does BCLC expect to correct the non"complianoe issue?

FINTftffC requests that BCLC sends its written rosponse to. FINTRAC on or before

j"nrriy

plan outlining
Zg, Zbf O, Moreover, we request that you prorrlde us with an action
program'
compliance
in
its
deficiency
iemedy
the
to
will
take
*flui*tup"'SCLC n"t or

you wish to discuss any aspect of
FINTRAC appteciates your assistance ln this matter. lf
this issue,.please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

1
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REPORT CONTENT
FrifrRAc
,1. What clate or range of dates the non-compliance occurred and confirm

a

contact name to resolve the lssue.
BCLC's Respsrnse
BCLC firet identifiec.l the issue on November 2,2015. Since that time, BCLC has:

i.

Begun methoclically examining historical River Rock Casino Resort (RRCR)
Large Cash Transaction (LCT) records one month at a tinle; and

ii.

$ince November 2, 2015 ls reviewing all daily RRCR LCT records, As of January

28, 2016 BoLC has completed a review of all RRCR LCT records dated front
March

1

,

2015 to Present daY.

BC1C cannot confirm the originating date of the non-compliance until all records are
reviewed, BCLC has aslqed RRCR to provide all record$ dating back to September 30,
2014 at this stage, All RRCR hard copy records are stored off site after two months.
Ross ALDERSON, BCLC Direclor, AML & Operational Analysis is the contact to resolve
the issue.

FTNJRAC

2.
3,

How and why did the incident(s) occur?
How and when did BGLC dlscover the problem?

BGLC's Response
ln €arly November, 2015, BCLC AML unit conducted a review of buy in documentatlon
for RRCR, specifically for the date of Oct 30th 2015.

This review was initially undertsken to investigate a specific patron. ln the course of the
review, it was noted that there were two (2) large cash buy in's wltich occurred on Oct
30th that appeared to be unusual in nature:

l.
li,

$50,000.00 consistlng of 2000 x $20 bills and 100 x $100 bills: and
$200,000.00 conslsting of mixed denominations including 4000 x $20 bills.

The established process requires service providers, in addltlon to submltting a LCT, to
record these transactions as an "Unusttal Financial Transactiott" (UFT) on the BCLC
casino t€porling system ('lTRAlC) which would then trigger a review of the transaction by

BC1C0015482.18
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properly recorded
the BCLC lnvestigations Department, Since the transactions Were not
as unusual, a BCLC review was not undertaken'

This non-reporting of the two transactions as llnusual was inconsistent with BCLC
As
Service Provider AML training and instructions on how to identify suspidious activity'

a

resultr BCLC clirected RRCR on November 2, 2015

to file utlusual

Financial

Transactiort reports ("UFTs") for the two identified transactions'

october 31 and
BCLC fur-ther required RRCR to provide the large cash bUy in sheets for
1,2015 and directed RRCR to provide all large cash buy in sheets to BCLC
November

on a daily basis for a secondary rQVieW until fUrther notice. Tho large cash buy in sheets
anel Casino
are the working paper$ used by the cash cages at the site lo record all LCTs
Disbursenrent RePorts (CDRs)'

lnitially, BCLC was told by RRCR staff that it was their understanding that:
They were not required to screen any caslt buy-ins under 50K as suspicious; and
i.

ii.

That any large buy-ins in larger clenominations srlch as $50 or $100 bills were
or
not regarcled as suspicious if the patrop had a documented source of wealth,
was historically a high limit player'

FINTRATC

4.

what action has been taken to remedy the non-complianco lssue?

BCLC's Response
Since November2,2015, BCLC has:

i.

Required RRCR to provide all large cash buy in sheets to BCLC for daily revlew;

ii.

Met with Great Canadian Gaming Cdrporatlon (GCGC) Surveillance

and

compliance senior Management on November 9,2015 to discuss the findings
and subsequ€nt information relating lo reporting requirement$ 6nd suspicious
transaction reporting ln particular, At the meeting:

a.

RRCR claimed there was confusion over roporting expectations and that
RRCR bel6ved lhey were under a hlstorical direction which exempted them
from reporting buy ins under $50K, and other buy ins that involved larger
denominations for known Playersi

b,

BCLC reinforced that a thresholcl approach was inconsistent with BCLC's
AML training, policies and procedures and was contrary to the regulatory
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2014, BCLC updated the service Provider on-line AML

training cour€e. All new and existing gaming employees were required to
complete that course in 2014 including staff at RRCR. There is no mention of
thresholcls in that course or any other previor.rs version of lhat course.

c,

Boli organizations agreed to review lheir records in an effort to determine if
any written dlrection supporting RRCR's claimed understanding of suspicious
transaction reporting could be found.

iii.

Due to RRCR's statecl €rroneous understanding of thresholcls, an internal review
of RRCR LCT recorrls for the entire month of October 2015 was conducted by
BCLC Corporate Security $enior Management'

iv,

on

November 13,2015 BCLC sclreduled

a meeting for

December 23 with

FINTRAC at the Vancouver FINTRAC office'

v,

19, 2015 BCLC Corporate security senior Management met with
GCGC Surveillance ancl compliance senior Management to discuss the
preliminary findings of ihe BCLC October LCT review. BCLC had identifiecl 29

on November

LCTs which shoulcl have been submitted to BGLC as uFTs for review. GCGC
was aclvised that there appeared to bo a systemic issr'te at RRCR of ttnder
reporting UFTs. BCLC directed that all RRCR Operational staff receive face to
face remedial AML training, Attendance was mandatory for all surueillance, cage
and Casino floor staff.

vi.

on

November 26, 2015 BCLC's review

of RRCR LC'ls for October

was

completed and BCLC confirmed its preliminary findings. ln total, 29 RRCR LcTs
for Octobsr should also have boen submitted to BCLC as UFTs for review'

BCLC determinecl that of those 29 LCTs, 19 Suspicious Transaction Reports
(sTRs) were requirecl to be subrnitted to FINTRAC. (NOTE: ln tlrose cases
where multiple LCT records for the same palron were found in lhe same month
they were included on the same STR')

vii,

On November 27, 2A15, BCLC sent a letter to GCGC fonnally notifying them of
their non-compliance with BCLC AML policy and procedures'

viii-

During the week of Dec 14-18, BCLC AML Specialists provided face to face
remedial AML tralnlng at RRCR for 79 employeBs including all Surveillance'

Gage and Table staff. The training reinforced that there was no monetary
threshold for reporting of unusual or sttsplciotts transactions'

on

Decembe

r

21, 2015, given the information to date, BCLC made the declsion

ro revisw all LCTs at RRCR back to sept 30, 2014, which ooincided with the
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regulatory examinalion. The review is

ongoing.

The Review Process con"sisfs of lhe follawing melhodology:

a.

A fttll month of LCT btty

b,

The tlrcp shoets arc reviewad by

ht's Qr "drap

sheels'ate pinterl ont;

a

BCLC AML Specr,a/ist. The reviewer

conslr/ers /aclors suefi as wltelher the lransaction may have originally been
relalecJ to

a PGF

account, an alectrcnic ftutd trcnsfer,

a bank

draft, or cash

volumes:

c.

Reviewet then conslders clanontinatians ancl cash volume for ffiose LCIs
given w|Ell wouftl ba

a

reasonah[e amotatt

of snall

and larye ltills avaltable

throttglt ATM1, Globaloasl?, and logitimate bankitrg so(/rces for llmse playors
witlr tho sot,rce of wea ltlt to supporl lhose l:tly'tits;

r!.

Reyl'ewer then consiclers the ocwpation af the patron af the lmnsaclion to
detannine if the ocr11pation cottlcl generate rsvanue to sttpport llte amount of

the fransacttbn, antl there ware no offier susplciotts it'rdicatOrs, Whether il
would he rod,$onable to suggesl the money slenrnrec/ from the patrcn's
occupatiott.

e.

Ihe patmn's profli/e is rcviewecl to detennine if a LIFT was already assoclafed
to tlrc LCT transactiou anc| if it can be cletorntined lhat tha "buy in" uuas l/te

a

proviotts whls. Reviewer consldets inrlicators inclttding: PGF
players wllo hsve cleviaterl from PGF ilse anrl usod cash; sporadic cash ltttylns well abovs thair normal playing rango; or playing at a lovel we// ltr excess

resu/l of

of occ up ation a/ oxPeclalions'

f.

When there is no spparent evidonce to support a finding that lhe lransaction

rI ITRAK and a sIR is submitted.
incictent flle, a sIR reporl t's filecl with F/NTRAC

was nol unusLta!, a IJFT incidenf rs crcaled

upon comltletion of aach

willtin lhe 30-day repoiing perior! of the lransactiort belng idenlified and an
electronic copy is held in Custont Forms.

g.

All reports 8t1d corrcepond,ng notes are documanlsd in hard copy and held
by BCLC for FINTRAC audit review'

ix.

December 23, 2015, BCLC Senior Management met with FINTRAC Regional
Compliance Senior Management ancl ECLC briefed FINTRAC on the issue and

on

the information that was known up to that date'
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and
BCLC has reviewecl tlre compliance Manual of GCGC (created in 2012)
for
noted that it specifically slates on page 18 that there are no thresholds

for
suspicious transactlon reporting. similarly, the training deck used by GCGC
in-person AML training conductecl between May 27-June 6, 2013 clearly states
there are no thresholds related to suspicious transactions'

xl

witlt
GCGC reports to BCLC lhat it is their recollection that duting a discussion
GpEB sometime in 2010 or 2011 GPEB told GCGC that ihey did not need to

submit reporls relating to suspicious activity to GPEB for lransastions under
supporting thls
$50,000. GCGC reports that it has no records or documenlation
oral direction.
xll.

has
BCLC has also conductecl a searclt lor records related to this issue, BCLC
found any policy directive, memorandum, training material or any other

not

or
record instructing service providers that they are not required to assess
for
othenivise screen transactions under $50,000, or any other transaction,

indicators of being a suspicious transaction. BCLC policies and training material

clearly state that there are no thresholds relatod

to stlspicious

transaction

reporting.

xIr

by
BCLC has located an e-mail from late November 2010 which makes mention

aGCGCemployee,ofareporteclinteractionbetweentheDirectorofSrrrveillance
of GCGC, ancl GPEB rogarcling the amount of $50,000 and the reporting of
no
suspiciotrs transactions. The information in the e-mail is anecdotal and
BCLG
member of GPEB is included on the e-mail distribution' GPEB has advised

that it has no recotd of the discussion taking place,

xiv

A former BCLC Corporate security Manager is involved in the email chaln and
another
appears to ltave had knowledge of a meeting taking place' His email to
buy
caslr
BCLC employee states that GPEB has requested reports for all large
ins over $50,000 in $20 bills.

xv.

former
BCLC has also locatecl an e-mail from September 2011 in which the same
in BCLC Corporate security, in response to a BCLC employoe emall,
manager

indicates awareness ol a $50,000 threshold at RRCR'

xvt.

other
BCLC has teviewed large cash buy in sheets and UFTs records relatecl to
had
have
large cash transactions are routinely experlenced and

caslnos whore
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sPoken to the
documented conversations with site management and/or
issues at these
surveillance and cage staff. BCLC has not found similar
propeilies and at this time it appears that the underreporting of UFT's is isolated
to the RRCR.
FINTRAC

5.

of its pollcles
Why, as paft of BcLC's requlred conrpllance Program' a revlew
and proc€dures clid not identify the problom?

BGLC's Responso
reviews of LCTs at all BC
BCLC has docurnented procedures to conduct random monthly
while the
gaming properties. At most properties a 100% sample size is reviewed montlrly

at 10% of all LCTs' This
sample size for the five largest Lower Mainland casinos is set
and the Hard Rock
includes the facilitles at RRCR, Grand Villa, Edgewater, starlight
not
LCTs are reviewed seqrrentially so that the filBs are random and

casino Resort.

the month' they would
chosen by the investigator. Example: lf a sile had 600 LCTs lor
review60LCTsbypicl<ingastartpointandreviewingthenext60LCT's.

to ensure
The LcTs are reviewecl for completeness, compared to the tracking sheet
proper docttments are attached to
amountE, times and dates are all correct ancl that the

in ITRAK or
each LCT. Tho reviews however clid not include reviewing circumstances
matching and confirming UFT reports to LCTs'
mistakes found, confirmation
After the LCT review, a roport is created to document any
to who made the error so that
that identified issues w6re corrected and documentation as
and corrective training
repetitive mistakes can be trackecl to the person making the errors
undertaken.

by BCLC operational
A secondary ranclom review is also condr.rcted on a quarterly basis
site per quarter, lf a
Gaming eompliance who review a maxintum of 50 LCTs at each
the sample size'
signilicanl issue is identified, the compliance officer will increase
reported as a UFT'
BCLC clld not conduct spectfic reviews into whetlrer an LCT was
prooesses and is in the
since November ?,20',15 BCLC has reviewecl its internal audlt

proc€ssofimplementingchangesdesignedtohelppreventanddetectanyfuture
consulted on these
reoccrtrrence of this matter. Both FINTRAC and GPEB will be
clranges.
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BCLC also utilizes bi-annual AML Program audits conducted by professional independent

extemal auditors to confirm its compliance with requirements and to help identify any
gaps in its regime. None of tlrese reviews detected the problem.

BCLC has undergone

a

number of AML lelated reviews and audits conducted by

regulalory agencies between 201 1 and

2015. No previous reviews had delected the

problem.

ln summary, while BCLC conducts a numbor of compliance revlews thls has not lncluded
matching and confirming UFT reports to LCT5 by reviewing circumstances in ITRAK.
BCLC relies on the Service Provider to identify and report unusual financial transactions.
Controls are now being developed and implemented by BCLC that will check and confirm

that the Servico Proviclers properly screening transactions and submitting UFTs where
appropriate.

BCLC believes that training, policy or proceduree were not the primary contributing faetor

to RRCR's tecent non-compliance but, rather RRCR's failure to follow

established

proceclures. Even if RRCR is correct about historical discussions, all BCLC AML written

procedures, the GCGC Compliance Manual and training materials, and BCLC AML
training providecl to RRCR for the past several years have provided clear direction that
lhere is no reporting threshold,

FINTRAC

6.

What was the total number of retr)orts which were not flled, during the period in
questlon?

BCLC's Response
As of January 28,2016 BCLC has r€viowed 100% of all RRCR LCT records between
March 1, 2015 anclOctober 31, 2015. This ls a totalof 12,138 LCT record6 (this includes

Foreign Exclmnge rccords). BCLC has identified and submitted an addilional 185
Suspicious Transaction Reports. This amounts to STRs having been submitted in relatlon

to approximately

1.50/o

of all LCT rcoords for that time period. By month, the following

$TR's have been submltted:

.
.
.
.
.

October 2015

-

19 (Total LCTs reviewed 1408)

September 2015

August 2015

-

-

36 (Total LCTs reviewed 1228)

33 (Total LCT reviewed 1652)

- 37 (Total LCT reviewed 1 581)
June 2015 - 28 (Total LCT raviewed 1339)
July 2015
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May 2015

-

18 (Total LCT revlewed1667)

April2015

-

20 (Total LCT reviewed 1444)

March 2015

-

"*'6fl-ptorumua

14 (Total LCT reviewed 1819)

FINTRAC

7.

When does BCLC expect to correct lhe non-compliance issue?

BCLGTs Resnonse

BCLC can advise that we expect to complete our review of all RRGR LCT records dating

back to September 30, 2014, by March 31, 2016. Since the originating date of the issue

ls still unknown, an estimated date for complete resolution is uncertain however BCLC
will continue to use a methodical ancl consistent approach to the review of LCT records

as set out in item 4 and will consult wilh FINTRAC as trands are identified for under
reporting as each additional month is reviewed.

FINTRAC

8.

Moreover, we request that you provide us wlth an actlon plan outlining what
stops BCLC has or wlll take to remedy the deficiency in its compllance
program.

HCLC's. Ee.suonse

BCLC's deep concern that suspiciotts transactions were not reported led lo BCLC's
immediate action to address the issue.

BCLC is particularly concerned that the non-compliance was not identified tltrough either
the routine internal or external audit and review controls that were in place,
BCLC has dedicated substantial resources to:

i.
ii.
iii.

review the circumstances of this issue;
identify contributing factors;

recommend and implement changes to controls to help prevent arty future reoccurfence:

iv.
v.
vi.
vil.

review RRCR LCT records

i

review LCT records from other Casino Properties;
provide trainlng ai other Casino Properties; and,

subrnlt STRs

to FINTMC in

accordance

the requirements and

BCLC's

obligations within the thirty (30) day r:eqrtired time period.

BCLC has also conducted remedial face to face training at RRCR in December 2015 and
consultations have been conduoted wlth the management at RRCR.
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Since the issue was identlfied at RRCR, 100% of all LCTs at RRCR are belng reviewed

daily by a member of the BCLC AML Unit. This includes 1204 transactions for November

2015 and 1062 transactions for December 2015 as well as approximately 977
transactions for January 2016 (as of January 26). Since the remedial training was
completed in December, BCLC has not found non'compliance issues of a similar nature
at RRCR,

All gaming sites in BC have been notified and reminded of their AML obllgations. BCLC
has reviewed LCT documentation trom other large casinos - to date, there is no evidenoe
thst thi6 issue has extended outside of RRCR.
BCLC has consulted with FINTRAC and BC's provincial gaming regulator, the Gaming
Policy Enforcement Branch on this matter and will contlnue to do so..

Surnrnary
BCLC

is absolutely committed to compliance with the Froceeds of Crime (Money
ln addilion to its reporting obligations to

Laundering) and Torrorist Financing Act.

FINTRAC, BCLC works with and continues to report all suspicious transactions to GPEB

and the RCMP slmultaneously so that each of lhese agencies also receive lhe
information at the same time.

I look forward to discussing this matter fufther once you have had an opportunity

to

review this report, lf you require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Thank you for your attention to this matter

Regards,

Ross Alderson CAMS
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Securlty and Compliance Division, BCLC
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Rr:dacteci RCMP
Len Meilleur
Executive Director for Compliance
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
3rd Floor, 9'10 Government Street
Victoria, B,C. V8W 1X3

bele
playing it right

RE: Proposed River Rock Casino Resort Chip Swap
Dear Len,
O

1300 hrs
nforcement to

Redacted - RCMP
BCLC were advised

@easeu

ofa

vta

Redacted - RCMP
7.1

l','i .l ii../rtu,,r:ilr,','l
Ill, V:'i: ll-"

F:ilrrln,r|],i,
:15(r

swap until

r

ljliJ f!il0

il50 iJ-,iJ.itj'-JI

further notice.

however we
It is BCLC's intent to fully cooperate with any law enforcement investigation

swap
would respectfully ask GPEB to notify BCLC as soon as practicable when the chip
can again proceed.

?illl Viltr,1l \'/'tv
V,rrrcttu,.ir, l1{: V1!l l 0,i{;

r

bu

I :jl!, (r!.1:l

bU

i.Ji',

li.l:r.l

of
There are inherent risks and liabilities for BCLC with the current outstanding volume
nnCn Ss,OOo.00 chips. There are also a number of cost and logistical considerations to
consider in successfully executing the chip swap'
possession of
One of the key objectives for the chip swap was. to identify individuals in
process. This may
Ngh uo[r"rbf $'O,0O0.OO chips through the chip return interview
n""or" more difficult with the delay, pirticularly with there now being increased visibility
into the project.
chips are
Additionally there remain concerns that the outstanding volume of $5,000'00
which in
beinq utilizld for illegal activity including within illegal common gaming hous_es,
iep"utational"damage fbr BCLC should a large volume of BCLC chips be
found at one of these facilities.

i; iliJ;;"se

in this
BCLC would appreciate the continued support and consideration frotn GPEB
matter.

Kind Regards

Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
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14 JanuarY, 2016
Resort'

ai River Rock Casino
a chiP swaP ooeration
conduct
will
BCLC
Januarv 12,2016'
1 B' 2016
Man agement on
On MondaY JanuarY
was shared with RRCR
procedure for
(RRCR) This proiect
variance to PGF
to allow a TEMPORARY
BCLC has agreed
To assist in the oPeration
as outlined below'
Account
officers for
ChiPs Back to PGF
by BCLC Compliance
and will be Leviewed
procedure
is a temPorarY
policY at anY point.
Please note this
can rescind this temPorarY
BCLC
comPliance'

GENERAL

1.1

;:llidi#:3.:lilj:H:3:}:::f,.ilI,:-il".r;..:l,5iJ'll].fij?il::liilfiJloJJ.o.n.
account'
1.1

1

Funds Account holder;
a Patron Gaming
The player must be

1i2ilff :",,S::f ;:lii:"i"i"i:i;:1"#?i["-$li:1Xi1'fi
1

2

1l; J ; il:

tliffiSlixT

J;1"1:"11'&'

:""ilresmusthave

939*o
i,:$"iff [$l5; r:i'::I]::lff

13fi?;J;1$x:ffi3?,"#ff[x1$x"*'ffiYf,:$J[:ffe'Xiffi;:::ln*beencompreted

2

PROCEDURES

;i"''{fl

fitiflii,ry:'1','::i11[;glh:*"i*:+#nift
PlaYer before
2'

1

.1 :iff,"::j.r:5Js"[il:'|"1fi
2

2'1

.3

:"':#,*l*["n'"iln]r*'
with

Pl

U"n''"d

i'O'

*ill

ffi i3,:??#.

be returned anO

"nt"'"0

fr

il:i:

il:ii"jffiJetion,

account;
back into the PGF

to and

?l3l?I;i?1fi?if,lents
[:il,?;yg;l ::::l,i[T#"1f*:1j[tshatl count each denomination of
Dealer Supervisor ""Ol'"*''
2.2 Dealer' *itt"'"uO by
2.1

chips'

2.3

"

--^^'th"ih.Dealerandplayer'shallnote'onthetrackingsheei:
by the Dea
witnessed
Dealer Supervisor'
2,3.1

Datei

2.3.2

Time;

bel
r
t)layinq it
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2'3.3
2'3.4

2.3.s
/'r a

*'"62'3

PlaYer's nameisignature

Table game number;
Number and denominati?rl gl

::"lrils 3ll J.:,'. J]t$:i;l?il'iil:',:*li$;
g's?kffyff1':f,:lfilTn""f i|lT;iH';i#; ui-sourced ctrips

2'3'5a
23

patron prior to them
be retltrned to the
Unsourced chips must
leaving the table;

sb lltn:s";if::?:",',:ffiJi[iil'J::,l[ii,''.:3!ff.:1lH1"'"
iiie auanooneo chiP PolicY'

2.4

wiih the total and source
of chips to show agreement
sheet
tracl<ing
the
Player shall sign

2.5

shall be notified'
and Cage Supervisor
Table Games Floor Manager

of chiPs;

2.6DealerSupervisorshallcontact.CagetodispatchaSecurityofficerwithanemptycltip

'"o,

z't ll*i*,1,.l*;T5'IJLlTii;v:'^"::::,'*'ritv
sheer'
iiJov along with the tracking

the chips into
witnessins sharr prace

ini,,fr'p

2.8

to the Cash Cage; and
The chips shall be deliverecl

z.s.lRecountedbytheCashierunderthesupervisionoftheCageSupervisor;

procedures;
PGF account using established
Brought bacl< into the
into ihe media tab'
and tracking sheet scanned
ITRAI( incident createcl
TO RESUME PLAY
FROM PGF ACCOUNT
RETURNS AND WITHDRAWS

2.8.2

2.8'3
a

PLAYER
3

i

rr

the service

ifJ ?1"f

pr:f::[:1ffiy,i"T*lifJifl;:g:'Xii:1F,5",r'i':dinfl5Ji:lX""

H'["

;iil;Jb

to r wrr e n

h

e/s

h

e a rrives

;

"i'"J

s2::::"ff;,1",1',1'x,;[xlff;::xH:H:1i,fl:'l:l':fi::'throughtheproductionof

3,3

play'
patron before commencing
to be signed by the
All appropriate paperwork

& OperationalAnalysis
BCLC Director AML

belt

playing it rigl

2
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& COMPLIANCE
GORPORATE SEGURITY PLAN
OP

bele

FILE NUMBER:

DATE:
NAME:

JanuarY 18,2016

Chip SwaP OPeration

BACKGROUND
reviews or
Daily chip riability
ot
subitantial shortage
13.6 million'

tf...3,,t1;,11'?r'":?li,i'ffilr'Jfi::':',lfii:iffilv'1ff"t'l[iil:3::T}"oo'
4'2016'reveared

a shortage or

'unuu"
rhe most,e*11 d9:yjlilr"ifA'3d;[,o"#.Til:[?il;ii#1f,'fl
*-:.
million wonn oI nnv
$4,2'to,ooo

^, *^ ".

of servicing i,1,.::1"J"X"b:l
,n circuration for reasons

f;lt

"

to the safetv of
**{11*t*ntg,1u**"''*,*l*fiif,##,l*,Trui*';'s:nused.
f :Jtil'"x

,*",j;;1
BcLc a,so o"l,:,'"^ c
those in Possession

rhis arso p9:"?

;xl.?ffi:'"?Ti'J3:iilfl$: 'ffi?'fflff

i"fi:ti

if

amount or outstandins
corumbia as this

i.i::J:f iJfl,ll',t; lX"r3ffilfli"i$l?JlBritish

chiPs could be vtewe

oBJEcTlvE
1.

2'

3

chip'
a new RRc $5000
'r -!:^
in circulation
^irnrrletior'l with
is r'^
that
chip
RRC $5000
To replace the current
chip'

'

the current RRC $5000
2016 render valueless
On February 1't

"fi?Jl^lf

ro imprem"*f:::i3ii'rHJ,i:H?13 ["fS':"ff:;JJl;[i'i'ffi:":$ilil'l;il|J"HX
mitigate the removat ^ut'l' iili'iit" i"uets'

*J*iffi;;ffi
;-:.**
-.
an.
^
alternative

Io

Pr

svsr rr

*Temporary RRC

'.r-r

poticy witl

r? !;J

*ffi*nr:

pt#?f.:

h

e acc' u n'i as a

c as

!"",:il,'finf""H,il3:'""(RRc)

in possesstot' "',
notifying patron"

2' Those in possession of

the RRC

h

lhepnerioc! of this project
for the
' '^ s' '^ar! fnr
be introduced

'.:'"l;;ffi"il,3;;];;d***t*:ii,:"fl,,.,T,?ilfi
"

*'r'i

'llli?"'"

the
31't, 2016, to return
midnight January
,:,-^
.^,,,, have
rrave ut
until
-:^^'
will
$5000 chips

chiPs
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( Continued)
OPERATIONAL PLAN

3.

to
unable to attend RRC tlrat wishes
or Barred, or otheruvise
the
Excluded
through
Self
BCLC
VoluntarY
email
is
or
AnYone that
BCLC on 1-866'8 15-0222
calling
bY
ments
return chiPs can make arrange
BCLC.com Customer support Portal
chips in their
to coordinate the return of
to BCLC Corporate Security
disPatched
be
will
case
A
possession.

4.Anyonereturningchipvaluesof$l0,000ormoreisprocessedinaccordancewithFINTRACreporting
requirements'

sone(1)BCLClnvestigatorwillbeondutyfrom0g00hrs.to2400hrs.eachclay,startingJanuarylB,
ior o't6 JanuarY 31, 2016'
Anassessmentoftheprojectwillbe,.conductedonJanuary2S,2016,tocletermineiftheprojectwill
or be concluded'
continue until lanuar*y

5i'

zor

o

ot inierest or wihen the circumstances
BCLClnvestigatorswillbeavailalrelo.g.o^lductinterviewsofpatronsreturninglargequantitiesofchips
suspiciou,
a
the return involves

"ir.uilJt"n;;";;'b,""ft

when
otherwise dictate'

6.Anyunknownin.dividualreturningvaluesof$l0,000ormorewillbesubjecttoaninterviewbyBCLC
personnel'
Compliance
Corporate secunty'anJ

T.Anyknownindivjdualreturningvaluesof-$50,000ormore,willbesubjecttoaninterviewbyBCLC
personnel'
Corporate

8

Anvone

S"""ny

untt Compl'iance

iqe"!l?9,tffit1Hjff,11fb:Ji?t;hl;J:;'f[:ffiiJ:liJil1ffil'3n 3i"'3$ 8;?irelYlino

multiPle times wl

'#;i'tt

ano comPtiance Personnel'

g,Anyonereturninglargequantitig-^9lRl?$5000chips,whenapplicable,aSuspiciousTransaction

"

lnvestigators'
R;'p;'t *itt oe surmi[ted by BCLC

TNTERPRETERS

,cate

with in

of these
ltisanticipatedthatmanythatwillbe-interviewedwillrequire,aninterpretertocommunl.
t" Jn interpiei"i proficient in each'
r"ngulb;l;"."tt
River Rock
cintonese
the
at
or
;u"it'ut"
bt
either the rvranoaiin

languages *i' o"'i"iriiJ'ouring the interviews'
present at
Casino to Oe pnyti"aliy
att

"p"ffi;;illuo

"i*''"'

il;;!;;

1'FirstconsiderationistobegiventomakingarequestforaninterpretertoanondutyRiverRock
employee'
Rocl<
Manager to utitize a River

2'lfaRiverRockemploy"gj:lgl.lY"ilableinthelarrguagerequiredBCLCoptionsareavailable
hours:
HnonaaY

to FridaY' daY-shift
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As a last resod the services of Mosaic Translation Services can be utilized:

MOSAIC Translation Services:
Monday to Friday 8:00am - 5:30pm - 604-254-8022
Afterhours line - 5:30pm - 4:00am - 604'254-8617.
Saturday/ Sunday/ Statutory Holidays

-

afterhours line - 604-254-8617.

OPERATION DURATION

A public announcement that those in possession of the RRC $5000 chips have until midnight January 31't
ZOt O

to return the chips to the RRC in exchange for the cash value of the chips.

The period for returning the chips ends at midnight on January 31,2016'
The announcement will indicate that if the chips are not returned before midnight of January 31, 2016' the
chips will not be accepted by the RRC or any other casino in British Columbia and the chips will have no
uuiiru. AnV persons wishing io return with 'old' chips after midniglrt on January 31 , 2016 will be required to
contact ebLC on 1-866-815-0222 or email BCLC through the BCLC.com Customer support poftal
http://corporate.bclc.com/customer-support.html to arrange to speak to a member of BCLC Corporate
Security.

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS PARTICIPATION
SERVICE PROVIDERS

.

Although there is a Casino & Community Gaming Centres, Standards Policies and Procedures
prohibiling accepting another facilities chips, there will likely be an increase in attempts by individuals
io cash in tne nifC $SOOO chips at other facilities, therefore a reminder can be circulated to other
Lower Mainland facilities regarding this policy.
Sec:3-3,1 Cage

5.4

-

ChiP lnventorY

Value chips issued from a casino facility, identified by that facility's logo, may be redeemed only
within that facilitY;
3.4.1 No cross-tompany or other company (foreign) value chips can be redeemed
(cashed) bY anY casino emPloYee.
3.4.2 No crosi-cbmp'any or other company (foreign) value chips shall be accepted as a tip
bY anY casino emPloYee.

GREAT CANADIAN GAMING CORPORATION

.

For the duration of the project, Great Canadian Gaming Corporation (GCGC) will post notices
throughout the RRC informing patrons of the initiative.

Page 3
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Communication to RRC VIP Management regarding education into the process.
There may also be an increase in attempts by individuals to cash in one RRC $5000 chips on one or
multiple occasions in an attempt to avoid detection and therefore a reminder should be circulated to all
cage staff regarding this policy.

Sectlon: 1-2.3 General - FINTRAC and Anti-Money Laundering Compliance
3 SUSPECTED MONEY LAUNDERING/'SUSPICIOUS

FINANCIAL TRANSACTION'

NOTE: Please refer to the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) website,
www.fintrac.qc.ca, for the full list of the casino industry indicators for suspicious financial transactions,
3.1 Casino staff should use the following list in conjunction with that provided by FINTRAC's
guidelines to determine if an unusual financial transaction should be reported to BCLC Security
lnvestigators via their manager and an incident report created in CRS. This list is not considered
exhaustive and a common sense approach should be used at all times.
3.1.7 Client has large chip-ins af lhe table with no recent activity or history of play to
explain the source of the chips

BCLC

. Marketing strategy.
r lnternal communication for all staff awareness.
GPEB/GOVT
. Communication
SUBMITTED BY

Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
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BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Knaw your limit, PlaY within it.

Log#

Septen,ber 22,2013

331838

Brad Desmamis

Vice Pr:esident
Corpolate Seculity and Complaince
BC Lottery CotPoration
2940 ViLtual WaY
Vaucottver BC V5M 046
cheque Issttatrce
Re: BCLC Request for.Policy charrge Regalding casitro
Deal Brad:
As you know,-GPEB is eager to advauce
Tlrarrk yon for yonr pr.oposal of Septenber' 1g,3013.
inci'sased pLrbiic safety ancl redr'rce the ttse of cash iu casinos'
u.,i, jropo*r in oLclel t"

;iir;

fot
analysis contained in the proposal is not cutrently suffioient
cheqnes'
ofcasino
issuanoe
to
respect
with
change
poticy
uppro"oL-in-pfinciple ofttr. Lequ"ried
arglunent that this policy will
i:ii* ur" many qriestions left unanswerecl and a conpelting
comtneuts to be in
i*r"ur. the oppoLtunity fol morrey lattndeling peLsisis. I do uot make these
youl
office i1 hopes
with
issue
this
."y *"v cLitici of yogi ptopotur.i klow-thai ihave rushecl
m'st contitltte
that
proposal
itnpoltant
an
it
is
of fincling a solgtion * rl"tiut possibte, I believe
to be coniidelecl with additional analysis'

However, the information

ancl

on the infolmation cu|rently available'
Therefor.e, despite my inability to take action basecl
as both our organizations w.olk to
GpEB is cornrnittecl to *"iinuittg this discussion and analysis
I.will not be able to participate
fo|wald,
Going
find an appropliate solutiofl in th! public il,._t_tll
like to provide brief cornmet1ts
I
wotrld
so
ancl
GPF,B
of
in these discussions us CeneLat Manag"r
on September 23"1
Government
P'ovinoial
t6e
wit6
cluties
othei
to
on
on this issue befor.e f ,noo,

"Io begin, in my view the core afgument that.crirnirrals prefer cash for anonyrnity has very
challenge to orga'ized c'ime
impoftant limits. Large amou'ts if cash can be a significant
a'd during virtually all logiti'rate
inti'dictio',
to
v'lnerable
[t is clifficuttio |ruiirfrt, is

#*r.

tlansactions it taises significant
iu,g",]1oa.rr-day
"omm"Lcial
enforcement agenoies'
law
and
FinTRAC
inciuding fiom

Mlnlstry of Flnance

Gaming PollcY and
Enforcement Branch
Asslstant DePuty Mlnister's
Otlice

and unwauted suspicion'

Mailinq Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT

Locatlon:

VICTORIABC V8W9N1

Third Floor, 910 Govornm€nl streBt
Vicloria, BC

Telephone: (250) 387'1301
Facsimlle: (250) 387-1818

Web: www'gamin g.gov.bc'ca
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tlreil goal ,,?trsl be to
accept the pL.elrise that a person wants to launclel tnoney in a casiuo,
why would tlrey
cash,
iu
retumed
lf tl',.ir. launcieling goal is to have money
that a casino is
suggestion
the
Therefole,
hancls,
theil
*uiL into a casilo? The cash is atrea*cly in
in the saure
cash
retr"tt'uitrg
when
way
goals
in
some
launilering
t'acilitating the cr.irninal's money
questionable'
is
leceived
was
denominaiions as it

lf

r,ve

;;q;;;;t*qr"'i.

If the goal of

a

c|irninal is not to launclef in a conttnott seuse, btttto use illicit ctlrl'ency to enjoy

cash baclt, and this rnay detel this
eltit'ely, ol take casino chips
money
play
out
their
io
intencl
may
iyp"
tihough a climinal
goal),
"f?ir'
an
attractive
as
thern
by
''"in
is
seen
cheque
lon.. if o u"iin.a

.urinJgu*"r, it is conceivable they woulcl prefer to t'eceive

potential types of money
Future analysis of this proposal shoulcl include considelatiotr of the
a first cttt at what the
provides
it
point,
however,
staltittg
Iaunclerer.s. The table below is rnerely a
be'
may
policy
proposed
poter,tial impact of the

Launderer Type
Climinal

ng theit'otvn

proc€eds of ct'ime

Launderer Objectives

Potential Cheque PolicY
Impact

L Playing fol enioYmeut
2. Wish to acqttire cheque

1. May deter plaY
2. Will tnake cheqtte
acquisition easier (rro need fot'

verified win) and Pot€ntia
mole launderi
encou
Criminal ltsing notn inees to
launder'

3. Wish to acquile clreqtre in
norliuees name later to be
tlarrsfen'ed through multiple
accouttts - btrsiness and

"stleet casl.t" that is the

- corningled with
other lunds etc, - to obscut'e
inal sor.tt'ce of furrds
+. Wittl to garnble, EnjoY tlre
benefit ol'gambling at a
discount due to lowet'cost of

proceeds o1'ct'ime such as

street cash.

3. Will poterrtiallY encourage
nrore molrey lattndet'ing as in

u)

personal

Legitirnately wealthY

PlaYcLs

who bLty cliscountecl ctlrrency

dlLrg dealing

4. No detelleut. MaY
ellcoutage more lattttdet'iug as
player will be able to buY
mot'e disconnted street cash
fol the next day of PlaY since
they leceived no cash back

flom casino.
wlry a decision to
While much urot'e analysis is wart'antecl, I believe the table above illustLates
an envil'onment we
in
clrange this poticy is not simple ancl coulcl.lrave ttnfot'eseeu collsequences
to fuave the
appeat's
one
olly
table,
the
in
undelstancl. In the for.rr scenat'ios noted
ao-nJf fuf fy
ancl that potential is questionable' The other thlce
fot.ntiut to cletef the money latttrcleritrg,
laundeling in BC Casinos'
molley
inclease
scenalios inclicate potentiaito

pelnrittcd lvith
is to "colottt up" to highel denonriuations (lvlrich should not be
' Unless the laundet'cr"s objective
t'are practice).
existing policY), or clean serial nutrtbet's (lvhich would be a very
a significant detellent since, (as rve
2
Notations sintilal to "Not ftorrr winnings" ale not auticiPated to act as
wins that can account fot'a PaYout, and
of
small
a
selies
are
not
there
undelstand) it is velY challenging to ltt'ove
not fully clean tlroney and the laundering mrtst contiuue
sophisticated Iaundeters will knor.v even a verified wirr does
a casitlo'
through electtorlic means aftel the initial placenient is made in
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If feasible, I would like to see this policy irnplemented in order to achieve the other benefits you
have noted in your ptoposal. Before that is possible a nrlmber of qnestions, including some
presented here, must be answeted to demonstlate the proposal will have the intended irnpact in
our effolts to prevent money laundering.
In lelation to the very desirable public safety benefit of this prnposal, I believe it is important to
note that all casino patt'ons ate now in a position to erlsul'e their own safety by utilizing the rnany
non-cash options for buy-itt, includirrg dibit cald, bank transfer ancl the patr.oir gaminf aocounts.
This new level ofpatlon safety is the product of GpEB and BCLC working togither. collaboratively on our colnmon goal, a practice I lcnow will continue. The aclditional safety of
these options should be emphasized with players buying in with large amounts of cash. Ai you
noted, custotners who buy-in with smaller amounts of cash can enjoy the safety of "convenlence
cheques" fol atnounts of$8,000 or less.
GPEB is committed to timely fact-finding and analysis witlr the help of, expert guidance in order
to form a solid and defensible base for any new policy, John Mazure, the incoming Gener.al
Managet', will work with Bill McCrea and othels on GPEB staff to continue this eifort.

I appreciate youlwot'k on this issue and assure you that GPEB is committed to continuing the
developrnent of knowledge and policy in this area.
Sincerely,

Douglas S. Scott
Assistant Deputy Minister
cc

Miohael Graydon

Jim Lightbody

BillMcCrea

3lPage
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issues with GPEB:
Timeline of events regarding communication of cash alternative

19 SEP 201-3

-

BCLC VP, CS&C,

submitted cash alternatives proposal to

GPEB

proposal in writing' declining
22SEP 2013- Assistant Deputy Minister responded to aforementioned
proposal

cohort Team engaged in teleconference with GPEB Executive Director
& Risk to discuss viability of cash
compliance Division and GPEB Executive Director Quality Assurance
Executives
alternative options, prior to presentation of proposals to BCLC
19 JAN 2015

-

BCLC UBC Sauder

Proposal to BcLc Executives
19 FEB 201-5 - BCLC UBC Sauder cohort Team presented cash Alternatives
and UBC Associate Dean of Business

principal speaking to
Cs&c, submitted concept document seeking approval in
Division'
Compliance
Director
cash rec.luction alternative strategies to GPEB, Executive
pGF accounts at the initial account opening and for subsequent
To allow cash deposits into
24 APR 2015

-

BCLC VP,

3

.

r
r
r
04

dePosits for VVIPs
To allow

wlps to

receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience cheque

without a weekly

cheque issuance limit
specific criteria'
allow PGF overdraft privileges, at no cost, to VVIPs who meet
cover
separate
under
be
dealt
to
was
EFT lnternational transfers

Io

GPESIBCLC/ CBSA/ Law Enforcement Meeting

IUN 20L5 -

to discr-tss cash alternative options

Compliance Meeting. GPEB provided update on cash alternatives' ln
the matter would be reviewed by GPEB Policy
summary that Compliance had agreed in principal and that
group,
16 JUL 2015

-loint

GPEB

&

BCLC

Executive Director strategic Policy
Email dialogue between BCLC, Director of AML and GPEB
approvals
and projects Division; BCLC requesting updates on cash alternative

6 AuG 2015

-

strategic Policy and
convenlence cheque Proposal sent to GPEB Executive Director
provided
to make an informed
information
insufficient
on
projects Division; proposal was declined based
information on:
more
wanted
GPEB
Division'
Compliance
Director
decision, response by GPEB Executive

27

-

AUG20L5

oBCLC'soutlineofthebenefits,andpotentialriskstothisoption

.

Detailed
HowBCLCaddressestheissueofsourceoffunds,providecl foraconveniencecheque'
timeframe"'
a
specific
plan required which includes questions such as "how many cheques in

rBCLCframeonthisissueshouldbearoundsafety,notaroundconvenience.
2g AUG 2015
cheq ues

-

BCLC

convenience
Director AML respondecl to the concerns raised by GPEB around

addressing the proposal
Letter sent to BCLC CEO from GPEB, Assistant Deputy Minister
from April 2015 on the 3 cash reduction alternatives'
1 SEPT 2015

-
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- Response received from GPEB Executive Director Licensing, Registration & Certification
Compliance
Division that the convenience cheque proposal was to wait until GPEB Executive Director
Division returned from vacation at the end of September'
10 SEpf 2015

1.3 NOV 2OL5

-

international

EFTS)

cs&c submitted 3 proposals (credit, delimiting convenience cheque,
to GPEB Executive Director Compliance Division. Requested also to meet in person do

BCLC Vp,

discuss these initiatives once GPEB had reviewed.

3 DEC 2015 - BCLC received response to the request submitted to GPEB on Nov 13, 2015, Response
provided on
received from GpEB Senior Policy Analyst requesting full business cases for the documents
and
credit,
transfers
convenience cheques, international
j.1 DEC 2015 - BCLC Director AML and Manager of Cash Alternatives met with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst
to discuss feedback. Result was to develop comprehensive business cases with more information'
1g JAN 2016

-

Revised Convenience cheque and lnternational Electronic Transfer Proposals sent

to

GPEB

Senior Policy AnalYst.

- Response received from GPEB Senior PolicrT Analyst requesting clarity on the information
provided and supporting documentation, Request also includes have the proposals reviewed by FINTRAC
again now that there is more information included.
28 JAN 2016

Executive
11 FEB 2016 - Met with GPEB Executive Director Compliance, GPEB Senior Policy Analyst, GPEB
again,
Cheques
EFls/Convenience
lnternational
discuss
Director Strategic Policy to

L2FEB2Ot6-Sent the revised proposals again to

GPEB

Senior Policy Analyst.

to
24 FEB ZOt6- Meeting with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst to discuss EtI /CC proposals. Made revisions
the proposals.
25 FEB 2016

26

FEB

-

Revised Proposals sent back to GPEB Senior Policy Analyst.

2Ot6- Proposals went to

GPEB Executive Director Strategic Policy

Director responds to the proposals'

23 March 20L6

-

GPEB Executive

24 March 20L6

-

Proposals get returned

to

BCLC

05 April 2016

-

Proposals returned to GPEB.

08 April 2016

-

Met with

GPEB

with request for more information.

Senior Policy Analyst to review proposals again in person'

11 April 2016 - Met with GPEB Senior Policy Analyst
19 April 2016

-

for review'

to review proposals again via phone'

proposals reviewed by BCLC corporate communications and sent back to GPEB'

proposals sent to GPEB Executive Director; request included to forward to General
Manager of GPEB for review.

20 April 2016

-
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t4 July 2076 - Letter sent from GPEB Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager regarding the
proposals. Letterspecificallystates,"ThereisnorequirementforBCLCtoseekGPEBapproval
ofthese
specific proposals in and o{ themselves."
03 Aug 2Ot6

-

BCLC CEO

responds to GPEB letter from July 14, 2016 clarifying expectations of BCLCs

anti-money laundering regime.
Aug 2016

-

September 2016

01 Nov 201"6

-

lnternational

-

BCLC begins

EFT

putting policy in place as well as the new sub-menus for ilrak,

and Delimiting convenience cheques implemented
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Kim
Ross Alderson

From:
Sent:

9:1L AM
WednesdaY, APril 20,2016
Personal information
jag
gismith@
michele

); Bal Bamra
information
proposals - Request for sub-mission
or*ernative
04 19 2016 BGLC
ir.aroni. Funds Transfers Proposal.pdf;
Internatiinui
04Lg2OI6BCLG
20L6a42a'pdf
prop"'ll'pJi rttt"' *o MJS re Cash Alternatives
Convenience Cheque

IO:

ir."U.iJ".i"n

Cc:

FIN:EX (Personal

lilil.rr,

SubJect:

Attachments:

Good morning Michele,
prease

find

and the
attached a covering retter

ffi;;;;;, ;;;ior

two

,cash Arternative' proposars which GpEB and BGLC have been

jointly

which BCLI are seeking approval'

BCLCwouldrequestthatthesebesubmittedtotheGeneralManagerofGPEB,JohnMazureforhisreview'
BCLClooksforwardtohearingGPEB'sresponsetobothproposals'
Kind Regards
Ross

Ross Alderson cnus
Director, AML & operatg:*$illffiivision, BCLC
Coroorate SecuritY and C
VsM
BC'Personal
information
.^^

;il6"ilti'"1W;v,'Vancouver'

-016^
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20 April 2016
Michele Jaggi- Smith
Executive Director, Strategic Policy and Projects Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB)
3rd Floor, 910 Government Street
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1X3

bale
playing it right

Dear Ms, Jaggi-Smith

Re: Enhancements to Anti Money laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities

-

Cash

Alternatives.
I

am pleasecl to submit to you two attached BCLC Policy Documents namely:

1.
2.

Delimiting Casino Convenience Cheques
Expanding lnternational Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT)

BCLC believe these proposals fulfil the request of the GPEB General Manager in his letter to
the CEO of BCLC, dated January 15,2016, in which he requests more detail be added into
the existing cash alternative proposal documents. (Reference: Bullet point # 2)
BCLC therefore would request these proposals be submitted directly to John Mazure, in his
capacity as the General Manager of GPEB for his review'

\,/r(;l ti,rvrrrrnfi Sjlr!..1
Kilr!l(rr.)lS. tl(.; V?aj ll;;'
7,1

i l!,0 8!il 55u0
I ;l50.tl:ld.5ri3l

Vr lunl \lny
Vir\cor!lir, UC V5!rl oAli
2,.1'10

I i0l?Il'(rrr'lv
ti{JJ.:2:)1'

til:l-l

Both Policy Documents are attached as PDF files to this accompanying email'
your collaboration
I would also like to tal<e this opportunity to thank you and your team for
with BCLC in this process and I very much look forward to receiving GPEB's response to
these BCLC Anti-Money laundering initiatives.
Regards

Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
BCLC
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BCLC Proposal for DelimltinE the Casino
Convenience Cheque ryer
Corporate Security & ComPliance
April 19, 2016
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Problem Statement
BCLC would like to delimit the $10,000 threshold and weekly limit for convenience cheques.
The objective of this document is to seek the General Manager's endorsement of this policy
change by providing evidence of how it is a sound, operational and business decision, and is
extremely important to continued Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance'
While the primary benefit is enhancing safety for all casino patrons who exit gaming properties
with large sums of cash, this proposal will have the added benefit of reducing suspicious cash
reports and help eliminate redundant reporting related to the "churn" of the same cash. The

convenience cheque

will replace some of the cash that would have originally been a

disbursement (or pay out) from a Casino.

Background
BCLC's mission is "to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner for the
benefit of British Columbians." This mission is embedded in BCLC's core values: lntegrity,
Social Responsibility, and Respect and directs BCLC in its focus on building public trust. Public
trust is achieved by establishing a reputation as a fair and equitable organization, and through
solid corporate citizenship. This is critical to the success of the gambling industry in B.C.
There are potential risks io public safety inherent in the presence of large sums of cash moving
in and out of B.C. gaming facilities. While relatively infrequent, BCLC is aware of reports of
instances in which casino patrons have been followed from a Lower Mainland casino property
and subsequently robbed.l Giving customers more options to travel to and from gaming facilities
without the need to carry cash will enhance customer safety by substantially reducing the risk of
robbery.

Lower Mainland casinos are unlil<e any others in North America. There is a local population of
primarily Chinese "WlPs'2 in this region, who prefer high limit play. ln order to mainiain
integrity and remain compliant with all relevant legislation, BCLC and its Service Providers (SP)
have established a rigorous AML compliance regime that is presently recognized as the "gold
standard"3 compared to other Canadian gaming jurisdiction AML programs'
Based on information provided by customers and law enforcement there is grounds to believe
that organized crime groups have approached some high limit players and provided them with
cash for gaming. This holds significant reputational risk for all stakeholders involved in the
industry. Repayment in these circumstances may allow the cash facilitators to hide the origins
of the funds; providing alternatives to cash such as delimited convenience cheques helps
reduce this money laundering potential.
1

Th"ru *"r" 17 robberies noted that took place between March 2012 and December 2015 that were associated with people
leaving the casino with cashi one in particutar for S69'000.
2
Wlpr 1v"ry, very lmportant ptayers) are patrons that have a 5150,000 yearty spend, or a greater than 55000 theoreticat net win
per month.
r
Cotd standarcl is in reference to a hlgh standard levet compared to other jurisdictions as stated by FINTMC.
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As stakeholders work together to minimize the volume of cash moving through casinos, it is
critical that suitable cash alternatives are provided to patrons. lf cash is discouraged withottt
sufficient alternatives, there is a real risk that some patrons will take their cash to illegal gaming
houses. These sites are unregulated and unsafe. Further, it is BCLC's experience that when
high limit players tal<e their play to illegal gaming houses, BCLC's high limit table drops are
impacted. As a result, BCLC is committed to providing cash alternatives to help disrupt
poiential criminal groups who may target WIP players while retaining players who have the
means and desire to play at higher limits.

It is BCLC's contention that the prevalence of large cash transactions (LCT) in B.C. casinos,
and the ensuing negative public perceptions and safety concerns, may be mitigated by a
change in the current processes around various cash alternatives including delimiting the
convenience cheque.

BCLC and its SPs currently distribute two types of cheques to casino patrons:a verified win
cheques and return of funds - not gaming winnings (also referred to as non-verified win)
cheques (Appendix A). 'Verified win' means the casino or community gaming centre employee
has determined that gaming chips or gaming tickets were acquired as a result of a documented
win on a table game, a jacl<pot on an electronic gaming device, or a cash amount verified as a
SP or BCLC marketing promotion prize.

Aside from the procedural differences involved in the processing of verified winnings and nonverified winnings cheques, the distinguishing factor between the two types of cheques is the
notation "Return of Funds-Not Gaming Winnings," prominently affixed to the front of a nonverified winnings cheque,

GpEB correspondences (Appendix B) allows BCLC and its SPs to return a maximum of $10,000
by cheque for non-verified wins once every seven days, per casino patron.6 While these
cheques reduce the number of patrons leaving the casino with cash, subsequently mitigating
security concerns and facilitating customer service, the threshold of $,l0,000 every seven days
has proven to be inadequate for the WlPs who visit the casino multiple times per weelt and
deal in significantly higher volumes of cash.

An assessment of convenience cheque usage was done from April 1, 2015 to December

17,

201b whereby BCLC reviewed all incidences where a convenience cheque was used as partial
payment. Analysis shows that although BCLC paid out $537,440 in convenience cheques,
ihere was still an additional $632,743 disbursed in cash to recipients of these convenience
cheques. Of the $632,743 approximately $419,0007 could have been paid via convenience
cheque had there been no limit on the convenience cheque amount. On a larger scale, looking

4

Putron, do not have to have a patron gaming fund account to be offered a convenience cheque.
On February 4, 2014, Bitt McCrea 6PEB Executive Director Quatity Assurance & Risl( authorized (by emait) that customer
convenience cheques can be written up to 510,000.
5

6Thislimttoriginailystarledatg5000lnApril2012,ralsedto$8000inJanuary2013and,inallyto$10,000lnAprll2014.

Sincethe

increase in limits, a lifl of30% in ulilization ofconvenience cheques sillce inception has occurred.
7
Diff"run.u attributed to the fact that not att patrons tool( the fult amount of the convenience cheque; S419,000 was attributed
to the patrons that took the max of 510,000 in convenience cheques.
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at the cash disbursements over $10,000 from the same time period, there was $268,961,1818
paid out in cash that could have been captured as convenience cheques'
These cheques are issued for the convenience and safety of patrons to provide an alternative to
carrying large amounts of cash. A patron who has a verified win, however (a win confirmed by
casino staff), is entitled to receive a cheque for the full amount of winnings. Regardless of the
payment method or combination of payment methods, standard FINTRAC reporting guidelines
apply (see Appendix E for FINTRAC reporting requirements).

Where patrons wish to withdraw funds from their Patron Gaming Fund (PGF), the current policy
allows the customer to receive a cheque for the full amount, even if it exceeds $10,000. This
will continue and is subject to all existing regulations and reporting requirements, including the
condition that all money deposited into tne PGF be treated as non-winnings.e Any cheque
issued from a PGF must clearly identify the money as a "Return of Funds Not Gaming
Winnings" which ensures that the funds cannot be falsely claimed to have originated from

-

gaming winnings.

Goals and Objectives
BCLC's AML mission statement is to "create an efficient best in class AML program that will
meet federal compliance regulations pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act of Canada in order to solidify the integrity of the gaming industry in
British Columbia." Part of the strategy to suppoft this mission is to develop and implement
additional cash alternatives, focusing on furthering the transition from cash-based to electronic
and other forms of transactions and instruments, while exploring new ways to promote existing
ancl new cash alternatives. By doing so, BCLC will decrease the large influx of cash coming
from and going into casinos, thereby decreasing the risk of money laundering and the potential
for patrons to play with proceeds of crime.
The financial cost of implementing this change is minimal and return on investment is not the
intent of this initiative. lnstead it is for increased public safety and to offer cash alternatives to
mitigate money laundering risks. lt is also consistent with good AML practices. For example, if
a patron walks away with a convenience cheque, they can come back to the casino and return
the cheque for continued play. This mitigates new cash coming into the facilities, thereby
further mitigating money laundering risks.

This aligns with BCLC's core values of conducting gaming in B.C. with lntegrity and Social
Responsibility and also with the direction provided by the General Manager of GPEB, John
Mazure, in lris letter dated August7,2015 to BCLC requesting BCLC increase its efforts to
develop and promote the use of cash alternatives:
"Develop and implement additional cash alternativag focusrng on furthering the transition from
cash-based to electronic and other forms of transactions, and instruments, and exploring new
B

This amount ls determined by att the peopte who watked away without accepting a convenience cheque because their
disbursementexceeded5l0,000. TheseVVlPsareretuctanttogetaconvenlencechequeaspartiatpaymentbecauseitmakes
littte sense to receive a cheque for 510,000 and stitl walk away with 5190,000 in cash as an exampte.
9
This appties even if the PGF accotlnt has verified winnings deposited.
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ways to promote existing and new cash alternatives. These alternatives should form paft of a
broader'strategy for increasing the use of cash alternatives in gaming facilities, including
implementing a performance measurement framework and an evaluation plan to determine
se

rvice provide r p a rticipati on."

Overall, BCLC anticipates delimiting convenience cheques will increase player safety, decrease
LCT reporting, and provide more accurate data regarding cash buy-ins reported to FINTRAC.

Description of Proposed lnitiatives
BCLC would like to allow all players to receive the full amount of cash outs via convenience
cheque, without a weekly cheque issuance limit. To ensure that it is clear that the cheque does
not represent game winnings, convenience cheques are prominently stamped "Return of Funds
- Not Gaming Winnings".

The initiative to delimit the convenience cheque has been collaboratively worked on with
BCLC's entire network of casino SPs. They support the strategy of offering cash alternatives
and are in full favour of implementing the changes. Their only comments have been enquiries
around when these initiatives will come to fruition.
Convenience cheques are already implemented with a threshold of $10,000. To delimit the
amount, there is no change to process but it will require change to existing policy (Appendix C).
BCLC would also educate the financial institutions via conferences, email and one-on-one
conversations about the change to convenience chequeslo.

BCLC will continue to promote cash alternatives as preferred options for gambling. ln April
201b, BCLC introduced education sessions around cash alternatives conducted bythe SP staff
w1h players who predominately utilized large values of cash. There are also marketing
initiativei being developed to incentivize players to use cash alternatives (see example of
marketing initiative in Appendix D), and increased advertising at casinos regarding the cashless
alternatives offered.

Risk Analysis and Mitigation
Risk;

.

lt may attract players who wish to refine their cash and receive a cheque in the hopes
this will legitimatize it.

Mitigation Strategy:

.

- BCLC internal procedures do not change when it comes to
identifying suspicious behaviour on site which includes refining practices. By issuing a
chequ-e clearly marked NOT GAMING WINNINGS, the recipient is forced to either play
Cheque Production

10
Financial irrstitutions as part of the IAFCI (lnternationa[ Association of Financiat Crimes lnvestigators) have been informed
part of our regular monthty meetings.

as
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on it again or deposit it into a financial institution which removes any anonymity. SP
also:

o
o
o
a

Establishes the identity of the cheque recipient by verifying acceptable photo
identification;

Documents the full name, clate
Reportll;

of birth and cheque amount in an lncident

Ensures the customer is not currently voluntarily self-excluded;

Reducing Churn - Presently, a customer can walk out of a casino with a large sum of
cash and neither BCLC nor any investigative agency have any insight into its next
destination, or if it is the same cash returning to the same casino or other casinos.
When a Return of Funds cheque is disbursed to a player, the cheque displays the name
of both the issuing institution and the patron and is therefore traceable if required for
subsequent investigation, including by other government agencies (i.e. Revenue
Canada). This not only enhances the audit trail and reporting capabilities for FINTRAC,
it also allows BCLC and SPs far better visibility into disbursements to specific
individuals, which are auditable and traceable from the casino to the financial institution
or to another casino.

o

- Financial institutions have their own processes to mitigate
money laundering and, depending on the client, do what they deem appropriate for
customer due diligence. For example, if a client is bringing in convenience cheques on a
regular basis, depending on their familiarity with the client, the teller would likely log
them as unusual transactions. From an investigative standpoint, not only will an audit
trail be formed on the casino side, but also at the financial institution. BCLC has
discussed delimiting convenience cheques on multiple occasions with representatives
from B.C. banks and credit unions through workshops, conferences and seminars. No
Financial lnstitutions

concerns have been raised by these institutions, many of whom are already familiar with
these cheques.

It is also impoftant to note that banks are regulated in Canada and are subject

to

FINTRAC reporting requirements and audits.
a

- BCLC currently has a progressive AML program. BCLC has a
comprehensive Customer Due Diligence (CDD) program, as required by the

AML Strategy

PCMLTFAI2. BCLC takes a risk based approach to verify a casino patron's occupation
and / or source of wealth through open source intelligence and other databases. ln
addition to this, court records from a variety of jurisdictions also supply BCLC with
reliable information relating to a patron's criminal history. Over 400 global intelligence
lists are currently utilized by the BCLC AML unit to ensure VVIPs are not "undesirable"
clients.
a

BCLC and its SPs will continue to employ effective standards and appropriate AML
strategies including but not limited to the following:

11
A t-uport detaiting information retevant to an exceptional occurrence entered into our ITRAK system - each lssuance of a
convenience cheque is recorded in ITRAK'
12
Proceeds of Crime Money Laundering and Terrorist Financlng Act of canada
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Mandatory AML training for all staff delivering gaming services;
Differentiating verified wins from funds not known to be from winnings;
Prohibiting customers from exchanging bills for cheques without game play;
Restricting the movement of gaming chips between players and gaming facilities;

Reporting large cash buy-ins, disbursements, and suspicious transactions to
FINTRAC.

.

BCLC also has an lnformation Sharing Agreement (lSA) with the RCMP to assist BCLC
in proactively identifying and prohibiting any persons who present a risk to the safety and
integrity of casinos in B.C. and who may frequent casinos, This includes persons known
to have been involved in activities relating to the proceeds of crime, as well as those with
known gang affiliations.

Risk;

"

Lack of uptake and acceptance by patrons who prefer cash for cultural and/or
superstitious reasons, or because they are visiting B,C. and do not have access to a
bank account or a money remitter.

Mitigation Strategy:

r

BCLC and SPs will continue to advertise and educate both staff and patrons about cash
alternatives such as convenience cheques. Convenience cheques will likely never
completely replace cash, as cash is still the most convenient payment for slot and table
play in the casinos. BCLC is simply ensuring there are sr,tfficient viable alternatives to
iarge amounts of cash entering and leaving casinos. As noted earlier when cash leaves
the facility it becomes anonymous, therefore when cash comes into the casino it is
primarily iegarded as un-sourced cash,13

.

BCLC will direct efforts to increase convenience cheque usage by high value VVIP who
play with large amounts of cash. lt is recognized that there are cultural considerations
and it will take time to change player preference to accept other options besides cash.
However, BCLC believes with the right marketing/advertising and player education, this
will be more widely adoPted.la

Other:
On June 4,2015, an AML Summit meeting was jointly hosted by BCLC and GPEB. lncluded
among the attendees were representatives from RCMP, CBSA, CRA, FINTRAC, GPEB, Police
Services and the Ministry of Finance, as well as representatives from the financial sector.
Participant list can be found in Appendix F.

The aim of the summit was primarily a discussion workshop as part of the final phase of the
B.C. Government's AML Strategy from 2011. As a result of the workshop, a concept paper was
drafted looking at enhanced measures around AML including recommendations around several
13

Also referred to as unknown source of funds'
There have been no marketing initiatives to show the success of migrating players to convenience cheques as of yet.
Currentty, it has onty been word of mouth to educate players. However, Appendix D shows a sampte marketlng ptan for cashtess
ptay.
14
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I

cash alternative measures proposed by BCLC, namely offering credit to VVIP players and
delimiting the convenience cheque.

The Western Canada Regional Manager for FINTRAC, was amongst those who agreed that
delimiting the convenience cheque was an excellent proposal. His only comment at that time
was that BCLC should discuss this change with the financial institutions so that they were aware

ofthe pending new process.
FINTRAC has subsequently reviewed a high level summary of the proposal and provided some
comments as attached (Appendix H). A number of the comments have been addressed within
this document which provides a more detailed review of the proposal than what was presented
to FINTRAC. Other comments have been specifically addressed below.

As per FINTRAC's request, stats around convenience cheques written, cheques going to the
same patrons and high risk patrons can be seen in Appendix I for calendar year 2015 (JanDec), There were 109 cheques written for a total of $641,799.86 in the year 2015. There were
41 multiple cheques written 'for 14 of the same customers for a total of $257,652. From this
group, only two patrons were noted on the high risk list1s with two cheque issuances each.
Some of the risl<s identified by FINTRAC include:

Risk:
a

Cheques maybe endorsed to a third party

Mitigation Strategy:

"
.

BCLC / SP will not accept third party cheques. lf a patron has brought in a cheque that
has been endorsed to them, BCLC / SP will not accept it.
lf a patron has endorsed a convenience cheque to a third party and it has gone to the

bank, the banks will conduct their own CDD processes on patron activity and will file
STR's based on their policies. lt is important to note that this is an improvement over
transferring cash, as we now have a paper trail of the third-party endorsement and to
whom the payment is actually going. By providing a cheque, BCLC / SP is creating a
paper trail which may be used in any future investigation.
Risk;

.

at a financial
institution would ever see the notation printed at the bottom of the cheque indicating it
was not a verified win.
Since all cheques go through cheque processing services, no one

Mitigation Strategy:

15
Thu high risk tist lnctudes patrons that have had 2 or more STR's in the tast 5 year period, or anyone that h a potiticatty
exposed person. lt can atso be any patron that BCLC has ftagged by Wrtue of suspicious actlvlty or BCLC feels is a risk to the
Corporatlon and/or Government.
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ln previous meetings with the lnternational Association of Financial Crimes lnvestigators
(lAFCl),16 BCLC was advised by banking industry staff that they do review the cheque to
determine if it was a verified win or return of funds. The financial institutions also review

transactional history for unusual activity with patron accounts and file their own STRs if

they deem activity suspicious. There are two checkpoints where cheques are being
monitored: the first by BCLC tracking the number of cheques and the amounts being
written to individuals, and the second by banks monitoring the account activity with the
number of cheques coming in to specific individuals.

Risk:
a

Patrons will continuously visit gaming facilities with cash to convert to cheques.

Mitigation Strategy:

.

.

For the time period of August 2015 - January 201 6 at River Rock Casino, there were 24
cheques provided and only three cheques redeemed at the site. BCLC has alerts in
place to monitor every time a cheque is issued. The BCLC AML team monitors
frequency and volume of cheques being issued and will file STR's based on suspicious

activity and also place conditions on patrons if necessary.

a patron comes in with large cash buy-ins, BCLC will look at past play to
determine if the patron had a recent win, which would include the issuance of cheques.

Anytime

lf the patron is returning with $20 bills, this would indicate unusual behaviour and

a

report would be sent to FINTRAC and GPEB.

Returning non-winning gaming funds by way of cheque is not new in Canada. Casinos in

Ontario currently provide unlimited dollar amount cheques back to players. Their cheques are
not differentiated between winnings and non-winnings (i.e. not marl<ed 'RETURN OF FUNDS').
FINTRAC, the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), the provincial gaming regulator and the Alcohol
and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) have not found fault with this process. BCLC did
request information from other Canadian jurisdictions with respect to cheque issuance, and
were told that they would not share information of this nature.

Cost I Benefits Analysis
Having unlimited convenience cheques provides increased public safety, as it enhances the
security for patrons who do not wish to exit a gaming facility with large quantities of cash. Other
benefits include a reduction in volume of LCTs and STRs, which in turn will improve the quality
of data submitted to FINTRAC. Current policy allows SP discretion to accept cheques issued by
any Canadian casino or community gaming centre. By increasing the limit of the convenience
cheque, it may decrease the amount of cash returning to the facility, which in turn may decrease

l6
A non-profit internationaI organization, which provldes services and an environment within which information about financiaI
fraud, fraud investigation and fraud prevention methods can be collected, exchanged and taught for the common good of the
financia[ payment industry and gtobat society.
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the amount of STRs and LCT reports by eliminating the "churn" of over reporting on the same
cash.17

For example, if a patron buys-in for $50,000 cash, a LCT and potentiaily a SIR is reported to
F1NTRAC. The patron ptays and through a series of bets that he wins and /oses ends up being
back at $50,000. The player is paid out in cash as /f a currently the only avenue; it is not
considered a verified win as the "buy-in vs. winnings" does not apply. A disbursement for
$50,000 is than repofted to FINTRAC.

The next day, the patron buys in with the same $50,000 and another LCT and potentially a SIR
is repofted io F1NTRAC. This pattern is repeated multiple times, (i.e. 5) over a period of a week,
wnich is very common with ptayers particutarly high limit gamblers. The player finally loses all
their money on their fifth occLtrrence.
The patron will therefore over a period of 7 days, have $250,000 in cash buy'ins reported and

$200,000 in disbursements, when in fact, it was only ever $50,0a0 put at risk' This gives
F;NTRAC, and potentially CRA) a false representation of the total actual valtte of the
transactions conducted by this individual.

It is extremely onerous on BCLC or the SP to go back through casino transaction history

to

confirm the above example. lt should also be noted that the player may have gone to multiple

casinos in this timeframe and it is virtually impossible to track where the source of funds were
originally from. The player can be asked, but if some winnings were from a casino and some
were not, it would be very challenging to tracl< and verify the cash was the actual disbursement.
providing the player with a "RETURN OF FUNDS' cheque would be the obvious alternative to
amend this situation. There would be no ambiguity around the source of funds. ln the same
scenario above, if the player returned each day with the cheque, only the original $50,000 cash
deposit would ever be reported to FINTRAC as origin of the cheque buy-ins would be known
and are not reported to FINTRAC (Appendix E outlines FINTRAC requirements for reporting).
This approach would also be valuable for the BCLC AML department. For example, if a player
is paid out by a "RETURN OF FUNDS" cheque, and then the player returns the next day with
un-sourced iash, it immediately raises suspicion around the transaction and source of funds.
De-limiting the convenience cheques would provide better audit/paper trails as convenience
cheques are documented and tracked,
BCLC's current practices include the creation of system alerts every time a convenience cheque
is issued. This ensures the compliance around the cheque issuance process is monitored.
These alerts are tracked by the BCLC AML Analyst and then reviewed to.see if a patron has
received several cheques in a short time frame, indicating potential refining.ls

Another benefit for convenience cheques is being able to cash them at any SP site, providing a
clear auditable paper trail as previously noted. A patron who has received a cheque may cash it
at the same facility or at another facility. Cheques from another site are verified by telephoning
the issuing site and ensuring all the information on the presented cheque is correct including:
17 position
is supported by FINTRAC as per a meetlng dated December 23, 2015 between Murray Dugger (Regional Dlrector,
Western Region'- FINTMa), Robby Jrdge (Regionat Comptiance Manager - FINTMC), Ross Atderson (Director of AML - BCLC) and
Rob Kroeker (Vice President corporate Security & comptiance)
1B
Changing of an amount of money from smatter denomlnation bitts into targer ones or from one form into another.
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.

Cheque number;
Date of issuance;
Patron name;
Dollar value;
Signatory;
Acceptable lD particulars of patron shown at time of cheque issuance

This ensures that cross checks between sites

is

happening, and very little opportunity to

produce counterfeit cheques.

Measures of Success
o

a

The reduction in STRs and LCTs

lncrease in the usage of convenience cheques. lt is an underutilized cash alternative
due to limitations imposed bythe $10,000 threshold. Currently, BCLC is averaging 10
cheques a month, average amount is $10,000. ln the last 8 month period, $5'1 1,938 was
issued in convenience cheques. These figures are low because the current limit is
impractical specifically for high limit and regular (more than twice weekly) players.
Because WIP players are playing with large amounts of money (i.e. $150,000 and
above), convenience cheques with a $10,000 limit are of little interest. Players see little
use in a partial cheque cash-out and optfor all cash instead of waiting forthe cash cage
to produce a cheque. An increased usage is anticipated by high value players if cheque
delimits occurred.

o

it is difficult to forecast uptake on delimited convenience cheques, since
inception of this product and limit changes, usage has shown a progressive positive
trend year over year. Appendix F shows the growth of debit at the cage. BCLC
anticipates that by delimiting the amount and frequency of the cheques, the same

Although

positive trend will continue.

Recommendation
Recommend delimiting the convenience cheque

to an

unlimited amount and remove the

limitation of issuing one cheque per patron per week.
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Appendix B
GPEB EMAIL
From: McCrea, Bill J FIN:EX [mailtoPersonal information
Sent: Tr-resday, February 04,2014 10;01 AM
To: Brad Desmarais
Subject: RE: Cash Alternatives Reporting

Thanks Brad,
I appreciate being able to provide these reports to our AML team. Going forward would you please send
this to me when it is completed by Cathy,

We have seen good increases, from last year's Q3, in the use of the cash alternatives. This is especially
the case in use of debit at cage and the PGF activity. I know you would prefer the ability to write cheques
to customers for all amounts, but we have egreed that customer convenience cheques can be written up
to $10,000. Please let me know if you put this in place.
Lastly, I had written you earlier asking for the final versions of the Policies and Procedures for U.S.
banking. Would you please send these when you are able. Thanks'

g(//

Bill McCrea BES MBA

FCIP
Personal information

Province of Brltish Columbia
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

Locatlon: 3rd Floor 910 Governrnent Street VBW 1X3

Mailing:

PO Box 9311

Stn Prov Govt Victoria BC VBW 9N1

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete the email.
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Appendix C
Sectiorr: 3"9.4 Cage - Service Provider Cheques

1

GENERAL

1.1

Seruice Provider cheques shall have a duplicate copy.
1

.1.1

Duplicate carbon copy cheques may be used or the cheques may be
photocopied.

1

.1.2

One copy of all Service Provider cheques shall be kept in a file at the Cash
Cage for review by the BCLC Gaming Compliance Officer (GCO).

1.1.2.a

1.2
1.3
1.4

The GCO shall remove the file to the BCLC on-site office for
review after which the GCO shall destroy the cheque copies by
secure shredding.

Cheques shall be issued in numbered sequence.
The $ervice Provider is responsible for providing and updating the authorized signature
list as required.

The Service Provider shall check the CRS Subject Module to ensure the patron is not
cunently voluntarily self-excluded or prohibited prior to issuance of a cheque.

1.4.1

lf the patron is determined to be voluntarily self-excluded or prohibited, see
General - Gaming lntegrity - Postpone or Delay Jackpot and General
Cash Assets lneligible Wins; or

-

-

1.4.1

.a

ln the case of 'Return of Funds

-

not Gaming Winnings cheques'

- the cheque shall not be issued, and Security shall be contacted

to escort the individual off the premises.

1.b

1

.6

ReqLrested cheques must be made available immediately, except as noted below:

1.5.1

Payouts for 'verified wins' in excess of $2,000.00 or more: the Service
Provider shall issue a winner's cheque upon request by verified winners.

1.5,2

Requests for winner's cheques for 'vetified wins' less than $2,000.00 shall be
left to the discretion of the Service Providers, upon request by verified
winners.

lf a cheque is issued for an amount of $10,000.00 or more the Service Provider must
ensure a Casino Disbursement Report FINTRAC Entry is completed.

1.6.1

A copy of the cheque and back-up documentation shall be kept in the file in
the Cash Cage for review by the BCLC Gaming Compliance Officer.

1.7

Requests receivecl from patrons for replacement cheques (to cover lost, stolen,
damaged, stale dated cheques) shall be made in writing to the Casino/CGC Manager.

1.8

lf a replacement cheque is issued, the Casino/CGC Manager shall complete an lncident
Report in CRS.
lsubsection 1 amended 0'U05/20151
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.WINNER'S' CHEOUES

2.1

Upon request, the Service Provider shall provide winner's cheques for'verified wins' only
to winners showing acceptable identification. See General - Customer Service Standards
and Expectations.

2.1.1
2.1.2

A slot machine cancelled credit (CC) is not a slot jackpot.

2.1.3

A prize won as a result of a Service Provider or BCLC marketing promotion is
considered a 'verified win'for cheque issuance purposes.

2.1.4

Except for table game jackpot payouts, a table game 'verified win' is defined
as the cash out minus the buY in.

2.1.5

A prize won as a result of a Bingo game is considercd a 'verified win'.

A slot machine ticket or an accumulation of a number of slot machine tickets
does not, in themselves, constitute a'verified win.'

2.2

lf the Service Provider cannot verify the win, a 'verified win' winner's cheque shall not be
issued.

2.3

To control any attempts to launder money through the casinos, when issuing any Seruice
Provider winner's cheque, the Service Provider shall ensure the following are
documented on both the cheque stub and, if the Large Cash Transaction Report (LCTR)
or Large Casino Disbursement Report (LCDR) is applicable (any transaction $10,000 or
more), in the'notes' area of the electronic FINTRAC Module in CRS once the daily totals
are $10,000.00 or more:

2.3.1

The table number and/or slot machine number and the GMS jackpot
transaction slip number of the verified win and/or the name of the marketing
promotion; and

2.3.2
2.3.3

The name and GPEB number of the casino employee thai verifies the win.
A photocopy of the table tracking card or the slot machine/electronic gaming
device jackpot printout from the slot management system or the marketing
promotion transaction slip from GMS shall be attached to the cheque stub or
the photocopy of the cheque as evidence of the verification of the win,
lAmended 09/20/201 2, 01 l05l2o13l

a

.RETURN OF FUNDS

-

NOT GAMING WINNINGS' CHEQUE

3.1

To better protect the safety of customers and to facilitate good customer service, the
Service Provider may, at their discretion and upon the request of the patron, issue a
cheque that is not for verified wins only under the following conditions.

3.2

ConvenienceCheques

3.2.1

A Service Provider'Return of Funds
cheque must:

-

Not Gaming Winnings' Convenience

3.2.'l.a

Be distinctly different and distinguishable from the cheques
issued for'verified wins';

3.2.1.b

Have prominently endorsed on the face the phrase
Funds - Not Gaming Winnings';

3.2.1.c

Be for return of buy-in funds or small unverified wins i.e. wins
that are less than the iackpot lock up limits so do not require
iackpot verification/hand pav.

-

'Return of
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3.2.2

The Service Provider shall establish the identity of the customer by verifying
acceptable photo identification; and shall

3.2.2.a

Document the full name (Surname and Given name) and date of
birth in the lncident RePort in CRS;

3.2.2.b

Ensure the customer is not currently voluntarily self-excluded by
checking the CRS Subject Module;

(1)
3.2.3

lf patron is found to be voluntarily self-excluded, the
convenience cheque shall not be issued, and Security shall
be contacted to escort the individual off the premises.

The Service Provider shall create an lncident Report in CRS for the issuance
of any'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Convenience cheque, and
shall:

3,2.3.a

Set the appropriate drop down menus to:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
J.O

Type

-

Specific

Gaming

-

Category

Cage

- Convenience

Cheque

Note in the'Narrative'field, the Sttrname and Given name of
patron, date of birth and cheque amount (i.e. SMITH, John $4,500)

lf patron already has a Subject Profile in CRS, add the
profile to the incident repori. lf the patron does not alreadv
irauetne, a SuUiect profite sftatt nu createO.

Return of PGF Cheques

3.3.1

A Service Provider'Return of Funds
cheque must;

3.3.1.a
3.3.'1

.b

Be distinctly different and distinguishable from the cheques
issued for'verified wins';

-'Return of

Be for any amount if it is issued for the return of funds from a
PGF account in accordance with the Cage - Patron Gaming
Funds Accounts PolicY.

The Service Provider shall establish the identity of the customer by verifying
acceptable photo identification; and

3.3.2.a

3.3.3

Not Gaming Winnings' Return of PGF

Have prominently endorsed on the face the phrase
Funds - Not Gaming Winnings':

3.3.1.c

3.3.2

-

Documenting the full name (Surname and Given name) and date
of birth in the lncident Report in CRS.

The Service Provider shall create an lncident Report in CRS for the issuance
of any'Return of Funds - Not Gaming Winnings' Return of PGF cheque, and
shall:

3.3.3,a

Set the appropriate drop down menus to:

(1)

TYPe

-

Gaming
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I

I

(2)
(3)
(4)

-

Specific

Category

Cage

-

Return of PGF Cheque

Note in the'Narrative'field, the Surname and Given name of
patron, date of birth and cheque amount (i.e. SMITH, John -

$4'500)

(5)

lf patron already has a Subject Profile in CRS, add the
profile to the incident report. lf the patron does not alreadv
have one. a Subiect Profile shall be created.

[Subsection 3 amend ed ogl20 12012]

4

CASHING OF SERVICE PROVIDER CHEQUES

4.1

Service Providers may, at their discretion, accept cheques issLred by any Canadian
casino or community gaming centre.

4.2

A patron who has received a Service Provider cheque may cash it at the same facility or
at another facility;

4.2.1

Cheques from another site shall be verified by telephoning the issuing site
and ensuring all information on the presented cheque is correct:

4.2.1.a
4.2.1.b
4.2.1.c
4.2.1.d
4.2.1.e
4,2.1.f

Cheque number;
Date of issuance;
Patron name;
Dollar value;
Signatory;

Acceptable identification pariiculars of patron, shown at time of
cheque issuance.

4.2.2

Patron shall be required to produce the same identification for cashing
cheque as was produced at issuing casino.

4.3

Any other personal cheques, third party cheques, or money orders shall not be accepted
or cashed at a facility except as per cage - Patron Gaming Fund Accounts and cage Hold Cheque Option Policies.

4.4

A Service Provider's cheque shall be redeemed in GMS, using the Buy Forex screen and
the Canadian Cheque tenderset;

4.4.1
4.4.2

Comments shall be noted after the patron's name to indicate the issuing site;

4.4.3

Redeemed cheques are ineligible for buy back by patron after redemption.

Cheques shall be hansferred to the vault at end of day for subsequent
dePosit to banl<;

lAmended 09/20/20121

5

RECORD-KEEPING AND RECONCILIATION

5.1

Cheques that have been redeemed or voided shall be stamped in an obvious manner to
indicate such.

5.2

Redeemed cheques shall be included in the bank deposit.
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Appendix D
Sample Marketing lnitiative for Cashless Play

Business Goals

e
"o

Stop market share loss YOY to at least maintain YOY market share for last 2 weeks of
the month. (not YTD - just for these two weeks)
Grow Tlreo Win of all participating Priv6 Members by 5% vs prior 4 weel<s
Achieve promotional cost of sale of at most 3070 after split

Offer: (Entice players to come in with a banl< draft and open PGF accounts; cashless targeted
promotion)

.

One time offer. 2 week promotion period, pending approval with following caps:
- 100K PGF Account or not: $5,000 for VVIP
- Existing VVIPs with no PGF + Bank Draft: $1,000,
- Existing PGF accounts get $500.

Rules:

o
"
n
.

to cage by VIP GR team member (formerly l<nown as Playet
Relations)
Must play, if not we will not offer next visit - this will be managed subtly by the VIP GR
team.
Must be enrolled in Prive program
Players tracked in salesforce to adeqLrately track ROl, who's received what etc.
Mlrst be escorted

Target / Eligible Priv6 members

o
c
n

Top 50 WIP last 365 win/loss
Top 50 VIP lasi 365 win /loss (also if we have any VIP who we know are "VlP big" but
because we have tlacking issues aren't on the top 50 list these will also be targeted)
On a reactive basis - if any Priv6 member requests same prolro (aka complains), then
the VIP GR team metnber will manage and escort and approve cage to get issue
bonus.
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Appendix E
FINTRAC Reporting Guidelines
Large Cash Transaction
o

:

lf you receive an amount of $10,000 or more in cash in the course of a single transaction.
lf you receive two or more cash amounts of less than $10,000 each that total $10,000 or more

within 24 consecutive hours of each other.
Applies to purchase of chips, tokens, plaqr.res, deposits to accounts, payment on markers and
bets of currency.
BCLC as the reporting entity must send all large cash transaction reports to FINTRAC for all SPs
through batch filings within 15 calendar days after the transaction.

Casino Disbursements
a

a

t

a

lf you make a disbursement, in an amount of $10,000 or more, in the course of a single
transaction,
lf you make two or more disbursements of less than $10,000, that total $10,000 or more within 24
consecutive hours of each other.
Applies to redemptions of slot tickets, chips, tokens or plaques; front cash withdrawals; payments
on bets, including slot jackpots; cashing of cheques or other negotiable instruments; comps in the
form of reimbursements to clients of travel and enteftainment expenses.
BCLC as the reporting entity mLrst send all casino disbursement reports to FINTRAC for all
Seruice Providers through batch filings within 15 calendar days after the transaction.

Suspicious Transactions
Are financial transactions where there are reasonable grounds to suspect that they are related lo:
The commission of a money laundering offence or attempted commission of a money
laundering offence;
A terrorist activity financing offence or attempted commission of a terrorist activity
financing offence.
Must be reported to FINTMC within 30 days of the transaction or when reasonable grounds
were established.

o
o

a

Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT) & Foreign Exchange (FOREX):

.
r
.
"

EFT's of $1000 or more requit'e customer identification.
EFT's of $10,000 or mot'e must be reported to FINTRAC,
A record must be kept for all FOREX transactions
FOREX transactions of $3000 or more reqttire customer identification

bcle
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ffi
Terro rist
a
a

a
a
a
a
a

a

Fl n

anci n g/Property

:

Terrorist financing provides funds for terrorist activity;
May involve funds raised from legitimate sources, such as personal donations and profits from
businesses and charitable organizations; may also involve funds fiom criminal sources, such as
the drug trade, the smuggling of weapons and other goods, fraud, kidnapping and extortion.
The Criminal Code prohibits all persons from dealing directly or indirectly with the property of a
"terrorist group" or "listed person".
Listed persons and/or terrorist organizations are published on a list maintained by the Office of
the Superintendent of Financial lnstitutions.
A listed person includes an individual, a corporation, a trust, a partnership or fund or an
unincorporated association or an organization.
List must be checked prior to opening an account.
Should BCLC or its service providers become aware of, or come into possession or control of
terrorist property, the service provider must immediately stop the transaction and secure the
property (i.e. any type of real or personal property in possession or control such as cash,
cheques, bank drafts and travellers cheques)
A report must be made immediately, BCLC notified and the report submitted to RCMP or CSIS
without delay in the prescribed paper form.
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Appendix F
Participants from the June 4, 2015 AML Summit:

Participants
Len Meilleur
David Pyatt
Michele Jaggi-Smith
Brad Desmarais
Ross Alderson
Kevin Sweeney
Murray Dugger
Kevin Hacl<ett
Calvin Chrustie
Wayne Rideout
Dennis Erickson
Pierre McConnell
Peter Mclelan
Bernie Beck
Rob Kroeker
Glen Atchison
Ros Smith
Krista Ober
Caroline Darts

PhilTawtel
Tom Steenvoordern
Lul<e Clark

Executive Director, Compliance Divisiott, GPEB
Community Supports, GPEB
Director, Strategic Policy and Projects Division, GPEB
VP Corporate Security and Compliance, BCLC
Director, AML and Operational Analysis, BCLC
Director, Compliance & lnvestigations, BCLC
FINTRAC
Chief Supt., Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
lnvestigator, Criminal Operations Federal Policing
Assistant Commissioner, RCMP
Division lntelligence Officer RCMP
TD Bank
Western Union
Ascendant FX
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation
Gateway Casinos and Entertainment Limited
Edgewater Casino
Canada Border Services AgencY
Criminal lnvestigations Division, Canada Revenue Agency
Civil Forfeiture Office, Mittistry of Justice BC
Police Services Division, Ministry of Jt"tstice BC
Director, Centre for Gambling Research at UBC

Observer
Lee Bergeman

Criminal Operations Federal Policing

Facilitation
Kim Thorau

Rachel DeMott
Lisa Burke
Greg Tonn

Perrin, Thorau and Associates Ltc.
Strategic Policy and Projects Division, GPEB
Operations Division, GPEB
Compliance and Enforcement Sec., Ministry of Justice
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Appendix G
Debit at the Cage trend lines from inception to current year;

Debit at Cage
20L2

2013

20L4

20t5

Q1

$135,850

56,t9s,97L

59,453,740

s14358,118

Q2

s531,600

57,34t,622

$9,072,646

S1s,088,333

q3

S1,413,800

56,96L,432

$L0,796,r98

s18,283,s64

Q4

$3,503,702

S8,704,650

S11,703,689

Total

$5,584,752

529,209,67s

54L,026,273

s47,730,01s

$2o,ooo,ooo
$18,ooo,ooo
$16,ooo,ooo
$14,ooo,ooo

-U.zOLz

S12,ooo,ooo

-{5-2013

$1o,ooo,ooo

20L4

S8,ooo,ooo

*X--2015

s6,o00,ooo
$4,ooo,ooo
$2,ooo,ooo

so
Q1

qz

q3

Q4

Note: This was a tool which was a last addition to the cash alternatives, lt was not anticipated
that it would do this well, but this initiative has shown a significant increase in usage.
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Convenience Cheques trend lines from inception to current year:

Convenience Cheques

20L2

20L3

201-4

2075

Q1

$s4,173

599,347

$L43,301

s168,094

q2

$76,0s2

sr.49,302

51s1,8L6

$188,263

Q3

590,723

$206,018

5201,,157

5207,084

Q4

s99,3s9

$nz,zat

578,27L

s320,30s

$577,448

Ss74,s4s

Total

5s63,44r.

$2s0,000

$200,000

.....:-2O!2

$1so,ooo

'20t3

l1

201"4

Sloo,ooo

.-z-=./'^,EE'

):

2015

Sso,ooo

$o
QL

Q2

Q3

Q4

Note: At the launch of this

initiative, the initial threshold amount was $5000 and was later
increased to $8000 in January 2013. As of April 2014 lhe new threshold amount increased to
$10,000. Graphs depict a significant growth once the limits were changed and the trends
indicate it's a positive growth.
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Appendix H
From: Dugger, Murray (FINTRAC/CANAFE) [mailto:MPersonal information
Sent: Wednesday, March 09,2016 10:38 AM
To: Ross Alderson
Cc: Bal Bamra; Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Judge, Robby (FINTMC/CANAFE)

Subjectr RE: BCLC Casino

ProPosals

Ross,

Thonk you for providing FINTRAC the opportunity to review ond comment on
your proposols, As you noted, ihese initiotives were discussed of lhe AML
Summit in June olthough I do not recollihot oll porties necessorily CIgreed with
them. Our comments on eoch initiotive ore os follows:

Delimitinq the Convenience Cheque
When lhis ideo wos proposed of the AML Summit, I chollenged it, ond
suggested thot before going forword BCLC should quontify the AML risk of the
current convenience cheques with limils. Specificolly: How mony cheques ore
currenlly being wriiten? How mony ore going to the some potrons, ond ore
these potrons high risk? How often ore these cheques being endorsed to o third
porty, how often is il the some third poriy? Are these third porties other potrons
or otheruise "known to

police"? At the time,

BCLC sloted they hod not looked

hos this hoppened in the interim? lt would be imprudent

of ony of these issues from our perspective to obondon the limits when you hove not look of whot
AML risk the current environment hos.

c represenlotive from lhe bonking industry ot the AML Summit
who suggested thcrt since oll cheques go through cheque processing services,
no one of o finonciol institution would ever octuolly see lhe nototion printed ot
the bottom of the cheque indicoting it wos not o verified win, which diminishes
these cheques cs on AML meosure. Keep in mind thol money loundering is the
conversion of the illicit funds, therefore if BCLC provides o cheque (regordless of
the nototion on the cheque) thot conversion hos occurred, So your ossertion
thot these cheques cannot be used for money loundering is incorrect.

There wos clso

Under Beneflfs, you identify o decreose in the number of LCTRs ond STRs by
elimincting the "churn". We would hove to osk whot proportion (number ond
volue) of these cheques ore currently being returned lo the goming sites to be
coshed, or does the polron who receives these cheques come bock with more
cosh to then convert it to onother cheque? You seem to suggest in your lost
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bullel thot this would not be on unusuolsifuoiion. Moreover, the suggestion this
will reduce STRs is olwoys c concern, becouse the influx of money will still be
coming into the cosino just in o potentiolly different formot'
lnternotionol Electronic Fund Tronsfers

to be o relionce on the robustness of the
they will investigote source of funds
specificolly
system",
bonking
"internotionol
of funds. Conodion institutions
source
troce
obility
lo
better
for
o
ollow
ond they
institution ond depending
provided
sending
by
the
the
informotion
on
reliont
ore
quolity
of thoi informotion
the
AML
legislolion,
ond
their
of
origin
fhe
country
on
con vory. There is olso no obligotion to iclentify source of funds under the
PCMLTFA, so bonks would only be doing this if their internol policies
dictote. Finolly, the bonk moy believe the tronsfer is very suspicious ond will file
on STR themselves but would never shore this informotion with BCLC, so ihe foct
t6oi BCLC receives on internotionoltronsfer through o bonk in no woy ollevicrles
or diminishes whether or not it is proceeds of crime. Consequently, the ossertion
thot STRs would decreose is o concern becouse the influx of money will still be
coming into the cosino just in o potentiolly different formot ond possibly
introducing new risks.

The cornerstone of this initiotive seems

Conodo's AML regime, we oppreciote
the opportunity fo provide comment ond highlighi risk oreos lhot should be
considered. We con discuss these issue further of our forthcoming meeting.

As BCLC is on importont portner in the

Regords,

Munoy Dugger
Regionol Director, Western Regionol Office I Directeur r6gionol, Burequ r6gionol de I'Ouesl
Regionol Operoiions ond Complionce Sector I Secteur des Op6rotions 169ionoles et conformit6
Personal information

Finonciql Trqnsoclions ond Reports Anolysis Centre of Cqnodo I Centre d'onalyse des
op6rotions el d6clorqlions finqncidres du Cclnodo
1120-'l l85 West Georgio Sireet, Vqncouver, BC V6E4E6 | I120. I l85 rue Georgio ouest
Voncouver, (C.-8.) V6E 4E6

Focsimile I T6l6copieurPersonal information
Government of Conqdo I Gouvernement du Cqnqdo
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Appendix

I

CalendarYeqr 2075
Date

Created

PropertY

lncident Number

SID

Cheque Total

1-Jan-15

River Rock

tN20150002122

170035

$458.19

21-Jan-15

River Rock

tN201 50003800

170564

$170.00

24-Jan-15

Hard Rock

tN20150004442

1

15656

$2,661.00

8-Feb-15

River Rock

tN20150007068

171568

14-Feb-1 5

Kamloops

1N201s0008197

166936

$5,000.00

River Rock

1N201

50008665

47726

$8,000.00

23-Feb-1 5

Cascades

tN201 50010098

10016

$20,000.00

5-Mar-15

Kelowna

tN201 5001 '1938

173064

$5,000.00

172158

$3,000.00

1

I
1

6-Feb-1 5

I

5001 51 55

21-Mar-16

rand Villa

tN20150015565

River

Park

2-Apr-15

8145

Starlight

91357

7-Apr-15
156774

River Rock
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11-Apr-15

Edgewater

tN201 5001 91 1 0

GlLL|S, Troy

$6,225.00

12-Apr-15

River Rock

tN201 5001 9364

23910

$8,000.00

15-Apr-15

River Rock

tN20'l 50019842

84639

$5,200.00

17-Apr-15

River Rocl<

1N201 50020287

128686

$4,850.00

18.Apr-15

Edggwater

tN20150920588

1i6538:

$-S'-690'90

25-Apr-15

Kelowna

1N20150021720

24768

$8,025.00

4-6"4pr.tS

RlVtNt'Ro-ck

lN20{i-60O219.82

4ffi.86;

11-May-15

River Rock

tN2015002486'1

48832

$9,520.00

13-May-15

Edgewater

tN201 50025175

SATOMURA, Ryuki

$1,802.35

15-May-15

River Rock

tN201 50025561

89961

$5,000.00

15-May-15

River Rock

1N201

21-May-15

River Rock

22.M6y.15

r,'wfl4-qq;;'

57853

$79.90

tN20150026623

164436

$9,000.00

Edgewater

It1201r5002681i6

16538'.

$5rooo,oo

31-May-15

Hard Rocl<

tN201 50028465

't77605

$10,000.00

B-Jun-15

River Rock

tN201 50029879

164436

$5,000.00

3-Jun-1 5

Edgewater

tN20150030714

65574

$10,000.00

28-Jun-1 5

Edgewater

tN201 50033422

179448

$5,008.25

'l-Jul-15

Hard Rock

1N201 50034035

172508

$'1,600.00

1-Jul-15

Langley

lN20'150033952

MATYUS,
Samantha

$5,300.00

4-Jul-15

Edgewater

tN201 50036000

65574

$10,000.00

5-Jul-15

Edgewater

tN201 50034697

8331 5

$10,000.00

1

50025544

1
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fl
6-Jul-15

River Rock

rN201 50034962

116B44

$6,000.00

B-Jul-15

River Rock

lN20'150035353

5071

$4,877.50

10-Jul-15

Elements

tN201 50035632

1

00034

$5,000.00

23-Jul-15

River Rock

tN20'150033201

1

32991

$7,000.00

29-Jul.1r5

ftivei Roct(

lNe0$"00-se.e75

rSfl!6?€

$r10,000,00

30-Jul-15

Edgewater

tN201500393'16

27863

$5,000.00

6-Aug-15

River Rock

tN201500409'12

681 07

$52,00

1

21-Jul-15

10-Aug-15

24-Aug-15

a

River Rock

I

1

50044457

182479

rN20150044171

141232

1N201

29-Aug-15

1

82805

1

59046

I
I

$1,000.00
$6,000.00

$6,254.63

31-Aug-15

Kelowna

tN201 50045571

$2,061.00

8-Sep-1 5

Hard Rock

tN201 50047034

27271

$4,000.00

1

0-Sep-1 6

Kelowna

tN20150047316

10341

$9,504,00

1

3-Sep-1 5

Rlver Rock

rN201 50047852

183731

$10,000.00

19-Sep-15

River Rock

tN201 50048823

18399'l

$10,000.00

25-Sep-1 5

River Rock

tN201 50049931

48505

$10,000.00

26-Sep-15

Hard Rock

tN20150050173

4672

$10,000.00

28-Sep-15

Edgewater

1N201

QUEENIE, Gomilla

$2,108.71

29-Sep-15

Elements

1N201 50050766

1

8461 3

$1,504.80

2-Oct-15

Elements

tN20150051 384

184787

$1,700.00

50050482
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ffi
AiTFI

17-Oct-15

Edgewater

tN201 500541 00

146391

$10,000.00

18-Oct-15

Langley

IN201 50054435

1

85020

$5,000.00

22-Oct-l5

Starlight

1N201

50055093

37613

$8,000,00

28"Oct-15

Edgewater

tN201500560:t7

151629

$10,000.00

30-Oct-15

River Rock

tN201 50056526

12478

$6,245.00

1-Nov-15

River Rock

tN201 50057003

186477

$3,000.00

2-Nov-1 5

Kelowna

tN201 50057065

't86512

$1 15,00

6-Nov-1 5

Penticton

7-Nov-1 5
9-Nov-15

15-Nov-15

E

1N201

50057852

River Rock

1N201

50058070

20497

$5,000.00

Kelowna

1N2015005833'l

20466

$1

I

River Rock

I

,0 3

tN201 50059404

I

,801.00

$9,400.00

16-Nov-15

River Rock

tN201 5005961 3

187257

$1,109.19

9-Nov-1 5

River Rock

tN201 50059999

61811

$10,000.00

20-Nov-15

Edgewater

tN201 50060264

102992

$10,000.00

25-Nov-15

River Rock

tN20150061 '184

6751 0

$3,000.00

27-Nov-1 5

Starlight

1N201

50061650

358

$5,000 00

3-Dec-15

Hard Rock

1N201

50062658

283858

$10,000.00

4-Dec-1

River Rock

I

N201 50062878

21358

$5,000.00

Starlight

tN201 5006231 0B

21358

$5,000.00

Edgewater

tN201 50065399

74637

1

5

5-Dec-1 5
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17-Dec-15

Grand Villa

IN20150065409

156752

$4,000.00

20-Dec-1 5

River Rock

lN20'1 50066101

21358

$7,000 00

20-Dec-'15

River

tN20150066120-

1476'tB

$8,000.00

Rock

1N20150066380

31

862

$7,000.00

Hard Rock

1N20150065222

55366

$4,000.00

22-Dec-15
-Dec-1

Total Cheques

L09

Patrons with
slD

Total Value

Cheques

Cheque

Total $

Total

Value

16538

2

$10,ooo

No

No

25455

2

57,34s

No

No

45644

2

$tt,ool

No

No

s5366

2

Sg,soo

No

No

59158

2

$4,ooo

No

No

628s3

2

S2o,ooo

No

Yes

85550

2

$re,ooo

No

Yes

94765

2

5i.9,ooo

No

No

1.51629

2

$20,ooo

No

No

164436

2

S14,ooo

No

No

10886

4

s28.000

Yes

Yes

L2796

4

S2s,2oo

Yes

Yes

21358

4

$22,ooo

No

No

L52373

4

S5,2oo

No

No

6s574

5

S45,8oo

No

Yes

4t

$zst,ssz

Total

$641,799.86

HRP

PGF

Account
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Kim Fitzpatrick
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:
Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Anna Fitzgerald
Thursday, August 27,20t5 5:15 PM
Ross Alderson
FW: Delimiting Convenience Cheques
Convenience Cheques - Final Draft.doc
Follow up
Flagged

Thankyou Ross
From : Ross Alderson fmailto: Personal information

Sent: Thursday, August 27,2015 4:58
To: Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX

Cc

PM

Fitzgerald, Anna FIN:EX; Vear, Maureen FIN:EX

SubJecE Delimiting Convenience Cheques
Hl Michele,
please find attached BCLCs decision document regarding changes to the current convenience cheque policy. The changes
are proposed to implemented by BCLC by the end of September, 20L5.

you may know this particular topic of convenience cheques was included on a document provided to GPEB in February
20L5, along with a proposal for offering credit to WIP players'

As

Both proposals were agreed to in principle, at the June 4th AML summit and you may recall we discussed at the recent
meeting in Victoria on July 23rd

BCLC/GPEB

.

This proposal supports John Mazure's letter on August 7th to BCLC as below:
"2. Develop ond implement additionol cash alternotives, focusing on furthering the tronsition from cosh-bosed to electronic
ond other fornts of tronsoctions, ond instruments, ond exploring new ways to promote existing ond new cosh olternotives.
These alternotives should fortn part of o broader strategy t'or increasing the use oJ cash olternotives in gaming focillties,
including implementing o petformonce measurement fromework ond on evoluation plan to deterrnine service provider

porticipation."
approved the policy change and we will move forward with the project. I wanted to share it with you at this point in
for
any additional comment from GPEB's perspective before we put it into policy.
case
I have

Offering credit to VVIP customers which we are working on currently will contain a far more detailed plan as it will have to
consider customer base, risk levels, financial liabilities, RG implications etc
As always I am more than happy to discuss it further.

Many thanks
Regards
Ross
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Personal information

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: Thursday, October 22,20L5 4;33
To: Michele JagEismith

Subject: Convenience

PM

cheques

Hi Michele,
Hope you are enjoying your new role. Among everything going on right now in the world of AML and cash
alternatives I was hoping you may know where we currently stand with the convenience cheque proposal? Last
communication I had with Len was this now sat with policy,

know Jim Lightbody provided a letter detailing our AML initiatives and commitments and that John Mazure
for more detail around credit, (which we are close to completing) ,however the status on the
convenience cheque proposal is a little unclear. As it involves a fairly simple policy change from our end, should
it be approved by GPEB of course, it is something we are keen to implement.
I

asked

Appreciate any feedback you may have on the topic
Many thanks
Regards
Ross

Sent from my BlackBerry L0 smartphone on the TELUS network.

2
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lfim Fitzoatrick
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Rob Kroeker
Friday, November 13, 2015 11:20 AM
Meilleur, Len FIN:EX; Jaggi-Smith, Michele FIN:EX Personal information
Ross Alderson; Kevin Sweeney; Nicole Wu
Cash Alternative Proposals - Additional Inforrnation
04 23 2015 Cash Alternatives in BC Casinos.pdf; 0B 27 2OLS Convenience Cheques -

Penultimate Draft.pdf; l0 23 20L5International rransfers_penultimate.pdf; Lo
mate.pdf

2t 2ors

Crecl it_Penulti

Hello Len and Michelle
Please find attached documents setting out further detail in relation to BCLC's cash alternative initiatives related to pGF
account overdraft (credit) and de-limiting convenience cheques. This information is in addition to that provided in April
of this year (l have attached a copy of that document as well for reference). I have also attached a document outlining a
further initiative related to international electronic funds transfers. This document is new but the concept has been
discussed fairly extensively in other forums including the summit held in June of this year.

lf we are to move forward, the next steps will involve development of the full program business mechanics for each item
which will involve a considerable investment of time and resources. lt would make little sense to move to that stage
absent knowledge of GPEB's position. We are hoping this information will be of assistance to you.
There has been considerable e-mail and correspondence traffic on these initiatives and related AML matters over the last

sevenmonths. lntheinterestsofgettingtoadecisionpoint, lwouldliketosuggestthatonceyouhavehadachanceto
review this most recent documentation, rather than a further exchange of correspondence, that we then set up a meeting
in the next few weeks to discuss, in person, any remaining questions or concerns GPEB may have. ln this way were are
hoping to be of assistance in arriving at a decision so that we can then focus our resources and efforts accordingly.
Regards,

Robert Kroeker BA, LL.B, MpA
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046

Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, ntore than 5:L billion generateci by BCLC ganrbling activities

went back into health care, ecJucation ancl community groups

across B.C.
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BCLC Proposal for Delimiting the Casino
Convenience Cheque vsr
Corporate Security & ComPliance
February 24,2016
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April2016

Michele Jaggi- Smith

Executive Director, Strategic Policy and projects Division
Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch (GpEB)
3rd Floor, 910 Government Street
Victoria, B.C. V8W 1X3

bale
playing it right

Dear Ms, Jaggi-Smith

Re: Enhancements to Anti Money laundering Regime in BC Gaming Facilities

Alternatlves.
I

-

cash

am pleased to submit to you two attached BCLC policy Documents namely:

1. Delimiting Casino Convenience Cheques
2. Expanding lnternational Electronic Funds Transfers (EFT)

?.1 \Vtr.il .Si!i1r[il] Slr.!l
Karnl\rops, lic Vi\-: lFi

|
I
BOlC_Lelieve-these proposals fulfil the request of the GPEB General Manager in his letter to
the cEO of BCLG, dated January is,2016, in which he requests more detar:l be added into
the existing cash alternative proposal documents. (Reference: Bullet point # 2)

BCLC.thereforewould request these proposals be submitted directly to John Mazure, in his
capacity as the General Manager of GPEB for his review.

25r'1.{J2t.5500
:tb0.t12u.563

I

?li ill Vtrhral \.Yry
Vancorr!or, fl(t V5i,1 0ir6

I

ut]

1 2

l1;

orJ

llr

ltt)l t:r5.ri.l:.t

1,,

Both Policy Documents are attached as pDF files to this accompanying email.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you and your team for your collaboration
with BCLC inlhisprocess and lvery much look forward to receiving op-gs,s response to
these BCLC Anti-Money laundering initiatives.

Regards

Ross Alderson
Director, AML & Operational Analysis
BCLC
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Know your limit, play withitt it.

COLUMBTA

3s7679

Jvly 14,2016
Jim Lightbody, CEO ancl President
British Colunrbia i.,ottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vaugorrver

BC V5M 0z\6

Dear Mr. Liglrtbody,

Re: Cash Alternativc Proposals and Source of Fuudt
This leftet is in response to the two policy ciocuments proposittg cash alternatives that wele
subnrittecl to the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) on April 20, 2015 by Ross
Alderson of the B,C. Lottely Corporation (BCLC),
Thallc you for sharing these documents and I appreciate the work BCLC has undettaken in
preparing these proposals. While there. is no requireurent fol BCLC to seek'GPEB approval of
these specifio proposals in and ofthemselves, I appreciate the opporlunity to review them and
provide con1ment iir the bloacler context of gover;nn'rent's anti-rponey larutdering (AML) efforJq,
incleecl, BCLC has zLppropriately characterized both proposals as AML initiatives because they
prorricle alter.natives to cash entel'ing or leaviirg gaming facilities. Fundamental to the sucqess of
these initiatives and B.C.'s AM! Stlategy as a'whole, lrowever, is the need to evaluate the $or;rce
of funcls ancl lrahe a rislc-based determination of theil legiiimaoy prior to acceptance,

Dte cliligence ol1 .soul'ce of tirncls resulting fiom the cash alternativos proposed is importaut to
enstn:o llie AML Strategy is not undermiued by providing a means to convgr:t illigit frinds. In the
case of csnvenience oheqrles) the conversion woultl ocgtu' npon provision of a convenience
cl.reque by the service provider. In the case of international EFTs, BCI,C would be relying

prirnar,ily ou inf-bmration plovided to Canadian institutions fi'om a foreign bank and ultimately
tlre robLrstnes,s of that countiy's banking systeru, their AML legislation and, specificalJy, that
they rryill investigale source of funds, The Plovirtce has previously provided writton direction tg
BCLC to establish the sottrce of fi.rnds prior to aceepting cash at gaming facilities:

1. In the 2016ll'l mdudate letter to FCLC,

the Ministet'of Finance ditested BCLC to
provide a qualtorly report on impleinentation of the govemnent's AML Strategy,
ilcluding "inrpleruentation pf anti-money laundeling courpliance best practices with
appLopr.iate consideration of evaluating the,source of wealth ald sout'ce of funds pr''ior

to cash acceptancs within a iisk based fiamswork.l'

Mlnistry of
Finanoe

Garning Poliey antl
Enforcement.Branch
Offlce of the Asslstant
Doputy Minir;tei and
Geheral Manager

Malllng Address:
PO BOX S31 1 S'TN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W gN.I
'Telephone:.
(250) 387-1301
Facsimile: (250) 387-18r8

Localloni
Thhd Floor, 910 Govemment Streel
Victorla,.BC
Web: Www;gaming.gov.bi.ca
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The Janua,ry 20L6letter from Johu Mazure, General.Manager, GPEB, to Jim
Lightbody, CEO and Plesiddnt, BCLC, inclucled the expectation that "BCLC
itnpiement AML best pnctices witli appropriate ponsideration of evaluating source of
wealth and sonlcg of frurcls prior to cas-h accoptance."

3. In the October

2015 lettor from fhc Honouralile Michael cle Jong, Minis-ter of
Finance to Bud Smlfh, BCLC Board Chair, BCLC was clirected to take the
fbllowing action in rcspotlse to the prevalence of large and suspicious cash
trarrsactions: "Enhance customer due diligerrce to mitigate the tisk of nrorrey
laundeling in Britislr Columbia gaming facilities through thq inrplernerilatian of'AML
compliance best practices including processes for evaluating the sonlce of wealth zurd
soulce of fbncls prio: to cash acceptance,"

4.

The Aug$t 20X5 letter from Jolrn lMazure, General Mnnager, GPEB, to Jim
Lightbody, CEO and President, BCI-:,C, aslced BCLC to pursue specific activities
related to erilrancing the AML Stt'4tegy, including: "Develop ancl im.pleineirt

additional Cnstomer Due Diligence (CDD) policies and plactices consti:r.rcted aroupd
financial industry standarcls ancl robust Know Yonr Customer (l(YC) reqnirenrents,
with a focus on identifying .souroe of Wealth and funds as integral eornponents to
client'rislc ?Ssqssment.,

.

tr

BCIC on the cash alternative proposals, I uuderstand that FINTRAC
to pstablish sourse of ftlnds to ensure the prop<lsed cash altel'nalives do
not introduce adqlitional risks with respect to money laundcring.
In providing oornments to
also emphasized the neecl

To ensurs the Province is taking the steps'necessary to eliminate the pt'oceeds of criure fiorn B.C.
gaming facilities and to supporltheAML Strategy and the integrity of gaming in B.C,; BCLC
shoulcl contemplate not accepting fucls where thq soru:co of lihose funcls cannot be cletermined or'
verified, within a risk-basec{ framework. This aptroach could inclucle, for e,rarnple, a source of
funds questionnaire and a thleshold amounl ovct which tsCLC would require servir:o ploviders
to refuse to aocept unsonrced funds, ol a maxinrurn number of instances wherc trnsrlurcecl funds
would be accepte{ fiom a patlon before lefusal,

I trust that BCLC will oontinue to work with GPEB to support the AML Strutegy and the
integrity of garring in B,C. by evaluating source of fuuds prior to flcceptance al gaming facilities,
Yours sincerely,

Deputy Minister arld Gent:ral Mapager
Gaming PoJicy and Enforcenrent Braneh
Ministry of Finance
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August 3, 2016

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria BC VBW 9N1

Attention:

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager

bale
playing it right

Dear Mr. Mazure:

Re: Anti.Money Laundering Matters

-

Cash Alternative Proposals

I write in regard to your letter of July 14, 2016, and further to the two proposals we
provided to you for approval on April 24,2016 dealing with new non-cash transaction
options at casinos.

At GPEB's request the proposals were submitted for approval however it is now the
common understanding as between our respective organizations, based on recently
acquired information, that GPEB approval is not required in regard to operational
gaming matters such as these. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for
taking the time to review and comment on ihe proposals notwithstanding.

ln your letter you have set out a number of excerpts from earlier correspondence
between you and l, and from the Minister to the BCLC Board Chair, reminding us of
the expectations of BCLC's anti-money laundering regime. I thank you for those
reminders and can assure you that BCLC's obligations under lhe Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) are an ever present top
priority for BCLC. Furthermore, I can confirm that BCLC remains committed to
working with GPEB and F|nTRAC to ensure our anti-money laundering program is
fully compliant and one of the most robust in the industry. I am very pleased to share
that just recently (June 2016) FinTMC completed a comprehensive audit of BCLC's
anti-money laundering program and commented that BCLC was industry leading in its

iil

|tr11l SoyDroltr Slrcri
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,
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anti-money laundering efforts.

I appreciate your suggestion that BCLC ensure its new proposals are conducted
within a risk based anti-money laundering framework, and specifically that on a risk
basis source of wealth and source of funds inquiries should form part of that
framework. I can confirm lhat source of wealth and source of funds inquiries are in
fact incorporated into the BCLC anti-money laundering program and will apply to the
proposals when implemented along with all the other program elements aimed at
countering money laundering.

With respect to the proposal on electronic funds transfers, you state that ".... BCLC
would be relying primarily on information provided to Canadian institutions from a
foreign bank and ultimately the robustness of that counlry's banking system...". I
believe some clarification is required here. BCLC will not be relying on the antimoney laundering efforts of foreign banks. BCLG will, however, be relying to some
extent on the compliance of Canadian banks with Canadian anti-money laundering
laws governing international transfers. Under our proposal, electronic funds lransfers

must first be accepted by a Canadian bank prior to being transfened into a
customer's gaming account. BCLC will also subject transactions to its own anti-
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money laun_de4lg measures independent of the canadian bank's
assesqment. This
will ensure that foreisn transfers dre suoieueolo
ra'unoering
screening.

tu"Ev;i*ililiiiiiii

Thank you again for taking the time to provide us wirh your
cornrnents and feedback.
Sincerely"

#ffiv

(ri^ugnuo{

President & CEO

Page2
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Appendix B
GPEB EMAIL
From: McCrea, Eill J FIN:EX lfidilloiPersonal information
Sent: Tuesday, Febflrary04,2014 10;01 AM
To: Brad Dasmarals
Subjecl: FE: cash Alternalivos Reporting
Thanks Brad,

(ioing fonvar<l would you please sencl
I appreoiatc being allte lo provlde thesc' tBp0rt$ to our AML tcam.
this lo mo wh€n lt is comploled by Cathy.
Wo have seen goo<l irrcreases, frotn last year's 03, in the uss oF llre cash altornalives. This ls especlally
the cas6 in usa of debit at cage and the PGF activity. I know you would prefer the ability to rvlile cheque$
to customors for all amounls, but we have agleEd that customtsr convenience choques can be written up
to 510,000. Ploatte let rrie krlow if you put this in plflcc
l-astly, I hRd vJritten you earlier asking for th'] fiftal verslons of the Policies and Procedures for
barrking. Would you please senci theso lvh6n you ale abla. Thanl(s

u.s

gdt

0lll I'lccrca

BES

t'lM

FclP
Personal information

E,(c{utive Dlreqtor

{-rte,tu cooo

ctrnngeo

._

Provln(o ol orltlsh Colunltlia
Gnmlng polrcy ilnd Enforcemellt Eranch

Locotion; }11 Floor

i.lalllngi

tl0

PO Box 9311

Govcr(rment Street Vgw lX3

stn Ptov Govt Virtorld 8C VBW 9Nl

This omail ls Intonded only for ths addres6ee. lt may contaht confid€ntial or proprlot8ry information lhat
canno! be diaclosed vrithout BCLC's pormlsslon, lfyou have recelved thls emall in otror, please nollfy lhe
sender lmmediately and delet6 ths €mail-

lt
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Frorni

BalBamra

Seni:

Wednesday,, Apfl 06, 20XE L5L FM
'HeRderson, Jeff FINfX'
Rsb Kroet(er; Ross Alderson

To:
Cc.'

Internatlonal

*'"*t67$cotumuia

SubJect

RE:

Attachmentn

04 CI4 z[Lilnternationaf Electronlc Funds Transfers GFEB Verslon Zdocxi BCLC - 02 26
2016lnternational EFT Froposal GPEB comments (V6).doct(

EFTS

Hileff,
I

added a few more comments and revisions, so please reference these documents as you,r updated coples,

was under the impression that we were close to-submilting thls proposal to the GM, but from Mlchelle's cornments, it
seems that there are more questiotrs and csncerns around what we are proposing.
I

We are recommending another face to face meetlng to discuss thls when you have had a chance to review,
please let us know at your earliest convenience when we can meet to discuss these documents; llob, Ross and I wlll be ln
attendance.
Thanks very much,
Bal Bamra, B.corn, cAM$
Maoagar. Cash Alternatlvet & $peoial Proiects
AML & OperatlonslAnglysls Unit
Coporato Sscurlty and Compllance Divlelon, BCLC
2940 VlrtualWay, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0Ag
Personal information

Frorn: BalSamra
Sentl Tuesdayn ABril 05, 2016
Tor Hendeson, Jeff FIN:H

9120 AM

Gcl BalEarmra
gubJ€ctr trntsmational EFIS
Hllleff.
l'lqpe thlnEis are we[|.
Irm stlll walflhg for a pleee of lrrfonnatinn for the.Convenlenee ChequE Froposel, but I wanted to send a long to you the
EFl" progoial, I have attached the comments and the cleaned up v€#idn, We m€Y need tCI fevlewthlsone togethet'as
I'rn notiure what Michelle, k looking for as. what seerilis baslc to.fie, seerns tO be lnterpreted very differently.
Flarve

a read, make some comfflefltsr and then I'ets dlseuss.

Thanks,

Bal Bantra, B,com, cAM$
1
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Problem Statetnsnt
transfers to
BCLC would llke to allow British colurrrbia (Bc) casinos to accept international
Aslan
Mainland
Lower
forthe
specifically
,*i.u it more convsnlent for players from oilerieas,
of this
play.
obiective
The
limit
table
high
of
the
up
most
players
who'make
ijiri,o i,igh rirnit
policy change'
Oorrmuni is to seeli tlre General Managefs ondorsemont of this
BCLC is decreaslng
By allowing this lypo of Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT or W.ire Transfe$,
safer envlronment
a
create
will
ln
hrrn
whlch
into
the
facllities
coming
casir
of
amoun-t
tnb
lntern-ational EFTs through financial institutions ther"e is a better abillty to
Jr-*if ,- nV
already
"tto*ing
of runEs ano ttre rist< is minimized by leveraging the existing due dillgerce
trr**
"ouri,u iinancial institutions in adclition to the enhanoed due diligence that BOLC also

iJ,ijrrt"JUV
performs.

experience while
BCLC believes that international EFT'$ would enlranee the customer
disrupting and decreaslng the potentialfor monoy laundering'

Bac[<ground
BCLC's mission is "to conduct and manage ganrbling in a socially responsible manne.r for tfe
values; lntegrity,
[en"tiior British cotumnians." This mislion is embedded in BCLC's corcpublic
trust' Public
on
building
focus
its
BCLC
in
and
direots
ano
nespeot
bo*i"r nurporrsibllity,
through
and
organization,
trust ie achiaved n1l er1gifishing a reputation as a fair ancl equitable
BC,
gambling
in
lndustry
the
of
success
JJn-.jrorpoiut" ciUienrf1ip. This-is criticalto the
sums of cash,
There are potenlal risl<s to pr.rblic safety inhet'ent in tlre presence of large
whlch casino
in
of
inetancos
aware
i'n"iuii'rg r,ibb*iy. Wfrii" rotatively infre{uent, BCLC is
patrons have been toffowe4iom a tower'wtainland casino prope-rty and subsoquently robbed,l
withortt the need to oarry
biuing customers moro options to travel.to and from gaming facilities
of
ru*f ivttt enhance customer safety by substantially reducing the llsk robbery'

population of
Lower Mainland casinos are unlike any others ln North America. Thele is a local
pririlrirv"ciiiril-"tvtFdtin ittts regton, w.ho prefer high.limit p!uy. -ln order to.maintain
(sPl
i"i"giit; and rematn compllant wjtlr atlielevant legislation, BcLc and its seruice Provlders
presently
ihat.ls
regime
(AMl)_compliance
ii"vE J'*trnfi.hod a rigorous Anti-Mo-ney Launderlng
[trJ "ioto standard"3 cimpared to- oiher canadian gaming Jurlsdictions AML

;dilffi

;s

programs.
(LCTs) in BC caslnos, and
It is BCLCs contontion that tha prevalence of large cash iransactions
cash
alternatives, including
new
of
addition
by
the
bo
mitigated
m"y
ooncernr,
associated safoty
accepting international EFTs,

I

Ther. wur" t7 rubberles noted tltat took ptase between M6rch 201?
jn partlculEr for $69,000'
leavlnn the coslno with ca:lr; one

2

End December

20j5 thrt wefe asroclated wlth

people

yearly spend' or a Brerter than 55000 theorctical net wln
VVtdNe,y V.w lmPortant Players) are patrons that have a 9150'000

oer month,

Ii"iJr*,f*U

ls tn

reference to a hlBh tevet ol standard comparcd to olher Jrrlsdlct{oni

as stated by

FlHTMc,

bele
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'l
is grounds to belleve
Based on information provided by customers and law enforcem€nt there
pr6vided them w1h
and
tfrut orgunired crime grol$ nuv6 tppro"ched some high limli Rlayels
involved in the
stakeholders
all
risk
for
rrrls-tr'oras signiiiiant reputational
.rrr.,-i6igrring.
-nu'paim*nt
the orlgins
to
hide
facllitators
cash
the
atlow
may
in these ciicumstances
ilraiiitrv,
thfs money laundering
reduce
helps
EFT's
as
cash
such
to
attematives
iunai;'pr'ovlding

oi tn"

potential,

through casinos,..it is
As etal(eholders worl< together to minimize the volume of cash moving_
discouraged without
sash
is
patrons. lf
critical that suitable cash alternatives are provided to
to illegal gaming
6ash
their
patrons
witl.take
there ls a real risk that some
*uiiLJrni
that when
experience
BCLC's
it
is
Further,
"rturnalves,
and.
unsafe.
These sitos aie unregulated

ffir;;.'

houses, .BCLC'* high llmlt table drops are
ii[i- firit pfay*r* tuiru t-hetr pliy to ille.gal.gaming
providing
cash alternatlves ae a convsnience to
i;;;;i*J,'As a resutt, ecuC is commiiied to
and deeire to play at higher llmits,

vriiF plav-r* ln order toietain

players who havi the rneans

ft'om a Canadian or a U.S'
The ourrent practice in BC gaming factlities ls to only accept EFT's
account with
non-interest-accrulng
i"brlri"J tirianciat instituiioi. Ttie $p opens a separate,
patrons.Fatron
up
i1
the
ond
wili
sventually
EFis
that
their flnanctat institution for ieceiving
to this
bJrriig Fr.d (ioFj aocount, A[ mo-nies transferred by patrons must first be transferred
while
and
instltutlon,
account unll clsaran* for use by the recelving Cinadian -financlal
the
After
completed,
is
of
funds"
"so-urce
uv in" rinanciat institution regarding tiie
for
pahon
account
PGF
the
to
transferrecl
Jre
tne
fJnds
aeaLJioi ui*,

i;;iig;tid
;;;;;h;; Uden

subsequent withdrawal by for gaming usage'

review their customer due
lnlorviews were conductecl with various firranclal lnstitutions to
international EFTs,
accepting
in
confident
be
BcLc
woulel
that
pr,ocessss
so
(cDD)
parentfinancial lnstitution
partnership
lheir
with
in
levelworl<
niane,rr
at-trre
Financlal institutions
procest is
win re*p.ct to investigating suspiclous or unusual tran'saotlons, Tho followlng

;itid;;

consistent across all financial institutions:

r patrons that the financial institutlons inieract directly or indireotly wtth are comparerl to
lhe antft errorisrn list;
c Significant
fransaciion Reporta ls reviewed daily by branch personnel and determination
"made
if any furthor action is requlred for transactions;
ls
. Flnancial insiitutions have job aides in plaee to guide them sn what to do for various
situatlons;
if transactions are
n Flnenclal institutions at the branch level make the determinatlon
transfers ooming ln under ihe
.
.
.
,
4

suspioious or unuroat in nature; this lncludes r,eviewing
with the businees notmi
,JpSrtirg th**f,in or multlple tranefers that ara lnconsistent
at the branch level will
lnstltutions
finanoial
be
unusual,
to
ls
cleerned
lf a transaction

referthembaoktotheparentflnanciallnstitutionforrevlew;

intervlew the
par.ent financial inetitutlsn wlll flag any susploious transactions and wlll
of
fundsi
source
custdmerfor inforrnatlon regarding

T;;

with the patrons as
The parent financlal lnstltufion will also document all conversations
enaues;
mul1bt" departrnents are usually tnvolved tf an inveetigation
are legltimate;
alltransactions
iinailcfaf lnstitution employees are responsible to ansure

actlvlty and transactloni,
Report speclflc to flnanclat hstltutlons slroWlng accotint
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for a 3 month history
Financial insfltutions will asl< the EFT sending flnancial institution
client'
the
of
on the client if they are unsule

Additionel notes on international EFTs:
patron notes
fne receiving financial institution see.s the country of orlgin, and also any
sent;
is
boing
money
the
reason
attached outiining the
dillgence conducted by
The Ganadian firiancial lnstitution has to be satisfied with the duo
of funds;
source
around
the sending tinanciat insiitution and the information
the
funds untll they are
put
on
a
hold
can
On6e funds are clsared, the receiving banl<
comfortable with acceptlng the funds;
comfortable with the
receiving bahk can ilso send back the funds if they are not
Bout'oe of funds;
period depending on how well
Financial instituiions will hold the funds during a revlew
theY know iheir customer;
and/or patrun if they consider
Flnancial institutions oan also decline servlclng a business
jurisdiction
lt ls coming from''
or
the
cllent
the
to
if.t*iiei, ioo high with rospect

.
n

"
" id
o
e

process that we would have
current financial institution practices lndicate that they have a 6DD
confidence in when accepting internatlonal EFTs'

going through the
It is also important to note that Asian financial institutionso are currently
are
up io the FATF
programs
their
ensure
to
revlew
fin"nrirf Aciion fast n"it"-iFnffli
have endorsed are:
institutions
financial
Asian
actions
somsenforcement
;i;ii;il. of AML.
and management understand and
lntegrity of process, clata and technology; ensure staff
manage the rislt;
of meeting complianco
n*rru-nur* of board and senior management on the seriousness
obligations;
prograrns
;yu,* moving from a tick box exeroise to an effectivenesg test on their AML
in financlal lnstitutions;
pacitc
(APAC) are watching and tal<ing notes to engure that

c
o

€

il

a

nsian

Regulator.s

everything is oomPllant,

countrY.

and golutlons lor '4clan
A(AMS weblnar (Jan 4, t0161 "APAC Focus; New A/riL Cl*ttenqes
tvlLRO t&lB, ANZ, and Rlchard ftloore, lianaglng
nfnonclal Crlrne
ui,'ffuaait
,lrtt
lJA"
presunt"i
l11.
"t'{oderator
lnstiturlons,,
Financlal
wis Hu; Drng, Head of Atla lcAi'|S'
orii'goni..
Dtrector, 6rou' l{cad - nrnqncrui iilm-e i,"l'ie.ilhv Grdces

Eirorilutron nouected from tlte

on tenorlsm,(cFT), Their latert Pr'lnclples for momber countrle6
the gtobEl watchdsg, on Atrlllcombatlng the flnmclns
october
.tune
2OOl anrl B spectat Recommendatlons on cFT Blued In
tn
prinllprer
t-or
NrtL
oi id
to lirDlement ar' a revlred
to- crF, the FATF h especlatty concerned
rcgard
iltttr
octJb*;2004.g,n
.ourisr,stn
onliri
reeomme-ncloil[n
z00t iotto,ared by a
trariis, hawatitronsrers (atternatlve remlttancetl and carh
ahout rrre nrrus€ of non-prqrrt
iourters 1(or rmuggllng of cash crocs border)'

?

FATF

t,

*t

;;;;ii"rith'i ririiiil'iiitili''il,gtt
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Goals arrd Objectives
an efficient best in claes AML program that will
BCI-Cs AML mlsslon statsment is to "crsate
to-tl't"..1,q:t",u: of,.Crime (Money Laundering)
meei federal compriunoJi-rgrluilon*-p"ttuintng
solidlfy the lntegrlty of the gaming industry in
and Terrorist Finaneing-Acf;i ffiua; ln ordeito
part ot the sttategy to supporl this- mlssion is to develop and itnplement
Briflsh columbia."
the iransition from cash-based to electronic
additional caeh alternatives, focusing on turtn#ing
exploring new ways to promoto existing
and other forms of transartions, and instrumentslanO
BCIC wlll deciease the la'ge influx of cash,coming
and new cash alternatili*"'-ijy'aoing
of money launderlng and
the
and going in casinos, i;;*n! irr1{gt dt"t''""stng
-posslbility

;,

i-i,iiJ;ir..|"

poi*nttat for patrons to ptay with proceeds of crime,

is minimal' Return on invsetment was never the
The financial cost of irnplementing,thls change
public satety, industry integrity and to offer cash
intent of this initiative fnltttO iiis-tor lnerea$d
tJ fu*her mltigate money laundering rislts'
of conducting gaming in BC wlth integrity and social

liiiiliJt*

This allgns wlth BCLCs core values
prouiorJ-nritl* General.Manager of GPEB, John
resoonslbility ano also *in tt" direction
r6questing BCLC to increase its effofts to
Maiure in his letter o"t*i'nugr"i?, zbrsio ecl-c
develop and promote the use of cash alternatives:

,,Devetopandimplementadditionaleashalternafives,focusing.onfuftheringthetransitionfrom

and exploring new
to slectranii'"na"iin"rfirns 9f irantu"t nt, aid instrumants'
alternafives sho{'/c/ form part of a
Th'esa
arciaiives.
ways to pronote
'ii"riiin',g
gaming facllitles' inyluclinU
"xisirgiid-iii.rasn
t tu ,,"* of e'sfr alternativos in
broadar strategy nr
plan to determine
evaluation
an
iaiework and
lmptementing a purrormaiii fieasur"ment
cash-based

seuiae Provider PartictP ation''

in LCT reporting is
a
By implementing EFTs, an increase- in player s.af*ly, .and -reduction
out of properties'
cash
by llHng un-sourced
anticipated. This option allgns with nML sfraGgy
BCLC cannot
on
a
level
customers
oi
v6uins
l',il"nt"1i.[tr,ii'n.r.iii..'Jiiriliionu "iiiiouri iooiti-"ri{r
have a much broader
instltutions
prlvacy.tegistaiiontr.'Fina"noiat
do due to access to data and
to banking history lncluding a more
view of ctient's trntn?]ir-'r,orf,infiihn;;gh accessBanlts may conduothuch more informed
patterns'
comprehensive view fnio tran"t"rif funOs
ind they cql qonfirm souree of funds from an
of
funUi,
**".
il
customer*
witn
lnterviews
lnternatio'nal EFT'$, BCLG oan leverage banking

ernptoyer. By provioinJ'il; ;ffi;trves lirte
and thus fufther reduce the probabirttv of
AML controre tn adoni;riiJ it* own AML pro-ffi
BC
casinos'
launoerlng activlty occur withln

n":"tg

tJttv

Description of Irroposed lnitiative
international EFfs was
--accepting alternatives and are in full
The inltiative of cash alternatives and speclticallyoffering
oash
,ilffrUiiJt'*ly wortred on with ths SPs. They support
favor ol permittlng internatlonal EFTs'

B

ECLC

or rransrctlonal hlstory as flnanclal lnstlLutlons do'
.annot g"t patron banlrlng Informatlon' sctMqy'

bele
{
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/ sPs wlth us and
The process of acceptlng EFT',s ha.s aheldy-been implemented by.BCLC
or SP processas'
BCLC
is
no-change.t'o
there
EiTs,
iomiiti" fanks. To'acc"ept international
to accept EFT'g from forefgn flnancial lns1tutlons'
[uf pJiity *orld be
"*paniled
by the qatrol from,their
As with EFTs frorn US and domestic banks'.all monies lransferred
at a schedule 1t
account
corporate
internationar uant. nrustli*-0" tt"^*t*rred'i*o.a-sF
for use by
clearance
aocount until
Canadian banl<. The *inJv *;iiini held tn the sP's receivingi
lnstitution
financial
the
by
canaaian-iininciat institution, and while inveitigatlon
inl
use' the
for
cleared
been
has
the
money
After
regarding tho "source fundili" **pleted.
subsequent
for
lnstitution
pGF
financlal
same
at
the
account
casino
funds are transfsrred to itre
withdrawal by the patron for gaming usage'
ability to mors comDrehensively
BCLC and the Sp woutd benefit from the financial institution's
with
its 6wn CDD proces.sesJo ,lt ib
.oniinuu
atso
woutO
and
investigate into the sori.u of tirnds
io hive a P.cF account to recelve EFTs at a gaming facilitv'
l' p,.liirdrr-itu i"i "rr
of the player iq lgP beiore
BCLC and the SP witt"continue to onsure that a CDD interview
international EFTs' This
of
acceptlng
optlon
offering the customer r i;6r r.*uni ano the
to customers if BCLC
offered
be
only
lt
will
client.
unttno*n
to-"'.t
service would not ne ofr*rua
a legitlmate source
they
have
t-# bp nav* conOuctect eufflcient CDD and are confident that

*ili"*s

;

;;ir;il

;;

of funds.
banl< who must also perfo.lm a
All international EFT's would go through a Schedule 1 Canadlan
of the lncoming EFT including eubmitting
CDD and Know Your C;;t"m;i KYCion the recipient
a report to FINTRAC'
cash alternatives with players who
ln April 2015, BcLc intlodUced education sesslons around
sP marl<eting initlatives being
also
are
There
predomtnatety utitue
bonuses to players who
off.ering
by
worlcsd on to incentivii-"pravtr- to use cash alternatives
oash alternative
resardins
sites
ln
advedisins
drufiei anu tncreasect

t;6;";;;;iloi.u*rr-

I'Ji,i?Tr,,"il'iv

ffiili,;

offered (APpendlx A),
lmplementing international EFTs:
BCLC and / or sPs Woulcl take the following steps when
cllent identifieation and transaction
Review the account opening documentation including

r
activitY;
PGF account;
. Onty iccept internatlonal EFTs from ctients that hold an existlng
-...-c for FINTRAG
Appendix
FINTRAC(see
to
transactions
. Report all ajptioante
guidelines);
whsther the actual customer account
. Revlew individual account activi$ to determine
actlvity;
aotiuity ls csnsistent wlth antlcipated account
r Monitor anO review overall irends ln the natuie, size or scope of the incoming
lnternational EFTs;
to iderrtify suspicious aotlvlty;
o Determine whethei ongoing monltoring is sufficlent
c Determtne f he risk dvelior the custimer sending the iniernatlonal EFT is approprlate
or if it should be modified;
and are not

bele
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$1

',;

policy
financial instltutlons about BCLC's
Educate tha reqEiving Canadlan

a

r;f,T,xtffi:T'3i:rillJ':?:Tf tJ':":%

to

!

accopt

sP's
concruct resurat reviews around

a

ar,"*:lt"lllvllilt"JrlLSll?rrn*to,acceptanceof

I

Rislts
FI

B,

internafl onarEFrs

Mitigation Strategies

NANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Riekl

w'r not identify
is a potentiar risk that financrar.institutions
an intornational
through
rn certain cfrcumstances there
;-iil iiln=i"irea tJ'tii"'iinii.iai'inefltu*on
suspicious funds. that ffi
EFT. For exampla:
staff
go on vacation, thero is a possibility replacernent
. lf financlal lnstitution employeee
t'''t*a&ions will not be flagged;
to be
wltl not identifv ilil;;;l
*"*- il;tt;;ffi; they will not deem tham

c

Financial institufions may miss

they are;
*urptciou* or unusualwhen ln fact

Mltigation StrategY:

receive
petrons to hav.e a PGF account to
lt is a pre-roqulsite,for all
ihat
of the
reiterate
intervlew
to
CDD
critical
a
is
that
tt
*n*utu
EFTs at a samins ra"iritv' qcLg:

t"9.?lyi ;'i'tffiil

T-'I{'H3fl.fr+[*q"Hh1,tHiiff
ffi$*,'h1ilFdiltoi#ff
source sf funds'
ti;i;';t;

i;::'lHff F];

a-ieglttmate

red
a numb,er of money laundering
that financial lnstltutions have
understands
BCLC
lncludlng:
ln addition,
"'r";llliil;.r.iuiinv rv inuntiuiinstitLttion staff'
ftags rhat woutd resutt

pitpottinn to the asset size of the
'Unusualtransactlonsbyaendingfinan.cialinstltutionswhichwouldinclude:
EFT volumes that are extrer#t'ilni'I'jn

o

"

o

{iilfr3;'?il?li|;|3i}l

instirutron,s

are
strategv and rlnancial staternents

EFT$:

of
day
inconsrsilnlwitn a large vglYT*
rn rhe
earno or next day'
the eama
ln and out on
ti*i[ili'i"int=
of
EFTs
of
A targe;ume
business;
the customor's

.i *t *nslsient W*h instrurnontsi

.
.

lnterna*onaf efTs-wi].n

.

low
High volume of EFTs wlth

.

g}g:g::

tntamatisnar

eii*iuniijo

nv ruttipt* rnonetEry

i"is* Errs rv customgL' :i,"9tilg.1.9a:hb-Tlness;
aocourtt balances'

rlsk of
the followlng steps to mltigato the
that financial lnstitutlons take
BCLC aleo understands
tl'rouen intornatlonal EFTs:

;ii;vtffi

"rrng

bele
playlng lt rlght
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otumuia

li
".,i

Frnanciar rnstitutions

t

T';l lf,T*,$,$,3lo"fiJilFi"1?:H.di-;,Hffi:?,H' 'ili:i'[3
o-'ui pif o e activities ;
.

u

lXTlfl:Xllil t J' a.tu*tin!' u n u, u".rru1o3 transactions to FINTRAC;
Financlal institutions u'i"'Jq"ui'liEilygr.t pto"Jui"t and proceeses to manage the
trinannlal lnstitutions have sound qqlicles'
rrom certain
scrutrnv ror transrers to or

;Hfl

lll"

B.*.':lf

3

n

r

gkl*iln::"'ffll:fffi

lurisdictlons;

type ot funds accepted by
Financialinstitutionsestablishlimltsonthe..amountoflunclsthatrnaybetransferredtoor

a

frnm rhe financiat insttiuiion for

noncustotn"tJljt"f'ai;;lit"

the financiar
of individuars consistent wirh

lli*:rixlllltlffiffil*r"-t:tlti3:Lum6ntation
H,-r*;*- Irllfi:[tlTil:X,l;J'",1-.i=

e

to identirv sirspicious
rransrer proces'es in order

activitY

SPS AND BCLC

RlsltsassociatedwithacceptlnglnternatlonalEFTswithrespeettotraneactionsinvolving
BCLC/SP include:

Rlsk;

lfthereceivingbankisnotcomfortablewiththesourceof{unds,thevcanrefuseto
uacrrio *,tfi';nlttit

o

accept rhe runds uno

*"#,n*m

*:lTl-lnlg'dilr.1,.1{
pioura"a to the

l,lffi,gful[?tlru:%llT1;ffi 't"i?'i::illi ''u';

;o'*"'ion

was noi

Patron'

Nlltigatton StrategY:

sp and BCLC's
osPswllldiscusswithpatronstlgpwEFTprocessandexplalnhowtheserviceis
Tr,i, iui,rro-i."tuoa "inrarning
nrjiiiriri.iiiln.tituuon.
offered through
llnancial lnsiitution
llmttations
'r

'n"

lii

iJ n'Jt

by their

'itJpt*d

Rlsk;

iBGLCand$Parerelying.lntlerill3ialinstltutiortsCDDprocessandthattheyhave
' ;.;;*;o ttt* Psttiffiiv 6t sour"e of funds'
Mitlgation SlrategY:

. we

h

ave

oo nf id en c e

the infotmatlon

w'l

ltl["$f,-fl

ifl fr il 1?

ffi iFi

3;"J,g::.:xj:"xJlHlx'-HJ:$'slt
pGF accounts'

wn"n openlng
CDD wm, ,usin"o'fi"iiont
atso conOuci'ifi&r own

Risk:

bele
plrynO lttlgltl
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'i

I

it
I

I

oBCLCdoesnotseetheinternationalEFTscomingin,b.utthe$Psdo:BCLCWouldSoe
the actualtransfer document;

,r;;i';i;;E;6rt, nutmt"n*ec;.t"uirrl/
SP;';;;;; aipropriate
o As a lesult{ BCLC is relying 91gu
cr ts'
the incoming
witt't

checks have been done

tn" incomlng international

lffittgation StrategY:

oBCLCwlllensurethatSPsUndgrstandthatthoyareonlytoacceptinternationalEFTs
proper cDD has becn
to tne"e"ltanriihment, where
from custom"*ihil;;; id;;r
reliablel
and
to Ue trustworthy

o
.

tnl'luriomil;.

conductod

founO

the-$Ps are following drre clillgence
"nA
process tt
BCLC wirr eetaniiJir ; ,'ed;
"**tl-tr'ttt
for international EFTs;
'ritoming internationalEFTs include:rt
SP checl<s wftn
is-not.from a thlrd party account'
Reviewing that the ouy*" nu*-J

o
o

it;H;;Fi

Thislschlckedfr.omthebankstatementbythesPHoadofficeTreasury'
i'i;li^ancialinstitution branch number
Treasury';d;;;i;il* tt'* p*rolJ't;it'"
to the patron's previous EFT

recordei on fi1" tnternatlonal.EFi'ii#tiiioim
are the same'
thev
account-lniol'matlon to ensure

o

lf

contact the

will
un"*i'Jrrii'iFi"iup"sit, Tteasury
more infoimation to confirm
iot
"n
facllity
"na'[ft"[irf-ng'f;f
EFr

Treasury receives

respective'garning

will retum the
the.EFr is fiom a third partv, rrea$urv Memorandum to
Retirrn
,""iinsii'i;
]9t:oo
oeposit"cy'-.ofti;!ft

li?r:1t"ff3t-ilir" *,

"

Eil;;il

"nl
thebantt;notifySPSurv-eitnnJeil'no*iffT!n-!etqaniTralcreport:completea

o

n-oiif'in* bClC'Catino Securitv lnvestigator'
funds
section e6 report to GPEB "na
[!rJt"]r,"-tustomer can access the
Troasury'
There wirl nd a hotd p"rioo on"EH
by
oitunas are conlirmed
they deposited, which willbe

dtiiil;;;pt

('TIlER

to cracrt down on moneY
As china continues
-:;*,ll}?:"r

il1[x.

[i

:it'ffi'3,H,'"? J

lTS

mon-ey from

lilt'pdtJ*

reavil3rl::rTi:tjl;f

;,n;

th#T;;

jurisdlctd;;"ffi;

;r

b n in

'Baffii;Siil,6dil1Hiig

a*n*ilJ in"v " ie i*

n"tenr

n

*itr,l tne-aitowanie of only $50,000
I|njir.t ".

"r-cq3,
pitt year to be taken out of chlna'

transfer ls from the same lndlvidual
io *itis"te thls risk bv on* allowins
foi.iql
fr'"
931i'vl'Ei5#
someone
and not
proper due dlligence'
tolpar;;ffitb,AP have vetteo w*h

the orlginating source
There is con06rn around enuuring

oJ

ilffis

.l#'il

interna'onat enrs

ThlspropoualwasalsoreviewedbyF|NTRACandthefollowingcommentswerereceived:
thav attowfor a batter
Thecomerstoneofflrisinlttativesegrnstoh:arelianceon.thorobu.dnessofthe,intemational
inves.iiaii'so'irc, orunds and

tifonnation prcvided bv
bant<tngsysfem,, ,p';:;;;;;,ii'i;"y-wnt
on
,the
,ou*T'li"i,'iai.'"'ci'iiaii,i,myrrl',irrri'zlo-niu,i
truo,
to
abititv
ana their AML legislation, lhe
tni,iiiiiiii
the iending

instttu;n-Jiu.o,p,,J'g

;

"i-oigi

to customBls that the

5P

hm atteady vetted end conducted

CDD

0n'

through all CDD procesres'
are approPrlatetY checked

bele
plrylng lt rtght
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OOY
4

tource of funds under
vary, rhele .is
Pa!w,a!i!l lr
Ftnattv' the
ouatitvot that information can
alcfafe'
ne-ioiltq tiis if their'internat Policies
inepcMrrra, so oantrs ilIir:,td;h*
dTR ttrcmsetves but wautd
it;
tiaiflir"tu i,iiqt*ni'I""J?ii
bankmay berieve
tnu tiii tn'ii'scr-C reqgi'ues en internationattransfer
nover share tnis intatmlliiliiiinedr6:-i"

ay

j!y,:!:'

r

;';ifi

n,

*

il{,::#i'i:,!f;ffrormat and posstb/v
W#--i,l,i*##S*i,ml;*EfA:l-,'.ii;f
irrJi;";"p.';;i,ritv'atnerent
sti, n" ,J,iniiiiii'ii,i'iiinii

*;i,,",hernrtux

or
t

mone! wn!

ntrodu cln g new rislts'

are ln fact rellant on the Canadlan
comments and maintains that we
BCLC has reviewed these
lu-nr,ins evstern ,"11'1"-'fi;^

tl;;.#il*'i

q,il:*;#::il*rt$H[tllru$|ff1Xiii#;l'til:

rilJ';i:r"Ifl L'Hl:"i'txi'pi!{{i6r#::ii1;t::v;[;*tkgmi;.ll*
potential monov
iheru r' ioniiO"ntu thai we can'clisrupt
BCLC is ;ilili-d iDD'
from unl<nown
transfers
etforrs, n'iiirsrp"**ta'not ne'J#ibti.o J1@rational
other than

:#iii''ffif;
STRs, and

institutions
taunderlng
permit.outnorna?Fi,!'i;ai*er"nt financiar Thls service would
customers. Nor wouro ecLC
customer'
B6LC
oilr'u
onlv in the same itt'tl
the orlginating
vetted through BoLC and sP CDD'

"".ountliJ
onty be offerect to patrJril'inui'iiuu!'nr"n

s,trateoies to permit internationar

confident with the risk mitigation
overar, B.LC and the sp are
now irom bank to bank'
iJlow ttt*'u"t"'pitil;i;" li doei
*"rii
-o.i'ruh;n1nu"tutiol'n""ff;ffi
the banks and thev
EFTs. The transfer
ttrrough
vetieo
"ir-*o*
nor direcrty to ou,. ,rrin;;,
*rri'it* *on6v u" transferred to the caslnos'

liliJrjit[J,i"n#,"

Cost / Benefits AnalYsis
EFTs include:
The benefits of accepting internatlonal

.
:
r
r

:r

o
r

,

Decrease LCTsi
tho existins cash alternatives ofrered;

"-T::H-.:lr:1i", "*p*i*nce by expandrns on cash alternatives offoredl
.lin".fiitting
A safer
at the oasino site lf
have ttt" itilii"V *"iung tot them
to
people
"nutron*.nifir"lioffiu
for
Ease of convenlence
counlry;
lhey are travelllng from another
l

ror better
linii:l rm ;;+::l':'"':x!?["i!1i*'
funds;
accept
and
transfer
t"tnuO to

Simple and secuie

tracr'<i

ns or patrons;

there is a

as
inlgliglliiqt [it-''lk;;Ng tnternational EFTs
cash;
to
;"1U;it;idntto origin of funds.compared thtt t"v wish to target Asian based gambling
eJements
crlminal
ability-of
limit the

opportunitv to have.be{gr

wtll

il*:r-:tr'"lirt|:#fiTh;,*

their Fraud
,,oun.iar Instituiions rncruding reverasins

Detectlon and AML Proglams'

BCLChasdonesomeanalysisaroundthep-otentlalarnountoffundsthatwouldoorneinby
projection was approxrmately $40'000'000
EFTs ancr i"r,ij on orr numnerl'ltre
intemationar

bele
playing ll rlght
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run the report of rep.ortable
annually. A date range of Dec 1, 2014 to Nov 30, 2015 was talcen to
patrons
had
LCT repofts and of thls
9006.
this
timefiame,
trrnru"iiu,r. sent to FrrrriiAc, within
Canada''"
of
otttside
listecl
addtesses
number, 541 patrons had

l\ili :i rtt

.
u
"

11't'i

t.ti' St lt ;i:es:';

lncroased usage of EFTsi
lncreasecl usage of PGF Accounts;

patrons rrtilizing intornational EFTs,
Although it woLrlci be difficult to predict the uptake on
have shown progt'essive positive
itiat
ttrey
we can ,ee from ottrer- cash alternatives
B
shows
the growth of debit usage at the
Appendlx
(nppenctix
B)..
trencls yuu, ouu,j y*ti

bffering of convenienco cheques since inception' BglC
a similar, positive
",iJ-tf'rL'
aniicipates tn" iniioou"tion of Tnternational EFTs will be met with

cage service

response and uPtalce.

,

particrpa'ie
only those sPs tlrat offer PGF accounts woulcl be eligible to
woitld ltTtil-:l]ns;
be a metric of
facilitiestt
five
all
getting acceptan"u-ariJ imptementation from

success.

| (,.-rr.;, )l i t i l l(:rildilIioi

I

The recommenclation is to aceept intelnatlonal

Eft_as

the aclditional due diligence being

parties ofFel strong risk
"""a""i"J6yFinan"iallffifounclationconductedbyBCLC/SP
*f,un Lpunitig pGF u.."uni*, Combined ihe Oue rliligence of both
patrons using tltis

rlinirnizeine risk of money laundering, BCLO is cottfident that
Financial lnstitution cDl)
servico will have neen sutticienfly vetted by BCLC / SP ancl the

i"iiig;rtffi,ri

process will offer an additional level of security'

1l
l(ong, Egyptr Malaysld arrrl l(orea
This lnclucles countries such as Chlna, U5,5ingapore, llong
l3
Grand Vllla and tlard Rock'
Five facttities include Rlver Rock, Edgewster, Starllght,

bcIc;
lo

plnyinq il ti(rht
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Alrlrcndix /\
$arnple Marketing lnitlative for Cashless Play:

Business Gaals
o

o
6

Stop marl<et share loss YOY to at least maintain YOY rnarl<ot share for last 2 weel<s of
the month. (not YTD - just for these two weeks)
Grow Theo win of all parlicipating Priv6 Members by 5% vs priot 4 weelts
Aclrieve promotional cost of sale of at most 30% after split

Offer: (Entice players to come in with a banl< draft and open PGF accounts; caghless targeted
promotion)

o

One time offer. 2 week promotion period, pending approvalwith following caps:
100K PGF Account or not: $5,000 for WIP
Existing WlPs with no PGF 't- Bank Draft: $1,000,
Existing PGF accounts get $500,

-

Rules:

n
o

Must be escortecl

to cage by VIP GR team membet' (fonnerly l<nown as Player

Relations)
Must play, if not we will not offer nexi visit

-

this will be managed sLrbtly by the VIP GR

team,

"o

Musi be enrolled in Privd Plogram
players trackecl in salesforce to adequately tracl( ROl, who's received what etc,

Target / Eligible Priv6 rnetnbers

n
o
,

Top 50 WIP last 365 win/loss
"VlP big" but
Top b0 Vlp last 365 win /loss (also if we have any VIP who we know are
be
tatgeted)
also
will
these
list
on
the
top
50
aren't
issues
because we have tracking
On a reactive basls - if any Prive member requests same promo (alta complains),.then
the Vlp GR team member will manage and escort and approve cage to get issue
bonus.

beIe
11
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Appendix B
Deblt at the Cage trend linss from inceptlon to current year:

Deblt at Cage
20L2

20fit

20t4

2015

q1

$135,850

$6,195,97L

$9,453,740

$1.4,358,1L8

Q2

$531,600

$7,34L,622

i9,072,646

$15,088,333

q3

$1,413,600

$5,951,432

$to,zgs,tss

$18,293,564

Q4

59,s03,702

$8,704650

$1L703,689

Total

s5,594,752

$29,203,675

941,026,273

$47,730,015

Szo,ooo,ooo
$18,000,000
$16,ooo,ooo
$14,ooo,ooo

*€:2012

$tz,ooo,ooo

:. , '?013

$ro,ooo,ooo

_-"d!l

$B,ooo,ooo

)

?014

.

$6,0oo,ooo

:l

'2015

$4,ooo,ooo
$z,ooo,ooo
$o

qt

a2

a3

Q4

Note: Thls was a tool whlch was a last additlon to the cash alternatives. lt was not antlclpated
that lt would clo thls well, but thls lnltlatlve has shown a slgnificant lncrease ln uaage.
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Convenience Chequee trend lines from lncaption to current,yeat:

Convenlence Cheques

20t2

2013

2014

2015

Q1

$s4,L73

$99,347

$148,30x.

$168,094

QZ

$ze,osz

$L49,3O2

$tst,sts

$L88,263

q3

590,723

$206,01g

$201,157

$207,084

q4

599,359

$L22,78t

$ls,zlt

$320,305

$s77,448

$574,545

Total

$563,441

$2s0,000

-,

$200,000

l

;i'

*l-?012

$150,000

.-' I ,Z0tg
$100;000

-l

2014
'-::

I

-2015

$so,ooo

$o

Ql

Q3

OZ

Q4

Note: At the launoh of this lnltlatlve, the initial threshold amount was $5000 and was later

increased to $8000 in January2018. As of April2014the newthreshold arnount ingeased to
$10,000. Graphs depiet a significant growth once the limite were changed and the tronds
indicate lt's a positive growth.
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SHARIT{G AG REEIMENT"
BETWEEI\:

The Britlsh Columbia Lottery Gorporation
And
Tlre Royal Canadlan Mounted Police
"E" Division (British Columhia)
January 2014
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INFORMATION SHAHING AGREEMENT
BETWEENI
BRITISH COLUMBIA LOTTEHY CORPORATION
copolatlon having lts reglstered address al
u
74 West SeYnour Stroet
Karnioops, Britlsh Columbia, V2C 1E2, Canada
("BCLC" or "ParticiPallt")
AND:

C*n

'

TI.IE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
*ittr itt "E" Division l-leaclquarters localed at
14200 Green Thnbers WaY
Surrov. Brltish Columhia, V3T 6P3, Canacla
("RCMP" or "ParllclPanf ')--.

(collectively, the "Partlclpants")
canacla ancl tho Provinoe of British columbia onterecl
WHEREA$ ln 19B0,lho Govornmont ofgtaxfl
ol lhe Prtvacy/cf (Canada) whlch petmltted the
into an agr66menr pu'*-runtjo t.ction
lnclucllng to lts provlnclal
personal inrJimatlon to tho Governmunt of Britislf columbia,
releass of
public bodios.

agent which conducts and manages
cr-own
-corporateas iuthoilzecl by sectiott 207(1Xa)of the
piovince
Co11jrnnia
British
of
commerciatgarnlng in t'tre
(BC) ('GcA") ancl ls a provirrcial public
CrhntnalOode ot canaai'"i"i ir* aannkg ConilolAct

WHEREAS BCLC

is the provlncial

body;
polica lorco and provides policing sorvices at the
wIIEREAS the RoMp ls the canadlan ledoral

iecleral, provincial and municlpal lovels;

ol
uncler the GCA to protect tho security and Intogrity
-ns
WI{EREAS BCLG has the responsibiltty
lts
about
p€r$onal
lnlotmatlott
u rr.uit, BCLC ioutinety gaihers
saming in Brlilsh Csfum[L,
ln compliance with the
ingag6g-]n gamlng
*f'tirt
u.tiuiiit*
narrons ancl th6h
"-Pqrulg-qg.BGLC
p
('
(
P
P
A"
y
c)
F
B
Acr
),
ii t'ii ro, i, il i ii, i, cl i rct e c tio o f r iiac

,'iii ii i'

i

i

I

the RGMP rrrust comply wlth the Privacy Act
WHEREAS BCLC must comply With the FlPPAancl
(Canada);

ANDWI{EREA$theParticipantswanttoenterlnloanlnfomationSlrarlng.'Agreemont(lhe
.Agrooment" or "l$A') *'iiiii['*fif .nsui:e ttmety and ellicisnt th?fng ol lnformation to asslst wlth
carry out a lawful lnvosllgatlon.
adminlsirailon or uttrorouruni of rny law or to

1.0

PURPOSE

1'lThopurposoofthioAgreomentlsloclocumontthotermsandcondltionsolthgoxohango
wllh FIPPA, tha
of cortain prrronur'l;i;ilt6n by the Partlcipants, ln compllance

priiiiv

,qaipanacla) anct other applioablo leglslalion.
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2.0

t""0*69'6r"''

mbia

DEFINITIONS

(i)

(ii)

Dlvisioll'
"Commanditrg Offlcer" moans tho Commandlng Officer of tlto RCMP, ''E"

,,Dlscloslng parllclpant" nl€ans tho Participant who ls responding to a r€quost by
tho other Parllclpant lor lnformatlon'

of

{iir)

"FIPPA" m6ans Frcoctom

(iv)

"GCII" meatls Gaming Cottlt'ol

(v)

lnfortnatton and Protactiott

ol Privacy Acl, H'S'B'C'

1996, c, 165'
Act, Stats- B.C. 2002,

c' 14'

pttrsuant to
',M€tnhsr', means any porson who has boon appolnloq 9! an officer
pursuant to
RCMP
appointed
the
ol
sectlon 5 ot seclion Oig)(a), or othel tnembor
Rogulations
and
atry
R-10,
Chaplor
1985,
R.S.C.
s""iion 7(1Xa), of tno nbni'F/cl,
made pursuant thereto,

(vi)

3 of the
"Pefsonal lttfortnatlott" is cleflnod by section 1 ol FIPPA and soction
that ls
lndividual
ldentifiablo
arr
about
of
inforrnaiion
consisls
e*acy Acl ancl
generallty
foregolng:
ol
the
tho.
rostricting
withottt
lnclucllng,
any
lorm
in
ir"ot,li,O
(ailniorrnatlon relating to the tace, national or ethnic orlgln, oolout', rellgion, ag6 ot
marital status of the lnclivldual;
(b) inlorrnation relatlng to the eclucation or the tneclical, ctlmlnal or omploymenl
fiirlory of lre inclividual or lnlormation relating to linsnoial transactions in which
the ltrdlvldual has beon involvocl;
(c) iny iOentilylng nLrmber, symbol or othorp.artloular assigned to ths lndividual;
io) ttrei adclress, lingorprlrrls or blood lypo of ihe lndividual;
i"i tf.'r oersonal odintbns or visws of ths individual except where tlrey aro about
'"' unoti.1uifn,fivlcliat or qhout a proposal for a grant, an awalcl or a prizo to bo mado
instltutlon or a part of a govetnmont
another lnclivlclual by a

-'

lo

fi)

lovernm€nt

lnstitution epociflod ln the rogulations;
correspondenco sont lo a govornment instltutlon by the lndivldual that ls implicltly

''' ;;

of a privale or conflclontial naturo, and ro;rlles to such
"xbffJtfy
coyrosi:onA6nce lhat would reveal lhe contonls of the original correspondenoe;

{o} tho viows or oplnlons ol anolhet individual about lhe lndividual;
ih; ui"*. ot oplnlont of anotlter inclivldual about a proposal for a grant' an lward
or a prize to lrs made to the indlvlclual by an lnstitutlon or a part_of an lnstitullon
iefJrloO to ln paragraph (e), but exclucling tlta nams ol the other lndividual where
ifappuur* wlth the-viowsbl.oplnlons of the ollror lndlvldual; and,
tit th;'hame of the lndiviclual whoro it appears wilh othor pefsonal informatlon
i.ilting to the indlvidual or whoro the disolosure of the name iteolf would revoal
lnfonnatlon about lhe lndlvidual.

iti
''

\''

(vli)

,,plC" moans the Ptovlncial lntslllgonco Conlro or lts successor itr 2014, tho Roal'
Timo lntelllgence Centte (RTIC).

(viil)

,,PHlME" means ths Polioe Rocords lnformation Managomonl Envlronment,

(lx)

"Prlvacy Acf' moans lha Privacy Act, R'S,C, 1985, c' P'21'
3
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(x)
(xi)

otumuia

,'HCMp" moans the Boyal Canacllan Mounted Polico, Government of Canada.
,,FCMP Act"'moans HoyalCanadian Mounted Pollce Act, R,S.C. 'l9BS, c. B'10.

"Hecelvlng Partlclllant" moans the Partlclpant who has made

(xll)

*'"o"n6gtf

a requsst lor

informatlon from the othor Particlpant'
(xlll)

in
"survelllatrce Meclla" means all medla, whother els0tronlc or otherwise and

unvformat,lnclucllngvlcloolootageanclstlllshotsextractodfromvldeo{ootago,
Columbla
orf6inutfng irom *urJelllanee systems lnslallod and oporating in British
gamlng'
Sa;rtng factllttes ln whlch BCLC oonducts and manages
3.0
3,1

3.2

AGREEMENT AUTHOFITY
soction
This Agroement is entored hrto by ihe gg1la-nding Ofllcor.undet the authorlty.of
g and in retation to ssction zO of the \CMP Acf lnalding the admlnlstration of iustlco ln
the province arrcl in carrylng lnto elfecl the applicablo legislation,
This Agreement ls entered lnto by BCLC with the authority oI the GCA, spoailloally:
t"ction g1 wlrlclr requlres BCLC to rsmove anyone from promlses lf lhoy ars nol
nwtutty present or lf it is suspectod !lr{ ttroy are aboul to oommlt an olfence;
'92 whtch authoriios BCLO to refuso enlry to anyone deemed

(ait-''

(b) ;;iiiil

trndeslrable;

whlch
anclwlth the authority of sectlon 35 of lhe Griminal6ode (11.p.C. 1985, c' C-46)
bellovss
is
reasonably
BCLC
that
prohibit)
any
lndlvldual
(or
enables BCLC to rsmove
offence'
an
commlt
ls
lo
premlses
or
whs
about
bo
on
thb
to
noi"ntftf tO lawfully

4.0
4,1

SUBJECT MATTER

ln ordor to administer the GcA, BCLC may roquire Personal lnlormation ln the custody
oi tfrr- nCrrrtF. ln additton, th€ IiCMP may chooso lo proaotively disoloso to BCLC
l'"ironai lnformation oi tnclivldrrats who may be undoslrablo pursuant to ths GCA and
will thon bo utilized by
il;I^;wn to froquent ganrlng facllltles, Personal lnformelionlndlvlduals
from garnlng
undeslrablo
baning
or
6CUC t" aisbt eCLC"ln roiroving
facllitiee ancl to proviclo the roqulred written notices.

4.2

catogorles of
Upon recelvlng a fequost from BCLC, PIC / RTIC ehall review lhroo maln
crlterla- frorn PHIME:
Fropenslty for vlolsncs (lnolurllng hlstory rslatecl to violent and/or serlous arimlnal
dtrty to warne, and chargos and oonvlctlonsh . ..
actlvltles,
-trar
i11rctory of or ls suspecterJ of possession of the proco€ds of crlme as
definod ln Part Xll,2, sectlon 462'g(1) ol lhe Criminal Codsi and,
l(nowngarrg/organlzedorlmeaseoolatlon,

l;i\-''
(b)
r-' F;i;.
(c)

4,3

ln goneral, Plc / RTlc wlll provlde. hrfotmatlo.n bassd on a two yoar hlstory,^unloss tho
ctliumstaices warrant expancllng the search beyond ths lwo year llmlt. Thls lnformatlon
4
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lhe subJoot poees a throat
witl thon be providecl to BOLC so lhat BCLC may dotennlne,if
within the meartlng of lhe
to
b-e
undesirabls
determinecl
is
otherwlse
or
saietv
io nublic
promlses.
BCLC
eie inOitiurofore, should bo oJected or barted from
4.4

possossion of BCLC to
Similarly, the RCMP lnay requlro Porsonal lnlormation in the
btrl not llmltod to:
lncludlng
i'J.ili riftfi nCMp police'lrrvebtigations, Suc-h information,
dolails'
lransacllon
finatrcial
ancl
ronrr.il'itotmatbn, Surveillanco Meclia,

4.5

lnforrnatlon withln
The participants will mal<e all recluests and cllscloeures of Personal
(Canada)'
Act
Privacy
rf r" ffmit* uitabli*huct bV FtPPAancl tlrc

5.0

REGUEST FOR PEHSONAL INFORMATION

5.1

regarding a speclfic
Elther Participant may roquest clisclosttre.of Personal lnlormatlott
and providod to:
writing
ln
shall
be
mads
roqttost
Tilo
Jr
thdivtOuats.
inJiviiuul
BCLCI

RCMP:

g,Z

Vlco Pteslclsnt, Corporate Socurlty and Compllance oI doslgnate

officor-ln.chargo, Provinclal lntolltgeno€ contro (Plc or llTlc)

roquest ls recelvocl, the Discloslng Participnnt sltall advlso tho Receivlng
participant as to'the avaitaUitiiy oJ tho lnforrnatlon. tt is possible that some reqtests lor

Once

a

poreonal tntonnaiion may be dbnioC and requlte either Particlpant to obtain a cottrt order
Prior to disclosure'

5.g

lhat would ttot
BCLC aclqnowledges that there aro categorlos of sensitive lnlormallon
normally be provlded lry the RGMP to BCLC:
counsol, or
corrospondono" ot communlcatiotls bstwoen the RCMP and crown
giving or
purpose
of
lor
the
them,
netween itre nbfrrfp and sollcltors advlslng
recelvlng logal advico;
to produce and, ln
Oocumefits"whlch it would be contrary to the publlc intercst
partlcular, clocumonts whlch lf dlsclosed could:

(q)

{b,t

(t)
(ii)
r"'

rll"ui-"oii"*pon,r.n9.r or communications botween the RCMP and
cr"w; counselother than those referrecl to lrr paragraph 5,3(a);
e*iuJir" tn" conrlucl of a ctlminal prosocutlon whloh ls anllclpatod or has
["dn oo'nmuncod brrt not linally concluded, wlrete the c.lomlnant.pu.rposo
tor-ifrr ri"atiori ol the cloourionte ls that prosecution (not lnclrdlng
reporis, photographs, videotapes ot other records ol or relatlng to the
#il;;i ;;;;r;'d iy oi, ror tne ncmp on rhelr attendance at tho scone o{
tfrsinoiOont or as

i

contomporanoous record of such attendance)j _ ^.

or ongolng inlernal RCMP
(iil) dnx ;;
lnvostlgatlon;
(iv) iuoi"i"iyru f,fenilty.ol a conllderrtlal human sourco or compromlse tho
ongolng statutory lnveetlgatlon

safetY or securitY ol lho ssutce;

{v)revealsensllivepolicoinvostigalionteclttrlquos;or'
[i) i#ni inteinuuohal rslatloncl natlonal clofsnco or securlty or federal
Provinclal relatlons; or'

5
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In\
\-'

Drotootod lrom ptoclttction by
bY unY

t"'

"0"''69'f)cotumoia

c.
the Youth CrlmtnalJttstice Acl, S'o. 2002,

1, or

other appllcable slatute'

6.4

The Disclosing ParticlPant shall:
as
advise tho Recelving Partlclpant

s.0

SECURITV /TND CONFIDENTIALITV

6..1

provicled to' collocted by' dslivered to or
All Personal lnlortnation and documentation i6n trr u',. porrormancs or thoir dutles ancl
iliht;
and
compired on hoharf or tr\u?Lri.jffii;
subiecr to un,r ln accordanco wlth lecleral
shall

or trot the Discloslng Partlcipant
(a)
\cr' ilffi pil"iau ir.r" iti*9t"9.Porsonal whother
lnformatlon; and'
(b) provlds, **.otn'it pi*ttitatlte' ttre requostod Psrsonal Informatlon'

rosponslblliilos

to-

is

# il;ffitthprtvacyncitcuniou), ths Accoss to lnfonnation Act'

nrovinclal statutos, particularly lhe
il,s.c, 1985, c, A'1, and FIPPA'

6,2

TheParuclpantsa0r€othatforthepurposesofsectlonls(1)oftheAcogssfo
ol FIPPA' alt
oiit',.' Piiva,;;A;i anU secrion'1b{1Xb)
lntormattonAcr, sectloi rg(1ft")
ls disclosed
ISA
thls
trndor
betwe€n 116 Faititrpunts
tnformation dlsclosocl ;;i;ig,o'ii,'.d
all such
wlll--maintaitt
nece'lilng'i;ititipunt
and recoived tn conllrl'e;;;-ild rhe urvuigu"or.othoiwjso^ communlcate lt to any
nor
lnformariorr hr strrct

#fffid';d

lo lulfill the
by, and to ifie tirniteU oxtent nocossary
nerson othsr than as patmittod
furpo.u of, thls Agroemont'

6,8

Privacy
tho Access ta lnformalian Act, the
Wlrgre a Partlclpant recelvoe a requestutrdor
or coult proceoding including
Act,

FIppA,o' rn .oiirfiil

;iih-;.t

a.r^inhirutrva

.iitii,r

qPTu.n-l

lor

productlon ol

"f"il;ld;ti.n,
records that are.subject to thie lsA'
" "'"*t"oroii, lor dlsclosur;'ol
clocuments, ,r*ronr-J,lrlnp""n'"
lsA before

wlthout [mttartorr

ffi;ffi"-ril'il;i,ll-til;ih*

rhar parrictpant shall
,fi".foting the rocorcls to tho applicant'

6.4

Farlicipant

to this

with the
a medla relatlons plan to rogulate conlacts
to
The Participants agl6e to establish
Partlclpants
both
revieweA.bv
t"r"a"ut'stuii Ub
mectia tn retation t" th; i;A. ;\limec1a
the ISA be{ors drsdosi"nglio*.

*iiuruloases

to the msdla and the publlo'

7,4

MEDIA
DISCLOSURE OF SURVEILLANCE

7,1

ThgRCMPacl<nowleclgeslhatBCLC,ssurvelllanoeMocllaconstitutoshlghlyconlldontial

anclpropt{etarylntonnatlonofBCLCthatisnotcllsclosgdtoorotherwlseavallabletotlro
that lt will:

lts
lenerat'putrllc anrl agreos
by BoLc ln strict conliclence ancl withln
retaln survelrrarrce'rrrteoia clisclossd "ot''tltnun as provltlocl for ln accordance
unJ oooirof

fa)

sote oueiody,

d;;;i;;

(b)il"iiltfiil.;*lln:,,llufiigfi f tt,:;,,tililli{:195'[1fr [";l:iii!
p*it'i.t*l oil'tor than as provided for and ln
cateqorv I law enlorcsment RTIC

Iiliia-uitt

*lth lhls Agroomont; and'
6
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(c)

rsgardlng or containing
keep confidentlal all documenls, materials or inlormatlon
notes or m€moranda
lncludlng
Meclia,
lnlormailon o".iliuJln ihe sulveittance
documonts attd
any
deslroy
to
and
Media,
.such
basecl on ttre surveirianio
ol tlto
disclosuro
whlc6
of
mat6rlals ,pon *ontfusion of tho maltor in rospect
r€qulr€monts
dlsposal
8nd
retentlon
tho
Survelllance fufuJfu wa" mado, sUbject lo
ths

of tho

Llbrar

af Ganada,Acf, stats, can. 2004, c. 11 and
v iii'ii"niivuu
Disposal Schedule'

nCUp Reteniion
7.2

7.3

t"'"0"''70f)cotumuia

anel

purposos of asslsting witlr tlro admirtistratlon or
lf tho IICMP dooms it nece$sary, for tho
tawfut tnvastlgarion, to-provldo survelllanco
out'a
Airv
h;;,. 6
l,i,jiiiJJ*rrt oi
by lt, thon tho RCM.P shall obtain from
"n!/
totainecl
;d;at'unts
a4vlso;;;;
Media to oxperl
pofsol'l
witt t<bop lho $urvelllanco Medla strictly
that porson wrltt'n conitrmation that the
Media, maintain it in a secute
Slrveillance
of
."pi"- !lr9
,onii,lunliur, not mal<o
practicalrle'
as
"nV
soon
as
RCMP
to
ttre
it
ieiurn
munnur ut all tlmes, and
or. clom.ancl wJtatsoevor llrat oottlcl
f"rf".fiu, inctubtng rII.!!9LJt lhnltation any reqtresl.undot

ln tho event lhal the ROMP tscelves any rsquest

Su"r;lla;;;
wlth any
tntonn'tiii lrit, ptt Prlvacy Acl: FtPPA,.or ln conneotion
notico ol
order'
courl
a
limltatlon
o, .ouriiioru"ding i,.rtlr.,diitg wlthiut
lhe RCMP

rosult in clisclosuro ol

lre

Access to

aclmlnlstratlv*

Je;and foipioductdn of docr-rments' surnrnons ot subpoena'
ffi;;;]il;
Medla give notlce to
promptly ano pnor i" *"[iltg .ny disclosure of Surveillanco

slrall
"*iirt
Jidiiiifi e.i of thls Agroement so that,,BCLC rnay seel( a
BCLC in accorctanco
Meclla'
ot otflui *pptnpilutu t.*edy in respect of lhe Survolllance
tri[.riu'.

"ii*r

8.0

cosTs

8,1

ln the

and lho Disclositlg
evont that a Receiving Particlpant roqussts inforrnallon
lhe roquested
amasslng
pargcipant lrcurs a roli in ptiquclng,'gathorlng, copylng .or
parilcipantlor
Drscrosing
fttmbursdttre
ilre Recervi-ng'p{,iillprni"dr.,-uu tuilv
rnformation,

iil;;ilTiioVroeo riii'r
iist*;t*tiuted
9.O
9.1

n"r6rir parriciparrt ihatl seek relmbursomettt lor anv sta{ring

with fulfillhrg a requost for lnformatlon'

NOTIFICATION

in this ISA will be in wrltlng and will be tnailed
All nolicss or communlcatlons provlclocl for
rosponsiblo fqr Jtr.9 dlschargo of the
positlons
oi
or deilvorsct to the
Fot tlto [urpoe"* ol clellvory ol Notice' the
obltgations cletallecl
addresses for dellverY aro:

ffiviAill;
in'td;Ag**t"hf

For BGLC:
Brltlsh Columbia Lottery Corporatlon
preslclent oorporats securlty and compliance
Attn: Brad u"rmurai.; tice
2940 VirtualWaY,
Vancouver, BC V5M 0Ao
Emall: bdosmarais @bclc.cont
RCMP;
For
"'-OfC,
' "' ths

piovlnclal lntelllgonce Cgnlre (Plc / RTIC)
stip #701)' Sutrey' BC VST 6Pg

14200 Gresn rimUeiiWuV (Mall

7
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t","0""70,i91

cotumuia

or at 6uch addross as B Pqrtlclpant has advlsed ln wrlling.
s.2

Any such notics or communioation giv6n hy rnail will be deemed to havo been dellveted
72}ours aftor havlng boon deposltod ln tho mailBervico wilh flrst clase postags propsld.

ll glven by electronlc transmisslon, lhon srtoh notlco or communication will be deomed

effecllvo wlren teceivocl.

10.0

LIABILITV

10,1

'lhe Partioipants agtee that claims lor damago and/or liability from thlrd parlios, tlte
applicalrlo provi$ions of the FCMP Acl, the Crowtl Llabtllty and Prccaodings Acf, F,S.C.
1985, c. C-50, and the Provinoial Pollco Sorvico Agreoment shall apply and lhat ths
RCMP shall be deemed to be actlrrg putsuant to paragraplr 1l(1Xb) ollhe Pollcs Aot
whlla porformlng lts dutlos undor thls Agreetrcnt,

14.2

Each Participant walves all clalms agalnst the other Patticipant in respect of damago

caused

to lts personnol and/or ite property by porsonnel or agonts (oxcludlng
ol th€ othor Particlpant arising out of, or ln connoction with' the

oontractors)

lmplementation of tltls Agreemont.
10.3

However, lf lhe damage described in Section 10.2 resulls from recldoss acts or rocl<lsss
omlsslons, wlllful misconduct or gtoss negllgoncs of a Parlicipant, lts pot'sonnel or
agents, tho liabllity for any costs will bo lho responsibilily ol that Partlclpant alone.

10,4

lf one Particlpant recelves notice ol a clalm by a third parly for clamage of any kind,

causecl by ono ol the Partlolpanl's personnol or agents arising out of, or in connection
wlth, the [mplemontallon of this Agrooment, tho raceiving Particlpant wlll notify the othsr
Partlclpant as soon ss is practlcfible,
10.5

ln tho evont of a notioe of claim as described ln Section 10,4, the Patticipants will oonsult
to resolve lho claim. lf roquireel, lhe Partlclpants will dlvlcle linanolal
yesponsibility llotween themsolves to satlsfy tlto claim. ll such liability.resulle from
reckless acis or recl<loss omissions, wllllUl mlsconducl or gross negllgence of a
Partlclpapt, lts porsonnel or agonte, tho llabllity for any cosls will be lhe responsibility of
thal Partlclpant alono,

ancl alompt

10.6

Theso provlslons wlll survlve ths tennlnatlon of this Agrooment tor any reason
whalsoevor.

11.0
1

1.1

11,2

TERM OF AGREEMENT
Thls Agroomonl wlll como lnto lLtll force when slgned by both Particlpants.
Thls Agroement will rsrnain in lull force and ellact until replaced by anolher agroemont
or terrylinated ht accorclance wllh this Agreemonl.

8
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11.9

Thls Agroemont may bo lorminated at any tlme by elthet Patticipant

"""0*'Tu2corumbia

if tho other

Partlclpant falls to tnoet lls obligations undel lhis Agreement.

11.4

ln complianoe Witlr the clirectivo issusd by tho Sollcitor Goneralof Canada (2002)to lho
Commlssioner of the RCMP that addrssses agreemerrts entored lnto by the RCMP, tho
Parliclpants agree:
to rsviews, audits and evaluations of any aspoct ol this Agreemont;
to amendmsnts by mutual wrltton agroomont at any time duly executod by the
Particlpants to lliis Agreoment; and,
that either of the Participants to this Agreement rnay lerminate participation ln
tlris agrcement upon provision of lhlrty (30) days wtitten notice to tho other
Particlpant of thslr lntontion to termlnato this Agreement.

(a)
(b)
(c)
1

1,5

Nothing in thls Agrcement is in any way intondod to replace or amend any obllgatlon that
olther Partlclpant ls lround to ot'roqulrocl to perlornt by operatlon ol law.

1

1.6

Nothlng in this Agreomont shall be inlerpreted lo conflict wlth or dotogato trom the lloyal
Canaclian Mounted Poliao Act, ot Royal Canadian Mountod Palice Regulations, l9BB, or
the Brltish Columlrla Pollco Act, H,S,B.C. 1996, o. 367 ancl Rogulatlons undsr the Polloe
Ac{ but shall bo lnterproted ln all rcspocts lo be subject to tho Foyal Canadlan Mounled
Police Acl and Royal Canadlan Mounlsd Pollce Begulations, l9BB or the Polbo Act and
Rogulatlons under tho Police Act. $hould any ptovlslon of thls Agreomenl be found ln
conflict or dorogallon of the Flayal Canadlan Mounted Pollce Act or HoyBl Canacllan
Mountad Police Hegulatiotls, 1988, ar lhe Pollce, dt and Rogulatlons under lhe Pollco
Acl suclr provlsion shall be null and vold.

12.O

General

12,1

Thie Agreement will be governed by and conslruod ln accotdance wlth lhe laws ln lorce
in tho Provlnce of Brllish Columbia ancllho fodeml laws of Canada, wlthout rolsronco to
any choice of law or confllct of law prlnciplos.

12,2

Each Particlpant is an indopendent contraotor fot the purposos of this Agreemonl and
wlll nol be deemed to bs a sorvant, employee, agstrt, partner or Jolnt venturor of any
otlrer Party.

12,9

lf any provlslon ol this Agroement is dotormlnod by any court of competsnt Jurisdiction to

be illogal or unenforceable, tlrat provlslon will bo sevsrod from thls r\grooment and lhe
rernalnlng provisions wlll contlnuo ln full forco and offect so long as the economlc or
logal substance of tho transactions contemplated heteby ls not a{fected in any mannsr
matorlally advsrse to elther of tho Partlcipants.

12.4
12,5

Each Partlclpant wlll perform tlrc acts, sxocute and deliver the wrltings, and glve lho
as$urances nccessary to give full sffeot lo this Agreomont.
'l'hls

Agreement contains tho ontlro agroement of the Partlcipanls concolnlng tho subject

mattor

ol thls

Agroornont, and

no othor understandlngs or agro€msnts verbal or

othorwiso oxlst botween tho Particlpants wlth rospect to such subject mattor,

I
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Tltls Agreomont may.be.executsd,ln any number of oolmterparts or by fax or olher

12.6

elsotronlc means, each of whlch wlll bo'doemed an orlglnal and all of whdh together wlll
0onstltute ono and the sarno agreoment.
12.7

Thle Agreement rsfloots the good fallh and spirlt of cooperatlon ol the Pafticlpants, but ls
not logally lilndirrg on any of tho Partlcipanls.

Authoilzed representatlves of lhe Participants:
BHITISH COLUMBI/\ LOTTERY

CORPORATION

ROVAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

L

Vloe-Presldent
Corporsto Securlty antl Cornpllance

\
Oato

O

Commandlng Offloer,,,E" Dlvlglolr

\l

re-R )o1'\

Dats

10

1
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INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT
AMENDING AGREEMENT

l2(:

()

\,11(:rt

PROTECTED ''

il

July 14' 2016'
This Amendlng Agreement dated as of
BETWEEN:
BRITI$H COLUMBIA LOTTERY CORPORATION

"ei;i'il;'pyf ll;l-lttlfl,liig,i*:"'daddressat
G nad a
Ka mro o p s, i3

rrgiLq'Jl

a

\\

Hl,y,i:,16r,

AND:

THE ROYAL CANADIAN MoUNTED PpLlcE

withrte"E"Dr;ifl

f["J]#fl

gt'S:,;ltil$,+;ge:g,T;Slrimberswav

('RCM P' or "PartloiPant";

(Collectively, the "Participanls")
an lnforrnatlon $haring Aqreernent (the'hgreomenl")
wHEREASIhe RCMP arrd BCLC entered lnto
201
4;
slgned Februa ry 12,
Forces SpeclalEnforcetrent unil Brltleh
Anct wHERFAS tha RCMF ls a member Of the combhrecl

'did;ffi;a

the Joint lllegal Gaming tnvestlsalion Tsam:

tho Agreement to document th8 terms and condltlons
AND WHEREAS the Partlclpante wlsh ro amend
iioi oettlii ptieonal informatlon bv the Pafl lclpants;

;ifi"';iliffi

as follows:
NOW THEREFORE, the partlos horeto agree

Artlcle 'l

1.Ol

-

Amendment

The Agreemont is hereby amanded as follows:

(a)

Seolion 2.0(v) is deloted and replaced wlth;

,Membe/m6anssny.personwhohasboen.appointedegarrofllcerpureuantto

of th.e RCMP apnolnted pureuant to
seotion 5 or soction 6(4), or otlrer member
nri n.d.c, isi6, cnapter R-10,'and anv Resulatlons
socrion
made Pureuant lhereto'

(il,-;id;'ibiiip

(b)

Seotlon 4.1 ls deletod and replaced with:

..Jnord€rtoadmlnlstertheGCA,BCLCmayrequirePersonallnformatlonhthe

ncuF.rnay proactively or reaollvely
custody #il;'Rctili.- ln aodiilon, ine
lndlvlduale who may be.. undeelrable
porsonal
of
rnrormaiion
dlsclose to BCLC
belleve that an
pureuant'iol1t"bbn,-ti*trere ii nal reasonatle grounds to gamlng faclllty'
Columbla
Brltlsh
a
to
or
tn-retaiion
offence hae or may occur at'i"rrrirr
Provlnclal Tactlaal
inloimatton resardlns
factllttes. Porsonal
rruquunigamtno
*t'o
rnroroum*i'F,jiirriv iirorrrailrrr

pereonat'"ft;il;l;i-iiiv

,

lnformatlon
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may th6n be utillzed by BCLC to asslst lt ln removlng or banlng undeskable
lndividuale from gaming facillties and to provlds the requhod written notices."
(c)

$eotlon 4.4 ls deleted and replaced wlthl
"Slmilarly, the RGMP may requlre Peteonal lnformation in the posseselon of
BCLO td asslst witlr RCMP lnv6stlgatlons. ln addilion, BCLG may proaotively
dlsclose to tho ROMP Parsonal lnformation whara lt deems lt appropilate to do
so and suoh dlsclosure relates to lhe Crimlnal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C'46, the
Proceeds of Crimo (Money Laundering) and Totorlst Finanelng Acl, S,C. 2000,
c. 17 or the GCA. Such informatlon may lnoludo, but is not llmlted to: conlect
informatlon, survoi]lance Media, lnoldent reports and llnanolal transactlon
detalls."

(d)

$ectlon 5.1 ls amended as follows;

(D
-'
(e)

are

deleted and replaced wlth "Vica Presidenl responslblo for Compliance, or
deslgnato",

Seotton 9,{ ls amended as follows:

(U
'
(ll)
(f)

Tho words "Vlce Prssldent Corporate Security and Cornpllance"

lhe words "Brad Demarais; Vlce Prosident Corporate $ecurity

and

Compliance" ate dsleted and replaced Wlh "Vlce Presidenl responslble
for Gompllanco, or doslgnate"; and
the words "Emaill bdosmarals@bclc,com" are deletod.

The following is added ae section 10.7:
sharos lnformatlon dlsclosed pursuant to thls Agreement with
a thtrd party, lhat Partlclpant agrees to lndemnify and hold harmless the other

't10,T lf a Partlclpant

Partlclpant from any clalm, llablllly or damago relating lo any acts or
onrlselons of the thkd party connected wlth such lnformatlon."

Artlola 2 - General

Z.O1 Capitallzed terms used but not

otherwiae defined heroln have the meanlng ascribed

thereto ln the Agreement.

2,02

Except as modifled hereby, the Agreement will romaln in fullforce and effecl.

2.03

This Amendlng Agroament may be executed ln ono or more counterparts, each of whlch
wlll bo deemed an orlglnal dnd wlll constltuta one and the same lnslrument.
$lgnatures exchanged via facslmlle or dlgital ecans of orlglnal slgnatures wlll bs
deemed orlglnals.

lQemalndar of page lntantionally lelt blank-l
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Thls Agreement reflecte lhe good falth and splrlt of cooperatlon of the Partlolpante, but ls
not legally blndlng on any of tho Partioipants.

lN WTNE8S WHEREOF the partlclpants hsreto have entered lnto thls Amendlng Agreemenl a$
of the dats flrsl wrltten ebove.

BFM8H GOLUMBIA LOTTERY

ROYAL

Par:

Per:

MOUNTED FOLICE

f

Authorlzed Slgnatory
Robert Krosker
Vlce Pmsldent, oorporate Securlty and
Complianoe

Datel

/Ja,

il0

/4

fr"otb

Cralg J. Callons, Doputy Oomrnlseloner
Cornmandlng

0ate;

Olflc€r,'8" Dlvlslon

>O Lb.o-1.

>

o
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Kim Fitznatrlck

ls

Ross Alderson

Froml

uonauy@1L:L6AM

Sent:
To:

'Steve WETTER'
'Bruce WARD'; 'Kurt BEDFOR

Cc:

RE:

SubJect:

'Marc DESAUTELS';'Melanie PADDOI
Redacted - RCMP

Information Regarding -

l-li Steve,

t.tetachrnentlrrvrtstigatot
,llianksfortheernail, yeslarnmorethanlrappytobethepointof contactl'ortheRir:'m'rtrl

s'

casinct
clrip swap operatiorr at the lliver l*:c[<
rToLrr information BC-t c conelurrerr our
f61
ancJ
ca,
olrr
ro
coniirrrrirrg
lartt
Arso as a fo'ow,rr
chips returneci cluring tirr tw. weeks'
wu. saw appK)x 52.i niiilion irr $5K
Resort at micrnight rast night,
chips'
in
55K
it is thoughr to be approximately $2 rnillion
what is stlll out:;tartclinr, fro*"uu'
r:hips orr will be ref urecl' perrclirrg ;ltr intetviet'v
reeJe.rn or lrlay with a'ly old $5K
to
wi;hing
per:;ons
ar]y
Moving [,:rwarcl
willr a BCLC lrrvestigator'

llegard

s

lloss Alcjersorl cAMii
Director,AML&Operational Analysis .: - 6Division BCLC
6"ro#,"'i-""t[v n'to Compliance
0A6^
VsM
BC
Vancouver'
information
V,rtuuf WaPersonal

Personal information
!:Til'
To:

fi

:?'o'

Ross Alderson

htfl:;#aH,rg'ru:ifiH

:

i#n

e

PAD Do N

Flello Ross,
have had a chance to discuss the

Im
In follow uP to our conversation'
Thank You for the cal I last ThursdaY
agreement
WARD and we are in
matter with both Sgt
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

FSOC

ng
file and
details
your
Sgt PADDON will leave
mond Detachment, With your agreement,
discussed, Sgt

as

the Point of

over to intake at
contact for the Richmond investigators'

regarding this matter
directly if you have any questions
please do not hesitate to contact 59t PADDON
Thank You
Steve W.
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$teveWetter, SISgt.
ooerations NCO - Financial lntegrity

fdOerat Serious and Organized Crime

Personal information

2.
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Ankit Batra
Personal information
Mu lcahy, William FIN: EX

From:
Sent:

ffi::se

lo:

>

eu

Ross Alderson

Subject:

Re:

Confidential: Underground Casino

Thanks, I received it about an hour ago, I will let you know if and when it leads to something more substantial

BillMulcahy
From: Ross Alderson

sent:

rriday,@3:52

PM

To: Mulcahy, William FIN:EX
Subject: FW: Confidential: Underground Casino

Not sure if this has worked its way to you yet Bill. More info received this morning.
Ross

Alderson CAMS

Director, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6T

Personal information

Personal information

iiil''iffi",frffib':46AM
To: Len Meilleur - BC Public Service
Subject: FW: Confidential: Underground
lmportance: High

casino@

As discussed
Ross Alderson CAMS

Director, AML & operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6 T

Personal information

Personal information
From: Robert G. l(roeker mailto:rlPersonal information
AM
Sent: Friday
To: Brad Desmarais; Kevin Sweeney; Ross {!3!ryn
Subject: Confidential: Underground Cttino

lmportance; High

@

Brad

1
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ly confirming the existence
We are starting to have a number of players
RCMP
Redacted
A sample of that
of illegal high bet limit baccarat casinos run
ntif,/
the exact locations.
ide
sufficient
to
may
be
information is below. There is additional information available and it
I understand
GCGC

the earlier information suggesting these casinos may exist, I would suggest that
meet to discuss as well as GPEB.

that

and BCLC

GpEB is aware of

,:. '
Staff here are extremely worried about being in possession of this information as they believe if action is tal<en against
the illegal operations and those responsible for running the casinos suspect a staff member reported the information
there may be retaliation against our staff member or their fami[. I am not in a position to adequately assess the

likelihoodofthisrisl(,butlcanadvisestaff perceiveitasveryreal. AccordinglylwouldappreciateBCLCdoingall
to protect the identities of our staff who are coming forward with this information.
I

itcan

would appreciate setting up a meeting as soon as possible.

Rob

Redacted - RCMP
Redacied -

RCN4P

Redacted - RCMP

To:
Cc:

Redacted - RCMP
no

ect

S

ttffi

Realacted
- RC|\4P

Here's the information that I collected from the DS rega rding the underground casinosl

Redacted RCMP

nd afternoon
Redacted - RCMP

s in

the elevator (DW & PX), the

playing as she hasn't visited RRD for a whileffisaid she I
When the DS wondering if she sai
nded it's

DS said

The

DS

hitoffiand asked where

she has been
ht and

asked lf she lost the 400k at Starl

Redacted - RCMP

she

Redacted - RCMP
Unknown time in Dogwood room
Redacted - RCMP
is a DW player, her average bet is $50 - $100. She told the DS abo
Redacted - RCMP
rumor.
if
it's
not
sure
but
Redacted - RCl,4P
she heard

Redacted - RCMP

w"dn"rouyKaround

9pm atthe Main
to her and asl<ed how she's been doing recently
she'

i*,irr

Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

at the Main Cage, the DS said hi

then the

DS

joking with her if

Redacted r RCMP
2
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Redacted r RCMP
Thanks,

Redacted r
RCMP
[River Rock Luxury Award Winner Signature Banner]

Notice Regarding Confi d entiality of Transmission
This message is intended only for the person to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged and
confidential. lf you are not the intended reciplent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination or copying of this is
prohibited. Please notifi7 us of the error in communication by telephone (60a) 303-1000 or by return e-mail and destroy

all copies of this communication. Thank you.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and

delete the email.
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tt
Kris Gade

From:
Sent;
To:

@8:47AM

Subject:

Kevin Sweeney; Ross Alderson
Bruno Gatto
RE: Chinese classified Iink,..

Importance:

Hish

Cc:

Someone "close" to him,., He stated that Dealers and VIP Players are apparentlytalking "quite openly" about this on the

floor...
Another interesting point here.., The Job Posting is on a Chinese website "vansky.com"... Unfortunately it is all in
said however, if Ross remembers backto his interview with
ntonese so we can't read a of it... This
Mand

Redacted - RCM

P

It may be extremely beneficial for someone fluent in Mandarin/Cantonese to conduct a deeper dive on this site, if they
are talking about money lending and alternative gambling locations who knows what they can dig up',.

Kris Gade, cnus
Manager, lnvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC. V5M

OAG

Personal information

bclc.com

Frcm: Kris Gade

sent:@9:25

PM

To: Kevin Sweeney
Ccr Ross Alderson

Subject:

RE: Chlnese classified link

His "source".,,

l'll see if he is able expand at all...

Kris Gade,

cnrus

Manager, lnvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC. V5M 046
Personal information

bclc.com
L
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From: Kevln Sweeney

senr:f@v:aoP*t
To: Krls Gade;

Ross Alderson

SubJectr Re: Chinese classified link...
Kris

Where did Steve hear this information from?
Kevin Sweeney, CRM
Director, Compliance & lnvestigations & lnterim Director, lnformation Security & Privacy
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
Personal information

From: Kris Gade

sent: Thursduy,

@3:44

PM

To: Ross Alderson; Kevin SweeneY

Subject: Fw:

Chinese classified link...

Some good stuff here... somewhat confirms our other intel.
Kris Gade, CAMS

Manager, I nvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division,

BCLC

2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC, V5M 0A6
Personal information

bclc.corn

From: Steve Beeksma <Personal information

ffliilTfifv'@rs:za

Cc: Bruno Gatto; Jim Huslerl Jerome Wakeland; Stone Lee
SubJecfi Chinese classified link..,

Hi Kris,

We've heard through the rumor mlll that this add on a Chinese website called "vansky.com" soliciting for experienced
dealers may be tied to the "underground casino(s)" in Richmond (page translated to Engllsh). There is also a suspicion
that some casino dealers may be working there (making good money if the amounts aren't being exaggerated...rumor
has it up to $8K per week).

2
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Redacted RCMP
No current dealers at RRCR have been named that l'm aware of,

Other rumored details are it's

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted r RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

It's also rumored that

There has also been anecdotal, 3'd party account stories of unnamed players talking openly in River Rocks VIP Salon
about what a nice job "they" did decorating/designing their "high limit room". Apparently players are gambling
amounts upwards of $500K but I think we already heard that speculation.
Simply an FYl...mostly wanted to forward the link and advise that current casino employees may be working here on the
side.
Thanl<s,

Steve Beeksma
Casino lnvestigations
BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Connect with us
Twitter @BCLC

I

:

Twilter @BCLCGameSense

I

YouTube I Blog I bclc^com

Last year, more than $'l billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care; education and
community groups across B.C.

3
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Money Exchange Project

1

Recent interviews conducted by BCLG with casino patrons uslng unsourced funds suggesfed
many were obtaining large quantities of small denomination bills from Money Service Busine-sses
(MSB) in Richmond, BC and were advised of better interest rates to take smaller denominations.
basei on the information received, BCLG Corporate Security & Compliance Division decided to
look further into the information provided as part of its Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) AML
Program. On June 21, 20'1,6, a covert operation was requested by Ross Alderson, Director of
AMI & lnvestigations specifically targeting Money Services Businesses (MSB) in the Richmond
area. The pur[ose was to obtain general intelligence on MSB's to determine the reliability of the
patron inf6rmation BGLC had leceived. Findings yielded insight into businesses and its
operations.

Method
GENERAL
Businesses were primarily chosen based on their proximity lo No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC. A BCLC
Operator was identified ahd requested to be "covert' as it was believed that businesses may be less
willing to divulge information to a known BCLC employee.

A cover story and questionnaire were used to gather information from business employees. The BCLC
employee wbuh pose as a potential customer from the city of Guangzhou in Guangdong, China who
wisired to receive money from that area. That city was selected as it is a city where locals speak

predominately Cantonese and Mandarin. This would also fit the background of the BCLC employee used
who was a iantonese speaker. The 15-hour time difference between Vancouver and Guangzhou was
seen as advantageous as an excuse to delay the transfer and have the BCLC employee exit the
business.
COVERT TEAM
The team identified consisted of two active employees from BCLC":

r
.

Brandi Chan

.

Bal Bamra

-

-

lnvestigation Assistant

Manager, AML lntelligence

Brandi Chan was selected to be the covert operator for the project. Brandi is a female of Asian ethnicity
and speaks fluent Cantonese.
Bal Bamra assisted in driving, navigating, taking notes, and provided safety back-up.

The team dressed in plain clothing with all BCLC logos and branding hidden.
THE COVER STORY
"An urgent transfer of $50,000CAD was requircd from an uncle in Guangzhou, China. The transfer had to
On
completion of the information gathering the BCLC operator would step oul to "call her uncle to confirm
defals as it would have been nighttime in Guangzhou."

be inbash, denomination(s) did not matter, and the money had to be received the same day."

bale
playinq

iiright
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QUESTIONS

The following questions listed were prepared for the business visits as guidelines. Depending on the
fluidity of the conversation, not all questions were used. These questions were designed to bring insight
on operational methods of the businesses.

o
.
e
.
r
r
.

Do you facilitate cash exchanges from China?

What is the rate for exchanging RMD to CAD?
How do you conduct the transfer?
When can it be done?
What denomination will I receive it in?

Would it be cheaper if I went with $20 or $50 bills?
Would the exchange rate be cheaper if I transfened more money? $100,000? $120,000?

BUSINESS TARGETS

An exploratory approach was also used to target businesses appeared to be lower profile as a majority of
google searches revealed Western Union branches. The main focus was the "No. 3 Road strip" and any
notable money exchanges in the proximate area. The covert leam resorted to patrolling the area by foot
and a total of six MSBs. These included:

-

8311 Westminster Hwy, Richmond, BC

a

Canada Money TT Ltd., 120

a

Heng Sheng Financial Party Ltd., 1425- 4540 No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC

a

HWAY Financial Services lnc., 108

a

Kinbok Enterprises, 120

a

Suhuida Money Exchange Ltd., 6620 No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC

a

Vancouver Bouillon & Gurrency Exchange, 1'18

-

-

6061 No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC

8091 Westrninster Hwy, Richmond, BC

-

6061 No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC

Actions
On July 15,2016 between the hours of 10:00am and 11:30am all six (6) siteswere visited. All locations
had an apparent standard MSB set-up - glass window bariers with speaker cut-outs and an exchange
slot. See Appendix 1 of all business cards collected.
HWAY FINANCIAL SERVICES INC
This location was the first visited. The store front displayed the name of HWAY Currency Exchange. The
employee was an Asian female in her late 20s, heavy built, with medium length brown hair. She advised
that th'eir location did not conduct wire transfers from overseas in cash, only commercial cheques. She
recommended another money exchange business, Vancouver Bouillon & Currency Exchange, down the
street.

VANCOUVER BOUTLLON & CURRENCY EXCHANGE (VBCE)

This location was a few doors down from HWAY Financial Services lnc. The employee was an Asian

male in his late 50s, slender built, with grey, receding hair. He advised that their location did not facilitate
overseas cash exchanges with China as there were too many stringent regulations in place. He advised
that it was a complicated process to bring overseas funds as it was hard to verify the source of funds,
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Their location offered in-person currency exchange only. When asked if he knew of a location where I
could transfer cash from overseas, he advised that there were many Chinese locations in the vicinity that
could assist. When asked for a referral, he could not list any names but advised to look for money
exchanges with Chinese signs.

CANADA MONEY TT LTD

An employee by the name of

Personal information

i advised that this location facilitated in overseas currency
exchange. The exchange rate was 5.25 to 1 for RMB to CAD. She advised that it would be quickest to
electronically transfer the funds online if the transaction had to be completed the same day. They
currently had $30,000 CAD on site and would have to call if I was serious about the entire amount,
Shirley made a phone call to confirm the rate when proposed with an increased transfer amount of
$70,000. The rates did not change.

When asked about bill denominations, Shirley explained that there was no option to choose from whatever they had on site would be what they would provide. When asked why, she advised that the bill
types were dependent on what customers bring in to be exchanged. Accepting any denomination did not
change the rate.

SUHUIDA MONEY EXCHANGE LTD
The employee at this location was an Asian male in his late-2Os to early-3Os, heavy built, glasses, with
ear-length, black hair. Their location facilitated overseas wire transfers from China. Their rate was
5.28 to 1 from RMB to CAD. $50,000 could be received the same day in $20 denominations. He had no
explanation as to why they would choose to use $20 bills for such a large amount. When asked for the
option of $100 bills instead, he said it could be arranged but it was the norm to use $20 bills. Their rate
did not change for larger wire transfers. Their business card offered a 24-hour hotline number (778-231-

1564.
HENG SHENG FINANCAL PARTY LTD

This location was the only one visited that required customers to be buzzed in. The employee was an
Asian male in his early to mid-30s, slender built, with black, short hair. He advised that the location can
conduct oversea currency exchanges and the quickest way would be to firsl send an online wire transfer.
However, he recommended waiting as the exchange rate was not that great. Their rate was 5.40 to 1 for
RMD to CAD.

Their funds were normally provided in an assortment of denominations. Further probing yield $20 and
$50 bills as the most frequent denomination used but $100 bills could have be requested. When asked if
it would be cheaper to exchange larger amounts, he provided his manager's contact information (778829-1588) for inquiry. To note, their business card also offered a 24-hour hotline number (778-8897666).

KINBOK ENTERPRISES
This was the last location attempted. The store front displayed the name of KINBOK. The store hours
displayed stated that they opened at 11:00am, but the store remained still closed at approximately
11:20am.

Summary
The highest rate between the three locations that facilitated overseas wire transfers was 5.40, the lowest
at 5.25, Of the three locations, two appear to have 24-hour hotline numbers on their business cards. All
but one store could not give an explanation as to why they used small denomination bills for such large
transactions. lt appears that most locations defaulted to smaller denomination bills, rather than the usual

$l00denominationsexpectedataccreditedfinancial institutionsforarequestofthissize. Oneoutofsix
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stores was not open during their advertised store hours. None of the locations probed for personal,
occupational, or financial information of the BCLC operator or the 'uncle" from overseas. None of the
locations questioned why such a large amount of cash (ranging $50,000 to $120,000) was required so
urgently.

Analysis & Common Patterns
EXPLANATION OF SMALL DENOMINATION BILLS

Findings from one particular store yield an interesting question of whether currency exchanges are
questioning the sources of funds received for transactions. As Canada Money TT Ltd, suggested, the
denominations available to their clients was determined by what they received from other clients. One
could then assume if a client came in to exchange all funds in $20CAD bills, the store would then only
have $20 denominations to use.
UNEMPTIED FLOAT FROM PREVIOUS NIGHT

Another interesting point was that Canada Money TT Ltd. had $30,000 readily available in denominations
provided by previous clients during the early, opening hours. lt suggests that they did not deposit their
float from the previous night, a common practice for most operations that carry large volumes of cunency.
Had it been deposited after store closing, the denomination would have most likely changed. Although
there is no evidence to suggest illegitimacy, the behavior of keeping large amounts of cash overnight
seems unusual and therefore draws more attention to their practices.
24-HR HOTLINE

As mentioned previously, two of the three MSB's had 24-hour hotlines for clients to contact. Although
most financial institutions have 24-hour ATMs with predetermined limits in the hundreds or thousands,
they do not provide 24-hour personal service. Having a 24-hour hotline suggests there would be enough
clients and/or profit to sustain operational costs, including available staff over a 24-hour period. Again,
while there is no evidence to suggest illegitimacy, but merely appears unusual.

Conclusion
The outcome of the project provided insight into operational practices of currency exchanges on the
"No, 3 Road" Strip including those that have refrained from conducting wire transfers from China. lt also
provided information on common trends and notable behavior that would be expected from facilitates that
provide unsourced funds. Nonetheless, such discoveries were based on general conversation and did

not prove or disprove any accusations made by patrons of better interest rates for

different

denominations. The information contained in this report can assist BCLC in their risk assessments when
accepting future transactions in the casino that may have come from one of these MSB's.

Report prepared by Brandi Chan.
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From:
Sent:
To:

wednesday,@@9:02

Subject:

Re:

Paul Dadwal

I,

PM

Ross Alderson

Redacted - RCMP

Ross,

This is great.

l'll call you tomorrow to try and arrange a time for coffee.
Been crazy busy.
Thx
Paul

Sent from my BlackBerry L0 smartphone on the Rogers network.

From:
Sent:

Ross Alderson

WednerAuy,@ 2:32 PM

To: Jeffrey, Kevin
Cc: Hussey,

Subject:

Tottenham

Pa

Redacted - RCMP

FW:

FOR INFORMATION

We have information that some Casino
Redacted - RCMP
called

exchange'"ffi

t

rs are obtaining cash (in mixed bills) from a money
is registered with FINTRAC as a MSB so at face valu e this appears a legitimate

business.

on@rn

However
individual
mixed denomination bills at the ra
were 200 x s50, 3003 x $20's; 1 x s5.

Redacted - RCMP
a

Onmthe

cas

a

boueht in for $97,465.00 in
ange. The denominations

same individual then bought in for $170,005 at the Grand Villa. The
denominations were 1200 x $S0, 5S00 x 520's; t x $S. Both amounts according to receipts originated from a currency
exchange for Chinese Yuan. (approx. 51.5 million YUAN)
The individual has a local address however from a previous interview states his source of wealth is China based. So based
on Chinese flight of capital laws it is unknown how that much Chinese currency made its way into Canada.
As per the BCLC directive to the Casino the source the funds was from a legitimate source (money exchange) so the buy in
was accepted but obviously there are circumstances here which seem 'unusual.'

As a

follow up

Redacted - RCMP

I had two of our AML investigators attend

Redacted - RCMP

validate

the receipts were
acknowledged the receipts were from their location (confirmed on their computer system)

1
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Columbia

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Contrary to what we have been told by some patrons
Specifics of the location are attached as per my analysts email,

I find it unusual that a Money exchange would 1. Carry that much cash on site and 2. Provide those types of
denominations.

Regards

Ross Alderson cAMS
Director, AML & lnvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, BC, VSM 046
Personal information

Connect with us;
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Flqg I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups
across B.C.

From:
Sent:
Tor Ross
SubJect:

16 PM
Redacted - RCMP

Ross,
It is registered with FINTRAC but I did notice the addresses are different between BC registry services
(attached) and the FINTRAC registration (below).

Redacted
I RCMP
FINTMC MSB lnformation:
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FINTRAC - Money services
business (MSts) registry search
Oblisdtion*
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ReportlnotoFINTRAC v

Ssffch bv'ffflms

$oerch

*

f,t0ms se{(Ch rBsulls

*

Rcportln0 enlitles
AISB

v

Flnanclal intelllgence

'

dst{iti

MSB details

Sq{rch by ngmq
$of,rch by addrssi
Nqmg search rgtullg
l(ML

r€fqil

O.tollcd.lnlormttlon
I'lSB dcterls
Elonch detolts

Red acted

I RCMP

Brad Rudnicki
Personal information

.Yes, and..,.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email,
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Kim Fitzpatrick
DarylTottenham

From:
Sent:

wednesday,@9:38

lo:

Paul Dadwal

Cc:

Ross Alderson

Subject:

FW: Money Exchange receipts

Aftachments:

20L607 0 606L703 265.

AM

pdf

Morning Paul,
you copies of the 3 most recent money exchan
receipts we have received from patrons at River Rock
Redacied is not a great copy but the details you need are visible, As
which Ross has spoken to you about. The
Redacted
RCMP
place
it is very possible that notwithstanding they are
this
has been described as
registered with Fintrac, they may not be reporting all transactions which would bea cornpliance issue and makethem
subject to penalties from Fintrac if confirmed. The reporting period for LCT's (Large cash transactions) is L5 days therefore
they would have to report the cash pay-outs within that 15-day period to be compliant with the Act. For any suspicious
transaction that should be reported to Fintrag they have 30 days to file.
I am sending

ltmightbeveryinterestingtocontactFintracafterthe1-5daywindowhaselapsedandseeif@actuallyfiled
reports for these disbursements, We will be keeping copies of all money-exchange receipts we get from VIP patrons
moving forward and our analysts will be doing OSINT dives on each business as well so we will keep your group apprised
of what we find that may have value to you,
LCT

Regards,
Daryl

Daryl Tottenham Ba, CAMS

Manager, AML Programs
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 046
Personal information

rYes, and...o
Last year, more than

community groups in

$t

billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and

B.C.

----Origina I Message-*From : Da ryl Tottenha m

Personal information

Sent: Wednesday, July 06,201,6 6:17 AM
To: Daryl Tottenham
Subject:
This E-mailwas sentfrom "RNPCAE445" (Aficio MP C4500),
n Date: 07.O6.20L6 0i6:t7 :02 (-0700)
Personal information
Queries
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Redacted RCMP

Poker Room Analysis

Prepared by the AML and Operational Unii
Ross Alderson, AML Director
Brad Rudnicki. AML Business lntelligence Analyst
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table of contents
1

Summary of Analysis .....

1

Redacted - RCMP

2

Associated Company lnformation

D

Associated People iTrak query results

o

Associated Addresses iTrak query resulls

7

of Analysis
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

the

is suspected to be engaging in illegal gambling. Ownership and company information

was reviewed to determine any linkages to BCLC's iTrak database. The address
does not exist with land titles records however, the registered address for this property is

AddressconfirmedthroughreviewingthePlD#forlocation.Both@were
when querying databases.

BC Assessment and Land Titles were reviewed to determine ownership. ln addition to these source6 the
internet, Vancouver business licence databases from 2015 and 2016, and BC Company Registry
Services were queried to determine linkages.

Summary of Analysis
a

All person names, business names, and addresses found for business associations (historical or

currentlrelatedto@werequeriediniTrakwitnnoreSultS.

a

tnffi

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
a

owned by

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Operated

bv@

RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

a

can

a
a

a
a

Unable to establish who is leasing the property

H

There are n o businesses currently registered

at

cost to see

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Previous companies that operated out of this address are not currently active,

H*as

previously owned by Redacted - RCMP
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ASSOCIATED COMPANY INFOFMATION

1.

The internet indicates that

Redacted RCMP
2

internel indicates

Redacted
- RCMP
3

4.

Redacted
- RCMP

Redacted
RCMP
I

5.

6.

The internet lisis a
Redacted - RCMP

7.
8.

The internet lists a

Redacted

,

RCft,4P

Redaded

-

RCtu1P

The internet lists a company call

Redacted - RCMP
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ASSOCIATED PEOPLE ITRAK QUERY RESULTS
Name:

Redacted
- RCMP

Name:

Redacted
- RCMP

Name:

iTrak SID:

Redacted
I RCMP

Name;
iTrak SID:
Name:

iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID:
Name:

iTrak SID:
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Name:
iTrak SID:
Name:

iTrak SID:
Name:
SID:

ilrak

Name;

iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID:

Redacted
RCIVI P

Name:

iTrak SID:
Name:

iTrak SID:
Name:
iTrak SID

ASSOCIATED ADDRESSES ITRAK QUERY RESULTS
Address:
iTrak:
Address:
iTrak:
Address:
iTrak:
Address:
iTrak:
Address:
iTrak:
Address:
iTrak:

Redacted
I RCMP

Address:
iTrak:
Address:
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Redacted RCMP

***End of report
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Kim Fitzpatrick
Paul Dadwal

From:
Sent:
To:

thursday,$@@e:43

Subject:

RE:

AM

Ross Alderson

Good stuff

Guest Note - Casino

ll!

From r Ross Alderson fmaiko Personal information

s"ntr@9:15AM
To: Ackles, Kenneth

Gc: Dadwal, Paul; Hussey, Joel
Subjecfi FW: Guest Note - Casino

Impoftance:

High

Ken.

rd at

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted

- RCMP

It was sent to me this morning via email from Gateway staff.

Author of note unknown
Regards

Ross Alderson cAMs.
Director, AML & lnvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us;
Twitter@BCLCI Facebook Bccasinos |

Last year, more than
across B.C.

gl

llqg I bclc.com

billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups

Personal information
From: Randy Sears
AM
Sent: Thursday, Redacted - RCMP
To: Ross
Ccl Brand on Norgaa rd; iniijarPersonal information
Subjecfi FW: Guest

Note - Casino

Ross,

We found this note in a comment card box last night,
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Regards,
Randy

From: Orkut Polat

sent: wednerduy,

@7:

1o PM

To; Rowland England; Stan Ma; Randy Sears; Bill Lang

Subject: Guest Note - Casino
Hello,
We received a note that was dropped in a comment card box:

Redacted RCMP
I

attached the note for your reference.

Orkut
Orkut Polat
Guest Relations and Promotions Manager
Grand Villa Casino
A Gatewav Casinos & Entertainment Limited Property
4331 Dominion Street
Burnaby, BC V5G 1C7
Personal information

om
Follow us on twitter and facebook:

This message (including attachments, if any) is confidential and may contain privileged information. Any unauthorized disclosure is

privilege, lfyoureceivethis
strictlyprohibited.Disclosuretoanyoneotherthantheintendedrecipientdoesnotconstitutewaiverof
e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this e-mail from your syste,m and records.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission, lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and
delete the email.
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Ankit Batra
From:
Sent:
To:

Rob Kroeker
Septernber-29-17 L1-:43 AM
RossAlderson

Subject:

FW: Casino Cash Facilitators

Irnportance:

Hish

fvi
From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: September-29-17 11:31 AM
To: Rob l(roeker <Personal information
Subject: FW: Casino Cash Facilitators
lmportance: High
Not sure if you have seen this,,..

Btad Desnrarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gamlng
B,C. V5M 0A6
BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver,
Personal information

Last year, more than $1 billion g,enerated by BCLC gambling activities weni back into health care, education ancl
community groups across B.C.

From: John l(arlovcec

sent:

Mondau,@z:24PM

To: Jrev:or.Em me rsonPersonal information
Personal information
Stewart Personal information
Cc: Robert.G

'l(urt

Personal information
Bulow

Brad Desmarais Personal information
r
'Mark Jordan (Personal information

Personal information

Personal information
'Jeff Neuman Neuman (Personal information
(
<Eldon.Personal information
Personal
information
Orregaard
;'Eldon

Personal information
RudnickiPersonal information m>;DarylTottenham<
Subject: Casino Cash Facilitators
lmportance: High
Fli

;
Brad

Personal information

Trevor,

Hope all is well, Just to advise 'you that we have compiled our top 10 Casino cash tacilitator targets.
Our'BCLC lntelligence an,alyst has sent the target sheets as well as BCLC investigator contact information by secure file
transfer protocol to CFSEU analysts Jill PATIERSON, Jorda METCALFE, Caral,ee FLORE and Nathalie BROWNE,
please contact one,of your CFSEU analvsts to receive/gain access to the information. Again we vepy rluch appreciate
your support with this initiative,
Please let us l<now if you have any questions or if we, can be of any further assistance.

I
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Best Regards,
John

John l(arlovcec
Manager AML & Operational Analytics Unit
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 046

Personal information

Connect with us

;

Twitter @BCLC I Twitter (@BCLCGameSense I YouTube lElgg I bclc.com

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community g[oups across B.C.
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Ankit Batra
Sent:

Daryl Tottenham
January-05-1-6 4:24 PM

lo:

Ross Alderson

Subject:

FW: Paul JIN info

From:

Daryl Tottenharn

Ba, GAMS

AML Specialist
AML & Operational AnalYtics Unit
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

year, more than 5L billion generated by
community groups in B.C,
Last

From: Daryl
Sent: Thursday,

Redacted - RCMP

BCLC

gambling activities went bacl< into health care, education and

B:46 AM

To: Darvl Tottenham

Subjeci:@

Redacted - RCMP

Had the team at the RRCR compile sotne information

I've attached

a Spreadsheet of

all the incidents where

W

is involved or believe to be involved. Tire

breakdown is as follows:

ed acted

RCMP
t

BC1C0003702.03
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Daryl Tottenham BA, cAMS
AML Specialist
AML & Operational Analytics Unit
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by
community groups in B.C.

BCLC

gambling activities went bacl< into health care, education and
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Ankit Batra
From:
Sent:

Daryl Tottenham
January-05-1-6 4:26 PM

lo:

Ross Alderson

Subject:

FW: Casino

file

Daryl Tottenham Ba, cAMS
AML Specialist
AML & OperationalAnalytics Unit
Corporate Security & Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC V5M 046
Personal information
Personal information

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went bacl< into health care, education and

community groups in

Fromr Kevin

B.C.

UGANEC lmailto;kPersonal information

.ErrL; r r."roy,@!fir;rJ
rrYr
To; Gerry PROCTOR; Glenn Atkins; Steve WETTER
Cc: Daryl Tottenham

Subject:

Casino file

Gentlemen,

this morning I spoke with Daryl Tottenham regarding our surveillance from last Thursday Redacred - RC[.'iP
some
estions that arose as a
of the surveillance. First of all Daryl did confirm the lD of the
Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP and has fonruarded me copies of their reports for that transaction.
I asked Daryl about the possibility of our team getting access to the cash from any future transactions, so that we can
CRAT's the money, He advised that it would not be a problem as they secure they money in a vault for as least 24 hrs, so
that we would have ample time to make arrangements to have it done.

I asked Daryl if it would be preferable to change the money out, if we had equivalent amount in a float or to CRAT's it
within their facilities, with a portable CRATS machine, Daryl said either method would work for them but suggested that
we would probably want to CRATS it at the Casino facilities, given the larqe sums of monev involved, Darvl advised me
that our target had made another transaction on the following Saturd

Redacted - RCMP

E=-=E
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Daryl has been kind enough to fonruard me their report regarding this transaction, and has agreed to do the same for
any future reports he has involving our target.

Detective Constable Kevin Uganec
Vancouver Police # 1654
On loan to RCMP FSOC 6
14200 Green Timbers Way,
Surrey, BC
Personal information

Detective Constable Kevin Uganec
Vancouver Police # L654
On loan to RCMP FSOC 6
14200 Green Timbers Way,
Surrey, BC
Personal information

Detective Constable Kevin Uganec
Vancouver Police # 1654
On loan to RCMP FSOC 6
14200 Green Timbers Way;
Surrey, BC
Personal information
Personal information
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Bnrrrsrl

Garning Fotricy and Enforcemeixt
lnvestigations amct Itegiomal Operations Division

Coi-unaste
The Bcst Place on Earth

SECTION 86 G C ACT R.EPOR.T
To tre sutrrmitted without dela
CANEIDENTUL
This document is the pl'operty of Investigations and Regional Operations Division, Ganting Policy and
Enfor.cement, is confidential and shall not be disclosed ol divulged, in lvhole or in part, lvithout prior
Gam
and Enforccmcnt.
titins
tions aud
al
consent of tlte

Date; July 24,2015
Selvice Provider: N/A
Ilate & Timo of Occurrence:

Ilctails:

Redacted RCMP

02:44hls

Redacted - RCMP

Request leoeived by ernail fi'om GPEB as below:
Iuly24th 2015.0749 hrs

Good morniug Ross.
oru requesting a Section 86 Reportfrorn BCLC which is to be sent directly to me (no distribulion

I

lhcrt) outlining the following:
The dale of the initial complaint made by BCLC and the nbstance of thut
1.
complaint inchtding eny dsruurnrts provided l:o the invesligcrtive bodv;
The names emd other descriptors, vehicles, addresses protidecl $t BCLC lo the
2.
in.vesligutive uoo';
,r, nomes antl crat.es of v,ho has been in contact tvith the investigutive bocly
abottt this malter cmd the infonnalion shared and/or provided to BCLC particularbt the evenls of 22
July 2015 v,hen ),ou contacteel me; and
The nqmes of qll indiviclual,:; qt RCLC who crre anrentllt trv,are of this Project.
4,
beysy751

I n,oulel uppreciale receitting lhis

crs

soon as possible.

Regcn^ds,

Len

I,Ieilletr

ECLC Response:
I

ac

Redacted - RCMP

Redacled - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted RCMP

at

B

Redacted - FINTMC

ancouvel

Redacted - FINTRAC

Investigative lcad was Steve WETTER. BCI-C staff
present wele John KARLOVCEC,DaTyI TOI'1'ENHAM (fi'orn AML tJnit) and I(r'is GADII and
BLuno GATTO (lnvestigations unit)
2. Al1 material provided rvas extt'acte d flom il'r'alc and involved copies

of

information and

tr-Mai I $GGPEllSdlteus"(lusL!40@sq-y.he't:l
Lower Mainlancl Regional Office, 408-4603 Kingsway Ave, l]rtrtraby
Page
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Redacted - FINTRAC
Note: VP CS& C Blad DESMARAIS had leached out to various agencies priol to
investigate the maltel and FSOC were the fir'st agency which agreed to look into it

to

,.on@atl3oo

hrs - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON met with FSOC
Redacted
of file.
had limited lcno
ALDERSON to that
Opelational tearn to discuss
RCMP
Redacted - RCMP
however'
ALDERSON was advised that
Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP
of their investigation and that the
Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

than
Redacted - FINTRAC

ALDERSON aware

s

was pnvl

at 1400 hls - BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON rnet with FSOC
on
o11
teanr to discuis BCLC's cull'ent cash alternative initiatives and discuss
Redacted
was advised in that rneeting that FSOC had
* RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

@

Redacted
RCiUP

Redacted - RCMP
further specifics involving names, addresses ot vehicles, was provided howevet'
of FSOC then advised ALDERSON that

r

Padan{ed - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

concluded at 1600

hrs. ALDERSON aware this was privileged information.

BCLC VP CS&C briefed later

on@atos
CHRUSTIE to discuss

00 hrs

-

BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON met with Inspector Cal

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted
RCMP
info

that

Redacted - RCMP

r

El@! Redacted -T3il"r'
RCMP
Redacted

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCtulP

USTIE advised ALDERSON that

that

Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - RCMP

ON that any

was

sensitive in nature, It was discussed how

was

Redacted - RCMP
B

Redacted
- RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

that any action taken by BCLC

FSOC so as not to impede any ongoing criminal
infolmation howevel the information d
should it be tlue or'leaked
Redacted - RCMP

aware this was

Redacted - RCMP

on@atI|23hrs-BCLCDirectorAMLItossALDERSoNtelephonedI-en
the pending GPEB/BCLC meeting on July 24th around Cash Alternatives, ancl
source of funds, and also to confirm meeting details, During the course of that call ALDERSON
u,td advised
MEILLEUR should all CHRUSTIE, No fulther details were shared,

MEiffiU-trdAlscuss

advisedtrhnd
o

at 745I hls BCLC Director AML Ross ALDERSON read an email from I(andace
NAGEL, GPEB tO call Len MEILLEUR asap,
1455 hours - called MEILLEUR. Advised that MEILLEUR had spoken to CI{RUSTIE and as a

E-Mail SGGFtrBS6lteportinet

MDfdgor'.bc.ca

Lower Mainland Regional Office, 408-4603 I(ingsway Ave, Burnaby

BC V5I{ 4M4
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result of that convel'sation John MAZURE had been briefed and that lilcely Milce DEJONG would
also be briefed. MEILLEUR and ALDERSON discussed in mole detail and compared infolmation
that they had t'eceived fiom law enforcemettt.

on@atapprox.1515hLsBCLCDirectorAMLRossALDERSoNbr.iefeclCEoJim
LI@t.adDESMARAISandVPSocialResponsibilityandCommunicationsSusan
DOLINSKI,
ALDERSONthat
Redacted - RCMP

and that

further playel sanotions werc being considered.

4, BCLC staff involved ol with cunenVptevious knowledge.
Ross ALDERSON - Plimary Law Enforcement Contact with FSOC since April 20 15 and

fully

briefed by FSOC.
Brad DESMARAIS - (ALDERSON's dilect supedor) briefed by ALDERSON
Jim LIGFITBODY - bliefed by ALDERSON
Susan DOLINSI{I - briefed by ALDERSON

I(evin SWEENEY - initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
If is GADE - initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
Daryl TOTTENHAM- initial involvement and limited knowledge of file
Bruno GATTO - no involvement outside initial lepolt to FSOC
John KARLOVCEC

-

initial involvement and oliginal FSOC contact (Retired in March 2015)

sura4aBI.:
Redacted - RCMP
BCLC
tndetstanding that GPEB were notified at that
Thele was communication between BCLC and GPEB
Redacted - RCMP

I

It is my
to those convelsatiolts.

am not

Redacted - RCMP

ich confirms

o11

was

ongoing,
Since July 22,2015 there has been regulal contact between BCLC and GPEB and mitigation
stlategies discussed and implemented.

E-Mail

SGGPEBS6Reportin e[,MD(Aeov. bc.ca

Lower Mainland Regional Offioe, 408-4603 Ifingsway Ave, Burnaby BC V5H 4M4
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Called:

Yes

Police Force: RCMP
Crime (FSOC)

-

XI

No

Attenderl:

n

Fedelal; Serious

Organized

Investigating Officer(s) & Badge Number(s):

Yes

XfJ

t"'

No

"0"''76'f)cotumoia

n

File Nurnber:

(initially)

Staff Sergeant Steve

WE

TER

Submitted by: Ross ALDERSON
GPDB Registration # :Personal information

E-Mail

SGGPEB86Rqpo

rtir el,MD@eov.bc,ca

Lowet Mainland Regional Office, 408-4603Ifingsway Ave, Burnaby BC V5H 4M4
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Redacted - RCMP

fol BCLC copying all Suspicious Transaction repofts
established. Initially all sent to IPOC and Criminal Intelligence. GPEB
2009

Process

also

leceived copies of all STR repolts.
Redacted - RCIVIP

Redacted

-

Fl

NTRAC/RCMP

involvingffi

for suspicious

behavioury'trans actions.

U*r".d for 14 days pending investigation for a seties of
suspicious incidents involving suspected cash facilitation.
Redacted - RCMP

ffi

Redacted - RCMP

@-

bamed 1 yezu on leview

IPoc (RCMP)

fol inapplopriate behaviour per

rcquested info on

laundeling' investigation.

ffi

above,

received fo' a 'money-

@batred5yrs(MaximumbarringunderBCLCpo1icy)forfurther

@sh

deliveries. He was advised byphone.

*****Throughlate@whilenotallowedonpren,liseS,waSsuspected
miltipled-rnp off's within proximity of casinos and subseqttent
ins showed this. This information.was provided to
surveillance reviews
RCMP, GPEB Redacted - Fl NTRAC/RCMP It was believed IPOC were loolcing at
and it was lmown RCMP were being
Wbut at that time IPOC was
asked tofocus more on Terrorist Activity. Locally there v,as also signfficant gang
activity in Lower Mainland*)& * {< {< + #
as being involved in

Apl 16, 2014 - BCLC/CFSEU met at Green Timbers Surrey to discuss

establishment of a wolking relationship and working on issues of interest. Present
Insp Marc Landry, Supt. John Grywinski , Cpl Robert Gt'ace, Br:ad D. John
Daryl T,

I!

May 6,2014 - PTEP sharing process fi'om CFSEU to BCLC established.

BCLC coordinated to plovide CFSEU with a package on 10
who was believed to be the main player
Persons of Interest including

Redacted - RCMP

June 19, 2014

-BCLC

and GCGC coordinated a

toul and olientation of Rivet'

Rock.
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- List of 10
included on list
CFSEU
all STR and Seculity frles for

cash facilitatols completed and delivered to

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted
Oct 9, 2014

AML Lrtelligence analysis including

Redacted - RCMP
Redac
ted -

to date were pl'ovided.

Notice of Claim

Redacted - RCMP

t",'0",'T62orumbia

BC)

Redacted - RCMP

RCN/lP

- BCLC reach out to CFSEU for an update

- Meeting at River Rock with GCGC and BCLC management.
ottHploblems, cash deliveries. Concerns over lack of
police activity.
Redacted - RCMP

at 1400 hls. BCLC met with RCMP (FSOC) to lodge a fornal
complaint re ed Held at BCLC Vancouver Office. RCMP lead was Sgt Steve
WETTER.
Redacted - RCMP

Redact

March L0,20I5 - Met with RCMP at Green Timbels to try and and get more
assistance with suspected uiminal organtzations targeting BCLC site,
Redacted
RCMP

- FSOC advised BCLC they would start project

informed that FSOC met with Richmond RCMP over
Redacied RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
@-FSoCt.equestedBCLCassistwithputtingaPowerPointtogether
the social impacts of ML as per conversation between BCLC Daryl
TOTTENHAM and FSOC Selgeant l(evin UGANEC.

*BCLC put the powerpointtogether overnight and heald a week latel fi'om RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
-on
June 4, 20t5^

AML sumrnit hosted at BCLC Vancouvel office involving

participants fi'om GPEB, BCLC, FINTRAC, CFSEU, FSOC, Financial Sectot',
Service Providers, CRA, CFO, Police Services, CBSA
Redacted - RCMP

- BCLC Director ALDERSON meeting with FSOC
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Redacted
- RCMP
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- BCLC Director meeting with FSOC

-

Calvin CHRUSTIE to

BCLC Director met with FSOC
the
new information

Redacted
- RCMP

Redacted RCMP

Redacted
I RCMP

Dilector Com
ExecutiveiCEO advised of update.
Redacted RCMP

detailing all
- GPEB requests that BCLC file a s.86
RCMP
Redacted
dates
associated
with
and
relevant
knowledge
July 27 ,2AI5 - Confelence call conducted between BCLC, RCMP and GPEB
Seniol Management to further discuss Jlly 22 infonnation'

toffi

- BCLC reviewed recent received cash deliveries linked
were placed on unsourced cash conditions. Copies of intelligence
interviews detailing transactions here and abroad were plovided to police,
Redacted - RCMP

ed

Redacted r RCMP
ALDERSON was shown preliminary analysis conducted by FSOC analysts linking
Redacted - RCMP

approx,

FSOC confirmed

Redacted - RCMP

pfo

mofe

ysls.

Aug 28, 20tS - BCLC were advised by GPEB that they would be conducting an
audit into BCLC's STR andUFT leporting practices.

Redacted r RCMP
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Redacted r RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

OIC fol

- ALDERSON met

with Insp Bruce WARD (FSOC) who now was

Redacted RCMP

Redacted
- RCMP

-

Redacted - RCMP

-

Notice of Civil Claim names
Approx:
Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
selzufe.

ALDERSON provided details of illegal gaming location to FSOC

Redacted r RCMP
Redacted - RCMP

FSOC confirmed they had passed inforrration from
RCMP

Redacted - RCMP

Vancouver

-

onto

BCLC conducted tu1lday training with JIGIT at BCLC
info passed on to OIC.

@-ALDERSoNcontactedFSoCwhoconfirm"dmfi1ewithCrown
gaming
for charge approval re illegal

and money laundering

Aug 31, 2017 - Isp. Bruce WARD does hour long presentation on ePirate at IAFCI
Conference in Vancouvel detailing investigation and noting charges coming.
Redacted - RCMP

-BCLC

submits impact statement

forffinle

to FSOC.
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Attention:

t",no"t,'26,$cotumuia

John Mazure
Assistant DePutY Minister

Dear John:

Re: Your Letter Dated Mav 8,2017

/,1

\qi,sl t'tyril{,ilr Slic.,l

li;irillco1rs, t](l \ri?(j

I write in response to your letter of May B, 20'17, which references various aspects of

BCLC's anti-money laundering program,

I

very much appreciate your offer of

enhanced cooperation and support for BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts.

With respect to your inquiries about BCLC's coordination and collaboration with police
generally and the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team (JlGlT) specifically, t can
iOvise ybu that since the date of the team's inception BCLC has made collaborating
with anb supporting their efforts a top priority. This is in addition to the $3 million
dollars per year BCLC has commilted to JIGIT funding. Reports back to BCLC from
the Officer-in-Charge of JIGIT and others have commended BCLC for the very high
level of collaboration and support BCLC's AML Department have provided to JlGlT.
More specifically, I can advise you BCLC has held on site training and orientation
sessions with a number of members from JIGIT to ensure they have a strong working
knowledge of BCLC's gaming operations, AML program, type of data collected, and
our traniaction analysis abilities. Additionally, I can advise that the Director of
BCLC's AML Department is in frequent communication with the olc JlGlT, and in
some circumstances daily comm unication.

i

l[2

2ri{).IJ28.550{J

iIt50.01.r{t.5631

?9,t0 Vll tunl \r'iny
Vrrtcorrver, llo V51,4 0Af;
Q04.? 15.0'1.1!,

G0,t.22t.649.1

l,:1,.i:r:i,i

ln regard to support of police efforts more generally, please be reminded that it was
BCLC's analysis of transactions and other operational gaming data that led to the
identification of a key suspect associated to illegal gaming operations in the Lower
Mainland. Further, it was BCLC',s complaini to the police and brlefing on BCLC',s
analysis that provided the information that allowed the police to begin to target that
suspect. Prior to BCLC's action on that matter, the activities of a suspected major
illegal gaming crime figure appear to have gone undetected. On a broader note, in
20i4 BbLC initiated and executed an information sharing agreement with the RCMP
in Canada. When JIGIT was set
- an unprecedented anti-money laundering measure
up in 2016 BCLC immediately initiated a review of the existing information sharing
agreement. That review resultecl in updates to ihe agreement which ensu.red BCLC
could provide support to JIGIT's efforts. The creation of the agreement in the first
instance was an important addition to BCLC's AML program. The agreement enabled
a more strategic level of coordination between BCLC and pollce acro$s the province'
One outcomebf the agr..ment is that it has allowed BCLC to identify individuals and
their associates involved in or linked to organized crime and proactively ban those
individuals from casinos across the province. Because of this unique cooperative
effod between BCLC and police, 260 individuals have been banned from provincial
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gaming sites helping to ensure our facilities remain free from criminal infltrences and are safe for the
public.

you have asked for an update on our efforts to increase the sophistication and capabilities of BCLC's
AML program through software tools and data analytics. SAS, an AfML and business intelligence
software lolution, is going through the final stages of being brought on-line this very week, The SAS
solution is utilized by a number of Ganada's largest banks in their AML programs. We undersland

BCLC's implementation of SAS is the first in the world in the gaming industry. Note however that.SAS is
only one oi a number of software and web-based solutions BCLC employs in its AML program. We have
also augmented our program with other solutions that have emerged in the last year. As I am certain you
can app-reciaie, the func[ioning of BCLC's AML program and use of automated solutions results in a multifacettbd program, a description of which is beyond what can be meaningfully covered here. I would be
pleased io airange a technical briefing, at a time convenient to you, on the automated solutions employed
and how the technology supports our AML efforls'

ln your correspondence, you make inquiries about source of funds. BCLC's anti-money laundering
progr"m incorporates both source of funds and source of wealth determinations. Moreover, our antiinoiey taundering program employs comprehensive oustomer due diligence and customer on-going
monitoring proceduies. Tens of millions dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's
program lnO tgt customers have been placed on buy-in restrictions. BCLC's entire anti-money
iauiOering regime was recently audited by the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of-Canlda (F;nTRAC). ihis was the most comprehensive review of BCLC's program to date with
upwards of six dedicated FinTMC anti-money laundering and terrorist financing experts rwiewing every
aspect of its' program. FinTRAC found that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant
wiin att customei due diligence, transaction and on-going monitoring requirements but also provided
feedback to us to the effect that BCLC's program was the leader in the sector. ln addition to F|nTRAC
audits, BCLC is required under federal law to have an independent audit and assessment of its antimoney laundering piogram completed once every two years. BCLC has ju.st completed the selection and
engagement process ior that audit for 2017. BCLC has selected a prominent international audit firm to
coiOJct the work. To help address your comments we will ensure that BCLC's customer due diligence,
transaction handling (including source of funds and wealth procedures) and customer ox.going
monitoring procedures are specifically reviewed during the audit. As is our standard practice, BCLC will
share the results of the audit with GPEB once completed later this year.

You express concerns about instances where casino customers present $20 dollar denomination bank
notes wrapped in elastic bands, and I agree that caution is needed in these circumstances. When this
type of circumstance occurs, as part of BCLC's customer due diligence procedures, BCLG makes
inquires around the source of funds and other factors relevant to the transaction. ln more than one case
gitC nas determined that the g20 bank notes originated from a registered money services business
(MSB). Upon further inquiries, BCLC determined that MSBs often issue $20 bank notes because that

denoririnaiion makes up the vast majority of Canadian currency in circulation. Further, BCLC has learned
it is a fairly standard practice for an MSB to bundle large numbers of bank notes, of any denomination,
with elastii bands as that is simply the most practical way for them to handle the money, As a result of
inquiries, and despite initially appearing suspicious, follow-up inquiries in some cases have pointed to
noihing untoward, Having said that I can assure you we will remain vigilant on this fr:ont and welcome any
additional information or suppott GPEB can provide.
Linked to source of funds, you raise concerns about bank drafts and specifically the mechanics behind
transactions between a bank and its cu$tomerwhere a bank draft is issued. BCLC does accept bank
drafts from Canadian banks and credit unions (both of which are reporting entities under Canadian antimoney laws and who are required to have comprehensive and effective anti-money laundering qr-o.gFms)
where customer due diligence has been completed and the customer holds a casino account. BCLC has
no line of sight into a Casino customer's bank accounts or any other financial services provided to a
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customer by a financial institution. While BCLC has had some discussions with financial institutions
around the sharing of information in furtherance of anti-money laundering, financial institutions generally
are not receptive to the sharing of their customer and commercial banking information with BCLC for the
obvious privacy and commercial reasons. BCLC does make inquiries of its customers in relation to bank
drafts however, not being an enforcement agency BCLC's powers to conduct these inquiries are quite
limited. Ultimately, BCLC has no means and no authority to require banks to disclose how a bank's
customer conducts its business with the bank. GPEB and the police, however, do have access to couri
processes including search warrants and production orders which allow you to compef the disclosure of
financial information and conduct much more in-depth inquiries than BCLC is permitted to do. We
understand that through this iype of work GPEB has concluded that some bank drafts are suspect - as
you have noted in your letter. BCLC relies entirely on GPEB and the police to advise it where there are
suspicions around a bank's conduct in the issuance of bank drafts. ln fact, several weeks ago GPEB
advised BCLC that as many as 10 casino customers were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank
drafts at Canadian banks. BCLC asked GPEB to provide the names of those customers so that BCLC
could immediately ban the customers in question pursuant to its authority in section 92 of the Gaming
Control Act. BCLC has no tolerance for money laundering or any other illegal activity and wishes to
protect its facilities, staff and the integrity of gaming, We have not yet received the names of the
customers involved from GPEB. I would welcome you doing anything you can to expedite BCLC being
provided the names of customers in question so that we can get them out and keep them out of our
gaming sites.

I am seeking your assistance on one additional item. ln my letter to you of September 16,2015, I
reported that our staff, as well as those of our service providers, were receiving reports from casino
customers of high stakes illegal gaming houses being operated in the lower mainland. Through open
source analysis, we were even able to provide at least one possible address, Our customers continue to
report these illegal gaming houses remain operating. I would appreciate receiving any information you
can share around what action has been taken in response to these reports and whether any illegal
gaming houses have been located and shutdown.
We remain fully committed to keeping all illegal activities out of our gaming facilities and look forward to
GPEB's continued support of our efforts.

Yours

President

cc;

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
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June 16,2017
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
PO Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt
Vlctoria BC VBW 9N1

Attention:

Mr. Len Meilleur
Executive Director, Compliance Divislon

beHe
playing it right

Dear Mr. Meilleur,

Press Conferonce on lllegal Gambling ancl casino Money Laundering

Re;

I am writing about the press conference GPEB helci ln conjunction wlth the CFSEU on
June 13, Z6V , t wish io extend my congratulatlons to you on the successes GPEB has
had in iis partnership with the Jolnt lllegal Gaming. lnvestlgation flry:19 which you
announc"d at the prbss conference. BCLC is thankful for the effort GPEB has put lnto
the investigation.
BCLC welcomed the news that a number of lllegal gambling operallons in the lower
press
mainland had been shutdown, However, lt was very troubling to learn through the
groups
funds
had
laundered
crime
organlzed
internatlonal
thit
sophisticatecl
*rtrri"fr
through BCLC cdsinos, As you know, BCLC has committed considerable resources,
unO effort to developing'its anli-money launderlng and counter terrorist financing
"tuff
program. I know you are also-aWare lhat BCLC's program has been scrutinized by GPEB
aud'it staff ancl tnit it nas recently undergone a comprehensive review by FINTRAC with
no deficiencies in its anti-moneyiaundering procedures identified, Nonetheless, BCLC's

Wosl {lByrllou/ Strtst
K{ilnloopo, BC V2C tE?
74

T
r,

250.828,55r)0
2ti0.028,5$31

29/10

Virluol \ryny

Varrcorrvor, BC VFl,l

0^ll

00,1,? 1s,00,19

rJ04,225.0424
l)(:lc.(:.jt

r)

is not statlc and we ire commilted to a course of contlnuotts improvement,
it/oiuov"r, we recognlze that criminal elelnents wlll adapl and seek new-ways,to launder
and for this reason, BCLC's program
froceeds bf crime ii response to countermeasures
what we learned from the press
Given
basis.
hrust adapt ancl evolve on an ongolng
lonferenie, BCLC is seeking GPEB's assislance' lt would seern a vulnerablllty in our
pi"gi"r has been exploited-by organized crime. ln order to address thls vulnerability
anA"prevent further launderlng'atteinpts, I ask that you share with us the specific details
of lf'" mon"V laundering nrethodology you determined was used by these organize-d
.iim" grorpd to laundeiproceeds ofirime through legal casinos. Thls information will
allow is td ynake the changes needed to better protecl our operations frotn money

ti"g6;

laundering threats and close any gaps,

As troubling as it was to learn of a launderlng vulnerability at our casino. facllities, we
were even more concerned to learn of serious threats to prrblic safety. lt was deeply
ilarmlng to hear that top tier organized crime figures partlcipating in^o.r linked to crimes

;;

kidnapping ancl extortion were frequenting our facllities' Clearly, indivlduals
publlc
engagect in th6de iypes of criminal activitles present the highest.order of risk to
iui"iy. fft" safety of our customers, the staff of our service provlders, and our own staff
who work in casinos must be par€lmount. I am certain that you agree. BCLC slmply
cannot f'ave these individuals exposing our cuslomers and staff to personal safety risks
ti'.ugtt their iaunderlng activities or any other criminal activity, The Garntng Control Act
grr;f; gCfC the statuiory authority lo ban any individual from its casinos. I ask that

;,i;h

indivlduals arrested so far ln the
Inve.tig;tion, as well as the names of any other in.divldual the investlgation ltas revealed
to be iivolved ln or connected ln any way to criminal acts related to gamlng, so that

6pee provloe BCLS with the nimes of the 9
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BCLC can immediately ban those indivlduals from our facllitlos to protect the safety of
our customers and staff,
Given the lhreats to public safety, lwould appreciate a response at your earliest posslble
convenlence.

bele

Sincerely,

ilt-r

playing it rlght

Robert lftoeker
Vice Presldent, Corporate Securlty and Compliance

cc, Mr, Murray Dugger, Western Reglonal Manager' Flnanclal Transactions and Reports
Anal;lsis Centre
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June 15,2017
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
Mailstop #408/409
14200 Green Timbers Way
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3

bele
playing it right

Attention: Kevin Hackett
Assistant Commissioner
Dear Assistant Commissioner Hackett.

Re: Press Gonference on lllegal Gaming & Gasino Money Laundering
I am writing in regard to the press conference held on June 13,2017, covering the
recent activities of the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation

Team. Congratulations

on

the successes achieved to date. BCLC is thankful for the dedicated effort CFSEU
has put into this initiative. We are also pleased with having been able to support the

74
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team operationally where appropriate and where asked to do so.
It was most encouraging to hear of the inroads JIGIT has made in addressing illegal
gaming operations in the province, However, it was disturbing to hear that money
laundering conducted by sophisticated organized crime groups was occurrlng at
casinos. As you may be aware, BCLC has invested extensively in its anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing program. Our program has recently gone
through a comprehensive review by FINTMC with no malerial compliance issues

20do Virlual \,!ay
Vancotrvsr, BA V5t'/ 0Ao

T
F

604.2t5.0049
604.215.6424
br:lc.corn

being identified. Having said that, we recognize that the program can never be
static, our efforts must continue to evolve and improve, and we must remain ever
vigilant. ln that regard I would very much appreciate if you could share with us the
methodology used by these organized crime groups to undermine the anti-money
laundering efforts at our casinos so that we can review our program and, working with

our service providers, make the adjustments necessary to prevent any further
attempts at laundering at our casinos.

Even more important to us is the safety of our customers, the staff of our service
providers, and our own staff working in casinos, lt was alarming to hear that criminals
have been frequenting our facilities exposing staff and the public to money laundering
activities and putting them at risk. Under the provincial Gaming Control Acl BCLC
has the authority to ban any person from entering any gaming site in the province. I
ask that CFSEU provide us with the names of the nine individuals arrested, and any
other person CFSEU has determined is involved in criminal acts that are in any way
related to gaming, so that we can ban those individuals from our facilities to protect
the safety of our customers and staff.
Again, congratulations on your success. I look forward to your response,

cc:

Rob Kroeker, VP, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
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lnvestigative Protocol Backgrounder Document

P@
GPEB; Pat TOLAND, Anna FITZGERALD
BCLC: Ross ALDERSON, Kevin SWEENEY

Background:
On January 19,2017, Key stakeholders from GPEB and BCLC met to discuss the subject of lnformalion
Sharing, piimarily as it related to lnvestigations, which has been a contentious subject.

As a takeaway from that meeting Pat TOLAND, Anna FITZGEMLD (GPEB) and Ross ALDERSON,
Kevin SWEENEY (BCLC) were asked to draft a Protocol document outlining the investigative process.

Processi
The first protocol document was drafted for January 27,2017 where the group first met in person to
discuss ii. further meetings were subsequently held on Feb 15,2017 and March 6,2017 to discuss later
iterations of the draft. Time in March was then provided to allow both agencies lo share with their
respective investigative management teams for feedback.

As a result of management feedback further questions were posed and discussion occurred,
The process as outlined above involved both in-person meetings as well as teleconferences. Additionally
there was regular communication in between scheduled meetings and the final document is a
collaborative effort between all parties. The in-person and teleconference meetings were very productive,
always respectful and provided great dialogue between the two agencies.
Many of the process flows portrayed in this document are currently in effect and have been unofficially
occurring for several months.

The group felt that a strong communications plan is key to lhe change management process being
succ6ssful, particularly across the GPEB lnvestigative groups who are the most impacted.
Lastly, the group felt this document should focus only on Section BO G.C.A and Section 34T G.C.R
investigative processes and that Section 75 (initially included) would be out of scope, and included in any
future Compliance related sharing process document'
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BCI-C - GPEB Investigations Protocol
Eocument
Context
The British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB),
will distinguish their roles and responsibilities as per the Key Principles summarized in the June 29th,201 5,
letter co-signed by both parties to the Minister of Finance and the reporting requirements outlined in the
applicable provincial legislations: primarily, the Gaming Contrsl Act (GCA) and the Freedom of
lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA).
The following protocol document is not legally binding; rather, its aim is to provide the basis of agreement
between BCLC and GPEB to facilitate and administer the efficient, effective, and secure provision of
information. Furthermore, it is intended to elucidate the distinctive roles and illustrate the specific
responsibilities of each body within the limits of and compliance with the aforementioned legislation. The
shared objective is to heighten the accountability of each body to its internal and eKernal stakeholders,
most notab! the Province of British Columbia, and to guide the process for the sharing of information
related to lnvestigations and lnvestigative Audits as defined by the GCA'

ln an effort to fulfill the agreed upon key principles and common objectives, BCLC and GPEB have
engaged various third parties and internal legal resources to provide feedback and recommendations in
relation to the current processes. One such example, the 2016 GPEB Section 86 Privacy lmpact
Assessment (PlA) Review conducted by the Office of the lnformation and Privacy Commissioner (OIPC)
in OIPC File F16-68186, outlines recommendations made in relation to the collection of personal
information through GCA Section S6 demands, These recommendations will be clarified here.

Roles & Responsibilities
BCLC
BCLC is "responsible for the conduct and management of gaming on behalf of the government,"l This
includes "agreements with registered gaming services providers for services required in the conduct,
management or operation of provincial gaming."z As an agent of the government, BCLC and, in turn, its
service providers will adhere to the reporting and disclosure requirements outlined by the GCA and
FOIPPA, and notify GPEB of all instances falling within the specifications of Section 86(2) of the GCA.
Simi6rly, as a business with customers, BCLC will protect and reasonably manage the information

l Gaming ControlAct (GCA) s, 7(1)
'zGCA

s, 7(1X0
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obtained from its customers to ensure any disclosure is done in accordance with both the GCA
requirements and the FOIPPA disclosure standards.

GPEB
GPEB is "an office of the government under the direction of the general manager"3 tasked "to carry out
the responsibilities given to ii under this Act"a by providing regulatory oversight to BCLC and its gaming
service providers. GPEB bears the responsibility of "the overall integrity of gaming and horse racing"s |n
BC, which includes offences under the GCA and, when under authority of police of jurisdiction, by
extension the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC). GPEB will manage and oLltline exactly what is required in
relation to an investigation to satisfy the expectations of the OIPC to avoid "overly broad" requests and
the subsequent "over-collecting [ofl personal information."6 ln the event GPEB identifies some of the
information collected as "irrelevant or inappropriate" and determines that this information "will not be used
to make a decision that directly affects an individual,"i said information will be either returned to BCLC, or
destroyed in accordance with government's information management legislation.B

Gaming Services Providers
Gaming Services providers are contracted to operate gaming facilities on behalf of and under the
instructions, policies, and directions of BCLC. To facilitate this undertaking, gaming services providers
utilize BCLC's databases. As registered gaming services providers, they are subject to the regulatory
oversight of GPEB and will adhere to the regulations of the GCA and the supplementary Gaming Control
Regulation (GCR). As per the GCR, gaming service providers are required to "immediately report to the
general manager any conduct or activity at or near a gaming facility lhat is or may be contrary to the
Criminal Code, the Act or any regulation under the Act."s Therefore, gaming service providers will provide
information to GPEB as required under the GCA and GCR.

Police
Police have full jurisdictional enforcement of the CCC and can investigate and issue violation tickets in
relation to the GCA. BCLC has an lnformation Sharing Agreement (lSA) with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP). This agreement allows sharing of information related to suspeoted crimlnal
activity that is appropriate under FOIPPA disclosure standards. BCLC and the Combined Forces Special
Enforcement Unit (CFSEU-BC) have an existing agreement in place to "proactively ban Provincial
Tactical Enforcement Priority (PTEP) individuals who frequent gaming facilities, such as casinos, and who
are considered 'undesirable' under the Gaming Control Act,"10 Furthermore, in 2016 CFSEU-BC
established the Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team (JlGlT) comprised of police and other
organizations, including GPEB. As per their mandate, "JlGlT will gather intelligence concerning the
gaming industry and manage this information effectively to ensure that all facets of the gaming industry
operate with honesty and integrity. The aim is to prevent criminal attempts to legalize the proceeds of
crime through gaming facilities, while at the same time be a central repository of information and
intelligence on illegal gaming activity in the provinoe."to

3

GCA s, 22(1)

a

GCAs,22(2)

5

GCA s, 23
6 OIPC File F16-68186
7 FOIPPA s. 31.
o OIPC File F16-68'186
e Gaming Control Regulation (GCR) s. 34(1Xt)
1

0

Website link C"E_sE!l:Eg_J.lgl_I
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FINTRAC
At a federal level, BCLC and its service providers are regulated by the Financial Transaciions and
Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC) and are subject to the reporting requirements outlined in
the FINTRAi Guidelines.ll FINTRAC is responsible for both regulating and auditing as well as receiving
and analyzing information from reporting entities. FINTRAC also discloses money laundering otfences to
police,

Anti Money Laundering (AML) intelligence, including Suspiclous Transaction Reports (STRs) containing
personal information, Jubmitted by BCLC and its service provi{ers to FINTRAC will also be shared with
JIGIT as an extension of the ISA between BCLC and the RCMP. GPEB is a key stakeholder in the
province's AML compliance strategy and an integrated partner with JlGlTand BCLC All parties are in
agreement that information provided to JIGIT by BCLC and its service providers related to AML wili be
siared wlth GPEB as GPEB deems relevant. At GPEB's request, BCLC will also provide high-level AML
analysis and reporting, for example STR statistics.

Guidelines
Gaming Control Act - Section 86 Reporting
lnformation to be provided to the general manager

On request of the general manager and within the time period sp_ecified by the general manager in
tho'request, ihe tott"ry corporation, a registrant, a licensee and an eligible organization must provide to
the general manageiany information, records or things that the general manager considers relevant to an
investigation or an investigative audit under this AcL
S6 (1)

When GPEB makes a Section 86(1) demand of BCLC and/or its service providers it is a mandatory
regulatory requirement. The demand must be relevant to an existing investigation, as determined by the
ge*neral manager, and will speoify requirements in a consistency of wording.12 Safeguards related to the
integrity of thJmanner by which information from BCLC databases is shared with GPEB have been
iOeniifi6O and will be impiemented through a consistent process flow, as summarized below and in the
Sect 86(1) Demand Flowchart.
GpEB will send all 86('l) demand forms of BCLC by email attachment to a BClC-monitored Special
purpose Mailbox (SPM). BCLC will seek clarification by return email, if necessary, and process said
demand forms in accordance with the legislation. Due diligence will be employed to transmit personal and
confidential information in a manner as to adhere to the disclosure standards contained within FOlPPA,13
To ensure all GPEB demands for records of BCLC under the Act are processed in a timely manner and to
create an auditable record, all 86(1) demands will be compiled by BCLC and saved to a shared Secure
File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) server, Once uploaded, BCLC will respond to the original email, notifying
GPEB of the uploaded documents available in the SFTP server.
Any subsequent demands by GPEB for new information from BCLC will be processed in the same
mann"r through the SPM and SFTP server, so they can be tracked appropriately. lf the investigation is

11

[--|NTP,AC Guid_glile$

12

OIPC Flle F16-68186
13 FOIPPA s. 33.1(1Xc)
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undertaken at the request of BCLC, or if the general manager otherwise considers it appropriate to do so,
GPEB will provide a report of lhe resulls of the investigations to BCLC as outlined in Section 8'l(4).14
Information to be provided to the general manager
86 (2) The lottery corporation, a registrant and a licensee must notify the general manager immediately
about any canduct, activity or incident occurring in connection with a lottery sche,ne or horse racing, if the
conduct, aetivity or incident involves or involved
(a) the commission of an offence under a provision of the Criminal Code that is relevant to a lottery

scheme or horse racing, ar
(b) the commission of an offence underthis Act.
ln summary, Section 86(2) requires BCLC and its service providers to notify the general manager, GPEB,
without delay when the commission of a Criminal Code offence that is relevant to a lottery scheme or a
Gaming Control Act offence occurs. The occurrence may take place at a BCLC property, a Lottery Retail
location, a registered gaming establishment such as a casino or Community Gaming Cenire (CGC), or on
the internet platform PlayNow.com.
BCLC and gaming services providers will notify GPEB of such occurrences via email and provide ihe
related file number. Notifications from BCLC will contain a synopsis of the report, no personal information
will be transferred via email The BCLC file will include a comprehensive explanation of the investigation
and offence(s) identified, including information of the site and/or patrons involved, and will be made
available to GPEB via the SFTP at the time the email notification is sent.
GPEB wiil download and review the full file and advise BCLC as soon as practicable whether or not they
are conducting a regulatory or criminal investigation. Ongoing communication between GPEB and BCLC
and adherence to the protocol appendices flowcharts will ensure that no GPEB investigation is
compromised, while also atlowing any corporate or contractual investigation to be completed in a timely
manner by BCLC. ln instances wherein BCLC is the victim of a crime, BCLC wlll report the matter to the
police of jurisdiction and notify GPEB of the police file number and jurisdiction for GPEB to assist police, if
required. This will prevent duplication of effort by both BCLC and GPEB.

Gaming Control Regulation - Section 34 Reporting
Conditions of registration for gaming serv/ces providers
34 (1) Subject to subsection (2), it is a condition of registration of a gaming servlces provider that it mttst

(t) untess the gaming seryrces provider is a lottery retailer to which subsectian (2) (a) applies or is a
hospitality retailer to which subseclion (2) (b) applies, immediately report to the general manager any
concfuct or activity at or near a gaming facility that is or may be contrary to the Criminal Code, the Act or
any regulation under the Act.
The criteria for a GCR Section 34 notification is broader than Section 86 of the GCA and only relates to
gaming service providers. GPEB will provide guidance to gaming service providers on the criteria for a
Section 34 notification as per their mandate.
Wherein a scenario has been deemed to have reasonably met reporting criteria under 34(1)(t), a service
provider will immediately send an email to GPEB to notify of the report and provide the file number, GPEB

14

cCA s. 81(4)
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will review the notification to determine if further action is required with the gaming service provider or with
BCLC. ln the case where it relates to BCLC directly then GPEB will submit a Section 86(1) demand to
BCLC through the SPM. The report itself will be uploaded to the SFTP for GPEB to access upon receipt
of a Section 86(1) demand, as per the previously outlined process.
For gaming services providers, GPEB will submit a section 86(1) demand direct to the gaming services
providers.
ln the event of a GPEB demand for information from BCLC that cannot be uploaded to the SFTP, BCLC
will coordinate to have the information made available for collection, as soon as practicable.

Dispute Mechanism
The determination and interpretation of reporting criteria under Section 86(2) of the GCA will be subject to
the Reasonable Person's Test when it is reasonable to expect an offence has taken place. GPEB will
advise gaming services providers on the criteria for reporting under the GCA Regulation 34('1) and
provide BCLC with a copy of that criteria so BCLC can effectively manage the gaming service providers
for compliance. As recommended by Peter GERMAN in his advice to BCLC and GPEB,15 a dispute
mechanism with two levels of escalation will assist both parties resolve any areas of disagreement and/or
difference of interpretation.
The proposed "dispute resoluiion process should begin at the investigative level, and be raised
expeditiously to senior leaders in both organizations with a mediated resolution occurring by the use of a
third pariy,"to
To facilitate this process, BCLC and its service providers will immediately recognize any issues related to
the identification of reporting criteria and notify GPEB of such. Both pariies will isolate the issue in
question and attempt to resolve any misinterpretations or areas of confusion at the lowest level possible,
typically at the lnvestigator level followed by the direct supervisor level, Manager, and Director level, as
required.
Should the matter remain unresolved, escalation to the General Manager of GPEB and the CEO and
President of BCLC (or their respective delegates) may be required for further consideration of the issue at
hand.
ln the instances wherein resolution cannot be met at this level, a previously agreed upon ihird party will
work with both organizations to mediate an agreed upon solution.

$upporti ng Docurnentation
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BCLC's 2014115 Mandate Letter Requirement Update (June 29, 201 5)
FASKEN MARTINEAU Memo RE: Roles & Responsibilities File # 240161.00006
Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act
Gaming Control Act
Gaming Control Regulation
GERMAN Opinion Letter
KEIM Legal Memo
OIPC File F16-68186

GERMAN Opinion Letter P. 30
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P|A-Personal information collected under Section 86 of the Gaming Control Act; OIPC File F1668'186

Signed on Behalf of GPEB

Signed on Behalf of BCLC

/,^

/ l({2-

John Mazure, General Manager

Rob Kroeker, Vice President

Date:

Date: June 30,2017

June 29, 2017
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Appendices
Section 86(2) Notification Flowchart
586(2) Notificatlon Flowchart (BCLC to GPEB)
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Section 86(1) Demand Flowchart
586(1) Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC)
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Section 86{1) lnvestigative Audit Demand Flowchart
586(L) lnvestigative Audit Demand Flowchart (GPEB of BCLC)
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Section 34 Notification Flowcharts
S34(t) Notificatlon Flowchart (Gaming Service Provider to GPEB)
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Columbia
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co,Lu_\llla

355U9
Bud *Splth
Board of Dhaoto,ts
Br'ltlsh Columbia kihory Cofporatlon
?4 $eyinour Stteut

Wqstkardoops

Bc

V?C lEz

Dear Mr', Smlthr
ThiS Mahdate Leittet cbnffrmt forir, ofganiqatlonts rnhirdate,.irovldes gbvoltlqlellt'S. arurual
gh,qfcglo diltslioD and sbis put kpy psihtmoncg oxpsol6tioll5 for tfio 20171t8 fiso4l yrrdr'
On beiralf ofthe Province ofBdtlsh Colqrnblar thank you fbl yorr lslilershlp atrd the
conttlbution$ inadc bj1 the.Britlsh Columbia Lottery Corporatlott over tho.past year ln support

of

govolurlehfs obJec.tlve ofproviding leeal gdrling.itr osafe andtospottsible $anher benefiting
Erltish Columbiins. In particutar, congrahliatlirns

oA thia

011

pfforts urads towartls tltq following'

contributlons and acihlovemontsi

r
r
'.
o
e

Contdtutlug to the integrlty of gar4bllne though tho cotlduot a4d managem:ont pf
lafiibiing ln.n roclal rusponsiblo riannor', whllo oxeebding tho 2015/16 not lnoomo tatget
'of $1,21 6.blllion.bJ $97.5 rnillion;
Worklng with governinont 1o comlat lltegal. gaurlng.arrri advmolng govouunontrs Arrli'Monoy
Larutloihld stilitogg, lncltrdlng.otrhartoirig Clrstorner Duo Dlligenoe, nnd by
plovlcilqg fun$inE, fpr the Jolut lflegal Gan'iflrrg Invosllgatlon Teiln (JIGIT);
Worklng WlJh goverdmontfo lmplernent corntnltments ftorlr tlrq PlFn fo[ P$blto Honlth
,ana Oanrbtiirg(fobrunqy 2015), inctudlhg cornpletlrrg ituee.and rnaklng sisnlftcnnt
progress on four of ths sornmitmonts that per.tahr 1o tho'Gorporaliol;:
Attainlrrg. n Cornprphenqlve'CostRqtlo of 42Zri andpury-asslng tlp 2015/l6target of
4A.36/oiand,
Substhntlally conrpletlng the lecornrnenclatiotts.mado by Intelnal Audlt & Advlsoly
Sbrvices (IAAS).
,,,t2.

Itlolirr), ofPln{nco

Offss o.0lrt M-ltlirtq

lrldlirrr irfiidJ*
DO. Udsr(l,lS th,llrdidDrr

Lteddn

Vicroi(l}c VdV 9U2
.ltht hooq r5l !s7-ii5l

P.irn*ncnt Bdlldlqlp

trqctrdlc

rnrorggr.hc,o/tin
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2
B.c,rs Corporat'o govouranco Flamowotk lakes I Ft'meltrlesbasedlpplirao!,in Pt:lil|r:E ,,, .
dhectlon for affsoiivs govetoanq" of mlnl$rJos illd PuliliO.$eotot' Qigatrizstion5 (fS,Os)' bt'nca
junu CO il, rh" fuxpbyEr Accoulitabllity P'lnotples (JAP) ha1o provided gul{ouoolo F
lsule lhg
ih";rltk*ii.k"tlutirilnirvi.* p*ulded strengtiren ancourrtqbitltysnd ptomole cost corlhol whlle
obJeirttves ostabllsfied,by'govsrrunorrtonbphalf of thc oltizene of BrC.
i*"uiAT.uholfit .torec"sntuo tho c6nhibutions BbiC tnakes to lodsl and reglonel econoifir$ lu
*a.i,iirurtf.utur thslmhbrthnceoftho oqrpsratlon'e lieBd bffgb!0 the
Kamloops atea,

;;"rilGpuhiil;"ibi
iliit;t dffiifi,

pn$tlr'Q
It ls clltlc1l thntDublio sector,orgnnlzatlons opelnte us efllolontty as posslblg ln oid6t'Io
cqst
the
lowest
eoNleor
prdvldeJwlth
eFeqtlvs
bt
Posslblo' ll.tls Teqqlrcs
iitjif riib-"rfiut'.ns arc
ptlllure through theeffioionl'
uoioiunt ft out on rnaintiirttug n cost'colsciouq qlrd princlpled
osiioetv ufgervlses llmt slnrid the to*$fpubllc sprrrtlhyanil help develop a prosporouseconomy
tustatnrlie.rnanne,i'. Thls ls clltlcal to govetnmottt'e cotnnrilhsutlo
iii" iuilgot, For thls reason, lt lrtsdetrtinl thntlqLC Eontalhssostq
aud rneols its pldectsd Lovofiuo tdtget!'

h;;tit;;rdtauv
;il;i;;iltfi;;fi]il;

Govstnnont ls tnaki4g opor fufor.rfiatlon a:prJorlty acrose the publlo sector to euhance
gov"innr*i t u"spareiloi an t acoountob1lty in Ul uso ofpubilc resciutces, thh dellvety of
Wiittth6t h mlnd, it is Eoverr'1llant's oxpectaltouthat BCLGwlll
i'oeiir a quttr,G ofudnspatsnoJ antl lhfornatlon shaillgwith govunment'

il;;r*ffiilfi[s.iii..i.

Governmsnlreoks to doliver legal gamlng in aSoutrd'rtndlosironslblO ma0ner"thntptomotefl tha
p$tic s?r,-tv. Un?cr the Gantns Coittot Acl, thp Lottery Cotldlotion ls
,.ro-nnJitioiorttrJcpud'ot andmanogsmpbt.of gamlng on behqlf of governmen!'
irr[ r,o]i.ly corpo.]qtibn is diteptqd to oonduot lts ttuslness ln 4 marure( lhdt meats govornm:ont's
projpoled Ihrarrcial
expeptatiorrs.for soglal resllonsiblllty, publlo safetyr.gamlng lntogrity. ald
go$t donlflltxt{otlt as wsll nS
laieets^ Thlb ls ashlovod tluough a culhrrs oflnnovatlon and
o"riorii*irti ro t*ponsible gumtltrlg add qntl'money lnrrddorlng efforts'
thilriltsti-cotumpla Loitery Corporottonls speolfioelly dlrected lo

hi"fi;;i'lilir;"'a

iJuciii*;;tni,,rroirddre,

rake the following nttaiegic aotlons:

C0lpblstion'$ fin{ncihl porforynar\ca nnd tustflin nst ret3rrh to lho
' , BCLC wllt opliDrizo lhowltligover'{rnront
ct1:eollon On cosi.coqtaiumetrt, rpplonslbls

1

Fr*io.e tn 6|Cq{tlgnce
gurUUng;

PrinciPles

"nA
bY:

.

.

a;tl"nprrey ldndetlng, ond ln allgnrnent wlththe Taxpoyor Accourrtahlllty

n)'Coirilirrrlnctose€tbusinessopporlunltle$suchaitlewgarnbllngfabilitlelrancl
eGcNlng fr,om a s'oclal rcslollglblc pErsliec(ivo witlt parlicular attontlqnlo l$p0gts
on plotfem ganrblhrg, nronof Iaunderlrr:!, publlo'saJbty,'and clrbsequently
dewlopirrg oitnteglqs t'o mitigatellsk;
b) Piovlrtine-atongierm'Capltat PlautothoMinlstryofFihftncoEottltreo3t{y
coip'oiation's calitat nnrtipenrding qn .dr40nagemofl!?lans' Inclu$iag slgnifosnt
IT intl l(nmloqr! hsna pffics ftrqllrry d.evolopnelrt plojeplir over tlre nsxt five

'

-'

y9qr$i
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c)
d)

Rovlorving ltsullpt'esohto pbmhlsstohsigsid h gqming difvlcepovldors nnd
lnrplornenthg.oheflgos subjaot to tlls apptovtil of iis horld bfdlteptorsf
Aohlevlng frnnnoisl tat'gsts as'approyed by Tleosury Board;

e) I{elorllng.onthefinplementatlon.bflhenewPlayl{ow'fllbsldterytwhlohwlllbe
rnorta!,cd hyihopdhrd conhols and accoxnlqbilitles fo BCLC's Boatdiaad

0
2,

.

Provtdlngctudlteir'lyroportsrbfidMltrlshypfFintinoethatptovidofihanctql
foleoests, aBd dlscuvs and ldontl$is$res and r{skq.

.Conflnuo lo supporl govelrrmdnt iu lho lmplcmdnlatlpnof lts Anll-Monoy'Lnundertng
(AMIr) Skatsgy qnd trtltlgatlon ofrsleled'tllogol [blivltles, lncluditlg brt not litnfted tnl

a)

UnrtorttiklngAgtliitio$to9hs\rplhd.Corpotatlon'scorqpllorloorogltuelsfouusptl
on preserving'tho intogrlty nnd roputatlon.of B,CJs gedng lndushy ln thp prtblfo.
lntercsti
'b) Woi'ktne collabolntivoly wlth dPBB lq ileternrino nnd lmplernont nieasul'ss lhat
offeotlvely catrbat n0nbylaundbr{ng a[d lllegbl aotivltleS hr F.c. gqfibltng.
fnollltles;
c). Fundlng, lu accotdanoo witfi,govoruuont's announoed dlrectiott,.lho:Ioln1'111u*ut
Clamlng Investightlpn Team (JIGIT),.a,dediuted.coordlnnted, multl-,turlsdlollonal

.

hrv*tigottvs snd b.nforcoinedtl'4sporBo

to

unlfl$^ll aotlvitlo$ WthhB'C, gqnrirlg

faotlitios qqd iltpgal gamblhrg ln BlC';

d)

Colleotlng:and sharing hrfornration snd

dd{ rvltb GPEB.tlrot

qupporls ssoswes lp

addrbss riionoylauildoringln B.C, gamingfaclllllosi lllegql gamhg lu fho
pxovhce, dltd JICilT o.ps!6rllous; aild

.s) EuhnnofiEAMLbestprdctlosbwlthcplrosriqtaqohslileratlorrofsvaluating

f1

$oq{oe.offluds.tlrlor la ossh:acoeplonoe $,ithin:n rhk-bnsgal Jiqnowoth and

Provldbga,quslterlyreportlo'thaMlnlsiorofFlnancoonBCLCrq.nqJititles
related

to-

tho abova.

.3. lruplement'$o fivo ro,gainlng comndtm.$ts lhqt BCI.C ls (ospphsltilo for lnthe Plan/or'

Publlc Health and'Oan$llng (Februat112Al$, Thls ilohtdes offorirtg titrle nnd lnortoy
budggthr'g toolB lb'Ericoro Rownrds rltornbelo audPlayNow,cotn ouslbnsrs and
lmplEnrhntlng curtoniizod.rosponrliblo gant$llng.rnessnging on PlayNow.ooiu, BCLC wlll
conllnug to.paflnef with GPBB Jn iheimplenrentatiqn of thsfourremnlnlng uommltments
.furryhich tlro.y orejolntfy.rerponsible, inoltldlrrg lrnplbrnentingB:Oafpe$etrso Advlgpr
prcseneo ln Cgmmunity Gedng eenhos'olrd undprtaklrtg key resoaroh.proJeol's relnted lo
onllno problern gnrnbling and high-ilsk features of'Elechonic'Oanrlng Maohiteq, BCLC
wiil gdbrqit bi-arruual prb$ess reporle to the Miriittot 0f Flnanqe alrd lhd Oenoral
Map6gor;, GPIB. on itr'e implomentotiorl of ootutrltmenF undnrthdllen,

4.

BCLC w.lll loport out on lho corqpJelion of'lnrplqmentation of tho recqmtpondations ftom
thallsvlerl' oltheDiltlsh ColurtUq Louet:y.Cot,poratlon (Deceaberz0l4) by Int€hal
Audlt and Advlsory $er:{isi?s.[y. f9n6 30rr017.
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Tfo ongohrg oultnre shlft to prinoipled p0blic.sector govefnance tetfidins a.piqd.[y fo-t'
nouulilorotl PSOs oro sxpeJted to undiilgko 1rore. cornp'elrensiriopyofessiorial dgvelOptnetrt

tO.

;ihaEdo Ol.loltationof thoh bOro*d.mornbols atrd eeniarOKeoudvos, Govelnmerrtwlllb.s
or*tJinn olonruriohentrdte*ourggs'do$lgned to comFlsrnerlt qomponents pf sltenlalion to

itrsureuinirr.It*dhgplthpqosountabilitlesandoxpeolatlonsofptrblloleotor.bogg:0t9....
organir{.:ttons. for diiait".Utnfonnation abortTAF direotives,,plea'ss refet to thi fqllowlng lihk'
Tnxpayel Aocountab!lllv Itlngblax.
ooverfineilt ir.coJnniltted to co$tlDuo to rcvltnlize lho te[ationshlp betweon.Govelnmonttnd
flrts stiolg focusonlnoreased two"way.commlnioation.oupports afid. onsures hco'lrunolt

PbOs.

undclstan4llg of-Covorrimont'd oxpeolatlbns, Tltnely cornrrltuiioatlon of,qmsrgiag lsstles whlph
tnto nf.ofllii bu$irress of tlterBt'ltish ColumbiaLqttory coryoratlo|'allifortho.iiltot'ssts.of
nJ.isin qrijscritlcsl to buildi4trust qqd ths offectivb d6llvery of publlc rqtvicet, inol\dirg. .
infot.matlpn onenyrllkq to qoilddng finanslnl folcgqsfs a1{_pelformanc6targots, Wth.fte.TAP
irUuaa"O intft" rinnunl Servlcs.Plans.mrd Reports, lhlg wlll $trpportboatd chahs ln hsspsslng.
and cominruricalihg lhe orgalilzslloh'0 ovetall ppllqtrriancg,
In Fddilion, lt I$ expeoied that your orggnizalion will contlnue,lo bo dlllg€trl ln onsuting,aa6tence to stotrirbry o6igations nndpolicibslhathave bloadappllcbtion

.fs*tti;riti"lri .ni

norosslhepublicsector, PlenqetofcrtOthefollovlnglinkforasunllilaryofthoso
accountsbilitlbs, link to cto\iln AccoutrtSbllhlc$'
Each boa16 rrrerrrbor is raquircd to acknovledgotho dlreclion,pioviddd ln the.Mandato Lottar by
JC;ng thf*fut1gtr The.Mandate Lefter ls tq bi nocte'd pitblidjy'on yout orgallzntton's wdtplto,
arit a iopy etgned by atl board. mernbo$ proyl{ed to thotrlhlstty nud rnada evqilablclo tho

pqlJlo upon tequurf.
I look forward lo our, regular.lne otlngs foctr'sit4.op strntbglo.pr'iorftfasr perfornellce{rgofnst
5n1d vo1'ftlng te$olhef ta plqlept tho publlc ltrterostat ull 1hn9s.

TA},

Slncorely

Miolrqel ds Jong,.
'Mlniqtot
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Itutllrol lnlounfitiol. rlnllnblc nfl httui//gpy.hc.cn/criowunccountnbltltlGs

2

Accopntablllty

Tr4nepuont[y manago.r'csponsibilllies accordlng to a eet of
common prrblicreoturplluolpies ln dtrs bett lntcitst of tho
sltlzons o'fthe provinci. Byeirtrauolug organlzatlonal efriolertcy
and bffeodvdqdss h tho pkitrntng, rtpo{lng and deot$l$ rnaklng'
publto qcotat org0qlzatton.s qvlll onsprt'aitlons'aro tligued wlth
govelnmeutf

4

Ssrvlcc

a.

otrntoglo mendatb.

Moiritalu.a olear fgcui on poeitlvo outcomds for c'iiludiu of
Brltlsh Qoluinbtaly dollvqbg ooat-edlcierrt effeotivo, valu*
for.nrcnpy publlo Setvtcos an$ ptggrnmr..
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Columbia

8.

6

lutegrlty

Make deplillo4s audlako Bgtlofis that are traoctalenl, eihlosl nnd
&se fioru confllot ofintsrost,. Tdoqpiro lhs ostabllghment ofa
dllong.cthlonl codo ofdonduot fqr nll eniptoyees and execulivbs'
$crcs tho clttzens ofBritlsh QotUmbh by iF.ci)ecling tbs.shared
publl'c irust and actinglnaccord0nce'wlih thd t6*psyot'
accountablllty prirro{rlos.
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Know your l{mlt, play withiln It.

eof
350705

Jim Lightbody
CEO end Presldbnr

Britlsh Colutr-rbla Lottery Corporaliofi

i940 vlrtual \Yay

vsM0A6
Doar Mr. Ligltbody

Rs;

JolntlllegnlGaininglnvestlgatlonTeam

The Minlstry of Finanoe's Gaming Polioy Enforcement Branoh (GPEB),The Miulstry ofRriblic
Salety arrd Solisitor Genetal'r (PSSG) Policingand.security Branoh(PSB), andthe RCMP'lEl
Divislon have ageed {o the croatlqn of the Jolht Illegal Gaming ond Invedigation Tearri (IIGIT)
wlthln the Comblned.Forces Spepi[l E[forcement Unit B.C. (CFSBU-BC). JIGIT ls an inltiative tq
help combat police-reported Increasps lii lllegel,gambling qnd ta ldoreese invostJgatlon into the
manner in which funds flow tluough provinotal gambllng faollitles.

tant to thank you for the financlal c.onitibution ihat ihe Bfltlsh Coluntbla. Lottery Corporatlon
@CLC) will rnako lp.JIOlT and tlig contlnued cooperdtlon between our two orgarlzationS on
I

compliance.
PSB and GPEB have entqred into e L€tter ofundetstanding whichouttines the pu(pose, slruchrre,
govemance, lilnding, durbtion, performance reportlng; and conffdeniiality requlrements ofJtGtt;
The tettet ofUnderbtandinc is odnfidontial in natdro and.ls attached for ypur roference.
This. lettor provldgs for thg agrseinbnt between BCLC and GPEB regarding perfonrranoe reportlrrg,
finbnclal reportlng, confidentiality and public cornmunlcatlons, qg speclfied belorv

Perlormance Reporllng
GPEB will provide BCLC with bl-annual performanog lnforyqqtion based On reporting received ftom
CFSEU-BC, The report will outline ihe efforu of JIGIT and include gambling $ppclfic mehles.
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:2The .report proVlde.d to BCLC.

o
n
e
e

rnal lnchide:

Numberof actiye JIclTfilos.
Total numter of investigative techniques [investigative bfforts agalnst targets
*'"-* (eg,,,
t-Vll!

[l R il.r ;;
surveillsnce, judi.i"t
Total number of police seizures (lncluding a breakdown of whal these were and tho r,alub)
Total humberofamests, chargeq, convlotions and dispositions.

uuit'ori-tlo'i';ila#;;r;i;i"J;;;;;]-*---

Financlal Repartlng
Finanpidl reportihg og JIGIT wlll he pfovided-to BCLC on e guaiterly. basis, ln a muh-rally agreeable
form, noting the province cannot disolose lirformotion thst would bo dehirilahtal to JIGIT operBtibns
ot cbftpromise polipe lnVpstigations. I undorstand discussions are underwny between our tqo
linanelal departments'to determlne wlrat formbt this rpFortlngwlU eke.
Con/identlality '
Any reporls generated or produoed ih conneption IoJIGIT, lncluding porlormanoe repqrts and
financlal reports, shall temain confirientlal unless othorwise agreed to by PSB and GPEB or where
requlred by law or tegulatory disqlo.sgre. requiremehts.

fhe nttaohedlettel qf Understqrid-litg between GPEE and PSB tnust also l'eftdln cohfidentlal,
Publtc Conmunlqatlons
Extemal, public-faclng conmunica,tions of JIGIT activiJigs, suoh $ media releasep an{ press
Qonferelrces, arc withln CFSEU-BC jurtsdiction. The Mlnlstry of.Finance and the Mntstry of Publio
$nfety and Sollcltor General have reque$ted thqt JIGIT cornminipatlo{r qf invesllgative mafteli pro
and posl oporatlon to shared by the RCMP wlth botli Minlshles as oarly al posslble to the,extent
edvisable 6y the PFSEU-BC. Jhe Minlstry of Finands wlll ensuld tbat BCLC is briefed on these
lssues.where advisable by the CFSEU-BC.
Tho 4ttashed

I*tter of

Undorstancling mqy

te

nmgndsd ao ri:quired.

Youri sincelely,

JohnMazuro
Asglstant Deputy Mlnlster afid GeneralManager
GagningPolicy und Enforcement Branoh
Mlnistry of Flnance

pci
-

Mr, Clayton J. D. Peoknold, Asslstant Deputy Minister and Diiector of Police Servicos
Mr. J.E,L. (Len) Mellleur, Executivd Direqtor, Compliapce Dlvlslon
Ms: Afranda Hobsort, Vie,e-Prosldent, Chlef Finanoial Offroel Finance and Corporate Servlces,
BCLC
Mr. Rob-Iftoeker, Vice4rerident, Corporate Securi8 and Gompliance' BCLC
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KnoW your limlt, play yvlthln lt,

/

358903

Claytor J, D. Pccknold
Assistont Dcputy Ministo and DirEptor of Police Scrvices
Policing ond Security Brnnoh
Ministry of Publio Sof-cty end Solicltor
PO Box 9285 STN PROV OOVT
Vlctotiir, BC V8W 9J7

General

..

.

!

DeRr Mr. Pebknold,

Tho oaming Polioy and Enf.orcemcnt Branch (GPEB) would like to propose the following
anrendment lo tho.loltet of und€rslBnding dated Fobruary 7, 20lZ betwecn the Minlrr.y oifuUi,
Safely.and Sollclror Ccnenl (FSSC) nnd the Ministry oiFinance (MoF) regarding thjqeation.
opcration nnd fsndlng orthe Joirr lllegol Gamlng lnvcstlgation Tiom (itc[r;1re-e nrtachod letfu4,
CPEB proposcs nrnending Sectlon 5, Paragraph 2 oh pagc 3!
"A revteu,wlll be untltnken by PSSG, MoF and the RCMp / CfSEU-BC late In
yenr two lo iletertnine llJIGlTwtll conlinue beyond rhlsfive yenr
nandate. I tto ther review rpould toke ptdce hr ihe lotrth year of operallon lo
iletennine whelher JIGIT should continue to dcttuLr on tis nqicloie af1er yearfive,
Tdnns of lhe twlau,will be cslablished thrcugh consultdtto,n and agieniunl

'

beht'cen lhe

parlies."

To the followlng lnrrguage:
t',4
ravlelt tylll he unlerlaken by pSgG, MoF hncl the RCM\ / CF9EU-BC tn
)'earfitur (2.019/2Q) todeternilne lfJl(ilTrylllcpnrlnue beTond lhtsliveyear
mandate. Terms o! the revlev wlll be e,slabllshetl througi consuliailon and.

ctgtveuenl hafireen lhe

pnilles"

Tlris proposcd chango is nccessary to clorlfy that a slnglc review in yonr'hu t (20lglz0\ is the only
t'evicw ncqessary lo detennlne whethbr the mandate sliould he cxtenclctl beyond five yiors rarhciihnn
two seporots rcviews,

l2

Mlfllstry ot
Flnehc6

crrilnd

Poflcy and
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olfid ollh€

Arsl6tont
D€puly Mlnlstar Ettd

congt6lMnnogor
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It is undsrstood und ogrccd that all tcrms nnd conditiorts forming the ot'iginat lctter ofunderstanding,
os well os the ibove sioted tnrendment of Section 5, Patqgmph 2, shall retnnitt in full forto and sfl'act
during the duration ollhe letter of understnnding.
Pleasc indicgtc approvol

Yours

olthe

proposod amendment by slgnirtg belqrv und rclu(ning it to

GllB.

hull

M'inislsr and Gencral Manager
an(l Enhrscmsnt Branch

Minhtryof

snd Director ofPolice Servlccs
Brnnoh
Mlnisky of Public Ssfety snd Solicitor,General

Pollcittg

pc:

'

'

Ms, Tonio llnger, Exectttive Dircotor and Dcputy Dircctor, Policirrg ond Security Brarioh
Ms. Alana Beit, Dxccutive Direolor, Pollcing, Security, ond Law Enfotcerneut lnfrastrrrolurc nnd
Flnnnce

Mr. J.E,L, (Len) Meilleur, Bxecutive Dirsctor, Complioncc Dlvislon' Carning Polioy
Enfoteetnent Brnnch

Pogc 2

of2
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BCLC
AML Update

bala

U
lntroduction
BOLC le commltted to maintaininrg a robustAnti-Money Laundering (ML) program in
ooordlnallgn \,vlth thE Gov€rnmonl of British Colqmbla, the Garning Policy and
Enforcemont Blanch, FinTRAC, law €nfotcemsnt, and caslno servlce providers. To
keep pace with evolving dynamlca resuhing frorn the rtseln high-wealth lndividuals
visiting and living in the low€t mainland and gambling at BC casinos, gr€aler
coordination among these multiple agenoies and organizations is required.

The purpose of tho briefing is to:

.

Cl€aily outlino EICLC'€ commftment and actions to maintain a robust,qML program
(provid6d in pre-rEad);

"

Provide context around the business and specifically High Limit Table play;
PrBvide an overvlew of gaming sector roles and accountabllhes.relat€d to AML;
and

.

Disouss recommendations to mitigate risk:

bale
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Agenda
o
o
o

AML Roles and Acoountabillties ln the Gamlng Sector

@

Risk Mitigation and Calls to Aotion

@

Case Study

O

Appendix

Business Context

Chall€nges

-

BCLC Actions and Status

bala
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Business Context
O Steve \A&nn: "There are only two markets in North
America, outside of Las Vegas, that l'd be
interested in - Boston and Vancouver."

stated at

Massachusetts Gamlng Commission presentation.

@ Are

g

we in the business?

Risk tolerance

o No daylight
1

bala
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AML Roles and Accountabilities in the
Gaming Sector
O

Servicg Providers - identify and report large cash transaclions through BCLC's
system, vv'ite casino disbuisemenireports, flag unusualfinancialtransactions and
report standard customor due diligence.

o

EICLC - monitor and record large cash tlansactions and detomin€ whsther
unusual transac{ions are suspiaious and report th6m, Under the GCA, 6mpow€red
to make rules, that have ths forc€ of law, for issues such as rules of play and
handling of money and cash alternativog. Responsible to ensure soruice provider
complia-nce on cultomer due diligence and im'pl6ment enhanc€d custom6r due
dilig€nce.

O

F|nTRAC - analwd reports from Service Providers and BCLC and look for money
laundering trends and reportto police.

o
O

Police

-

investigate alleged c-riminal offenc€s and seek charges

GPEB - r€sulatss the gaming industry in BC including registering companies and
gaming woikers. Sets certain policy decisions for Government. Enforces Gaming
Control Act.

bale
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il
Challenges with Current Model
o

Accountabilities are blurred

o

Delays between reporting, planning and action

O lnformation sharing is inconsistent

o

Communications to the public are not coordinated

bale
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Risk Mitigation and Calls to Action
\n/hil6lho Gorman and EY reviews wlll be crucial lo inform furlher improvements to ourAML
framework. we bslisve thare aro some concrele actions Governmanf and BCLC can tako in
ths interim. lt i8 critical that we evolvo, rsspond and continually lmprove.
Here are four specifio aclions lhal BCLC would encourage the Minister to help us with:
1

HelD BCLC etrsnothsn Dubllc safolv ln qamin0 facilities. lndividusls under criminal
facllitles. There ls mors lhat
invdstioation thataro ndt known lo bcLE entdr BC gaming
-as
infdrming BCLC of their identity
we can-do to proactively bar these individuals such

How can BCLc supDort Peter German's work and creale a \ €ll.coordinaled apprcach
with reoulators (GPEB and FinTMC). law onfotcemonl {RCMP) and BCLC lhat will
slrengihen olariiy around roles, accountabilities snd improve collaboralion?

3.

Recooniza lhe need for a common communimtions stratggy wilh Government, GPEB,
RCMF, and BCLC to preserve the publlc's confidence in the BC gaming industry.

4.

M6et with BCLC ln the comlng weEks to review several specific new AML moasurss for
both immediale implementation and further development.

bala
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Risk Mitigation and Calls to Action
There are also three new initiatives that BCLC will pursue immediately:

1.

lmplement bank note denomination tracking software. currently, this is a
manual process. This newly avallable software will allow for automation to
enhance the SP's and BCLC to record, track and analyze denominations for
a more sophisticated oountel measure to cash refining.

2.

Create a registry ofapproved Money Service Businesses. MSBIs represent
a higher risk proflle than banks and credlt unions. BCLC will rate MSB's in
BC and create a registry of approved MSB's to reduce the risk of money
laundering through non-compliant MSB's.

3.

Request GPEB to amend Terms of Registration of all Service Providers who
off€r Table Games to require each SP to appoint a Chlef Complianoe
:Omoer. This oould lncrease the compliance foous and oapabilitles within
SPls and provide a much clearer llne of support for compliance.

8

bele
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Gase Study Findings
Thls case study illudratesthe need for clear aooountabilities, coordination and
alignment among the gaming sector ln Bc between Service Provlders, BcLc,
FInTRAG, Police and GPEB.
The criminal elernent will find ways around the system if it isn't tightly
ooordinated, aligned and roles are not clearly defined.
We now have an opportunity with JIGII GPEB and BCLC to strengthen the
enforcement around lllegal gaming, money laundering and proceeds of crime.

t0
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status

Request

Status

GPEB request for ail dosuments
and into-rmation related to

lnformation delivered to GPEB on
October 1#,2017

compliance rat River Rock

Ministerial request to investigate
allegations of sexual assault at
River Rock (Oct 5/17)

Response on Oc-t 6/17. BCLC
confers with GPEB on who should
conduct further investigation.
GPEB suggests BCLC should
conduct. BCLC will conduct
interviews.

Ministerial letter requesting
cooperatign with GermaR Review

Meeting scheduled November 1.
BCLC requested to supply allAML
related material back to 2005.

(oct 3/17)
Audit of AML framework and review
of SP compliance

EY is currently conducting one of
our annualAML audits. In addition,
they are reviewing River Rock's
cheque issuance compliance.

bala
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To:
Gc

JimD.LightbodylJDPersonal information radDesmarais[Personal information ]
Jerry WilliamsonPersonal information
Laura Piva-Babcock[Personal information
Gerrits[Personal information ]; Suzanne RowleyPersonal information l; Karen GaiaMaretta[Personal information
Greg Walker
Sal23l02l2O19 12:49:03 AM
Subjec{: CONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS

Lara

Frcm

Sent

HiJim and Brad:
Quick summary of scheduled meetings confirmed as part of your outreach to mayors to discuss money
laundering. Allmeetings on Wednesday February 27.Call with questions.
CITY OF VANCOUVER

TIME;

10:30 AM
Vancouver City Hall
453 West Twelfth Avenue
Third Floor

LOCATION:

Mayo/s office
ATTENDING: Mayor Kennedy Stewart
Neil Monckton, Mayor's Chief of Staff
Email: Personal information
NOTES:

.
o

City Council meets on this day, so Mayor Stewart may be able to attend in part
Personal information
Contact: Neil

CITY OF BURNABY

TIME:

1:30 PM
Burnaby City Hall
4949 Canada Way, Burnaby

LOCATION:

Mayor's office
ATTENDING: Mayor Mike Hurley
NOTES

Contact: Elaine Wong, Mayor's Executive Assistant

Personal information

CITY OF PORT COQUITLAM

TIME:

3:00 PM
LOCATION: TBC (Depending on Mayor's schedule)
ATTENDING: Mayor Brad West
NOTES:
a

Contact: Wendy Gray, Mayor's executive assistant
Personal information

Unconfirmed meetings

8C1C0006668

806
L. DELTA - Mayor George Harvie
o Mayor Harvie is in ottawa throughout the week of February 25
r Contact: Leanne Salmon, Mayor's executive assistant: Personal information
2. COQUITLAM - Mayor Richard Stewart
o Maysr's office has BCLC'S meeting request; awaiting response
o Contast: Anita Brent, Mayorrs executive assistant
Personal information

3. NEW WESTMINSTER - Mayor Jonathon Cote
o Mayor's office has BCLC's meeting request; awaiting response
o Contact: Sophie Schreder, Mayo/s executive assistant Personal information
4. GREATER VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT- Chairman Sav Dhaliwal
o Send BCLC'S meeting request to Chairman at his Burnaby office
r Chair is also a member of council at the City of Burnaby

8

Greg Walker
Director, Public Affairs
Gommunications and Social Responsibility
BCLC, 2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver B.C. VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGameSense I Linkedln I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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This is Exhibit
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8C1C0006666

BOB
Greg Walker[GPersonal information ]; Brad
To: Laura Piva-Babcock[Personal information
]
Desmarais[
Gc: Jerry WilliamsonpPersonal information ; Lara Gerrits[LPersonal information ; Suzanne
Rowley[Personal information Karen Gaia-Maretta[KPersonal information
Frqn Jim D. Lightbody
Sent Sat23lO2l2O19 7:29:53 PM
Personal information

Sutiect

Re: GONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS

Laura and Greg,
I will go ahead with the call with Mayor Brodie on Monday, but Ive received advice to postpone the
meetings with other Mayors until I've got alignment with the MO.
Greg, on Monday please advise the other Mayors we will need to reschedule. You can tell them we look
forward to talking to them, but due to a schedule conflict , Wednesday won't work.
Thanks
Jim

From: Laura Piva-Babcock <Personal information
Date: February 22,20t9 at 4:55:57 PM PST
, Brad
To: Greg Walker <Personal information , Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Desmarais Personal information
Lara Gerrits <Personal information , Suzanne Rowley
Cc: Jerry Williamson Personal information
<Personal information >, Karen Gaia-Maretta <
>
WITHY
MAYORS
BCLC
MEETINGS
Subject: Re: CONFIRMED
Personal information

Great work Greg!

L

From: Greg Walker <GPersonal information
Date: February 22,2019 at4:49:03 PM PST
Brad Desmarais <
To : Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Personal
information
Jerry Williamson <Personal information
Cc: Laura Piva-Babcock
Lara Gerrits Personal information ), Suzanne Rowley Personal information >, Karen Gaia-Maretta
Personal information

<Personal information

Subject: CONFIRMED BCLC MEETINGS WITHY MAYORS
HiJim and Brad:
Quick summary of scheduled meetings confirmed as part of your outreach to mayors to discuss money
laundering. All meetings on Wednesday February 27. Call with questions.
CITY OF VANCOUVER

TIME;

1.0:30 AM

LOCATION:

Vancouver City Hall
453 West Twelfth Avenue
Third Floor
Mayor's office
ATTENDING: Mayor KennedY Stewart
Neil Monckton, Mayor's Chief of Staff

8C1C0006666

8CLC0006666
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Email: neil.monckton@vancouver.ca
NOTES
a
a

City Council meets on this day, so Mayor Stewart may be able to attend in part
Personal information
Contact:

CITY OF BURNABY

TIME:

1:30 PM
Burnaby City Hall
4949 Canada Way, Burnaby

LOCATION:

Mayo/s office
ATTENDING: Mayor Mike Hurley
NOTES:
a

Contact: Elaine Wong, Mayor's Executive Assistant

Personal information

CIW OF PORT COQUITLAM
3:00 PM
LOCATION: TBC (Depending on Mayor's schedule)
ATTENDING: Mayor Brad West

TIME:

NOTES:
a

Contact: Wendy Gray, Mayor's executive assistant
Personal information

Unconfirmed meetings

L. DELTA - Mayor George Harvie
o Mayor Harvie is in Ottawa throughout the week of February 25
o Contact: Leanne Salmon, Mayor's executive assistant:

Personal information

2. COQUITLAM - Mayor Richard Stewart
o Mayor's office has BCLC'S meeting request; awaiting response
. Contact: Anita Brent, Mayor's executive assistant Personal information
3. NEW WESTMINSTER - Mayor Jonathon Cote
e Mayor's office has BCLC's meeting request; awaiting response
r Contact: Sophie Schreder, Mayor's executive assistant

Personal information

4. GREATER VANCOUVER REGIONAL DISTRICT- Chairman Sav Dhaliwal
o Send BCLC'S meeting request to Chairman at his Burnaby office
o Chair is also a member of council at the City of Burnaby
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Greg Walker
Director, Public Affairs
Communioations and Social Responsibiiity
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLC I Twitter @BCLCGarneSense I Linkedln I Blog I bclc.oom
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent

Greg Walker[Personal information ]
Laura Piva-Babcock[Personal information
Personal information
Desmarais[
Jim D. Lightbody
Sat23l02l2o19 7:50:10 PM

Sutfect

; Monica Bohm[Personal information ]; Brad

Mayorsmeetings

Greg,
I appreciate you set these meetings up. I will do the call with Mayor Brodie on Monday. Before
we start with the other Mayors, I need to ensure the Ministers Office is aware and aligned with
what we will say. They are concerned. We will do the meetings soon, but it's important for our
organization not to get in the middle of two governments.
We can talk Monday morning before you reach out the the Mayors you booked for
Wednesday. I sent a note to the MO and I have a briefing with the Minister on Tuesday and
Thursday. I expect we will be able to set up meetings with Mayors in the next 2 weeks.
Thanks
Jim
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By
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Light:body, Presldent

& CE0

Apr:,|1,2019

I

believe in our business, ln what we d0 and in each of you and

the hard work you put ln day in day out.
,'j

I shared with you back ln fubruary that I planned to have open
and fmnk conversatlons wlth a number of mayors ln the Lower
Mainland about the risk of money laundering ln casinos,

I

recently had the opportunity to meet with the Mayor of
Richmond, l*lalcolm Brodie and he was very receptlve to the

work we are dolng to safeguard our caslnos. Later this

afternoon,l am meeting with the Richmond City Council's
Geneml Purposes Commlttee, at Councll! regust, to lnform
them on our Alill program and tre actlons tlle are taklng, I1l be
joined by Terrance Doyle, the President of Great Canadlan
Gaming Corporation, representing our service provider at Rlver
Rock.

Itt

important to meet with our community partners, and I

know that they want to learn more about how we mltigate

risk

in our business and the community along with regulators and

Itt

also an lmportant opportunity for me to
tell people about the good work you do everyday, and the
law enforcement,

acthns we contlnue to take to combat this lnsldious lssue. I
harre more meetings planned with other mayors and I wlll be
sure to keep you updated along the wayl

In other news related to our casino business, on March 1ts tre City of Delta Council approved a notlce of motlon
regardlng money launderlng counter measures, speclffcally reouesting tlrc fedenl and provincial govemments to explore
optlons with cashless gamlng systems. Ihis motlon stems from the Mayor's deslre to have ffie new casino ln Delta h a
ncashless"
caslns and fsllsws Councll and community concems ahut money launderlnE. In sur business, we do offer
ocashlessn
account based gambllng on Playftbw,com and have been exploring ways to expand this type of optlon into our
land'based buslness. We know that *re use of cash ls

hctming lms prevalent ln geneml

and lt's lmportant we meet our

customers'ever changlng expedatlons, whlle mltlgatlng risks ln our buslness, Whlle tive are nst aware of a caslno system
that is completely cashtess, lve are exploring the best optlons to provlde ways to reduce the use of cash and enhance our
AML program. An account based gambllng system could be part of the solutlon. Later thls

mon$, our Mlnlster: wlll be
meeting with Delta's Mayor and Brad Desmamls to continue the conversation on thls, I respect that community
stakeholders have a keen lnterest ln ensuring thelr communitles are safe and I belleve these conversatlons are valuable

to our buslness.
BCLC001 1694
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How we show up for sur players, our people artd our

stakeholders ls crucial to our success,

I mentioned to you last week thatl

was meeting

ttlth the

Richmond CIty Council's General Purposes Committee to

inform them on our anti-rnoney laundering (AML) progratn,
Brad Desmarais and

lentnce Doytq Great Canadlan s Chief

Compllance 0fficer;joined me to provide an orlervlelt of how
BCLC responded to the number of sulnlcious transactions in

2014 and 2015, and the resulting reduction in the numberof
those lransactions, While the meetlng with Council was
closed, I can tell you that there was a lot of lnterest ln what
we had to say, Richmond Mayor, l'ilalcolm Brodie tvas 0n
CKl.lIllI last week and was asked about rnoney laundering as

part 0f a longer lntervlew, lle shared some facts ahut the
reductlon of susplcious fansactlons in casinos from the
lnformation we informed Council on, You can listen t0 that
lntervlew hgte.
We can't

understimate how importantour rnuniclpal

stakeholders are to our business and the impaet of our
huslness in communltles, We've worksd hard over the years

t0 bulld shong relationships with munlcipal leaders and this goes a long way to our corpomtion and our lndustry being
trusted and understosd, Our meetlng in Rlchmond

rlua$

a positive step to tell our story of how we took actisn and

contlnue t0 take action on thls issue, We are setting up mmtings with other l'layors ln the Lower ltlainland to share

our lnformation and, more lmporlantly, to hear back from thern, I1l keep you postd,
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Every actlon tte take, big or small, can make a blg impact ort ottr
buslness, our people and our stakeholders, At the core, it's about

{,

how we show up,

As you may know, last Wednesday, Govemment announced British

I

Columbla will hold a publlc inquiry into money laundering, Ican

tell you that BCLC supports this decision, and we will of coutse,
fully comply with Commlssioner Cullen throughout the entirety of
the process, I've shared with you, like many Brithh Columbians, I
am outraged that criminals try insidious rneans to target our
casino players and other areas of our ecortorny, in art attempt to
launder their money, BCLC and all of us employees have always
been committed t0 doing the right thlng and making sure BCLC ls
dolng everything ln lts power to csmbat Srls complex problem, lrl/e
look forward to helping Brlti$h Columbians better understand

BCLCIrole, and the actions we have taken to improve antirttoney laundering controls as part of our ongoing effort to
safeEuard B,C, ca$inos from

illEal aetivity,

You can read more ln

mvt- Executive Cornen

Speaking of our ongoirtg efforts to safeguard B,C, casinos, I also

want to share wlth you that

I contlnue my

series of meetings with

rnayors and stakeholders t0 inform $tem on ourmsino businms
and how we continue to take action, I met wlth Kennedy $tewart, the l{ayor of Vancouver and his chief of staff on Friday, l'|ay

17th and we had a great dlscussion about Parq, llastings, our anti-msney laundering rEime and the cunent state of things, I
really appreclatrd the mayur asklng me what input

tk

I could bring to the future potential

of the Oty and ftom our dlscus$on, I got

dlstlnct lmpresslon he really wants to be incluslve in hh plan for Vancouver,
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

Sutject:

Godfrey, Sam AG:EXPersonal information
Bud SmitPersonal information
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 2017-09-21 2:35:55 AM
Re: MNP Audit Report

Sam,

just spoke to George Smith and we will have a conference call tomorrow moming at 8 am with the Minister
Thanl$ for your help in making this happen.

I

Best,

Jim
Sent from my iPhone

> On Sep 20,2017, at 7:25 PM, Godfrey, Sam AG:EX Personal information
> Thank you. I

> wrote:

will follow up with you asap.

> Sent from my iPhone
>> On Sep 20, 2017, at 6:47 PM, Jim D. Lightbody Personal information

> wrote:

>> Sam,
>> I've reviewed the document you sent. We are very concerned that the report does not include our Management Response
that we provided, which is usual practice and provides balance and perspective.I have attached our Management Response
for reference. We are also concerned the release may undermine our AML practices and would like the opportunity for our
oppornmfty to review and advise. We have not had that oppornrnlty yet.

>> Please see below and advise.
>> Regards,
>> Jim
>> Sent from my iPhone
>> Begin forwarded message:
>> From: "Rob Kroeker" Personal information
>> To: "Jim D. Lightbody" Personal information
>> Subject: MNP Audit Report

>

>> Jim
>> It is my understanding we were not consulted by GPEB prior to the FOI package going to the Minister - certainly I was
not given an opporfimity to comment on redactions. It is normal course for BCLC to be consulted on the release of its
information which the MNP is report is almost entirely comprised of.
>> Find attached a copy of the report with our management comments, most of which where not addressed in the final
a copy with our management responses should be released and only after the report has been
vetted to make sure information that would undermine our AML prograrn is not released.

report. To provide balance

>> I have also attached a copy ofour completed response plan to the report.
>> Rob
>> This email is intended only for the addressee. It may contain confidential or proprietary inforrnation that cannot be
disclosed without BCLC's pennission. If you have received this email in error, ptease notiff the sender immediately and
delete the email.

>> <MNP response plan.xlsx>
>> <2016 05 17 - British Columbia Gaming Policy Enforcement Branch - BCLC Management Responses and Notes.docx>
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Peter Law[Personal information
To:
Cc:
Ross Alderson[RPersonal information
Desmarais[Personal information
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent Sat 30/09/2017 1:53:35 PM

Su$ect

Bob Boyle (Personal information [Personal information

Brad

RE:AML Review (BCLC & EY)

Hi Peter

There is not much we can provide in advance. As you have likely seen there has been considerable media
focus on our AML program. Yesterday one of the reporters himself was interviewed on a radio program.
During that interview he made, amongst others, this statement:
Cooper: Yeah, the gamblers are allowed to walk into the casinos and, with very troubling ease, buy casino
chips * you know, up to $600,000, 5650,000 a pop - gamble, and then they con walk out of there with
cheques ond, you know, my investigation suggests, invest in reol estate.
BCLC procedures are followed this cannot occur. The allegation is an extremely serious one. Through two
Fintrac audits and our own casino policy and procedure reviews we have not found any evidence of this type
of transaction occurring. Both of those types of reviews are based on sampling. Given the seriousness of this
allegation BCLC has taken the decision to order a review of all cheques issued by 3 casinos between January 1,
2OL4 and December 3L,zOtG to determine if there have been any instances where procedures have not been
followed or there has been collusion leading to the circumstances the reporter says his investigation has
uncovered. Our initial thought is Edgewater (closed as of yesterday), Riverrock and Starlight will be the
properties subject to review.

lf

Thank you for making time, especially on the weekend, to consider this engagement.
Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Vice President I Corporate Security & Compliance
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I BloC I bclc,com
Last year, more than 51 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.

Personal information
From: Peter Law
Sent: September-29-77 9:26 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <Personal information
Cc: Ross Alderson <Personal information
Subject: Re: AML Review (BcLc & EY)

Hi Rob -

B'CLC}005222
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Sorry it's 9am. I've updated the invite. Talk in the morning
Do you have any materials that would help in advance?

From: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Date: September 29,20L7 at 8:57:15 PM PDT
To: Peter Law <Personal information
>
Cc: Ross Alderson Personal information
Subject: Re: AML Review (BCLC & EY)
Peter - just confirming this is 9:00 p,m, Pacific time

?

Personal information

>
From: Peter Law <
When: September 30,2017 at 9:00:00 PM PDT
>, Kirsten Tisdale
Required: Bob Boyle Personal information ,Zain Raheel Personal information
>, Rob Kroeker
Personal information
, Thomas M Roche Personal information
Personal information
Sublect: AML Review (BCLC & EY)
location: L866-259-5M0 // PIN 94756030

CONFIDENTIAL and/or PRIVILEGED. If received in error please noti$ the sender and pennanently delete.
CONFIDENTIEL etlou PRIVILEGIE. Si ce courriel est regu par eueur, veuillez nous en aviser et en effacer toutetrace.
EY, 100 Adelaide Street West, PO Box I Toronto, ON M5H 0B3. www.ey.com/caTo unsubscribe from comrnercial
electronic messages / Pour vous d6sabonner des messages 6lectroniques commerciaux : Unsubscribe@ca.ey.com
This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
CONFIDENTIAL and/or PRIVILEGED. If received in enor please notiff the sender and permanently delete.
CONFIDENTIEL etlou PRIVILEGIE. Si ce couniel est regu par erreur, veuillez nous en aviser et en effacer toute trace.
EY, 100 Adelaide Street West, PO Box I Toronto, ON M5H 0B3. www.ey.cour/ca To unsubscribe from commercial
electronic messages / Pour vous ddsabonner des messages 6lectroniques commerciaux : Unsubscribe@ca.ey.corn
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Briti$h Columbia Lottery
Corporation
River Rock Casino Resort:

Anti-Money Laundering
Typology Analysis
February 15, 2019

PRIVILEGED A}ID CONFIDENTAL

EY

Buildino a better
workind world

8C1C0005159

l00Adelaide StreetWest, PO. Box

HY

Toronto, ON MSH OB3

830

Tel: +1 416 864 1234

Ernst & Young LLP
1

Fax: +1 416 864 1174
ey.com

Bulldlno a better
workin{ world

Hunter Litigation Chambers
Suite 2100 1040 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC, VOE 4Hl
Attention: K. Michael Stephens
Job Title: Officer

1

5 February 201 9

-

Anti-money laundering Analysis
Dear K. Michael Stephens:

Aftached please find our report requested by outside counsel for British Columbia Lottery Corporation
('BCLC) to analyze patterns of transaction and gaming activity at River Rock Casino Resort ("River Rock')
that reflect money laundering typologies. This analysis was prepared to the attention of the Firm, privileged
and confidential in nature, for a sample of transactions conducted by 28 Patrons for the period of January
1,20'14 through December 31, 2016. The report is pursuant to our engagement agreement dated October
10,2017 and our scoping document dated November 2,2018. We do not express any conclusion on the
policies, procedures, systems/software and practices at BCLC, River Rock Casino Resort, or any other BC
Casino.

Very truly yours,

&^.8

J

7*/' tlP

Ernst& Young LLP, Canada

Privile ged

& Confidential
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1. Executive Summary
& Young LLP C'EY) was engaged to provide assistance to Flunter Litigation Chambers (the "Firm") in
connection with the Firm's provision of legal advice to British Columbia Lottery Corporation C'BCLC).
Our primary points of contact have been the Firm, BCLC's General Counsel and Director of Intemal Audit.

Emst

The purpose of ow work was to analyze pattems of transactions and gaming activity at River Rock Casino Resorl
("River Rock') reflected the money laundering typologies defined below. This analysis was conducted for 28 Pafons
who were the recipients of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions in EY's Verified Win, Return of Funds,
and Cotwenience Cheque Analysis report between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2016. EY performed
investigation procedures on a sampled selection of the selected Patrons' player gaming fund ("PGF"), cage and Table
Games transaction activity as well as the Patrons' due diligence files.
The sampled assessment period ("Analysis Period") consisted of the Patrons' rated play, casino hansaction aotivity
and due diligence records for six months prior to and six months after the 49 casino cheques with exceptions were
issued by River Rock. Forty-eight of the 49 checlues marked with issuance exceptions, were issued without associated
transaction activity flagging for any of the four AML typologies discussed below. One of the 49 cheques was issued
as a result of an Unsourced buy-in. Two of the 553 chequesl identified for the 28 Patrons for the Analysis Penod had
exceptions pertaining to the AML typologies discussed belor,v. Of the two cheques r.vith exceptions, one lvas funded

from a Sourced PGF Buy-In and the other was the Unsourced BuyJn cheque

as discussed above.

EY's analysis considered whether cheques, rated play or ca-sino transactions exhibited patterns or red flags pertaining
to the following money laundering typologies: (1) placement and layering of funds; (2) structuring of transactions; (3)
suspicions currency exchanges or use of other financial instruments; and (4) integration of funds, Additionally, the
analysis covers if mitigating factors were applied to Patron and the types of mitigating factors, EY did not, however,
assess the effeotiveness of the mitigating factors applied. Please find the sttmmary of this analysis below:

28 Patrons

with

ofPatrons Exceptlonswho BCLC
with Exceptions wlth Exceptions upplied mltlgatlng
#

Money Laundering Typologr

ofPatrons

o/o

factors
1 - Phcement and Lryering thmugh PGF Accounts or the
Caslno's System

Typologr

Funds placed or ontered inlo the casino's system, such as when a Patron
buys ca.sino chips ("Buy-In") or deposits funds into a PGF account and
then subsequontly layers the funds tlrough schentos such as Minimal
Gaming, Chip Passing between Patrons or Chip Walking

10

360/o

0

0o/o

IWVI

Typologr 2 - Structuring
The division of cash or casino value instruments conducted in a series of
smaller value instrulnents to avoid threshold reporting for large curency
transactions or casino disbursemelrts. Transaotions are often segnented
into smaller values during the same or across two or more consecutive
gaming days

I

All 49 cheques selected from the Analysis

Privile ged

Periocl were assessed as part

ofthe 553 cheque population identified
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Typologr 3 - Currency Exchnnge or otlrcr Flnanclal Instr.uments
Patrons use of,foreign our'rcnoy sorvices or other finanoial instruments (e.g.
travolers cheques, oasino oheques) to disgriso tho true source offrmds

0

0o/o

l9

68Yo

Typologr 4 - Integratlon of Fundr
Patrons uss of PGF,accountr or sash Buy-Ins at the oage or Table Gamas
that tako ploce with high frequoncy or aro high in velup when compared to
of
Patrons'

l00o/o

pattenxs through our assessment of the 28 Patrons for typology 2
(struotr.ring) and typology 3 (currency exohange or other financial instuments), The findings and mitigating factors
fortypology I and typology 4 are ooveredin greaterdetail below.

EY's analysis did not identiS red flags or

Privileged & Confi dential
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1.1 Typology

{ - Placement and Layering through

PGF Accounts or

the Casino's System
The purpose ofthis typology analysis was to identify patterns of activity through rated play or other transaction activity
at the casino that exhibit money laundering red flags for placement and layering tluough the Patron's PGF account or
through the casino's operational departments (e.g. cage, Table Games). This typology consists of when funds are
placed or entered into the casino system, such as lvhen a Patron conducts a Buy-In tr ansaction or makes a deposit into
their PGF accorurl Under this typology, these funds are then subsequently layered lhrotgh schemes such as minimal

Table Game play, passing chips between Patrons or walking with chips from the casino without cashing out. Funds
may also be redeemed for a casino cheque (either a Return of Funds, Convenience ol Verified Win cheque) once a
scheme has been executed on the gaming floor.
Red flags for placement and layering activity within the casino include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.
.

Patron deposits offunds into their PGF account and subsequently reques'ts casino cheques or cash for funds
without any substantial play.
A cheque is issued to the Patron for chips that are Unsourced (e.g. not purchased lvith cash or PGF account
dru'ing the gaming day) or for chips that were passed to the Patron fiom another individual
Patron cashes out Unsourced chips that are not tied to cash or PGF Buy-Ins for that individual during the
gaming day. This can be a sign that a chip pass occurred or the Patrnn is cashing chips fiam a previous Chip

.

Walk scenario.
Patron buys-in at a Table Game for a large amount of cash in small denominations and then walks from the

.

table with chips afterMinimal Gaming play.
The Patron uses their PGF account to deposit or 'palk' funds and subsequently withdraws the cash.

For all ten Patrons who demonstrated patterns of piacement and layering behaviour, EY's analysis identified that the
behaviour was associated to Cash Out transactions for Unsoutped chips thatl,vere not associated to Buy-Ins made
during the gaming day or previous gaming days analyzed fbr those individuals. EY identified two instances for one
Patron wherc cheque issuanoes exlubited red flags for the plaoement or layering of funds as minimal or no gaming
activity took place before the cheques were issued or could irot be definitively tied to a Sourced Buy-in.2

In,
In one instance, the Patron conduoted an Unsourced cash
Redacted - FINTRAC

and oashed out her

Rcdacled
FINl RAC

Patron did not Cash Out her initial Buy-In and these chips appear to have been held at the casino. Upon her retum on
the following gaming day, the Patron decided to Cash OLrt the chips lbr a returl olfunds oheque and no gaming
activity was noted for this day. Although the original source of funds was flnsourced for the issuance of the return of
funds cheque, the initial cash Buy-In did appear to be used during the prior day's gaming activity. In the other
instance, the Patron deposited Sourced funds, made up of a bank draft, into her PGF account and withdrew half of
her deposit as a return of funds cheque without any gaming activity attributed to that portion of the deposit. The
remaining part of the bank draft deposit was used for gaming activity that day. The transactions analyzed as part of
the Analysis Period for the other 27 Patrons did not yield any cheque issuances that were reflective of placement and

layering behaviours or scenarios.

EY's analysis consisted ofa risk-based approach for assessing Patron activity which included addressing the population ofthe casino cheques
issued for each Paaon. While EY received records for PGF transactions, oheque activity and rated play, EY sampled specific days that had
transactions associated to cheque issuances that were previously marked with an exception, occurred aroturd dates of recorded suspicious activity,
large cash buy-ins and large verified win amonnls compared to the buy-in. For these gaming days, EY received addilional docrmentation
2

ilcluding:

Cash Tracking Fonns, Casino Disbursement ofFunds Fonns, copies ofregulalory reports and PGF Records.
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Of the ten Patons whose transactisns exhibited red flags for plaoement and layering through Unsourced chip Cash
Outs, BCLC took mitigating action between January 1,2014 and Deoember 31,2016 for these tenPatrons through the

application

of hansaotion limitations,

monitoring oontrols and/or reported tansaction activity

to

Financial

Transaotions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada ('FINTRAC"). These mitigating factors and oontrols inoluded:
o

o

a

a

Internal Incldent

Reportsm-

BCLC filed reports either intemally or with FINTRAC,

respectively, for all tenpatrons involving the exchange of cash or chips between two ormore Patrons
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented conhols preventing for.r of the ten Patons from making Buy-Ins
with Unsouroed cash or "un-souroed or borrowed' ohips"l
Internal watch lists - BCLC designated all ten Patrons as a 'person of interest' or as a 'high risk Palron'
and plaeed them on a watch list to be monitored by BCLC
Bannlng - BCLC banned two of the ten Patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC oasino locations. One of
the two Pahons was banned following a Chip Passing inoident
Summary of Analysis
BCLC

-

Typology One

factoE applaed

Total # of Patrons

resbiotions,

%

ofBCL/Patlons

stc.)

10

10

100%

The:irnposition of oash restriotioru for lliese Petjrons was made by BCLC prior to January 10, 2018, when British Columbia regulators put into
plaoe a mle that mandates that high rotlon must verify the source of their funds if ihey seok to buy CAD 10,0@ or more in ohips ovor a 24-hou
period.
3
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1.2 Typology 4 - lntegration of Funds
The purpose of this typology analysis was to identifu patterns and red flags associated to the integration of funds
through the casino. This typology is identified through the Patron's use of financial instruments when transacting
through their PGF accornts or through the value and volume of cage or Table Game transactions involving cash. The
analysis covered the Patrons' value and volume of Buy-lns over the Review Period, the types of Buy-Ins that were
made, the level of gaming activity identified in the Patrons' rating history, verified wins the Patron had from gaming
activity and any employment and due diligence documentation BCLC maintained on file for the Patrons.
Red flags for integration scenarios may include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.
.
.

Source of funds information or sowce of employment, income or r,vealth that is inconsistent with the lertel

of

activity
The Patron is bringing large voltmes of cash to the casino that is Unsourced and not connected to a financial
institution transaction and/or is rnade with small denomination bills
Patron has a PGF aocount, but their Buy-Ins are made pnmarily through cash ttansactions
cash or PCF transaction

The Patron funds their PGF account through several different means (e.g. bank drafts from various financial

institutions)

EY's analysis identified that 19 of the 28 Patrons exhibited one or more of the red flags noted above pertaining to the
integration of frmds into the casino's systems. EY did not identify any aotivity assooiated with Patrons funding their
PGF accounts fiom multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved the use of cheque deposits.
Of the l9 Patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of funds, BCLC took mitigating
actionbetweenJanuary 1,2014andDecember3l,2016 onthese l9Patronsthroughapplyingtransactionlimitations,
monitoring corrtrols and/or reporting the activity of the Patrons to FINTRAC. These mitigating factors and controls
included;

oInternalIncirlentReportsffi_BCLCfiledreportseitherinternaltyorwithFINTRAC,
respectively, for large cash Buy-Ins with low denomination bills as well as urknown source of fttnds for all
19 Patrons

o

Cash conditions

- BCLC implemented controls preventing

ten of the 19 Patrons from making Buy-Ins with

Unsonrced cash or "un-sourced or borrowed' chipsa

r
o

Internal watch lists - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 Patrons as either a 'person of interest' or as a 'high
risk Patror.r' and placed them on a watch list to be monitored by BCLC
Banning - BCLC banned two of the l9 Patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino locations. One of
the two Patrons was banned for being considered undesirable.

BCLC mitigating factors
Total # of Patrons

cash restri ctions.
{Includes
banrung ot Patfon, etc.)

t#)

(#)

19

19

lfl

olo

oI BCL I Patrons

&t
1

00%

The imposition ofcash restrictions for these Patrons was made by BCLC priol to January 10, 2018, when British Colurnbia regulators put into
place a nrle that mandates that hig! rollors must verify the sorrce oftheir ftlnds ifthey seek to buy CAD 10,000 or more in chips over a 24-hour
period.
a
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2. Engagement Scope
2.1 Mandate
BCLC requested that we analyze the patterns of transaction and gaming activity at River Rock for 28 Patrons who
received the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions in EY's Verified Win, Retwtt of Funds, and Convenience
ChequeAnalyslsreportbetweenJanuary l,2014andDecember3l,20l6forthemoneylaunderingtypologiesdefined
below. The Analysis Period consisted of a sample of the Patrons'player rating history, casino transaction activity and
due diligenoe records for six months prior to and six months after the cheques with issuance exceptions, but not to
exceed the Analysis Period. The Analysis Period was determined for each Patron independently.
The purpose of our analysis was to identify pattems of activity and behaviours that demonstrates red flags for the below
defined money laundenng typologies. The typologies to be assessed were agreed upon through consultations with
BCLC's lnternal Audit departrnent and BCLC's Audit Committee.

Typology 1: Placement and Layering through PGF Accounts or the Casino's Sysfem
Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a Patron buys casino chips ("Buy-In") or deposits
funds into a PGF account and then subsequently layers the funds through schemes such as Minimal Garning, Chip
Passing between Patrons or Chip Walking.

Typology 2. Structuri ng
The division of cash or casino value instrunrents conducted in a series of smaller value instruments (1ess than CAD
10,000) to avoid threshold reporling for large currency transactions or casino disbursements. Transactions are often
seggnented into smaller values during the same or across tlvo or more consecutive gaming days. For example, a Patron
makes a oash Buy-ln of CAD 8,500 at aBlackjack table, wins CAD 9,500 and Lries to cash out the total of CAD 18,000
in multiple trips to the cage in amounts less than CAD 10,000.

Typology 3: Currency Exchange or other Financial lnstruments
Patron's use of foreign currency services or otherfinancial instruments (e.g. traveler's cheques, casino cheques) for
Buy-Ins at the cage or Table Games, or as deposits into the Patron's PGF account, to disguise the true source of funds.
This activity is generally the first step in schemes involving the placement and layering of fuirds tluough the casino's
systems.

Typology 4: lntegration of Funds
Patron's use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-Ins at the cage or Table Games that take place with high lrequenoy or are
high in value lvhen compared to the Patron's employment or other due diligence on file that outline's the Patron's
source of funds or sorrce of wealth. For example, a Patron has an aggregate of CAD I ,000,000 in cash Buy -Ins over
the Analysis Penod of 12 months, however the Patron lists his occupation as student and no other documentation
regarding the Patron's sotrce of funds is identified. Additionally, an analysis of the Patron's gaming history does not
shor,v substantial wins or cash disbursements to support subsequent cash Buy-Ins.

Privile ged
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2.2 Defining the Sample
The Paton's selected for analysis were identified from the 49 cheques issued by River Rock and marked with issuance
exoeplions in EY's Verified Win, Return of Fund,s, andConvenience Cheque Analysis report. The cheques were issued
to 28 Patons whose associated gaming activity was assessed from a contextual standpoint across the Analysis Period
unique to each Patron and against the determined money laundering typologies'
The prirnary oourponent of the work performed included an analysis of the contextual data concerning eheques iszued
to the 28Patrons duringthe AnalysisPeriod and if these issuauces were conneotsd to the money launderingtypologies
identified in the previous seotion above. BCLC provided us with listings of cheques for the 28 Pahons that met the

following criteria:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Issued from River Rock
Issued to a Patron that was the recipient of one of the 49 oheques marked with issuance exceptions in EY's

Verified Win, Return of Funds, and Convenience Cheque Analysis report
Issued during eaoh Patron's independently deterrrined Analysis Period, but not to exceed the Analysis Period
Issued as a Verified Win or R.eturn of Funds
Issued for CAD 10,000 or more
Iszued to PGF or non-PGF Patrons
Related to play that ocourred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

Mditionally, BCLC provided EY with the Cash Tracking Forms, Casino Disbursement of Funds Forms and,PGF
Records related to eaoh gaming session a cheque was issued during the Analysis Period, Patron's infonnation file
including copies of regulatory reports and the Patron's Player Rating History for the applicable Analysis Period.
Utilizing this data, we performed

a

holistio analysis of eaoh Patron's provided contextual data.

For Patons with more extensive oheque activity, EY took a risk-based approaoh for assessing the activity which
inoluded sampling specific gaming days that had transactions associated to cheque issuances ocourring around dates
of reoorded suspioious aotivity, large oash Buy-Ins and large verified win amounts compared to the Buy-In amount.

Privileged & Confidential
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2.3 Limitations of Report and Restrictions of Use
This report was prepared for the Firrr and BCLC's general counsel pursuant to the terms of our Agreement dated
*Agreement") and our sooping document dated Novemb er 2, 2018 (the "Sooping Dooument").
October l0, 2Ol7 (the
This report does not constitute legal opinion or advice. This report has been prepared solely f,or the use of BCLC.
BCLC shall be responsible for any further use of this report. We aszume no responsibility or liability in conneotion
with access to this report by parties other than BCLC. This report, or any part thereof or any referenoe thereto or any
quotation thereto in relation to EY, may not be distributed or in any way published or to be used for any otler
purposes (unless expressly stated in this report) without our prior written consent,
This report zummarizes our observations based on the soope of work specified in the engagement letter. It is possible
that further work may have identified additional observations and/or modified or clarified the observations covered
in this report. Accordingly, we disclaim any liability whatsoever in relation to any loss or damage arising out of or in
connection with any reliance on this report (or any part thereof) by BCLC, the Firm, or any other third party. We
reserve the right to amend and modfy the findings. Notwithstanding this, we have no obligation to update this

report.

Underthe Agreement and Scoping Document:

l.

Data, dooumentation and information analyzed and used for the preparation of this report was made
available to us by BCLC, upon our request. We have relied on the integrity, completeness and accuracy of
what was provided. As zuch, we relied on the accuracy of the data that was provided in the Paton player
rating history or cash tansaction forms.

2.

This report is based on our procedures conducted up to the date of this report and as desoribed herein. In the
event that firther dooume,lrts, data or other information become available that could impact our
observations, we reserve the right, but will not be obligated, to analyze such records and reconsider and amend
the observations set out in this report.

3.

Our procedrues were performed

on a

sample basis

for River Rock. Our

analyses should

not

be

extrapolated, including to other properties, Patrons or instruments.

This report was not written with the needs of parties other than the Firm and BCLC in mind and assumes a detailed
understanding of BCLC and River Rock. Consistent with the terms of ow Agreement and Scoping Document:

l.

This report is intonded to be read in its eutirety. We caution against drawing conolusions from any part of the
report in isolation.

2.

Where our written consent is required for you to disclose our report to a third party, we will also require that
third party to execute a letter substantially in the form of Appendix A of the Agreement. Without our prior
vnitten oonsent, you may not use or publish our report for any purpose not contemplated in our Agreement.

Privileged & Confidential
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For clarity, we were not engaged to, and did not:

l.

Perform a financial statement audit, r.eview or compilation for the purpose of expressing an opinion on

in aooordance with standards established
Aooordingly, we do not exprass zuch an opinion or any form of assuftrnce.

historical financial statements of BCLC

by CPA

Canada.

2.

Express any conclusions on BCLC or River Rock's polioies, prooedures, systems/softw'are and practioes.
Additionally, we did not conduct any field work at River Rock as part of our prooedures, and we did not
interview eny River Rook employees.

3,

Perform an Bssessnent of BCLC's complianoe with the Federal Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist Financing Act C'PCMLTFA") or against applicable reporting requirements outlined by FINTRAC.

Privileged & Confidential
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Procedures
We designed procedures to analyze the gaming documentation, due diligence records and regulatory filings over the
Analysis Period of each of the 28 Patrons who were the recipients of the 49 cheques issued by River Rock and marked
with issuance exceptions in EY's Verifietl Wtn, Return of Funds, and Convenience Cheque Analysis report during the
Analysis Period. The procedures completed are outlined below.

At our direction, BCLC obtained supporting documentation from River Rock and incorporated prescribed data points
into Patron analysis write-ups that we designed for our analyses.

3.1 Documentation
The sample of 49 cheques, issued at River Rock, w-ere determined to be issued to 28 unique Patrons. BCLC identified
553 cheques5 that m€t the sample description lbr the scope of this analysis and within the defined Analysis Period for
the activity associated to the 28 Patrons selected. We obtained copies of the following supporting documentation
related to each cheque issuance from BCLC:

.
.
.
.

Cheque Image
Cash Tracking

Form

Casino Disbursement of Funds Form
PGF Record

Additionally we obtained copies of the follou'ing supporting documentation fiom BCI,C for the determined Analysis
Period for each ofthe 28 Patrons:
PGF account ledger', PGF account opening checklist and Patron profile card
Bank drafts and source offunds declarations
Patron's Player Rating History
Patron information file that could include:
. lncident reports
. Property reports
. Court filings
Redacted - FINTRAC
Large Cash Transaction Reports
if
available
reports,
Enhanced due diligence
The following general procedures were performed that are applicable to all typology assessed:
1
Identified the Cash Tracking Form, Casino Disbursement of Funds Form, PGF Record and LCTRs
associated to each cheque included in the assessment of each Patron and trace the transaction to understand
the natwe of the activrty and quantiff the cash activity
Analyzed the Patron's PGF account, bank draft and source of funds documentation to understand the
financial activity and stated source of the frurds ir-rto the PGF account
Performed an analysis of Patron's Player Rating History to gain an understandurg of the Patron's gaming

.

2.

3,

behaviour.

4,AssessedtheInterna1lncidentRepo'.m"rgamingactivityflaggedbyBCLC

5

The 553 cheques include Verified Win and Retum

of

Fund Cheques issned

for CAD

10,000

or morerelatedtoTableGaneplayonly.

Privileged & Confidential
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Typology 1: Placement and Layering through PGF Accounts or the Casino's Sysfem
The following additional procedures were performed specific to the analysis performed to address typology one:
Assessed the Patron's PGF account during the Analysis Penod to identify the source of funds (e.g. bank draft,
verified wins, cash) and withdrawals in the form of a casino cheque to identify if the activity exhibited any
red flags for placement and layering behaviours,
Analyzed the Patron's Player Rating l-Iistory during the Analysis Period to understand the volume of the
Patron's Buy-Ins and to quantify the minutes of play per gaming day to understand if the Patron had shorter
gauring sessions with Minirnal Gaming, no gaming activity or substantial gaming with significant bets or

l.

2,

losses

3.

4.

5.

Analyzed the Cash Tracking Forms, PGF account activity and Patron's Player Rating History, in tandem, to
identify instances where funds were deposited and withdrawn while coupled with instances of minimal or
no gaming activity demonstrated red flags for placement and layering behaviour
a. Assessed cheques issued on the gaming days to understand the source of funds from which the
cheque rvas generated and if any behaviours exhibited in the gaming activity prior to issuance of
the cheque reflect placement or layering red flags.
Analyzed LCTREmtfor gaming activity flagged by BCLC for historical Chip Passing or Chip
Walking activity. If found, requested an expanded sample of Cash Tracking Forms, Casino Disbursement
of Funds Forms, PGF Records and LCTRs for gaming days identified from the Patron's Player Rating
History (gaming sessions with minimal tolqlBqy:Ilq-bU! many chip Buy-Ins or large walk with amounts)
the denoted activity.
and dates from Internal Incident R"portrffit*ith
or negative news related to placement and
for
high-risk
indicators
information
file
Assessed the Patron's
layenng red flags.

Ty pology

2: Structu ri ng

The fbllor,ving additional procedures were perfbrmed specific to the analysis performed to address typology tr,vo:
Analyzed the Patron's cash activity as seen in Internal Incident Reports, LCTRs, Cash Tracking Forms and

l.

Casino Disbursement

2.

of Funds Forms, within the Analysis Period for

cash transactions belor.v the CAD

10,000 reporting threshold for LCTR and CDR filings.
Analyzed the cash transactions as identified in provided Cash Tracking Forms, Casino l)isbursement of
Funds Forms and Internal Incident Reports to support if the transactions are segmented into smaller values

during the same or across two or more consecutive gaming days into amounts less than CAD 10,000 but in
aggegate greater than CAD 10,000.

Typalogy 3: Currency Exchange or other Financtal lnstruments
Tlre following additional procedures were performed specific to the analysis performed to address typology three:
Assessed the Pafron's information file, including Internal Incident Reports, and the PGF account activity to

l.

identify any patterns of the Patron using foreign culrency or other financial instruments (e.g. traveler's
cheques, casino cheques) for Buy-Ins in an attempt to disguise the true source of funds.

2.

Analyzed the Patron's Player Rating History during the Analysis Period to understand the volume of the
Patron's Buy-Ins and to quantify the minutes of play per gaming day to understand if the Patron had shorter
gaming sessions and if that activity represented minimal or no gaming activity or substantive gaming with
significant bets or losses

Privileged & Confidential
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a.

Assessed cheques issued on the gaming days analyzed to understand the source offunds from
which the cheque was generated and if any behaviours exhibited in the gaming activity priorto
issuanoe of the cheque reflect red flags

for currency exchange or other financial instruments.

Typology 4: lntegration of Funds
The following additional procedurcs were performed specific to the analysis perfotmed to address typology four:
Assessed the Patron's source of funds and declaration of funds documentation to determine the Palron's

l.

occupation.

2.
3.

4.

Analyzed the Patron's information file that may include property listings, oourt filings and LexisNexis report
for other sources of funds (if applicable for the Patron).
Quantified the Patron's oash Buy-Ins from the provided documentation over the Analysis Period. Analyzed
the total identified cash activity to determine if it was supported by the identified sources of funds and in
comparison to Buy-Ins made from the Patron's PGF account to see if the ratio of Buy-Ins was skewed to
Unsourced Buy-Ins.
Quantified the deposits into the Patron's PGF account, the type offinancial product (e.g. bank draft, casino
cheque, verified wins) and the total Buy-Ins from the Patron's Player Rating History over the Analysis
Period for the total Buy-Ins

5.

Assessed

lCfnffifor

6.

Analyzed the Patron's information file for high-risk indicators or negative news related to placement and
layering red flags.

gaming activity flagged by BCLC for historical cash Buy-Ins made in small
denominations or assooiations to Patrons who had been previously barred for undesirable behaviour.

Privileged & Confidential
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Observations
Twenty-eight Patrons' transactional activity was analyzed and selected based on a sample of 49 cheques marted with
issuance exceptions in EY's Verified lt'in, Return of Funds, and Convenience Cheque Analysis report that were issued
by River Rock during flre Analysis Period. The Analysis Period consisted of a sample of the Patrons' rated play,
casino transaction activity and due diligence records for six months prior to and six months from when the 49 casino
cheques lvere issued by River Rock. The Analysis Period consisted of the patrons' rated play, casino transaction
activity and due diligence records for six months prior to and six months after the sampled set of casino cheque
issuance. We noted an aggregate of 553 cheques for the 28 Patrons over each unique Patron Analysis Period. If a
Patron met criteria tt*ugh our analysis that cheques, rated play or casino transactions of exhibiting patterns or roJ flags
pertaining to the following money laundering typologies: (1) placement and layering of firnds; (2) structuring of transactions; (3)
zuqpicious cwrcncy exchanges or rse of other furancial insbumorts; and (4) rrtegration of firnds, it has besn included in the
followingtable:

Summary of Exceptions

-

Typology Type
28 Patrons
%o

ofPatrons with

Dxceptlons who BCLC

Money Launrlering Typologt

%o of Patrons
with Excepfions

applted mitigating
foctors

10

360/o

l00o/o

n

Oo/o

0

0o./o

t9

68P/o

# of Patrons

with

Exccptions

Typology 1 - Placement and Layer{ng through PGF Accounts or the
Cosino's System
Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a Patron
buys casino chips ("Buy-In") or deposits funds into a PGF account and
then subsequently layen the fturds tlrough schemes such as Minirnal
Gaming, Chip Passing between Patrons or Chip Walking

Typology 2 - Structur'lng
The division of ca.dr or ca.sino value instruments conducted in a series of
smaller value instrunrents to avoid tlueshold reporting for large ourrency
trarrsactions or casino disbursements. Transactions are often segmented
into smaller volues during the same or across two or more consecutive
gaming days

Typology 3 - Currency Dxchange or other Flnancial Instruments
Patrons use offoreign currency services or other financial instruments (e.g.
travelen cheques, casino cheques) to disguise the true source offunds
Typolog5r 4 -

Integntion of Funds

Patrons use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-hr at the cage or Table Games
that take place with high frequency or are high in value when compared to
the Patrons' employment or other due diligence on file.

l00o/o
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4.1 Typology 1 - Placement and Layering through PGF Accounts or
the Casino's System
identiff patterns of activity through rated play or other transaction activity
red
flags for placement and layering through the Patron's PGF account or
laundering
exhibit
money
at the casino that
(e.g.
cage, 'I'able Games). This typology consists of when funds are
departments
through the casino's operational
when
a Patron buys casino chips ("Buy-In") or makes a deposit into
such
as
placed or entered into the casino system,
are
then subsequently layered through schemes such as minimal
these
funds
their PGF account. Under this typology,
Table Game play, passing chips between Patrons or walking with chips from the casino without cashing out. Funds
may also be redeemed for a casino cheque (either a Retum of Funds, Convenience or Verified Win cheque) once a
The pqrpose of this typology analysis was to

scheme has treen executed on the gaming

floor.

Red flags for placement and layering activity r,vithin the casino include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.
.
.
.

Patron deposits funds into their PGF account and subsequently reqtrests casino cheques or cash for the funds
rvithout any substantial play associated to the deposit.
A cheque is issued to the Patron for chips that are Unsourced (e.g. not purchased with cash or PGF account
ftuing the gaming day) or for chips that were passed to the Patron from another rndividual
Patron cashes out Unsourced chips that are not tied to cash or PGF Buy-Ins for that individual during the
gaming day. This oan be a sign that a chip pass occurred or the Patron is cashing chips from a previous chip

walk scenario.
Patron buys-in at a Table Game for a large amount of cash in small denominations and then walks from the
table r,vith chips after Minirnal Gaming play.
The Patron uses their PGF account to deposit or 'park' funds and subsequently withdraws the oash.

For all ten Patrons r,vho demonstrated patterns of placement and layering behaviour, EY's analysis identified that the
behaviour rvas associated to Cash Out transactions for IJnsourced chips that were not associated to Ruy-Ins made
during the gaming day or previous gaming days analyzed for those individuals. Some examples include:
a

a

Cash l'racking Form or Casino Disbursement olFunds Form that calculates a Cash Out amount greater
than the sum of the Buy-Ins and verified r.vins as listed on the Cash Tracking Form
A cash disbursement with no gaming activity on the day of the disbursement or prior gaming days to

A

evidence the source ofthe chips associated to the disbursement

EY identified two instances for one Patron where oheque issuances exhibited red flags for the placement or layering
of funds as minimal or no gaming activity took place before the cheques were iszued or could not be definitively tied
to a Sourced Buy-In.6
In the first instance, the Patron conducted a cash

Verified Win
Redacted - FINTRAC

and cashed out her

ofCAD

81

tna

Redacted - FINTRAC

as her initial oash BuyJn
The Patron did not complete a Cash Out of all her
gaming day, the Patron
on
the
following
Upon
her
return
retum.
for
her
later
casino
held
at
the
have
been
appears to
Although the
cheque.
for
a
return
offunds
the
chips
cashed
out
instead
did not show any gaming activity and

EY's analysis consisted of a risk-based approach for assessing Patron activity which irrcluded addressing the population ofthe casino cheques
issued for each Patron. While EY received records for PGF transactions, cheque activity and rated play, EY sarnpled specifio days that had
transactions associated to cheque issuances that rrere previously rnarked with an exceptiotr, occurred around dates ofrecorded suspicious activity,
large cash buy-ins and large verified win amounts compared to the buy-in. For these gaming days, EY reoeived additional documentation
inoluding: cash tracking slips, cash disbursemetrt forms, copies ofregulatory reports and PGF Record.
6
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original cash Buy-ln was Unsourced and exchanged lor the issuance ofthe return offunds cheque, this initial Buy-In
did appear to be used during the prior day's gaming activtty.
The second instance occurred when the same Patron deposited a bank draft rnto her PGF account for CAD
2,000,000 and half of the deposit, CAD 1,000,000, tvas withdrawn as a return of frurds cheque without any gaming
activity attributed to this portion of the deposit. The remaining paft of the bank draft deposit, CAD 1,000,000, was
used for gaming activity that day. The two instances involved one transaction made r.vith Unsourced funds before it
rvas converted into a casino cheque and the second with Sourced fi.rnds rvhich were partially converted into a casino
cheque. Both cheques were issued as Return of Funds cheques. The transactions aualyzed as part of the Analysis
Period for the other 27 Patrons did not yield any cheque issuances that were reflective ofplacement and layering

behaviours or scenarios.

BCLC utilized several controls
In order to address and mitigate this behaviour if exhibited
Redacted - FINTRAC
These
the application of transaction limitations, monitoring
ttedacted TINIf?AC
exchange of
mitigating factors and controls included documenting Internal Incident
or her to Buy-In with
cash or chips between two or more Patron, cash restrictions on the Patron (not
"un-sourced" cash (cash without a banli or ATM wrthdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrolved' chips"T), labeled the
Patron as a person of interest or a high risk Patron and placed them on a watch list or bamed the Patron.
Of the ten Patrons whose transactions exhibited red flags for placement and layering through Unsoulced chip Cash
Outs, BCLC took mitigating action between Jannary l, 2014 and December 31, 2016 for all ten Patrons. Those
mitigating factors for the ten Patrons include:
a

a

a

a

BCLC filed rcports either internally or with FINTRAC, respectively,
Internal Incident Reportsffifor all ten patrons involving the exchange of cash or chips between t\,vo or more Patrons
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing four of the ten Patrons fiom making Buy-Ins

o'un-sourced
or bonrcrved' chips"
rvith Unsourced cash or
Internal watch lists - BCLC designated all ten Patrons as a 'person of interest' or as a 'high risk Patron' and
placed them on a watch list to be monitored by BCLC
Banning - BCLC banned two of the ten Patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino locations with one
of the two Patron banned following a Chip Passing incident

BCLC mitigating factors applied

Tolal # of Patrons

restrictions,
bamring etc.)

ilncludesEf,cash

%

ofBCL/ Patrons

(#)

(#l

Uol

10

10

1000,6

7
The imposition of cash restrictions for these Patrons was made by BCLC prior to January 10, 2018, when British Columbia regulators put inlo
place a rule that mandates that high rollers must vorifr the source oftheir funds ifthey seek to buy CAD 10,000 or more in chips over a 24-hour
period.
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4.2Typology 2 - Structuring
Tho purpose of this typology analysis was to identi$ petterns of activity through Cash Traoking Formg Casino
Disbursement oJ Fuuds Foruis and Intsrnal Inoident Reports at the oasino that axhibit money laundering red flags for
struoturing. This typology consists of when cash or casino value instnrments are divided in a series of smaller value
instuments to avoid threshold reporting for large ourrency transaotions or casino disbur.s€ments. Transaotions are
ofton segmented into smaller values during the same or aoross two or more consecutivo gaming days.
Red flags for stucturing activity within the casino include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.

Patron makes multiple cash Buy-Ins below the CAD 10,000 reporting threshold without explained gaming
aotivity (e.g. losing the previousBuy-In through gaming aotivity).
Multiple Cash Outs that include cash disbursement and casino valuo instruments related to the same gaming

aotivity in amounts bolowthe CAD 10,000 reporting threshold.

EY's analysis did not identify any red flags for structuring for the transaction activity assessed for the 28 Patrons.
Summary of Analysis

Privileged

-

Typology Two
oA

ol BCL I Patrons

Total # of Patrons

BCLG mitigating factors applled

t#)

(#)

Phl

0

0

0%

& Confidential
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4.3 Typology 3 - Currency Exchange or other Financial lnstruments
The purpose of this typology analysis was to identiff pattems and red flags assooiated to the use of foreign currenoies
or other finanoial inskuments (e.g. traveler's oheques, oasino cheques) to disguise the true souroe of funds. This
typology is identified through the Patron's use of financial instrurnents when transaoting through his4rer PGF accounts
or througb cage or Table Game transastions involv,ing foreign ourrencies or financial instruments that oan be used to
obfuscate the souroe of funds. The analysis covored the Patron's type of financial product used for Buy-Ins and to
fund the Patron's PGF account ove,r the Analysis Period and the level of gaming activity identified in the Patron's

rating history.
Red flags for or:rrency exohango or other financial instrument used to obscure the source of funds soenarios may
include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.
.

Patron makes multiple Buy-Ins using foroign cuxrency or other finanoial instruments that disguise the source

offunds
Multiple deposits of foreign curency or other financial instruments (e.g. Return of Funds casino cheques)
into the Paton's PGF aooount
Attempts to receive a return of gaming funds oheque after performing a transaotion using foreign cr[renoy
or other financial instruments

any red flags assooiated to the exeoution of any foreign oulrency exchanges or
exchange of other finanoial insbuments to obscure the souroe of funds for the 28 Pahon.

EY's analysis did not identify

Summary of Analysis - Typology Three

ofBCL/ Patlons

Total # of Patrons

BCLG mitigatlng factors

(#)

(#l

MI

0

0

0%

%
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4.4Typology 4 - lntegration of Funds
The purpose of this typology analysis was to identify patterns and red tlags assooiated to the integration of funds
through the casino. This typology is identified through the Patron's use of financial instruments rvhen transacting
through their PGF accounts or through the value and volume of cage or Table Game transactions involving cash. The
analysis covered the Patrons' value and volume of Buy-Ins over the Analysis Penod, the types of Buy-Ins that were
made, the level of gaming activity identified in the Patrons' rating hstory, verified wins the Patron had from gaming
activity and any employment and due diligence documentation BCLC maintahed on file for the Patrons.
Red flags for integration scenarios may include, but are not limited to, the following:

.
.
.
.

of

Source of funds infbrmation or source of employment, income orweahh that is inconsistent with the level
cash or PGF transaction

activity

The Patron is bringing large volumes of cash to the casino that is Unsourced and not connected to a financial
institution transaction and/or is made with small denomination bills
Patron has a PGF account, but their Buy-Ins are made primarily through cash tlansactions
The Patron ftinds their PGF account through several different means (e.g. bank drafts from various financial

institutions)

EY's analysis identified that 1 9 of the 28 Patrons exhibited one or more of the red flags noted above pertaining to
the integration of funds into the casino's systems. EY did not identify any activity associated with Patrons funding
their PGF accounts fi-om multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved the use of cheque
deposits. Some examples of what EY did identify include:
Patrons with high value of cash Buy-In and minimal to no activity transacting through their PGF account
Patrons lvith a high aggregate value of Buy-Ins over the Analysis Period and no verified or limited source
funds in conjunction with legal filings for default of mortgages or fraud charges

of

In order to address and mitigate this behaviour, if exhibited by any Patrons, BCLC utilized several controls by applying
transaction limitations, monitoring controls or reporting the activity of the Patrons to FINTRAC. These mitigatrng

factorsandcontrolsincludeddocumentinglnterna1Incidentn"pon'@forlargecash
Buy-Ins using low denomination bills as'uvell as cash Buy-Ins that appear to be connected to Pakons who had been
previously barred for undesirable behaviour. B CLC could also implement cash restrictions on the Patron, not allowing
him or her to Buy-In with "un-sourced" cash (cash withoLrt a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or
borrolved' chips," label the Patron as a person of interest or a high risk Patron and placed them on a watch list or
banned the Patron.

Of the 19 Patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of ftinds, BCLC took mitigating
actionbetlveenJanuary 1,2014 andDecember3l,2016 onall l9Patrons. Thosemitigatingfactorsforthe
include:
a

Internal Incident

n"portsm-

cash Buy-Ins with low denomination bills

o

8

l9Patrons

BCLC filed reports either internally or with FINTRAC for large
as well as unknor,vn source of funds for all 19 Patrons

Cash conditions - BCLC implemented oontrols preventing ten of the
with Unsourced oash or "un-sourced or borrorved chips"

19 Patronss

frorn making Buy-Ins

The cash condition controls was implemented for all ten Patrons before the legislation requiring cash conditions for Patrons who bring in over
enacted in January 2018.

CAD 10,000 was

Privileged
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a

Internal watch llsts - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 Patrons under the category of 'petson of interest' or
'higb risk Paton' and plaoed them sn a watch list to be monitored by BCLC

a

Banning - BCLC banned two of the l9 Patro:rs from gaming at any of the BCLC easino locations. One of
the tws Patrons was banned for being considered undesirable,e
Summary of Analysis
BGLG mitioatino

Total # of Patrons

e

(Inoludosf,

-

Typology Four

lactors

cash-resiricrions,
banning ofPatroq eto.)

%

of BCL / Patrons

(#l

(#)

(%)

19

19

100%

The total numbor of Patrons either on intemal walch lists orbanned lists is 18'
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Defined Terms
In writing our report, we used specific terms. For the purposes of this reporl the followings terms have been used:
Patron: An individual who is a customer of a casino and utilizes the establishment for gambling purposes.
Patrons are assigned a unique subject ID (.'SID) once a Business Relationship has been established.

Business Relationship: A relationship established between the casino and a client to conduct financial
transactions or provide services rclated to those transactions. A Business Relationship is established when a
Patron has opened a Paton Gaming Fund ("PGF") account or has conducted two or more transactions or
activities through the casino, for which the patron's identity needs to be verified.
PGF Patron: A Patron who has opened a Patlon Gaming Fund ("PGF") account at the casino.
PGF account: An acconnt opened at the casino for a Patron r,vhere the Patron can deposit funds for the purpose
of gaming. The account can only be opened with a minimum amount of CAD 10,000 in Sourced funds in the
form of a bank draft. The PGF Patron can withdraw funds from their PGF account at any point as a Buy-In

or a Return of Funds Cheque.
Table Game: Casino games conducted on a table and operated by one or more live dealers. Players enter a
game by sitting (or standing) at the table and placing their bets on that table, in accordance with the rules of
the game. Tables are identified using a table nunber coded using various acronyms such as MDB and MEZB.
Gaming activity for table games, or rated play, is tracked using a Cash Tracking Form (see tenn below).

Buy-In Amount ("Buy-In"): The arnount of cash, chips or cheques that a Patlon uses to initiate gaming
activity. Note that ther"e can be more than one tsuy-ln amount related to one occurrence of gaming activity.
Cash Out Amount ("Cash Out"): The total amormt of chips or cash that
finish gaming in order to cash out.

a Patron takes to the cage when

they

Verified Win Amount ("Verified Win"): The net positive gaming activity for a Patron, equal to the total
Table Game Cash-Out Amount less the total Buy-In Amount.
Sourced: Funcls that can be traced back to their origin (e.g. bank draft can be traced back to the bank from

which it was issued).
Unsourced: Funds where the source of money cannot be verified, i.e. the origin of the funds cannot be tied
back to legal activity as there is no paper trail

Minimal Gaming: A money laundering scenario that involves a Patron making a large bLry-in for chips, but
gambling very little before leaving a Table Game and cashing out. Generally associated with the placement
and layering stages of the money laundering lifecycle.

Chip Walking: A money laundering scenario that involves a Patron who leaves the gaming floor with a large
volume of chips without any offsetting chip redemptions or chip buy-ins made at another Table Game and
who fails to retum with those chips on subsequent gaming days during a gaming trip. Failing to convert
chips back to cash is considered suspicious as the chips may be passed as a form of cumency to mask their
source for illicit purposes.
Privileged & Confidential
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Chip Passing: A money lar.urdering scenario that involves a Patrons who may pass a large quantity of chips
to another patron in an apparent effort to conceal the original ownership and source ofthe chips.
For tlre purposes of this report, cheques issued to gaming Patrons have been categorized into the following categories:

Verified Win Cheque: lssued to any Patron as a result of gaming activity where the Patron wins money from
the casino. The amount of the cheque is not to exceed the amount of gaming winnings for the recorded
session(s) prior to cash-out (e.g. total cash ont amount less the buy in amount).
Convenience Cheque: Issuedto any Pahonforredemptionofchipsvalued at CAD 10,000orless. The cheque
cany cash or chips out ofthe casino. PGF patrons

is issued as a convenience to Patrons so they do not have to

do not have a limit on hor,v many Convenience Cheques can be issued whercas non PGF Patrons are only
allorved up to CAD 10,000 a week.
Return of Funds ("ROF") Cheque: Issued to a PGF Patron for a retum of funds that have been deposited in
the PGF account, either sourced from a deposit from an extemal source or a deposit from a result of gaming
play.

As part of oru analysis, we looked at copies of the follor,ving types of financial instruments and documents prepared
during gaming days at River Rock.
Cheque: A rvritten order to pay a stated sum from the drar,ver's account to the addressee. BCLC's cheque can
be printed by a computer

or written by hand.

Forn that is

used by casino staff to track patrons who buy-in with CAD 3,000 or more
form is used to track details zuch as r,vhat table and seat position the Patron is playing
at, date of play, Cash Out amount, Buy-In amount, and a calculation of the Verified Win amount. These are
handwritten records in which play may be recorded as a sum of the activity in CADs or by specific chip
Cash Tracking Form:

at a Table Game. The

values where each chip color has a coresponding denomination.

Fonl that is used by Casino staff to track all cash disbursements conducted
at the cage post garning activity as well as Verified Win Cheques issuance. The Casino Disbursement of
Funds form is filled out by a cage employee when a Patron has approached the cage to pertbrm a Cash-Out
Casino Disbursement of Funds:

transaction.
Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Record ("PGF Record"):
Form that is used by casino staffto track deposits and withdrar,vals to a PGF Account, that includes the date,

amount, and source of the funds or type of withdrawal, respectively. The source of the deposits can be
external (e.g. bank draft) or internal (e.g. re-deposit from gaming activity at the Casino) and the type of
withdrawal can be a buy-in used to initiate gaming activity tluough the purchase of chips at the cage, a direct
table transaction, or can be a Retum of Ftrnds Cheque which is used to take money outside of the casino.

iTrak Incident

and security management software system used by

BCLC and its service providers to manage

the documentation of aolivities and transactions to adhere or compliance and reporting requirements.

iTrak LCT Printout: A print out of a Large Cash Transaction Report C'LCTR) from iTrak. LCTR's are
entered and tracked in iTrak. LCTRs are sent to FINTRAC when a casino receives CAD 10,000 or more
rvithin 24 hours from by or on behalf of the same individual or entity. The LCTR fbrm contains Buy-In
amounts, PGF account deposits and disbursement details and amounts.
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Internal incident report: An internal report made by BCLC regarding suspicious or potentially suspicious
activity occurring in or related to the oasino

ts

Patron's Player Rating History: A history of the Patron's table gaming activity that includes, but is not limited
to the date, minutes played, oash buy-in, chip buy-in, average bet, player's win/loss, walk with amount and
table looation, The history is created when the Patron uses their loyalty card to "check in' when table gaming,

E

Suspicious Transaction Roports ('STRs"): A report created by BCLC and sentto FINTRAC about suspioious
or potentially suspicious aotivity occurring in or related to the casino

$',

PGF Aocount Detail: Statement of a Patron's PGF account deposits and withdrawals from account opening

to close.
tri

Bally Gaming Management System ('GMS")I An electronic tracking and reporting system that balances
transactions to cash at the end of each day. GMS includes all oheques issued for the period of January I ,2014
to Decernber 31,2016.

ir.

Manual ROF Cheque Register: River Rook Casino tracked ROF cheques issued to Patrons on a manual hand
written register. This register was used to determine the population of RPF cheques to be reviewed by EY
during the scope period.
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I

Advisory

AboutEY
EY is a global leader io assuranoe, tax, transaetion and advisory services. The insights and quality services we
deliver help build trust and confideiroe in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical
role in building a better working world for our peoplg for our clients and for olr communities,
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firrns of Emst &
Yowrg Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to olients. For more information about our organization, please
visit ey.com.
@2019 Emst & Young LLP.

All Rights

Reserved.

A memberfirm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.
This publication contains information in summary form, current as of the date of publication, and is intended for
general guidance only. It should not be regarded as comprehensive or a substitute for professional advice. Before
taking any particular course of aotion, contaot EY or another professional advisor to disouss these matters in the
context of your partioular circumstances. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damage occasioned by your
reliance on information contained in this publication.
ey.com/ca
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Hunter Litigation Chambers
Suite 2100 - 1040 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC, VOE 4Hl
Attention: K. Michael Stephens

15 February2019

Gheque Analysis
Dear K. Michael Stephens

Attached please find our report on the analysis requested by British Columbia Lottery Corporation ("BCLC')
in relation to the following specific types of cheques issued by River Rock Casino Resort: Verified Win and
Return of Fund Cheques issued for $10,000 or more, and Convenience Cheques issued for more than
$1O,OOO, from the period of January 1,2014 to December 31, 2016. The report is pursuant to our
engagement agreement dated October '10,2017 and our scoping document dated May 4,2018. As such,
we do not express any conclusion on the policies, procedures, systems/software and practices at BCLC,
River Rock Casino Resort, or any other BC Casino.

Very truly yours,

€*^.x

J

7ry //.P

Ernst& Young LLP, Ganada
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Executive Summary
Ernst & Young LLP ('we") was engaged to provide assistance to Hunter Litigation Chambers (the "Firm')
in connection with the Firm's provision of legal advice to British Columbia Lottery Gorporation (BCLC).
Our primary points of contact have been BCLC's General Counsel and Director lnternal Audit.

The purpose of our analyses was to identify instances of cheques issued to patrons of River Rock Casino
Resort ("River Rock") that were not supported by the Patron's gaming activi$. The mandate questions that
we were asked to address are detailed in Section 2.1 of this report ("Mandate Questions"). We performed
procedures on all cheques issued by River Rock within the parameters described in Section 2.2 of this
report. The defined terms included in the Mandate Questions, and throughout this report, are defined in
Appendix A.

There were 2,031 cheques that met the parameters in Section 2.2 of this report. Of the 2,031 cheques
analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where the question criteria was met. lf a cheque met criteria for more
than one of the Mandate Questions, it was only included in the following table one time. We noted the
following observations:

Analvsis

Sample Summary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed

Peiod
Tolal

2011

2015

2016

682

629
73,454,384

720

2,O31

78,852,345

279,234,221

1%,927,492

Summary of Observatlons
Number of Cheques with Observations
0,6 of Total Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques with Observations
0,6

of Total Cheques Analyzed

21

b

22

3.08%

0.95%

3_0606

49
2.41%

2,524,&0

536,000

3,858,700

6,919,100

1.990,6

0.73%

4.89olD

2.4804

Refer to Section 4 of this report for a detailed breakout of each observation type.
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There was one instance of a cheque meeting the criteria for more than one of the Mandate Questions. As
such, this cheque is included twice as an observation for both Mandate Question 1 and Mandate Question
4. The total number of cheques identified with observations, percentage of the total number of cheques
analyzed, and the corresponding unsupported amounts are summarized in the table below:
Summary of Observations by

Question

-

Amount
Total # of
olo

Cheques
Oueslion

1

t#l

ot

Sample
r#l

with Ohsctv6ti6ns
Value of
Cheques
Unsupported
r$r
Amouni {$l

All Cheques
From the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases obseryed
where a patron walked in to River Rock with cash and received a
cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.1)

1

0.05% 300,000

300,000

2.43% 2,801,100

1,140,490

0,000

3,510,000

Verified Win Gheques

2

3
4

5

From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is
not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day,
regardless if the buy-in was cash or not? (see Section 4.2)

Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analfzed, were there cases observed
where a patron removed funds from a PGF account and received a
verified win cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4'3)
From the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a
return of funds cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit
and cheque request? (see Section 4.3)

Gonvenience Cheques
From the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a convenience cheque for an amount greater
than $10,000? (see Section 4.4)

35

.52%

9

1

5

0.84% 608,000

N/A

N/A

3,51

N/A

608,000

N/A

The observations noted in the above table can be summarized into the following three categories (as
detailed in Section 4):

Cheque lssued without Play:
> 1 occurrence noted that represented $300,000.
Verified Win Gheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
> 22 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $598,910 (where the unsupported amount of
the cheque was $1,000 or more).
> 10 occurrences noted where partial or complete buy-ins appeared to be included in a Verified
Win Gheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1 ,580 (where the unsupported amount of the
cheque was less than $1,000).
> 9 occurrences noted where a Verified Win Cheque was issued for the Return of Funds that
represented $3,51 0,000.

Missing Documentation:

>

7 occurrences noted that represented $848,000.
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Engagement Scope
2.1 Mandate
BCLC requested that we analyze the following specific types of cheques issued by River Rock Casino
Resoft ("River Rock'): Verified Win and Return of Fund Cheques issued for $10,000 or more, and
Convenience Cheques issued for more than $10,0001, from the period of January 1 ,2014 to December 31 ,
2016. BCLC requested that Verified Win Cheques were limited to cheques related to Table Game play only.
The purpose of our analyses was to identiff instances of cheques issued to Patrons of River Rock that were
not supported by the Patron's gaming activity. The Mandate Questions were specifically developed through
consultations with BCLC's management and BCLC's Audit Committee. The Mandate Questions that BCLC
asked us to address are as follows:

Mandate Queslion 1: Verified Win, Return of Funds, and Convenience ("All Cheques")
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron walked in to River Rock
with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 2: Verified Win Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a verified win
cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the Cash
Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or not?

Mandate Question 3' Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron removed funds from a
Patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?

Mandate Question 4. Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF Patron deposited funds
and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and
cheque request?

Mandate Question 5: Convenience Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a Patron received a Convenience

Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

1 Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and therefore only Convenience Cheques issued for more
than $'10,000 were analyzed.
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2.2Defining the Sample
BCLC provided us with listings of cheques that met all of the following criteria
lssued from River Rock
lssued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
lssued during the period of January 1,2014to December31,2016 ("Analysis Period")
lssued for $10,000 or more2
lssued to PGF or non-PGF Patrons
Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

BCLC represented that cheque listings were obtained from the sources described below. We did not
perform procedures to independently validate the completeness of the sample of cheque data provided by
BCLC.

Verified Win Cheques
BCLC represented that Verified Win Cheque data is captured within the Bally GMS system ('GMS). GMS
includes all Verified Win Cheques issued for the Analysis Period. The BCLC AML Team applied a filter to
remove all cheques below $10,000 in value and representthatthe information is complete and accurate
and that no information was redacted.

BCLC represented that GMS does not specifically identiff if cheques issued relate to Table Games, or
sloUmachine winnings. Therefore, the BCLC AML Team applied text filters to identify which cheques related
to Table Games winnings or which related to sloVmachine winnings. The BCLC AML Team communicated
to us that there were some cheques that were not picked up by either text filter. ln these cases, the BCLC
AML Team manually reviewed the cheques to determine if they related to Table Games or slot/machine
games.

Return of Funds Cheqttes
BCLC represented that Return of Funds Cheques were documented on a hardcopy cheque register for the
Analysis Period. The BCLC lnternal Audit Team manually reviewed the hardcopy cheque register and
identified cheques which were issued for $10,000 or more that were issued to PGF Patrons for Return of
Funds that had been held in a PGF account. From the information provided by the River Rock Casino, the
BCLC lnternalAudit Team represents thatthe information is complete and accurate and that no information

was redacted.

Convenience Cheques
The BCLC AML Team identified cheques issued during the Analysis Period for over $10,000 based on the
Convenience Cheque tracking documents manually maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The sample used
for analysis is from the Convenience Cheque tracking sheet maintained by the BCLC AML Team. The
BCLC AML Team and represents that the information is complete and accurate and that no information
was redacted.

2
Only Convenience Cheques over $1 0,000 were analyzed. Convenience Cheques are lntended to be issued for
therefore these cheques were excluded from the sample.

$1

0,000 or less and
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2.3 Limitations of Report and Restrictions of Use
This report was prepared for the Firm and BCLC pursuant to the terms of our Agreement dated October
10,2017 (the 'Agreement") and our scoping document dated May 4,2018 (the "Scoping Document").
Under the Agreement and Scoping Document:

Data, documentation and information analyzed and used for the preparation of this report was
made available to us by BCLC, upon our request. We have relied on the integrity, completeness,
and accuracy of what was provided. As such, we relied on the accuracy of the data that was
provided in the Manual ROF Cheque Register or GMS.

2.

This report is based on our procedures to the date of this report as described herein. ln the event

that further documents, data or other information become available that could impact our
observations, we reserve the right, but will not be obligated, to analyze such records and reconsider
and amend the observations set out in this report.

3.

Our procedures were performed on a sample basis for River Rock. Our analyses should not be
extrapolated, including to other properties or instruments.

This report was not written with the needs of parties other than the Firm and BCLC in mind and assumes a
detailed understanding of BCLC and River Rock. Consistent with the terms of our Agreement and Scoping
Document:

1.

This report is intended to be read in its entirety. We caution against drawing conclusions from any
part of the report in isolation.

2.

Where our written consent is required for you to disclose our report to a third party, we will also
require that third party to execute a letter substantially in the form of Appendix A of the Agreement.
Without our prior written consent, you may not use or publish our report for any purpose not
contemplated in our Agreement.

For clarity, we were not engaged to, and did not:
'l

.

Perform a financial statement audit, review or compilation for the purpose of expressing an opinion

on historical financial statements of BCLC in accordance with standards established by CPA
Canada. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion or any form of assurance.

2.

Express any conclusions on BCLC or River Rock's policies, procedures, systerns/software and
practices. Additionally, we did not conduct any field work at River Rock as part of our procedures,
and we did not interview any River Rock employees.

3.

Perform an assessment of BCLC's compliance with the Federal Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act ("PCMLTFA") or against applicable reporting requirements
outlined by the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada ('FINTRAC).

4.

Perform procedures to consider or analyze the source of funds relating to the Buy-ln Amounts used

to calculate the Verified Win cheques, Return of Funds cheques, Convenience cheques, or the
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source of funds relating to PGF Account deposits. The source of funds detail was not provided in
the supporting documents.

Procedures
We designed procedures to address the Mandate Questions. The Mandate Questions relate to three
different types of cheques

-

Verified Win Cheques, Return of Funds Cheques, and Convenience Cheques.

Each of the three cheque types is issued for a different purpose, and therefore has different supporting
documentation that is available. The procedures completed are outlined below.

At our direction, BCLC obtained supporting documentation from River Rock and entered prescribed data
points into workbooks that we designed for our analyses. We analyzed the data captured by BCLC to
identify cheques that required further analysis. ln these cases, we analyzed the documentation and inputs
provided by BCLC. We also performed quality control procedures on the inputs entered by BCLC lnternal
Audit and BCLC AML emploYees.

3.1 All Gheques
BCLC identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these cheques, we
obtained copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque lmage
Printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information
lf applicable, Cash Tracking Form
lf applicable, Casino Disbursement of Funds Form

Mandate Questton 1: From the sample af cheques analyzed, were therc cases
observecl where a Patron walkecl in to River Rock with cash and received a cheque
withottt any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
ldentified the cheque and the type of cheque that was issued
For Verified Win Cheques, obtained a copy of the Cash Tracking Form prepared by River Rock to
support if gaming activity had occurred
For Return of Funds Cheques, obtained a copy of the PGF Account Summary prepared by River
Rock to support that the Patron had engaged in gaming activity
For Convenience Cheques, obtained a copy of the Cash Tracking Form prepared by River Rock to
support that gaming activity had occurred
Analyzed the supporting document to identify if gaming activity had occurred

1.
Z.
3.

4.
5.

For purposes of Mandate Question 1 , we did not recalculate the value of the cheque issued, or the purpose
of why the cheque was issued. The focus was to identify if gaming activity had occurred.
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3.2 Verified Win Gheques
BCLC identified 1,439 Verified Win Cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these
cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque lmage
Cash Tracking Form
Casino Disbursement of Funds Form
Printout of the iTrak LGT and CDR flling information

Mandate Question 2: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is not
supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does nat reconcile to the Cash Trackrng Form
provided, clocumenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or not?
The following procedures were performed:
ldentified the cheque based on detaib located in GMS
Compared the cheque date to the Cash Tracking Form to support that the Cash Tracking Form
relates to the cheque that was issued:
Where the cheque date was off by one day, we were informed that the form would relate
to the cheque due to timing of gaming play. For example, a Patron who started gaming on
May 6 at 11:50 pm and cashed out on May 7 at 2:30 am may have been issued a cheque
dated May 6
Compared the value of the cheque with the value of the River Rock employee's calculated Verified
Win Amount on the Cash Tracking Form
Where the Cash Tracking Form did not include a River Rock employee's calculation of the Verified
Win, we compared the Cheque amount to the following sources:
Calculated Verified Win Amount on the Casino Disbursement of Funds Form
Chip movement on the Cash Tracking Form3

1.
2.

a.

3.
4.

a.
b.

The printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information was available for reference and reconciliation.

3.3 Return of Funds Cheques
BCLC identified 592 Return of Funds Cheques that met the sample description identified above. For these
cheques, we obtained the copies of the following supporting documentation from BCLC:
Cheque
Patron Profile Card
Printout of the iTrak LCT and CDR filing information

Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Casino Disbursement of
Funds Form
lf applicable, Cash Tracking Form

lt was communicated to us that the chip movement on the Cash Tracking Form r ras to support the fact that gaming activity occuned.
BCLC represented that the summary information written by hand on the Cash Tracking Form is the highest form of evidence.
Therefore, we only relied on the chip movement when a summary on the Cash Tracking Form or a summary on the Casino
Disbursement of Funds Form was not available. There were instanced in which chip movement was tracked by denominations versus
total dollar value and in these cases the totals from chlp movement may not reconcile with amounts noted in summaries or
disbursement of funds forms.
3
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Mandate Question 3: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron removed funds from a Patron Gaming Fund (PGF') account
and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?
The following procedures were performed:
ldentified the eheques ftom the Manual ROF Cheque Register
Compared the cheque number, chegue type, date and amount per the copy of the eheque to the
Manual ROF Cheque Register
ldentified the type of cheque as an ROF Gheque, indicated by "Return of Patron Gaming Funds"
orVerified Wine Cheque "Players Gaming Club Winningsn

1.
2.

3.

Mandate Question 4: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
obserued where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently rcceived a Return of
Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and cheque request?
The following procedures were performed:
ldentified the cheques from the Manual ROF Cheque Register
Compared the cheque number, date and amount per the copy of the cheque to the Manual ROF
Cheque Register
ldentified the transaction by withdrawal date and amount in the PGF Patron Profile Card and
analyze the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal/cheque date
ldentified if there is gaming activity related to the most recent deposit prior to the withdrawal. lf
gaming activity exists, obtain a copy of the Gash Tracking Form

1.
2.

3.

4.

3.4 Convenience Cheques
Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued
Convenience Gheques that were above $10,000.

for $10,000 or less. BCLC did not identiff any

Mandate Question 5: From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases
observed where a Patron received a Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than
$10,000?
As there were no Convenience Cheques identified for an amount greater than $10,000, no analysis was
performed.
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4.

Observations

We noted that of the 2,031 cheques analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where the question criteria was
met. lf a cheque met criteria for more than one Mandate Question, it was only included in the following table
one time. We noted the following observations:
of Observations

2016

SampleSummary
Number of Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques Analyzed

682

629

720

2,O31

126,927,492

73,454,384

78,852,3,15

279,234,221

49
2.41%

Summary of Ohseruatlons
Number of Gheques with observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed
Dollar Value of Cheques with observations
% of Total Cheques Analyzed

21

6

22

3.08%

0.95%

3.06%

2,524,400

536,000

3,858,700

1.99%

0.73%

4.89%

6,919,100
2.480h

The table above identifies the total number of unique cheques that we identified observations. The following
tables identiff the number of cheques for each question.
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of Observations

Mandate Question

-

Amount ($)
with Obseruations

Cheques

ues

Sample

Question

1

Unsupported
Amount

All Cheques
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron walked in to River Rock with cash and received a
cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.lf

0.05% 300,@0

300,000

35

2.43% 2,801,100

1,14o,4n

I

1.52% 3,510,000

3,510,000

5

0.84% 608,000

608,000

1

Verified Win Cheques

2

3
4

5

Ftom the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a verified win cheque for an amount that is
not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day,
regardless ifthe buy-in was cash or not? (see Section 4.2)

Return of Funds Cheques
From the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a patron removed funds from a PGF account and received a
verified win cheque without any casino play? (see Section 4.3)
From the sample ofcheques analyzed, were there cases observed
where a PGF Patron deposited funds and subsequently received a
return of funds cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit
and cheque request? (see Section 4.3)

Convenience Cheques
From the sample ofcheques analfzed, were there cases observed
where a patron received a convenience cheque for an amount greater
than $10,000? (see Section 4.4)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

There was one instance of a cheque meeting the criteria for more than one of the Mandate Questions. As
such, this cheque is included twice as an observation for both Mandate Question 1 and Mandate Question
4.

4.1 All Cheques
Mandate Question

1

We analyzed 2,031 cheques in total. We noted one Return of Funds Cheque where there was no play noted
and the source of the Buy-ln was not noted on the Cash Tracking Form.
1:

of Observations

#of
Cash Tracking Form indicates no play

Total Value

of

1

300,000

Total Cheques Analyzed

2,O31

279,346,721

Observations as % ofTotal Cheques Analyzed

0.05%

0.11%

Unsupported
300,000

o.11%

Of the cheques analyzed, there were cheques for which we were unable to determine if gaming play
occurred due to missing tracking sheets. For these cheques, we were unable to form a conclusion and
therefore have excluded these cheques from the observations for Mandate Question

1.
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The cheques where we are missing Cash Tracking Forms are discussed later in this document.

4.ZYenfied Win Cheques
Mandate Question 2
We analyzed 1,439 Verified Win Cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate Question
2 related to 35 cheques. We have segmented the observations into the following three categories:
22 cheques where the partial or complete Buy-ln appeared to be included in Verified Win Cheque
10 cheques where we identified a difference (difference was less than $1 ,000)
3 cheques where the Cash Tracking Form could not be located

The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The observations are summarized in the table below.
Question 2:

appeared to be included in
or com
Verified Win Cheque
Difference (difference was less than $1 ,000)
Cash Tracking Form could not be located
Total
Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as 0,6 of Total Cheques Analyzed

#of

Total Value of

Unsupported
Amount

22

1,899,000

598,910

10

362,100

1,580

3

540,000

540,000

35

2,801,100

1,140,490

1,439

1

03,935,477

'tj0%

2.7004

2.430,6

Cheaues where Verified Wn Cheque appears to include funds that are not a Veified Wn
We noted 32 cheques where the Gash Tracking Form was provided, but the Verified Win Cheque was
issued for an amount that was greater than the Verified Win recorded on the Cash Tracking Form. Of these
cheques, we noted thatZ2 cheques had differences greater than $1,000 and appeared to include a portion
of the original Buy-ln amount. The remaining 10 cheques had differences thatwere less than $1,000 and
appeared to have been rounded up when the cheque was issued. The cheques issued with observations
are summarized below:
where Verified Win

to include funds that are
Total Value

appeared to be included in
Partial or complete
Verified Wn Cheque
Difference (difference was less than $1 ,000)

22
10

't

a

of

Verified
Unsupported Amount

,899,000

598,910

362,1 00

1,580
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Cheques where Cash Trackinq Form was Not Located
We noted 3 cheques where the Cash Tracking Form was not provided and the Verifled Win Amount could
not be corroborated. River Rock communicated to us that the Cash Tracking Forms were missing and could
not be found. The cheques are summarized below:
to

Cheques where Verified Win

a

Verified

Amount

#
Cash

rm

540,000

540,000

3

Cheaues where Cash Trackinq Form did not have a Summarv. but the Movement on Cash Trackino Form
Supported the Verified Win Cheque

We noted instances where the Cash Tracking Form and the Casino Disbursement of Funds Form did not
include a summary of the Cash-Out Amount, Buy-ln Amount, and Verified Win Amount. However, we were
able to perform alternative procedures using the chip movement recorded on the Cash Tracking Form.
Therefore, we did not include these cheques as an observation. We noted 7 cheques for a total of $378,700
that met this description.
Cheoues where Cash Trackinq Form was not required as Buv-ln Amount was equal to or less than $3.000
ln the case where a Patron Buys-ln for $3,000 or less, River Rock does not require its employees to record
gaming play on a Cash Tracking Form. We were unable to identify the Buy-ln Amount. We noted 2 cheques
for a total of $25,200 that met this description.

4.3 Return of Funds Cheques
Mandate Quesfion 3
We analyzed 592 Return of Funds Cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate
Question 3 related to 9 cheques. The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The total unsupported
value of these cheques is $3,510,000. The observations are summarized in the table below:
Question 3:

Cheques where

was

of Observataons

for ROF amount

Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as 0,6 of Total Cheques Analyzed

#of

Total Value of

Unsupported
Amount

I

3,510,000

3,510,000

592
1.52%

175,298,744

2.00%

2.ffi%

Cheques where Verified Wn Cheque was issued for ROF amount
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We noted 9 cheques where a PGF Patron had requested a Return of Funds Cheque. The cheque was
listed in the Return of Funds Cheque register. However, the cheque was written on a Verified Win Cheque.
ln these instances, the Verified Win Amount is not supported. The cheques are summarized below:
ere Verified Win

was

Cheques where

br

was issued for ROF amount

#of

Total Value of

Unsupported

I

3,5't 0,000

3,510,000

ROF amount

Mandate Questian 4
We analyzed 592 Return of Funds cheques. Of these cheques, we noted observations for Mandate
Question 4 related to 5 cheques. The cheques are discussed in more detail below. The total unsupported
value of these cheques is $608,000. The observations are summarized in the table below:

#

ot

Total Value

of

Unsupported
Amount

cates no play
Cheque copy and supporting documentation could not be located
Cash Tracking Form could not be located

3
1

58,000

58,000

Total

5

608,000

608,000

592

175,298,744

O.84o/o

0.35%

Total Cheques Analyzed
Observations as

0,6

of Total Cheques Analyzed

'l

300,000
250,000

300,000
250,000

0.35%

Cash Trackino Form indicates that no plav occurred

The Cash Tracking Form notes that the Patron bought in but did not play. The funds were subsequently
issued as an ROF cheque. The cheque is summarized below:

#

of

Total Value

of

Unsupported

Cheque copv and suppoftino documentation could not be located

River Rock communicated to BCLC that these cheques were not issued as ROF cheques and were not
withdrawn by the Patron. They indicated that the cheques were voided and re-issued as a Buy-ln for a
Table Game .ln 2014, cheques were issued to move money from the PGF Account to a table for a BuyJn.
We requested a copy of the voided cheque, or a copy of the cheque that was used to transfer money to the
table for a Buy-ln. River Rock was not able to provide copies of a voided cheque or of a cheque used for a
Buy-ln. The cheques are summarized below:
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Gheque copy and supporting documentation could not be located

#ot
Cheque copy

Total Value

of

250.000

3

Unsupported
250,000

Cash Trackinq Form could not be located

The Patron Card indicated thatgaming activity existed, butthe Cash Tracking Form could not be located.
As a result, we could not corroborate that gaming activity actually occurred. The cheque is summarized
below:
Cash

could not be located

Form could not be located

#of

Total Value of

Unsupported
Amount

,|

58,000

58,000

Cheaues where Cash Trackina Form could not be located, but other supportina documentation indicates
plav occurred

We noted an instance where the Cash Tracking Sheet Form could not be located to identiff that play
occurred prior to the withdrawal of the ROF cheque. However, we were able to use alternative procedures
to exclude this as an observation by referencing other supporting documentation such as cash tracking
forrns for prior sessions of play associated with cheques issued prior to this one. The additional support
analyzed indicated that play was associated to the ROF cheque issued. Therefore, we did not include this
cheque as an observation. We noted one cheque for a total of $1,000,000 that met this description.

4.4 Convenience Cheques
Mandate Question 5
There were no Convenience Cheques identified by BCLC that were written for over $10,000 at River Rock
within the Analysis Period. Convenience Cheques are intended to be issued for $10,000 or less and BCLC
did not identify any Convenience Cheques that were above $10,000.
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5. Summary
Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed, we identified 49 cheques where one or more of the Mandate Questions'
criteria was met. As noted in Section 4 of this reBort, these 49 chegues accounted for $6,919,100 of the
$279,234,221 in total value of cheques. The observations noted in this report can be summarized into the
followi ng three categ ories:

>

Cheque lssued without Play:

ro

Verilied Win Cheques issued in Excess of Verified Win Amount:
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $598,910 (where the unsupported amount of
the cheque was $1,000 or more).
Win Cheque with unsupported amounts totaling $1,580 (where the unsupported amount of the
cheque was less than $1,000).
represented $3,51 0,000.

'r.

Missing Documentation:
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Defined Terms

ln writing our report, we used specific terms. For the purposes of this report, the followings terms have been
used:

Patron: An individual who is a customer of a casino and utilizes the establishment for gambling
purposes. Patrons are assigned a unique subject lD
established.

('SlD) once a Business Relationship

has been

PGF Patron: A Patron who has opened a Patron Gaming Fund ('PGF") account at the casino.

PGF account: An account opened at the casino for a Patron where the Patron can deposit funds
for the purpose of gaming. The account can only be opened with a minimum amount of CAD 10,000
in Sourced funds in the form of a bank draft. The PGF Patron can withdraw funds from their PGF

account at any point as a Buy-ln or a Return of Funds Cheque.

Table Game: Casino games conducted on a table and operated by one or more live dealers.
Players enter a game by sitting (or standing) at the table and placing their bets on that table, in
accordance with the rules of the game. Tables are identified using a table number coded using
various acronyms, such as MDB and MEZB. Gaming activity for Table Games, or rated play, is
tracked using a Cash Tracking Form (see term below).
Buy-ln Amount ("Buy-ln"): The amount of cash, chips or cheques that a Patron uses to initiate
gaming activity. Note thatthere can be more than one BuyJn amount related to one occurrence of
gaming activity.
Cash-Out Amount ("Cash-Out"): The total amount of chips or cash that a Patron takes to the cage
when they finish gaming in order to cash out.

Verified Win Amount ("Verified Win"): The net positive gaming activity for a Patron, equalto the
total Table Game Cash-Out amount less the total Buy-ln amount.
For the purposes of this report, cheques issued to gaming Patrons have been categorized into the following

categories:

Verified Win Cheque: lssued to any Patron as a result of gaming activity where the Patron wins
money from the casino. The amount of the cheque is not to exceed the amount of gaming winnings
for the recorded session(s) prior to Cash-Out (e.9., total Cash-Out amount less the Buy-ln amount).
Convenience Cheque: lssued to any Patron for redemption of chips valued at CAD 10,000 or less.
The cheque is issued as a convenience to Patrons so they do not have to carry cash or chips out
of the casino. PGF Patrons do not have a limit on how many Convenience Cheques can be issued,
whereas non-PGF Patrons are only allowed up to CAD 10,000 a week.

Privileged & Confidential
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Return of Funds ("ROF') Cheque: lssued to a PGF Patron for a return of funds that have been
deposited in the PGF account, either sourced from a deposit from an external source or a deposit
from a result of gaming play.
As part of our analysis, we looked at copies of the following types of financial instruments and documents
prepared during gaming days at River Rock:
Cheque: A written order to pay a stated sum from the drawer's account to the addressee. BCLC's
cheques can be printed by a computer orwriften by hand.
Cash Tracking Form: The form that is used by casino staff to track Patrons who buy in with CAD

3,000 or more at a Table Game. The form is used to track details such as what table and seat
position the Patron is playing at, date of play, Cash-Out amount, Buy-ln amount and a calculation
of the Verified Win amount. These are handwritten records in which play may be recorded as a
sum of the activity in CADs or by specific chip values where each chip color has a corresponding
denomination.

Casino Disbursement of Funds: The form that is used by casino staff to track all cash
disbursements conducted at the cage post gaming activity, as well as Verified Win Cheque
issuances. The Casino Disbursement of Funds Form is filled out by a cage employee when a Patron
has approached the cage to perform a Cash-Out transaction.
Patron Gaming Fund Large Cash Transaction, Foreign Exchange and Disbursement Record ("PGF
Record"): The form that is used by casino staff to track deposits and withdrawals to a PGF account
that includes the date, amount and source of the funds or type of withdrawal, respectively. The
source of the deposits can be external (e.9., bank draft) or internal (e.9., redeposit from gaming
activity atthe casino), and the type of withdrawalcan be a Buy-ln used to initiate gaming activity
through the purchase of chips at the cage, a direct table transaction or a Return of Funds Cheque
that is used to take money outside of the casino.

iTrak: lncident and security management software system used by BCLC and its service providers
to manage the documentation of activities and transactions to adhere to compliance and reporting
requirements.

iTrak LCT Printout: A printout of a Large Cash Transaction Report ('LCTR) from iTrak. LCTRs are
entered and tracked in iTrak. LCTRs are sent to FINTRAC when a casino receives CAD 10,000 or
more within 24 hours from or on behalf of the same individual or entity. The LCTR contains Buy-ln
amounts, PGF account deposits, and disbursement details and amounts.
PGF Account Detail: Statement of a Patron's PGF account deposits and withdrawals from account
opening to close.

Bally Gaming Management System ("GMS"): An electronic tracking and reporting system that
balances transactions to cash at the end of each day. GMS includes all cheques issued for the
period of January 1,2014 to December 31,2016.
Manual ROF Cheque Register: River Rock tracked ROF Cheques issued to Patrons on a manual
handwritten register. This register was used to determine the population of ROF cheques to be
reviewed by EY during the scope period.

Privileged & Confidential
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we
deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. ln so doing, we play a critical
role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global
Limited, each of whioh is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about our organization, please visit
ey.oom,

2019 Ernst & Young LLP.
All Rights Reserved.
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.
@

This publication contains information in summary form, current as of the date of publication, and is intended for
general guidance only. lt should not be regarded as comprehensive or a substitute for professional advice.
Before taking any particular course of action, contact EY or another professional advisor to discuss these
matters in the context of your particular eircumstances. We accept no responsibili$ for any loss or damage
occasioned by your reliance on information contained in this publication.
ey.com/ca
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TITLE: EY Casino Cheque lssuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis
BACKGROUND:
There have been suggestions in the media that patrons were coming into River Rock Casino
with dirty money, buying casino chips, playing notionally, then cashing the chips in and receiving
a cheque in return. BCLC commissioned EY to analyse if this occurred.
EY performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock
Casino during the three year period of January 1,2014 to December 31, 2016 (analysis period).
BCLC selected this period because it was alleged that money laundering was occurring during
this timeframe. The first analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of any
cheque over $10,000 that were issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons'
gaming activity. Every cheque over $10,000 for the time period was investigated, resulting in
2,031 cheques being analysed.

The attached appendix is EY's briefing note on their analysis.
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BRIEFING NOTE

-

OBSERVATIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Prepared For: Minister David Eby - February 20L9

By: Ernst & Young

LLP (EY)

Subject: Casino Cheque lssuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis

1.

Background:

performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock Casino
during the three year period of January L,2OL4 to December 31',201,6 (analysis period). The first
analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of any cheque over $10,000 that were
issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons' gaming activity. Every cheque over $10,000
for the time period was investigated, resulting in 2,031 cheques being analysed. The analysis was
performed to address the following mandate questions:
EY

1)
2)

3)
4l
5)

From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron walked in to
River Rock with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a
verified win cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not
reconcile to the Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if
the buy-in was cash or not?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron removed
funds from a patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without
any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF patron
deposited funds and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity

between the deposit and cheque request?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received
Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than $L0,000?

a

The second analysis EY performed consisted of identifying patterns of transaction and gaming activity at
River Rock reflected in the money laundering typologies defined below. This analysis was conducted for
28 patrons who were the recipients of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions related to the
mandate questions above from the first analysis performed. The money laundering typologies
addressed included the following:

.

o

Typology L - Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a patron buys
casino chips ("Buy-ln") or deposits funds into a PGF account and then subsequently layers
the funds through schemes such as Minimal Gaming, Chip Passing between patrons or Chip
Walking
Typology 2 - The division of cash or casino value instruments conducted in a series of
smaller value instruments to avoid threshold reporting for large currency transactions or
casino disbursements; transactions are often segmented into smaller values during the
same gaming day or across two or more

8C1C0002125.03

a

a

2.
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ment
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Typology 3 - patrons' use of foreign currency services or other financial instruments (e.g.,
traveler's cheques, casino cheques) to disguise the true source offunds
Typology 4 - patrons' use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-lns at the cage or Table Games that
take place with high frequency or are high in value when compared to the patrons'
employment or other due diligence on file

Discussion:

During the scope period across both analyses performed by EY, River Rock was in charge of documenting
buy-in transactions at the table view manual cash tracking forms, disbursements as they occurred during
the gaming day, the issuance of cheques to patrons and the deposit and withdrawal of funds for PGF
accounts.
BCLCs role during the scope period was

to report transactions that met the criteria for filings with

FINTRAC which included large currency transactions, casino disbursements and suspicious transaction
BCLC would also review patron incident reports and PGF account information to assess if any

reports.

mitigating factors needed to be applied to patrons based on the types of transactions being conducted
or background information regarding their occupation or other source of wealth information.
ln order to establish the population for the first analysis, BCLC provided
issued by River Rock that met all of the following criteria:

o
o
r
o
o

EY

with listings of cheques

lssued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
lssuedduringtheperiodof January I,2}1.4to December3L,2016 ("AnalysisPeriod")
lssued for $10,000 or more

to PGF or non-PGF patrons
Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

lssued

BCLC identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample criteria under the applied standard or risk based
approach to the overall cheque population. EY analyzed the cheques and supporting transaction
documentation that led to the issuance of the cheques and identified 49 cheques where exceptions
related to the mandate questions were identified.

pointforthe second analysis which was focused on identifying
money laundering scenarios associated to the 28 patrons who were issued the 49 cheques with
exceptions and their holistic transaction and gaming activity. EY selected a sample assessment period for
the activity of the 28 patrons that consisted of the patrons' rated play, casino transaction activity and
due diligence records for six months prior to and six months after the 49 casino cheques with exceptions

These cheques served as a starting

were issued by River Rock.

3.

Summary observations:

Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed as part of cheque issuance work, EY identified 49 cheques Q'aI%)
exceptions related to how they were issued.
a

with

The 49 exceptions were primarily related to verified win cheques that were issued for the

following:
o Amounts that included part of the original buy-in or could not be recalculated in full
based on River Rock's manual table cash tracking forms.

BC1C0002125 04

ment

o
o

One of the 49 cheques was issued where no gaming play was recorded and this was
issued as a return of funds cheque for the patron.
No verified win cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day.

ln order to identify if the cheque issuance exceptions involved any money laundering implications for
BCLC, EY analyzed transaction and gaming activity for the 28 patrons who had received the 49 cheques
identified with issuance exceptions.

o
o

Forty-eight of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions were issued without the
associated transaction activity flagging for any of the four AML typologies covered above
o One of the 49 cheques was issued as a result of an unsourced buy-in.
For the review of the patron's contextual gaming and transactions conducted for the period of
review prior and post the issuance ofthe 49 cheques, two ofthe total 553 cheques issued for
the 28 patrons had exceptions pertaining to the AMLtypologies covered above
o Of the two cheques with exceptions, one was funded from a sourced PGF Buy-ln and the
other was related to the unsourced buy-in covered above

Separate from the cheque activity analyzed, EY assessed the other transactions associated to the 28
patrons for the time period noted above for money laundering typologies.

r

Ten of the 28 patrons demonstrated transaction activity reflective of placement and layering
behavior. This behavior was associated to cash-out transactions for chips that were not
associated to the buy-ins the patron made during the gaming day or previous gaming days
analyzed for those individuals, thus they were considered unsourced
o Of the ten patrons whose transactions exhibited red flags for placement and layering
through unsourced chip Cash-Outs, BCLC took a standard or risk based approach in
applying mitigating action over the course of the Analysis Period for these ten patrons

through the application of transaction limitations, monitoring controls andf or reported

',"":"Ti"?fjl','J.[J]illii;.lliT;"Jj:l'Jl:;lTfi
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FINTRAC, respectively, for all ten patrons involved in the exchange of cash or
chips between two or more patrons.
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing four of the ten
patrons from making Buy-lns with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed"
chips. For any patrons who are flagged for cash conditions, they need to
provide documentation and support showing that the cash they have brought to
the casino was sourced from a financial institution (e.g. bank cheque, ATM
withdrawal).
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the four patrons
observed occurred before this became a requirement in British
Columbia to verify the source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or
more in January 201-8.
lnternal watch lists- BCLCdesignated all theten patrons as a "person of
interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be
monitored by BCLC.
Banning - BCLC banned two of the ten patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC
casino locations. One of the two patrons was banned following a Chip Passing
incident.
Nineteen of the 28 patrons exhibited one or more red flags pertaining to the integration of

8C1C0002125.05

Document
funds into the casino's systems. EY did not identify any activity associated with patrons funding
their PGF accounts from multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved

the use of cheque deposits
o Of the 19 patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of
funds, BCLC took standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating action over the
course of the Analysis Period for these 19 patrons through the application of transaction
limitations, monitoring controls and/or reporting the activity of the patrons to FINTRAC.
These mitigating factors and controls included:
. lnternal lncident Reports and STRs - BCLC filed reports either internally or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for large cash Buy-lns with low denomination bills, as
well as unknown source of funds for all 19 patrons.
. Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing ten of the L9 patrons

from making Buy-lns with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips.
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the ten patrons

r

observed occurred before this became a requirement in British
Columbia to verify the source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or
more in January 201-8.
lnternal watch lists - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 patrons as either a "person
of interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be

monitored by

'

4,

BCLC.

Banning - BCLC banned two of the 19 patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC
casino locations. One of the two patrons was banned for being considered
undesirable.

Next Steps:

ldentify if the observations above apply to any of the other casinos with similar operations to River

a

Rock
o This would include an assessment of the cheque issuance processes and AML typologies at
casinos that issue cheques and offer PGF account services to their patrons
Discuss any further areas of focus regarding cheque issuance and AML typologies for transaction and

gaming activity

8C1C0002125.06
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BRIEFING GUIDE - Casino Cheque lssuance and

Anti-Money Laundering Analysis

Plan

Lead

7. Describe Context

tim

EY was brought in by the BCLC Board and Executive in late 2A17, when news of money laundering
allegations at River Rock Casino Resort broke in the press. EY's mandate was to get to the truth of the
allegations.

was called by Rob Kroeker on Friday September 29,20t7, and the EY AML lnvestigation team - led by
Bob Boyle out of New York - travelled over the weekend to be on-site at BCLC ready to work on Monday
EY

morning.
a

lntroduce

o
o

EY

team:

Bob Boyle (New

York)- leads

Peter Law (Vancouver)

-

EY

gaming AML compliance work globally

leads EY's services at BCLC
Bob

2. The Punchllne
a

I lead EY's gaming AML compliance

a

I led the work

work in Canada and globally [Bob's technical and client credentials]

to investigate cheque issuance and money laundering typologies at River

Rock for the

two-

year period of January 201,4to December 2016 using a standard or risk based approach.
a

We identified and tested 100% of cheques >$10k issued at River Rock Casino. Total of 2,03L cheques. For
those identified with issuance exceptions, a holistic assessment was performed of the activity associated
to those patrons who received those cheques; 28 patrons in total.

a

We found that all verified win cheques issued at River Rock during the review period were directly
related to gaming play. Two cheques had exceptions; one for an unsourced cash-buy{n and one for a
sourced PGF deposit. These cheques totaled a combined $!.,300,000. Both cheques were issued as
return of funds cheques in these instances and were not systemic to any particular AML typology.
Bob

3. EY Scope
o

We focused our work on providing answers to five key questions for BCLC regarding the activity at River
Rock

o
o

-

these mandate questions were covered with

and the Board:

Did someone walk in to River Rock with cash and receive a cheque without casino play?
Did someone receive a verified win cheque for an amount not supported by a Cash Tracking Form
documenting their play for that day?

o

Did someone remove funds from a Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account & receive a Verified Win
Cheque without any casino play?

o

Did a PGF Patron deposit funds and receive a return of funds cheque with no gaming activity
between the deposit and cheque request?

o

Did someone receive a convenience cheque for an amount greater than 510,000?

4, Schedule & Approach
a

BCLC

Bob

First Report was completed in September 2018 - This report covered the investigation and analysis of
instances where cheques being issued at River Rock met any of the five questions to be addressed. EY
identified 49 observations for cheques issued to 28 patrons.

DMFT

- Subject to Change
Privileged and Confidential
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a

Second Report was completed in February 2019
49 observations against four AML

-

EY's analysis consisted of a

typologies.

further investigation into the
page 2

was responsible for the analysis of chegues, rated play and additional transaction activity for the
patron, assessing the supporting transaction documentation and documenting observations,
EY

a

to data was time consuming and manual
and subsequently sent to EY.

Access
Rock

as

information had to be collected by

BCLC

from River

Bob

5. Key findings
a

We found 28 patrons who received cheques identified with issuance exceptions.

a

No verified win cheques were issued

without gaming activity observed on the same day and were not

issued in connection with any AML typology red flags.
a

Two cheques of the 553 cheque population issued for the 28 patrons had exceptions pertaining to AML
typologies; one for an unsourced cash-buy-in and one for a sourced PGF deposit. Both cheques were
issued as return of funds cheques in these instances and were not systemic to any particular patron or

behavior.
tim

6. Next Steps

/

Peter K

work has not found evidence of systemic issues at River Rock related to money laundering typologies
involving cheque issuances.

a

EY's

a

BCLC has

implemented a tighter AML Compliance regime since this period of time (January 2Ot4-

December 2OL6l.
a

How do we put this to bed in your mind?

DRAFT

-

Subject to Change
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BRIEFING NOTE

-

OBSERVATIONS FOR DISCUSSION

Prepared For: Minister David Eby - February 2Ot9

Subject: Casino Cheque lssuance and Anti-Money Laundering Analysis

L.

Background:

performed two separate analyses regarding transaction activity for patrons of River Rock Casino Resort (
"River Rock"). The first analysis was performed to identify if there were any instances of cheques that were
issued to patrons that were not supported by the patrons' gaming activity. The analysis was performed to
address the following mandate questions:
EY

1)

2l
3)

4l
5)

From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron walked in to River
Rock with cash and received a cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a verified
win cheque for an amount that is not supported by a Cash Tracking Form, or does not reconcile to the
Cash Tracking Form provided, documenting their play for that day, regardless if the buy-in was cash or
not?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron removed funds from a
patron Gaming Fund ("PGF") account and received a Verified Win Cheque without any casino play?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a PGF patron deposited funds
and subsequently received a Return of Funds Cheque with no gaming activity between the deposit and
cheque request?
From the sample of cheques analyzed, were there cases observed where a patron received a
Convenience Cheque for an amount greater than $10,000?

performed consisted of identifying patterns of transaction and gaming activity at River
Rock reflected in the money laundering typologies defined below. This analysis was conducted for 28 patrons
who were the recipients of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions related to the mandate questions
above from the first analysis performed. The money laundering typologies addressed included the following:

The second analysis

.
o
r
a

2.

EY

Typology 1 - Funds placed or entered into the casino's system, such as when a patron buys casino
chips ("Buy-ln") or deposits funds into a PGF account and then subsequently layers the funds
through schemes such as Minimal Gaming, Chip Passing between patrons or Chip Walking
Typology 2 - The division of cash or casino value instruments conducted in a series of smaller value
instruments to avoid threshold reporting for large currency transactions or casino disbursements;
transactions are often segmented into smaller values during the same gaming day or across two or
more
Typology 3 - patrons' use of foreign currency services or other financial instruments (e,g., traveler's
cheques, casino cheques) to disguise the true source of funds
Typology 4 - patrons' use of PGF accounts or cash Buy-lns at the cage or Table Games that take place
with high frequency or are high in value when compared to the patrons' employment or other due
diligence on file

Discussion:

During the scope period across both analyses performed by EY, River Rock was in charge of documenting buy-in
transactions at the table view manual cash tracking forms, disbursements as they occurred during the gaming
day, the issuance of cheques to patrons and the deposit and withdrawal of funds for PGF accounts.

Privileged and Confidential
For Discussion Purposes Only
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BCLC's role during the scope period was to report transactions that met the criteria for filings with FINTRAC
which included large currency transactions, casino disbursements
page 2
suspicious transaction reports. BCLC would also review patron incident
reports and PGF account information to assess if any mitigating factors needed to be applied to patrons based
on the types of transactions being conducted or background information regarding their occupation or other

and

source of wealth information.
ln order to establish the population for the first analysis, BCLC provided
River Rock that met all of the following criteria:

.
o
r
o
r

EY

with listings of cheques issued by

lssued as a Verified Win, Return of Funds, or Convenience Cheque
lssued during the period of January 1,20t4 to Decembe r 3L,2OL5 ("Analysis Period")
lssued for $tO,Ooo or more
lssued to PGF or non-PGF patrons
Related to play that occurred at a Table Game (applicable to Verified Win Cheques only)

identified 2,031 cheques that met the sample criteria under the applied standard or risk based approach to
the overall cheque population. EY analyzed the cheques and supporting transaction documentation that led to
the issuance of the cheques and identified 49 cheques where exceptions related to the mandate questions were
BCLC

identified.
These cheques served as a starting point for the second analysis which was focused on identifying money
laundering scenarios associated to the 28 patrons who were issued the 49 cheques with exceptions and their
holistic transaction and gaming activity. EY selected a sample assessment period for the activity of the 28
patrons that consisted of the patrons' rated play, casino transaction activity and due diligence records for six
months prior to and six months after the 49 casino cheques with exceptions were issued by River Rock.

3, Summaryobservations:
Of the 2,031 cheques analyzed as part of cheque issuance work, EY identified 49 cheques Q.aL%l

with

exceptions related to how they were issued.

r

The 49 exceptions were primarily related to verified win cheques that were issued for the following:
Amounts that included part of the original buy-in or could not be recalculated in full based on

o
o
o

River Rock's manual table cash tracking forms.
One of the 49 cheques was issued where no gaming play was recorded and this was issued as a
return of funds cheque for the patron'
No verified win cheques were issued without gaming activity observed on the same day.

ln order to identify if the cheque issuance exceptions involved any money laundering implications for BCLC, EY
analyzed transaction and gaming activity for the 28 patrons who had received the 49 cheques identified with
issuance exceptions.

r
o

Forty-eight of the 49 cheques marked with issuance exceptions were issued without the associated
transaction activity flagging for any of the four AML typologies covered above
o One of the 49 cheques was issued as a result of an unsourced buy-in.
the
review of the patron's contextual gaming and transactions conducted for the period of review
For
prior and postthe issuance ofthe 49 cheques, two ofthetotal 553 cheques issued for the 28 patrons had
exceptions pertaining to the AML typologies covered above
o Of the two cheques with exceptions, one was funded from a sourced PGF Buy-ln and the other
was related to the unsourced buy-in covered above

Privileged and Confidential
For Discussion Purposes Only
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Separate from the cheque activity analyzed, EY assessed the other transactions associated to the 28 patrons for
the time period noted above for money laundering typologies.
page 3

o

Ten of the 28 patrons demonstrated transaction activity reflective of placement and layering behavior.
This behavior was associated to cash-out transactions for chips that were not associated to the buy-ins
the patron made during the gaming day or previous gaming days analyzed for those individuals, thus
they were considered unsourced
Of the ten patrons whose transactions exhibited red flags for placement and layering through
unsourced chip Cash-Outs, BCLC took a standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating
action over the course of the Analysis Period for these ten patrons through the application of

o

transaction limitations, monitoring controls and/or reported transaction activity to FINTRAC.

tn"',"':ll?fiifl

:fi:llff;fiffi lT-",t:[liJ,?;dreportseitherinterna,yorwith

for all ten patrons involved in the exchange of cash or chips
between two or more patrons.
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing four of the ten patrons from
making Buy-lns with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips. For any
patrons who are flagged for cash conditions, they need to provide documentation and
support showing that the cash they have brought to the casino was sourced from a
financial institution (e.g. bank cheque, ATM withdrawal).
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the four patrons observed
occurred before this became a requirement in British Columbia to verify the
source of funds for buy-ins of CAD 10,000 or more in January 2018.
lnternal watch lists - BCLC designated all the ten patrons as a "person of interest" or as
a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be monitored by BCLC.
Banning - BCLC banned two of the ten patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino
locations. One of the two patrons was banned following a Chip Passing incident.
Nineteen of the 28 patrons exhibited one or more red flags pertaining to the integration of funds into
the casino's systems. EY did not identify any activity associated with patrons funding their PGF accounts
from multiple financial institutions nor any integration red flags that involved the use of cheque deposits
o Of the 19 patrons whose transaction activity yielded red flags for the integration of funds, BCLC
took standard or risk based approach in applying mitigating action over the course of the
Analysis Period for these L9 patrons through the application of transaction limitations,
monitoring controls and/or reporting the activity of the patrons to FINTRAC. These mitigating
factors
i*.;:'iili:,J:'lli".i"rts and srRs - BCLC fited reports either internaily or with
FINTRAC, respectively, for large cash Buy-lns with low denomination bills, as well as
unknown source offunds for all 19 patrons.
Cash conditions - BCLC implemented controls preventing ten of the 19 patrons from
making Buy-lns with Unsourced cash or "Unsourced or borrowed" chips.
o All instances when cash conditions were applied for the ten patrons observed
occurred before this became a reguirement in British Columbia to verify the
source of funds for buy-ins of CAD L0,000 or more in January 2018.
lnternal watch lists - BCLC designated 18 of the 19 patrons as either a "person of
interest" or as a "high-risk patron" and placed them on a watch list to be monitored by
FINTRAC, respectively,

r

BCLC.

Banning - BCLC banned two of the 19 patrons from gaming at any of the BCLC casino
locations. One of the two patrons was banned for being considered undesirable.
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4. NextSteps:
a

ldentify if the observations above apply to any of the other casinos
with similar operations to River Rock

Page 4

o

a

This would include an assessment of the cheque issuance processes and AML typologies at casinos that
issue cheques and offer PGF account services to their patrons
Discuss any further areas of focus regarding cheque issuance and AML typologies for transaction and gaming

activity
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BCLC Letter to Sam Cooper

Kev Fncrs:
BCLC was informed by an individual's legal counsel that he and his client, received a
document from Postmedia journalist, Sam Cooper, entitled "Corporate Security and
Compliance AML Document' dated September 8,2015. The legal counsel advised BCLC that
Cooper stated the document was obtained as part of an FOI response.

BCLC records show the document has not been disclosed as a result of any BCLC FOI
request. The document contains confidential BCLC information and sensitive personal
information. As such, BCLC is obligated to determine how Cooper obtained the document, and
take any action necessary pursuant to the Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy
Act.

On November 21, 2017, BCLC is issuing a letter to Cooper, asking him to provide a FOI
request number associated with his receipt of the document and a list of parties to whom he
has disclosed the document. BCLC is also requesting the legal counsel not disclose the
document with anyone else.

Background:
ln a September 30, 2017 story that was published in the Vancouver Sun, reporter Sam
Cooper, identified Guo Tai Shi as a VIP gambler associated with the suspected criminal
network of Paul King Jin. ln the story, Shi is identified as someone BCLC investigators had
planned to interview due to his ties with Jin. Cooper cites "8.C. government documents" as the
source of this information. Cooper goes on to disclose a list of properties owned by Shi as part
of his land title search.

BCLC ResponsE PorNrs:
o

BCLC records show a document titled "Gorporate Security and
Gompliance AML Documentn' dated September 8, 2015 was not disclosed
as part of a BCLC FOI request.

o

The protection of personal privacy and confidential information is of
utmost importance to BCLC. As such, we are obligated to determine how
this document was disclosed.

o

Sensitive personal information from this document appears to have been
reported by Postmedia reporter, Sam Cooper. BCLC was also informed

BCLC0001 196

896
by a legal third party that Gooper provided them a copy of the document,
which he says was disclosed as part of a FOI request.
a

Given this document contains sensitive personal information BGLC is
requesting that Sam Cooper provide us with a FOI request number
associated with the disclosure of the document, and a list of parties with
whom the document has been shared.

Program Area Contact:

Name

Number

Laura Piva-Babcock, BCLC

Personal information
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Cooper Story:
Slot AML controls

Kev Facrs:
On December 21,2017, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.
http://vancouversun.com/news/national/b-c-s-top-slot-machine-players-rake-in-millions-in-jackpotsreview-shows
On December 20,2017 , BCLC received a request from Cooper for comment related to a Civil
Forfeiture case settlement from 2016. BCLC responded with messages regarding slot machine
verified win controls and ticket redemption machine levels.
On January 15,2016, the BC Civil Forfeiture Office filed a notice of civil claim regarding Chilliwack
resident Michael Manciniwhose vehicle was searched by RCMP on two separate occasions. During
these searches police seized drugs and currency. BCLC analysis and data show that the individual
frequented various gaming facilities and had won approximately $2.2 million in slot machine jackpots
in the previous 12 months at gaming facilities primarily in the in the lnterior and the Fraser Valley.

The conclusion of the civil forfeiture matter resulted in the forfeiture of $41,715 in cash seized from
the car Mancini had been driving when stopped by the police. Mancini's $29,085 in verified winnings
cheques were not forfeited.
The article reports problems of anonvmous plav associated with slot machines
"8.C. gaming enforcement investigators conducted a review of the 10 top slot machine players in
BCLC casinos in terms of large cash transactions. Investigators studied the period from April 2015 to
April 2016. The review counted only the 50 most recent transactions of over $10,000 for each player.
These transactions alone accounted for $33 million in disbursements, most of which were slot
jackpots paid out in cash... The big gamblers studied were sometimes cashing out tickets redeemed
for slot machine credits not played, review documents say. Casino experts say that gamblers can
submit slot machine vouchers into ticket redemption machines and receive cash back in exchange,
and that in this way gamblers do not need to be identified at casino cashier windows."

BCLG Response:
a

a

The maximum cash payout for a slot machine voucher from a ticket redemption machine is
$2,999.99 at any BCLC facility.
Any suspicious transaction is reported to FINTRAC and police.

This article reports about the risks of refining.

"'Thereis a nsk that stot machines could be used for refining ... i.e. converting $20 bills into $100 bills,'
the review says. /nsrde casrnos, $100-billdeposifs are viewed as /ess suspicious for money laundeing
concerns than $2}-billdeposds. However, the 10 big slot players studied apparently were mostly
feeding $100 bills into machines, according to the review."

8C1C0004314
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BCLC response:
a

a

a

a

There are controls in place at BC casinos to protect against refining, including automated controls
within BCLC's gaming management systems.
BCLC's controls, including those targeting refining, have been independently reviewed by
F|nTRAC and a national accounting firm with no deficiencies in those controls found.
All casino staff are required to complete AML training prior to working in a casino and it must be
repeated every two years.
The course, includes training on how to recognize suspicious behaviour including refining, as well
as transactions which must be reported to FinTMC.

This article critiques that slot machine AML controls are ineffective
"A heavily redacted conclusion for the slot audit sfafes; '(redacted) makes it virtually impossrb/e fo
determine a true value of their spend ... or to get a complete picture of their play. lt appears that while
controls are in place within BCLC sysfems to detect suspicious slot play, they may not be utilized to
their full potential." ln Mancini's case, jackpot winnings and verified casino win cheques apparently
were an impoftant factor."

BGLC response:

o
r
.
o
.

BCLC was not shown, consulted on or provided a copy of the GPEB slot report.
The money laundering and terrorist financing controls BCLC has over slot machine play meet or
exceed industry standards.
BCLC's controls were reviewed by FinTMC in 2016 and by a national accounting firm in 2017 and
no issues were found with its controls.
During the exit interview with FinTRAC at the close of the 2016 review, FinTRAC advised BCLC
that its controls were industry leading.
GPEB has been unable to advise BCLC as to how slot controls are not "utilized to their full
potential" and has made no recommendations with respect to how slot controls could be improved.

The article reports about Mancini's plaver activitv
'A police investigation showed that between November 2014 and October 2015, Mancini played in 10
Lower Mainland and FraserValley casinos and was paid out $2,189,880 bythe castnos. BCLC
documents say the payouts were all 'verified slot jackpot wins.' Mancini had 92 casino payouts of
$10,000 or more, documents say, including casino cheques worth $374,614, and $1.8 million in cash."
BCLC response:
a

This player's transactions and play patterns were monitored extensively, and game results were
within the range of outcomes expected for the level and type of play.

The article reports about the results of the CFO settlement
"The Civil Forfeiture Office aftempted to seize frcm Mancini as the proceeds of crime the Camaro,
three veified casino cheques worth $29,000, just over $41,000 in cash and drugs seized from the
vehicle. But in a statement of defence, Mancini denied 'attending casinos to launder money.' Mancini
'frequently affends casinos throughout British Columbia and is a legitimate and bona fide gambler,'
according fo his sfafement. BCLC documents say that in a negotiated settlement in June 2016,
Mancini forfeited $41,715 in cash and drugs seized from the Camaro. But he did not forfeit the
Camaro, or his three veifted casino cheques."

BC1C0004314.02
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BGLC response:
a

This matter was concluded without trial; as such, there were no findings of fact in the Civil
Forfeiture Office's civilclaim, and the verified win casino cheques were returned to the player.

Program Area Contact:

Laure Piva-Babcock

Personal information
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Gooper AML Story
RE: Chip Replacement

KeY Fecrs:
On December 20,2017 , Postmedia published another story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series
on allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.
http://vancouversun.com/news/national/documents-points-to-5000-chip-problems-at-river-rock-casino
On December 15, 2017, Cooper requested previously released FOI records (FOl 16-009) regarding a
casino chip replacement at River Rock Casino that took place in January 2016. Given that BCLC
released the package of records previously, BCLC FOI provided Cooper with the information.

On December 19, 2017, Cooper received 202 pages of redacted records consisting of email
correspondence between BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance staff; River Rock Casino third
party lT support staff; and additional records including letters from BCLC to River Rock security and
gaming floor staff; and BCLC operational planning, chip replacement processing and investigation
summary forms.
The article reports problems resardino disappearino $5.000 casino chips:
"BCLC believed the high number of outstanding River Rock Casino chips posed a personal risk to the
safety of those in possession of large quantities of these chips. The BCLC eventually completed a
recall of $5,000 chips at River Rock in January 2016. Most of the chips had been taken from high-limit
betting rooms. VIP gamblers were presented with cash or new chips in exchange for the old casino

cuffency."
BGLC Response:
BCLC casino chips are valid only at the B.C. gambling facility where purchased - they are not
transferable between casinos in B.C. nor other jurisdictions. BCLC brands its casino chips, specific
to the facility, and each chip contains identification trackers.

o
a

During the January 2016 chip replacement at River Rock, patrons that presented verified and
legitimate $5,000 casino chips were provided with new chips or a payout.

a

lf casino chips are suspected to be counterfeit, it is reported and provided to police as evidence.

The article states that the plan to replace the chips was delayed and there were information leak
concerns.
"The large volume of missing River Rock Casino chips risked the integrity of BCLC casrnog
documents say. But a confidential plan to replace the chips was delayed, according to documents,
and therc were concems of an information leak between BCLC and River Rock staff."

BCLC Response:

1
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a

a

a

The Chip swap was scheduled for September 2015 and had been kept confidential and tightly
controlled to ensure that any chips that may have been used for illicit purposes could be easily
identified, which would allow for further control and enforcement measures.
On the day before the chip swap was to commence, GPEB directed BCLC to cancelthe chip
swap. No specific reason was given other than the swap may interfere with their activities.
ln January of 2016, GPEB advised BCLC that it no longer had objections to BCLC conducting a
chip swap.

This article reports about a chip-swap policv requirement
"A BCLC memo regarding the emails exchanged befiireen BCLC and River Rock staff notes the
mention that "planning for the suvap is moving ahead despite 'comfort level' concerns of River Rock
Casino. AIso, there were 'concerns from River Rock that they might not have enough $5,000 chips for
the Chinese New Year, due to the decision not to issue new $5k chips until the chip exchange
program is complete."

"But in late December 2015, BCtC's director of anti-money laundering Ross Alderson wrote: 'lt
appears from the email chain like RRCR are havingissues ... lt would be nice to have a comfoft level
(information redacted) it is now a cunent policy requirement and the seruice provider should be

adhering to it."
BCLC response:
. GCGC/RRCR was fully supportive of the chip swap, and in fact it was GCGC that suggested a
chip swap as part of the strategy to deal with the emerging concerns over outstanding chips.
r The only concern GCGC/RRCR had was that they have sufficient supply of chips to meet
operational needs._
The article reports that BCLC met with GCGC in fall 2014 to discuss concerns about unsourced casino
value chips at River Rock:
'BCLC brass had been concerned about more than jusf misslng chips at River Rock, internal
documents obtained by Postmedia show. The documents say BCLC executives met with executives
from Nver Rock operator Great Canadian Gaming Corp. in October and November 2014 fo discuss
problems of extrcmely large cash deliveries, $5,000 chips leaving the casino and an alleged network
of VIP gamblers from China using "large volumes of unsourced casino value chips at River Rock
Casino."
BCLC response:
BCLC and GCGC worked in coordination to identify and respond to emerging money laundering
threats.
Allcircumstances where criminal activity was suspected, including money laundering, were
reported to GPEB or the police or both depending upon the situation.
Specific requests to investigate some circumstances were made by BCLC and GCGC of GPEB
and the police.
Service Providers are required by BCLC to track high-value chips ($5,000) on a daily basis. lf a
new player arrives to a casino with high-value chips that cannot be traced to that customer's play,
the chips would be refused.
. In addition, BCLC periodically refreshes casino chip stock to enhance game protection and other
aspects of casino security. BCLC has done three chip swaps in the last five years.

.
.
.
.

2
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a

a

a

Tens of millions of dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's AML program,
including refusing unsourced cash from 150 customers whom have been placed on specific
restrictions.
BCLC has made significant progress in the use of traceable cash alternatives at gaming facilities
in B.C. ln 201612017, over $1.9 billion in financial transactions were generated in B.C. Gaming
Facilities through secure and traceable cash alternatives such as bank drafts and debit
transactions.
Since 201412015, at least $100 million in cash transactions has been replaced with non-cash
options like bank drafts and electronic fund transfers. Between 201212013 and 201612017,fifiere
has been approximately $580 million in the increase of non-cash options including bank drafts and
electronic fund transfers.

The article reports that BCLC did not notifv GPEB sooner about concerns of disappearino casino
chips and suspected monev launderino.
"lntemal BCLC records also make it clear the gambling regulator was concerned that outstanding
River Rock $5,000 chips were allegedly used to fund illegal gambling and an underground economy in
B.C. These rccords also point to tension with B.C.'s gaming policy enforcement branch. ln mid-2015,
records say, when branch investigators became aware of the need for a chip recall, they accused
BCLC staff of not notifying them earlier of a problem the branch viewed as important to the integrity of
BCLC casinos."
BCLC response:
BCLC records indicate five instances where BCLC reported underground casinos/gaming houses.
These were reported to GPEB, RCMP and Fintrac on the following dates, 2016101125;2A16102117
20 1 6 I 021 1 8; 2O 1 6 I 021 22; and, 20 17 I 081 17 .

o
r

BCLC records indicate at least five incidents referencing illegal casino chips. These were reported
to GPEB, RCMP and Fintrac on the following dates; 2015107106;2A15112123;2015112130;
2016101 121; and, 201 6 lO4lO3.

The article reports about JIGIT:
'Ministry of Finance records from 2016 and 2017 make the connection between BCLC casino chips,
organized crime and illegalcaslnos. The records sayB.C.'s new Joint lllegal Gaming Unit continuesto
investigate the use of BCLC casino chips in illegalcasinos. And ongoing investigations have alleged
that high-level organized crime networks in B.C. with ties to mainland China are using illegalgambling
houses in Richmond and BCLC caslnos to launder money for drug traffickers.
"The investigafions allege there are "multiple roles filled by different people, which enabled the
organization in laundering large amounts of money through caslnog" the records say. And when
suspecfs were anested in raids of six residences, police captured large amounts of cash, bank drafts,
sulfcases and drug equipment, the records say."

BCLG response:
BCLC has worked closely with JIGIT in relation to providing information it has received in relation
to illegal gambling houses operating in Richmond.
BCLC flagged for JIGIT concerns that its chips could be attractive to criminals operating illegal
gambling houses.
BCLC understands that one or more illegal gambling houses have been shut down by police.
BCLC has had no reports from police or GPEB that any of its chips have been found or recovered
from any of these locations.

r
o
r
r
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Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

Personal information
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Cooper AML Story
RE: AML Presentation

Kev FRcrs:
On January 8,2018, Postmedia published another story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.

http://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/chinas-hunt-for-corrupt-officials-could-affect-bclc-whalegambler-revenue
ln his article, Cooper references a presentation released through a GPEB FOl, prepared by BCLC's
former Director of AML for a November 23,2016 presentation to the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners, titled "Rolling the Dice: Compliance in the BC Gambling Space."

The article reports allegations that VlPs / "whale qamblers" in B.C. casinos were part of a criminal
network:
"lnformation in Alderson's prepared s/ides provides background context about a network of ultrawealthy VIP bettors from China. According to allegations in govemment documents obtained by
Postmedia and RCMP's E-Pirate investigation, these VlPs were used by an organized crime group
with ties to maintand China to buy chips in B.C. casinos with cash suspected to be from drug
trafftckers."
BCLC Response:
r BCLC proactively bars suspected members of organized crime and those associated to criminal
activity from gaming facilities in 8.C., including more than 270 people identified to BCLC by law
enforcement through an information-sharing agreement.
. Since these circumstances arose (2015), tens of millions of dollars in cash transactions have been
refused under BCLC's program, including refusing unsourced cash from 150 customers who have
been placed on specific unsourced cash buy-in restrictions.
. Currently another 150 other customers are on various other types of conditions, including source
of funds and/or source of wealth reviews.
The article reports about the overall profile of the top hioh-roller oamblers in B.C. casinos:
'Alderson's presentation s/ides show that of the top 100 BCLC high-rollers, in the period of January to
September 2016, 97 were Asian. These top 100 high-stakes gamblers accounted for 54 per cent of all
large transactions in BCLC caslnog the documents show.

of these top 100 gamblers' occupations is provided. The top declared occupation was
real estate, followed by seruice, "other," impoft/expott, housewife and student.
"A breakdown

"These top gambters accounted for a major poftion of BCLC revenue. But Alderson's presentation
suggesfs fhese V/Ps are a volatile source of income, and they could be affected by political and
economic forces in China."
BGLG Response:
ln 2012, BCLC increased its customer due diligence efforts and began more in-depth interviews
with customers where concerns around source of cash and source of wealth were arising. ln
2014, BCLC continued to have concerns regarding a number of cash transactions, and reported
the concerns to police and GPEB and made repeated requests that they investigate.

t
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Where warranted, and based on individual circumstances, customers may be asked for
information around the source of the funds they intend to use for gaming.
ln every instance of a cash buy-in payment of $10,000 or more, or where suspicious
circumstances are present, BCLC ascertains detailed information on each customer's identity in
accordance with FINTRAC requirements.
lf concerns arise around the origin of funds, restrictions may be placed on the methods an
individual customer is permitted to use to buy in. For example, a customer may be restricted to
using bank drafts or certified cheques, or a customer may be banned from further play.

The article reports that Chinese oovernment actions and measures to combat flioht of capital were
affectinq hish-roller plav in B.C. casinos/impactino BCLC revenues:
"ln a slide titled'Recent impact on Asian whales,'the listed impacts include'alleged Chinese police
operations in B.C.'and an increase in lnterpolwanants for alleged conuption and bribery involving
Chinese officials. Other factors /lsfed include the volatility of China's stock market, and a decrease in
gambling revenue in Macau as China cracks down on the flight of capital.
"Anotherfactor is the proposed Canada and China repatriation treaty, in which China hopes to seize
and get back some poftion of Canadian assefs that China alleges have been purchased by fugitives
with ill-gotten gains."
BCLC response:
. ln 2015, there was a decline in high-limit casino play globally compared to previous years. This is
evident in reports from Las Vegas, Macau and across Canada.
r BCLG implemented stricter source of funds and source of wealth controls starting in summer 2015.
These controls included BCLC placing buy-in restrictions on players where source of funds
inquiries could not be adequately established. These restrictions included not permitting players to
buy-in with cash or complete bans on play. Where players were restricted from cash buy-ins, they
were still permitted to use bank drafts and other sourced and traceable buy-in options.
. lnformation on players placed on buy-in restrictions or banned, along with copies of suspicious
transaction reports are provided directly to the RCMP. ln addition, BCLC cooperates with police in
the development of intelligence on money laundering threats. We are the only gambling
jurisdiction in Canada to do this.
The article reports eioht individuals from China's financial fuoitives list arelhave oambled in B.C.
casinos:
"Documents obtained by Postmedia in a previous freedom of information disclosure show that B.C.'s
gaming poticy enforcement branch has conducted an audit to determine if any of the top 100 alleged
financial fugitives named by China'are gambling or have gambled in B.C. gaming facilities.'
The audit shows a clipping of eight suspects from China's so-called SkyNef Llsf.'
"However, several pages of findings and a conclusion on whether these suspecfs have gambled in
B.C. casinos arc completely redacted. A spokeswoman forthe Attorney General's ministry said an
investigation is continuing, and results of the audit cannot be released."

BCLC Response:
ln May 2015, BCLC AML reviewed the list of the 100 most wanted fugitives from China (aka
Skynet 100) through our Casino Reporting Systems (iTrak and Salesforce). Six people were
identified as matching the Skynet 100 list and had confirmed profiles in BCLC's casino
management system.
. The casino history of all individuals was reviewed through the BCLC AML due-diligence process.
All individuals had minimal gaming history for Large Cash Transaction reporting.
. BCLC subsequently notified and provided the names of these individuals to CBSA. BCLC also
immediately banned all these individuals from all B.C. gambling facilities for a period of 5 years.

r
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The article reports challenses for BCLC in probino for Source of Funds info and relationships with
GPEB:
"Competition from illegalcasinos in 8.C., and probing both the 'source of funds' and the 'source of
wealth' of BCLC gamblers are challenges for BCLC, presentation notes say. The presentation also
notes that 'politics' and the sharing of information among various agencies are challenges for BCLC."
BGLC Response:
BCLC has comprehensive source of funds and source of wealth procedures, which include indepth interviews with players as warranted.
BCLC's source of funds and source of wealth procedures are informed by, and fully aligned with,
the risk-based framework set out in guidance from FINTRAC and the FinancialAction Task Force,
the international anti-money laundering oversight body.
Despite a comprehensive AML program, challenges exist in source of wealth and source of funds
inquiries where police or GPEB do not share adverse information gathered on players to which
BCLC is not privy, i.e. where the police or GPEB are aware that a player is associated to
organized crime or is in possession of proceeds of crime. lf this information is shared with BCLC,
the player is immediately banned, but where it is not shared, BCLC may be unable to detect the
information, given that BCLC is not a police or investigative agency.

.
r

o

The article closes with the followino summarv of VIP gamblers, LCTs and suspected connections to
BC's real estate market:
"Alderson's presentation also highlights connections between VIP gamblers that are responsible for a
majortty of large and suspicious transactions in B.C. casinog and B.C.'s real estate industry. While
many of the VIPs are involved in real estate, according to Alderson's report, there has been a maior
disparity between the reporting of suspicious and large transactions in casinos versus B.C.'s real
esfafe sector. From 2010 to 2013 there were 2,045 suspiclous transactions filed in BCLC casinos. ln
the same time period B.C. realtors only repofted 13 suspicious transactions. And there were 65,920
large cash transactions reported in B.C. casinos from 2010 to 2013. Only seven were reported in B.C.
real e state tra nsaction s."

BCLC Response:
a

This work shows the comprehensive nature of the source of funds and wealth procedures and
analysis that is included in BCLC's anti-money laundering regime.

Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

Personal information
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Gooper AML Story
RE: Jin ML Network and
Loans

Kev Fncrs:
On January 12,2018, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos.

http://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/chinese-developer-took-2-68-million-cash-loan-in-richmondcoffee-shop-leoal-fi

li

nos-al leo e

The story focuses on the alleged PaulJin network, including illegal gambling houses, money lending
and recruiting "whale" gamblers to play in B.C. casinos. lt features a timeline of events that include
BCLC's knowledge of alleged transnational money laundering occurring at its casinos in September
2015.
The article reports about an onooing court dispute between Jin and a Chinese real-estate developer
associate:

'Jin says that on Dec. 24, 2015, he met a man named Xiao Bing Liu at a coffee shop on Richmond's
No. 3 Road to deliver ...a $2.68-million cash loan. Liu...claims he only signed a document in
exchange for gambling chips at an illegal casino in Richmond, and that he does not owe Jin any
money. The case appears fo shed light on elements of the RCMP's E-Pirate investigation. ln 2015, the
RCMP targeted an alleged organized-crime network accused of delivering cash loans sourced from
drug traffickers to VIP gamblers at Richmond's River Rock Casino, and running illegalcasrnos in
Richmond attended by high roller gamblers from China."

BCLC Response:
BCLC casino chips are valid only at the B.C. gambling facility where purchased - they are not
transferable between casinos in B.C. nor other jurisdictions- BCLC brands its casino chips, specific
to the facility, and BCLC incorporates various security features in chips to protect against illicit use
and fraud.
. BCLC records indicate at least five incidents referencing illegal casino chips. BCLC reported to
GPEB, RCMP and FINTMC on the following dates: 2015107106,2015112123,2015112130,
2016101 121 and 2Q16104103.
. BCLC has worked closely with JIGIT to provide information it has received in relation to illegal
gambling houses operating in Richmond.
o BCLC flagged for JIGIT concerns that its chips could be a target for criminals operating illegal
gambling houses.
o BCLC understands that police have shut down one or more illegal gambling houses. BCLC has
had no reports from police or GPEB that they found BCLC chips at any of these locations.
e During the January 2016 chip replacement at River Rock, patrons that presented verified and
legitimate $5,000 casino chips received new chips or a payout.
r Great Canadian Gaming/River Rock supported fully the chip swap to deal with emerging concerns
regarding potential illicit chip use and illegal gaming houses.
. BCLC records indicate five instances where BCLC reported underground casinos/gaming houses.
BCLC reported to GPEB, RCMP and FINTMC on the following dates: 2016101125,2016102117,
20161021 18, 2016102122 and 2017 l08l 17 .

r
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The article reports baos of cash were supplied bv Jin's network and delivered to whale oamblers at
River Rock:
"Lenders operating in or around River Rock Casino were using Jin's Silver International lnvestment to
detiver bags stuffed with $20 bills to VIP gamblers recruited from Macau, according to E-Pirate
attegations. B.C. Lottery Corp. documents obtained by Postmedia suggesf fhese so-called whale
gamblers could pay back these loans in China with liftle or no interest."

BCLC response:
BCLC and Great Canadian work in coordination to identify and respond to emerging money
laundering threats.
ln 2015, BCLC implemented a program to ban patrons, based on risk, from using cash that was
unsourced or suspected to be from illegal sources. Since mid-2015, BCLC has placed 180 players
on sourced-cash conditions. lt has also banned over 27O people for posing a risk to public safety,
involvement in criminal organization activities or criminal conduct likely to generate proceeds of
crime.
r BCLC reports all circumstances of suspected criminal aclivity to GPEB and the police.
. BCLC reports all suspicious financialtransactions to FINTRAC, GPEB and the police.
r BCLC and Great Canadian made specific requests to GPEB and the police to investigate some
circumstances of suspected criminal activi$ involving suspicious financial transactions.
o Tens of millions of dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's AML program.
r BCLC has made significant progress in the use of traceable cash alternatives at gaming facilities
in B.C. tn 2Q1612017 , B.C. gambling facilities generated over $1.9 billion in financial transactions
through secure and traceable cash alternatives such as bank drafts and debit transactions.
. Since 201412015, at least $100 million in cash transactions have been replaced with non-cash
options like bank drafts and electronic fund transfers. Between 201212013 and 201612017, there
has been an approximate $580 million increase of non-cash options including bank drafts and
electronic fund transfers.

.
o

The article reports about BCLC's intellioence oathered around monev-launderino activities followino
interviews with plavers. and suspicions that oamino staff were also implicated:
"So far, BCLC has been able to determine that for a number of players, they readily admit to not
knowing the source of their cash, and that they pay back in susprbious circumstances usrng suspicious
methods with tittle or no interesf,"a Sepfember 2015 BCLC document regarding the Jin investigation
sfafes. "This would indicate transnational money laundering rather than loan sharking.
"The document also claims'There are likely people involved in the regulated B.C. gaming industry that
are involved in facilitating proceeds of crime for players. Although cash is still the main instrument of
choice for ... whales, it will not be acceptable in the public eye if more player due diligence is nof taken

around receiving cash."

BCLC response:
BCLC tracks and investigates any unusual incidents or circumstances and reports suspected
criminal activity to GPEB and police who have the authority to investigate and recommend
charges.
o BCLC has an information-sharing agreement with law enforcement that has led to the banning of
over 270 people for posing a risk to public safety.

.
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The article reports around Jin's previous oambling activitv and subsequent barring from BC Casinos
and connection to underoround loans etc:
"According to a legal letter from Great Canadian, the operator of River Rock Casino, Paul Jin
conducted S0large cash transactions from May to September 2012 at the casino, and Great
Canadian filed reports on these transactions.
"After that, the BCLC barred Jin from B.C. casinos, according to Great Canadian's legal letter.
"After Jin was barred, River Rock staff were the ftrst to uncover the lending activities of Jin and his
group near River Rock," the legal letter from Great Canadian says. 'ln Jin's case, after numerous
reports ... the RCMP eventually agreed to investigate Jin in 2014."

BCLC response:
As part of its anti-money laundering program, BCLC reports all incidents of suspicious financial
transactions directly to the police. This collaborative practice has been in place since 2009.
o BCLC first reported these matters to FINTRAC, police and GPEB in 2012 and banned this
individual shortly after this time. BCLC continued to monitor and report any suspicious activity
identified to authorities while proactively banning players.
o ln 2014, BCLC met with police in person to request formally an investigation into these activities.
. This matter remains part of an on-going investigation.

.
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Gooper AML Story
RE: SAS Anti-money-laundering

software

Kev FRcrs:
On February 9,2018, Postmedia published an article as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in and around B.C. casinos:
http:i/vancouversun.com/news/local-news/bclc-staff-unable-to-properlv-use-7-million-anti-monevla u ndering-software-prog ram
The story focuses on the alleged limitations and breakdowns of the Statistical Analysis Software
(SAS), which is one of a number of tools that BCLC uses to assist in identifying suspected money
laundering transactions. Cooper's information appears to come from documents obtained through
freedom of information requests and conversations he told BCLC Media Relations that he has had
with B.C. Government officials.
The article reports that the SAS software has not met expectations to automate aspects of customer
and transaction monitorino for monev-launderinq threats, creating reportino oaps that overlook risks.
'BCLC's new software was expected to'eliminate many manualprocesses'and'support a detailed
view of a custome/s risk profile ... in order to identify circumstances which need the direct aftention of
BCLC investigators,'according to a February 2017 BCLC memo, obtained by Postmedia in a freedomof-i nformation req uest.
"lnvestment in the software would result in a system, the memo says, "that automates most aspects
customer and transaction monitoring for money-laundering risks. lt will allow BCLC to better riskassess money-laundering threats and allow more sophisticated and timely responses.

of

"But, four years afterthe new high-tech system was planned, the program, called Statistical Analysis
Software, is barely functioning... And BCLC analysts claim they donT have the ability to use the
sysfem and produce reports regarding large and potentially risky transactions, without manual efforts."

BGLC Backsround:
a

a

a

a

a

SAS is an integrated software suite developed by SAS lnstitute (www.sas.com) that can mine,
alter, manage and retrieve data from a variety of sources and perform statistical analysis for
multitude of business purposes. BCLC uses SAS for two primary components:
o SAS business intelligence functions
o SAS anti-money laundering (AML) functions
Since 2016, BCLC has used SAS business intelligence functions for all our lines of business to
support greater customer understanding through comprehensive data analysis, and increased
product performance and management.
SAS is one of several technological solutions and processes that support our AML program.
BCLC was the first application of this tool for AML outside of the banking sector, and the
conversion to the gaming sector proved more complex than originally anticipated by SAS.
BCLC will continue to build out SAS analytics capabilities over the nexl 18-24 months that will
help enhance and evolve our AML analytics and support our AML program.
Prior to the SAS project, BCLC used, and continues to use, a system called iTrak to automate
1
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several security and AML functions. SAS has added some automation to BCLC's current
processes, and it provides the basis for further automation. The providers of iTrak also
continue to add automated functionality and analytic capabilities.
iTrak is an incident-management system which acts as the main repository for incident and
transaction data collected on players. BCLC manages FINTMC reporting through this
software solution. BCLC uses five other solutions for various analytics as well as four open
source external databases to build profiles and assess the risk associated with certain players

The article reports about reasons for the delaved implementation of the SAS AML software.
"But even though the software was designed for BCLC, it hasnt been functioning to meet BCLC's
needs. The system was supposed to be running in 2016, but its launch was expected to be delayed
until later in 2017, according to the 2017 memo." "Adapting the system for BCLC's needs 'proved
more complex than originally anticipated,' a BCLC statement says, and getting fhe sysfem to work as
intended 'is an ongoing priority.' At some point in 2017, though, BCLC was able to get the system to
'automate alerts regarding key anomalies to support our anti-money-laundering program,'the
statement claims. The system has so far cost $7.3 million to implement, the statement sald."
BCLG Backqround:
a

a

a

a

a

Since 2016, BCLC has used SAS business intelligence functions for all our lines of business to
support greater customer understanding through comprehensive data analysis, and increased
product performance and management.
SAS supports greater customer understanding and increased product performance and
management across all lines of our business. SAS business intelligence functions work as
intended and have met all expectations.
ln 2017 , BCLC began using SAS to monitor and automate some alerts, which support its antimoney laundering program. The software has a number of other capabilities that BCLC will
prioritize in the next 18-24 months.
SAS is one of several technological solutions and processes that support our AML program.
BCLC was the first application of this tool for AML outside of the banking sector, and the
conversion to the gaming sector proved more complex than originally anticipated by SAS.
BCLC will continue to build out SAS analytics capabilities that will help enhance and evolve our
AML analytics and support our AML program.

As part of an FOI request. the reporter requested records surrounding non-cash. patron oaming-fund
accounts. To provide the scope of information requested would have involved manv resources and
hours of labour. However. the context of the article reports that BCLC analvsts don't have the abilitv to
use the SAS svstem to extract this information and that creatinq records reqarding potentiallv riskv
transactions would require hundreds of hours of manual efforts.
"BCLC staff confirmed to Postmedia this week that data analysts dont have the ability to use the
sysfem, and they claim the task of creating records regarding potentially risky transacf,bns would
require hundreds of hours of manual efforts. That information came out in the context of a
Postmedia FOI request about risks surrounding non-cash, patron gaming-fund accounts...
"This would be the type of data that BCLC's automated Statistical Analysis Software could be
expected to produce with ease. But BCLC staff informed Postmedia thatthe information request
was too challenging to handle, since staff must produce the data by "extracting, compiling and
analyzing information from databases, and then conducting a significant manual review."
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BCLG Backqround:

r
.
o
.
r

The reporter requested Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account information, which is in fact
banking information. Gaming Service Providers manage PGF accounts directly, and accounts
are at one of Canada's major banks.
The reporter holds the expectation that had SAS delivered on allfunctionality, SAS could be
used to manage and report on bank account transactions. SAS was never intended to be a
bank account management system.
Accordingly, the reporter's FOI requests are unrelated to SAS' intended or actualAML
functionality.
SAS is one of severaltechnological solutions and processes that support BCLC's AML
program.
BCLC utilizes a combination of software based and manual processes; which is standard
practice for all casinos and other entities reporting to FINTMC. BCLC's systems processes
and procedures meet allfederal regulatory prevention, monitoring and reporting requirements
pertaining to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act as
evidenced by recent independent reviews of BCLC's AML program by FINTRAC and EY.
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Gooper AML Story
RE: Jln Gonnections with
Casino Staff

Kev FRcrs:
On February 24,2018, Postmedia published a story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos:
http://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/police-probed-calls-made-from-burnabv-casino-to-e-piratesuspect-paul-kino-iin
ln his article, Cooper outlines allegations by an unnamed source that B.C. casino staff helped facilitate
third-party transactions and other questionable practices, such as identifying high-level players for
illegal loan sharks, primarily at the River Rock, but also Grand Villa and Starlight Casinos. Most of the
allegations date back to 2010.
The article reports that. accordino to oovernment documents. RCMP met to discuss casino statf
members alleoedlv aidino Jin and his monev-launderino network in 2015:
"At an August 2015 'Jin file' meeting, members of RCMP's federalserious and organized crime unit
reviewed information about several calls that were made to Jin from inside Grand Villa casino in June
2015, documents show. A Postmedia source with knowledge of the Jin file said investigators
established the calls were made ftom a cellphone registered to the casino. The information raised
concems for investigators that a casino staffer might be involved in facilitating cash deliveries from
Jin's network, the source said. After initial meetings on the calls made from the Burnaby casino to Jin's
phone, it was unclear if investigators ever identified a suspecf among casino staff, a source said.
"The documenfs a/so say that in multi-agency meetings about Jin, RCMP investigators expressed their
perception that B.C. Lottery Corp. leadership seemed unwilling to tackle what police viewed as a clear
problem of huge volumes of susprcrous cash flooding B.C.casi'hos."

BCLC Background:
r As clarified in the article, Gateway Casinos &
th

Redacted - RCMP

Redacted - RCMP
a

a

a

a

a

RCMP has never communicated to BCLC its alleged concerns regarding a perception that BCLC
was unwilling to address suspicious cash concerns.
BCLC in fact alerted the RCMP to concems regarding suspicious cash, and supported RCMP
members with a presentation designed to encourage an investigation into the concerns.
As part of it is anti-money laundering program, BCLC works collaboratively with RCMP and GPEB
by sharing all suspicious financialtransaction reports submitted to FINTRAC. This practice has
been in place since 2009.
ln 2O14, resulting from new legislated requirements set out in the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) Tenorist Financing Act, BCLC increased its customer due diligence efforts to include
more in-depth interviews with customers to determine their source of cash and source of wealth.
ln 2014, BCLC identified a number of suspicious cash transactions occurring at Lower Mainland
casinos and reported those concerns to the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit (CFSEU),
Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) and GPEB, requesting that they investigate. BCLC
also continued to implement additionalanti-money laundering (AML) controls in response.
1
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The article reports questionable behaviour amonost some VIP casino staff is not an isolated incident:
"lt is not uncommon for staff in BCLC caslnos to be accused of inappropriate contact with illegal cash
lenders, Postmedia's review of gaming enforcement branch reports shows. Most recently, prominent
River Rock Casino V/P hosfess Lisa Gao, who oversaw all high-limit betting operations, was deregistered and lost her job in February after an enforcement branch investigation into allegations that
she 'acted in direct viotation ot BCLC and Fintrac directives about third pafty cash buy-ins."'

BCLC
Redacted - FINTRAC

a

per
sent a
nvestigation Team (JlGlT), GPEB and Criminal
report to the Joint lllegal
copy
lntelligence Service of B.C.
BCLC's AML unit notified GPEB of the circumstances surrounding the incident on Sept 14,2017 .
GPEB registration subsequently commenced its own investigation and cancelled the gaming
worker registration of Gao on November 24,2017, a decision that was upheld following a GPEB
review.
BCLC's AML Unit conducted in-depth due diligence inquiries and background checks of all the
individuals believed to be involved or in any way associated to this occurrence, which involved a
River Rock VIP host (Gao) assisting an individual to purchase chips on behalf of his employer not allegations of illegal cash lending as the reporter states.
Rcdactcd

.
.

-

F

I

NTRAC/RClvlP

Further in the article. Cooper reports specific cases of VIP staff investioations in 2010:
"Documents obtained by Postmedia through freedom-of-information show that, since 2010, the
enforcement branch has investigated a number of cases involving VIP staff at Metro Vancouver
casinos.

"Another BCLC investigation repoft talks about'allegations of improper activities by VIP hosts and
atlowing loan sharks to operate' at Vancouver's Edgewater Casino in June 2010. The case was not
initialty reported to police, the documenf says. BCLC has yet to respond to a request for information
on the outcome of fhis case.
"Another BCLC investigation file says that in September 2010, at Burnaby's Grand Villa casino,
suspecfs were involved in a third-party exchange of cash. One gambler cashed out $110,000 wotth of
chips, but only pocketed $10,000. Next, an unidentified person was obserued 'placing the rest (of the
money) into a bag, supplied by a VIP host, and carrying the money out of the casino.'

'The redacted document does not explain whether the VIP host was investigated in fhls susptbious
large cash exchange transaction.

'Another September 2010 BCLC investigation file at the Burnaby casino alleges 'possible loan
sharking activity in the VIP toom.'
Police were not called initially in either case, BCLC documents show."
BCLC Background:
BCLC and its Service Providers noted the incidents described in this article and reported them to
GPEB.
During this period, BCLC, with reports from Great Canadian and Gateway, identified a number of
individuals involved in what appeared to be cash facilitation and other suspicious financial
transactions. ln addition to tightening its own controls, BCLC and Service Provider officials met

r
.
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with both police and GPEB to outline concerns and request the police and GPEB investigate a
number of identified individuals for suspected money-laundering transactions.
in Surrey
BCLC met with CFSEU at RCMP head
Redacted - RCIVlP
and to request that police investigate
for CFSEU on
and
a
n
o
RCMP
Redacted
Rcdactcd RCltrlP and as
police
and their
to
typical habits related to Rcdactcd RCtulP
a formal complaint in retation toS on
m
BCLC met with RCMP

o'@toidentifyffi

o

o

I

RCMP FSOC advised BCLC that it had started an investigation
Rcdactcd - RCtu1P
(E-Pirate)
an
investigation
RCMP FSOC started
Regarding a reference that BCLC did not respond to the reporter's question related to an incident
at Edgewater:
BCLC received a request from Sam Cooper on October 2,2017 about the possibility that
casino staff was bribed, between 2012 and 2015, to somehow facilitate the ability of VIP
players to cash out in ways that would allow them to facilitate money-laundering activities.
BCLC responded to that request on October 10,20'17, noting that BCLC has no authority
to conduct criminal or regulatory investigations; however if either of these circumstances
were to occur and BCLC were to become aware, BCLC would immediately report to the
police and to the Provincial Gaming Regulator (GPEB) to investigate.
o

a
a

W

iarir,-l1rJ

Rcdactcd -

RCI\,1P

o

o
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Gooper AML Story
RE: Top 25 PGF Payouts

Date: March 19,2018

Key Fncrs:
On March 13,2018, Postmedia published a story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos:
http://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/massive-bclc-casino-cheque-pavouts-were-mostlv-returned-

funds
Cooper focused his story on data released through BCLC FOI request 17-O78 (shipment one, sent
February 27) and a subsequent response (sent March 8) of five copies of cheques not included in the
initial FOI response package. BCLC advised in the FOI response letter that cheque amounts may be
misinterpreted, and conclusions based only upon a cheque amount are likely to be erroneous and
misleading, without a clear and informed understanding of a player's complete buy-in and cash-out
history along with the overall win/loss ratio for that player.

fhe 25 PGF cheque payouts were made to eight

players, who are well known to BCLC. Two of these
players are currently barred from all gambling facilities in B.C. for attempting to cheat (one barring
expires November 2018 and the other expires February 2019).

The other six remain active players in BCLC facilities. BCLC has fully identified these players through
government photo identification and background due diligence checks. BCLC monitors their play on
an ongoing basis. BCLC has discovered no information that would suggest these players are involved
in or associated to any criminal activity, nor connected to individuals involved in criminal activity.
BCLC has also received no advice or adverse information from police or GPEB that would suggest
these players are involved in or associated to criminal activity or that BCLC should ban them. Five of
the six players have an extensive gaming history with BCLC dating back as far back as 2010, 2011,
201 1, 2015, 201 5 respectively.
One of the six players is a seasonal player, who has a minimal history of activity over a lengthy period.
This player came into BCLC sites one to two times a year from 2007 lo late 2010. He did not return
until 2016 and has only attended a casino 10 times since.

About Patron Gaming Funds (PGFs):
Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts allow customers to transfer money (over $10,000) between their
casino account and their approved Canadian bank account, eliminating the need to bring cash into a
casino. Account holders can link their casino accounts with up to two approved Canadian bank
accounts, allowing direct transfers from a bank account. Players can deposit funds to a PGF using a
certified, personal or Canadian casino cheque; bank draft; debit card; or online banking.
Funds deposited into PGF accounts are legaltender confirmed as sourced cash. Therefore, patrons
are able to withdraw any amount of funds from the account, at any time, including in multiple cheques.
Players may request more than one cheque for a variety of reasons. For example, if a player wants to
use one portion of a PGF withdrawal for a future buy-in, the player may request payout via more than
one cheque so that the player does not have to return with the entire amount of withdrawn funds if
they so choose. PGF cheques can only be issued to the player associated with the PGF account.
1
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The article reports that most of the PGF pavouts were not for oamblino wins:
"The majority of big-money cheques r.ssued to B.C. Lottery Corp. high-rollers in 2016, including a $2.4
million retum of funds, were not for gambling wins, according to a Postmedia News analysis of patron
gaming accounts used by VIP gamblers.

"Postmedia examined the ways in which high-value cheques are disbursed from BCLC "non-cash"
patron gaming fund accounfs because documents say that B.C.'s gaming policy enforcement branch
is concemed that these accounts are almost exclusively funded through bank draft deposifs
connected to a small number of high-risk VIP gamblers frcm Asia.
"The enforcement branch says fhls could be a problem, because'the majority of bank drafts are
accepted' by casino operators 'without knowing whether the funds are coming from the (VlP
gamblefs) own bank account,' documents say. 'Some of the drafts are blank. ... Customer due
diligence (of some VIP gamblers) responsible for a significant amount of patron gaming fund account
activity may not be sufficient."'

BCLC Background:
PGF cheque amounts represent the amount cashed out by the player. They do not represent buyin amounts, win/loss history or other cash outs.

.
a

.

"Return of patron gaming funds" and "no buy in - patron took cheque" are terms used by Service
Providers to indicate that players are clearing out their PGF account, and not expected to return to
play in the foreseeable future.
BCLC has implemented several layers of anti-money laundering oversight, including daily
monitoring of any PGF deposits by bank draft, followed by minimal play and removal of funds. This
includes BCLC's requirement that all Gaming Service Provider staff must receive anti-money
laundering training prior to working on the gaming floor or in a surveillance capacity. The AML
training aligns with FINTRAC guidelines and provides gaming staff with potential indicators of
suspicious financial activity that they should be aware of on the gaming floor.

The article states PGFs are promoted to high-risk plavers as a means of better trackino and reviewino
their oamblino activitv:
"Patron gaming accounts were promoted for high-risk VIP gamblers who have been associated with
the transnational money laundering of suspected drug-dealing cash in BCLC caslnos. The accounts
are supposed to provide a better audit trail for source of funds, and prevent gamblers from leaving
casinos with cunency that appears to be 'cleaned.'
^BCLC said the idea is that if there was an indication a gambler was depositing bank drafts into a
patron gaming account, then asking for a cash-out by cheque without'an expected level' of gambling,
that account would immediately be flagged for review."

BCLC Background:
This is factual. lf there is any indication that a patron was using a PGF account to deposit bank
drafts into a PGF account in an effort to receive a cheque back without an expected level of play,
the PGF account would be flagged immediately for potential review/action by BCLC's anti-money
laundering unit.

o
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The BCLC AML unit also receives daily reports in relation to bank drafts brought in, and cheques
going out, on a 30-day rolling view to identify suspicious activity. As part of its anti-money
laundering oversight, BCLC has the authority to require the closure of any PGF account.

The article states BCLC could not initiallv find all cheque records requested throuoh FOI:
'BCLC could not initially find copies of five of the top 25 patron gaming fund cheques on site at River
Rock Casino, including the largest patron fund disbursalfor 2016, a $2.4-million cheque. Postmedia
asked BCLC if there could be any concerns that the cheques that couldn't be located on site at River
Rock were not properly marked... BCLC said after following up with the casino, it was able to obtain
copies of the five cheques for Postmedia."
BCLC Background:
a

BCLC policy requires Service Providers to retain copies of PGF cheques on site until reviewed
by BCLC during periodic gaming operations reviews. These reviews occur at minimum three
times a year, per site. After that, Service Providers are not required to hold copies of cheques
on site but must ensure the records remain available for 7 years.

a

ln one case, neither a copy of the cheque nor cheque-stub record was located on site by the
Service Provider; however, the cheques are retrievable from the bank at which they were
processed.

a

BCLC asked the Service Provider to obtain copies of the cheques not retained on site from its
bank, and BCLC provided the copies (not included in the initial FOI response package) to the
applicant in a subsequent response on March 8, 2018.

a

BCLC reviewed these PGF cheques in 2016 as part of its gaming operations reviews. There
was no indication the Service Provider was not in compliance.

The article cites the onqoino Guo lawsuit as the one known case in B.C.. in which monev laundering
and fraud have been alleoed in connection to a BCLC PGF account:
BCLC Background:
BCLC monitors play activity and PGF account activity and investigates unusual activity
by requesting proof of source of wealth.

r

-

including

a

ln July 2016, Hong Guo and the Guo Law Corporation started an action against several
defendants regarding the alleged misappropriation of funds. BCLC is not a party to the litigation.

a

ln August 2016, BCLC was advised that Plaintiffs' counsel was seeking to have records disclosed
regarding one of the defendants, Pan, as it is alleged that she had indicated she had a PGF
account with Gateway Casino & Entertainment Limited. BCLC fully complied with the court order
for records. BCLC has had no further involvement with the litigation.

o

The allegations against the defendants are unproven and still before the courts.
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ISSUE: Postmedia AML Story re: HLT Advisory Report and Potential Revenue lmpacts

Kev FRcrs:
On March 16,2018, Postmedia published a story as part of reporter Sam Cooper's series on
allegations of money laundering and related illegal activities in B.C. casinos:
http://vancouversun.com/news/national/embarooed-until-330-am-fridav-confidential-report-antimonev-launderino-measures-will-sionificantlv-reduce-bclc-casino-revenue
BCLC commissioned HLT to analyze the possible impacts of a $10,000 cash buy-in limit at
B.C. casinos shortly after the Province appointed Dr. Peter German to conduct an
independent review of anti-money laundering policies and practices in B.C. casinos.
Restricting cash buy-in amounts in B.C. casinos was a recommendation from the MNP
Review. BCLC wanted to advise government as it prepared for its Service Plan, due on
February 20,2018 to the Ministry. BCLC typically makes assumptions in its financial
projections and, at the time, believed the potential initiative had a likelihood of occurring. HLT
provided its report to BCLC on October 11,2018, which BCLC used to inform financial
forecasts in its 2018-2021Service Plan.
Capping cash buy-ins could serve as one additional prescriptive control for money-laundering
risks, and addresses perceptions of money laundering associated with the use of cash. lt is
fair to assume that controls placed on the acceptance of cash may reduce the volume of play
and therefore revenue generated by BCLC for the Province of B.C.
BCLC commissioned the analysis before, and without prior knowledge of, Dr. German's
interim recommendations. Since that time, BCLC implemented Dr. German's first interim
recommendation through enhanced procedures requiring that all cash and bank draft /
certified cheque buy-ins for $10,000 or more, in one or more transactions within aZ4-hour
period, have an original receipt of the transaction that shows the financial institution, branch
number and account number.

While this measure differs from the hypothetical $10,000 cash cap on table game cash buyins analyzed by HLT, this control can help to prevent the use of proceeds of crime at casinos.
The article had an inaccurate headline: "$88 Mil/ion in Casino Revenue lt'ed to
Susprcioas Cash Deals"
BCLC Background:

o
.

BCLC commissioned the analysis of a potential $10,000 cash cap to inform financial
forecasts in its 2018-2021Service Plan.
This headline is untrue. The analysis looked at Large Cash Transactions - cash
transactions of $10,000 or more - not at transactions that were suspicious or
concerning.

The articte outtines the report. commissioned bv BCLG. estimates a potential drop in
casino revenues

8C1C0001211.02
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"lf all chip purchases with over $10,000 in cash were banned, and allthe high-stakes gamblers
accustomed to making transactions at this level responded by not gambling again in 8.C., the
province would lose about $584 million in chip'buy-ins' annually, according to HLT's estimates.
That reduction would translate into a /oss of $82.7 million in net revenue for B.C.'s casinos.
B.C. Loftery Corp.'s share would drop by $47 million each year. And the casinos, which keep
44 per cent of revenue, would /ose $38.5 million in commissions.
"HLT calculated that if all of these high-rollers continued to come to B.C. casinos, but could
only spend $9,999 a day in cash buy-ins, annual cash-buy-ins would drop by $230 million. And
total revenue taken in by B.C. casinos would drop by $34.5 million. B.C. Lottery Corp. would
lose $18.6 million, and the casrnos would lose $1 5.2 million per year."

BCLC Background:
a

o

o

a

a
a

a

ln total, HLT estimated that between $34.6 and $87.7 million of net win could be lost if
cash buy-ins were restricted to amounts less than $10,000.This loss of net win would affect
revenue to government (through BCLC)with a reduction in net income of between $18.6
and $47.2 million. This equates to 1.4 to 3.6 per cent of BCLC's budgeted net income for
fiscal year 2O18119.
HLT estimated that Service Providers could lose between $15.2 and $38.6 million in
commissions.
BCLC reports on net win, which is revenue after prizes. Net income to government is net
win, less commission payable by BCLC to Service Providers and BCLC operating costs.
HLT's analysis utilized the commission structure contained in BCLC's former Operational
Services Agreement (OSA) with Service Providers: 40 per cent for table games, plus three
per cent for Facility Development Commission (FDC) and 2 per cent for Accelerated
Facility Development Commission (AFDC) programs, less one per cent table game
supplies, thus totaling 44 per cent.
Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts support BCLC's cash alternative program, thereby
reducing the risk of unsourced cash entering B.C. casinos.
PGF accounts allow customers to buy in with more than $10,000 by allowing for the
transfer of money between their casino account and their approved Canadian bank
account. This eliminates the requirement and risk associated with carrying large amounts
of cash into a casino, and is one measure to prevent the use of un-sourced cash or
proceeds of crime in casinos.
lf a cash buy-in of $10,000 or more occurs with funds withdrawn from a PGF account,
BCLC files a Large Cash transaction report with FINTMC.

The article cites concerns around monev-launderinq activitv through PGF accounts:
"The report nofes that high-sfakes gamblers a/so use B.C. Lottery Corp. patron gaming fund
accounts, which are funded with bank drafts. These accounts can receive hundreds of millions
rn deposifs annually from bank drafts but, as Postmedia has reported, B.C.'s gaming
enforcement branch is concerned that many of the drafts could have suspicious origins. Eby
acknowledged that a crack down on bank drafts could lead to further B.C. casino revenue
reductions that were not considered in HLT's analysis.

8C1C0001211.03

"Eby said he is aware of allegations that some VIP gamblers may have been funding their
patron gaming fund accounts with black market bank drafts. Police investigations in B.C. have
shown that suspects connected to loan sharking and transnational money laundering in B.C.
casinos have been found rn possession of suspicious bank drafts."
BCLC Background:

.
o

.
o
o

a

a

Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) accounts allow customers to transfer money (over $10,000)
between their casino account and their approved Canadian bank account, eliminating the
need to bring cash into a casino. Account holders can link their casino accounts with up to
two approved Canadian bank accounts, allowing direct transfers from a bank account.
Players can deposit funds to a PGF account using: a bank draft; a certified cheque; a
Canadian casino cheque; a wire transfer; an Electronic Fund Transfer (international and
domestic); a debit transaction; an lnternet banking transfer from an authorized account;
cash or chips from a verified win at the same casino that opened the PGF account; cash
sourced from a credit-card kiosk that has been paid at the facility's cash cage; and sourced
cash deposited to a patron's own PGF, with a same-day receipt from a recognized financial
institution.
Funds deposited into PGF accounts are legal tender confirmed as sourced cash.
BCLC monitors play activity and PGF account activity and investigates unusual activity
by requesting proof of source of funds.
lf there is any indication that a patron is using a PGF account to deposit bank drafts into a
PGF account in an effort to receive a cheque back without an expected level of play, the
PGF account is flagged immediately for review/action by BCLC's anti-money laundering
unit. lf, upon review, BCLC confirmed that the patron was misusing a PGF account, BCLC
would immediately require the Service Provider to close the account and the player would
be placed on cash conditions. Depending on the circumstances, any further incidents
could lead to BCLC barring a patron from all B.C. gambling facilities.

-

The BCLC AML unit also receives daily reports in relation to bank drafts brought in, and
cheques going out, on a 30-day rolling view to identify unusual/suspicious activity. As part
of its anti-money laundering oversight, BCLC has the authority to require the closure of any
PGF account.
Upon hearing the concern from GPEB regarding bank drafts, BCLC reviewed more than
7,000 bank drafts covering a three-year period eA15-2017) and could find no anomalies
related to the drafts.
BCLC has been in communication with police and GPEB in relation to bank drafts. Police
have not flagged any players or bank draft transactions for BCLC to watch for, or be
concerned about. lf either the police or GPEB advised BCLC of concerns about a player
using "black market" bank drafts or bank drafts that were in any way suspicious, BCLC
would ban that player from all B.C. casinos.

Additional BCLC Background:
BCLC's AML program is subject to frequent review and continuous improvement, and in the
last year BCLC has developed and made several changes, including implementation of Dr.
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German's interim recommendation regarding source of funds procedures. Other
enhancements were shared with GPEB and the Ministry in October 2017 and include

.
.
.

o
.
o
.

Conducting an in-depth risk assessment of money service businesses (MSBs) and
subsequently requiring Service Providers to cease acceptance of MSB receipts as
proof of source of funds (made effective March 15,2O18);
Updating rules around chip ownership, making it clear that BCLC owns all casino chips
and may refuse to accept or redeem chips that are brought in if the source is not
validated;
Transitioning the tracking of buy-in denominations from a paper process to an
electronic process more readily accessible to data analysis. This enhanced tracking
strengthens a Service Provider's ability to deter "refining" (changing smaller
denomination bills into larger ones) of bills at the cash cage, which mitigates the
chances of potential money laundering occurring within B.C. gaming facilities;
Mandating that cash be returned to players in original buy-in denominations;
lmplementing an on-going bank draft and cheque monitoring and analysis process to
look for unusual or suspicious transactions;
Formally asking GPEB to increase the governance of compliance functions at Service
Providers by requiring all Service Providers have a compliance officer with requisite
expertise who reports directly to their President, CEO, Board or beneficial owner (prior
to them signing the new OSA, which requires this); and
Hiring one additional intelligence analyst and one additionalAML investigator.
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Personal information

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

Rob Kroeker[Personal information
Jim D. Lightbody

Su$ect:

Re:Gaming

PMG [

Wed

1811012017 5:39:06 AM

get this request in motion, Pete. We'll cooperate in any way you need and appreciate your sensitivity
around some information.

I'll

Jim
Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 17,2017, at l0:21PM, PMG <Personal information

> wrote:

Thank you for the speedy response, Jim and for your offer of assistance. Much appreciated
Suzanne has been in touch and we have scheduled a meeting for the week after next.
ln the interests of time, it may be worthwhile if I provide you with a preliminary wish list. We
have done likewise to GPEB.

ln addition to your presentation next week to the Minister, which you have kindly offered to
provide, we would appreciate an unvetted hard or electronic copy of every report and paper
commissioned or authored by BCLC since 2005, which relates to money laundering and, or
compliance in BC casinos. We want to be sure that we have reviewed all relevant material.
ln the event that certain of the material remains classified or privileged, please ensure that
those portions are highlighted so that we do not inadvertently release information which is not
in the public domain. lf some of the reports are currently available on your website, there will be
no need for a copy, but possibly you could provide a hyperlink. We realize that it may not be
possible to attend to this request before our visit, but wanted to be sure that you had the ask.
Many thanks and we look forward to meeting... pete
Peter German, LL.M., Ph,D.
Peter German & Assocs. lnc.
Personal information

From: Jim D, Lightbody [Personal information
Sentr Tuesday, October L7,Z0L7 2:33 PM

To: 'PMG'; Jim Lightbody
Cc: Rob Kroeker; Suzanne RowleY

Subject: RE: Gaming
Pete (if I may);
Great to hear from you and I look forward to finally meeting you in person. lt's unfortunate you
can't join us on October 23'd, however we will make available any and all material from that
meeting. We are very eager to work with you to continuously improve the gaming industry in
BC. Your experience and credentials will provide us with valuable perspective. As l'm sure you're
aware, this challenge of an effective anti-money laundering regime requires a well-coordinated

8C1C0005674
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effort by law enforcement, regulators (GPEB and FinTRAC),
we can do better, we must.

BCLC

and casino service providers,

lf

I have cc'd my EA, Suzanne, who will reach out to you and schedule a time for Rob and I to meet
with you at your earliest convenience. lf at any time you need to reach me, my mobile is

Personal information

.
Best regards,
Jim

From: PMG [Personal information
Sent: Tuesday, October t7,2OL7 2:O7 PM
To: Jim Lightbody Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Subject: Gaming
Dear Mr. Lightbody

-

Please excuse the informality of an e-mail introduction. As you are likely aware, I have been
appointed by the AGBC to review the issue of money laundering and gaming. FYl, attached is
cc of the TOR and of a letter from the AG to yourself.

a

was hoping that we could meet and discuss my terms of reference and the contribution which
can make to the review. I will unfortunately be out of the country next week when you are
briefing the Minister, however am available the following week and thereafter.
I

BCLC

delayed sending this message until Mr. Kroeker's return from a well deserved vacation and am
taking the liberty of copying him to it.
I

I

Personal information
can be reached on this e-mail or my mobile (

Thank you in advance... Pete

Peter German, LL,M., Ph.D.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary
information that cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email
in error, please notiry the sender immediately and delete the email.

BC1C0005674.02
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To:
Cc:

Jerome MalyshfPersonal information
PeterGerman[Personal information
coleWu[NWPersonal information uzanne
Rowley[Personal information ]; Brad Desmarais[BPersonal information ]; Jim D,
Personal information
LightbodyU

From:

Rob Kroeker

Su$ect

Thur 0211112017 6:14:14 PM
RE: Nov 1 Briefing

$ent

HiJerome

lnfo below, Please do not hesitate to let me know if there
Jim Liehtbodv
April 2001 June 2011:
June 2011 - January 2014:
January 2014- Present:

-

is anything else you need.

VP Lottery Gaming
VP Casino and Community Gaming
President & CEO (served as lnterim CEO for first 14 months before named

permanent)
Brad Desmarais

February
Townes)

2013:

Joined BCLC as VP Corporate Security and Compliance (taking over from Terry

Assumed lnterim VP Human Resources (jointly managed Corporate Security
July 20L4 - July 2015:
& Compliance while replacement VP HR search was underway)
VP Casinos and Community Gaming
July 2015 - Present:
Rob Kroeker

September 20!5 - present:
role from Brad Desmarais)

Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security (taklng over VP

From: Jerome Ma lysh [mailto:j

Personal information

Sent: November-01-17 3:55 PM
To: Rob Kroeker <Personal information
Cc: Peter German <Personal information
Subject: Nov 1 Briefing
Hi, Rob. Thank-you very much for the informative briefing and frank discussions that Jim Lightbody, Brad
Desmaris and yourself provided to Peter and L We look forward to continuing discussions with you and your
AML Unit Team.
Could you be so kind to provide the dates of service and positions held by yourself, Brad and Jim at BCLC.
helps fill in the timeline of the development of your AML program, Thank-you.. jerome

lt

Jerome Molysh, cPA cGA cFF cFE

Meuvsn Assocrarrs

Corusulrrnc INc
Investigative & Forensic Accounting

Personal information
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938
]; Peter German
Jim D. LightbodPersonal information

Provision of Documents - Secure Server Active

Peter and Jerome
The secure server is now populated and operational, ready for your use, We have included a detailed index
of the documents uploaded" lf we make any additions to the server we will provide you notice of the change.
Should you experience any difficulties please let me know.
Regards,

Rcb Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver 8C VSM 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Bloe I bclc"com
Last year, rnore than

$t nittion generated by

communily groups across

BCLC

gambling activities went back into health care, education and

B,C.

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: November-A?-L7 9:03 AM
Personal information
Peter German (Personal information
To: jmalysh
Cc! Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Nicole Wu Personal information >
Subject: RE: TASK212I.43 - Access Granted to BCLC SecureFTP (External)

Jerome and Peter

will have received initial set-up mails for the secure server. Those are just to facilitate and confirm
access. The server has not yet been fully populated and the index is not yet quite ready. We are hoping to
have that work completed tomorrow or early next week. As soon as it is complete we wi[l notify you via

You

email.
Regards,

Robert Kroeker BA, LL.B, MPA
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

8C1C0005665
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2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver

BC

V5M OA6

Personal information

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities

community groups across

Fromi

BCLC

went back ]nto health care, education and

B.C.

- ldentity & Access

sent: November-a}-L7 8:34 AM
To: 'jmalysh@

Personal information

Cc: Bal Bamra <Personal information
Subject: TASK2L2143 - Access Granted to BCLC SecureFTP (External)

Congratulations, you have been gr.anted access to BCLC's secure file transfer service, SecureFTPl
You are receiving this email because you or somebody on your behalf recently requested access to BCLC's
SecureFTP web site.

Sensitive data must be transferred using the BCLC SecureFTP site. Sensitive data by definition contains any
identifier that can be linked to an individual.
To access the site, you will need to follow the instructions attached to this email. ln addition, by using this site
you agree to its Terms of Use. Please read the Terms of Use attached to this email. ln some cases, you may

encounter an 'lnternal Server Error'. lnstructions for resolving this have been attached to this email.
You shsuld have the following attachments:
Documentation: SecureFTP - Using the BCLC Secure FTP Site.pdf

r
r
r
r

Documentation: SecureFTP - Web Access Plus,pdf
Terms of Use: SecureFTP - Terms of Use.pdf
Troubleshooting: SecureFTP - lnternal Server Error.pdf

Your usernamg is:
Your password witl

be

-

forworded in a separate email without any subiect or reference to SecureFTP in the

message body.
Password Policy
Upon you r first login, you will be required to change your password

lf you are experiencing problems, or have not received the proper documentation, please open a ServiceDesk
request online or contact our ServiceDesk at l"'855'554.5665.

Thank you,

8C1C0005665.02

940
ldentity & Access
CIient Services
BCLC, 74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops B.e.V2C 1E2

T 1 855 554 5665 (Toll Free - Canada) or ext 5665
T 250 828 5665 (All Others)
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLG gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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Jim D. LightbodypPersonal information

To:
Cc:
From:

Personal information

Sent:

SuUect:

Rob Kroeker[
PETER GERMAN
Tue 1211212017 11:43:13 PM
Re: EY Audit of BCLC AML program

Thanks a lot Jim. Pete
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 13,2017, at 10:39 AM, Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information

wrote:

Peter;
We would like to provide you with a copy of EY's recent audit of our AML program and our
Management Response to the findings and observations. lf you have any questions, please don't
hesitate to ask.
Best regards,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC VzC 1E2

T Personal information
BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
Personal information

bclc.com

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify
the sender immediately and delete the email.

<EY Report_AML and Sanctions Program Assessment of BCLC 2017 051217 FINAL
(rd version).pdf>
<EY Report_AML and Sanctions Program Assessment of BCLC 2017 051217 FINAL
(002).pdf>

BC1C0005591
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To: RobKroeker[RPersonal information JimD.Lightbody[JDLPersonal information rad
Desmarais[Personal information ]
Cc: John Karlovcec[JPersonal information ]
From: Amanda Hobson
Sent Wed 03/01/2018 1:10:37 AM

$u$ecf

RE:GermanReview

Revenue bv BU FY13-FY17 (003).xlsx

My apologies. I sent the wrong version. See attached with the following footnote included:

*

Prizes are for bingo and lottery only. All
other products are reported net of prizes

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, January 02,2OL8 5:08 PM
To: Amanda Hobson

Personal information

Jim D. Lightbody <J

Personal information

Brad Desmarais

<Personal information

John Karlovcec <J Personal information
Subject: RE: German Review
Cc:

I

am looking on my phone and don't see the note - could be just doesn't show on the phone

From: Amanda Hobson Personal information
Date: January 2,2OL8 at 4:55:46 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody
, Brad Desmarais Personal information
Personal information
<
Kroeker
Personal information
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: German Review
Personal information

I added a footnote to this

>, Rob

effect. (Maybe I sent the wrong version..?)

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: Tuesday, January 02,2018 4:54 PM
To: Amanda Hobson Personal information ; Brad Desmarais

Personal information

Rob Kroeker

Personal information
Personal information
Cc: John Karlovcec <
Subject: RE: German Review
Rob,

You will need to explain that prizes under the casino chart only refer to Bingo. As you know slots and

tables are only reported after prizes (net win).
Thanks

From : Amanda Hobson Personal information

8C1C0005535
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Date: Janua ry 2, 20t8 at 4:27 :52 PM

To: Brad Desmarais <
Cc: Jim D. Lightbody
Subject: RE: German

PST

Personal information

Rob Kroeker <Personal information

Personal information

Hi Rob,
Please see attached summary of revenue by BU and product line for the last 5 years. This ties to previous
reports we have formally provided to gov't for the periods in question. lt will not likely tie to any information
produced by EBI that you may have provided through the course of this review, lf you want to send me

anything you have provided them, we can begin to reconcile the differences in anticipation of the questions
that will likely come up.
Note there is no breakdown of high-limit vs. regular limit tables. I have discussed with Brad and there is some
concern that any breakdown we have (i.e. by game type) does not align with our plans to define high limit
tables going forward for the purpose of the commission restructuring and so would create confusion.

would suggest sending this as a starting point, noting that we don't have the historical breakdown, and see
what we get for follow-up questions.
I

Regards,

Amanda Hobson
CFO and VP, Finance and Corporate Services
BCLC, 74 Seymour St W, Kamloops BC V2C 'l E2
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc,com

Last year, more than $1 billion generaied by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Tuesday, January 02,2018 10:L4 AM
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Amanda Hobson Personal information
John Ka rlovcec <JPersonal information
Cc: J im D. Lightbody <J Personal information
Subject: RE: German Review

>

Amanda:
Can we discuss during our meeting this afternoon - the breakdown of high limit play will be
problematic because, as you are aware, we describe revenue from mid-limit Baccarat as high limit.
We'll need to provide an explanation.

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming

VirtualWay, Vancouver, B.C. VsM 0Ao
BCLC, 2940
Personal information

8C1C0005535.02
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Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, January 02, 2OLB 10:10 AM
To: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Personal information
Cc: Ji m D. Lightbody
Subject: German Review

Amanda Hobson <Personal information
John Karlovcec

Personal information

Received a calljust now from Jerome Malysh who is working with Peter German.
He has asked if we would be able to provide them with, for each of the previous 5 years, a financial overview

showing:
Gross/total & Net Revenue
Gross/total & Net Revenue by each line of business
and then for Casino

Gross/total
Gross/total
Gross/total
Gross/total

&
&
&
&

net
net
net
net

revenue
revenue
revenue
revenue

for
for
for
for

all tables
tables broken by high limit vs. other
slots

bingo

lf we able to put these in tables or some other format we can then post the info to the secure server we have
set up for them.
Please let me know if we can pull these together for them and how long it will take.

Thanks,
Rob

8C1C0005535.03
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Gc:

Brad Desmarais[Personal information ]; Amanda Hobson[Personal information
John Karlovcec[Personal information
Jim D. LightbodylPersonal information

Frorn:
Sent:
Subject:

Tue 0210112018 6:10:05 PM
German Review

To:

Rob Kroeker

Received a calljust now from Jerome Malysh who is working with Peter German.
He has asked if we would be able to provide them with, for each of the previous 5 years, a financial overview

showing:
Gross/total & Net Revenue
Gross/total & Net Revenue by each line of business
and then for Casino:

Gross/total
Gross/total
Gross/total
Gross/total

&
&
&
&

net
net
net
net

revenue
revenue
revenue
revenue

for all tables
for tables broken by hieh limit vs. other
for slots
for bingo

lf we able to put these in tables or some other format we can then post the info to the secure server we have
set up for them.
Please let me know if we can pull these together for them and how long it will take

Thanks,
Rob

8C1C0005539
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PMG[p
Rob Kroeker

To:
From:
Sent:

im D. LightbodypPersonal information

Personal information

J

Thur 2910312018 9:50:21 PM
RE:SAS information

Su$ect:

Hello Peter
We have additional detail for you.
BCLC's business case and budget of $7.4MM reflects the

total cost of the project to

BCLC

including internal

and external costs. The numbers that have been discussed regarding payments to SAS (approx. 53MM in
licensing and $t.gVtVt in professional services) are correct and the remaining difference of approx. $2.5MM
represents costs to BCLC for items such as hardware (servers, etc) , additional contractors and allocation of
internal labour costs to the project. These internal labour costs total approximately 5300K and are not an

incremental cost to the organization but rather internal allocation to track overall investment,
I

trust this answers your inquiry. Should you need anything further, please do not hesitate to ask

Regards,

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $t Uittion generated by
community groups across B.C.

>
From: PMG Personal information
Sent: March-29-18 1:zlo AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Subject:

RE: SAS

BCLC

gambling activities went back into health care, education and

Rob Kroeker <Personal information

information

Good morning Jim / Rob - Finishing off loose ends on the report. I reached out to SAS and obtained their
version of the software issues. They confirmed the $g million software license cost but indicate that their total
labour was $1.885,200 and not $4 million. Furthermore, they indicate that 5600,000 of that amount was over
the original labour budget of $1.2885,200. I have extracted from your note below. Can you clarify? Tx... pete

BCLC's executive approved the business case for SAS on May 9,2014 and it initiated the project
that same month. The budget (capital and operating)was $7.4 million. BCLC implemented the
project slightly under budget at $7.3 million.
Approximately $3 million of the total cost was for overall soft\ryare licensing costs and hardware
(server) costs. Most of the remaining budget was for labour and services related to the AML portion
of the project.

BC1C0005432

951
From: Jim D. LightboPersonal information
Sent: Friday, February L6,20L8 8:28 AM

To:'PMG' Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker <Personal information

Subject: SAS information
Pete,

Here is some background information on our SAS software solution that is one of the tools in BCLC's AML
program. Rob is also reaching out to you to organize a briefing meeting for you and Jerome to provide the
opportunity for more information sharing and Q&A.
Best regards,
Jim

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Subject

953
mD.LightbodypDPersonal information

RE: SAS information

Good morning Peter
We will action this immediately and provide a response as soon as possible
Rob

From: PMG <Personal information
sent: March-29-L8 1:ut0 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information
Subject: RE: SAS information

Rob Kroeker <RPersonal information

Good morning Jim / Rob - Finishing off loose ends on the report. I reached out to SAS and obtained their
version of the software issues. They confirmed the Sg million software license cost but indicate that their total
labour was $1.885,200 and not $4 million, Furthermore, they indicate that 5600,000 of that amount was over
the original labour budget of $!.2885,200. I have extracted from your note below. Can you clarify? Tx... pete

BCLC's executive approved the business case for SAS on May 9,2014 and it initiated the project
that same month. The budget (capital and operating) was $7.4 million. BCLC implemented the
project slightly under budget at $7.3 million.
Approximately $g million of the total cost was for overall soft\,vare licensing costs and hardware
(server) costs. Most of the remaining budget was for labour and services related to the AML portion
of the project.

From: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Sent: Friday, February !6,20L8 8:28 AM

To:'PMG' Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Subject: SAS information
Pete,

Here is some background information on our SAS software solution that is one of the tools in BCLC's AML
program. Rob is also reaching out to you to organize a briefing meeting for you and Jerome to provide the
opportunity for more information sharing and Q&A.
Best regards,
Jim

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Jim D. LightbodyPersonal information

; Rob KroekerPersonal information

PMG

Thur 2910312018 8:40:25 AM
RE: SAS information

Good mornin g Jim I Rob - Finishing off loose ends on the report, I reached out to SAS and obtained their
version of the software issues. They confirmed the 5g million software license cost but indicate that their total
labour was 51.885,200 and not 54 million. Furthermore, they indicate that S0OO,OOO of that amount was over
the original labour budget of 51.2885,200. I have extracted from your note below. Can you clarify? Tx... pete

BCLC's executive approved the business case for SAS on May 9,2014 and it initiated the project
that same month. The budget (capital and operating) was $7.4 million. BCLC implemented the
project slightly under budget at $7.3 million.
Approximately $3 million of the total cost was for overall software licensing costs and hardware
(server) costs. Most of the remaining budget was for labour and services related to the AML portion
of the project.

From: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Sent: Friday, February !6,2Ot8 8:28 AM

To:'PMG' Personal information

>

Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information

Subject: SAS information
Pete,

Here is some background information on our SAS software solution that is one of the tools in BCLC's AML
program. Rob is also reaching out to you to organize a briefing meeting for you and Jerome to provide the
opportunity for more information sharing and Q&A.
Best regards,
Jim

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Rob Kroeker[Personal information
Jim D. Lightbody[JPersonal information
PETER GERMAN

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

Subjecl:

Fri 1610212018 7:51:07 PM
Re: SAS information

Al.
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 16,2018, at

ll:22 AM,

Rob Kroeker <Personal information

Will disregard the request, however if there

wrote:

is anything else you think you

would like in advance

please do let me know.

What I propose for the meeting is that we will run you through the project history and current
status. We will outline the written materials available at the meeting (as you can imagine the
documentation on the project is voluminous) and provide any you think are useful to you
i m mediately thereafter.
Trust this will meet your needs
Rob

From: PETER GERMAN Personal information
Sent: February-15-18 10:51 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Subject: Re: SAS information
Perfect.
Rob. Disregard my request in the other email for docs in advance
Tx. Pete
Sent from my iPhone

onFebt6,2oL8,at8:28AM,JimPersonal information rote:
Pete,

Here is some background information on our SAS software solution that is one of
the tools in BCLCs AML program. Rob is also reaching out to you to organize a
briefing meeting for you and Jerome to provide the opportunity for more

information sharing and Q&A.
Best regards,

Jim

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or
proprietary information that cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you
have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete
the email.
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<IN_SAs_final_February

1

5 20 1 8.docx>

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permisslon. lf you have received this emailin enor, please notify
the sender imnrediately and delete the email.
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Dear Jim

960
Rob Kroeker[Personal information

lndependent Review of ML in LM Casinos

/

Rob

-

I am hoping that you can assist me

with the following:

1. You likely read that the AG has asked that I review the SAS software as part of my Review, I have
learned a bit about SAS by visiting with Rob's AML unit however it is apparent that I must now obtain
fuller understanding. Who should I be speaking with and are there any documents that you wish to

a

share which I may not already have?

2. I would like to obtain a better understanding of the RF devices in chips and the tracking software for
those devices. Again, if you can put me in touch with the right person, that would be appreciated.

3. Could I please be provided with

a list of the Ministries and the Ministers to which BCLC reported

since its inception.

I apologize in advance, but I expect

that I may have more requests as I draft the report

Thank you in advance.
pete
Peter M. German, QC, PhD
Principal
Peter German & Assocs. lnc.
Personal information
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Jim D. LightbodyUPersonal information
Rob KroekerPersonal information

To:
Cc:

Frcm:

PETER GERMAN

Sent:

Thur 2910312018 6:14:29 PM
Re: Gifts, etc

Su$ect:

Thanks Jim. P
Sent from my iPhone
On Mar 29,20L8, at 10:56

AM, Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information

wrote

Pete;
ln response to your question, please find attached BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct.
On page 19 rTou will find our standard around acceptance of gifts, etc.
Please advise if you need anything further.
Best regards,
Jim
This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that
cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify
the sender immediately and delete the email.

<BCLC SOEBC.PDF>
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'PMG'[pPersonal information
Rob Kroeker[RPersonal information
Jim D. Lightbody
Thur 2910312018 5:56:49 PM

Gifts, etc

BCLC SOEBC.PDF
Pete;
ln response to your question, please find attached BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct. On page L9
you will find our standard around acceptance of gifts, etc.
Please advise if you need anything further.
Best regards,
Jim
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To:
Cc:
Frorn:
Sent:

Su$ect:

Jim D. LightbodyUPersonal information
Rob Kroeker[Personal information
PMG

Thur 2910312018 5:06:29 PM
Gifts, etc.

- Could I also impose upon you to have someone forward your existing internal policy or a link to your
policy on the acceptance of gifts and other benefits from third parties, by BCLC employees, Tx... pete

Jim

Peter M, German, QC, PhD
Principal
Peter German & Assocs. lnc.
Personal information
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NEWS

tryEEKLY JIM SESSION: ADVERSITY AND ALIGNMENT
8y

limbghrbdy
Ciaober 8,2A17
Good morning,

Adverslty can be a positive thlng, even though lt doen't feel
like it when rve are facing it. Adversity is what defines us. It
is easy to have a great attitude, a strong work ethlc and a
posltive outlook when things are going great. However, how
do we stand up during tough tirnes?
Our busines right now is golng through signiflcant medla

attention wlth the revlew on antl'money launderlng (Al'lL),
Many of you are fieldlng questions from vendors, servlce

providers, retailers, family and frlends. I know thls can

k

challenging, but know that we are committed to doing the
right thing to ensure our players and our buslness are
protected,

Ihe lmportance of allgnment and cmrdlnatlon on thls lssue with our servlce provlders, regulators

(GPEB and

RNTRAC), govemment and law enforcement ls key. Each of us has a role to play ln thls process and I can tell you that

to fulling our role to prevent, detect, and report any suspiclous activity, We rely on the pollce to help
protect caslnos ln K by lnvestlgating and seeklng charges agalnst anyone lnvolved ln money launderlng, Last week,
the Publk Prosecutlon Servlce of Canada conflrmed that crlmlnal charges have been lald agalnst Calxuan Qln, Jlan Jun
BCLC ls dedicated

Zhu, and Sllver International Investments Ltd. in relatlon to allegations of money laundering in facllities,lhis ls a
positlve step forward ln this process and we wdcome the actions of law enforcement to help keep our facllltles safe.
BCLC's intemal task force is key ln the coordlnatlon efforts and ls responsible

to manage and monltor how and when

wlll respond, I know you have questions about what the media ls reportlng, You may flnd answers to some of
your questlons ln thls QS, When lt comes to BCLC's responses to medla lnqulries, I want you to know that vve are
BCLC

respondlng, where posslble and that ultlmately, the reporter holds the pen, More lmportantly, glven the Attomey
General's revlew

hing

led by tt,lr. Peter German ls underway and given that the allegations in the

be subject to polke lnvestigatlon, the task forcB wants to ensure our response plan ls

mdia

reports may

thoughftl, well lnformed

and

approprlate. I can tell you that adverslty br:ings opportunlty and we wlll weather thls storm and come out shonger,
Thank you for your continued

support'

BcLc00116z6
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RECOGNITION ALWAYS UATTERS

60

Mzrdt 26,20t8

Not everybody takes *reir work home wifr 0rem, as the old saylng
goes. Howevef it ls true that most of us take home the ofier sfuff
like feellngs or experiences from the day, both good and bad. I
believe lt ls lmportant to show your people that you see and
appreciate thelr efforts, and to demonstrate lt when they make an
impact. Over fte yeers, I have also leamed that when you do Sris,
your people feel good about whatthey do and take drose feelings
home with them. In that vein, I'd like to recognize one of our own
- Mandeep Bhattl, one of our Key Account Managers ln our Lottery
Division, Last week, Kevin Gass and I met with reprwentatives of
the Westem Convenlence Store Association, lncluding a
representative from Peninsula Co-op, a retail chain in the gas and
convenience channel, The rspresentaHve went out of his way to
compliment Handeep and stated that he is an outstanding
representative for BCLC. Well done and thank you, Mandeepl
You have heard me talk about the work our Human Resources
tearn is doing to take a doser look at lmprovlng our recognition
program. This work has been fueled by the great insights from the
ACE recognition accelerator workhop and I am very happy to see
some of the initiatives are already underway, To help create a solid

recognition prognm, our HR team needs your feedback. I
encourage you to perticipate in this short surve-v. centered on rxognition preferences, Your feedback will identify for us what you
value in a recognitlon sxperience, and help shape a rewards and recognition prognm that is meanlngfulto you.
As rnany of you are awarer Dr. Peter German's review of anti-money laundering policies and pradics in B.C. casinos will be due
to our Minister by the end of $e month. It is lrnportant that BCLC continues to play our part in $e Prsvlnce's Af'lL system t0
keep our facillties safe and eecure, and that we are able to take effecUve action on Dr. 6erman's recommendatlone. This is a
priority for me, and in order to best support the organization, we will be augmenting our structure to support our response to
the report. As such, we have created a temponry rde of Director of AML Response to lead BCtC's response, support the AML
Steering CommlBee and focus 10{10,6 of thelr dme on this lnitiative. I'm pleased to announca lennifer Gallaway wlll be hklng on
this important role, Jennffer will ws* closely with intemalstakehdders to lead the development of a respons€ plan and robust
progam to address Dr, Germanls recommendatlons. lennifer is ldeally sulted to get up to speed qulckly for this role whh her
knowledge of the casino business and relaHonships across divisiors and ln the indusfi. lennifer will also ltave the acdve support
of Shirley Beverldge as fte Prsjed Manqger. This work will ensure we wlll condnue to stsengften our efforts to deter those who
may target our buslness, and dHrnately make our business sFonger. Congratulations, Jennifer!
Last week, your Executive team rnet for one of our regular meetlngs, and a highllght was a presentadon 0n our Employae
Engagement resr;lb. We will be sharing the resufts with sll of you next week after we share them with your Directors. So, stay

tunedl

Andher part of my Job Srat I love is seelng my people succeed. This ls why I am very honored to attend he Career F'lllestone
Luncheon ln Vancouver later today. There are 85 people across our organizatlon cdebndng a career milestone of 10 or more
years and that ls a'fantadc accomplishmentl For hose celebratng a rnllestone drls year, I want to say a special thank you for
all your years of commlhnent to BCLC, And, I cant wait to celebrate ln Kamloopa on April 5thl
BCLC001 1708
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April 18,2018

Via Email
Ministry of Attomey General
PO Box 9044, Stn Prov. Govt.
Mc'toria, BC V8W 9E2

Attention:

David Eby

playing it right

Attorney General
Dear Minister Eby:

Re:

Response to Dr. Peter German Report

Thank you for your request to provide feedback on the lndependent Review of Money
Laundering in Lower Mainland Casinos written by Peter M. German, QC.

of Directors and Management fully support and accept the
recommendations in this report and we willwork to implement those we believe we
are directly responsible for (Appendix 1). We stand ready to implement those, while
extending our full cooperation and support to the ProMnce of British Columbia, the
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch and the muftiple agencies, ministries and
seMce providers at which recommendations are also directed. We will follow our
BCLC's Board

standard program management discipline whereby the Board will assume an
oversight role as BCLC mobilizes to implement actions responsive to the
recommendations (Appendix 2). BCLG's lntemal Audit team will validate the work
upon completion and the corporation is committed to reporting progress on a

74 West Ssymour Strsot

Kamloops, BC WC lEz

T
F

e50.828.5500
2s0.828.5631

2940 Virlual Way
Vancouvgr, BC VsM 0A6

T

F

604.215.0649

ffi4.225.6424
bclc-com

quarterly basis to the Ministry, GPEB, and the public.

Dr. German's report provides an important road map for the multiple agencies and
companies involved in combatting money laundering. The report acknowledges that
despite the level and quality of information gathering, there is a need for improvement
in all areas due to "a collective system failure," am confident that the

I

recommendations will address the need to enhance the level and quality of
communication, cooperation and enforcement astions taken to date. Dr. German
appropriately recognizes that BCLC and GPEB have been impaired and frustrated in
their ability to address concems both entities expressed about money laundering to
date by stating that both organizations:
o...have suffered from significant disability when it oor??es to dealing with money
laundering. Other than saying 'No' and baning a person from retuming to a facility,
there is liftle that either ean do with the valuable intelligence which they possess
conceming rnoney laundering. /f is essenfia/ that law enforcement be engaged in a
meaningfulway."
This is a critical point and I firmly believe that the recommended modernization of the
Gaming Control Acf to enable greater clarity of roles and responsibilities and that a
significantly strengthened, and more independent regulator, will establish a strong
foundation from which the multiple agencies and organizations involved can work to
better engage law enforcement. Moving the day to day jurisdiction for polioing with
respect to gaming matlers to a Designated Policing Unit will ensure greater clarity of
roles to enable stronger enforcement. These changes are essential to ensuring the
overall integrity of casino gaming and to helping rebuild public trust in this important
industry in British Golumbia.

8C1C0005379
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While the BCLC Board and Management fully support the recommendations in Dr. German's report, it is
important to challenge one key assumption. Explicit and implicit in the repoft is the suggestion that BCLC
was, and continues to be, motivated only by revenue. ln a number of instances, BCLC's mandate,
bestowed onto it by government, is to conduct and manage gambling in a socially responsible manner.
The report calls into question this mandate in a way that suggests BCLC has been disingenuous with
respect to its true purpose or motive and states that the organization willfully turned a blind eye and was
blinded by the cash. I am challenged by this assertion for three reasons.

First, as one who served the government of the day that created BCLC in 1985, I can state with
confidence that BCLC's purpose was at the time to operate gambling lo generate extra funding and
benefits for British Columbia and do it in a way that is accountable to communities served. As Chair of the
BCLC Board of Directors for almost five years working with the leadership team, I can attest that remains
the case today.

Second, I acknowledge and accept that there are varying opinions on the effectiveness of actions taken
by BCLC to address concerns about money laundering. The point remains however that BCLC, as a
corporate entity and our employees, as individuals, recognized the threat of money laundering and took
action in the conteX of the information available at the time and the system within which we were
working. This action had the result of a consistent decrease in the number and total value of Suspicious
Transaction Reports since April 2015 (Appendix 3). The reality of money laundering, as we now
understand it thanks to Dr. German's review, is the result of a system that did not keep up with the
criminal element and that no single person or entity is responsible for this issue. To suggest that BCLC
would encourage employees to knowingly turn a blind eye to illegal or suspicious behaviour in the name
of revenue generation is wrong.
Third, this perspective is inconsistent with the tone and culture that has been established by the Board
and Management at BCLC and most importantly unfair to the 900 employees who, articulate in employee
engagement surveys every year, that they are motivated by working at an organization they recognize is
socially responsible because it balances groMh with sustainability (Appendix 4). Responsibility to British
Columbians is embedded in our organization's DNA.

ln the spirit of continued cooperation and support for the work of Dr. German and the Ministry of the
Attorney General, we have opted not to provide comment on the editorial opinion contained in the report.
Appendix

5

provides further information

and clarification on specific, material issues for

your

consideration.
BCLC can and will improve the ways in which we are addressing money laundering. We remain steadfast
in our commitment to be part of the solution by continuing to meet and exceed our responsibilities to
regulators, supporting a culture that is accountable to the communities we serve, and working

collaboratively and in support of all agencies to combat this insidious issue impacting our economy and
our communities.
Yours truly,

Bud Smith
Chair, BCLC Board of Directors

cc:

Jim Lightbody, President
Robert Holden, Member,
Andrew Brown, Member,
Wendy Lisogar-Cocchia,

& CEO, BCLC
BCLC Board of Directors
BCLC Board of Directors
Member, BCLC Board of Directors
Richard Fyfe, Deputy Attorney General
Doug Scott, Associate Deputy Minister

Enclosure(s)

xl

(Appendices 1 - 5)
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Appendix

1

BCLC believes we are responsible forthirteen of the recommendations by Dr. German, as follows:

Recommendations
R3

That BCLC, in conjunction with the Regulator and Service Providers, review the present
Source of Funds Declaration on at least an annual basis to determine if refinements are
required.

R4

That BCLC re-enforce the importance of $ervice Providers not accepting cash or other
reportable instruments if they are not satisfied with the source of funds declaration.

R5

That the Service Providers be responsible for completing all necessary reports to F|nTRAC,
including STRs,

R6

That discussions with F|nTRAC take place with the purpose of designating the SeMce
Providers as direct reports to FinTRAC, failing which that reports from Service Providers be
sent in an unaltered form to FinTRAG by BCLC.

R7

That BCLC provide Corporate STRs if its files contain relevant information not contained within
an STR from a Service Providers.

R10

That the Regulator/DPU be provided with access to |TRAK in its offices.

R11

That UFT and SCT reports be eliminated

R16

That BCLC not engage in further undercover operations, except in conjunction with the
Regulator and, or the police.

R17

That no further expense be incurred by BCLC with respect to the SAS AML software system.

R18

That BCLC ensure that VIP hosts do not handle cash or chips

R21

That cash limits not be imposed on buy-ins

R22

That PGF accounts be eliminated once responsibility for cash alternatives has been
transitioned to the Service Providers.

R23

That BGLC implement a chip tracking system for Service Providers
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Appendix 3
Suspicious Transaction Reports {STR} and Table Performance
Sinre 2015, the tolal number, lota!value and average value of STR has been trentling down,
while total table drup has conlinued its upward trend.
5:m

Total Table Drop with STR \lbfues*
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Ij'r dafa Frgsenf€d,h faiJe form bet$gKey points:
ln Apil ?015, ECLC initiated a sourcad+ash condition program ts address lhe uns(plained increase in un-snuned
cash and chipe being brought into lourter mainland cffiin06. As p6rt of its A,tull due diligenee scre€ning proceE6,
BCLC lnvestiqatrors intervlewed cerbin VIP players to determine lfie oriqin of lheir cash and chips- lf a plryer was
unahle to provg source of funds, qr BCLC suspscted or reseived intormation that the ssurce 0f funds original€d fi'om
underuround banffing o$eratlsns, or su$pected proceeds of crime, the playersas lmmediateb' flaced on "sourced
cash condilions" snd wwld only bs allo$,Bd t0 buy,;n if they could prwide the service provider casfi cage with an
original receiFt saurclng frte furds as folb{rs;

.
.
.
or that

'
"

A,bankdrafr, EFT, ceffied orCasino Cheque {as defined underpolicy}
Cash drawn frorn an accredlted Financial lnstifution
Cash dravvn atlhe gamingfacilig using Hobal Cdt" Debit atCage, ATM

fie

$ource of tunds origdnat€d from,

Cash verified as ffom a recemtsnrrced Casins Disbursefient
Chips verifled m from a reeentsourced Cafi,lno Disbursement

Dollarrr.alue of STR hm decreased

{*

haue counts

-

see next tahle}

- lmplemented Sotnce of Funds Deflaration for cash deposits of $10,0ff1 or more as p€r PEIEr
Germen's interirn recommendation to BCLC-

Jan 1l], 2OlS
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Appendix 4
Employee Engagement Results
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Appendix 5
1.

German Report Statements that indicate therc was no action taken by BCLC:

"...no tansaction was refused by BCLC before 2015." (paragraph 478)
" ln March 201 4, a former BCLC lnvestigator recalls telling senior management that something had to
be done aboutthe cash entering casrnos. They listened but he saw no discernable action.'(paragraph
s04)

"Despite the police investigation, the cash kept corning info the casinos. Wrth no direction ftom BCLC

or GPEB to stop accepting huge amounts of unsourced cash, the head of compliance lor GCGC decided
to end it himself." (paragraph 536)
"Despite allthe efforts desclbed in previous chapters, gior to 2016, nobody appears to have said no
in terms of ac,cepting unsourced cash at Lower Mainland casinos. (paragraph 600)

BCLC Clarification
Refusing cash:

BCLC's sourced cash condition initiative began April2015 with the program being formally implemented
in September 201 5; however, it should be noted that cash was refused prior to the initiation of this
program. As an example, Exhibit A demonstrates that a certain player would no longer be permitted to
play with cash. T,his player continues to be limited to playing with sourced cash only to this day. Exhibit B
is a redacted copy of an internal document used to track players who have been cash conditioned, from
April 14, 2105 to present day.

Appendix 5 - EXHIBIT A - Email regarding patron placed on cash conditions in 2014
a dlrectlve was
out the follo,ruing

Novambcr 27u,, 201+ As
iniliated at the request of
directive thal was posted on lhe profile

from:f
7:58 AM
To:

Cc:

Sublict:

RE:

- StD

HiI,
The lollowlng comnrcnt has been aaoeo

tof's

proflle

sloil:

20li[-t{Ov-27 BCLC Gorp Sac - BGLG Diructive for lnvestigatlve Purposts; !
lny ProP.lty wiUN "AilY" carh or un€oulE..l
I f not p.nnitftd to buy-inbyatBcLc
Cotporate Secutity and
chips until he is interyiewed
Compllrncr. Provldr prlron rrrlth tfit ECLC gonrumff SrlYlcls numbtr lf an
invrstigalor lr not avaalable, 5o an appolntmant can be 5rt up at th3 cirlicit
convenience: I €BS-815{222.

I

BCLC Cash0 lnves$galor
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Appendix 5 - EXHIBIT B - Cash Conditioned Player List
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ffi
Sourced Cash Conditions were having an impact as identified in Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation (GCGC) financial disclosures.
Appendix - EXHIBIT C - CHART OF GCGC DISCLOSURES
MDA

Document link

Citation re VIP conditions/financial impacts

https://qcqam i nq.conr/wp-

p8:

conte nt/uploads/GCG CQ3-201 5-MDA-Fl NAL. pdf

BCLC lntroduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source offunds used to purchase chips. The effect ofthese
conditions is not currently known but will likely lead to a certain amount of
reduced play, and therefore revenues, at all BC casinos, especially those
that have significant VIP play.

details
Q3 2015
Released:
Nov 4, 2015

Q4 2015

httl)s. //crcqam ng.comiwpcorrte nt/uploaclsiGCGC-

Released:
Mar 9, 2016

2als-44:lUP&l1i:lALd

i

p. 16:
Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips. The effect of these
conditions is not currently known but will likely lead to a certain amount of
reduced play, and therefore revenues, at River Rock. The estimated portion
of River Rock's revenues generated from the VIP players affected by these
additional conditions over the oast 12 months is aooroximatelv $20 million.
p. 18:
BCLC lntroduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter, BCLC introduced additional conditions
for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a requirement to
demonstrate source offunds used to purchase chips. The effect ofthese
conditions is not currently known, but management believes they have
caused and will likely lead to a certain amount of reduced play, and
therefore revenues, at all BC casinos that have significant VIP play.

p.29:
Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase chips, The
effect of these conditions is not currently known, but management believes
they have caused and will likely lead to a certain amount of reduced play,
and therefore revenues, at River Rock. The estimated portion of River
Rock's revenues generated from the VIP players affected by these
additional conditions over the 12 months ended September 30, 2015 was
approximately $20.0. While table drop levels in a period may be afiected by
changes in player behaviour, such as frequency and duration of visits to the
property and changed levels of wagering during such visits, management
believes that a significant portion of the decline in River Rock's table drop
and gaming revenues during the fourth quarter of 2015 was attributed to
these additional conditions required forcertain VIP players. ln addition, a
portion of the decline in gaming revenues in the fourth quarter was due to
volatility inherent in table games as evidenced by the 5.3 percentage point
decrease in table hold percentage in this yeais fourth quarterwhen
compared to the prior yeais fourth quarter record 25.0016 table hold
percentage.

o 45:

BC1C0005380.18

Revenues over the past eight quarterc have generally trended positively
during 2015 and over the prior year comparable periods. The increase in
revenues in the fourth quarter of 2015 compared to fte third quarter of
2015 was pdmarily due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino
New Brunswick that was acquired on October 1 ,2015. This increase was
partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River Rock, which
management believes was significantly due to a decline in table drop
during the fourth quarter ol 2015, as a result of additional conditions that
BCLC introduced late in the third quarter of 2015 for certain VIP players
(refer to the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of this
MD&A). The revenue increase in the third quarter o12015 compared to the
second quarter ot2015 was pdmarily due to the growth in gaming revenues
across most of the Company's properties.
Q1 2016
Released:
May 9, 2016

https: //ocoaming.com/wp-

p.2:

content/uploads/GCGCQ1-201&MDA-FlNALpdf

-risUuncertaintY = the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia
p. 9:

BCLC lntroduced Additional Conditions for Certain VIP Players in British
Columbia Late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase gaming
chips. The effect of these conditions is not currently known, but
management believes they have caused and will likely lead to a reduction
in the amount of gaming chips purchased, conesponding reduction in play
and therefore reduced revenues at all BC casinos that have significant VIP
play.
p. 19:

Recent Developments
As discussed in the "Major Developments - British Columbia" section of
this MD&A, late in the third quarter of 2015, BCLC introduced additional
conditions for certain VIP players in British Columbia that include a
requirement to demonstrate source of funds used to purchase gaming
chips. The effect of these conditions is not currently known, but
management believes they have caused and will likely lead to a reduction
in the amount of gaming chips purchased, as well as a corresponding
reduction in play and therefore reduced revenues, at our gaming facilities in
British Columbia, in particular River Rock. The estimated portion of River
RocKs revenues generated fiomthe VIP players affected bythese
additional conditions overthe 12 months ended September 30, 2015 was
approximately $20.0. While table drop levels in a period may be affected by
changes in player behaviour, such as frequency and duration of visits to the
property and changed levels of wagering during such visits, management
believes that a significant portion of the decline in River Rock's table drop
and gaming revenues during the first quarter of 2016 was atfibuted to
these additional conditions required for certain VIP players.
p.35:

@.2016
Released:

Aug 10, 2016

https: //qcgam inq.com/wpcontenUuploads/GCGC-

Q2-201GMDA-FINAL,odf

These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
the third qu arter of 2015 for certain VIP players (refer to the "Major
Developments - British Columbia" section of this MD&A).
p, 1:
-risUuncertaintY = the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia

p.20:

8C1C0005380.19

Q3 2016
Released:
Nov 8, 2016

Q4 2016

httDs: //ocqami no.comAdo-

contenUuploads/GCGC:
Q3-20'1 &MDA-FlNAL. pdf

https:/iocoamln0.comiwpcontent/uploadsiGCG C-

Released:
Mar 7,2017

Q4-201 6-MDA-FINAL-3-6-

17-1.pdf

The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly ofbet by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, whioh management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
p 13:
+isk/uncertainty = the impaot of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Golumbia
p 19:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly ofbet by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
03 2015 for certain VIP olavers.
p 13:
-risk/uncertainty = the impact of new conditions imposed on certain VIP
players in British Columbia

p 19:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
Q3 2015 for certain VIP players.
P 21:

Recent Developments
Late in the third quarter o12015, BCLC introduced conditions for certain
high value table games players in British Columbia casinos that include a
requirement to demonstrate the source of their funds. Players in British
Columbia have historically relied on cash as the primary way to purchase
chips. During the fourth quarter of 2016, BCLC introduced international wire
transfers as a method of transferring funds forgaming. Management is
continuing to ensure the Company's players understand the options
available to them.

Overview
Revenues at River Rock have been negatively affected since the conditions
with respect to cash were introduced late in the third quarter of 2015. The
new conditions have mainly impacted the high volume of VIP play from
which River Rock has benefited over recent years. The requirements to
demonstrate the source of funds has resulted in lower buy ins, reduced
average bets, and shorter durations of play. These dynamics led to the
averag€ hold rate declining from20o/oin2015lo 17o/o in 2016, ln response
to the decline in revenues, management has changed its promotional
activities and reduced operating expenses.
Revenues

River RocKs gaming revenues declined during the twelve months o12016,
when compared to the same period in the prior year, primarily due to a
decline in table drop following BCLC's new conditions with respect to cash
as well as a 2.6 percentage point decrease in the table hold peroentage.
The decline in table drop is mainly due to decreased high limit table play
volume. Gaming revenues also declined during the fourth quarter of 2016,
when compared to the same period in the prior year, primarilv due to a 24o/o

8C1C0005380.20

decrease in table hold. The 596 increase in table drop was more than ofret
by a 5.4 percentage point decrease in table hold percentage.
The decline in table revenues was partially offset by an increase in slot win
of 5% and 2% during the twelve and three months ended December 31,
2016. resoectivelv. when comoared to the same oeriods in2015.

Q12017
Released:
May 8,2017

https: //scoam i ng.comlivp-

p2:

contenUuploads/GCGC-

- risUuncertainty = 16" impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players

Q

1

-201 7-M DA-F I NAL. pdf

in British Columbia

- risUuncertainty = proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those that may impact VIP play)

p.21:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to QO 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly ofbet by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
03 2015 for certain VIP olavers.

a22017
Released:
Aug 10,2Q17

https://qcoam nq.comAr/pcontenUuploads/GCGCi

a22A1Z:lU!&E!NALudI

p2:
- risUuncertainty = 16" impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia

- risUuncertainty = proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those that may impact VIP play)

p.21:
The increase in revenues in Q4 2015 compared to Q3 2015 was primarily
due to the additional revenues contributed by Casino New Brunswick.
These increases were partly offset by lower table gaming revenues at River
Rock, which management believes was significantly due to a decline in
table drop, as a result of additional conditions that BCLC introduced late in
03 2015 for certain VIP olavers.
Q32017
Released:

https://qcqaminq.comiwpcontenVuploaddGCGCa3-201 7-M DA-FlNAL. pdf

p2:
- risUuncertainty = the impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia

Oct23,2017
- risUuncertainty = proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those related to anti-money laundering legislation or policy that
mav imoact VIP olav)

Q42017
Released:

https://qcqaminq.com/wpcontent/uploaddGCGCQ+2017-MDA-FlNAL.pdf

p2i
- risk/uncertainty = 16" impact of conditions imposed on certain VIP players
in British Columbia

Mar6,2018
- risUuncertainty = proposed or unanticipated regulatory or policy changes
(including those related to anti-money laundering legislation or policy that
mav impact VIP olav)

2.

German report states: "Whether intended or not, the net effect is that there would be no paper

trailin |TRAK..." (paragraph

646)

BCLC Clarification: There were already comprehensive recsrds entered into iTrak on each of these
players including full particulam on their identity, date of birth address, residence, occupation as well as
documentation on the concerning transactions including suspicious transaotion reports. ln addition, the
letter quoted and list were retained and formed part of BCLC's records in relation to these players and
their transactions,

8C1C0005880.21

il
3.

Reference to CEO Comments (paragraph 554)

BCLC supports the need for increased criminal enforcement and police action within casinos. The
comments made by Jim Lightbody, President & CEO referencing "reservations about the police being
involved in criminal enforcement within the casinos as it may 'muddy'the role of GPEB" were intended to
convey BCLC's strong belief that greater role clarity and accountability is needed priorto increasing the
number of agencies dedicated to enforcement at casinos. Dr. German's recommendation to create a
Dedicated Policing Unit addresses this concem.

4.

SAS Financials (paragraphs 717,7181

Dr. German's report notes that BGLC acquired SAS forAML as a result of POCMLTFA regulation
changes in 2013 requiring entities, including BCLC, to apply enhanced Customer Due Diligence
requirements on its patrons. lt also notes that BCLC reached out to financial institutions in search of a
system and that BCLC was the first in the gambling industry to engage SAS for AML services.
BCLC's engagement with SAS for the AML project was a commercial anangement with both parties
assuming certain responsibilities under the contract.
Project budget and costs
BCLC approved the business case for the project with a budget of $7.4 million including internal and
extemal costs. The actualtotal cost of the project was $7,294,756. The total paid to SAS within the
project was $4,560,723. This is the same amount that SAS indicated in its March 8, 2018 memo to Dr
German that it was paid by BCLC in relation to the project.
BCLC's final payment to SAS for the SAS AML project was on May 1 9, 2016 for $29,446.48. BCLC has
not and will not incur further expense with respect to the SAS AML softrivare project.
The detailed project cost breakdown is contained in Exhibit D

AppendixS-EXHIBITD

BGLG contract resources (P[rVlT

BGLC professional services

$2,171,165

Hardware

$253,088

Servers, storage, etc

lntemalLabour

$308,171

BCLC intemal Employee costs

Other

$ 1,609

Misc expenses

SAS Professional Services

$1,581,057

SAS

s,|49,576

SAS travel

$2,721,570

SAS - Business lntelligence & AML

$108,520

SAS Training

SAS Professional Services

-

SAS Softryare License
SAS Professional Services
Traininq

TOTAL

-

Travel

Lead/Business AnalvsUDevelopers/Testers)

co

ntractors/resou rces

$7,294,756

8C1C0005880.22
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To: ALL- Senior Executive[APersonal information
From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent Thur 1910412018 2:28:06 PM
Su$ecfi

FW: BGLC - Response Letter from Board Chair
2018.04.18 - a - Letter to Minister Ebv - Response to German Report.pdf
2018.04.18 - b - Attachment to Minister Eby Letter - Appendices 1-5.pdf
FYl. Thank you to all of you

who helped put this together.

From: Suzanne Rowley
Sent: Wednesday, April t8,2OLB 5:33 PM

To:'Richard,Fyfe@Personal information
Personal information

Personal information Bud Smith (
Personal information
'Andrew Brown (Personal information
'Doug Scott' Personal information
Cocchia' <Personal information
Subject: BCLC - Response Letterfrom Board Chair
Cc:

Ji

m D. Lightbody

<

; 'Wendy Lisogar-

Dear Mr, Fyfe,
On behalf of Bud Smith, Chair, BCLCs Board of Directors, please find attached response letter to the report by
Peter German.
Kind regards,
Suzanne.

Suzanne Rowley
Assistant Corporate Secretary/EA
President's Office, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
Personal information

bclc.com
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Executive Corner / All-Employee Email
Stepping up our AML commitment
Source: Jim Lightbody, President & GEO
As you know, I have never shied away from confronting a problem, and turning it into an opportunity.

You may have heard, today Minister David Eby released Dr. Peter German's independent review of B.C.'s antimoney laundering policies and practices in Lower Mainland casinos. Now that BCLC has received Dr. German's
final report and recommendations, we are poised to work collaboratively with the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch and law enforcement to help the Province combat organized crime.
BCLC will fully support Govemment's direction on recommendations in Dr. German's report, which provides an
important road map for the multiple organizations involved in combatting money laundering in B.C. I firmly
believe that the report's call for greater clarity of roles and responsibilities, a stronger regulator and dedicated law
enforcement will create a collective force with the strength to keep casinos safe and sustainable.

On a personal level, I continue to be outraged and frustrated that criminals have developed such insidious ways
to target our casinos and our players in their attempts to launder dirty money.
I also recognize that, after reviewing Dr. German's report, many people may ask, could BCLC have done better?
Here is what I know: BGLC and its employees recognized the threat of money laundering in our casinos, and took
action to report information to authorities and evolve our program in the context of the information available at
the time and the system within which we were working.
I am very proud of how our organization has proactively responded to this threat and especially proud of the
resilience of our people and continued commitment to doing the right thing throughout the course of this review.

Based on direction from Government, BCLC will develop a robust response plan to implement the
recommendations within our scope of authority, and in a swift and effective manner. I promise to keep you
informed and up to date every step of the way.

It is important for me to recognize Dr. German, whose work has broadened and deepened our understanding of
the true threat posed by organized crime, not just to our casinos, but also to the people of British Columbia, our
communities and other critical areas of our economy. Dr. German rightly identifies gaming as integral part of the
province and a vital industry and, as the organization entrusted to manage this business, I pledge to you all that I
am committed to protecting our business and industry.
This is an important opportunity for our company, and the road ahead will require determination, hard work, and
most importantly, collaboration. Our culture sets us up to embrace this opportunity and I know the industry will be
stronger because of this collective effort.
ln times like this, it is easy to focus on problems and lose sight of the opportunities. I urge you to see the
opportunity in front of us: a chance to improve further our anti-money laundering program, help the Province root
out criminals from our casinos and communities, and strengthen our business.
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Peter German AML Review
Release of Report and Recommendations

DRAFT-DRAFT-DRAFT
June 22,2018

a

The Minister has been driving the public/media messaging regarding the Dr. Peter German review
since its inception.

a

BCLC has strategically focused on a government-relations
ownership of the review and due to the number of FOls and

far, given Government's
sharing.

a

BCLC has maintained transparent communications:
updates) and reactively (media requests).

n Bulletins, web

a

The German report is 247 pages and is Minister E
messaging and communication about next steps.

a

BCLC has identified four phases with the

o

Orientation: Government will share
potentially other stakeholders.
COMPLETE

o

Analysis: BCLC will
contenUrecommend
COMPLETE

o

Advice: BC
will

-

he will

to own the

, Advice and Action:

d

with GPEB, BCLC and

ne what if any business risks exist in the

its

on the report and recommendations, which

matter

coM

o
a

Action: M
June27,2O1

Dr

release the final report to media/public.

The Minister has owned
ic communication about the report and this will continue through
its release. However, media may contact BCLC for comment or request clarification fiom BCLC
regarding the contents of the report.

lnternal
Executive Team
All staff (Kamloops, Vancouver)
Consumer Services
Field staff (RMsffMs)

o
o
o
.
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External

r
o
.
o
e
o
.
.
r

General Public
Players
Media
Service Providers
BCGIA
Host Local Governments
Retailers
ProvincialGovernment stakeholders (GPEB, GCPE, MO)
lndustry groups (i.e. Canadian Gaming Association)

OBJEGTIVES:

1.

Demonstrate BCLC's support for government's
taking action and being part of the solution
province.

2. Demonstrate BCLC's willingness to enact

those

to being accountable,
targeting our business and the
safeguard our industry and re-build

public trust.

REPORT
a

o

BCLC willfully
we believe
money
BCLC willwork to
the Government of

related to Dr. German's recommendations, which
the multiple organizations involved in combatting

an
rs provr

within our scope of authority and as directed by

a

BCLC supports the review's focus on providing greater clarity of roles and responsibilities, a
stronger regulator and dedicated law enforcement to create a collective force that ensures B,C.
casinos are safe and sustainable.

a

BCLC is confident that this approach is key to addressing what Dr. German calls a "collective
system failure."

a

BCLC will continue to evolve the ways in which we address the threat of money laundering and
criminals who target our business. We are steadfast in our commitment to be part of the solution

2
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Dr. German rightly identifies gaming as integral part of the province and a vital industry. As the
organization entrusted to manage this business, BCLC is committed to protecting not only our
industry, but also the people and communities of British Columbia.

BCLC ROLE
a

BCLC is trusted to conduct and mange commercial gambling in B.C. The public and our customers
count on us to operate with the highest levels of integrity and social responsibility.

a

We will continue to evolve our policies and practices to safeguard better our industry from the
criminal element that is threatening our integrity.

a

BCLC is one part of the overall anti-money laundering regime, which includes Service Providers,
GPEB, FINTMC and law enforcement.

a

We will take action as quickly as possible, working with our law enforcement, regulator and service
provider partners, to strengthen our business so that it safe, strong and sustainable.

(Additional

-

lnternal audience only)

a

Resilient, high performing companies like ours embrace opportunities to take a deep dive into our
operations, find areas for improvement and raise the bar for our business. Stay positive and
focused on our future.

a

The Peter German Review Report made 48 recommendations, and we willwork to implement
those within our scope of authority and as directed by the Government of 8.C., while extending
our full cooperation and support to the Province and other organizations also working on this
insidious issue.

a

We recognize the commitment of our employees working hard to ensure the effectiveness of our
anti'money laundering programs. Thank you for your dedication throughout the years, the review
period - and for your continued support moving fonryard.

a

There are varying opinions on the pffectiveness of actions taken by BCLC to address concerns
about money laundering. What is fact is that BCLC and its employees recognized the threat of
money laundering and took action to evolve our program in the context of the information available
at the time, and the anti-money laundering system within which we were working.

TACTICS:

1.

COMMUNICATE PROACTIVELY IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE COMMITTMENT
a

The Minister commissioned the German review, and the report is his to release. Government
will consider the report and determine action in regards to its recommendations.

a

ln order to ensure a coordinated response with Government, BCLC will issue a statement
response to the report, following its release by the Minister.
3
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a

BCLC will proactively disseminate the statement to B.C.-wide media and post it to bclc.com,
along with links to BCLC's formal response package to Government.

a

The statement will include a quote attributable to BCLC President and CEO, Jim Lightbody, to
demonstrate BCLC's commitment to accountability on this issue.

a

Given Government's ownership of the report and next steps, BCLC will reactively respond to
media requests, with BCLC Media Relations providing specific information, as requested, on
background onlv.

a

ln the weeks following Government's release of the report and once BCLC has received
direction from Government regarding next steps, BCLC will consider proactive media
opportunities that align with overall objectives noted above.

2. K,EEP= E=V,qLqYFE=n

r!=e

Fge

.

THEIR SUPPORT IN THE WORK AHEAD

.
.
.
.
3.

Following the Minister's release of the German report, BCLC will issue an all-employee email via
the CEO, which will include a link to the statement response and supporting materials. The CEO
emailwill be on YAK as an Executive Corner.
To ensure targeted, proactive and relevant internal communications, relevant BCLC Executives
(LCS and others as determined by VPs) will hold divisional meetings with statf to discuss the
German report, BCLC's response and next steps.
Key messages will ensure and support a consistent response across the organization.
Qiven the report's particular relevance and potential impact to the Legal, Compliance and Security
Division, BCLC's CEO will support the Vice President for its divisionaL meeting.
l=ryEg$ll+ ENGAGE ANp LEVERAGE OUR BUSTNESS PARTNERS SO THAT THE tNpUSTRy tS

ALIGNED

lndustry Outreach

r
.
.
4,

Meet with Service Providers & BCGIA (in advance) to review communications approaches to
Government's release of the German review
Shared Key messages with SPs and BCGIA

Emailto other jurisdictions day-of with the report link and BCLC statement & KMs
BE PREPARED TO RESPOND TO PLAYERS AND THE PUBLIC

.

Key messages and QA for Customer Support, Casino Ops, Security and GameSense team
leads, Executive

4
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a

Player-friendly web content - work in conjunction with Casino Operations and Casino
Marketing to ensure consistent messaging across all channels (share with Service Providers)

a

Social media

a

Letter to Lower Mainland Host Local Governments from BCLC CEO

-

monitor

REQUIRED MATERIALS:

.
.
.
o
.
r
.

BCLC statement

Employee KMs and Q&A (for VP-led divisional meetings)
External Q&A (to support player/public communications via CSC, TMs, MBOs, etc.)

All-employee email
Executive Corner (email)
Letter to Lower Mainland Host Local Governments (from CEO)
Email to jurisdictions (from CEO)

PHASE 2: DEMONSTRATING OUR COMMITMENT

-

SHORT TERM

OBJEGTIVES:

1.

Demonstrate BCLe's com mitfient to safeguarding our casinos.

2.

Ensure timely, opeh eommunicatiOhs regarding specific actions to improve BCLC's anti-money
laundering policies and practicesn

3.

Rebuild trust and understanding of BCLC's conduct of gambling in B.C., including our role and
responsibilities as part of a broader, collaborative anti-money laundering regime.

KEY MESSAGES / NARRATIVE:
Continuation of Phase 7 messages
1

PROACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING OUR PROGRESS AND COMMITMENT IN
ORDER TO HELP RE.BUILD TRUST

Proactive Media Materials / Updates

5
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lnformation Bulletin (lB)and outreach to reporters at key landmarks, that are public
facing/impact players including:
o

Announcement of BCLC action plan in response to Government direction on German
recommendations

o

Significant policy changes arising from review recommendations

a

Consider proactive media opportunities for BCLC CEO

a

Provide quarterly updates on BCLC's progress to government & the public

a

Third-party statemenVvalidator opportunities (BCGlA, Canadian Gaming Association, Service
Providers)

c

2

Host Local Government Outreach
a

.
.

Letter from CEO to Lower Mainland HLGs with BCLC action plan response to review
recommendations

One-on-one meetings, as required
Councildelegations, as required (recommended: Richmond, Burnaby, Kamloops)

Gommunity Engagement (6-8 weeks from release of report)

.
.
3.

Secure CEO speaking opportunities re: community impacts of gambling in B.C. with a futurefacing narrative focus on the integrity of our industry (Chamber events, Greater Vancouver
Board of Trade)

lncreased CEO involvement in,gCLC community outreach program / speaking opportunities

TNFORM. ENGAGE AND LEVFRAGE OUR BUSTNESS PARTNERS

Service Provider Outreach (1.4 weeks from release and as-needed)

r
.
.

Letter to Service Providers with BCLC action plan response to review recommendations
Policy directives with consistent messaging

One-on-one meetings, as required.

lndustry Outreach (2-6 weeks from release)

.

Third-party article or op-ed submission to security industry publications

6
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a

4.
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Speaking opportunities at industry events for third-party experts who can validate BCLC's AML
regime

MAINTAIN A PROATIVE. POSITIVE AND TRANSPARENT APPROACH WITH PLAYERS TO
ENSURE THEY UNDERSTAND THE REPORT AND CHANGES IN FACILITIES
Player-friendly web content - work in conjunction with Casino Operations and Casino
Marketing to ensure consistent messaging across allchannels (share with SPs)

o
.

Social media, as needed
Ongoing feedback from front line staff to ensure KMs and QAs are responsive to current
questions/sentiment.

5. KEEP EMPLOYEES INFORMED

.
.
o

YAK content
Manger huddles
Executive Corners, as required

OBJECTIVES:

1.

Rebuild trust and understanding of BCLC's conduct of gambling in B.C., including our role and
responsibilities as part of a broader, collaborative anti-money laundering regime

2.

Communicate to our players in
safeguarding our business

a

ftiendly, proactive tone that demonstrates focus on

KEY MESSAGES:
TBD

BCLC'

1

a

Leverage our implementation of the report recommendations by developing a BCLC external
facing program (i.e. Player First and GameSense)that serves as an umbrella for the suite
initiatives and actions BCLC has taken and willtake to address AML and security of our
facilities, offerings and players.

a

Ensure friendly, proactive tone that focuses on safeguarding our business.
7
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2. CHANGETHECHANNEL

o
.
.

Late July - Play lt Forward campaign commences to share community-based stories through
paid, earned and social media regarding positive impac-ts of the gaming industry
@.C.-widd)

Ongoing Community Engagement program / storytelling
Ongoing focus on proactive media/storytelling opportunities about various positive impacts of
BCLC and the industry

a

Engage Bl to asEist with public perception measurements to
short and long term

development in

a

Analyze and measure tone of media coverage

release
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Q&A, KEY MESSAGES

1

- German Report

M
a

BCLC will work with Government on recommendations within Dr. German's report, which
provides an important road map for the multiple organizations involved in combatting money
laundering in British Columbia.

a

BCLC will provide regular updates on the actions it takes on recommendations within its
scope of authority.

a

a

BCLC willwork in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and regulators to
keep B.G. casinos safe.
Dr. German identifies gaming as integral part of the province and a vital industry. As the
organization entrusted to manage this business, BCLC is committed to safeguarding its
business alongside industry and government partners, for the benefit of all British
Columbians.

Q&A

Action

1.

Will BCLC implement all of Dr. Peter German's recommendations?

BCLC will work with Government on recommendations contained within Dr. German's report,
which provides an important road map for the multiple organizations involved in combatting money
laundering in British Columbia.
BCLC will provide regular updates on the actions it takes on recommendations within its scope of
authority.

2.

What will BCLC implement first?

BCLC will work with Government on recommendations contained within Dr. German's report,
including potential implementation timelines.
BCLC will provide regular updates on the actions it takes on recommendations within its scope of
authority.

Accountabilitv

t

8CLC0004124

3.

GEo Do you admit that money laundering was occurring in B.c. casinos?

1012

We now know that organized crime was lending dirty money to high net-worth individuals to spend
in casinos and on real estate and luxury vehicles as part of a complex money-laundering scheme.
Our focus was on Knowing Your Customer and that our customers had the wealth to play at the
levels they were spending. When we found out the source of the funds that our customers were
using was from illicit sources - we said no, and told these customers they could not bring in cash.
Dr. German's report provides an important road map for the multiple organizations involved in
combatting money laundering in B.C. and we are committed to being part of the solution.

4.

When did BCLC acknowledge that money laundering was happening?

Dr. German's report has broadened and deepened our collective understanding of the threat
posed by organized crime, not just to our casinos, but also to the people of British Columbia, our
communities and other critical areas of our economy.
BCLC and its employees recognize the risk that money laundering poses to casinos, and have
continued to take action to increase controls as new threats emerged.

5.

Why did it take Dr. German's review for BCLC to act?

Dr. German's report has broadened and deepened our collective understanding of the threat
posed by organized crime.
BCLC and its employees recognize the risk that money laundering poses to casinos, took action
and continue to take action to increase controls as new threats emerged.

6.

Who is accountable for money laundering in B.C. casinos?

The reality of money laundering, as Dr. German's has outlined, is the result of a system that did
not keep up with the criminal element. No single person or entig is responsibte toi tnis issue - in
fact, Dr. German called it a "collective system failure."
BCLC, gaming service providers, GPEB, FINTRAC and law enforcement are all part of the system
to keep dirty money out of casinosr
BCLC will work in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and its regulator to keep
B.C. dirty money out of casinos.

7.

CEO Why have you been silent on this issue for months now?

As CEO, I was careful to consider public/media statements during the review period in order to
ensure the integrity of the independent review underway.

2
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BCLC fully cooperated with Dr. German as part of his independent review, including otfering
interviews, records and site visits as requested. BCLC continues to be committed to transparency
through timely information sharing with media and the public.

8.

CEO Do you take responsibility for what has happened? Why did you not do more?

The reality of money laundering, as Dr. German has outlined, is the result of a system that did not
keep up with the criminal element. ln fact, Dr. German called it a "collective system failure."
As part of the system, I take responsibility as the CEO of BCLC to do more and do better to keep
dirty money out of casinos.
We are poised to implement the direction set out by Attorney General David Eby to safeguard our
business alongside our industry and government partners, for the benefit of all British Columbians

9.

CEO

Willyou resign?

No. I have an important job to do. I am poised to lead BCLC in implementing Government's
direction on recommendations contained within Dr. Geman's report, and willwork in lockstep with
the Province, BCLC's Board of Directors, GPEB, our service providers and industry partners to
keep B.C. casinos safe.
10. CEO BGLG's VP of Security used to work for Great Canadian and is alleged

to have said
in the past that money laundering does not occur in casinos there. Are you confident that
you have the best person for this role?

Yes. BCLC and

its employees, including our Chief Compliance Officer and Vice President of
Legal, Compliance and Security, have a detailed understanding of the money laundering threats to
casinos and are committed to continually updating and improving our anti-money laundering
controls.

Their work is subject to independent review every year by either FINTRAC or a nationally
recognized audit tirm with expertise in the anti-money laundering field.
Our Chief Compliance Officer is the most qualified person you could ask for in this role. He is a
former police officer, a lawyer, onerof the driving forces in setting up our Civil Forfeiture program
while in government, and a published author of a book on anti-money laundering.

11. CEO Was it not a

conflict of interest to have an ex Great Canadian employee in the VP of

Security role?
As part of BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct, all employees and contractors are
required to disclose any actual or perceived conflicts of interest - including any previous or current
involvement in the gaming industry, in any capacity.
Any direct or indirect interest in a gaming service provider must be disclosed to the Gaming Policy
and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) as part of its registration process, which is a requirement of
employment with BCLC.
3
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12. Does this issue affect BCLC's social license to operate? How has this affected your

staff?
Working at a socially responsible organization that balances growth with sustainability is what
motivates our employees.
Responsibility and integrity are part of our organization's DNA

- that will not change.

13. CEO ln a February 2O15 Victoria Times Colonist interview, you spoke about BGLG's
strategy to attract high rollers from Ghina and noted, "So they do come in with bags full

of money for their buy-ins." How do you justify attracting these players with bags full of
cash, given concerns regarding money laundering in B.C. casinos?

Prior to 2015, our focus was on Knowing Your Customer and that our customers had the wealth to
play at the levels they were spending. When we found out the source of the funds that our
customers were using was from illicit sources - we said no, and told these customers they could
not bring in cash. Knowing what we know now, we should have focused earlier on the origin of

players'cash.

We did this beginning in April 2015, when we learned of questionable sources of the cash and
started interviewing certain players to determine where their cash came from. lf a player was
unable to prove legitimate source of funds, BCLC placed the player on sourced-cash conditions or
even barred them from gambling at our facilities. This was instrumental in drastically reducing
suspicious cash transactions from their peak at $27 million in July 2015 to $370,000 in April 2018
(98 per cent decrease).

REPORT & RECOMMENDATIONS
14. What is your reaction to a Grown regulator with an independent board?

BCLC will work with Government on recommendations contained within the report. Our priority is
to work in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and our regulator to keep B.C.
casinos safe.

15. Will there be revenue loss at

the cost of new AML measures? How will BCLC address the

revenue loss?
To date, BCLC has not experienced a financial impact from Dr. German's interim recommendation
regarding source-of-funds declarations for cash buy-ins of $10,000 or more. At this stage, we do
not anticipate any substantial financial impacts from Dr. German's subsequent recommendations.
16. CEO Dr. German's report indicates a frustrated relationship between BGLC and GPEB.

How would you describe it, and what needs to change?
B.C.'s Gaming ControlAct legislation, introduced in 2002, is ambiguous regarding roles and
responsibilities of BCLC and our regulator. As such, I agree with Dr. German's characterization of
4
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a "strained" relationship between BCLC and GPEB.

With Dr. German's recommended legislation amendments to delineate roles more clearly, BCLC
and GPEB can work together more effectively to keep B.C. casinos safe.
17. Has BCLC ever intended

to counsel its customers on how to launder money through

casinos?
No. As part of its due diligence, BCLC flags players exhibiting suspicious behavior and, where
warranted, may place them on certain conditions in order to mitigate the risk of dirty money
entering our casinos.

As per regulatory reporting requirements, BCLC maintains certain records/information on these
players that include full particulars on their identity, date of birth address, residence, occupation as
well as documentation on the concerning transactions including suspicious transaction reports.

18.lf BCLC is not an investigative agency, why did it undertake an undercover operation at
Money Services Businesses?
To our knowledge, we have not engaged in undercover operations, as we understand the
definition of such operations. BCLC did its due diligence to gather information to confirm the
legitimacy of some Money Service Businesses, used by certain players. Our intention was to
mitigate the risk of potential money-laundering activity associated with money received from these
businesses and used in our casinos.
However, we will ensure that we do not engage in undercover activity.

19. Why did BCLC focus so much on cash alternatives, when evidence showed that it was a

'failed strategy'?
BCLC's cash-alternative initiatives aim to reduce the amount of cash entering B.C. casinos and, as
a result, reduce the risk of proceeds of crime used at casinos.
ln addition, cash alternatives like bank drafts create clear audit trails for police and other agencies
to follow - something that does not exist when only cash is used. The implementation of cash
alternatives succeeded in meeting these objectives.
Non-payment cash options are one component of BCLC's comprehensive set of anti-money
laundering controls. Dr. German's recommendations will assist and guide BCLC's efforts to
continue to improve its anti-money laundering program.
20. Regarding the FINTRAC penalty, why did BCLC spend so much time/money fighting the

fine?
The Federal Court of Canada allowed BCLC's appeal and set aside FINTRAC's findings as well as
the administrative monetary penalty.
5
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Reporting entities like banks and BCLC have important procedural rights under the law so that
when concerns arise regarding potential mistakes, there is an opportunity to have concerns about
errors independently reviewed.
21. How much money did BCLC spend fighting the FINTRAC penalty?

The legal advice that BCLC received in relation to this matter and the fees associated to that
advice are a matter of solicitor-client privilege, which BCLC is not disclosing as a result.

22.Why does BCLG not have AML investigators on evenings/weekends?
BCLC has an AML investigator who is available on evenings and weekends to respond to potential
money-laundering concerns.
BCLC will work with Government on recommendations contained within the report. Our priority is
to work in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and our regulator to keep B.C.
casinos safe.
23. Why does BCLG file

with FINTRAC and not SPs directly?

This is not a matter within BCLC's control. The federal legislation governing reporting in relation to
money laundering specifically states that BCLC is responsible for providing prescribed reports to
FINTRAC.

24. Why

did BCLC continue to invest millions in failed AML software?

BCLC initiated a project to enhance its business intelligence by acquiring an enterprise version of
the SAS Business lntelligence solution. At the same time, it acquired the SAS anti-money
laundering solution, which is used by three of the five major banks in Canada. While SAS
Business lntelligence performs well, the vendor was unable to adapt satisfactorily the anti-money
laundering solution from the banking environment to the gaming environment.
BCLC utilizes a number of ariti-money laundering software solutions that now provide much of the
same advanced capabilities that BCLC was anticipating from SAS.
25.

Will BCLC invest more money in SAS?

BCLC has not incurred, and will not incur, further expenses with respect to the anti-money
laundering portion of the SAS software.
26. Does it surprise or disturb you, given the seriousness of the allegations, how long you

have known about them and the threat to the integrity of BC casinos, that no criminal
prosecutions have taken Place?
BCLC is not a police agency or a regulator. We are not in the position, and do not have the
information required, to comment on justice system outcomes from a position of knowledge.
6
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27. Hockey bags of cash are not a new thing

Why has this never set off alarms?

-

017

media have been reporting on this for years.

Combatting money laundering has always been a top priority for BCLC. Along with our service
providers, we have taken many steps over many years to keep dirty money and the people behind
it out of our casinos. This includes reporting of all suspicious transactions to FINTRAC and police.
BCLC willwork with Government on recommendations contained within the report. Our priority is
to work in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and our regulator to keep B.C.
casinos safe.
28. How much does BGLG spend on its anti-money laundering program?

Presently, BCLC employs approximately 12 staff dedicated to its
and 22 staff dedicated to its investigations unit, which, combined,
$3.8 million, and are part of a broader security and compliance

29. Dr. German recommends an independent
responsibility. He also recommends a ded

laundering program
on a budget of about

that will have
it. How

as part of its

is change

impact jobs at BCLC?

We do not expect any changes in staffi
this recommendation exactly as written
BCLC will continue doing what we are
be a need for analysis and reporting wo
casinos from money la
30. The report recommen
rather than BGLC. How

There may be
major i
The federa
that BCLC is
providers al
reports (CDR)to

ment decide to implement
regulator to be established.
the
regulator is in place there will
expertise to continue to protect

me fo

be responsible for reporting to FINTRAC,

th
reporti ng procedures; however, we do not anticipate

reporting in relation to money laundering specifically states
ing prescribed reports to FINTMC. Currently, service
transaction (LCT) reports and casino disbursement
behalf of BCLC, utilizing BCLC systems.

BCLC will review current suspicious transaction reporting in response to the German
recommendation. BCLC oversight of reporting will remain in place as long as the federal
legislation remains in its current form.
31. Dr. German has recommended that cash alternatives become the responsibility
service providers. How will that affect BCLC?

of

Pending Government direction on this recommendation, service providers will need to
determine what type of alternatives they want to use - and these will be subject to BCLC
approval.

32.Dr. German asks that BCLC stop engaging in undercover operations, except with GPEB
and police. Were we doing this? What are the instances?
7
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To our knowledge, we have not engaged in undercover operations, as we understand the
definition of such operations. BCLC did its due diligence to gather information to confirm the
legitimacy of some Money Service Businesses, used by certain players. Our intention was to
mitigate the risk of potential money-laundering activity associated with money received from
these businesses and used in our casinos.
However, we will ensure that we do not engage in undercover activity
33. What can I tell people about the SAS

project?

We started using the business intelligence functions of SAS in early 2016 as part of our overall
business-intelligence toolkit.
ln 2014, FINTRAC introduced new regulations for reporting entities including the obligation to
perform ongoing monitoring for specific customers with whom the entity has a business
relationship. BCLC is now responsible for monitoring approximately 18,000 customers on an
on-going basis. That number is increasing by roughly 300 each month.

ln order to meet these new regulatory obligations, BCLC initiated a project to acquire an
enterprise version of the SAS for enterprise business analytics and at the same time acquire
the SAS AML solution, used by three of the five big banks, to automate some of the monitoring
requirement. While SAS Bl performs well, the vendor was unable to adapt satisfactorily the
AML solution from the banking environmentto the gaming environment.

With the SAS AML solution not able to deliver as promised, BCLC has worked with advances
in existing AML software solutions and systems to provide BCLC with additional due diligence
capabilities that BCLC was anticipating from the SAS AML solution.
BCLC will incur no further expenses from SAS with respect to the AML portion of the SAS
software
34. Dr. German recommends thaf BCLC establish a chip tracking system. What type

of

system do you expect we'll uge?
BCLC will work with Government to consider recommendations contained within Dr. German's
report and we may consider several options for a chip-tracking system.

8
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bela

ilIHIIART1TAST
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BCLC Statement on Dr. Peter German Report
Vancouver, 8.G., June 27, 2018 - BCLC has received Dr. Peter German's final report from his
independent review of B.C.'s anti-money laundering policies and practices in Lower Mainland
casinos. Dr. German was appointed as an independent expert by Attorney General and Minister
Responsible for BCLC, David Eby.
"Dr. German's report provides an important road map for the multiple organizations involved in
combatting money laundering in British Columbia," said Peter Kappel, BCLC Board Chair.
"BCLC will work with Govemment on recommendations contained within the report, and I am
confident in the organization's steadfast commitment to be a part of the solution."
BCLC willwork in collaboration with service providers, law enforcement and regulators to keep
dirty money out of B.C. casinos.
"l would like to thank Dr. Peter German, whose work has broadened and deepened our
understanding of how the multiple agencies involved in combatting organized crime can
improve," said Jim Lightbody, President and CEO, BCLC. "We are poised to implement the
direction set out by Aftomey General David Eby to keep dirty money out of casinos alongside
our industry, govemment and law enforcement partners. We can all do better for the benefit of
British Columbians."
BCLC willprovide regular updates on the actions it takes on recommendations within its scope
of authority.

-30Media Assets:
I HYPERLINK "http://corporate.bclc.com/who-we-are/corporate-reports/corporatereports-search. htmlff lter-category=antFmon eyo/o20launderi n g" l
I HYPERLINK "http://corporate.bclc.com/media-centre/bclc-news/news-search/newsmanagemenVbclc-expands-source-of-funds-procedures-in-bc-gambling-facilities.html"

o
.

i

l

For more information:
BCLC Media Relations

604-225-6460
I HYPERLlN K "mailto:mediarelations@bdc.com" ]

BCLC is a provincial Crown Corporation offering socially responsible gaming enlertainment while generating income to beneft all
Brilish Columbians.
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To:
Cc:

Kim M. Bruce - Government of BC (Personal information
Rob KroekerPersonal information 'John Mazure
Suzanne Rowley[Personal information ]
Personal information
Jim D. LightbodY
Tue 1911212017 10:28:52PM
su$ect FW: German Recommendation #1 - source of Funds Declaration

From:

Sent

Scan 20171215.pdf
Kim;

am sending this to you via email in order to attend to this in the quickest fashion. While we still maintain
that BCLC has authority under the Gaming Control Act to implement this recommendation as it pertains to the
handling of money, we are willing to work with you on this. As I stated in my letter last week, our concern is
that we delay implementing a recommendation by Peter German aimed at strengthening our AML regime in
BC Casinos. I urge you to deal with this as quickly and responsibly as possible.
I

Below are the answers to GPEB's questions as you provided to us on Friday. I trust you will understand them,
however if you don't, I would ask two things to move this forward without delay:
ldentify the specific questions or comments whereby GPEB asserts BCLC cannot move forward with
implementing the recommendation until you are satisfied;
Contact Rob Kroeker directly if you need to clarify any of the answers.

i-)
2l

Kim, we appreciate the role of GPEB and have always maintained we need a well-coordinated approach with
clear roles and responsibilities to manage gaming in this province, including our AML regime, I hope you

appreciate we are trying to work with you here in order to follow the direction from the Minister to
implement the two initial Peter German recommendations as quickly as is practicable and further strengthen
our AML program in BC. lf you would like to discuss further, please feel free to contact me directly at 250-8285650.
Sincerely,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, December t9,2Ot7 8:00 AM
To: Jim D, Lightbody <Personal information
CC: Suzanne Rowley Personal information ; Brad Desmarais Personal information
SubjeCt: FW: German Recommendation #L - Source of Funds Declaration
Good morningJim
Below are the responses to the questions in the order in which Kim lists them in her letter' They did not
number their questions, but I numbered the responses for ease of reference on our side'
Let me know if you require anything additional.
Rob

1.
Z.
3.

yes, as per legislative requirements already in place under the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act customer due diligence (CDD) will be completed in all
instances which includes the collection of the information listed.
yes, a duly registered gaming worker assigned to and familiar with cage policies and procedures.
Yes.

8C1C0005562
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4.

the registered gaming workers' duty and obligation to request and ensure the information is
accurately recorded. This puts their registration and employment on the line. This is where the
greatest level of control can be asserted. ln addition as was outlined in the covering memo, BCLC, as
soon as is practicable, wants to move from a paper form scanned into its data system to entering the
data directly into its' systems. This will allow for much more sophisticated analytics and transaction
monitoring around SoF and RM. Requiring customer signature will create a substantial barrier to this
control improvement for no practical gain. lf a registered gaming worker were to make errors in the
recording of key information it would be treated the same as today with all other AML requirements:
lt

is

the SP will be required to take corrective action in the case of mistakes; falsely certifying a document
would be seen by BCLC as a serious integrity issue and would be referred to GPEB for review and
action as they see fit.
S. New customer means a new customer in the context of the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act and an AML regime - one who has not completed a transaction that is
reportable or for whom BCLC is required to ascertain identity'
6. Yes-these procedures are already in place for all other reporting requirements. Linkage occurs via
customer lD # and incident reporting.

7,
8,

Yes,

No. The funds must be sourced. A "receipt" will not be required for verified win funds paid out
prior, but the prior verified win amount will have to be confirmed by the SP or the funds refused -

as

per existing policy.

9.

Yes.

10. Yes, Receipts must relate to the cash being proffered'
11. As per existing procedure, receipts are scanned into the

BCLC

data system. Originals provided by the

player are retained by the SP.

IZ.

Cage from

the receiving

SP

confirms with cage from

SP

who paid out or

BCLC

investigator

-

as per

existing procedure.
a verified win payout, a SP must confirm the verified win payout is consistent with the buyin funds being proffered before accepting those funds (by amount and denomination). There is no
specific limit on time, however if the payout occurred more than 48 hours earlier, BCLC must be

13. To receive

14.

consulted.
BCLC is not familiar with the term "rolling cash balances". As per above and existing procedure, prior
to accepting any buy-in that is proffered as a verified win, the SP must confirm the win, amount and

denominations.
PCMLTFA, the threshold for LCTs and CDRs
to
up
adding
of
transactions
series
or
any
or
more
$10,000 or more in a 24 hour period.
is 510,000
are intimately familiar with the rule.
staff
and
BCLC
and
SP
since
2000
This has been a requirement
every transaction to which this
during
16. Denomination amounts are already captured elsewhere
procedure applies. lt would be redundant to recapture the information on the RM/SoF form' With a
coming upgrade to BCLC systems denomination amounts for all reportable transactions will be

15. This is covered in existing training extensively. As per the

entered directly into

BCLC

data systems'

PCMLTFA apply to every transaction to which this procedure
than
capturing full name, but for clarity we can confirm it includes
applies. This involves much more

17. Ascertaining identity rules under the

capturing full name.
18. This aspect is covered off in staff training and familiarization. Only trained cage staffwith will
complete this form.
19. This information is captured elsewhere in the process. Will consider but this will create a redundancy
in the procedures.
20. No. Records must be readily available and produced on demand for the purposes of audit by
FinTRAC. F|nTRAC accepts forms only in the two official languages of Canada. The same applies to
independent biennial audits competed under the PCMLTFA by national accounting firms, Further,
gaming in BC occurs in English for security and game protection reasons.

8C1C0005562.02
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2L. Additional forms may be used in such an unusual circumstance. Buy-ins from multiple

Fls would be

concerning and require follow-up via UFT by BCLC AML. This is not a transaction type BCLC would
want to encourage through systemic practice.
22. No. As above, staff are trained and intimately familiar with procedures re all reportable transactions.
23. This will depend on the circumstances of the individual transaction. SPs are aware they will need to
exercise professional judgment and due diligence when documenting a transaction.
24. SPs will follow suspicious transaction training provided by BCLC, which is based upon and
incorporates the guidance on suspicious transaction provided by FinTRAC the FATF.

25. BCLC.
26. This is the same as Q4. Please see that response.
27. This form does not collect personal information that is not already collected through the CDD/KYC
and EDD procedures. Collection will simply apply to some transactions that were not subject to
collection before. Notwithstanding, privacy impacts have been assessed.
28. Existing CDD and enhanced DD processes will apply. As per existing procedure bank drafts must show
payee, payor, account name and # on the face of the draft or supporting receipt showing this
information. lt has been long standing policy that BCLC does not permit 3'd party transactions - funds
must be the player's own.
29. Yes.

From: Bruce, Kim M Fl N :EX Personal information
Sent: December-l5-17 3:35 PM
; Mazure, John C FIN:EX Personal information
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Brad Desmarais Personal information
Susan Dolinski
>; Vear, Maureen FIN:EX
Personal information ; Kendall, Janelle FIN:EX Personal information
Personal information

>

Subject:

RE:

German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration

HelloJim,
As Acting ADM for GPEB, I have attached the response to your December t2,2Ot7 email as requested

Sincerely,
Kim
Kim Bruce, MPA
Executive Director
Li ce n si n g, Reg i strati on a n d Ce rtifi cati o n D iv i si o n
Gaming Policy ond Enforcement Bronch
Ministry of Attorney General
Location: 3rd Floor, 9L0 Government Street, Victoria BC VBW LX3
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 9309 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC V8W 9NL
Personal information

Webs ite : www. ao mi na.

Frcm :

a

ov. bc. ca

Personal information

J

i

m D. Li ghtbody

Senft Tuesday, December 12,20L7 10:31 AM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX; Bruce, Kim M FIN:EX
Gc: Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais; XT:Dolinski, Susan GCPE:IN
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Subject: FW: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
John and Kim;
Attached you will find three documents regarding the implementation of Peter German's
recommendation regarding Source of Funds Declaration. As discussed last Wednesday in our
teleconference, we would like to move this forward as expeditiously as possible as per the
Minister's direction. However, we would also like GPEB to have the opportunity to review it and
therefore ask that you review the attached and please get back to us with any questions or
concerns prior to December 15th. lf we do not hear any concerns by end of day Friday, the 1Sth, we
willgo ahead and issue the attached Directive to service providers.
Kim, for you information, last Friday, John and I did discuss BCLC's authority under Sec 8 of the
GCA to make rules such as this for the handling of money and money equivalents. That said, we do
want to be aligned with GPEB on our approach to implementing Peter German's recommendation
therefore seek your questions or concerns this week.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Best regards,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, December 11,2017 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody
Gc: John Karlovcec
Subject: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Jim
Please find attached a memorandum in regard to German Review Recommendation #1 - Source of
Funds declarations. You will also find attached the Directive to Service Providers that, once issued,
will implement this recommendation. The specific form Service Providers willcomplete is also
attached for reference.
I am of the understanding that the Minister expects the recommendations to be implemented as
soon as possible. We are able to put recommendation #1 into place as of December 18, 2017.
understand you will be providing the attached documentation on the implementation to both the
DAG's otfice and John Mazure. I willwait to hear back from you before the Directive is issued.

1

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care,
education and community groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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Jim D. LightbodyUPersonal information
Rob Kroeker[Personal information ]

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

PMG

Mon 25/1212017 11:18:26 PM
RE: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration

Understood. Thanks for the update Jim.
May you both have a very Merry Christmas and the best in 2018! Thanks for all the assistance.'.
pete

Personal information ]
From : J m D. Lightbody
Sent: Saturday, December23,20L7 12:38 PM
To: PETERGERMAN
Cq Rob Kroeker
Subject: Re: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
i

Pete,
Just want to give you an update on our implementation of your recommendation to us. After meeting
with GPEB and advising them of our plans, John sent me a letter last week informing us that GPEB must

approve the form, policies and procedures supporting this recommendation. We received a number of
questions from them over the past week which Rob has answered. We await their approval before
implementing. Unfortunately with the holidays upon us, we are probably delayed until next month.
On a brighter note, I hope you have a chance for a break over Christmas and wish you a happy holidays.
Cheers,

Jim

From: PETER GERMAN Personal information

>

Date: December L2,2OI7 at 3:54:15 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Subject: Re: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration

Appreciate the speedy work. Thanks Jim. I'll review. Pete
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 19,2017, at 5:21AM, Jim D. Lightbody

Personal information

wrote:

Pete;
I am sending this to you to advise how we are implementing the recommendation you provided
regarding Source of Funds declarations. Please advise if you have any questions or concerns and
we will be happy to accommodate. For your information, we met with John and his staff last

Wednesday to discuss this and have provided a copy of these three documents to GPEB as well.
We have asked them to advise us of any questions they have, As you may be aware, under the
Gaming Control Act, Sec 8, BCLC is able to make rules regarding handling and holding of money
and money equivalents. I have discussed this with John to ensure we are in the spirit of
collaboration while moving this initiative forward as expeditiously as possible.
Best regards,
Jim

8C1C0005546
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From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, December Il,2077 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: John Karlovcec <J Personal information
subject: German Recommendation #1. - source of Funds Declaration
Jim
please find attached a memorandum in regard to German Review Recommendation #1 - Source
of Funds declarations. You will also find attached the Directive to Service Providers that, once
issued, will implement this recommendation. The specific form Service Providers will complete
is also attached

for reference'

am of the understanding that the Minister expects the recommendations to be implemented as
soon as possible. We are able to put recommendation #1 into place as of December t8,2OL7 I
understand you will be providing the attached documentation on the implementation to both
the DAG,s office and John Mazure. I will wait to hear back from you before the Directive is
I

'

issued.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046

T

Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook

BCCasinos

I Blog I bclc'com

than 51 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care,
education and community groups across B'C.
Last year, more

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary
information that cannot be disclosed without BCLG's permission. lf you have received this email
in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the email.
<2017 -12-Ll Memo re German Interim Recommendation # 1 .pdf)
<New RM and SOF form 2017 - Master (Fillable).pdf>
<Directive to Service Providers Source of Funds Declarations 18 December 2017.pdf>
This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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To:'JohnMazure(iohn,mPersonal information

Personal information

'kim.m. bruce@

Gc:

Rolkroeker[RPersonal information ; Brad Desmarais[Personal information ]; Susan

Dolinski[Personal information
Jim D. LightbodY
Tue 1211212017 6:31:14 PM
Subiect FW: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
2017-12-11 Memo re German lnterim Recommendation #1'pdf
New RM and SOF form 2017 - Master (Fillable).pdf
ur:ce of Funds Declarations 18 December 2017'pdf

From

Sent

John and Kim;
Attached you will find three documents regarding the implementation of Peter German's recommendation
to
regarding Source of Funds Declaration. As discussed last Wednesday in our teleconference, we would like
like
would
also
we
However,
direction.
per
the
Minister's
possible
as
move this forward as expeditiously as
please get back
GpEB to have the opportunity to review it and therefore ask that you review the attached and
by
end of day
concerns
any
to us with any questions or concerns prior to December 15th. lf we do not hear
Friday, the 15th, we will go ahead and issue the attached Directive to service providers.
make
Kim, for you information, last Friday, John and I did discuss BCLC's authority under Sec 8 of the GCA to
with
aligned
to
be
do
want
we
said,
That
equivalents.
and
money
rules such as this for the handling of money
your
questions
or
seek
therefore
recommendation
on our approach to implementing Peter German's
GpEB

concerns this week.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Best regards,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, December tl,ZOTT 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information
Cc: John Karlovcec <J Personal information
subject: German Recommendation #1 - source of Funds Declaration
Jim
please find attached a memorandum in regard to German Review Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds
declarations. you will also find attached the Directive to Service Providers that, once issued, will implement

this recommendation. The specific form Service Providers will complete is also attached for reference.

am of the understanding that the Minister expects the recommendations to be implemented as soon as
possible. We are able to put recommendation #L into place as of December t8,2OL7. I understand you will
and John Mazure'
Le providing the attached documentation on the implementation to both the DAG's office
is
issued.
Directive
you
the
before
I will wait to hear back from
I

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us:

Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc'com
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memo
To:

Jim

Lightbodv

bele
piryiq h rlght

Date:

December 11,2017

President &CEO
From:

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliace Officer & VP Legal, Compliance,
Security

Subject:

German lnterim Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declarations

On December 5,2017 ,the Attorney General announced that Mr. Peter German, who is conducting a review
of money laundering controls at casinos, amongst other things, has made two interim recommendations.
The first of the two recommendations relates to the conduct and management of gambling and speaks to
business transactions between customers and BCLC casinos. Specifically, Mr. German recommended:
First, I recommend that Gaming Service Providers (GSPsJ complete a source of funds declaration
for cash deposifs and bearer monetary instruments v,thich exceed the F1nTRAC threshold for Large
Cash Transactions of $10,000. At a minimum, the declaration must outline a customer's identification

the source of their funds, including the financial institution and account from which the
cash or financiat instrument was sourced. ln the case of new customers, after two transac'tions, cash
should only be accepted from the customer if the veracity of the previous answers has been
and provide

confirmed and is not considered susprbious.
The second recommendation was direc'ted to GPEB and relates to staffing of investigators in casinos.
The Attorney General stated in his announcement that he had:

... directed the BC Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and govemment's Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch (GPEB) to implement the recommendations as soon as possrb/e.
BCLC's Anti-money Laundering Unit has now completed the work necessary to implement the first
recommendation. ln every instance where a player buys-in for an amount of $1 0,000 or more, a source of
funds declaration will be completed by the gaming service proMder at the time of the transaction, The
registered gaming worker conducting the transaction will be required to certiry that she or he ascertained
the source of funds information from the player and that she or he accurately entered that information on
the source of funds declaration. Where a player is not able, or refuses, to provide the required information,
BCLC has directed service providers to refuse the transaction and submit a report to BCLC. Service
providers will be responsible for scanning source of funds declarations, and any necessary supporting
documentation, into BCLC's information management sFtem.
It is now possible for BCLC to implement these new procedures, in collaboration with seMce providers,
effective December 1 8, 2017 .
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Under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Tenorist Financing,4cf, BCLC is required to take
reasonable measures to determine if any repodable transaction is being conducted on the part of a third
party. lnquiries in relation to reasonable measures dovetail with the new source of funds requirements.
Accordingly, BCLC has modified buy-in procedures to ensure service providers conduct and record source
of funds and reasonable measures inquiries contemporaneously. Linking the collection of source of funds
and reasonable measures information provides for administrative efficiency and reduces the risk of error
and oversight.

The source of funds declaration document and a policy directive to service providerc are attached to this
memorandum.

The initial implementation of the new requirement involves the completion of a paper document that
service providers willscan into BCLC's system. The scanned document provides a record of the
information collected, howeverthe individualdata elements contained within that record are not
searchable nor can those elements be subject to an automated analysis and reporting processes. For
these reasons the AML Unit will be working with BCLC's systems providers to determine the feasibility of
modifying our existing system so that source of funds information can be directly entered into the system,
as opposed to scanning a copy of the form. This would provide much better capability with respect to
tracking, monitoring, analyzing and creating trend and other reports related to source of funds. These
additional capabilities will enhance anti-money laundering controls. The AML Unit will undertake this
feasibility work over the next few months.
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Date famolated:

lD

confirmed?

No

Yes

-

Guest Name / SID #:

Ask the guest if he/she was acting on behalf of a third party. "Are you buying in or cashing out on behalf of someone else?"

Answer:

lJ
tI
U
Time

Yes (third party transaction confirmed)

No (funds belong to individual)

Undetermined (see reason why below)
Buy-in

/

Cash-out Amount

BB- -S
B C-S S
C
C

Employee name/GPEB

es

UND-No-UNDyes -No
UND-

Employee name/GPEB

es

Employee name/GPEB

-No

Why Reasonable measures were unsuccessful:

SouRce oF FuNIts DgctRRlrtoru

(Buy-ins of $10,000 or more)

Cash-

Amount of buy-in requested:

Draft

Certified Cheque

Notes:

Ask the guest where they acquired the funds from for this buy-in? (This information is mandatory and must be specific)

Financial lnstitutlon:

Account #

Branch

they have a receipt for the funds?
Does the guest have an existing PGF account?

Do

Yes
Yes-

lsthis a new customer?

No

Yes

No

No

-

Signature of registered gaming worker certifying source of funds information

Print name of individual certifying information

GPEB

#-

Date

Version 1.0 December 2017
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Effective December lg, z0I7, all cash and monetary instruments (bank drafts/certified cheques)
of $10,000 or more will require a source of funds declaration by the patron prior !o acceptance
the
for buy-in at all casino, uni .orrnunity gaming centres. Service Providers will document
Service
the
form
and
Funds
of
playeideclaration on a revised Reasonable Measures/Source
irrovider will scan the form into Itrak for each associated LCT entry.
This change follows an interim report to the Attorney General's office from the Peter German
patrons
review culently underway. BCL-C currently has a source of funds (SoF) process for
and
bank
dLL
cash
to
process
apply
will
flagged in Itrakby the AML unit, however this new
that
buy-ins
table
driillcertifred cheque buy-ins of $10,000 or more. This includes incremental
total amount of
reach the $10,000 itr.estrttO. Service Providers are responsible for reporting the
period and are
all incremental buy-ins where those buy-ins equal $10,000 or more rn a24 hour
report. This
of
the
time
the
at
also responsible for ensuring a SoF deilaration is also completed
daily by
reviewed
be
information will be requireibefore the patron is allowed to buy-in and will
the

AMLunit.

to
In addition, and upon BCLC review of the patron's transactions, if the patron has been unable
BCLC
nature,
illegal
ol
of
a
suspicious
not
provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the funds are
,"ill, ut a minimum, impose sourced cash restrictions on the patron for all future buy-ins. BCLC
will document these .onditionr on the patron profile and where a patron has been placed on
cash and
restrictions, Service Providers are required to obtain a receipt showing the source of
buy-in'
to
the
scan that receipt into Itrack when completing the LCT related

BCLC has revised the Reasonable Measures form to include both RM questions and the Source
or provides
of Funds Declaration. If the patron does not provide the information requested
Where a
information that is clearly suspicious, Service Providers must refuse the transaction.
financial
unusual
for
an
file
Itrak
an
provider
create
refuses a transaction, it must then
Service
transactions'
refused
transaction for a "refused SoF declaration". BCLC will investigate all
For
When asking the patron the SoF questions, vague or generic answers are not acceptable.
not answer where the
example if tf,e pairon advises the funds are from his safe at home, that does
detail, the origin
providers
reasonable
in
document,
and
request
must
funds originated. Service
paid out to
thatwas
cash
with
of the funds on the SoF declaration. Where a patron is buying-in
paid
amount or
out
the patron by a casino, the Service Provider must confirm the player was
1n
the prior
amounts that areconsistent with the buy-in amount being presented and the date of
in the
indicated
be
shall
from
casino"
out
casino cash-outs. In these circumstances, "pay
account number data field on the form.
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Once the SoF declaration is complete, the name of the gaming service worker obtaining the
information shall be documented on the bottom of the form, along with their GPEB number and
the date. The Service provider employee obtaining the information will be required to certify that
patron that the
she or he collected the information directly from the patron and verified with the
information was true and accurate.

If you any questions regarding this directive,

please contact the

AML unit at

Personal information
please ensure a copy of all completed Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds forms are scanned
into the media file of the LCT report and that all forms are clearly legible.

Where there is a conflict between the BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards,
policies and procedures and this Directive, the contents of this Directive shall prevail. The next
release of the Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures will
incorporate these changes and replace this Directive.
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Public for the Province of

To:
Cq
From:
Sent

1 038
'PMG'[Personal information
Rob Kroeker[Personal information
Jim D. Lightbody

1211212017 6:21:10 PM
FW: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
2017-12-11 Memo re German lnterim Recommendation #1.pdf
New RM and SoF form 2017 - Master (Fillable).pdf
Directive to Service Providers Source of Funds Declarations 18 December 2017.0df

Su$ect

Tue

Pete;
I am sending this to you to advise how we are implementing the recommendation you provided regarding
Source of Funds declarations. Please advise if you have any questions or concerns and we will be happy to
accommodate. For your information, we met with John and his staff last Wednesday to discuss this and have
provided a copy of these three documents to GPEB as well. We have asked them to advise us of any questions
they have. As you may be aware, under the Gaming Control Act, Sec 8, BCLC is able to make rules regarding
handling and holding of money and money equivalents. I have discussed this with John to ensure we are in
the spirit of collaboration while moving this initiative forward as expeditiously as possible'
Best regards,

Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Monday, December L7,2Ot7 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: John Karlovcec <Personal information

SubJect: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Jim
Please find attached a memorandum in regard to German Review Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds
declarations. You will also find attached the Directive to Service Providers that, once issued, will implement
this recommendation. The specific form Service Providers will complete is also attached for reference.
I am of the understanding that the Minister expects the recommendations to be implemented as soon as
possible. We are able to put recommendation #1 into place as of December L8,20L7. I understand you will

be providing the attached documentation on the implementation
I will wait to hear back from you before the Directive is issued,

to both the DAG's office and John Mazure.

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal, Compliance, Security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook

BCCasinos

I Blog I bclc'com

year, more than St Uiltion generated by
community groups across B.C.
Last

BCLC

gambling activities went back into health care, education and
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December 11,2017

President &CEO
Rob Kroeker

From:

Chief Compliace Officer & VP Legal, Compliance,
Security
Subject:

German lnterim Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declarations

on Decembe r 5,20'17 ,the Attorney General announced that Mr. Peter German, who

is conducting a review

recommendations'
of money laundering controls at casinos, amongst other things, has made two interim
gambling
and speaks to
of
and
management
The first of the two recommendations relates to the conduct
recommended:
German
Mr.
business transactions between customers and BCLC casinos. Specifically,

of funds declaration
recommend that Gaming Service Providers (GSPs,) comptete a source
threshold lor Large
the
F1nTRAC
exceed
which
for cashdeposifs and bearer monetary instruments
identification
customer's
a
outtine
must
Cash Transactions of g10,000. At a minimum, the dectaration
which the
from
account
and
and provide the source otf their funds, including the financiat institution
cash
transactions,
two
after
cash or financiat instrument was sourced. tn the case of new customers,
has
been
previous
answers
should only he accepted from the customer if the veracity of the
susprbious'
confirmed and is not considered
First,

t

of investigators in casinos.
The second recommendation was directed to GPEB and relates to staffing
The Attorney General stated in his announcement that he had:

... directed

the

Bc Loftery Corporation (B?LC) and govemment's Gaming Policy and Enforcement

possrb/e'
Branclt (GPEB) to imptement the recommendations as soon as

to implement the first
BCLC's Anti-money Laundering Unit has now completed the work necessary
or more, a source of
of
amount
an
$10,000
player
for
buys-in
recommendation. ln every inslance where a
transaction. The
of
the
time
proMder
the
at
funds declaration will be completed by the gaming service
he ascertained
or
she
that
certify
registered gaming worker conducting the transaction will be required to
information 0n
that
entered
the source of funds information from the player and that she or he accurately
provide the required information,
the source of funds declaration. Where a player is not able, or refuses, to
a report to BCLC. Service
BCLG has directed service providers to refuse the transaction and submit
any necessary supporting
and
declarations,
funds
of
source
for scanning

providers will be responsible
documentation, into BCLC's informatio n management system'
with service providers,
It is now possible for BoLC to implement these new procedures, in collaboration
effective December 18, 2017

.
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Underthe proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Acf, BCLC is required to take

part of a third
reasonable measures to determine if any reportable transaction is being conducted on the
requiremenls.
of
funds
new
source
with
the
dovetail
party. lnquiries in relation to reasonable measures
Accordingly, BCLC has modified buy-in procedures to ensure service providers conduct and record source
of funds and reasonable measures inquiries contemporaneously. Linking the collection of source of funds
and reasonable measures information provides for administrative efficiency and reduces the risk of error
and oversight.

The source of funds declaration document and a policy directive to service providers are attached to this
memorandum.

The initial implementation of the new requirement involves the completion of a paper document that
service providers willscan into BCLC's system. The scanned document provides a record of the
information collected, however the individual data elements contained within that record are not
searchable nor can those elements be subject to an automated analysis and reporting processes. For
these reasons the AML Unit will be working with BCLC's systems providers to determine the feasibility of
modifying our existing system so that source of funds information can be directly entered into the system,
as opposed to scanning a copy of the form. This would provide much better capability with respect to
tracking, monitoring, analyzing and creating trend and other reports related to source of funds. These
additional capabilities will enhance anti-money laundering controls. The AML Unit will undertake this
feasibility work over the next few months'
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@mpleted:
I Stlr

Guast

lD

confirmed?

Yes-

No

E:

party. "Are you buying in or cashing out on behalf of someone else?"
Ask the guest if he/she was acting on behalf of a third
Answer:

U
tI
U

Yes (third party transaction confirmed)

No (funds belong to individual)
Undetermined (see reason why below)
Buy-in

Time

/

Cash-out Amount

Yes
B- C
UNDes -No-UNDB- -$
Des -No
B- -S
-No-U
-S
Why Reasonable measures were unsuccessful:

Employee name/GPEB
Employee name/GPEB

C

Employee name/GPEB

N

C

Sounce oF FUNDs DrolRnrloru
(Buy-ins of $L0,000 or more)
Cash

Amount of buY-in requested:

Draft

Certified

Cheque-

Notes:

(This i nformation is mandatory and must be specific)
Ask the guest where they acquired the funds from for this buy'in?

Financial lnstitutlon

Do they have a receiPt for the funds?
Does

the guest have an existing

Account fi

Branch

:

PGF

account?

Yes'-.-_

Yes-

No-

lsthis a new customer?

Yes-

No

-

No

-

signature of registered gaming worker certifying source of funds information
Print name of individual certifying information
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Effective December IB, Z0l7, all cash and monetary instruments (bank drafts/certified cheques)
of $10,000 or more will recluire a source of funds declaration by the patron prior to acceptance
for buy-in at all casino, und .o*runity gaming centres. Service Providers will document the
playeideclaration on a revised Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds form and the Service
Frovider will scan the form into Itrak for each associated LCT entry.
This change follows an interim report to the Attorney General's office from the Peter German
review cuienfly underway. BCLC currently has a source of funds (SoF) process for patrons
flagged in Itrak by the AML unit, however this new process will apply to ,A,Ll- cash and bank
driil7cert\fred cheque buy-ins of $10,000 or more. This includes incremental table buy-ins that
reach the $10,000 itrresnttO. Service Providers are responsible for reporting the total amount of
all incremental buy-ins where those buy-ins equal $10,000 or more in a24 hour period and are
This
also responsible for ensuring a SoF declaratronis also completed at the time of the report
information will be requireJbefore the patron is allowed to buy-in and will be reviewed daily by
the

AMLunit.

In addition, and upon BCLC review of the patron's transactions, if the patron has been unable to
provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the funds are not of a suspicious ol illegal nature, BCLC
iiit, ut a minimum, impose sourced cash restrictions on the patron for all future buy-ins. BCLC
on the patron profile and where a patron has been placed on
will document these
"onditions
restrictions, Service Providers are required to obtain a receipt showing the source ofcash and
scan that receipt into Itrack when completing the LCT related to the buy-in.
BCLC has revised the Reasonable Measures form to include both RM questions and the Source
of Funds Declaration. If the patron does not provide the information requested or provides
information that is clearly suspicious, Service Providers must refuse the transaction. Where a
Service provider refuses a transaction, it must then create an Itrak file for an unusual financial
transaction for a "refused SoF deolaration". BCLC will investigate all refused transaotions.
When asking the patron the SoF questions, vague or generic answers are not acceptable For
example if tf,e pairon advises theiunds are from his safe at home, that does not answff where the
funds originated. Service providers must request and document, in reasonable detail, the origin
of the funds on the SoF declaration. Where a patron is buying-in with cash that was paid out to
or
the patron by a casino, the Service Provider must confirm the player was paid out an amount
prior
of
the
date
presented
and
the
being
arn-ounts that are consistent with the buy-in amount
casino cash-outs. In these circumstances, "pay out from casino" shall be indicated in the
account number data field on the form'
Page2
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Once the SoF declaration is complete, the name of the gaming service worker obtaining the
information shall be documented on the bottom of the form, along with their GPEB number and
the date. The Service Provider employee obtaining the information will be required to certify that
she or he collected the information directly from the patron and verified with the patron that the
information was true and accurate.

If you any questions regarding this directive,

please contact the

AML unit at

Personal information

Please ensure a copy of all completed Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds forms are scanned
into the media file of the LCT report and that all forms are clearly legible.

Where there is a conflict between the BCLC Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards,
Policies and Procedures and this Directive, the contents of this Directive shall prevail. The next
release of the Casino and Community Gaming Centre Standards, Policies and Procedures will
incorporate these changes and replace this Directive.
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December 13,2017
Jim Lightbody
CEO andPresident

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver B.C, V5M 04'6
DearMr. Lightbody
Re: Peter German recommendations

I

am writing to follow-up on our December 6,2017 phone call regarding the Attorney General's
direction for the B.C. Lottery Corporation (BCLC) and the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
(GPEB) to implement Dr, Peter German's recommendations as announced by the Attorney General

on December 5,2017.
As part of his independent review of anti-money laundering policies and practices in Lower
Mainland casinos, the Attomey General asked Dr, German to provide govemment with
recommendations considered important to reducing or eliminating ongoing criminal or overtly
suspicious activity, particularly involving large cash transactions. Dr. German has provided the

following recommendations

:

l.

Gaming service providers (GSP$ must complete a Source of Funds Declaration for cash
deposits or bearer bonds of $10,000 or more. At a minimum, the declaration must outline
a customer's identification and provide the source of their funds, including the financial
institution and account from which the cash or bond was sourced. After two consecutive
transactions, cash can only be accepted from the customer once it has been determined
that it is not of a suspicious or illegal nature.

2.

Government regulators must be seen on site at large, high-volume facilities on the Lower
Mainland and available to the GSPs. Once staffing is in place, a GPEB investigator will
be on-shift and available to high-volume casino operators in the Lower Mainland on a
2417 basis. This presence will allow for an increased vigilance required in casinos. In
particular, it will assist with issues surrounding source of funds, third-party cash drops,
and other operational support for GSPs and BCLC.

../2

Ministry of
Attorney General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Minister's office

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 931 1 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Telephone: (250) 387-1 301

Localion / Courier Address:
Third Floor, 910 Govemmont Slr€Bt
Vic'toria, BC V8W 1X3

Fac€imile: (250) 356-8237

Web: www.gaming.bov.bc.oa
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I would like to reiterate GPEB's commitment to working collaboratively with BCLC to implement
ttre above recommendations as soon as practicable.

With respect to the first commitment, you mentioned in the meeting that BCLC would provide GPEB
with a draft Source of Fturds Declaration for review. As discussed, it is critical that GPEB approve
the Source of Funds Declaration and the policies and procedures around its use prior to
implementation.

With respect to the second commitment, I expect BCLC and GPEB to work together to determine
which Lower Mainland casinos require the presence of a GPEB investigator and the best approach to
providing this support.
Should you have any questions or concems, please contact me.

Yours sincerely,

John wtazure

Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attomey General

8C1C0005587.42
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December 13,2A17
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attomey General
3rd Floor - 910 Govemment Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3

Attention:

John Mazure
Assistant DePutY

M

bala
playing it right

inister

Dear John:

Re: Peter Gennan recommendations
Thank you for your letter today regarding the implementation of Peter German's
recommendation relating to a Source of Funds Declaration (SoFD). I want to clarify
several points arising from your letter, specifically, your comment that "...it is critical
that GpEB approve the Source of Funds Declaration and the policies and procedures
around its use prior to implementation."

74 West Ssymour Slr6et

Kanlqop5, BC YeC

T

F

1Ez

250.828.6500
250.828.5631

2!X0 Virlual ${ay

On December 6,2017 , you and I met with Anna Fltzgerald, Michele Jaggi-Smith, Jefi
Henderson from GPEB, Brad Desmarais and Rob Kroeker from BCLC to discuss the
initial two recommendations made by Peter German. At that time, we shared with you
BCLC's thoughts regarding implementation of the SoFD recommendation which we
all agreed was directed towards BCLC.

Vancouver. BC V5M OAE

T

F

604.215.0649

804.225.8/24
bclc-ccm

As noted, section 8 of the Gaming ControlAcf (GCA) gives BGLC the authority to
enact rules which have the force of law, As a practical matter, BGLC also develops
the operational policies and procedures that support its rules. The relevant GCA
sections forthe SoFD recommendation are:
Section 8(1Xa): requiring and goveming books, accounts and other records

to be kept by registered gaming services providers, including but not limited

to establishing time schedules forthe retention of those books, acoounts and
other records; and

o

Section 8(1)(e): respecting the handling of money and money equivalents

received from players

of games of chance by the lottery corporation,

licensees and gaming services providers.

On December 6th, we indicated that we would collaborate with GPEB to align our
approach to the recommendations. BCLC indicated that we would provide GPEB_
with our SoFD implementation draft for GPEB's comment. Anna Fitzgerald asked us if
BCLC could provide some information to assist GPEB in understanding horv to move
forward on the second recommendation around govemment regulators being on site.

We agreed with the suggestion made by Anna that GPEB would send us a list of
questions around that issue and that we would be happy to oblige with feedback'

On December8,2017,you and lhad a telephone conversation in which lreiterated
that BGLG intends to implement the SoFD recommendation expediently and that we
would provide GPEB our draft for review and comment the following week.

8C1C0005577
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mewould be acting on your
on December12,2O17,l sentto yourself and Kim Bruce (whoyou advised documents regarding our
three
s,
2018)
January
your
return
behalf while you were on vacation until
(l have atiached the documents to this letter for ease
implementation plan for the soFD recommendation
requested that GPEB advise us of any
of reference). As noted in mV emaif to yourself anO tiim Bruce, we
is prepared' as per the Minister's
BCLC
2017
of day, OecemOer 15th,
questions or concerns nV

'

soon as fiacticaUe the SoFD recommendation on Monday' December
direction, to implement as "i''O
2017.

18th'

these two recommendations from
we want to work with GPEB to ensure alignment in our approach to
However, BCLC does not agree
review.
GPEB's
for
peter German which ir *nV *. sent the doiuments
implementation of the soFD
with your assertion tnat cpen approval is required b-ef9re BCLC's authority to implement arises
our
recommendation. We are prepared to consult wiitr Opeg, however,
from the GCA and specifically, section

I'

BCLC will take them under advisement and if
lf GPEB is able to provide its comments by December 1Srh,
ptoposeo soFO. I am concerned that your letter seems to suggest that it
necessary, revise the
of our SoFD' We do not want to unduly
"r"*t
may take considerable time for GPEB to complete its review
us'
to
recommendation
Oetay imptementation of Peter German's

will meet BCLC's requested timeline' lf
John, your letter does not explicitly state whether or not GPEB
plan, please advise and if reasonable,
you are asking tor a tew morb orvr to review our implementation
we could be ready as early as
earlier,
stated
As
your
requestwe will be happy to accommodate
6.""rn"r 18th'to-implement the reoommendation if there are no major concerns'

to implement these initial recommendations
I am confident that our two organizations can work together
Minister to direct Peter German to make
for
the
rational-e
the
by peter German. fiom orr'purspective,
to see a swift response to any suggested
recommendations ouring the'process stems from a desire
the SoFD recommendation and we look
improvements. gcLC d reacy to deliver sutstantive action on
forward to GPEB's cooperation in meeting ourtimeline'
Yours

tru)t

/A6/trt4/
/lim t-ishtoooy
/President

cc:

& CEO

Kim Bruce, Executive Director
File

Enclosure(s) x3
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December 15,2017

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, B.C. V5M 0,{6

Dear Mr. Lightbody
Re: Peter Cerman recommendation relating to Source of Funds Declaration

I am writing in response to your December 13,2017 letter to John Mazure that included a draft
Reasonable Measures i Source of Funds Declaration and British Columbia Lottery Corporation
(BCLC) Directive to Service Providers regarding the Declaration.
As stated in John Mazure's December l3,20I7letter to you, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement
Branch (GPEB) is committed to working collaboratively with BCLC to implement Dr. German's
recommendations as soon as practicable.
GPEB has reviewed the Dectaration and Directive provided and we have a number of comments and
questions about the content of both documents as well some questions about the implementation of
the Declaration. These comments and questions are included in the enclosure.
GPEB is responsible for the overall integrity and regulation of gambling in British Columbia. As
such, I would like to reiterate the need for GPEB to approve the final version of the Source of Funds
Declaration and the policies and procedures around its use prior to the implementation of the
Declaration.

./2

Minlstry of
Attomey General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branoh

Assistant Deputy
Minlste/s ofice

i

Courl€r Addresg:

Mailing Address:

Location

POBOXg31l STNPROVGOW
vtcToRlA Bc v8w 9N1

Third Floor, 910 Govemment Str6€t
Viotoria, BC VgW 1Xo

Tebphone: (250) 387-1301

Facslmlls: (250) 350-8237

W€h www.gemlng.bov.bc,ca
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I would al.so like to emphasize the pivotal role that gambling facility service providers will be
expected to play in administering the Declarations, This crqates the opportunity to take a
qollaborative approach with service providers in developing and implementing a Source of Funds
Declaration that will reducg the risk of the proceeds of crime entering B.C. gambling facilities.
Should youhave any questioils or conserns, please contact me;

Yours sincerely,

fr*,"

Kim Bruce

A/Assistant Deputy MinistEr
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry bf Attorney General
cs. John Mazure

Enolosure
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GAMING POTICY AND ENFORCEME$IT BRANCH
The comments contained in thls document provide input from GPEB, including Compliance (Audit and
lnvestigations) and Strategic Policy and Projects Divisions, and JIGIT representatives.

Questions on BG,ICs Source of Funds Declaratlpn {V.1 Decemher 20171
ll

GPEB assumes that allthe following information that is not on fhis form is already being captured
for the purposes of LCT reporting to FINTRAC and will be linked to the Source of Funds Declaration in
iTrak. Can you confirm:
o lD number and type of the lD that was provided
o Date of birth

o
o

)

Occupatlon and employer (if applicable)
Patron's address and telephone number

ls there a specific level of Service Provider staff that is responsible for completing these for:ms? ls a
signature from a supervisor or manager required or just the employee working in the cash cage at

any given tirne?
a

Willthe Reasonable Measures/Sourte of Funds requirements be applied to cash and monetary
instruments being deposited.into a patron's

PGF

account?

a

Why are you not asking the patron to verifi/ this lnformation (i.e. signing to confirm the above)?
What is your recourse if they advise that,they did not provide the inforrnatiqn on the form - e.g,
that patrons advised that the employee didn't capture whatthey said correctly?

a

What is meant by the questions "ls this a new customer?r' New to this casino, new to the individual
processing the transaction, not already in iTrak? Some clarification may be helpful.

a

lf there are indicators of si.rspicion and the Service Provider will be completing an Unusual Financial
Transaction, witl it be.linked to the Source of Funds Declaration somehow?

I

Just to confirm

a

What is the action taken if patron does not have a receipt for funds - would the patron be permitted
to buy-in on tWo occasions without a receipt and then on the third occurrence, the trbnsaction is

mandatory for a pqtron to provide all the banking information (Sank
Account fi) for each transaction and if a patron refuses or cannot provide all the required
information - then the transaction is refuied?

-

it

is

/ Branch /

refused?
I

Can you confirm that bank draits and certified cheques are only accepted from custorneritwho hdve
active PGF accounts?

I

ls there a time frame for sourcing cash to a receipt? For example, can a patron bring in a bank
receipt from two weeks ago, two months ago?

December t5,2Ot7

I
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How willService Provider ensure same receipt isn't used for mu[tiple transactions
casino or at another service providerrs facility?

-

either at their

I

Given that Service Providers cannot see information in iTrak on transactions from other service
providers - who has responsibility for verifying the source of funds if a patron indicates the,funds
were from another Service Provider's facility? ls this BCLCs responslbility and if so how will this be
done?

a

Will there be direction to the Service Providers on the allowable time frame to source buy-ins to.a
prevlous cash payout from a casino? For example, if a patron had a payout from a casino in
December - how much time can elapse hefore he/she can no longer source a new buy-in to that
previous payout?

r

How will BCLC be trackipg rolling cash halances for patrons (i,e. their previous cash dishursements
from casinos) in orderfor a patron to source a hupin from that payout?

Suesestions for BCLCis Source of Funds Decfaration

fV.l Decenhr

20171

r

Consider clarifying on form that it applies to ,,Byy;ip5 for $fO,OOO or more during 24 hour period,,.

r

Consider capturing information on amount of each denomination.

I

Consider whether this form should be clear that you are looking for full lega! name
{as presented on
tD).

r
'
r

Consider whether the form should provide examples of "sufflcient detail'r in response to question
about where the guest acquired the funds.

consider that instead of using '?ccount #" fietd for buy-ins sourced from payouts from previous
game plav add a "Payout from Casino" field including a field for the "Date payout was
received,, and
"Casino Payout Came From" as it will allow for verification.

Will

BCLC be providlng these forrns in other languages? tf not, consider adding a check
box to
indicate the language used - i.e. English/Mandarin/Other. lnformation could aiso be provided as
to
which staff (name and GPEB #)translated if the information was provided in a language otherthan

English.

r

Consider adding more than one Financial lnstitution field. What if the source of funds
is made up of
multiple sources? For example $zo,ooo buy{n: $10,000 from a TD account and
$tr0,000 bank draft
from the Royal Bank The form doesn't allow for.thls as there is only one Financial lnstitution field.

Comments on Dirqctlve- Source of Funds Declaration

r

Paragraph 1 states that the form shouid be completed and scanned for each associated LCT entry.
we note that this also applies to other monetary instruments that will not have an associated LCT.
Could this cause confusion for Service providers?

December X5,Z0L7
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a

Page 1, paragraph 3 references

a

Page 1, paragraph 4 provides that "lf the patron does not provide the information requested or
provides information that is clearly suspicious, Service Providers must refuse the transaction." What
does BCLC consider to be "clearly suspicious"? Will Service Providers use existing FINTRAC
guidelines provided by BCLC?

I

'tufficient detail to demonstrate the funds are not of a suspicious or
illegal nature". What does BCLC conslder "sttfficient detail"?

Page 1, paragraph 5 provides

that "vague or generic answers are not acceptable;" Who determines

what is vague or generic?

r

Page 2, paragraph 1-The Service Provider is expected to verify "wjth the patron that the
information was true and accurate." How i5 the Service Provider,exp.ected to do this, particularly if
the patron doesn't read English? Would it not be better to have the patron sign to verify the
accuracy of the information provided?

General Commentq
Privacy lmpact Assessment
Given this new form is collecting personal information; some of whlch has not been collected before
(e.g. financial information), has a privqcy impEct assessrnent been completed or the offiee of the privacy
Cornm issloner been consulted?

Detirmining Veracity
Peter German's recommendation includes /'ln the case of new customers, after two transactions; cash
should only be accepted from the customer if the veracity of the previous answers has been confirmed
and is not considered suspicious."
How wiil BCLC ensure that the veracity of previous answefi has been confirmed and js not considered
suspicious? For example, what if patrbrr advise$ that the money came from their account atthe TD bank
and provides a branch and account number? ls this acceptable? How do you ensure the money came
from that account, that the petron is the owner ofthat account, of that the account even exists?

Consultation
Has BCLC consulted with Service Froviders to get any feedbijtk on the form given they wlll be the
entities responsible for completing them?

3

December L5,AOL1
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Jim D. LightbodypPersonal information
To:
Rob KroekeiPersonal information ; Mazuie, John C FIN:EX[JoPersonal information ];
Cq
Rowley[Personal information
From: Bruce, Kim M FIN:EX
Sent Tue 1911212017 11:22:43PM
Declaration

SutieA:

Suzanne

RE: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds

HiJim,
quickly and reasonably as possible'
Thanks for your email and I want to assure you that we will respond as
Sincerely,
Kim

From: Jim D. LightbodY lmPersonal information
Sent: Tuesday, December L9,Z0L7 2:29PM
To: Bruce, Kim M FIN:EX

Cc Rob Kroeker; Mazure, John C FIN:il; Suzanne Rowley
iuUjectt FW: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Importance: High
Kim;

quickest fashion. While we still maintain
am sending this to you via email in order to attend to this in the
this recommendation as it pertains to the
to
implement
that BCLC has authority under the Gaming control Act
in my letter last week, our concern is
I
stated
handling of money, we are willing to work with you on this. As
our AML regime in
that we delay implementing a recommendation by Peter German aimed at strengthening
as possible'
BC Casinos. I urge you to deal with this as quickly and responsibly
I

trust you will understand them,
Below are the answers to GpEB,s questions as you provided to us on Friday. I
delay:
without
forward
however if you don't, I would ask two things to move this
i-) ldentify the specific questions or comments whereby GPEB asserts BCLC cannot move forward with
implementing the recommendation until you are satisfied;
2) Contact Rob Kroeker directly if you need to clarify any of the answers.
a well-coordinated approach with
Kim, we appreciate the role of GPEB and have always maintained we need
our AML regime' I hope you
province,
including
clear roles and responsibilities to manage gaming in this
from the Minister to
direction
appreciate we are trying to work with you here in order to follow the
practicable
and further strengthen
implement the two initial peter German recommendations as quickly as is
Personal information
program in BC. lf you would like to discuss further, please feel free to contact me directly at

our AML
.

Sincerely,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Tuesday, December L9,2Ot7 8:00 AM
To: Jim D, Lightbody Personal information
cc: suzanne Rowley Personal information Brad Desmarais
subject: FW: German Recommendation #1- source of Funds Declaration

Personal information

>

Good morning Jim

8C1C0005557
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lists them in her letter' They did not
Below are the responses to the questions in the order in which Kim
on our side'
number their questions, but I numbered the responses for ease of reference

Let me know if you require anything additional'
Rob

t.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Yes, as per legislative requirements already in place under

the Proceeds of crime (Money

(cDD) will be completed in all
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act customer due diligence
instances which includes the collection of the information listed.
with cage policies and procedures'
Yes, a duly registered gaming worker assigned to and familiar
Yes.

to request and ensure the information is
on the line' This is where the
accurately recorded. This puts their registration and employment
memo, BCLC, as
greatest level of control can be asserted. ln addition as was outlined in the covering
into its data system to entering the
soon as is practicable, wants to move from a paper form scanned
analytics and transaction
sophisticated
more
data directly into its, systems. This will allow for much
substantial barrier to this
a
create
will
monitoring around SoF and RM. Requiring customer signature
to make errors in the
were
control improvement for no practical gain. lf a registered gaming worker
with all other AML requirements:
recording of key information it would be treated the same as today
falsely certifying a document
the Sp will be required to take corrective action in the case of mistakes;
to GPEB for review and
referred
be
would
and
issue
would be seen by BCLC as a serious integrity
lt

is the registered gaming workers' duty and obligation

action as theY see fit.
of Crime (Money Laundering)
New customer means a new customer in the context of the Proceeds
completed a transaction that is
and Terrorist Financing Act and an AML regime - one who has not
reportable or for whom BCLC is required to ascertain identity.
Linkageoccursvia

Yes-theseproceduresarealreadyinplaceforallotherreportingrequirements'

customer lD # and incident reporting'

7.
g.
9.

Yes.

win funds paid out
No. The funds must be sourced. A "receipt" will not be required for verified
or
the funds refused prior, but the prior verified win amount will have to be confirmed by the SP

as

per existing PolicY.
Yes.

10. Yes. Receipts must relate to the cash being proffered'
L1. As per existing procedure, receipts are scanned into the
player are retained

12. Cagefrom the

bY

the

BCLC

data system. originals provided by the

SP'

receiving Sp confirms

with cage from

SP

who paid out or

BCLC

investigator

-

as per

existing Procedure.
payout is consistent with the buya verified win payout, a 5P must confirm the verified win
(by amount and denomination)' There is no
in funds being proffered before accepting those funds
48 hours earlier' BCLC must be
specific limit on time, however if the payout occurred more than

13. To receive

14.

consulted.
As per above and existing procedure, prior
BCLC is not familiar with the term "rolling cash balances".
confirm the win, amount and
to accepting any buy-in that is proffered as a verified win, the SP must

denominations.

PCMLTFA, the threshold for LCTs and CDRs
to
510,000 or more in a24 hour period'
is 510,000 or more or any series of transactions adding up
since 2000 and SP and BCLC staff are intimately familiar with the rule'

L5. This

is covered in existing training

extensively. As per the

This has been a requirement
to which this
L6. Denomination amounts are already captured elsewhere during every transaction

8C1C0005557.02
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procedure applies. lt would be redundant to recapture the information on the RM/SoF form. With a
coming upgrade to BCLC systems denomination amounts for all reportable transactions will be
entered directly into BCLC data systems.
j-7. Ascertaining identity rules under the PCMLTFA apply to every transaction to which this procedure
applies. This involves much more than capturing full name, but for clarity we can confirm it includes
capturing full name.
18. This aspect is covered off in staff training and familiarization, Only trained cage staff with will
complete this form.
19. This information is captured elsewhere in the process. Will consider but this will create a redundancy
in the procedures.

20. No. Records must be readily available and produced on demand for the purposes of audit by
FinTRAC. FinTRAC accepts forms only in the two official languages of Canada. The same applies to
independent biennial audits competed under the PCMLTFA by national accounting firms. Further,
gaming in BC occurs in English for security and game protection reasons.
21. Additional forms may be used in such an unusual circumstance. Buy-ins from multiple Fls would be
concerning and require follow-up via UFT by BCLC AML. This is not a transaction type BCLC would
want to encourage through systemic practice.
22. No, As above, staff are trained and intimately familiar with procedures re all reportable transactions.
23. This will depend on the circumstances of the individual transaction. SPs are aware they will need to
exercise professionaljudgment and due diligence when documenting a transaction'
24. Sps will follow suspicious transaction training provided by BCLC, which is based upon and
incorporates the guidance on suspicious transaction provided by FinTRAC the FATF.

2s.

BCLC.

26. This is the same as Q4. Please see that response.
27. This form does not collect personal information that is not already collected through the CDD/KYC
and EDD procedures. Collection will simply apply to some transactions that were not subject to
collection before. Notwithstanding, privacy impacts have been assessed.
2g. Existing CDD and enhanced DD processes will apply. As per existing procedure bank drafts must show
payee, payor, account name and # on the face of the draft or supporting receipt showing this
information. lt has been long standing policy that BCLC does not permit 3'd party transactions - funds
must be the player's own.

29.

Yes.

From: Bruce, Kim M FIN:EX IPersonal information
Sent: December-L5-t7 3:35 PM
; Mazure, John C FIN:EX <Personal information
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Personal information
>; Susan Dolinski
Desmarais <
Brad
;
Personal
information
Cc: Rob Kroeker
Vear,
Maureen FIN:EX
>;
Personal
information
FIN:EX
Kendall, Janelle
<Personal information
<Personal information
RE: German Recommendation #1 - source of Funds Declaration

ubject:

Hello Jim,
As Acting ADM for GPEB, I have attached the response to your December L2,2AL7 email as requested'

Sincerely,
Kim
Kim Bruce, MPA
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Executive Director
isi o n
Li ce n si n g, Reg i strati on o n d Ce rtifi cati on Div
6aming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of AttorneY General
BC V$W 1X3
Location: 3rd Floor, 970 Government Street, Victoria

MaitingAddress:P.o.Boxg30gStnProvGovt,VictoriaBCVSW9Nl.
Personal information

Personal information
Jim D. LightbodY

Personal information

From:
Sent: Tuesday, December L2,20L7 10:31 AM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:E(; Bruce, Kim M FIN:E(

Cc Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais; XT:Dolinski, Susan GCPE:IN
Declaration
Subject: FW: German Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds
John and Kim;
of Peter German's
Attached you willflnd three documents regarding.the_implementation
last wednesday in our
discussed
As
recommendation regaiding sorr"" of Fun-ds Deilaration.
possible
as per the
as
expeditiously
as
teleconference, we i-ujJiif" to move this forward
review it and
to
opportunity
the
have
to
GPEB
Ministe/s direction. However, we would
questions
or
any
with
"ttJtif,"
get
to
us
back
please
therefore ask that you review the attached and
15th, we
the
Friday,
day
of
end
by
concerns
any
do not hear
concerns prior to oecemOer f S,n. lf
;i1 a;;h6"d and issue the attached Directive to service providers' authority under Sec 8 of the
BCLC's
Kim, for you informaiion, last Friday, Jonn anO I did discuss
money equivale.nts. That said, we do
and
money
this foi ihe handling of
GCA to make rutes tu"n
"r on our
imprementing peter German',s recommendation
want to be arigned with GpEB
"ppio""n-to
therefore seel your questions or concerns this week'
Thank you for your attention to this important matter'

*"

Best regards,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: MondaY, December 11,2017 4:10 PM
To: Jim D. LightbodY
Gc: John Karlovcec
i"oi""t, G"*"n Recommendation #1 - Source of Funds Declaration
Jim
Review Recommendation #1 - Source of
Please find attached a memorandum in regard to G-eg11
to service Providers that, once issued,
Funds declarations. you will also find attic-treo the Directive
Providers will complete is also
will implement this iecommenoation. ThJ specific form service
attached for reference'
recommendations to be implemenlg{1ts.
I am of the understanding that the Minister expects the
18' 2017 I

'
able to put recommendation #1 into place as of December
soon as possible. W"
the
to
both
implementation
the
on
providing the attached documentation
understand you will be"tJ
is issued'
Mazure. I willwait to hear back from you before the Directive
John
and
DAG'S office
Rob Kroeker
cni"t compliance officer & Vp Legal, compliance, security
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
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2940 VirtualWay, Vancouver BC VsM 0Ao
Personal information
Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care,
education and community groups across B.C.

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLG's permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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December 19,2017
Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the AttomeY General
3rd Floor - 910 Govemment Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3

Attention:

Kim Bruce
A/Assistant DePutY

playing it right
M

inister

Dear Kim:

Declaration
Re: Peter German Recommendation relatins to Source of Funds

to formally confirm
As a follow up to my email dated December 19, 2017, I write
gCLC;t response to your letter dated December 15,2017 '
control Act. to
while we still maintain that BCLC has authority under the Gaming
we are willing
money,
of
handling
pertains
to
the
it
as
implement tnis recomm"no"tion
is that we
concern
our
week,
i6 ir"rf *itn you on tniJ. ns I stated in my letter last
our
strengthening
at
aimed
German
l"riiv irpr"renting a iecommenoation by Peter
quicklv
responsiblv as
and
as
this
you
todealwith
,id
i
nrtnirdgi* in ecbaiind:
possible.

74 W€st Saymour Street
Kamlsops, BC VaC 1Ez

T 250.828.6500
F 250.828.5631
2940 Virtual WaY
Vancouver. BC VsM 0AB

T

F

604.215.0649
804.225-6424
bclc,com

provided to us on Friday. I trust
Below are the answers to GpEB's questions as you
ask two things to move this
i
would
you
don't,
if
no*&.t
*iff rr,J.hiJnO tnem,

V.,

forward without delaY:

1)ldentifythespecificquestionsorcommentswherebyGPEBassertsBCLC
until you are
cannot move rorwaro with implementing the recommendation
satisfied;

2)

of the answers'
Contact Rob Kroeker directly if you need to clarify any

maintained we need a wellKim, we appreciate the role of GPEB and have always
to manage gaming in this
responsiOiiities
and
t"irOit.ttli'approacn'witn cbar roles
w.e ap trying to work with
you
appreciatg
t
hope
nivit_regime.
ii""in.",ln.tiding our
implement the two initial
to
in oroerio roriow tne-oirestion irom tne Minister
and further strengthen
praclicabl-e
quickly
is
as
Peter German ,""ornii"nOations as
please feel free to
further,
discuss
to
titie
wouto
ptogram in'B-C.-ii

il'd;

vou
bui-nrr1;r_
contact me directly at Personal information
Yours

Jim
President

cc:

cEo

John Mazure, Assistant Deputy Minister, GPEB
CCO a VP, Legil, Compliance, Security' BGLC
noU l(tott
"t,
File
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(V'1' December 20171
Response to Questions from GPEB re Source of Funds Declaration
your letter dated December 15, 2017'
Note: The responses listed below are in the order as listed in

1.

of Crime (Money
Yes, as pel legislative requirements already in place under the Proceeds completed in all
(CDD)
will
be
diligence
due
Laundering) ani Terrorist Financing Act customer
includes the collection of the information listed.

2.
3.
4.

5.

instances which
yes, a duty registeieJ gaming worker assigned to and familiar with cage policies and procedures'
Yes.
and ensure the information is
It is the registered gaming workers' duty and obligation to request
the line' This is where the
on
employment
ind
puts
registration
their
accurately recorded. ifris
memo'
gi"ai"st level of control can be asserted. ln addition as was outlined in the covering system
data
its
into
paper
scanned
form
a
BCLC, as soon as is practicable, wants to move from
more sophisticated
to entering the data directly into its' systems. This wili allow for much
signature will
customer
Requiring
RM'
and
SoF
around
m6nitoring
anal$ics and transaction
gain'
a registered
practical
lf
create a substantial narrier to this control improvement for.no
treated the
be
it
would
information
of
key
gaming worker were to make errors in the recording
action
corrective
take
to
be
required
will
tne-sp
requirements:
same as today with all other AML
serious
a
as
BCLC
by
in the case of mistakes; falsely certifying a document would be seen
as they see fit'
int"giity issue and *ortO'0" referred toGPEB for review and action
in the context of the Proceeds of Crime (Money

New customur"

t.rni a new customer

one who has not completed a
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act and an AML regime identity'
transactioi'that is reportable orforwhom BCLC is required to ascertain
Linkage occurs
requirements'
reporting
other
6. ies -tnese procedurei are already in place for all
via customer lD # and incident reporting'
7.
8.

Yes.

verified win funds paid out
No. The funds must be sourced. A "receipt" will not be required for
sP or the funds refused the
by
confirmed
to
be
prior, but the prior verified win amount will have

as per existing PolicY.
Yes.
10. Yes. Receipts must relate to the cash being proffered'

9.

ll.Asperexistingprocedure,receiptsarescannedintotheBCLCdatasystem.originalsprovided
by the player are retained by the SP'

who paid out or BCLC investigator- as
12. Cage from the receiving sP confirms with cage from sP
per existing Procedure.
win payout is consistentwith the
13. To receive a verified win payout, a sP must confirm the verified
and denomination)' There
(by
amount
funds
those
accepting
proffered
before
buy-in funds being
BCLC

is no specific limit bn

ii*",

however if the [ayout occurred more than 48 hours earlier,

must be consulted.
per above and existing procedure,
14. BCLC is not familiar with the term "rolling cash balances". As
the sP must confirm the win'
win,
nuv-in that is proffereo as a verified
prior to accepting
"nv
amount and denominations.
perthe PCMLTFA'^tl:JlP:!"-ld for LCTs
15. This is covered in existing training extensively' As
adding up to $10,000,or more in a 24
and cDRs is $10,000 or more or any series of transactions
SP and BCLC staff are intimately
and
2000
since
a requirement

hour period. Trris-has been

familiar with the rule.

during every transaction to which this
16. Denomination amounts are already captured elsewhere

procedureapplies'ltwouldbe-redundanttorecapturetheinformationontheRM/SoF
form.witha"otingrpgtro"toBCLCsystemsdenominationamountsforallreportable

transactions will be entered directly into BCLC data systems'
every transaction to which this procedure
17. Ascertaining identity rules under the PCMLTFA apply to

applies.Thisinvolvesmuchmorethancapturing-fullname,butforclaritywecanconfirmit
includes caPturing full name'
Page2
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ls.Thisaspectiscoveredoffinstafftrainingandfamiliarization.onlytrainedcagestaffwithwill
complete this form.

process' will consider but this will create

19. This information is captured elsewhere in the
redundancY in the Procedures'
produced
20. No. Records must be readily available and

a

demand for the purposes of audit by
languages of Canada'. The same
FinTRAC. FinrnnC ac".pti rot*t only in ihe t*o official
by national accounting
the
under
,PCMLTFA
applies to indepenJent biennial audits competed
protection
reasons'
game
and
security
for
English
firms. Further, g"ting in BC o".rtt in
Fls would
multiple
from
Buy-ins
21. Additional forms may be used in such an unusual circumstance. is not a transaction type BCLC
This
AML'
BCLC
OV
be concerning and require follow-up via UFi
practice'
would want to encourage through systemic

22. No.

o-n

procedures re all
As above, staff are trained and intimately familiar with

reportable

transactions.
transaction' sPs are aware they will need
23. This will depend on the circumstances of the individual
documenting a transaction'
when
to exercise prot""tionuf JrJgt"nt and due diligence

proMded.by.BCLC, which is based upon and
24. SPs will follow suspicious transaction training
provided by F;nTRAC the FATF'
incorporates gre guiiance on suspicious transaction
25. BCLC.
26. This is the same as Q4. Please see that response'
that is not already collected through the
27. This form does not collect personal information
apply to some transactions that were not
cDD/KyC ano roo'pioc*ourd". coilection wiil simply

subjecttocollectionbefore'Notwithstanding,privacyimpactshavebeenassessed.
As per existing procedure bank drafts
28. Existing GDD and enhanced DD processes will apply'
face of the draft or supporting receipt
on'the
must show payee, payor, account name and #
policy
that BCLC does not permit 3'd party
tong-standing
showing this intoimltion.'lt has neen
transactions
29. Yes.

-

funds must be the player's own'
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German Recommendation #1

Just a thought. With no letter coming from GPEB yesterday and the manner in which they are conducting
themselves, they have essentially stalled us by a month and pushed any implementation into the New Year.
Your last communication left Mr. German with the impression we could/would implement this month. You

may wish to consider sending him brief email update advising we have been asked to hold off
implementation by the MO and GPEB while GPEB considers the matter, and that there is no projected date by
which they have committed to getting back to us'
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Know your limit, play within it.
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Decernber 27,2017

Jim Liehtbody
CEO and Presideirt

British Columbia Lottsry Corporation

Virhnl Way
Vancouver B.C. V5M 046

2940

DearMr.

LightMy

Re: Petcr Gorman recommendation relating to Source of Funds Declaration

I am writing to follow-up on email oorrespondence and discussions (December 12,l5r l9r20 and22,
2017) relatcd to your proposed draft Rsasonable Measures / Source of Funds Declaration (venion 1.0
Dcoember 2017) that was providcd to John Mazure on December 13,2017.
I apprcciate the efforts made by the British Columbia Loftery Corporation (BCLC) and the Gaming
Poliry and Enfmccment Branch (GPEB) to work together to implement Dr. GErman's
recommendations as soon as practicable.
When the draft Source of Funds Declaration and accompanying BCLC Dirrctive were sent to GPEB,
I responded by email on Decembot 15,2017 with a numberof questions. GPEB staffhave discussed
a number of these questions with Rob Kroeker and most of our questions have been answered (see
Attachment lfor details of GFEB's questions and BCI,C 's rosponsos). However, GPEB have serreral
rccommendations for BCLC with rospootto the Source of Funds Declaration (sce Attaohment 2 for
GPEB's recommcndations).

ln addition to the recommendations, GPEB has one area of significant conccm with the Source of
Funds Dcclaration that, without rcsolution, will result in GPEB being unable to support the proposal.
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The Source of Funds Declaration, as cunently proposed, does not rcquite a patron to confirm the
aceuracy of the information pmvided through a sigpature. CPEB undemtands thet BCLC inrcnds to
rcly on ihc sigrrature of thc rogisbrcd gaming worker. Howcver, tho gonring w_orkc-r can only
confnm the Source of Funds Declaration reflects thc information provided to thom by tho pafon.
This is not a substitutc for the signature of thc patron. Without obtaining the pa$on's siglature, thorc
may bc some unoertainly whethcr tho information provided is raflective of the ptron's rcsponse to
the questions (e.g. the patron could claim there was a misundcrstanding). The patron's signature can
also-be uscful in any subsequent investigation, particularly if it demonsha&s that a patron provided
false information.

From GPEB's perspective as the organization responsible for the overall integrity of gambling in
British Columbia, failurc to obtain the signatures of both the gaming worker and the patron
sigriffcantly weakens the collection of information in the Source of Funds Declaration. As a result,
GPEB does not supportthis approaoh.
GPEB appneciates the opportunity to provide lnput into the development of the new Source of Funds
Declaration to ensure it has the intended effect and reduccs the risk of proceeds of crime entering
B.C. gambling facilities.
Should you have any questions or concems, please contact me.
Yours sincercly,

Kim Bruce
A/Assistant Deputy Minisrcr
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attorney General
cc. John Mazure

Attachments (2)
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Attachment

1-

Q&A for Source of Funds Declaration

The intent of this document is to capture the information provided by BCLC to GPEB with respect to the
proposed Source of Funds Declaration (V.1 December 2OL7l and accompanying Dlrective that was
provided by email on December L2,2OL8. The information below includes the following:
Questions sent by Kim Bruce, A/ADM GPEB, to Jim Lightbody, BCLC CEO, on December 15, 2018
related to the proposed Source of Funds Declaration and Directive lin blackl;
Responses to the initial questions provided by Rob Kroeker, BCLC Chief Compliance Officer, and sent

o
r
r
r

to Kim Bruce on December t9,20t7 (in bluel;
Follow-up clarification questions sent by Kim Bruce to Rob Kroeker on December 2O,2OL8 (in redl;
by Jim Llghtbody

and,
Verbal responses provided by Rob Kroeker during conference callwith GPEB on December 22,20!8
(in greenl.

Source of Funds Declaration (V.1 December 2017)1:

7.

Q) GPEB assumes that allthe following information that is not on this form is already being captured
for the purposes of ICT reporting to FINTRAC and will be linked to the Source of Funds Declaration in
iTrak. Can you confirm:
o lD number and type of the lD that was provided
o Date of birth

o
o

Occupation and employer (if applicable)
Patron's address and telephone number

A) Yes, as per legislative requirements already in place under the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act customer due diligence (CDD) will be completed in all

instances which includes the collection of the information listed.

2.

Q) ls there a specific level of Service Provider staff that is responsible for completing these forms? ls
signature from a supervisor or manager required or just the employee working in the cash cage at
any given tlme?
a

A) Yes, a duly registered gaming worker assigned to and familiar

3.

with cage policies and procedures.

Wlllthe Reasonable Measures/Source of Funds requirements be applied to cash and monetary
instruments being deposited into a patron's PGF account?

Q)

A) Yes

4.

Q Why are you not asking the patron to verify this information (i.e. signing to confirm the above)?
What is your recourse if they advise that they did not provide the information on the form

that patrons advised that the employee didn't capture what they said correctly?

-

e,g.

A) lt is the registered gaming workers' duty and obligation to request and ensure the information is
accurately recorded. This puts their registration and employment on the line. This is where the
greatest level of control can be asserted. ln addition as was outlined in the covering memo, BCLC,
1

Numbering provided by Rob Kroeker in his December 19, 2018 email
1
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as soon as is practicable, wants

to move from

a paper form scanned into its data system to entering

the data directly into its' systems. This will allow for much more sophisticated analytics and
transaction monitoring around SoF and RM. Requiring customer signature will create a substantial
barrier to this control improvement for no practical gain. lf a registbred gaming worker were to
make errors in the recording of key information it would be treated the same as today with all other
AML requirements: the 5P will be reguired to take corrective action in the case of mistakes; falsely
certifying a document would be seen by BCLC as a serious integrity issue and would be referred to
GPEB

5.

for review and action

as

they see fit.

ls meant by the questions "ls this a new customer?" New to this casino, new to the
individual processing the transaction, not already in STrak? Some clarification may be helpful.

Q What

A) New customer means a new customer in the context of the Proceeds of Crime (Money
Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act and an AML regime - one who has not completed a

transaction that is reportable or for whom BCLC is required to ascertain identity.

6.

Q) lf there are indicators of suspicion and the Service Provider will be completing an Unusual
FinancialTransaction, will it be linked to the Source of Funds Ddchration somehow?
A) yes-theseproceduresarealreadyinplaceforall
via customer lD # and incident reporting'

7,

e) Just to confirm

- it is mandatory

otherreportingrequirements. Linkageoccurs

for a patron to provide allthe banking information (Bank /
refuses or cannot provide all the required

Branch / Account f) for each transaction and if a patron
information - then the transaction ls refused?
A) Yes.

8.

Q) What is the action taken if patron does not have a receipt for funds - would the patron be
permitted to buy-in on two occasions without a receipt and then on the third occurrence, the

transaction is refused?
A) No. The funds must be sourced. A "receipt" will not be required for verified win funds paid out
prior, but the prior verified win amount will have to be confirmed by the SP or the funds refused
as per existing policy.

-

Clarification - lf a patron wants to buy ln with cash that is not from a verified win and doesn't
provide a receipt, willthey be permitted to buy-in?
Response

g.

-

No receipt, no buy-in. This applies to all customers.

Q) Can you confirm that bank drafts and certified cheques are only accepted from customers who
have active PGF accounts?
A) Yes.

there a time frame for sourcing cash to a receipt? For example, can a patron bring in a bank
receipt from two weeks ago, two months ago?

XO. Q) ls

2

December 22,20L7
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A) Yes. Receipts must relate to the cash being proffered.

Clarificatlon
Response
BCLC

-

-

ls

there a time frame (i.e. time limit) for

No time

limit. However,

BCLC

sou rcing cash

to a receipt?

will be consulted on all receipts over 48 hours old and

a

contact will be available 24/7,

11. Q) How will Service Provider ensure same receipt isn't used for multiple transactlons
their casino or at another service provide/s facility?

-

either at

A) As per existing procedure, receipts are scanned into the BCLC data system. Originals provided by

the player are retained bythe

SP.

Clarification - What if the patron would like the receipt returned? What happens if the receipt is for
a significantly larger amount than the cash buy-in (e.g. receipt is for 550,000 and buy-in is S15,000)
and the patron would use for multiple buy-lns? Have you considered marking the original receipt
(e.g. stamp / initial) to indicate it has been used for a cash buy-in and the amount of buy-ln?
Receipt will be retained by Service Provider in all cases. lf patron does not have original
receipt, transaction will not be accepted.
Response

-

would not consider marking and returning receipt because it introduces a level of risk that
exceeds their risk tolerance. ln addition, BCLC is eliminating paper, does not want to introduce
paper processes where they are not needed, and is moving towards automating more business
processes to allow for better analytics.
BCLC

12. Q) Given that Service Providers cannot see information in iTrak on ffansactions from other service
providers - who has responsibility for: verifying the source of funds if a patron indicates the funds
were from another Service Provider's facility? ls this BCLCs responsibility and if so how will this be
done?
A) Cage from the receiving SP confirms with cage from SP who paid out or BCLC investigator

-

as

per

existing procedure.
What is the existing procedure? lf a BCLC investigator is required, are they avallable
24/7 or would the confirmation happen after the transaction has occurred? Have you considered
requlrlng the casino to issue the patron a receipt for each payout of $10,000 or more documenting
the date, denomination and amount? This would simplify sourcing cash (equivalent amount or less)
Clariftcation

-

to a payout from a different casino.
Response- Service Providers do not have access to detailed information regarding individual player
buy-ins and cash-outs with other Service Providers. This will be verified by cage staff only, who will
contact cage staff at the disbursing facility for confirmation, and does not require supervisor sign-

off.

BCLC reviews

all of these types of transactions.

3
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POLIC.Y

is suspicious,
lf the payout was more than 48 hours before the buy-in attempt or the transaction
there will be a BCLC investigator available to review 24/7'

exceeds BCLCs risk tolerance' As
As per question 11, paper processes introduces a level of risk that
a result, BCLC does not intend to issue a paper receipt to patrons for disbursements'

to source buy'ins to
13. e) Willthere be direction to the Servlce Provlders on the allowable time frame
payout
from
a casino in
patron
had
a
a
if
example,
For
payout
a
casino?
from
a previous cash
to that
buy-in
new
a
source
no
longer
can
he/she
before
December - how much time can elapse
previous payout?
verified win payout, a SP must confirm the verified win payout is consistent with the
There is
buy-in funds being proffered before accepting those funds (by amount and denomination).
must
be
BCLC
earlier,
48
hours
than
payout
more
occurred
no specific limit on time, however if the

A)To receive

a

consulted.
ls BCLC available for consultation 2417 so the consultation happens prior to the
(chip buy'
transaction? Why the decision to place no time limit for cash buy-ins from verified wins

Clarification

-

ins limited to 48 hours)?
Response

-

No

limit. However, Service Provider must confirm that the cash proffered comes from

is
the verified win. BCLC investigator will be available 2417 to review transaction before the buy-in
accepted if time between verified win and buy-in exceeds 48 hours.

profile
Limit on chips to 48 hours (same day preference) is because chips have a much higher risk
facility'
leave
to
chips
for
reason
is
no
than cash and there
14. e) How will BCLC be tracking rolling cash balances for patrons (i.e. their previous cash
disbursements from casinos) in order for a patron to source a buy-in from that payout?
procedure,
A) BCLC is not familiar with the term "rolling cash balances". As per above and existing
win,
the
confirm
SP
must
the
win,
proffered
verified
as
a
prior to accepting any buy-in that is
amount and denominations.
15. e) Consider clarifying on form that it applies to "Buy-ins for $10,000 or more during 24 hour period"
A) This is covered in existing training extensively. As per the PCMLTFA, the threshold

for

LCTs and

hour
CDRs is $10,000 or more or any series of transactions adding up to 5L0,000 or more in a 24
with
familiar
period. This has been a requirement since 2000 and SP and BCLC staff are intimately
the rule.
15. Q) Consider capturing information on amount of each denomination.
A) Denomination amounts are already captured elsewhere during every transaction to which this
procedure applies. lt would be redundant to recapture the information on the RM/SoF forrn. With
be
a coming upgrade to BCLC systems denomination amounts for all reportable transactions will
systems.
data
BCLC
into
entered directly

4
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-

Clariftcation
greater?
Response

1W,F

or
Where are denomination amounts currently captured for all transaction 510,000

lntelliSence tool (dropService providers are capturing this information using a Business

-

downmenuinltrak)forcapturingdenominationsforallLCTs.
for full legal name (as presented
17. Q) Consider whether this form should be ctear that you are looklng
on lD).

to every transaction to which this procedure
we can confirm it includes
applies, This involves much more than capturing full name, but for clarity
capturing full name'

A) Ascertaining identity rules under the PCMLTFA apply

in response to question
1g. e) Consider whether the form should provide examples of "sufficient detail"
about where the guest acquired the funds.
Only trained cage staff with will
A) This aspect is covered off in staff training and familiarization.
complete this form'
payouts from previous
1g. Q) Consider that instead of using "Account f" field for buy-ins sourced from
,,payout from Gsino" field lncluding a field for the "Date Payout was received" and
game play add a
"Casino Payout Came From" as it will allow for verification'

will create a
A)This information is captured elsewhere in the process. Will consider but this
redundancY in the Procedures'

Clarification
Response
in ltrak.

-

-

Where is this information captured?

payout information is captured in CDR. Buy-in information is captured in the LCT notes

box to
20. e) 20 Will BCLC be providing these forms in other languages? lf not, consider adding a check
provided
as to
also
be
could
lnformation
i.e.
English/Mandarin/Other.
indicate the language used than
other
provided
in
a
language
was
lnformatlon
if
the
which staff lname and GpEB #) translated
English.

purposes of audit by
A) No. Records must be readily available and produced on demand for the
The same applies to
of
Canadalanguages
official
two
F|nTRAC, F|nTRAC accepts forms only in the
Further,
nationalaccountingfirms'
by
PCMLTFA
independent biennialaudits competed underthe
proteclion
reasons.
game
gaming in BC occurs in English for security and

part of the
Clarlfication - Response understood. However, have you considered the second
staff member
Provider
Service
any
of
question? Have you consldered capturing the name and GPEB#
back into
response
the
patron
translates
and /or
who translates the information on the form for the
English?
Response

-

not aware of this being an issue, meaning the need for translations by Service
they have no numbers to support this. BCLC does not allow 3'd party transactions

BCLC is

provider staff as

5
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1W#

slot jackpot and would like to payout to
except in very limited circumstances (e.g. husband wins a
his wife).

What lf the source of funds is made up
21. e) Consider adding more than one Financial lnstitution field.
from a TD account and 510'000 bank
of multlple sources? For example 520,000 buy-in: S1O,O0O
is only one Financial lnstltution
draft from the Rorlal Bank. The form doesn't allow for this as there
field.
Buy-ins from multiple Fls would
A) Additionalforms may be used in such an unusual circumstance.
This is not a transaction type BCLC
be concerning and require follow-up via uFT by BCLC AML.

would want to encourage through systemic practice'
Accompanying Dlrective:

for each associated LCT
22. Q) Paragraph 1 states that the form should be completed and scanned
will not have an associated
that
lnstruments
monetary
entry. We note that this also applies to other
LCT. Could this cause confusion for Service Providers?
procedures re all reportable
A) No. As above, staff are trained and intimately familiar with
transactions.

asuspiciousor
23. pagel,paragraph3references"sufficientdetail todemonstratethefundsarenotof
illegal nature". What does BCLC consider "sufficient detail"?
aware they will need
A)This willdepend on the circumstances of the individualtransaction. sPs are
to exercise professional judgment and due diligence when documenting a transaction.

requested or
24. Pagel, paragraph 4 provides that "lf the patron does not provide the information
What
transaction."
the
refuse
must
Providers
Service
susplcious,
is
clearly
that
provides information
FINTRAC
does BCLC consider to be "clearly suspicious"? Will Service Providers use existing
guidelines Provided bY BCLC?
BCLC, which is based upon and
provided
by FinTRAC the FATF'
transaction
incorporates the guidance on suspicious

A) Sps

willfollow suspicious transaction training provided by

Who
ZS. e) 25 page 1, paragraph 5 provides that "vague or generic answers are not acceptable."
determines what is vague or generic?
A) BCLC.
is
Clarification - Will BCLC be available 24n tomake this determination when transaction
accepted
been
have
that
declarations
questionable? We have attached examples of source of funds
by Service Providers in the Past'

unable to monitor completion of these forms in real time. BCLC will review
|'.rionr", after the fact and, if inadequate, BCLC will follow-up with additional training for Service
Providers and, if necessary, as a contractual issue.

Response

-

BCLC is

6
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26. e) page Z, paragraph 1 - The Servlce Provider is expected to verify "with the patron that the
particularly if
information was true and accurate." How is the Servlce Provider expected to do this,
the
patron
verif,
to
slgn
the patron doesn't read English? Would it not be better to have the
accuracy of the information provided?
A) This is the same as

Q4'

Please see that response'

27. Q) Privacy lmPact Assessment
Given this new form is collecting personal information, some of whlch has not been collected before
(e.g, financial information), has a privacy impact assessment been completed or the Office of the

Privary Commissioner been consulted?
A)This form does not collect personal information that is not already collected through the
CDD/KYC and EDD procedures. Collection will simply apply to some transactions that were not
subjectto collection before. Notwithstanding, privacy impacts have been assessed'

28. Ql 28 Determining VeracitY
peter German's recommendation includes "ln the case of new customers, after two transactions,
cash should only be accepted from the customer if the veracity of the prevlous answers has been
confirmed and is not considered suspicious."
How will BCLC ensure that the veracity of previous answers has been confirmed and is not
considered suspicious? For example, what if patron advises that the money came from their
account at tfe TD bank and provides a branch and account number? ls this acceptable? How do
you ensure the money came from that account, that the patron is the owner of that account, or that
the account even exists?
A) Existing CDD and enhanced DD processes will apply. As per existing procedure bank drafts must
show payee, payor, account name and # on the face of the draft or supporting receipt showing this

information. lt has b6en long standing policy that
funds must be the playe/s own.

BCLC

does not permit 3'd party transactions

-

Requiring that all bank drafts must show payee, payor, account name and number on
the bank draf,t or supporting receipt showing this information appears to be a new policy? Can you
advise when ihis policy was implemented and how it is applied (e.g. all existing PGF accounts or only
new PGF accounts)?
Clarification

r

:

i

This is existing policy (introduced in the last few months). All four data elements must
exist in all bank drafts and / or receipts.
Response

-

l

Could you please respond to the second part of the question - lf a patron provides an
accoqnt, bralch #, and institution, how will your ensure the money came from that specific account,
that the patrqn is the owner of that account, or that the account even exists? Will a receipt be

Clarification

.]

required in all cases?
I

7
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will require a receipt in all cases. There is currently no way for Service Provlders or
tO verlfy that the receipt [s lssued wlth respect to aR account held by the patron.

Response
BCLC

1QJ,,P

-

BCLC

8
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Recommendations for
(V.1 December 2OL7l

Attachment

2

-

BCLG

1CIW

regardlng BCLC's proposed Source of Funds Declaration

Declaration and
GpEB has the following recommendations related to the proposed Source of Funds
Directive:

1.

Supervlsory slgn-off - BCLC has advised that "a duly registered gaming worker assigned to and
familiar with cage pollcies and procedures" will be authorized to sign the Declaration. GPEB
particularly
recommends that BCLC require the signature of an employee in a supervisory position,
any
including
transactions,
other
verifo
to
policy
supervisor
for a cash cage
given it is currently BCLC
cash or chip transaction of 55,000 or more.

2.

Clarification of sl0,ooo threshold - BcLc has advised that applying the source of Funds Declaration
to a series of transactions totaling SIO,OOO or more over a 24 hour period is something "that is
covered ln existing training extensively" and is something that Service Providers are "intimately
familiar with" because it has been a requirement under the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering)
and Terrorist Financing Act (PCMLTFA) since 2000. However, the Source of Funds Declaration is not
a pCMLFTA requirement and, as a result, GPEB recommends clarifying on the Source of Funds
Declsration that it applies to a series of buy-ins totaling $10,000 or more over a 24 hour period to
ensure there is no confusion among Service Providers.

3.

Fleld for refused transactions - There may be instances where a transaction that is subject to a
Source of Funds Declaration is refused (e.g. patron does not have a receipt). GPEB recommends
adding a field on the Source of Funds Declaration to indicate the transaction has been refused and
the reason for refusal.

4.

Signature of registered gaming worker involved ln interpretation - GPEB investigators have
experienced situations where a Service Provider staff member has been lnvolved in interpreting
language on a document on behalf of a patron when the document is provided in English and the
patron does not read / speak English. Given the Declaration will only be provided in English, GPEB
recommends that a field be added to the Source of Funds Declaration that captures the name and
GPEB registration number of any staff member that may be involved in translating information on
the Source of Funds Declaration for a patron or translating information provided by the patron that
will be captured on the Source of Funds Declaration.

5.

Clarify language in directive regarding large Cash Transactlons (LCfsf - The proposed language in
the Directive requires Service Providers to "document the player declaration on a revised
Reasonable Measures / Source of Funds form and...scan the form into ltrak for each associated LCT
entry." This may cause some confusion for Servlce Providers given the Source of Funds Declaration
applies to transactions that do not have an associated LCT entry (e.g. bank draft 510,000 or greater).
GPEB recommends the language be clarified that all Declarations should be scanned into ltrak
regardless of whether there is an associated LCT.

6.

Provlde clear guidelines for Seruice Provlderc -The Declaration relies on Service Providers
exercising thelr judgement. BCLC asks the Service Providers to ensure information provided by the
patron is "specific" and includes "reasonable detail". GPEB recommends that BCLC provide clear
written guidelines to Service Providers to assist them in making these determinations.

December 22,2017
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7.

108@

- BCLC has advised GPEB that the Source of Funds Declaration "does
not collect personal information that is not already collected through the CDD/KYC and EDD
procedures." GPEB understands that public bodles are requlred to complete a Privacy lmpact
Assessrnent (PlA) for any proposed enactment, system, project, prograrn or activih/. GPEB
recomrnends that BCLC consult with the Office of the lnformation and Prlvacy Commisslonerrfor B.C.
to determine whether a PIA is required for the irnplementation of the Source of Funds Declaration.
Privacy lmpact Assessment

December 22,2OL7
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Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attomey General
3rd Floor - 910 Govemment Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3

Attention:

Kim Bruce
A/Assistant DePuty

Mi

nister

playing it right

Dear Ms. Bruce:

Re: German Recommendation #l - Source of Funds Declaration
I write in response to your letter of December 27, 2017. GPEB's input on BCLC's
money laundering controls and its source of funds process is appreciated.

We understand from your letter that GPEB is unwilling to support

BCLC's

7{ West Seymour Street
Kamloops, 8C VAC 1E2

T

implementation of this recommendation unless the player/customer also signs the
source of funds documentation, BGLC will add this step to the process. With that
change, my understanding is that GPEB supports the process BCLC will now have in
place. lf you would kindly confirm this is conect, as soon as possible, it would be

2940 Virtual Way

appreciated.

Vancolvs( BC

We do wish to ensure GPEB understands that when casinos receive banknotes

T 604.2t5.0649
F 804.225-6424

of $10,000 or more, the source of those funds will be supported
by financial institution documentation, or inquiries showing the funds are consistent
with a casino payout. These measures provide control against money laundering at
the casino. Having the customer sign the declaration will be done, however we want
to point out that requiring a signature provides no real protection and will create some
potential oustomer service challenges that we will have to overcome.
(cash) or bank drafts

F

250.828.5500
250.828.5Ai1

V5M 0AB

bclc.com

We can advise you that with your pending approval, BCLC will fully implement the
procedures necessary to meet Mr. German's recommendation #1 on January 8, 2018.
We also want to also advise that BCLC's money laundering and tenorist financing
controls are not statie, As has been the case since inception, BCLC's controls will
continue to evolve and improve as the risks of money laundering and tenorist
financing shift, new and befter controls emerge and, new technological solutions
come to market. We willkeep GPEB advised as improvements are made.
Finally, we look forward to collaborating with GPEB on the implementation of Mr.
German's second recommendation to have GPEB investigators stationed in the lower
mainland casinos.

cc:

John Mazure, Assistant Deputy Minister, GPEB
Rob Kroeker, CCO & VP, Legal, Compliance, Security, BCLC
Brad Desmarais, VP, Casino & Community Gaming, BCLC

8C1C0005538
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Know your limit, plaY within it.

543730

4,2018

Jim Lightbody
CEO and President

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940Yifiual Way
Vancouver B.C. VsM 04'6
Dear Mr. Lightbody:

Re: German Recommendation #1

-

Source of Funds Declaration

I am writing in response to your January 2,2OI8letter concerning.implementation of Peter German's
recommendation for a Source of Funds Declaration.
I can confirm that with the addition of the requirement for a player / customer to sign the Source of
Funds Declaration, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPBB) supports the piocess
proposed by the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC). However, I would like to encourage
-SCLC
to consider the recommendations provided by GPEB concerning the implementation of the
Source of Funds Declaration that were attached to my December 27,2017 letter. Please do not
hesitate to contact GPEB if you would like to discuss any of these reoommendations in more detail.

I appreciate that BCLC's money laundering and terorist financing control are not statio and will
evolve to mitigate ever-changing risks and will improve as better oontrols emerge. GPEB supports
this approaoh and appreciates BCLC advising GPEB of any improvements.
GPEB also looks forward to fuither collaboration with BCLC to implement Peter German's
recommendation to have GPEB investigator on-shift and available to high-volume casinos in the

Lower Mainland.
Should you have any questions or concerns, please contaot me.

Yours sincerelyn

hrrr./

er//J/

Kim Bruce
A/Assistant Deputy Minister
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attorney Ceneral
cs. John Mazure

Mlnlstry of
Attomey General

Gaming Pollcy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Ministeds offlce

Malllng Addrees:

POBOX9311 STNPROVGOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Tslephon€: (260) 387-1301
Facslmll€: (250) 35&8237

Locallon / Courl€r Addr€ss:
Thlrd Floor, 910 Gov€mment Slroet

Vlcbria, BC VBW 1X3
Web: www. gamlng.bov.bc.ca

8C1C0005533
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memo
Jim LightbodY

To:

beb
CryrEtdsril

Date:

January 4,2018

President & CEO

From:

Rob Kroeker
Chief Compliance Officer & VP Legal'
ComPliance, SecuritY

Subject

GPEB Recommendations on Source of Funds Process

of GPEB provided Seven recommendations in
ln her letter of Decembe r 27,2017,the Acting General Manager
sourde.of funds declaration process. Each of those
regard to German n".ornmdnoation #1 oeating witn the
following are the responses to the
The
recommendations has been reviewed and coniidered.
recommendations.

GPEB Recommendation

Supervisorysign-off-BcLchasadvisedthat''adulyregisteredg-amingworkerassignedtoandfamiliar
to-sign the-Declaiation. GPEB recommends that
with cage policies and procedures" wiil be authorizel
in a iupervisoiry po.sition, particularly given it is currently
BCLC require tne signJtui" of
"n "tptoyee
trantactions, including any cash or chip
BCLC policy tor a casfr cate supervliorio verify ot'her
transaction of $5,000 or more.
BCLC

verify cash and chip transactions of $5000 or more'
BCLC policy requires the cage supervisor to witness and
th.e soF declaration will be required to sign the
under the procedure tne tnJivioult responsioreloi compreting
arready responsibre for overseeing and verifying
is
record, as wiil the customer. By poricy, tn" ."g" irp"riror
the obligations and responsibilities of the cage
io
increase
the process. Adding ,1niio signiture oo"r.not"ning
takes away from the supervisor's
in no
supervisor and conversei', *ri f""ing th.e lftird Jidnature
-way.
activitiei that occur under their supervision'
ine
io noio tnat inoiviJuaii"sponJiure for
responsibilities or the
service provider remain responsible for
the
of
members
"iiriiy
ultimately, the site grn.i"i*"n.ger and tne executive
all laws including anti-money.laundering laws' Logically'
all activities at a gaming site as welt as .orpri"n." *ifil
the ascending oroer of responsibirity every person from the
if signatures were oeneiiciaL and necessary to confirm
focus on rigid' paper-basedprocedures' such as
cashier to the CEO tnoriOligrilne Oeciar6tion. Further, a
to
more effective automated AML systems' BCLC's
multiple hard eopy rign"iurd .ieates oarriersio'mouing
automation which will allow for more
vision and desire is to move as quickly as possible to increased
rouni"r*easures. For these reasons we do not believe having the
soohisticated money laundering analytics
"nJ
cage supervisor sign the SoF is beneficial'

GPEB Recommendation

8CLC0004084
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2.

to a
clarification of 910,000 threshold- BCLC has advised that applying the source of Funds Declaration
in
covered
is
period
"that
is
something
hour
a
24
over
or
more
series of transactions totaling $1O,OOO
with"
existing training extensively;and is something that Service- Providers are "intimately familiar
Terrorist
and
(Money
Laundering)
because it has been a requirement under theFroceeds of Crime
Fi*nring Act (pCMLTFn; rinc" 2000. However, the Source of Funds Declaration is not a PCMLFTAit
Funds Declaration that
requirem-ent and, as a result, GPEB recommends clarifuing on the Source of
period to ensure there is no
hour
24
a
over
or
more
totaling
$10,000
of
buy-ins
series
to
a
.ppf i"r
confusion among Service Providers.

BCLC

wealth measures are
Contrary to the statement in this recommendation, source of funds and source of
prescriptive and detailed
pGMLTFR
meaning
p6MLTFA.
regime
based
a
risk
is
The
iequirerirents under the
and required to
expected
are
entities
reporting
Rather,
the
legislation.
in
procedures are not set out expliciily
and risk, to
circumstances
undertake the activities and implement the sistems needed, tailored to their individual
in the
set
out
are
specifically
requirements
of
funds"
meet the statutory requirements. Notwithstanding, "source
wealth
of
source
and
funds
of
source
general
regulation.
the
ol
section 67.1
lJgislation - see ior
"*.mpr"
to customer due diligence and on-going monitoring are created,iased upon the risk
re"quirements in regard
general
presented by the customer, through the operation of section 9.6 of the Act and section 71 .1 o'f the
"source of
the
determining
mentions
specifically
4,
which
iegulations.'This is confirmed in FinrRRb Guidetine
funds and source of wealth" of the client.
regime for a considerable
As initially stated, source of funds and wealth inquires have been part of BGLC's AML
and have
obligations
these
provider
in
versed
well
are
staff
cage and surveillance
p"rioO ofiime. Service
as the
arising
any
confusion
of
chance
little
is
very
there
believes
BCLC
ieceiveo specific training. Moreover]
process'
new
of
a
extension of existing soF procedures rather than the introduction
cnanges being made ,16
"n
GpEB's concirn about confusion and will monitor compliance with the change
no*t"og"s
lon"jn"tu*,bctc
""t
closely for an initial period to make sure no difficulties are experienced.

GPEB Recommendation

3.

to a Source.of
Field for refused transactions- There may be instances where a transaction that is subject
adding a field on
Funds Declaration is refused (e.g. patron does not have a receipt). GPEB recom_mends
reason for refusal'
the source of Funds Declaration to indicate the transaction has been refused and the

BCLC
which may in turn
A refused transaction will already generate an unusual financial transaction report to BcLc,
there was a refusal
fact
the
than
result in an sTR to riniRnc. uFis ano sTRs include much more information
within the
redundancy
a
putting
create
will
form
SoF
the
on
fields
these data
and the reason for the refusal.
confusion'
create
could
and
UFT,
an
for
given
requirement
current
purpise
the
no
existing procedures, will serve
the SoF form.
to
fields
data
these
add
to
beneficial
not
be
would
believes'it
BCLC
reasons
for tnisb

8C1C0004084.02
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GPEB Recommendation

4.

GPEB investigators have experienced
Signature of registered gaming worker involved in interpretationin interpreting language on a
involved
provider staff member has been
situations wneie a service
a1d tfe.
provided
in
English
is
document on Ounufiof a patron when the document
provided
in English, GPEB
be
only
will
Declaiation
the
Given
patron oo", noii"ro-t spbak Engtish.
the name and GPEB
captures
that
Funds Declaratibn
recommends that a field be added to tne source of
on the source
information
in
translating
registration nurn.1 of any star memLerinri r"y be involved
be captured
patron
will
that
the
provided
by
iniormation
of Funds Declaration for a patron or tianslating
on the Source of Funds Declaration'

BCLC

where translation is required for basic gaming transactions'
BCLC has not experienced or had difficulties reported
translation issue should it become evident it is creating
BCLC wiil monitor for these situations and wiri rbvisit the
this situation, adding a fourth signature to the soF
transactional or monitoring issues, while BCLC witl monitor
program
improvement for the reasons set out in the response to
form is likely to prove counterproductive to AML
#1 above.

5.

(LCTs)- The proposed language in the
clarify language in directive regarding La.rge Cash Transactions
player declaration on a revised Reasonable
Directive requires Service Providers ib "doiument the

into ltrak for each associated LCT entry'" This may
Measures I source of Funds form and...scan tne form
of Funds Declaration applies to
given
the.source
cause some confusion ior Seruice Providers
(e.g.
draft $10,000 or greater)' GPEB
bank
entry
LdT
associated
transactions that do not have an
should be scanned into ltrak regardless of
recommends tne rangulge'oe-ciaiirieo that ail oectarition!
whether there is an associated LCT.

part of cpqB in regard to the existing buy-in processes' For
There appears to be some misapprehension on the
initiated in ail buy-in instances of $10'000 or moretracking and monitoring purposes, qn_LCT r".oro is currenfly
onty generated and sent in the case of a cash buyis
cash or bank instrument. A formal LCT report to FinTRAc
are intimately familiar
and F|nTRAC direction to BciC. service Providers
in, as per pcMLTFA requirements
existing processes and
to
jnd
change
is
no
how itract< *ikr. ln this regard there
with the process requiffienti
Provider'
Service
thus theie should be no opportunity for confusion at the

of the form of buy-in; cash or bank instrument'
All completed soF forms will be scanned into iTrack regardless

GPEB Recommendation

6.

exercising
provide clear guidelines for service Providers- The Declaration relies on service Providers
patron is
provided
the
by
information
ensure
to
gcuc
Providers
asks the service
their judgemu,it.
,,reasonable detail". GPEB recommends that BCLC provide clear written
,,specific,,
ano iniludes
g,io"tin",toserviceProviderstoassisttheminmakingthesedeterminations.

BCLC
procedure'

approach to policy and
where appropriate and practical, BGLC prefers a non-presoriptive
or a list is provided include: 1) it is
birection
Odtrit"O
upproa"nwnet"
prescriptive
Challenges with a rigid
gaps in the prescriptive requirements are
so
that will arise
impossible to cover every circumstance or."u"niurritv
the prescribed guidance. BCLC
reducdd'to
to
become
tendi
certain to emerge over time; and 2)compriance
to be knowledgeable and have expertise in
prefers to require Service Fiovideri, through i;i.ing and experience,
to eiercise sound judgmgnt and good decision making in
their areas of responsibility which leads to .n onrigtiion
gbLc
ir of the view this approach leads to higher and better
duties such us comptelng riee i"*idata fields.

8C1C0004084.03
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levels of compliance as opposed to tick-box compliance which comes with prescriptive guidance. For example,
Service Providers do a good job of identifying and completing UFT reports with the requisite level of detail and
information. BCLC believes this same approach will be successful in with the completion of SoF records.
BCLC acknowledges GPEB's concern and will monitor the completeness of SoF forms closely for an initial period
to make sure no difficulties are experienced. Should issues with lack of specificity or detail be found, this
recommendation will be revisited.

GPEB Recommendation

7.

Privacy lmpact Assessment- BCLC has advised GPEB that the Source of Funds Declaration "does not
collect personal information that is not already collected through the CDD/KVC and EDD procedures."
GPEB understands that public bodies are required to complete a Privacy lmpact Assessment (PlA) for
any proposed enactment, system, project, program or activity. GPEB recommends that BCLC consult
with the Office of the lnformation and Privacy Commissioner for B.C. to determine whether a PIA is
required for the implementation of the Source of Funds Declaration.

BCLC

While not required, a formal PIA review was completed as part of the implementation process for
recommendation #1 .

8C1C0004084.04
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luronmnrtoN Nore
British Golumbia Lottery Gorporation
Date: January 5,2018

1

BCLG Action Plan
RE: German interim

recommendation

#1

Kev FRcrs:

in the course of his review
On Decemb er 8,2a17, peter German made two interim recommendations
his full report by March
deliver
will
He
casinos.
Mainland
at
Lower
laundering contiols
of
were:
recommendations
interim
German's
pubiclv
General,
"nti-*oney
Attorney
the
by
51, ZOla. Released

1.

,,Service providers must complete a Source of Funds Declaration for cash deposits or bearer

2.

,,Government regulators must be seen on site at large, high-volume_facilities on the Lower
place, a GPEB
Mainland and ariailable to the Gaming Service Providers. Once staffing is in
the Lower
in
operators
casino
to
high-volume
will be on-shift and available

bonds of $10,000 or more. Ai a minimum, the declaration must outline a customer's
and
identification and provide the source of their funds, including the financial institution
cash
transactions,
consecutive
two
After
sourced.
was
account from which the cash or bond
a
of
is
not
it
that
determined
been
it
has
once
can only be accepted from the customer
suspicious or illegal nature."

investigator
in
Mainland on zAl basis. This presence will allow for an increased vigilance required
cash
third-party
of
funds,
source
surrounding
issues
with
casinos. ln particular, it will assist
drops, and other operational support for Gaming Service Providers and BCLC."

i

as set out in the
Recommendation #1 falls clearly within BCLC's conduct and management authority
statutory authori$ under
Gaming controlnct tocnl. n"lorm"ndation #2falls clearly within GPEB's
implement the
the GCA. BCLC's nntirrrroirev Laundering unit has completed the work necessary to
first recommendation as early as December 18,2017 '

on

to collaborate and discuss
Decemb er 6,2017 , BCLC and GpEB held a teleconference meeting

as practicable.as
respective roles'and iesponsibilities in completing both recommendations as soon
8 of the CGA
section
that
agreed,
p.rin" Attorney General's direction. BCLC clarifi-ed, and GPEB
any new
including
matters
operational
iives BCLC clear statutory authority with respect tg al,!casj19
first
the
address
to
Sperational policies or procedures. As such, it is BCLC's obligation
recommendation, with input but not approvalfrom GPEB'
implementation
After that call, correspondence was exchanged between BCLC and GPEB regarding
to the
language
statutory
clear
despite
corrLspondence,
of the interim recommendations. ln that
^.
for BCLCpolicy
necessary
changes
and
operational
the
approve
contrary, GPEB asserts that it must
to implement recommendation #1.
in getting GPEB
A Decembe r 13,2017letter from BCLC CEO to GPEB ADM reiterates the urgency
preventing
BCLC
feedback on the n"*'roui." of funds (SoF) procedures quickly as the only thing
BCLC
feedback.
from implementing recommendation #i on'December 18, 2017 was GPEB's
of
implementation
the
immediate
to
barriers
legal
no
are
there
the
GCA,
under
reiterat6d that,
proceduresrecommendation #t giv"n1n" iact GPEB is noi r.equired to approve operational.gaming
while BcLc was committed to collaborating witn dpEg, the concern was delaying the implementation
and being consistent with our statutory authority'

BC1C0005515
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On December 15, 2017 GPEB Acting ADM did respond as requested to BCLC with a number of
questions and comments regarding BCLC's amended SoF procedures. The response reiterated
GpEB's view they must appiove the final version of the declaration form and the policies and
procedures prior to the implementation of the declarationAfter several meetings and correspondence in late December, GPEB indicated by correspondence
dated January 3, 20i8,that it supports/approves BCLC's operational process and added some
additional recommendations for BCLC to consider in implementing the Source of Funds declaration.
GpEB also agreed with BCLC's approach to continuous improvement to its anti-money laundering
controls and appreciates BCLC advising GPEB of these improvements.
On January 4,2018, BCLC sent out a directive to all Service Providers to implement the following as

of January 10,2018:
. Alicash and monetary instruments (bank drafts/certified cheques)of $10,000 or more will
require a SoF declaration by the patron prior to the acceptance of a buy-in.
r Service Providers will document the player declaration on a revised Reasonable
Measures/SoF declaration form and the Service Provider willscan the form into ltrak for each
transaction.
r Service providers are responsible for reporting single transactions totaling $10,000 or more as
well as the total amount of all incremental buy-ins where those buy-ins equal $10,000 or more
in a 24 hour period, and ensuring a SoF declaration including certification by the gaming
worker and signature by the patron is completed at the time of the report.
o This information will be required before the patron is allowed to buy-in and will be reviewed
daily by the BCLC AML unit.
r lf a patron is unable to provide sufficient detail to demonstrate the funds are not of a
suspicious or illegal naiure, BCLC will, at a minimum, impose sourced cash restrictions on the
patron for all future buY-ins.
. Where a patron has been placed on restrictions, Service Providers are required to obtain a
receipt showing the source of cash and scan that receipt into ltrak.
. Where a Serviie Provider refuses a transaction, it must then create an ltrak file for an unusual
financialtransaction for a refused SoF declaration, which BCLC will investigate.

BCLC RespottsE PoINTS:

.
a

a

We welcome the Attorney General's independent review on the Province's antimoney laundering regime and are pleased that Peter German has provided
interim recommendatio ns.
BCLC has implemented Mr. German's first recommendation by expanding the
types of traniactions to which source of funds declarations apply, and requiring
Sirvice Providers to record detailed information about where the customer
sourced his or her buy-in funds.
The expansion of BCLC's existing source of funds process will apply to all cash
and bank draft/certified cheque buy-ins of $10,000 or more. This information will
be required before a customer is allowed to buy-in, and will be reviewed daily by
BGLG's AML unit.

8C1C0005515.02
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will be required to
Any registered gaming worker conducting the transaction
directly from the
declaration
certify that he or she ieceived the source-of tunds
information'
custo'mer, and completely and accurately recorded that
declaration form'
The customer will also be required to sign the source of funds
provides information
lf a customer does not provide the information required,
or fails to eign the source. of funds declaration form,
that is clearly
it, and, in doing so
"u"pi"io,is,
Service Providers'must refuse the tranlaction and document
r"itt trigg"r an investigation by BGLG AML lnvestigations.
respect to the second
BCLC will support GPEB as requested and needed with
and available to high'
s_hift
on
be
recommendation wherein GPEB investigators
basis'
a2417
volume casino operators in the Lower Mainland on

of money laundering'
BCLC is actively engaged in the prevention and detection
players'
our
and
and will do whatev"i t"" can to protect our business
Personal information
Program Area Contact:

Laura Piva-Babcock

8C1C0005515.03
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BCLC DIRECTIVE
SOURCE OF FUNDS DECLARATION
Effective Date: January 10,2018
monetary instruments (bank
Effeotive January 1Qth, 2018 all cash and bearer
ajgyrce of funds (SOF)
will
require
drafts/ certified cnequei) of $1O,OOO or more
BCLC Gaming Service
all
at
buy-in
receipt by the p"tton piiot to Siceqlalce for
a revised Reasonable
on
Provider locations. ff,is-receipt witt Oe documLnted
LCT entries'
all
for
iTrak
into
iiri""rrt"r (RM) form and shall be scanned
General's office from the
This change follows an interim report to the Attorney
have a source of funds
We.c9191!ly
Peter German review'cunently underway'
this new process
however,
Unit
AML
the
pr*"r, for patrons fiaggeO in ifraf,Oy
irif

f

to

AU otn

more'
O"nk drafU c-ertitieO cheque buy-ins for $10'000 or

""ni
tabre buy-ins. wnen iney reach the 910'000
arso incrudes in"rlr"nt"r
This"ppf
must be reported in full
threshold. me reported amount for incremental buy-ins
be required before the
will
receiirt
cash
The
once the amount r"""n"i Sf 0,OOO.
AML Unit.
the
by
daily
reviewed
alowed to orv-in and'wilt be
V

;;tdi;

with the amount and
The required receipt must be an original which aligns retained
service
r* tr't. buy-in' fhe receipt shall be patron'by the
denomination,
receipt
the
lf
"*p""i"J tne assotiated irrak LCT entry for the
provider and scanneJinto
it is
confirm
to be.made to
is not from tne samJ OtV oiu.", further inquiries leed
weekend
oi tnit might include cash withdrawn prior to a long
legitimate. nn
would not be reasonable' lf
""ampte
by a patron, however, a receipt-that is two weeks old

bale
playing it riEht

74 West Saymour Srreel

Kamloops. BC VZC 1E2

T 250.828.5300
F 250.828.5631

?940 Virtual WaY
Vancouve( BC VsM 0,46

T

F

604.215.0649
6A4.225.6424
bclc.com

in any way the buyln must be
Service Provider statr find the circumstances suspicious
an Unusual Financial Transaction incident in iTrak'
refused and documeni.J

,i

ngw contains both the RM
The Reasonable Measures form has been updated T9
1gth' 2018
questions and the $OF Oectaration on one form. Effective January
;ith glo,oo0 or morer they shall be advised of
when a patron
tn"l a receipt is now required for the cash' A notation
the new SOr procesl
"nO iTrak subject profile in the comments field that
must be made on tft"ii
soF program. on all
indicates they have-now oeen aoviseci of the new
patron
does not provide a
the
subsequent casn ouy-int of $to,oo0.or more where
SOF request' for investigation
receipt, an iTrak nfe inust be'created for a "refused
by the AML Unit.

"tt"'ii'it;6t-i.

Whereaplayerisbuying-inwithcashthatwaspaidouttotheplayerbyacasino
must conflrm the player was paid
for casino winningr, if," 6"ming service Provider
and the date of the prior
out an amount tnat is coniiit"it *itn the buy"in.am.9u1t
p-aid
out the disbursement
that
cash-outs. fnis wouid in.f rC" contacting the tasino
you
are unable to obtain
lf
date and-denominations.
in order to confirm tii"
patron
out, you should
paid
the
"r"r^t, tn" casino that
the requireO information-iiom
"pay outfrom casino" shall
contact BCLC fof contirmation. ln these circumstances,
Form including the casino
be indicated in tne accouni numner field of the RM/SOF
name and the amount received by the patron'

BC1C0005526
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and sign

sha[print
once completed, the employee documenting the information GPEB number and
their
alongwith
forri,
nrwsor
bilhl
their name atthe ooti#
the information is
the date. rne empol"" tigning the form is certifying that
complete and accurate'

cash buy-ins of
This RM/SOF form must also be signed by th.e pa!1on for transaction that
tables',The
$10,ooo or more, incruoNl inciemental-buy-insatlhe
until the RM/SOF form is
completed
be
not
shall
ifn"if.ofO
tribSi"ir tne $tO,boO
completed and signed by the patron'

bele
playing it right

into the media file of the
Please ensure a copy of the completed form is scanned
iTrak LCT report and that it is legible'

will incorporate these
The next release of BCLC Casino Policies and Procedures
changes and replace this directive'
please contact the AML Unit at
lf you have any questions regarding this directive,
aml@bclc,com.

Sincerely,

i:t \lrlsl Seyrrlour Slt.l.!i
Kan)loot)s. il(l V?L 1E?
250 8?8 550c
:10 8?8 56:11

29.!0 V'rrrr'tl W.1v
Vrrrrr(.)u"g( tt(, V5fut

I

0Ai

oO.t .l I i>.{)6J9

it0.. 2?5 ti.l? l

DarylTottenham
AML, Programs Manager
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Know your limit, PlaY within it

556626

November 27,2018

Angela Swan, Vice President, RegulatoryAffairs and compliance,
Parq Vancouver,
39 Smithe St, Vancouver BC
V6B OR3
Dear Ms. Swan,

for the
As you are aware,the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is responsible
Control
Gaming
of
the
34(lx0(i)
section
integnty of gamblingTn the irovince. Under
""#ff
n"eulutionit is a c6nditioiof regi#ation for gaming service providers to o!9V$! standard
British Columbia
opJrating procedures (BCLC Standards) and rules of play set out by the
Lottery Corporation (BCLC).

policy (the Source of
In January 201g, BCLC irnplemented the new Source of Funds Declaration
Funds Policy). The policy requires that:
patrons presenting cash or cash equivalents such as cerlified cheques, or blnk drafts for buyittr toati"g $10,060 or more musfproduce a source of funds receipt from the remitting
financial
financial institution. The receipt nrust show the patron's name, the name of the
patron's
bank account
andthe
draft,
institution that issued the cash, certified cheque, orbank
number.
201.8- The Source
This policy was formally incorporated into the BCLC Standards in September
with this
of runds policy is an iniegral control in anti-money laundering efforts, and compliance
in
BC'
gaming
policy is critical for upholding the integrity of

Parq Vancouver to
As you are awarecpEB oonducted an audit of transactions in August 2018 at
.\r.rify compliance to the Source of Funds Policy issued by BCLC in January 2018' Our audit
missing documentation
fo.rna non-compliance with this policy, specifiially around incomplete or
i"qii.O to subs'tantiate the source of ine patron's funds. The results of our audit were shared
October 3 I , 2018'
*iit yo., on October 30, 20 I 8 and your response was received by GPEB on
audit, to address
our
to
your
response
in
Parq,
GPEB acknowledges the commitment maal by
these issues.

for two months,
As this policy has now formally been incorporated into the BILC Standards
Control
Gaming
the
of
34(lxg(i)
fu1l compliance as required under section
GpEB

"rprri.
Regulation.

Ministry of
Attorney General

.n

Gaming PolicY and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Minister's office

Maillng Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA BC V8W 9N1
Teleph one : ((n q 69e -22n
Faosimiler (250) 356-8237

Location / Courier Address:
Third Floor, 910 Government Street
Viotorla, BC V8W 1X3
Web: www,gaming.gov.bo.ca
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GpEB will be conducting a follow up audit at Parq Vancouver in early 2019 to verify fult
compliance with this policy. Please be advised that any further findings of non-compliance will
,"rrrit in escalating administrative sanctions which could include additional conditions being
imposed on your registration, fines, suspensions and/or cancellation of registration pursuant to
sections 69(l)(a) and 68(c)(i) of the Gaming Control Act.

Sincerely

Sam

Macleod

Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Garning Policy and Enforcement Branch
Cc:

Joe Brunini, President, Parq Vancouver

Jim Lightbody, CEO, BC Lottery Corporation

PARo000201 0

1
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GPEB is a 2018 recipient of the BC Public Seryice Top Work Unit Award
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November 29,2018

557029

Jim Lightbody, Chief Executive Officer,

BC Lottery Corporation
2940Yirtual Way
Vancouver, BC
V5M 04'6
Dear Mr. Lightbody,

As you are aware, the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is responsible for the
overall integrity of gambling in the province. Under section 34(1xg(i) of the Gaming Control
Regulation, it is a condition of registration for gaming service providers to obey the standard
operating procedures (BCLC Standards) and rules of play set out by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation (BCLC).
GPEB considers the Source of Funds Policy BCLC, irnplemented in January 2018 and
incorporated into the Standards in Septernber 2018, an integral control in anti-money laundering
efforts, and service provider compliance with this policy is-critical for upholding the integrity oT

gambling in BC.
GPEB conducted an audit of transactions from May to June 2018 and a follow up audit of
transactions in August 2018 atthe five largest Lower Mainland casinos to verify compliance to
BCLC's Source of Funds Policy. Otr audit found non-compliance with this policy, specifically
around incomplete or missing documentation required to substantiate the source of the patron's
frrnds. In addition, preliminary results from the work being performed by Deloitte have identified
continued non-compliance with Source of Funds Policy.

As a result of these findings, I sent letters on November 28,2018 to the three largest casino
service providers in the Lower Mainland outlining GPEB's expectations of their compliance with
BCLC's Source of Funds Policy. These letters outlined that continued non-compliance will result
in escalating administrative sanctions, which could include additional conditions being imposed
on their registration, fines, suspensions and/or cancellation of registration.
./2

MInistry of
Attorney General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy
Minister's ofiice

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT

VICTORIA

BC V8W

Telephone :

(17 7 81

9N1

Location / Courier Address;
Third Floor, 910 Government Streot
Viotoria, BC V8W 1X3

698-22n

Facsimilo: (250) 356-8237

Web: www.gaming.gov.bo.ca
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GPEB's audits also found service provider confusion during the roll-out of the Source of Funds
has been in effect for I I months and formally incorporated into BCLC
Standards for two months, yet non-compliance remains at unacceptable levels. As BCLC is
responsible for the conduct and management of gambling in the province, including the
implementation of this policy, GPEB requests that BCLC support service providers in their
efforts to achieve and maintain fulI cornpliance. This rnay include analysis to determine the
reasons behind non-compliance and additional training and increased onsite support from BCLC

Policy. The policy

as necessary.

GPEB expects service providers to be in full compliance as required under section 3+(t)(f)(i) of
the Gaming Control Regulation. GPEB will be conducting another source of funds audit in early
2019 to review BCLC's program and to verify service provider compliance with the policy.
GPEB is committed to ensuring the integrity of gambling in BC and supporting BCLC in its antimoney laundering efforts.
Sincerely,

Sam

Macleod

Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch

GPEB is a 2018 recipient of the BC Public Service Top Work Unit Award
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Reasonable Measures & Source of
Funds (RM/SOF) Reference Guide
Source of Funds Overview
On January LQ,20tB following an interim recommendation from the Peter German review, BCLC released a
directive for Source of Funds (SOF) Declarations at the $10,000 threshold to confirm where BC Casino patrons are
obtaining the funds used for their buy-ins. This directive was included in Policy effective September 5, 2018. This
process applies to all cash and cash equivalents including debit/credit card advances and bank draft/certified
cheque buy-ins for $10,000 or more and includes incremental table buy-ins when the patron reaches the $10,000

threshold.

SOF Forms
ln addition to the completion of the SOF form at the 510,000 threshold, an SOF Form must also be completed for
every subsequent buy-in after the original $10,000. This can be completed either on additional SOF forms or by
using the multiple entry page 2form. The player must sign for each incremental buy-in past the S10,m0 and all
documentation must be scanned into the media tab in LCT entry.

DETAILS ON SOF FORM
The SOF form must show the breakdown of the funds and not just the total amount. This means that if there is
$5000 from cash, $2000 from debit, and 54000 from global cash, all three need to be listed on the sOF for a
cumulative total of $11,000, For cash and debit transactions, full banking information must be collected including
transit number/branch location and bank account number, and/or the last four digits of credit cards must be

recorded.
It is imperative that every line or checkbox MUST be cornpleted on the SOF form before it is signed by the patron
and scanned into the media tab.

1
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EXAMPLES OF SOF PROCESS
Exomple 7: tf a patron is playing ot a table and hits the $70,000 threshold:

1) Play rnust be,stopped until the SOF form can be completed by the garning
employees, r.eceipt(s) collected and recorded and the SOF form signed by the
patron. The SOF form must be fully completed before being presented to the
patron for their signature.
2) The SOF form rnust be signed by the patron to certiffthe information they
provided before any further play can commence,
3) The employee documenting the information rnust also print and sign their
name at the bottom olthe SOF form, and provide their GPEB number and the
date. The employee signing the form is certifying that the information is
complete and accurqte.
4) Once the SOF form is complete and receipts have been obtained, the
patron may continue play and the completed SOF form and receipts must be
scanned into the LCT entry in iTrak.
5) Un-sourced cash cannot exceed $10,000 or more per day per site under
any circurnstances.

Exomple 2:

lf

the potron refuses to provide their information, receipt(s) ond/or sign the

SOF

form:

1) Gaming privileges must be refused.
2) An Unusual Financial Transaction incident in iTrak (UFT, SOF Refusal)
must be created for review by the AML Unit.

Example 3:

lf the leruice Provider

employees

find

the circumstances suspicious in ony way:

1) The buyJn must be refused.

2) The incident must be documented as an Unusual Financial Transaction
incident in iTrak.

Exomple 4: lf an SOF Form is missed by 9eruice Provider employees:

1) An

itiak file wtUSt be cieated to explain why this occurred and if it was

avoidable

2
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Missed SOF Form
When an SOF form is missed an iTrak file must be created to explain why this occurred and details for the missed
report must be provided. lf the SOF form was missed because of the 48-hour rule or multiple tracking sheets, this
explanation must be noted on the form or the tracking sheets and scanned into iTrak.
The application of the 48-hour rule is for multiple tracking sheets that extend over two playing days or on a single
day with a significant break in play which are under 510,000 each but when found in review, contain buy-ins of
510,000 or more within a 24-hour period.
The multiple tracking sheet rule is used in instances where a player has bought in on the same day in different
areas or on different floors and staff are unaware that there is an open tracking sheet already started, Upon
collection of the tracking sheets at days end, two or more sheets are located for the same person that total
$10,000 or more within the 24-hour period.

ln both these examples, staff would not have initiated an SOF or RM form as the known totals were under 510,000
therefore those forms are not required.

Receipts
Patrons presenting unsourced cash totaling S10,000 or more, or cash equivalents such as certified cheques or bank
drafts, must produce receipts for all of the unsourced cash and cash equivalents and the receipt must include the
patron's name, financial institution that issued the cash, location of the financial institution, and the patron's bank
account information, This information must be provided by the patron and recorded on the receipt by the gaming
employee.

lfthe total ofthe unsourced cash is less than S10,000 but the overall total includes cash equivalents which brings
the total to $10,000 or more, receipts are only required for the cash equivalents.
lf the patron is unable to produce receipt(s)
L) No further cash buy-ins can be accepted from them and gaming privileges must be refused.
2) The incident must be documented in an Unusual FinancialTransaction incident in iTrak (UFT, no receipt)

for review by the

BCLC

AML Unit.

Bank receipts for cash must be dated within 24 hours ofthe patron declaring the funds as sourced, The receipt
must be an original, which aligns with the amounts expected for the buy-in, The original receipt shall be retained
by the Service Provider and scanned into the associated iTrak LCT entry for the patron with the full bank account
number, branch location and name of patron recorded.

debit card transactions, the receipt must include the patron's name, financial institution, location of the
financial institution, and the patron's bank account information, For credit card transactions, the receipt must
contain the patron's name, the financial institution issuing the card, and the last 4 digits of the card number, Card
type is not required to be recorded (i.e. Visa, MasterCard etc.).
For

It should be noted that Money Service Businesses (MSBs) are not considered acceptable sources offunds and
therefore funds presented from these businesses shall not be accepted.

3
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Casino Disbursements
that is from a casino disbursement can be presented within 48 hours of the disbursement providing gaming
staff confirm the disbursement by checking the details with the issuing site or with the BCLC AML Unit. Any cash
from previous winning outside the 48-hour window must be confirmed by BCLC before it can be accepted for
gaming. The site can call the AML Unit or the onsite lnvestigator to confirm previous disbursements outside the 48hr window. This rule is in place as sites do not have visibility across all Service Providers therefore, cannot confirm
that previous disbursements were not already returned and that this is not new money. Verified Win or Return of
Funds cheques from BC Casinos can be presented for redemption at any time and a copy must be scanned into LCT
entry in iTrak.
Cash

4
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Two Approved SOF Form Examples
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Reasonable Measures Overview
and document ownership of funds before any
The purpose of the Reasonable Measures Form is to determine
period is completed' This process has been put in place to
transaction of 510,000 or more within a static 24-hour
and to ensure transactions are not being completed
determine ownership of cash for buy-ins and disbursements
documented with the time of the buy-in/cash out at
on behalf of a third party. The questlon MUST be asked and
per gaming day.
the 510,000 threshold and every subsequent increment of $10,000
progression or for every 510,000 reached for larger
lndividual sites may capture this information at each 510,000
37Kl'
27K
(first
in),
buy
transactions, (i'e': 10k, 20k, 3Ok or 17K

,UNDETERMINED'RESPONSE/THIRDPARTYTRANSACIIONS
when the response is "undetermined"' ln this case'
The bottom section of the RM form only needs to be filled out
allow third party buy-ins under any circumstances'
not
does
BCLC
as
the buy-in or disbursement must be refused,
to provide this information, the transaction
or
refuses
party
cash
third
lf the patron is unable to confirm it is not
incident then shall be documented as a UFT- Refusal
must be refused and the player should be asked to ieave, The
must contain the full name and GPEB number for the
All applicable boxes on the RM form MUST be filled in and
gaming worker asking the questions.

MISSED RM FORM
this occurred and details for the missed
is missed, an iTrak file MUST be created to explain why
the 48-hour rule or multiple tracking sheets' this
must be provided. lf the RM form was missed because of

when an RM form
report

and scanned into iTrak'
explanation MUST be noted on the form or the tracking sheets

WITH RESPECTTO PGF
SCENARIOS FOR REASONABLE MEASURES REQUIREMENTS
TRANSASIIONS
ls an RM required to be completed when:

t.

method, with no withdrawal-buy-in'
A patron deposits 10K into their PGF account using an approved
Yes

2.
3.
4.
5.

PGF account to play Tables'
A patron requests a 10K withdrawal-buy-in (cPV) from their
No
Account to play slots'
A patron requests a 10K cash withdrawal from their PGF
Yes (essentiallY a disbursement)
play Tables, cashes out 10K after play within
A patron withdraws 10K (cpv) from their PGF account to
account'
24hrs, and requests a redeposit of 10K back into their PGF
No
to play Tables, cashes out 20K after play within
A patron withdraws 10K (cPV) from their PGF account
10K in verified win back into their PGF
24hrs, and requests a reieposit of 10K plus a deposit of

account'

6,

No
to play Tables, cashes out 20K after play within
A patron withdraws 10K (cpv) from their PGF account
and a 10K Verified Win cheque'
account
PGF
their
24hrs, requests a redeposit of 10K back into
Yes (VW is a disbursement)

T,ApatronrequestsalOKReturnofFunds.PGFchequefromtheirPGFaccount.
Yes
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RM Form ExamPle
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O/A Document for SOF Directive
receipt, in this case is there any
1. Sometimes patrons withdraw cash without receiving/collecting a
way we can veriff the banking information?
It is up to the patron
A. In every instance when cash is withdrawn, a receipt is either given or offered.
The onus is on
issue'
this
on
tolerance
is
azeto
to obtain orre and retain it for buy-in putposes. There
will be
buy-in
the
or
more
or
thepairon to bring in a receipt for cumulative buy-ins of $10,000
refused.
cash, some of which includes
someone wins a slot jackpot and then brrys-in at a table with $10K
is needed under such
information
what
and
funds
do we verify the
fr"m the
circumstances?
on the
A. you will require a receipt for the portion of cash used and document the JP disbursement
tracking sheet and LCT for S10,000 transactions or higher'
2.

If

6;;d,

jackp";n;

buv--in1 does the firll
3. ffa guest passes the $10,000 buy-in threshold with multiple subsequent
the full accorrrt number
receive
to
it
sufficient
Is
account number need to bedisclosld every time?
partial
numbers shown on the
the
match
the first time and then ior all subsequent $10k buy-ins to
receipt to that full account number first provided?
receipt, all
A. Once they have p"rr"d ttt" $10,000 tirreshold and have provided the required
Lcr. Each
,"ur.qu.nt iartt uuv-ins tegardlesr of size will require a receipt to be scanned into the
financial institution nami, financial institution location (branch
,.."ipi *1r reqoire
show the link to the
location and/or transit nurnber) and account number for the patron so we can
LCT entry and scan.

the-i;;;;,

same requirements apply?
4. At uilrat point, if any, do we need a receipt for foreign c-urrency? Do the
roported as normal
A. The same requirements apply for Forex. At $3,000-CDN equivalent, they are

the same receipts
for record keeping, at $10,000 bOUttt"y are reportable to FINTRAC and require
andRIWSOF attention as CDNfunds.

name on it, are we scanning it into
5. When patrons produce a receipt with their account number and
matches previous buy-ins?
iTrak? Are we documenting the account number in any way to confirm it
be reviewing these files
A. yes, scan the tr..i-pli" iriltr the noted information with the LCT. we will
good practice to look at
movini forward but ai a best practices rule, for large buy-in1it -would be a
should
prluiou, ,.."iptJ"i"q.r"s to er,sore the n"mbei1.latch. Ifthey do no! further questions

*v

be,asked prior to buy-in to determine why they are different'

5.Is it a rolling 24-hout period or is it by gaming date?
non-24-hr sites. These
A. It is a rolinlg z+-ttr pinodfor 24-hr sit.s, and a fixed 24-hr poriod for
the same standards applied by FINTRAC for LCT reporting'

are

policy and
If there is a player buying-in with $10,000 cash or more who is notified of the new SOF
transaction?
this
accept
then attempts to buy in with $9000 instead, will we
7.

9
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rules.
A. The buy-in for $9000 can be accepted and the patron should now be aware of the receipting
going
resultin
to
If that player retums with subsequent cash buy-ins just under 510,000, it is likely
should
no
circumstance
In
BCLC.
by
conditions
cash/chip
sourced
placed
on
full
the patron being
threshold
the
in
$10,000
under
buY
do
to
can
they
to
rryhat
SP staff give patrons direction as
(structuring) as it will likely resul t in registration issues for the employee.
g. How would this impact GCA (credit card) transactions as the receipts may not include bank

account information?
the
A. please include the receipt that the patron withdraws on their credit card, rrytrich should house
payment industry
truncated credit card nu-b"r and theiompany that issued the card. Due to the
will be proof of
receipt
the
therefore
numbers,
card
retain
credit
standard, we a.re not authorized to
source of frrnds.
pass on to
BCLC be providing a statement or privacy notification for all service providers to
players rryhen collecting information for the new SOFs?
i{". BcLc has coniucted a pIA (privacy Impact Assessment) on *ris issue and the information
for the RM
we are collecting does not require a notificition as it required under Federal Legislation
form and enhanJed due diligence on source of wealth and source of funds for FINTRAC reporting
puposes, as set out in FINTRAC guidelines.

g.

wilt

i.

be scanned?
10. Can we utilize sompany phones to take pictures of the receipts that will then
be used to photograph and scan in receipts. Once completed the photo
A. Only company phones
"an
must be removed from the phone SIM card.
I 1 . Can we allow players to sign the receipt of the buy-in instead of the Tracking Sheet?
A. The patron must sign the SOF form as it is being used to certifu the information.
do not give it back
12. Many guests want their receipts back, does this mean we keep the receipt and
to the patron or is a copy of the original sufficient?

(I
otigina receipi rttouto be rJtained but if they wish to have a copy of the receipt that is ok'
and
retained
original
the
want
We
the copy so it is clear it is a copy)
would suggest you
-huln"stamp
more cash
a record of iiand to ensure they do not leave, go to another site with
scanned i-*.

4 il

and re-use the same receiPt.
13. Once the receipt is scanned, do we have to keep a hard copy. of it?
e. feeping the hard copy of the receipt is up to thi site anf nglicV. Once you haw scanned it and
and not given
confirmed the scanned .opv is clear and readable, the original receipt must be retained
back to the patron.

this
How ar€ we to handle casinos that do not want to provide information due to privacy and use
to get the guest to go back to their site?
together
A. All Sp's have been asked to cooperate as this is a two-way street and we all need to work
you
contact
could
to make things work. That being said if they refrse to confirm the disbursement,
and outside
that
Failing
available.
are
if
they
unit
AML
your
ot
the
Jit.
tfr" nCrc kivestigator at
in most
information
that
confirm
raiho
can
Tottenham
Daryl
yoo
.* contact
normal working liourr,
day'
next
the
instances and he will deal with the site refusal
14.

10
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cash out with information on the
15. Should we be offering our guests receipts at the Cage when they
denominations given and to whom?
tta e provisions to work with receipts from SP's. If the patrol plans on
A.-W; do not
"i1;.ntty
being able to buy in, the easiest way to deal with i1 is-to take a
returning and is
change
"bout
"orr".-"J
.nr,rr.ni!*" cheque. When they r.tuti they have no receipt issues to deal with and if ttre'y
their mind, they ian simply deposit the cheque into their bank account.

amount
16. Where incremental buy-ins breach the $10,000 threshold wtrat

will

be recorded in the

,.amount of buy in ,rqumtla'? will this be $t6,ooo or the amount which incrementally breachedthe
$10,000 threstrold?
that caused it to breach
A. The notations made should include the amount information on the buy-in
$10,000 and the overall total with that buy-in included'

numeric code for their bank or is
17. For the question of Financial Institution does this have to be the
RBC, BMO etc. suffrcient?

is the entry required in the
A. The name of the bank is fine for the form but the branch transit number
FINTRAC module.
need a receipt or only a reportable
1g. Does any amount received in a certified cheque or bank draft

threshold?
patron nalne, bank and location, and
A. Bank drafts require receipting in all instances which includes
account number.
19.

what do you
If the Sp has collected receipts but the buy-in does not reach reporting threshold,

want them to do with them?
patron does not retrqn within the 24
A. Those receipts *oJa n",r" to be kept for 24 hrs to ensure the
passes and the receipts are no
hr window with more buy-ins. However, once that 24 hr window
longer required, they should be shredded.
and cashed out
2}.lnregards to sourced buy-in, for example, if a player bought in for $3,000
receipt? At
without
to
up
$12,000
buy-in
the
Sizrooo. rr" comes in the next day; we could.source
reaches
he
$22,000?
When
wtt"tpoint do we ask for a receipi in this scenario?
by winnings for
A. The first $3,000 buy-in is un-sourced, the balance of the cash-out is sourced
the entire $12,000' He would require
$t,000, therefore wtren 6e comes back in, $9,000 is sourcednot
so $3,000 in un-sourced and an additional
a receipt for the nr*t ft V-in that puts him over $10,000
then require
f of and require receipting for the entire 10K. He would
Szpoo *o"fd put him
"i
receipts for ANY amount of further buy-ins'
the bank account number would not
21. When a player withdraws from the ATM with a debit car4
number?
th'" i"r.ipt, could we accept the receipt without bank account

;il; ;;

instittltion, financial
A.-No, the gaming suffwill have to recordthe patrons name, financial
a declaration that the
signing
be
will
They
ieceipt.
on
the
institution location and account number
facking'
be
will
we
information is truo and accurate and that is the information

account numbers,
ZZ. Aspatrons may be concemed about their privacy uihen asked for their bank
how should we respond when they question our authority?

11
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A. They can be advised that their information is only kept for FINTRAC reporting purposes that will
be striitly protected by BCLC as required by Federal Legislation.
23. Is the SOF declaration the same for sut'of-town patrons (holding foreign passport) with foreign
currency?

A. Yes.
can
apatron is denied a buy-in as no receipt was produced for the entire buy-in amount, uilten
the patron retum to the casino?
A. They can retum 24 hours after their last buy-in.

24.lf

25.

If

a patron is

still gaming with chips but is denied when attempting to buy-in over $ 1 0,000, can

the patron continue gaming wittr the remaining chips?
e. ies. The same rules apply similar to LCT reporting, they cannot allow frrther buy-ins but their
gaming can continue with active chips.

26.If apatron

does not have receipts for the entire buy-in amount and withdraws at the cage, can the

amount from the cage be aPProved?

e- fittr"y buy-in from the tage off a card those funds are considered sourced. The receipt from the
impact any
transacti-on rir"ll b" scanned and included for the SoF form at 10K but it would not
outstanding un-sourced cash total for receipfing purposes'

thewithdravm amowrt on the receipt is greater than the buy-in, how long is the unused portion
of the receipt valid for?
A. There is no shelf life on receipts. When they buy-in the original receipt must be retained and
that point'
scanned into the system. They will not be ableto use that receipt for partial buy-ins after
to make
have
will
Patrons
sites.
multiple
across
This would be impossible to irack per site let alone
those calculationJprior to going out to casinos moving forward'

27.lf

when this
2g. Do we really need to document the bank and personal information on the ATM receipt
is atready required on the RIWSOF?
A. yes, we nled it written on the receipt for ATM Slips as there needs to be something that ties it to
was the
the SOi'form to make the declaration of o"ln". Otherwise the patron could deny the receipt
one he provided

if

he became an issue and we cotrld not show otherwise.

Will afull bank cardnumber be acceptable on the SOF?
A. No, it needs to be their account numbir. Some bank cards do not have the patron narnes on them
*a p-"ing ownership of the card does not confirm the funds are from the pafon. In addition,
car{ the number will change. We will be tracking customer account
anytime thJpatron g"tr
"tr"*
that they are signing a declaration stating the information is
remembering
,r,*u"rr forbuy-inJand
true and acculate, we need consistency in the information they are providing'
29.

30.

If

a player comes

with $10,000 in cash without a receipt. Can we tell them to buy in under

$10,000 in order to PlaY?
A. Gaming staffcannoi tell them to bgy in under $10,000 in order to play. Gaming staffcan explain
the rules tJ the patron. If the patron chooses to buy-in on their own aecord under the $10,000
threshold, that is different ttren stafftelling them to do so. BCLC will be reviewing these

12
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j

to buy in ust under $10,000 to avoid the receipt
transactions closelY and if we see players starting
on permanent sourced cash conditions which will
and reporting Process, we will be placing them
Buying in j ust under the threshold is
r€qure receipts for every single buy-in regardl ess of amount.
indicators that is taught in AML training. Having staff
called structuring and is one of theFINTRAC
so
cause emPloYees to lose their GPEB registration
advise them to buY-in under that threshold could

not recomrnended.

E'g' patron brought in

reaching $10,000 threshold'
31. Please confirm if soF has no cut-offafter
fot ift. nist trvo buy-ins of $5'000' but they are still
*.tintt
$5,000, $5,000, S2,000 - patron plotiqgq

required to provide the receipt for $2,000' .
for receipts, any buy-in after that MUST have a
A. Once they hit the $10,000 threshold and are asked
Measures program which asks a'fter each $10'000
receipt. This is not the same as the Reasonable
increment.

13
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This is Exhibit

" 156 " referred to

in the

Affidavit of Jim Lightbody sworn (or affirmed)
, B.c.
before me at \,/an uo,

/
this 2>

uf

day

of

JanuarY,2O2L

A Commiss

r/Notary Public for the Province of

British Colu

a

BC1C0006059

1121
l; Rob Kroeker[Personal information ;
Laura piva-Babcock[Personal information
To:
Personal
information
Gurmit Aujla
Desmarais[Personal information
Gc: Jennifer GallawaypPersonal information l
Frqn: Jim D. LightbodY
Sent Fri22lO2l2O19 8:06:14 PM

Sutriect

Brad

RE: Deloitte RePort

Rob, me and a Deloitte
Doug and Derrick suggest we arrange for a brief 15 minute call with the Minister,
or cultural issues,
a)
nefarious
to
representative. The Minster wants to know if the compliance issues are due
especially
challenging,
or b) administrative challenges. I explained the manual, hand written process is very
This is an
tables.
for buy-ins at the table ttrat aUa up to 51.0,000 over several hours and sometimes different
example of what the Minister needs to here.
as I hear when the call will be'
Rob, please identify a Deloitte rep for us and brief him/her. l'll advise as soon
Thanks,
Jim

From: Laura Piva-Babcock <LPiva-Babcock@bclc'com>
Sent: Thursday, February 2!,20L9 5:12 PM
Jim D' Lightbody
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information >; Brad Desmarais <BPersonal information ;
; Gurmit Aujla <Personal information
Personal information
Jennifer Gallaway
Subject: RE: Deloitte Report

Cc:

Personal information

>

Report from Deloitte.

Laura Piva-Babcock
Director, Communications

74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 1E2
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com
back into health care, education
Last year more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went
and community groups across B.C.
From: Rob Kroeker Personal information >
Sent: February2l,2Ot9 4:56 PM
Brad Desmarais <Personal information
To: Laura Piva-Babcock Personal information
Personal information
Personal information
>
<
Aujla
Gurmit
;
Lightbody
Cc: Jennifer Gallaway Personal information

Jim D

Subject: RE: Deloitte RePort
Please work

with John

What does "an updated report" mean? The lN

?

From: Laura Piva-Babcock <Personal information

sent: February-21"-L9 L:49 PM
; Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Jim D' Lightbody
To: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Personal information
Personal information >; Gurmit Aujla
Cc:

Jennifer Gallaway

Personal information

8C1C0006059

8C1C0006059

1122
Subject: Deloitte Report
Hi,

Megan Harris attends Doug's weekly meetings with the Minister. ln follow up she says that the Minister
would like a bit more detail on the Deloitte Report re SoF compliance,

o
o

When will we have an updated report to share with him?
What efforts/initiatives were put in place that helped increase the compliance rates?

We developed and sent the attached lN back in October and we can update it since quite a bit has happened
between then and now.
Please let me know who we should work with on this.
Thanks,

Laura Piva-Babcock
Director, Communications
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 1E2
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com
Last year more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.
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ADVIS E RY
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
Brad Desmarais

Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 VirtuatWaY
Vancouver, BC V5M 0Ao

vi"" Ft"tioent,

Date: October LL,20L7

Re: Restriction to Table Games Buy-in Levels
Dear Mr. Desmarais,

Inrnooucrron

to
by British corumbia Lottery corporation c'BcLc')
HLT Advisory Inc. C,HLT') has been retained
of
(i'e',
acquisition
tne accei*nlrortuu!: g.T" cash "buy-ins"

estimate the impact of restricting
(or
facilitiei..This restriction wiil impact High-Limit
praying chips) or moie ir..rin Ero,ooo .t ec'giring
iicash buy-ins over $10,000 occur in this component
High-End) table game nuiind$ is the ruiJrnt
of casino oPerations.

Scopt or Wom
TocompletetheimpactanalysisHLTassessedthefollowingdata:
of FY2018 table drop, net win and hold rate by table
FY2016 , FY{IL7 and six fiscal periods

o

game tYPe.

.FYIILTHigh.Limittabledrop,netwinandholdratebycasino.
o Larg€ cash transactions cLc-rl for t|fiscal periods ending september 23'20L7'

.

(12 fiscal periods ending september 23'20L7)'
Buy-In from both LcTs and non-LCTs

HIGH.LIMTT TABLE BUSINESS

(or "EZf
casinos is defined as midi and squeeze
The High-Limit tabre segment in British corumbia
for
nig[ii.it baccargt has historicaily accounted
baccarat. As shown in Exhibit t foilowing,
of total table
percent
60
to
50
ubb dTop ind between approximatery
approximaterv oo peicenl
limit
high
in
rates
hold
"it"tur
typicaily experience voratire
net win. casinos which offer high timit tabiei
The
YTD'
FY2018
in
low of L4'Lo/o
Ba *itni nign oii8"5"i' in niZOi6 to a
games, as evidence;
over
increased
drop
w[rere high-timit baccarat
impact of this noro iie inund i; hdhrigdd-in-rvzorz
lower hold rate in FY2017'
Fyz016 but net win decreased due tb a significantly

il
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Provincial Table DroP' Net Wn & Hold Rate

Ti

60.5%

11.9/o

$289,998,296
58.5%

i40,714,825

18.606

13.Th

% ol Total DroP

Win
Total Net Wn
%
I 2017

of

$1.631,361,862

Drop
ot Total DroP

a

8.2%

$391,847,357
14.20/o

59.2%

23.4o/o

23.1%
$351,290,026

$379,765,043 $2,
13_806

'12.8%

$88,579,129

$83,433,340

11.40h
15.5%

18.0%

19.1o/o

23.80/o

23.3o/o

$789,283,740

$206,763,017

s176,s59,847

57.|o/n

15.1%

12.9o/o

14.70h

ofTotal Drop

s1 10,898,844

Win
of Total Net Wn
Hold %

16.1o/o

$85,009,656
17.1%

952,712,755

$239,358,605
51.8%

Wn
of Total Net Wn
%
Fhcal 2018 YTY

14.1o/o

13.5o/o

$80,005,298

926,400,225

45.8%

11.80/o

14

12.80/o

1o/o

:;tr4 ::t1 I /':i'1a tllna Di1"t/\'!1')C dix.i
I t !.al t. i :, \/ i D,,tu-.l :: t.:.x I : ll It r)'!1! t ' ,i,.l

18.8%

$192,559,616 $1,365,1
14.1o/o

944,257,370

$41,261,183
18.50k
23.4%

9222,81

19.9olo
23.0o/o

r;,,1i:

casinos'
business is concentrated in five Lower Mainland
As shown in Exhibit 2, the high-limit baccarat
casinos'
these
Of
win.
net
of total high-limit droP and
These casinos account for approxi matelY 98o/o
win is
net win. River Rock's share of total droP and
nd
a
River Rock accounts for almost half the droP
(opened
(formerlY Edgewater ) is stabilized in the market
likely to decrease once Pa rq Casino
September 29,2017).
Table DroP & NetWn bycaslno (FY201

EdgMter

GEnd Vills

$118,110,079 $50,703'306

R@k

Riw
Wn
% ofTotal
% ofTotal

:.,:,.,

t 11

i iat,:;.'.' ir.

!:

Hard

$29,608,8s2

$14.U4,457

15.2o/o

14.Ooh

14,59a

10.3%

47.6%

22.3%

12.6%

49.3%

21-ZVo

12.4%

8.9%
6.29o

rt'

:

tn t'::L

C

RGk

$21,408,741
19.9%

AllOthtr
$4,523,131
13.0%

6.0%

2.1

8.9%

't.s%

h:r

of total fable business in each of

for over
It should be recognized that high-limit tables account
business (historically high-limit
high-limit
on
oepenoant
these casinos. River Roir. ir t*rt
by Edgewater (over 50o/o)'
for approximately 70olo or totaiiaUte wini followed
40o/o

has

accounted

Crcn Buv-It{s (LCTs Frwo)
Tablegamebuy-insaremadeeitherthroughcash'orbywayofwithdrawa]fromacustomeraccount
drafts from a customer's bank account to
(pGF). Monies in tne litter case originat il;irt rrom'oan(
If a cash buy-in exceeds 910,000 (either via
an account maintained by the casino ror inui.ultomer,
period)' an LCT
*nrcn totur 910,000 0r more in a 24'hour
one transaction or a series of transactionr
for
oi PGF buy-ins, and approximately 90o/o of LCTs are
repoft is filed witn nirlnnc. The majority
high-limit table games.

periods ending
we used data for the trailing twelve fiscal
To calculate the range of potential loss
discarded Lcr transactions) account for
september 23, z1tt'. islno*n in exhibit-i-i&-iinciuoing
percent if only high-limit
percen-tigJ incieases to approximately 37
21 oercent of total table drop. This
hbie droP is considered.
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-

5 D RY

2

by Source

Buy-ln

23,

llscal

$505,770,804
578,697,817

35,417
LCT

TrosstionE

'

41,7V

tl! i ;.1. ..:'

t!,.,:
., .,,:

',

.. : '::.
t:.,)

, ')

.).. ) .

2.8%

$1

M

l.lA

"" and oth*

').,t'

'ts.2%

tt'

'

) I

to $20,000 range (see Exhibit 4
filed LcTs, approximat ely 94o/o were in the $10,000
t6o/o'of the total vatue of Lcrs filed. PGF buv-ins
folrowing). These rcrJicidunted for uppioririi.lly
have a similar stratification.

of the

35,4L7

Exhibit 4
Sept 23' 2017)
LCT Level Stratification ( 12 fiscal periods ending
oh ol
Ar€rage
Amount of
%ol
Total

LCT

LcTg

Total

33,'.120

93.5%

$385,307,948

76.21o

9b

2.6%

$25,888,316

5.1%

320

0.9%

$12,148,580

2.4%

462

1.3%

$22,7fi,9t5

4.5%

213

0.6%

$13,177,851

2.6%

250

0.7%

4.6%

112

0.3%

$23,2cF,470
s17,501,855
840

to $30k
$30k to $40k
to $50k
>$50k to $75k
to $100k
00k to $250k

0.0%

7

Filed

3.5%

$11

$61

$1

1%

100.0%

4 7M

('dat')
:,otil.. ltt I /ldv.oti t '' o:.e(loii !)t)i
lrit"lt::' jtlt:'l
ytt)"t;t'tri 'aatic a'!( i1:''ttxild'i1
'Dt:t)a)tlr'litan:;!c!t()t);irrt)a"tl)
it,il.)u.,!:;larll'a:!:Dtii)ata;(tatt!'ol)i()ati)'l'filtottalJlaa(nijr')atillt)tltiloaddl'rullijr'irJ

ESTIMATED NET WTN

IUPICT

of
buy-ins to below $10,000, HLT provided a range
To estimate the potential impact of restricting cash
net win loss:
from Lcrs will be lost (i.e' all customers
Th€ upper end of the range assumes that all buy-ins
to be filed will no longer visit Bc
report
who currentrv pi.v ii it.i,.t that requires an tct
casinos).
players.who have cash buy-ins at $10,000 or more
The lower end of the range assumes that all
daily buy-in would be capped at $9,999'
will continue to come to the casino, no*.u.r, tn'.it
loss. An estimated hold rate of 15olo w?s
Exhibit 5 folowing summarizes the range of estimated
both the upper and lower end of the range as defined
assumed to calculatJin. rorilsociated with
mittion of net win courd be rost if cash
above. In totar, HLT estimates that oetween $s45 g1d $'sz,z
Ory-ins were restricted to amounts less than $10'000'

o
.

3
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Large Cash Transaction LimlB
October 11,2017

Exhiblt 5
Range of Estirnted Loss in Net Wn
Upper End ofLoss Range
LCTs
Hold
Wln Losg

Low€r End of LoEs Rang€
Hold

150/o

Win Loss

$34,

::.)!r.,: i l! I /\d'/t:;., t, lr:c

!),i::c i ot1 li(-ll O tli)!i,

EsnMATED GOVTNNUENT AND SENVICE PNOVTOEN IMPACT

This loss of net win will impact both the Province (through BCLC) and SPs. As summarized in Exhibit
G, the income loss to BCLC would equal net win less SP commission paid and GST. In total income
loss to BCLC would range from $18.5 to $47.2 million.
Exhlblt 6
lnconre L€3 to BCLC
Potential Lo6s Potential
Estimated Table Net Win Loss

Los

$34,563,490

$87

$15,207,936

$38,

$1E,595,158

$47,166,61€

Less SaMngs in:
Seruice Pro\,ider Commissions (440,6)'

GST
lncome Loss to BCLC
Str.t

397

$1,928,

t\,1'it so' v lr'c DJssl atl [ia! O -ial.t [' ] 1l / (r:r'ir,r/rl
ha... Dlu. litf, lD(:/At Da la:;. lrl:Jbl, (tanii).tlL)f.lt.)5

r:r: I ll f

^':0)1,

As summarized in Exhibit 7 following, total SP loss would range from $15.2 to $38.6 million. On a site
basis, River Rock would lose the largest amount ($6.7 to $17.0 million) followed by Parq (Edgewater;

g3.a to g8.B mtllion). From a SP total portfolio perspective Great Canadian Gaming Corporation would
lose between g7.8 to g19.9 million and Gateway would lose $3.1 to $8.8 million. The loss to Parq is
understated as this facility just opened and was financed based on a business strategy focussed on

high-limit table play.

4
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Large Cash Transacilon Limits
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RY

Exhlbit 7
*
Corxr{3slon Revenue Loss byCaslno & SP
Percent
of LCTg

Casino

Minimum
Potential

Maximum

Loss Potential Loss
$17

Ri\€r Rock

44.10h

$6,712,430

Parq (Edgewater)

22.7o/o

$3,455,21 8

$8,764,1

Grand Villa

11.60/0

$1.7s8,91 3

$4,461

8.80h

$1,334,866

Rock

7.5o/o

$1,135,256

All Oth€r

5.30h

Starllght

936

100.00/o

Proilder

Loss Potential Loss

ofLCTS

Parq (Edgewater)

9,905,

5'1.6%

$7.847,@7

22.7o/o

$3,455,21 E

$8,764,

20.304

$3,093,r/9

$7,U7,

$1

5.3%

All Oth€r

'io.',;;;' i', , /(1.is.tiDa.4l an1l('l (;'\:. IIi I.1 nil"
',:.),, L-i.,..: t)it1: ')'. I t)a.'l'l l)C l,,tr 1or l.t"t') tl,)tttt: t!ti)pl r:;

The casinos most impacted by a loss in high-limit table business resulting from limiting cash buy-ins to
gaming
amounts less than 910,000, account for approximately 760/o of total SP investment to date in
plus
$792 million
facilities (excluding intangible assets; $1.4 billion from 2015 SP Compensation review
to account for recent investment in Parq Casino) or approximately $1.6 billion in investment. These
facilities also generate 55o/o of total gaming win in the province.

****r(

do not hesitate to contact either Rob
Should you have any questions on this letter repoft, please
Personal information
(
.
at
or Drew Chamberlain
Scarpeli at
Personal information

Sincerely,
HLT Advisory

Inc.

Robert M ScarPelli
Managing Director

Drew Chamberlain
Managing Director

5
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sent

Gurmit AujlalPersonal information
Rob Kroeker[RPersonal information
Brad Desmarais
Mon2710512019 3:52:46 PM
Su$ect FW: BCLC loss greater than 25k
loss qreater than 25k ian 17 2018.docx

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
Personal information
BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, B.C. VsM

T 604225

6408 C 6043282481 F 6042256488

Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education
and community groups across B.C.

From : Robert Sca rpel I i <robe rtsca rpe I I i @ h lta.ca>
sent: January L7,2OL8 11:11 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
; Drew Chamberlain <dPersonal information
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information

Subject:

RE: BCLC loss

greaterthan 25k

Your questions I red....answers in blue (hope colour goes through on your end).,attached is a revised table
How come the range for S10K is now S73-78M? lt has to do with the inclusion of "Discarded Transactions" in
the first analysis....HLT does not believe that "Discarded Transactions" will be impacted by $25k limit. We do
believe that these transactions would be impacted by a StOk limit, See revised table attached which takes out
the impact below 525k.
We were told earlier that it was something like 535-70M? We used a range in first analysis, Low End of range
assumes that players with LCTs over $10k would still play but only up to 510k. High End of range assumes that
all players with LCTs over 510k would not play any amount. "Discarded LCTs" were included the Low and High
range estimates. The range used in this current analysis is not comparable to the range used in the first
analysis. We never used the same Low and High End range in this current analysis...does not make a big
difference as the majority of LCTs are between S10k and S15k.

We've communicated 560M to govt. This is a BCLC number.
What are the # and percentage of total LCT's under 525K? 33,262LCfs,93.9% of total LCTs of 35,417 (this
does not include the "discarded LCTs" that totaled 4I,7O4l
What is the $ amount and percentage of LCT 5 amounts under S25K? 5388.4 million or76.8To of total, not
including "discarded LCTs" (if you want to included discarded LCTs, the numbers would be 5467.2 of 79S% of

total)
Does this help...do you want call to discuss? Just have to do a call with
that too late for your meeting?

SK

right now.,.be off in an hour,....is

Robert M Scarpelli

8C1C0006377
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Managing Director
HLT AdvisorY lnc'
4516 Mountainview Road
Beamsville, ON LOR 183
Personal information

Any distribution, copying or disclos.ure of this communication is
This communication may contain privileged and/or confidential information.
pi*J"
us immediately ria return e-mail to robertscarpelli@hlta'ca or
notify
communication'i.
stricry prohibited. tt you nave iecdiveo tiis
"ri.i,
copies'
any
making
without
pii"",j [i+-oiso. pteise oetete tnis communication immediately

From: Jim D. Lightbody [mailto:J
Sent: Wednesday, January L7,2OL812:53 PM
Personal information
To: Robert Scarpelli
>
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
25k
greater
than
Subject: RE: BCLC loss

Personal information

we were told earlier that it was something like
Thanks, Rob. How come the range for $ror is now Szl-7aM?
govt. I want to make sure what we tell govt for the proposed $25K
S35-70M? We,ve communicated $60M to
cap of $l-5-2oM is exPlainable.
Other things I need confirmed:
What are the # and percentage of total LCT's under $25K?
What is the 5 amount and percentage of LCT $ amounts under SZSK?

-

Thanks,
Jim

From: Robert Scarpelli
Sent: Wednesday, January t7,2Ot8 9:43 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Subject: RE: BCLC loss greater than 25k

Personal information

the range of loss if you stopped accepting
on the table if you see the blue highlighted area we have calculated
be s15-$20 million.
cash buy-ins greater than 525k in a 24 hour period would
possible levels
On the table we have also provided ranges for other

that may be considered' Example if you

would be s11-s16 million'
wanted to stop accepting cash buy-ins greater than s4ok the range

Robert M ScarPelli
Managing Director
HLT AdvisorY lnc'
4516 Mountainview Road
Beamsville, ON LOR 183
Personal information

is
information. Any distribution, copying or disclosure of this communication
This communication may contain privileged and/or confidential
via return e-mail to robertscarpelli@hlta'ca or
us
immediately
pi.r."
notify
in
.rioi,
communication
shicfly prohibited. tt you nave'rec.iv"o tii.

8C1C0006377.02
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phonog24.0T50.Pleasedeletethiscommunicationimmediatelywithoutmakinganycopies.

From: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
PM
Sent: Wednesday, January L7,20L812:33
Personal information
To: Robert Scarpelli
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Subject: FW: BCLC loss greater than 25k

lmportance: High
Rob;

we
to know what the estimates revenue/net win impact is if
Brad is in a meeting in Delta and l'm wanting
I read
ensure
to
want
I
but
table'
this
He sent me
at
were to implement a cap on cash (banknotes only) s25K'

it correctly. Can you decipher for me?
Thanks,
Jim

From: Brad Desmarais
Sent: Wednesday, January t7,2Oi.8 9:23 AM
Personal information
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Jim D' Lightbody
Subject: FW: BCLC loss greater than 25k

out in Delta at meeting so haven't reviewed in detail.

ls this helpful?

From: Robert Scarpelli Personal information
Date: Janua ry t7,2OtB at 8:40:53 AM PST
To: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Cc: Drew Chamberlain
Subject: FW: BCLC loss greater than 25k

Personal information

Have a look

Robert M ScarPelli
Managing Director
HLT AdvisorY lnc.
4516 Mountainview Road
Beamsville, ON LOR 183
Personal information

or disclosure of this communication is
confidential information. Any distribution, copying
This communication may contain privileged and/or
e-mail to robertscarpelli@hlta'ca or
riturn
via
pi..." notiri us immediaiely
skicay prohibited. tt you nave[cJv.i tii, .o.runication'inlrroil
making anv copies.

il;;

without
.'pnlse Oeteieiti..orrJni."tion immedlately

Personal information

From: Drew Chamberlain
Sent: Wednesday, January t7,ZOL911:29 AM
Personal information
To: Robert Scarpelli
Subject: BCLC loss greater than 25k

8C1C0006377.03

8CLC0006377
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Drew Chamberlain
Managing Director
HLT Advisory lnc'
4516 Mountainview Road
Beamsville, ON
LOR 183
Personal information

or disclosure of this
confidential information. Any distribution, copying
This communication may contain privireged and/or
us immediatery via
prease
nbtify
error,
in
communication
,"""iu"J tnii
without
communication is stricry prohibited. rf you have
immediately
communication
oeteie tnis
return e_mail to drewchamberrain@hrta.ca or t+rdiliiloliis.-Fbir"
making anY coPies.

that cannot
lt maY contain confidential or proprietary information
This email is intended onlY for the addressee.
sender
the
please
notify
error,
have received this email in
be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf You
email.
the
immed iately and delete
r proprietary information that cannot

Thisemailisintendedonlyfortheaddressee.ltmaycontainco.nJidentialo
g616'r p"rmission. lf you have received this email in error, please notifY the sender
be disctosed without

immediatelY and delete the email
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Rob Kroeker[RKroeker@bclc.com]
To:
Gc: Brad Desma;;l;iBD;;,r;air@o.rc..orl; susan Dolinski[sDolinski@BCLG'com]; Jamie
cairarrant.lcalahan@bctc.doml; Shidey Eeveridge[SBeveridge@BCLC.com]
From: Jim D. LightbodY
Sent Wed 17tO'112018 11:34:45 PM

Subiect

AML initiatives - GPEB

Rob;
updating him on some of the things we're working on in AML'
I spoke with John Mazure today advising and
We had agreed to stay in close contact on this so we're aligned'

about our thinking behind a cap on cash at $ZSf' t
advised him of our decision on de-risking MSB's and also
so we're clear, given the discussions we
gave him the rationale and asked how they would see this working,
think they need to approve it, but would appreciate
had around Peter German's reco #L. He stated he didn't
it would be wise to advise Peter German' I did
the opportunity to review and ask questions. we also agreed
in place prior to Chinese New year' and he said they
state that we would like this to move rather quickly so ii's
risk based approach, we are in a risk averse
would work with that. He also stated that while he prefers a
necessary'
be
environment now and a more prescriptive approach may
I

yourself to meet with Anna and Michele to take them
The next steps we agreed to were for John K and
you could send them a brief document in
both those initiatives and rationale. lt would help if
through
works'
advanie, or after, that summarizes our rationale and how it
Deputy and the MA later today'
the
with
call
of
my
I will also advise you tomorrow the result
Let me know if you have any questions'

have appreciated the cooperation from BCLC
He also stated that his team (Bob stewart and Anna)
haven't come to any conclusions yet'
developing the implementation plan around reco #Z'They

and sP's in

Thanks,
Jim

Jim LightbodY
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
7+ West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 046
2Personal
40 information

r

Personal information
bclc.com
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Suzanne RowleyPersonal information
Jen Viau
F ri 2020-09-25 5:02:21 PM
FW: AG File No. 546040

---Original Message---

From: Fyfe, Richard J JAG:EX Personal information
Sent: Sunday, January 28,2018 1:40 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <JPersonal information
Subject: Re: AG File No. 546040
you.
Hi Jim. Sounds like work! Any time should be fine. Whatever is most convenient for
Richard J.M. Fyfe QC
Deputy Attorney General
Ministry of AttorneY General

Personal information

protected by solicitorThis communication (both the message and any attachments) is confidential and may be
ctieniprivitege. lt is intended only torihe use of the person or persons to whom it is addressed. Any distribution,
error'
.opvirig or olher use by anyone 6lse is stricfly prohibited. lf you have received this communication in
by
email.
or
telephone
by
me
notify
and
immediately
aitachments
any
and
ptdjse"oestroy the emiil m"ssage
On Jan 2g, ZO|B, at 1:38 pM, Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
wrote:
Richard,
you
i,'n nJrping my son clean and move to a new place this afternoon, so let me know if a call tonight works for
8
am'
before
tomorrow
Or we can talk
Let me know what works.
Thanks,
Jim

From: Fyfe, Richard J JAG:EX <Personal information
Date: January 27,2018 at 6:00:52 AM PST
To: Jim O. t-ibntOoOy <JPersonal information
Subject: Re: AG File No. 546040
but let's
Hi Jim. yes we can talk Monday. I think this is largely a letter to bring closure to our rec_ent discussions
the
over
you?
talk
to
possible
Happy
for
am
8:00
tatk Monday. I have a pretty fuil"day Monday - is citt before
weekend if that is easier for You.

i

Richard J.M. FYfe QC
Deputy Attorney General
Ministry of Attorney General
Personal information
Personal information

Personal information

protected by solicitorThis communication (both the message and any attachments) is confidentialand may be
Any distribution'
addressed'
persons
it
is
to
whom
person
client privilege. lt is intended onty for-the ,1s9 of tne
9r
in error,
communication
yo.u
this
received
prohiSited.
lf
have
is
stricuy
;;ptirig; ofitn"r use by anyone 6tse
prddse-oestroy the email m6ssage and any aitachments immediately and notify my office by telephone or by

BC1C0015844
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email.

On Jan 26,2A18, at 7:56 PM, Jim D' Lightbody
Personal information

>

wrote:

Richard,
to get some clarification. Let me know what
I received this today. I hope we can discuss it on Monday. I need
Jim
great
weekend,
time works Thanks and have a

FTOM:

JAG WEBFEEDBACK JAG:EX

<AewEBFEEDBAcKdgfu.t...r.r"itto:AGWEBFEEDBAcK@gov.bc.ca><mailto:AGWEBFEEDBAcK@gov'b
c.ca>>
Date: January 26,2018 at 1:37:55 PM PST
To:Jim D. LightbodY

.JPersonal information
Subject:AG File No. 546040
Mr. Jim LightbodY
President and Chief Executive Officer
British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Er.ii'

lbPersonal information

Dear Mr. LightbodY:
or has been contemplating reforms,
staff have advised me that BCLC has advised government that BCLC is
used in BC casinos'
being
orders
ir.fiiOing poisibte reformi retated to bank drafti and money
in the media, and is an issue of concern to
The issue of negotiable instruments in BC casinos has been
matter.
cJmmenO you inO your staff for taking the initiative on this

me'

I

German to conduct a review of British columbia's
As you know, on september 28,2017,1 appointed Mr. Peter
gambling industry, with a focus on the Lower Mainland'
anti-money-taunOering pJ6i"t bnO practilis in the
to the issue of money laundering we aF facing in
Mr. German is tasked with designing an integrated response
otners, the RGMP, FINTRAC, GPEB, BcLc, and casino
our casinos. He is ooing so in donii,rt"tion
service Providers.

"]ifir,

"ton!

negotiable instrument policy reform proposal, are
ln order to ensure that any BCLC initiatives, including any new
request that BCLC not proceed to
I
resfectfully
integrated with any poficiretorms proposeO' OV ftfr. derman,
policy
your
reform proposals to Mr' German
present
you
to
encourage
I
implementation immeJiatety. tnstiaO,
dirbctly with any suggestions about implementation'
that should be implemented immediately rather than
Mr. German has the ability to recommend to me reforms
awaiting his final report, if he considers it necessary to do so'
proposal implemented by GPEB or BCLC
Absent coordination with Mr. German, my concern is that any
in'consequences as serious as interfering with active
independenfly from the ongoing review process could result
from being dedicated to higher priority
resources
law enforcement investilaiionr] o, could prevent necessary
initiatives identified by Mr. German'

Thankyouforyourunderstanding,andyourinitiativeonthismatter'
Yours truly,

BC1C0015844.02

BCLCoo1 5844
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Originalsigned

bY:

David EbY, QC
Attorney General
confidential or proprietary information that cannot
This emai I is intended only for the addressee. lt maY contain
you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
be disclosed without BGLC's Permission. lf
immediately and delete the email.

ssee'ltmaycontainco.nfidentialorproprietaryinformationthatcannot
be discrosed without BCLc,s permission.
immediatelY and delete the email.

r

error, prease notify the sender
vou-nav6 ieceiveo this emair in
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To:
Cq

Susan Dolinski[SPersonal information

Jim D. LightbodyPersonal information

John Karlovcec[Personal information

Rob

KroekePersonal information

Frorn:

b"trt'

Su$ect

Brad Desmarais

Thur 0110212018 6:03:11 PM
HLT - Cash CaP Final

HLT - Cash CaP Final.docx

today as part
as r understand it, wiil be sent to the Minister
Hi susan. This is the HLT report which,
attention to
rfcgiyei it v"ri;tg!v, but l.wanted to draw vour
of his request tast
and
ot Lcri'over the period sept 2016-sept 2017
Exhibit 4 in the report.Jhis is tn6 stratifi.rtioi,
and
$10-2oK range' in both value
indicates the vast majority of the casn ouii'is
fact
shorls. the ve.ry,large cash buy-ins are in
incidents. This is itpottJni because it ct6arty
been
have
will
Minister
the
time
in-.*t"*t. Thi;;probaory tne.tit'itoverview to staff'
rerativery rare when
pr6viding verbal
exposed to this intoni"iion oitrer tnan Jim

rr";;;i;unv

*"t-1i1"

i"r*

i
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PRIVILEGED AN D CONFIDENTIAL
Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 VirtualWaY
Vancouver, BC VsM 0Ao
Date: October LL,20L7

Re: Restriction

b

Table Games Buy-in Levels

Dear Mr. Desmarais,
INTRODUCTION

Lottery Corporation C'BCLC'J to
HLT Advisory Inc. C,HLT,) has been retained by British Columbia
gaTe
"buy-ins" (i'e', acquisition of
cash
the impact of restricting the acceptanle of table

estimate
impact High-Limit (or
will
restriction
gaming
g10,000
facilities.-This
Bi
at
than
of
more
playing chips)
occur in this component
nigh-ino) ta6te gare business as the majority oicash buy-ins over $10,000
of casino oPerations.

Scope or Wonx

To complete the impact analysis HLT assessed the following data:
drop, net win and hold rate by table
Fy2O16 ,F{ZOLT and six fiscal periods of FY2018 table
game tYPe'
FY20L7 High-Limit table drop, net win and hold rate by casino.

.

.
o
o

Large cash transactions

c'LCn for L2 fiscal periods

ending september 23,20L7 '

23,2017)'
Buy-In from both LCTs and non'LCTs (12 fiscal periods ending September

HIGH-LIMF TISLE

BUSTTTTSS

midi and squeeze (or "EZJ
The High-Limit table segment in British columbia casinos is defined as
historically accounted for
baccarat. As shown in Exhibit 1 following, high-limit baccarat has
50 to 60 percent of total table
approximately 60 percent of total tabte oibp ind between approximately
volatile hold rates in high limit
net win. casinos *niin offer high limit tabies typically expgrience
in FY2018 YTD. The
games, as evidenceo in'ec with-a high of LB.6d/o in rvzoro to a low of L4.Lo/o
drop increased over
baccarat
high-limit
where
.nung. is hiihlighted in FY2017
irpuEor tni, noto
FY2017.
in
rate
hold
FyZ016 but net win decreased due to a signiflcantly lower

rit
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British Columbia Lottery Corporation
Large Cash Transacuon LimiF
October lL,20L7

RY

b(htbtt r
Provincial Table Drop, Net

UVln

& Hold Rate

Teble Poker and TouchBet
Main Floor
All Oth€t

Flrcal 2016
60.5%
$289,998,296
8.5o/o

11.sh

13.50t6

$40,714,829

$80,005,298

8.2h

16.10/o

17j%

18.60/0

't3.ga

23.11o

23.4o/o

$'1,631,361,862
59.20h

$391,847,357

9351,290,026

14.7/o

12.8%

13.8%

$239,358,605

852,712,755

s83,433,340

$88,579,129

51.60h

11.4o/o

18.0%

19.1olo

14.7o/o

13.5o/o

23.8o/o

23.30/o

% ofTotal Dmp

Wn
of Total Net

Wn

Vo

100.0%

14.10/"

$85,009,656

$1195,

100.0%

2017

olTotal Drop

Wn
of Total Net

Wn

oh

I 2018

YTrr

\MN

Total Net Win

$206,763,017

s176,559,847

57 -8o/o

15.1%

12.9%

$110,898,8214
49.80h

$28,&0,225

$41,261,183

11.9/o
12.804

18.590

'l9.9Yo

23.4%

23.Ooh

oh

;:.i1...
, ! t at:itl

14.1o/o
1

ti I /',t,\..att'ilr

./:r

1.,

\' i D a).tti.l

$192,559,610 S1,365,

$789,283,740

ofTotal Drop
of

$379,765,043 $2,

'14.1o/o

w,257,370

9222,8'17
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As shown in Exhibit 2, the high-limit baccarat business is concentrated in five Lower Mainland casinos.
These casinos account for approximately 98% of total high-limit drop and net win. Of these casinos,
River Rock accounts for almost half the drop and net win. River Rock's share of total drop and win is
likely to decrease once Parq Casino (formerly Edgewater) is stabilized in the market (opened

September 29,20L7).
Exhlblt 2

Hlgh.Llnit Table Drop & Net Wn bycasino (FY2017,

RiwrRmk EdgffitEr
Win

sl 18,1 10,079

%

15.2%

% ofTotal
% olTotal

47.6%

s50,703,306
14.0%

4S.3Vo

GBnd

Vilh

Starlight

$29.068.852 il4,s44,457

14.5%

n-3Vo
21.

12.6%
'l2.4gn

10.3%

Fhrd

Rek

$21,4@,741
19.9%

0.9%
6.29o

6.A%
8.9%

All

oths

Tota

$4,523,131

13.0%

2j%
1.9%

t.,! :,t itl i A1- t:'f1.c :t2.':J.:t;l)a)!Cdl:a

of total hble business in each of
these casinos. River Rock is most dependant on high-limit business (historically high-limit has
accounted for approximately 700lo of total table win) followed by Edgewater (over 50o/o).

It should be recognized that high-limit tables account for over

40o/o

Crsn BUY-INs (LCTs Fruo)
Table game buy-ins are made either through cash or by way of withdrawal from a customer account
(PGF). Monies in the latter case originate mainly from bank drafts from a customer's bank account to
an account maintained by the casino for that customer. If a cash buy-in exceeds $10,000 (either via
one transaction or a series of transactions which total $10,000 or more in a 24-hour period), an LCT
repoft is filed with FINTMC, The majority of PGF buy-ins, and approximately 90o/o of LCTs are for
high-limit table games.
To calculate the range of potential loss we used data for the trailing twelve fiscal periods ending
September 23,20L7. As shown in Exhibit 3, LCTs (including discarded LCT transactions) account for
21 percent of total table drop. This percentage increases to approximately 37 percent if only high-limit
table drop is considered.
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Exhlblt 3
Buy-ln (Drop)

Source

flscel

6,417
LCI

"

and

Trffstiore

"

41.704

endlng sept 23,2Ol7)

$505,770,804
s78,697,817

oths Csh

18.2%

2.8%
78:0%

$1

NA

the 35,4L7 filed LCTs, approximately 94o/o were in the $10,000 to $20,000 range (see Exhibit 4
following). These LCTs accounted for approximately 75o/o of the total value of LCTs filed. PGF buy-ins
Of

have a similar stratification.
Exhibit 4
LGT Level Sfatification (12 fiscal periods endlng Sept 23, 2017)

%of
Number Total

LcT Lelel

Amount of

%of

LCTS

Total

A\Frage
LCT

33,120

93.5Yo

$385,307,948

76.2%

to $30k

926

2.6%

$25,888,316

5.1%

$27

to $40k

320

0.9%

$12,1u18,580

2.4%

$37

to $50k

62

1.3%

$22,7n,945

4.5%

to $75k

213

0.6%

$13,17,851

2.6%

to $100k
to $250k

2fi

0.7%

$23,20F.,470

4.6%

112

0.3%

$17,501,855

3.5%

14

0.0%

$1

$61

91

100.0%

LCT8 Filed

DiscardedTransactions* 41,7U
Iolal

$78,697,817
$584,468,621

:.o!nc- I tl I /,1,.,1.at; 1..: r-:r-d o,t j )l:t t. 1.:,.
't)t ,t.,i!k':i:ttrt::,tt:!t(...itr'(i)itJ,t:rt\,',t::'a.tt.ii'.'
titulrtt:,1t\t,,,,)!1.,],rr.:.to|:.ii)rrlDir'.:,/ri.

a lt-l ::':.a'd(.:
'i,';:ii'ar'/
:i..-,
ir,:l':r -:',i)::i:':tai i:t .):j.l::

'i-.j

EsilMATED NTT WTN IMPACT

To estimate the potential impact of restricting cash buy-ins to below $10,000, HLT provided a range of
net win loss:

.
.

The upper end of the range assumes that all buy-ins from LCTs will be lost (i.e. all customers
who currently play at a level that requires an LCT repoft to be filed will no longer visit BC
casinos).
The lower end of the range assumes that all players who have cash buy-ins at $10,000 or more
will continue to come to the casino, however, their daily buy-in would be capped at $9,999'

Exhibit 5 following summarizes the range of estimated loss. An estimated hold rate of 150/o wils
assumed to calculate the loss associated with both the upper and lower end of the range as defined
above. In total, HLT estimates that between $34.5 and $87.7 million of net win could be lost if cash
buy-ins were restricted to amounts less than $10,000.
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of Estinated Loee in NetWn
Upper End of Loss Range
15o/o

Etimated Hold
Win Loss
Lower End of Loss Range

ol
15o/o

Hold

Win Loss
i)a:.i.:,i i l! I

EsnMATED

Govtnnuelr

/\d"1::a! /

li't !

AND Senvrce PRovlogn

as!:'l

ot'l)'i

t)

l'i'i)

luplcr

(through BCLC) and SPs. As summarized in Exhibit
This loss of net win will imPact both the Province
income
net win less SP commission paid and GST. In total
6, the income loss to BCLC wou ld equal
million
loss to BCLC would range from $18.6 to $47.2
Exhlblt 6
lncome Logsto BCLC
um

PoEntial Loss Potential Lo88
Table Net Win Loss

Less Savings in:
Senice Pofder Commissions (4496)*
GST

$34,563,,+90
$1

s,207,936
928,

158

to BCLC

$87

$47

/ i'srir"': f
1
S),ilo,: l l! [ /\ l.r:,t) \t ]it: Dd:..tl ott ii( l ';'::''] 'J1
'-l
" ii'ti ha.)ii Dt!1:. !jt'' M(:'A!: D: '

a site
loss would range from $15.2 to $38'6 million' on
As summarized in Exhibit 7 following, total SP
(Edgewater;
to gr7.0 miilion) foilowed by Parq
basis, River Rock *orto lose the rargest ,'ouni tse.z
cana-dian Gaming corporation would
g3.4 to g8.8 miilionl. From a sp tor:ir p"#;ri" Grspective Great
*olfO lose $3'1 to $8'8 million' The loss to Parq is
lose between $7.8 to $19,9 million anO Caie*iy
on
financed based on a business strategy focussed
understated as this facifityjust opened und

*.i

high-limit table PlaY.
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Exhlbit 7

*
comdtslon Revenue Loas byCaslno & SP
ofLCTs

Loss

Potential Loss

Riwr Rock

4.'.\o/o

$6,712,430

Parq (EdgewatEr)

22.7o/o

$3,455,21 E

$17,026,
$8,764,1

Villa

11.60h

$1,758,913

$4,461

Starlight
Rock

8.806

$1,334,866

7.s%

$1,135,2s6

5.30h

't'l

All Other

Proider
GCGC
(Edgewater)

All Oth€r

T06I:

))t

t

t,\, I ll

',1()",'.. ! ). t

".

Potential

of
51.6%

s2,

Potential

22.7o/o

$7,847,687
$3,455,218

$E,7U,

20.304

$3,093,r/9

s7,8q,

5.3%
100.0%

ii5,207,936

$38,674'ez8

I /,n\4:;,/ y D i)..,t1 atl I )(,1 ( ),\'' I ll I .';l ni tt'
I t :' !,9/, i D.:,/i,t t)(, 1, 5!, l',', I 1!.lr t!tttrj :.'tppl't:

I

t

resulting from limiting cash buy-ins to
The casinos most impacted by a loss in high-limit tablebuliness
totar sp investment to date in gaming
amounts ress than Eio"o].r0, iccount for afiproximately 7!% 9f
compensation review plus $792 million
facilities (excluding i.ii.gib6 .rses; gr.,i'nittion from 2015 sP
parq
casino) orapproximately $1.6 billion in investment' These
to account for recent investment in
iu.ititi"r also generate 55olo of total gaming win in the province'

**t(**

not hesitate to contact either Rob
questions on this letter report,
should you have any
Personal information
Personal
information
'
Drew Chamberlain at
S.uip"ff:i at

Sincerely,
HLT Advisory

Inc.

,1"til
Robeft M ScarPelli
Managing Director

Drew Chamberlain
Managing Director
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To: Rob Kroeker[RPersonal information ]; Brad Desmarais[Personal information
From: Jim D. LightbodY
Serfi: Fri 0210212018 6:39:40 PM
Su$ecfi

Re: AML Program adjustments

I have also given

the DAG heads up on these.

From: Rob Kroeker <Personal information >
Date: February 2,20L8 at 5:45:02 PM GMT
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Subject: AML Program adjustments

Brad Desmarais <Personal information >

Jim and Brad
A week or so ago we discussed some modifications to current controls that we believe will not only improve
those controls from an AML stance but will also help smooth out the impacts of the new prescriptive source of
funds requirement. Those three things are:

L.
Z.

Reduce PGF account opening requirement from S1O,OO0 to 50 (this was not an AML control but rather
a request of SPs to control account administration costs)'
Delimit all convenience cheques (right now delimited cheques only go to account holders, but with all
case and bank drafts of S1OK or more being sourced in every instance delimiting cheques is now very

low risk)

3.

Cap cash payments (bank notes) out to $25,000. (this will reduce the churn of cash and help with
verification procedures when cash an SP pays out comes back)'

These three measures

will reduce the burden of account and buy-in - cash-out administration and provide

additional AML oversight.
At the operational level, my team is saying the SPs are good with these.
We would like to proceed, subject to Brad giving the SPs a heads up at the top end and any other comments
or concerns the two of you might have.
Rob

8C1C000461
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Thuot/O31201812:05 PM
Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
AML imProvements
Dolinski
Desmarais <BPersonal information >; Susan
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information >; Brad
Personal information
(DAG, MA and ADM) they would prefer we wait
I have confirmed with the Ministry

untilthe German

Peter German of
the three improvements' we should advise
recommendations come out before implementing
report' Doug Scott did have a concern about the
he may want to reference them in his

our plans and suggest

those concerns'
convenience cheques, but I believe I allayed

Theyalsoagreedwewillbetightlyalignedonthecommunicationsplanaroundthereleaseofthereportand
steering committee'
ooug, sam, John M and I will also serve as the
susan and Shawn Robbins wilibe in" L"or.
l trust you will
some concerns internally and with SP,s, and
l know the postponing of our 3 plans may cause
anticipating a long
implement these improvements and we are not
advise them it is not 'if", rather "when" we
time (weeks, not months).

Thanks,
Jim

Jim LightbodY
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
1E,2
7+ W"tfS"Vtour Sireet, Kamloops SCVzC

T

Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
ieaO virtuat Wiy, Vancouver BC VSM 046

T

Personal information

BC1C0004307
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BRITISH

Colutvtgte

Know your limit, play within it

August 9,2018
552607

Jim Lightbody
President and CEO

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
74 West Seymour Sheet

KamloopsBC V2C

lBz

Dear Jim,
Thank you for suspending the implementation of a British Columbia Lottery Corporation's (BCLC)
directive that updated Patron Gaming Fund (PGF) account and convenience cheque policies and
procedures for Casino Servioe Providers on August 2,2018 at my request.

As you are aware, govemment is initiating policy-related work stemming from the German Report
recommendations through an internal deputy minister committee. Some of the recommendations overlap
the areas where BCLC's proposed changes are directed. In order to minimize the impact on service
providers, these recommendations should be considered before the proposed changes are implemented.
Government will decide how to move forward as quickly as possible with the best ways to implement
them.

A robust Source of Funds process minimizes any incremental risk associated with the implementation of
the proposed changes to the PGF and convenience cheque policies. As you know, the Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) is currently undertaking an audit ofthe Source of Funds Directive.
Preliminary findings from our audit, which has been supported by work undertaken by BCLC, have led to
an extension of the audit timeframe. It is important to fnst determine the effectiveness of the Source of
Funds process and whether the additional training undertaken by BCLC has increased compliance.

.12

Mlnistry of
Attomey General

Gaming Policy and
Enforcement Branch
Assistant Deputy

Mlnists/s ofnce

Maillng Address:
PO BOX 9311 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORTA BC V8W 9N1
T€lsphone: ((l 7 81 858-2n 7

Locadon / Courler Addr€Es:
Third Floor, 9,l0 Govemment Slrcet
Vlc,torla, BC V8W 1X3

Facslmlle: (250)35e8237

Web: www.gaming, gov, bc.oa

BCLCoo1 1639

1

153

Mr. Jim Lightbody
Page2

I request you continue to hold implementation of the directive to Casino Service Providers until this audit
work is complete and future direction has been established bythe deputy minister committee.

Sincerely,

SamMacleod
Assistant Deputy Minister
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Attomey General

GPEB is a 2018 recipient of the BC Public Service Top Work Unit Award
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To:
Cc:
From:
Sentr
Subject:

Rob Kroeker[Personal information

eod D"rm"iais[BPersonal information
Jim D. LightbodY
Thur 1911012017 8:09:55 PM
RE: MSB's and other initiatives

'for

155

Jennifer Keim[JPersonal information

the Task Force

with German' Let's be
we should be looking at anything we think would be prudent and discussing
discuss anything other than
and thoughtful. The MSB initiative is just one. Richard and I didn't
methodical

at the refining risk again'
MSB's, but as you mentioned this morning we should be looking
Let me know

Thanks,
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Thursday, October L9,2OL7 12:54 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information >
Personal information >
cc: Brad Desmarais <Personal information >; Jennifer Keim
Force
Subject: RE: MSB's and other initiatives - for the Task

the MSBs - or we are just given the okay to look
Did you or Richard have anything specific in mind other than
with German as he proceeds?
at anything new we think would be prudent and discuss that
From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: octobe r-79-L7 12:50 PM
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information
>; Jennifer Keim <JPersonal information >
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Subject: MSB's and other initiatives - for the Task Force
Rob;

and leverage Peter German to bring new
spoke to Richard Fyfe and asked about how we can work with
that we can work actively with German to
initiatives to our AML regime in an expedient fashion. He agreed

I

Minister's direction'
advise on our new initiatives and that is consistent with the

with the disclosure of silver lnternational,
on the risk around MSB,s we discussed this morning, as we learned
list'' of MSB's (similar to schedule lll banks, etc)
l,d like you and your team to consider creating an "-pproved
currency' And your team can develop a
that we will accept. lf they are not on our list, we won't accept their
criteria for how new MSB's can seek to be qualified'
risk around MSB's'
I think this could be a good step to mitigating
Let me know
Thanks,
Jim

Jim LightbodY
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office

74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC VzC 1E2

T Personal information

8C1C0006349

BC1C0006349

1
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iPersonal information
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To:
Dol inski[
From:
Senk

Su$ect

Rob KroekerlRPersonal information

Brad Desmarais[Personal information

Susan

Personal information

Jim D. LightbodY
Tue 06/03/2018 2:49:10 PM

RE:AMLimProvements

Rob,
Go ahead with

the MSB derisking. lt won't be a problem
release required either.

as

we've communicated that already. No press

Thanks
Jim

From: Rob Kroeker <RPersonal information
Date: March 5,2018 at3:24:33 PM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Dolinski <Personal information

Subiect:

RE:

>, Brad Desmarais <Personal information

, Susan

>

AML imProvements

MSBs. There is a
as discussed on prior Steering Committee calls, we are also getting set to de-market
work we
This
was
quarterly policy notice going out next week and we planned to include MSB change'

Jim

-

rrrrlr.

Our analysis tells us this needs to be done to properly manage the MSB risk and
started back last
the soonerthe better. Do you feel this direction also applies to that change and we should stop?
Rob

From: Jim D. LightbodY
Sents March-01-1.8 12:06 PM
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information ; Brad Desmarais <Personal information
<SPersonal information
Subject: AML improvements

Susan Dolinski

lmportance: High
I have confirmed

with the Ministry (DAG, MA and ADMIthey would prefer we wait until the German

Peter German
recommendations come out before implementing the three improvements. We should advise
a concern about
of our plans and suggest he may want to reference them in his report. Doug Scott did have
concerns'
those
I
allayed
I
believe
the convenience cheques, but

of the report and
They also agreed we will be tightly aligned on the communications plan around the release
steering
as
the
serve
also
I
will
M
and
Susan and Shawn Robbins will be the leads. Doug, Sam, John

committee.
SP's, and I trust you will
I know the postponing of our 3 plans may cause some concerns internally and with
,if',
rather "when" we implement these improvements and we are not anticipating a long
advise them it is not

time (weeks, not months).
Thanks,
Jim

8C1C0006699

8C1C0006699
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Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M OAG

TPersonal information

bclc.com

8C1C0006699.02
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To:
Gc:
Frorn:
Sen*

Subiect

Jim D. LightbodyPersonal information
Rob KroekerPersonal information ]
Brad Desmarais
Thur 1010112019 6:57:11 AM
Re: Credit in Gasinos

It's listed on our business improvement agendawith the SPs on the 23rd. We're asking them to come
with input - once that is donJ we'll use an accelerator approach with Rob's team to get this fast tracked.
Obviously GPEB will be in the mix very early on'
Sent from my iPhone

on Jan g,20lg, at 8:41PM, Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information

wlote

Guys,
Can you give me an update on this? I had asked you to put a team together
including SPs and figure out how we can solve this problem.
Thanks
Jim

8C1C0005084
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December 4,201'8

Mr. Jim Lightbody, CEO
British Columbia Lottery Cotporation
2940 Virtual WaY
Vancouvet,

BCV}C lE2

Re: Source of Funds Declaration Identification Threshold
Dear Jim:

I am writing in response to the November2,2018 memo the British ColumbiaLottery
Policy and
corporatioi's (BCLC) Anti-Money Laundering (AML) unit shared with the Gaming
policy aimed at better addressing
Enforcement Branch (cpgg). The memo presents an amended
for ascertaining
risks of money laundering in gambling facilities by reducing the threshold
customer identity from $9000 to $3000.
provide feedback' I
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to review the proposal and
and align with intemational
appreciate BCLC,s efforts to be responsive to ever-changing risks
GPEB apprised
standards. GPEB supports this initiative, and I would appreciate BCLC keeping
policy.
of any improvements or implications related to the implementation of this new

with service
To ensure successful implementation of the policy, I recommend BCLC consults
inform
BCLC
providers as they will be directly impacted by its introduction. I also recommend
in" eUl Deputy Minister's Committee prior to implementing the proposedpolioy'
integrity of
I look forward to further collaboration between our organizations to ensure the
questions or
gambling and prevention of money laundering in the province. Should you have any
concerns, please contact me.
Sincerely,

Sam Macleod

Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch
Ministry of AttorneY General
Mlnlstry of
Attorney General

Localion / Courier Addrese:

Gaming PolicY and
Enforcement Branch

Malling Address:
PO BOX 931 1 STN PROV GOVT

Assistant DePutY
Minlsier's offlce

VICTORIABC V8W9N1

Thlrd Floor, 91 0 Government Slreet
Vlctorla, BC V8W 1X3

Telephono: (250) 387-1301
Facsimlle: (250) 356-8237

Web: www. gamhg.bov.bc.ca
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CoruMera
October 5,2017

Mr. Jim Lightbody
President and Chief Executive Officer

British Columbia Lotiery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, BC VsM 046
Dear Mr, Lightbody:

Re: Allegations of sexual assaults on staff at River Rock Casino

BCLC Media Relations have shared with my office an e-mail from reporter Sam Cooper. Mr. Cooper
advises that he is preparing a story on alleged sexual assaults at River Rock Casino by casino patrons on
gaming staff.

Mr. Cooper also writes "the staff allege that from their perspective, management at River Rock tend to
make sure that incidents generally do not get reported to BCLC..."
He alleges tlrat he spoke with River Rock casino floor staff about these alleged assaults but that staff then
'owere asked apparently by BCLC or casino operators at River Rock, who I'm not sure, to sign an
agreement not to blow the whistle to media about allegations or to spread info on social media."
Please imrnediately look into these serious allegations. Specifically, please investigate:
a

Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents sexual harassment and/or sexual
assault on floor staff, and if so what actions were taken by the service provider and BCLC;

a

Whether BCLC or River Rock have required staffto sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement,
and if so, what the text of that agreement is and the legal basis for it; and,
Whether management at River Rock is failing to report assauhs on their staffto BCLC.

Thank you in advance for your urg€nt assistance

Yours

David

Mldetryof
Attorncy General

Office of the
Atrorney Gcncral

MailingAddrcss:
PO Box 9044 Stn Prov Govt
Victorla BC VgW9E2
email: AG.Minister@gov.bc.ca
websitc: www.gov.bc.calag

Tclcphonc: 250 387-1866
Facsimile: 250 387-641 I
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March 19,2018

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the Attorney General
3rd Floor - 910 Govemment Street
Victoria, BC VBW1X3

Attention:

John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister

Dear John:

bela
playing it right

lnvestigations into Allegations regarding Great Ganadian Gaming

Re

Gorporation's Operations at River Rock

ln October 2017, the Attorney General directed BCLC to investigate allegations
regarding Great Canadian Gaming Corporation's (GCGC) operations at River Rock
and determine, specifically:

1.

2.
3.

74 West Seymour Strs€t

Kamloops, BC vZC 1Ea

Whether or not there have been reported and unreported incidents of sexual
harassment and/or sexual assaults on floor staff and if so, what actions were
taken by the service provider and BCLC;
Whether or not BCLC or River Rock have required staff to sign some kind of
non-disclosure agreement, and if so, what the text of that agreement is and
the legal basis for it; and
Whether management at River Rock is failing to report assaults on their staff
to BGLC.

BCLC engaged Paladin Security to undertake the investigation and that work is now
complete. As a result and pursuant to s. 86(2) of the Gaming ControlAcf (GCA), we
are writing to inform you that there is a possibility that GCGC and/or its employees
have failed to meet their reporting responsibilities as set out in s. 86(2) of the GGA
and s. 34(t) of the Gaming Control Regulation. We have enclosed a copy of the Final
Summary Report for your reference.

Should GPEB decide to undertake an investigation pursuant to s. 81 of the GGA,
BCLC will, as usual, be ready to fully cooperate with GPEB's effort.
BCLC takes very seriously the matters raised in the Final Summary Report and would
like to undertake proactive communication with our service providers about their GGA

we do not want any such communication to
prejudice, in any way, any investigation that GPEB may undertake. Accordingly, we
will await your direction as to when we may appropriately communicate with our
service providers about their GCA reporting obligations
reporting obligations. However,

Thank you for your immediate aftention to this mafter.

cc: Richard

Fyfe, Deputy Aftorney General
Doug Scoft, Associate Deputy Minister
Rob Kroeker, CCO & VP, Legal, Gompliance, Security, BCLC
Brad Desmarais, VP, Gasino & Community Gaming, BCLC
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March 19th,2018
British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual Way
Vancouver, B.C. V5M 0A6
Te

I

epho

ne

: 604-228 -3OLL

Attention: Kris Gade, Manager, lnvestigations I Legal, Compliance, Security

FILE NO.:
FILE NAME

2Ot7-vR424 (Paladin)
Project Guardian (BCIC)

Dear Mr. Gade,

As per your request, we assisted the BC Lottery Corporation ("BCLC") with a workplace review at the
River Rock Casino and Resort ('The Casino"). The goal of this review was to determine:

Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents of sexual harassment and/or sexual assault
on floor staff, and if so what actions were taken by the service provider and BCLC;
or River Rock have required staff to sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement, and if
so, what the text of that agreement is and the legal basis for it; and,

Whether

BCLC

Whether management at River Rock

is failing

to report assaults on their staff to

BCLC.

This document is intended as a summary of our findings to date. lt will contain an overview of our
methodology and the investigative documents used, a breakdown of the review's findings, and finally
some brief conclusions and limitations of our review.
A more complete, detailed final report will be forthcoming in the near future. All data from the entire
revjew was used to inform this current summary; therefore it is not expected that the final report to
follow will in any way deviate from this summary in its findings or conclusions, other than to expand
upon or refine them.
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Methodoloey
This section will describe the stated goal of the review, the parameters of the review (in terms of
timeframes, sample and population limitations, and investigative thresholds), as well as the investigative
documents used to guide the review. Operational definitions are discussed throughout this section.

ln November of 20L7, we were asked to conduct this review in order to achieve its stated goal, which
was to learn the answers to the following questions provided by BCLC:

7, Whether there have been reported or unreported incidents of sexual harassment and/or
sexual assult on floor staIt, and if so what octions were taken by the seruice provider and
BCLC.

2. Whether

BCLC

or

River Rock have required stalf

to sign

some kind

dgreement, and il so, what the text of that agreement is ond the legal basis
3. Whether monagement

dt

of

nondisclosure

for it.

River Rock is failing to report dssaults on their stafl

to

BCLC

ln order to carry out the review and ultimately answer these questions, in late November 2OL7 we first
received from BCLC fifteen folders ("the jackets"), each containing a unique file from the BCLC Casino
Reporting System, referred to herein as "CRS." We shortly thereafter received a sixteenth folder
containing a unique CRS file. These were known incidents that had been reported to security at the
Casino and had resulted in the generation of a CRS file. We conducted interviews with staff members
involved in these files, using a set of questions provided by BCLC. Concurrently, we also administered a
short questionnaire to a much larger sample of the Casino staff population. The questionnaire consisted
of the interviewer asking four questions verbally, followed by a short interview (20-30 minutes) as
needed.

After collating the data from both the jackets and the questionnaires, we identified 40 individuals for
either re-interview on jacket files or follow-up interviews to the questionnaires. BCLC and the Casino
provided us access to staff in order to schedule and conduct these final interviews. All interviews were
conducted at the Casino, with one exception made for a former staff member. lnterviews were
completed on February 3, 2018.

we conducted 69 interviews (both from jacket files and
questionnaire follow-up) and administered 360 questionnaires with accompanying interview in this
ln total, during

December and January

2
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sample, from an approximate

we
total River Rock casino staff population of 1200; in total then'

interviewed42gemployeeswhichis35'7S%ofthetotalstaff'
well as excerpts from investigative documents'
Below are a number of definitions used in this review, as
where applicable.
The

t

nterview Subiects:

any specific incident or interviewee
For ease of reference while still respecting privacy concerns,
number assigned to each person, with the
referred to in this summary will be based on an arbitrary
this summary' These will be used
person's true identity at this time known only to the writer of
("Person 10's sexual assault")' and to
throughout the summary in order to refer to certain incidents
(e'g' "Person 12 said"'")' Should BCLC request a
illustrate specific points or to provide verbatim accounts
into the final report'
different system to document the interviewees, it will be incorporated

'Preamble':
documents suppried to us by BCLC. ln
This refers to the heading that accompanied ail interview-rerated
the start of the interview' lf an interviewee did
all cases it was read and explained to the interviewee at
were noted and the interviewers ensured
not understand the preamble, or had concerns with it, these

before proceeding with the
that the preamble was explained further and was better understood
interview.
The preamble's text:

on behalf of BCLC'
I am (interviewer's name), an investigator conducting this interview
control Act to conduct and manage goming in
BCLC has the outhority under the Gaming
the province

of British Columbia'

is there hove been allegations made thot River Rock
management to sign o non'
cosino employees have been asked by River Rock casino
of any kind - including assoult
disclosure ogreement agreeing not to report ony incidents

The reason we

ore

speaking to you

and sexual assault by casino patrons on employees

-

to

BCLC'

is meeting all reporting
provided in this interview to
requirements. BCLC moy be required to disclose information
inctuding where such informotion relates to
GPEB or other law enforcement ogencies,
Act or the criminal code'
the commission of an offence under the Gaming control

The interuiew

is

part of a review conducted

to

ensure

RRCR

3
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'Jackets' a nd'J acket lnterviews':
uoooL" through uao16" that were provided to us
Jackets refer to the numbered manila folders, Iabelled
to the
by BCLC in early December 2017. Each of these is based on a Casino-related incident that came

attention of BCLC and resulted in the generation of a cRS file. They each contain statements, incident
details and other documents specific to the generating incident. Each has its own unique lncident
number (e.g. 1N20170001619).
files on the basis of their potential to help us answer the three
provided questions. These follow-up interviews are referred to as "jacket interviews."

We selected individuals from these

CRS

Each jacket interview was conducted using the following questions provided by BCLC:

L

Have you ever been osked to sign any kind of non-disclosure agreement by anyone

affiliated to River

Rock Casino?

':ily:;::::;::^:;::,::i"":";"::::,invemptoveeso'[RiverRockcasino'|o

o

lf

yes, pleose explain the legal basis:

2. As a direct result of your employment at the River Rock Casino, are you owore
personolly been involved in) any of the following types of incidents:

3.

o

Sexuol harassment by patrons or other staff:

o
o
o
o

Sexual assoult by potrons or other staff:

of (or

Physicat ossault by patrons or other staff:

Workplace harossment by patrons or other staff:
tf yes, pleose exPloin:

of ony incidents of sexual or general assault or harassment that have
occurred while working at the River Rock Casino or any other casino, in which you or
someone you know have been asked by River Rock Casino Manogement or other

Are you aware

manogement not to rePort to BCLC?
o lf yes, Pleose exPlain:
4. Have you ever been osked or pressured by Supervisors, Monagers, Executive, or anyone

affitiated to the River

o

Rock Casino

not to report these incidents to:

Supervisors and/or Management:

4
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o

BCLC:

o

GPEB:

o

Law Enforcement:

o

lf yes, pleose exPloin:

5. ts there anything you would like to add regarding ony of the above?
6. During your employment ot the River Rock, please explain the safety related training you
received, both during your HR onboarding and beyond:
7.

safety-related incident were to occur (for exomple an injury, ossault, safety, etc.)
please outline who (or which groups and/or departments) would be involved in the

lf a

follow up process:
Responses to these jacket interview questions were recorded in the interviewer's file notebook. ln many

cases, responses were recorded verbatim and later transcribed. All interviewer's notes and other
interview documents are available to BCLC and will be included in the final report.

The Questionnaire':
The questionnaire was verbally administered to 360 staff members during December 2OL7 and January
20i.8. Selection of the sample was made in cooperation with BCLC and the Casino, done essentially
randomly but the sample was weighted in favour of dealers and floor servers, as well as supervisors in
these areas; given the nature of the review's queries, these categories of employee were predicted to
have the greatest amount of contact with patrons of the Casino and therefore yield the most

informative results for the review. The questionnaire was only four questions, but they provided an
opportunity immediately following for a short interview of 20 to 30 minutes, as needed.
The questionnaire's text:
(Preomble provided)

7.

Hove you ever been asked to sign any kind of non-disclosure agreement by
qnyone affiliated to River Rock Casino? (for monagement: Have you ever

at River Rock Cosino to sign any kind of non'disclosure
agreement? lf yes, what wos the legal basis?)
asked any employees

2.

Are you eware of any incidents of sexual or general assault or harossment

that

have occurred while working at the River Rock Casino or dny other casino, in
5
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which you or someone you know hove been asked by River Rock Casino
Manogement or other manogement not to report to BCLC? lf yes, please
explain.
3.

or
Hove you ever been asked or pressured by supervisors, Manogers, Executive,
anyone affiliated to the River Rock casino not to report these incidents to:

o
O
o
o
o
4.

Supervisors and/ or Management?
BCLC?

6PEB?

Low EnforcementT

lf yes, Please exPlain'

ts there anything you

would like to add regording any of the above?

to interviewees:
Questionnaires were concluded with the following statement
We appreciate you toking the time speaking with us today'

you would like to
tf at anytime you would tike to add anything to your stotement or if
and Security through
discuss further with BCLC pleose contoct BCLC Legal, Compliance
Consumer Services line, 7-866-875'0222 and request a coll bock from
the tott

free

lnvestigations.
notebook'
to the questionnaire were recorded on the sheet itself or in the interviewer's file
questionnaires are available to
As with the jacket interviews, all interviewers' notes and these original
BCLC and will be included in the final report.
Responses

Follow-up lnterviews:

questionnaire phase' lnterviewers
These were conducted as a result of the jacket interview phase and

as noteworthy from the

emerged
each submitted several names or incident descriptions to BCLC that
already sufficiently
previous phases, and final decisions were made therein as to which incidents were
provided
approximately 40
further information. For the latter, we

documented and which required
these interviews throughout
names to BCLC and the Casino, who assisted in scheduling and facilitating
circumstances of each
January 201g. These interviews were conducted according to the specific
6
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incident, and therefore used open-ended questions without any specific format provided by

following section is related, as

it

BCLC.

The

outlines the investigative threshold and useful definitions in

determining the direction of this review.

lnvestiaative Thresholds and Parameters
ln any review of this number of individuals, as well as taking into account the nature of the Casino with
its hundreds of employees and the natural human tendency toward gossip and rumour, identifying firsthand victim or witness accounts can be a challenge.
Rumours without provision

of a victim name or witness name were noted but not pursued. lf

names,

dates, or particulars were provided, we pursued and located the first-hand account in all cases where
the incident was not considered unfounded. For example, "l heard about a dealer who..." was not
pursued if the interviewee was unable to provide the name of the victim, the name of the patron,
names of witnesses, or even names of who originally told the interviewee the rumour. However, if the
interviewee told us, "l heard from another dealer that Person 2 was hit by a player last year," this line of

inquiry was pursued to its end, either confirming the incident's existence and details, or ruling out the
incident as unfounded or unlikely to yield further evidence.
preventing overlap of reports was also a concern with a review of this size and nature. Person 5 and
person 10 may have each described to us what appeared to be unique instances of sexual assault, while
in reality they are describing the same incident independently. ln order to prevent double-reporting or
overlap we took the following steps: use of regular correspondence and daily updates between team
members after each set of interviews, periodic team meetings where every unique victim, alleged
perpetrator, witness and incident was identified and documented separately, and finally a master list of
all persons of interest (victim, witness, alleged perpetrator) was cross-referenced according to known
CRS file numbers or known unique unreported incidents.
Regarding specifics of the incidents that we felt were noteworthy for this review, we considered, and
were guided by, the following criminal code definitions listed below, where applicable. Also included are

our interpretations of how the legal definition may apply in practical terms for this review on those
criminal offences, as well a non-criminal misconduct such as sexual harassment.

Criminal Code definitions:
Because the various documents and interview questions provided to us by BCLC include the following
offences - assault, sexual assault - we operated on the Criminal Code definitions and how the police and
7
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in general, is only one section of the criminal
courts of law generally apply those definitions. Assault,
violence, and therefore we included all of the
code that deals with person-to-person offences involving
following distinctions in our queries and final statistical conclusions:

Assault:
Sexual assault:
Assault with

Uttering

section 266 Criminal Code
section 2Tl Criminal Code

weapon: section 267 Criminal Code

threats:

section 264'1 Criminal Code

,Assault, occurs when any person, without the consent of another person, applies force intentionally to
by an act or a gesture' to apply force
that other person, directly or indirectly; or attempts or threatens,
on reasonable grounds that he has'
to another person, if he has, or causes that other person to believe

present ability to effect his purpose'

,sexual assault' occurs when a person commits an assault of a sexual nature that violates the sexual
or threatened acts' For purposes of this
integrity of the victim. This can include completed, attempted,
harassment was understood to be when physical
review, the division between sexual assault and sexual
a threat of sexual assault' were considered
contact took place. Verbal utterances, unless they included
sexual harassment.
,Assault with a Weapon' occurs when a person in committing an assault carries, uses or threatens to use

of this offence includes a wide-reaching
a weapon or an imitation thereof. The practical application
,weapon'; almost any object capable of causing even minor injury, if used in an assault' is
definition of
considered a weapon.

,uttering threats, occurs when a person, in any manner, knowingly utters, conveys or causes any person
person; or to burn, destroy or damage real or
to receive a threat to cause death or bodily harm to any
,assault,, this section requires that the alleged victim of a threat
personal property. Like the definition of
is capable of carrying out the threat'
reasonably believes the person making the utterance
,criminal harassmenf is worth discussing briefly for two reasons' First, there was one cRS-reported
of criminal harassment' and second' to make
instance of a 'stalker' incident that meets the definition
This is 'criminal harassment" a
the distinction between the different classifications of harassment'
in patterns of behaviour that make a person
criminal code offence that is loosely defined as engaging
harassment are discussed below'
fear for his or her safety. Two other types of non-criminal
8
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Non-criminal misconduct definitions:
,Sexual harassmenf is defined in the Canada Labour Code as as any non-criminal conduct, comment,
to any employee; or
gesture, or contact of a sexual nature that is likely to cause offence or humiliation
placing a condition of a sexual
that might, on reasonable grounds, be perceived by that employee as
for training or promotion. Generally, most individuals we

nature on employment or on any opportunity
sexual harassment'
interviewed at the Casino shared a common operating definition of

,workplace harassment' is defined any number of ways. Most often, government and private industry
Human Rights Act and
develop their own definition of workplace harassment using the canadian
person generally must engage in a
according to their own internal policies. with some exceptions, a
pattern of inappropriate behaviour for the definition of harassment to be met.

N o n-d iscl osu

re

a q reem e

nts:

a non-disclosure agreement
There is no single authority that provides consensus on what constitutes
for purposes of this review we
and defines it apart from other types of secrecy document' However,
of secrecy document referred to in
agreed on the following operating definitions for the various types
the interviews and in this summary:
,Workplace confidentiality' document is one that covers the employee's obligation to respect the
is relevant to this review in that
privacy of the workplace's customers and that of other employees. This
which they sign periodically,
many interview subjects assumed we were talking about this document,
will include the social-media-related
when we asked about non-disclosure agreements. This definition
asked to sign' as well as any
agreement that we understand employees at the Casino have been
hiring'
standard secrecy-related documents the employee signed upon
,Non-disclosure agreement' was defined during this review as another type of secrecy contract between

other punitive measure that
two parties, though one in which there was a threat, real or implied, or
that this definition was consistent
could be taken against one party for breaching its secrecy. We felt
any other normal business
with the goals of the review while ensuring that the definition would exclude
was made clear to the interview
agreements that are necessary parts of any workplace. This distinction
questions'
subjects in order to ensure accurate responses to our

9
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'Reported' vs'U nrePorted':
Casino there are a number
This was a challenging distinction that deserves some discussion here. At this

comes to reporting structure. Based on the interviews we completed, our
X is a dealer and is
understanding of the reporting process of a typical incident is as follows: Person
to a manager; the manager
assaulted; he is to report it to his supervisor; the supervisor is to report this
BCLC is advised'
will determine if security, surveillance, or other managers will become involved, and

of

,layers, when

it

later when we interview
ln a hypothetical example, Person X is assaulted and tells Supervisor Y. Months
also told of incidents in
Person X, he is likely to tell us the incident was reported. However, we were
example,
which the supervisor did not pass the information on to a manager. ln the hypothetical
a
'reported'
be
to
Supervisor y keeps the information to himself, and therefore what we assumed
perspective has changed from Person
incident has become an 'unreported' incident, simply because the
X

to Supervisor

Y.

As such, we attempted in all cases

to determine exactly to whom any incident was reported and then

went. As well, we
interviewed that person to learn how far up the reporting structure the information
against known CRS
had BCLC assistance at one point in comparing incidents told to us by interviewees
CRS system, or that we
reports. Therefore, all incidents are considered 'reported' that made it onto the
had been reported
were reasonably satisfied based on our questions to interviewees that the incident
no
the level of manager. All incidents that are considered 'unreported' are those for which

to at least
remember an
CRS file can be found (and the interviewee involved doesn't

CRS

file being created),

the incident to anyone,
instances in which the interviewee explicitly told us that he or she did not report
to the best of their knowledge
and any instances in which the interviewee reported it to a supervisor but

the supervisor did not report it further.
and 'unreported'
The forthcoming final report will include more discussion on the matter of 'reported'
they might not report an
and will also include a list of reasons provided to us by interviewees as to why
incident.

Findines
review was engaged' lt will also
This section will attempt to answer the three questions on which this
persons of relevance to the
include a basic statistical breakdown, it will highlight several incidents and

from the review'
review, and it will contain a brief list of other notable themes that emerged

10
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Findings - Question

I

incidents of sexual harossment
Whether therc have been reported or unreported
werc token by the
and/or sexual ossoult on |loor sta||, ond if so whot octions
service Provider ond BCLC
required to separately answer each of the four
This is in fact four questions, and as such we were
component questions within:
were taken
x.A. Have there been reported incidents of sexual assault? what actions

7.

bY River Rock and BCLC?

Answer:

Yes.

based on the
ln a review of selected cRS files provided to us' and

indicates that there have been at least
subsequent interviews we conducted, our review
on CRS'
two instances of sexual assault that were documented

in a two-year provincial ban for the
ln terms of actions taken, the first instance resulted
it only came to light during the writing of
suspect, and the second instance is unknown an opportunity to request database queries

this summary, and we have not yet had
cases' we understand that police
from BCLC. This will appear in the final report' ln both
involvement was declined by the victims'

BCLCadvisedusonMarchT,z}lsthatphysicalassaultscouldbeincludedinour

at least 14 instances of physical assault
analysis of this question. As such, we identified
that were documented on CRS'

Amorecompletelistofactionstakeninresponsetotheseinstancesaswellas
supportingdocumentationwillbeincludedinthefinalreport.

1.8. Havethere been unreported incidents ofsexual assault?
definition of
Answer: Yes. ln the interview sample, based on the workingidentified' This
,,unreported,,, at least one instance of an unreported sexual assault was

touching Person 46, an
was an incident of a patron of the casino inappropriately
employee of the Casino.
in this question as well, we identified at
Again, if we take into account physical assaults
A more detailed breakdown of
seven instances of unreported physical assaults.

least

11
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failing to report, will
who was involved in these incidents, and the reasons provided for
be included in our final rePort.

1.

C.

What actions were
Have there been reported incidents of sexual harassment?

taken by River Rock and

BCLC?

yes. ln a review of the selected CRS files provided to us, and based on the
have been at least five
subsequent interviews we conducted, our review indicates there
on CRS' To the best
instances of sexual harassment that were reported and documented
one was
of our understanding, four of these were Patron/ Employee incidents, and
incidents as the final
Employee/ Employee. More detail will become available on these

Answer:

report progresses.
no information
ln terms of actions taken: in the first instance, no ban was implemented;
the suspect
third,
the
in
at this time regarding the second;
is available to this review
received a one-year
received a two-week River Rock ban; in the fourth, the suspect
River Rock ban'
River Rock ban; and in the fifth, the suspect received a one-year
instances as well
A more complete list of actions taken in response to these two
supporting documentation will be included in the final report'

1.D.

as

Have there been unreported incidents of sexual harassment?

Answer:

Yes.

ln the interview

sample, based on

the working definition of

,,unreported," at least five instances of unreported sexual harassment were identified'
Employee' A
these, two incidents were Patron/ Employee and three were Employee/
Of

the reasons
more detailed breakdown of who was involved in these incidents, and
provided for failing to report, will be included in our final report'

Findings - Question 2

2, Whether
ogreement,

to sign some kind of non4isclosure
it'
and if so, whot the text of thdt agreement is ond the legal basis fur
BCLC

or

River Rock have required stalf

t2
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Again,

in the interest of

COtvlPANlts

accuracy and specificity

this question was broken down into its three

component Parts:

2.A. Has BCLC required

Staff tO slgn some kind of non'disclosure agreement?

required
No. We did not find anything in this review to indicate BCLC has
staff at the River Rock casino to sign a non-disclosure agreement.

Answer:

2,8.

Has River ROCk required staff

to sign some kind of non-disclosure agreement?

that members of the Human Resources
to sign a
department at River Rock Casino may have asked a number of staff members
interview
Based on
document that appears to be a type of non-disclosure agreement'
as
a "confidentiality
and
evidence, this document is referred to within Human Resources
audio-recorded - to
statement,,, and all employees providing statements - typed and
evidence, the
Human Resources are asked to sign this document. Based on interview
be as low as 60 and as
number of staff members required to sign this document could

AnSwer:

Yes. During this review, we learned

high as 400.

2,C,

lf either of the above is yes, then what is the text of the agreement?

for a copy of this "confidentiality statement" and any supporting
refused to
documentation were denied by River Rock casino. River Rock Casino

AnSwer:
files and

Requests

the
provide these documents indicating that they believe the request was "beyond
of the
terms of reference" for this request. Therefore, our best understanding
believe there are two
document's text comes from verbatim interview evidence' We
the phrase "l' (the
elements to the confidentiality statemenU first, that it includes
in this investigation is to
undersigned), dgree the content ond conversotion we've had
may resull
be kept conlidentiat" and second, that it contains the warning "discipline
is
confidentiality
the
up to and tncluding terminat on," presumably in the event that
breached by the signee.

2.D. lf either of the above is yes, what is the legal basis for the non-disclosure
agreement?
statement
Because requests for further information on this confidentiality
provide
the
to
and supporting documents were denied, and River Rock casino refused
this
we are unable to provide any background on its legal basis' A copy of

Answer:

documents,

letter will be included in the final report'
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Findings - Question 3

g. Whether manogement at Rlver

Rock is

loiling to report assdults on their staff to

BCLC,

No. This review found nothing to support the statement that individual
members of the manasement team are failing to report assaults on their staff to BCLC.
However, we did identify a number of incidents in which a supervisor was told about an
incident and did not appear to inform management; in these cases the 'management

Answer:

structure, at River Rock could be considered

to be failing to report appropriately to

BCLC.

StatisticalData

of the 360 questionnaires and 69 other interviews we conducte d (429 total interviews) we identified:

o 4t victims or complainants

of assault, sexual assault, assault with weapon, uttering threats,

sexual harassment, and criminal/ other harassment;

o

50 unique incidents

-

30 reported and 20 unrepofted

o

assaults: 14 reported, 7 unreported

o

sexual assaults:2 reported, 1 unreported

o

uttering threats: 1 reported, 2 unreported

o

assault with weapon: 7 reported, 2 unreported
sexual harassment:5 reported, 5 unreported

o
Persons

criminal harassment/ other harassment: 1 reported, 3 unreported

or incidents of particulor note

particularly
A number of individuals were identified as having been involved in, or had knowledge of,
noteworthy incidents that informed this review. These interviews and their supporting documentation
parameters are
and analyses can be provided to BCLC in the final report, respecting whatever privacy
specified prior to the report's completion.

Conclusions and Limitations:
429 individuals
This review was conducted from late Novemb er 2o!7 to March 8, 2018. We interviewed
The final
outset.
review's
at
the
provided
BCLC
by
questions
in order to answer as best we were able the
T4
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report is underway and will be available in the near future to BCLC. Although the findings of that report
are unlikely to differ from those presented here, the report will provide a more detailed picture of our
processes, how CRS files and interviewees were selected, how we arrived at the findings presented here,
anecdotal evidence from interviewees that may illuminate some of this review's findings, considerations
for future investigation (should this review be required to continue), as well as all relevant interviews
and supporting documentation.
The limitations of this current review include inconsistent incident-reporting practices within the Casino,

problematic definitions as discussed earlier in this summary, and limited access to potential
interviewees and databases for follow-up questions and cross-referencing to find known reported
incidents. We were most limited, however, in our ability to answer Question 2 on non-disclosure
agreements. We only became aware of the "confidentiality statement" used in Human Resources at the
very end of this review. Therefore very few of the previous 428 interviewees were asked specifically
about either this document or their past involvement in Human Resources investigations. Given the
current estimates of the number of employees who have been required to sign one, it is likely that at
least some of the sample would have had experience with a confidentiality statement.
Given these limitations, we feel that we have conducted this review in a manner that has produced the
most accurate and detailed findings possible, in light of all enabling- and limiting factors. Some of the
statistical findings in the final report may vary slightly from this summary as analysis continues, though it
is not expected that this variation will be significant. To date we have concluded our inquiries regarding
this matter and are in the process of providing you with the final report. Should you have any questions
or concerns about this summary or the forthcoming final report, please do not hesitate to contact me
directly. ln the meantime, thank you for referring this file to Paladin Security Group.
Sincerely,

Jorei'

Brt w

Jared Brin, Senior lnvestigator
Paladin Security Group
Personal information

+

prhdtn sccurtty

{e#^qr,k
CC: Michael Lantz

-

Director, lnvestigation Services

Paladin Security Group
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B.C.,
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A Comm

ner/Notary Public for the Province of
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1

To: Jennifer Keim[JPersonal information
Jim D. LightbodypPersonal information
Cq
From: Rob Kroeker
Sent Tue 2018-1&09 3:09:26 PM

;Brad

185

Desmarais[Personal information ]

Sut{ect

FW: VIP Room lnvestigation
VIP Room lnvestioation.docx
Draft - VIP Room lnvestiqation letter.docx

Good morning Jennifer
Jim has asked that we draft a response to Sam's letter. We would like to indicate:
VBCLC agrees these are sensible recommendations
V BCLC will commence work on the recommendation on policies and procedures directed at it.
V ln drafting these policies and procedures, BCLC will consult with GPEB and will have effective outcomes,
however BCLC is also required to respect the bounds of labour law and not go so far as to stand in the
place of the service provider as employer'
V BCLC would encourage GPEB to require the senior level of gaming registration for all service provider
employees whose role is primarily related hosting or marketing to customers who play at high dollar
values or private gaming salons and not just one per site. Additionally, BCLC would encourage GPEB
to consider increasing governance and oversight of these employees within service provider
organizations by adding terms of registration to each service provider requiring senior hosting staffto
report directly to the general manager of a casino.
Let me know what assistance I can provide in pulling Jim's letter together.
Thanks,
Rob

From: Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: October-05-18 8:04 AM
To: Rob Kroeker; Brad Desmarais
Subject: Fwd: VIP Room lnvestigation

Guys,

Attached are the letter and report from GPEB I mentioned to you yesterday. They are in draft form
and Sam would like a response from us by early next week.
Can you please a) let me know when I can tell him we'll respond (need this by end of day today), and
b) suggest any feedback we can give or clarification in the report.
Thanks
Jim

From: Macleod, Sam GPEB:EX <Personal information
Date: October 5, 2018 at6:57:54 AM PDT
To: Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information
Cc: Macleod, Sam GPEB:EX <Personal information
Subjecfi VIP Room Investigation
Jim
As we discussed, please find attached the final report on the VIP Room lnvestigation and a draft letter' I would

like to finalize this early next week if possible.
Thanks
Sam

8C1C0007380
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FINAL INVESTIGATION REPORT
CASINO VIP OPERATIONS
OVERVIEW
and high wealth casino patrons in vIP rooms in
Due to recent events involving suspicious transactions
Branch (GPEB), Licensing Registration and
the Lower Mainland, Curiog"poticy and Enforcement
(CREG)
Unit conducted a corporate investigation
certification (LRC) Division, corporate Registration
play'
casino locations with the highest level of vIP
of the three casino operators who operatedit e fiue
The purpose of this investigation was to identify:

l)
2)
3)

workers under Personnel Registration (PREG)
whether individuals currently registered as gaming
under Corporate-Registration;
and employeO io Vfp rooms sho-uld requireiregistration
in attracting wealthy patrons to VIP
utilized
ari
whether juntets or independ.nt ,onroliunts
would require registratiol;
rooms in BC casinos as those companies or individuals
in mitigating risk arising from
sufftcient
are
whether current procedures governing VIP rooms
money laundering.

the VIP rooms of Great Canadian Gaming
This investigation reviewed the staffand procedures at
Hard Rock casino rocations; Gateway casino's
corporation's (Gcccj nivrino.t casino Resort and
Parq vancouver IILC'
Grand Villa casino and starlight casino locations; and

SYNOPS$

I

vIP rooms

a

vIP Guest Relations at the River Rock
on septemb er 13,7017,a casino patrgn and the Director of
the vIP room cash

a

a

large transactions'
at various BC casinos are regularly involved in

culrency transaction at
casino Resort were involved in a third party suspicious
area is responsible for all transactions involving cash
cage. Although referred to as the cash cage, this
or any other monetary instnrments'
prompting a GPEB investigation by the
An I-TRAK report (7017-52024) was generated whereby
Compliance Division.
oI to a lesser
that the Director of vIP Guest Relations was complicit
The investigation concluded
in facilitating the suspicious cuffency transaction.

;;;;"

a

o

a

";gtgent
for the Bc gaming industry resulting in
The Director of vIP Guest Relations was deemed unsuitable
cancellation of their registration with GPEB'
vacant at this time' The General Manager of
The Director of vIP Guest Relations position remains
assumed control of the VIP operations in the interim'
River Rock casino

R;;

LRC CREG initiated

of
er 13,2017,the Executive Director of GPEB LRC and Director
whether further
ascertain
to
Resort
Casino
Rock
River
further investigation into VIP operations at

on

Decemb

CREG oversight is neededo

requested further information regarding
Also on December l3,20l7,the Director of LRC CREG
vir op.rutions from au casino operators in the province, specifically:
Page 1
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.
,

operates'
Number of VIP venue(s) that your company
operating a VIP gambling room(s)'
venue
eacfi
for
personoeibtg*ir.ti"itur Cnoit
vIP gambling room(s)'
operation, uo'a rot.y Manuals specific to the
in vIP gambling room(s)'
employed
i"ai"ia""rr currently
Job

d;;;;;'

"i"ir
.Identitiesofanyindividualsactingasconfiacto.rsorindependentagentsonbehalfofyour
globally'
company in connecting with VIP players

oACREGinvestigatorwasassiguedtofurtherinvestigatethcincidentattheRiverRockCasino
*no t.iott"d to the former Director of vIP Guest
Resorr where VIp Guest Relat-ions Mil;;;;
3'r,20rg,a preriminary Investigation Report was completed
Relations were interviewed. on March
four
expandr_ns the investigation to review
and included frdi";;;Jr.."...rautio*lorr"aiog
Casino'
Villa
Grand
Casino'
uara Rock
in the Lower vtainuniii;;t*;#1,
additional casinos
ii*rigrr, casino) and completion of

a Final

lnvestigation Report.

INVESTIGATION PROCESS
process:
The investigation included the following
the fuver Rock casino Resort' Parq Vancouver'
Interview of employees of the vIP rooms at
Hard Rock Casino'
Sturtigt t Casino, Giand Villa Casino' and

o

.
I
.
o

Parq vancouver vIP employees were
on April 19 and20,2018, interviews with seven

conducted.

VIP employees from Starlight casino
From April 25, to 27 , ZllS,interviews with seven
Hard
Parq Vancouver ViP employees and two
and Grand Villa Casino, *o udditionat
this review.
.,
nort carino vlp employees were conducted as a part of
recorded'
offrce and were visually
Interviews were conducted at GPEB's Kingsway

provided by casino.operators including Personnel
Review of information and documents
; vrr gamuting room(s); operations and Policy
organizational Chart for each venue
aJt"tiptioit of allindjvidual'^:y*ttt employed
Manuals specific to the VIP samb'1q i""t"tti,l"t
i"ai"io*ls acting as contractors or independent
in vlp gambling room(s); and identities
with vIP players globally'
ug"n* 5n urrurTorrrt. .o*pury in connecting
River rtotk Cuiino Resort lHatd Rock Casino
Great Canadian Gaming
Parq Vancouver ULC: Parq Vancouv.er
Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa
of the frve casinos reviewed fully
It should be noted that in all cases the staff and management
ir;tigation *O -uOr all requeJted staffavailable to the investigators'
cooperated

";;i"g
"i*i
C";;;;;":

r
r
r

o

*ith;;

INVESTIGATION FINDINGS
questions regarding:
Interviews of vIP employees included specific

oPolicies,personalresponsibilities,training,suspicioustransactions'largetransactions'a:rd
oPerations of the VIP rooms'
received from wealthy pafions were asked in
o Compensation, gifts, tips, and any gratuitiesexist
due to personal dealings'
.onhi.tt ofini"tests

determining;it;G
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Policies:

the facilitiesr. However,
It was determined that special policies for vIP rooms were non-existent at
(Table Games, Cash Cage'
rooms
to
the.VIP
general policies gou"*iig the casino floor were applicable
were
the foundation for internal
gaming
sites
Gratuities, etc.). BCLc i'olicies regarding the operations of
by corporate policies
imposed
asserted that the minimum standards
ilt;i;;. iach individuaf interviewid
were adhered to on a day-to-day basis.
Parq Vancouver

ULC: Parq Vancouver

facility. However, general
It was determined that speciat polices for VIP rooms were non-existent at the
Cash Cage,
(Table
Games,
rooms
VIP
p"fi.i.r'go"erning the casino flioor were applicable to the
for internal
foundation
were.the
gaming
sites
Gratuities, etc.). BCLC policies regarding ihe operations of
the
included
past
and
in
the
joii.i.r. witn tfrir, poti.i"r on rulei or biting rivisions werJ implemented
following:

o
o
.
o
o
o
r

Opening Squeeze Baccarat cards
Average Bets & Bonus
Squeeze Cards Pre-Shuffle
Li Room Back Betting
Unlimited Free Hands in Li Room
Supervisor Threshold and Li Room Rulings
Thresholds

was permissible during gambling
The aforementioned revisions were limited to ensuring clarity in what
ruJn"r special policies gouetning the Cash Cage, acceptance of gratuities,
activities. Absent
openly.admitted to
iaternizingwith clients/patrons,'etc. Ii should be noted that one VIP employee
The
fr"i.*Li"g with a clientiy accompanying them to Las Vegas to Gamble on their free time'
pocket while the hotel
.,nptoyr.ImphasizeJinuitn" pUne tictei to Las Vegas was paid out of
a Las Vegas Casino' This
with
c-ompz
ipersonal
through
accommodation was pt""iO"a fy the client
lack
of written policies in place
the
to
due
o..orr.d
incident is demonstrative of a conflict of interest ihut
preventing employees from fratemizing with their clients'

*"*

Gateway Casinos: StarlighVGrand Villa

policy specific to-the VIP operations'
Unlike the other service providers, Gateway Casinos had written
..VIp Standard Opli"tiog Parameters" dated March Ig,z}lt must be signed by employees involved
The
with VIP operations. The document3 was divided into four sections:
Compliance with Regulation and Law
Protection of Proprietary and Customer Information
FinanciallnteractionBoundaries

o
o
o

Resort and Hard Rock Casino
.orrespondence frorn the General Managers of River Rock Casino
garnbling.
Comps are determinant on level
encourage
to
casinos
Comps are complimentary items and services awarded by
of betting and time spent gambling.
t

A, d"*-itrrd rht"rgh

2
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Professional B oundaries

a

and employer from any untoward interaction with
Each section was designed to protect the employee
VIP clients and Patrons.

Policies: Summary of Findings
differing levels of policies specific to the vIP
It was apparent that the three operators investigated applied
policies specific to VIP operations were nonrooms. Great Canadi* C"*i"g Corporation iiaitut"O
vfp operation were rimited to card play and betting
existent. parq vancouver ulc,s policies ,p.rin. to
p"ircies splcific to VIP operation existed in the form of
thresholds. Gateway Curino, demonstrate.i ifttt
,ryIp Standard operating p-u-.trrr" documentlation thaimust be signed by VlP-e-lnloyees' The
lack of policies governing VIP operations'
differing levels of poli.i.", .* be attributed to BCLC's
Personal

sibilities

to interactions with the patrons' the consensus was
When asked about personal responsibilities specific
Cottt Relations Host was expected to be on call for any
that each VIp Guest Relations Manager o, Vip
VIP
(h6tekooms, entertainment tickets, buy ins, etc')' Although the
requests made by
to the requests
;;vip dr.st Rerations Host were not expected to attend
Guest Relations
on shift at the
personnel
to
by communicating
personally, they were J*p..ttA to facilitate the requests
or VIP
Managers
Relations
Guest
tb the VIP
River Rock Casino Resort. Wealthy patrons had access
This
contact
company'
the
cellular phone provided by
Guest Relations Host uy calling theirlorporate
the
casino'
the
at
While
.-at provided by GCGC'
information was provided through individuaiiutio.tt
were tasked with the following:
VIp Guest Relations vt*ug.r, 6r vlp Guest Relations Host
cantonese to English including but not
or
Assisting in any tran'slation services from Mandarin
and interaction with casino staff and
limited to special requests, buy ins, .olnpt, food services,
BCLC investigators.
This included assisting in deescalating
Maintaining aiivit environment in the VIP rooms.
staff'
and
patrons
contentious situations between wealthy
play and chip passing'
Ensuring that policies were adhered to such as table
them with
potential high limit players on the casino floor and approaching

*.Jdtu*ns
r**i

o

o

o
o

o

Identiffing

opportunities to play in the VIP rooms'
Keeping wealthY Patrons haPPY'

vIP Guest Relations Host were expected to
Additionally, the VIP Guest Relations Managers or
operations and anti-money laundering (AML)'
understand current policies in place ,"gatdi;i casino
J". io tn"?fp Guesi Relations Manager or VIP Guest Relations
Risks were imrneOiatlg
responsibilities and duties were designed to increase
Host,s close relatioornipiuitn wealthy patrons as the
rapport with wealthY Patrons.

;p#;i

patrons, the VIP Guest Relations Managers and vIP
when asked about how the casino attracts wealthy
that most were recruited through word-of-mouth
Guest Relations Host were consistent in answering
players on the
t" ;&ition to in .*ut".norts in identiffing potential high limit
between
inreraction

il;;r
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Guest Relations Managers and VIP Guest Relations Host, GCGC did
not employ independent agents or contractors for the purpose of recruiting wealthy patrons to their
gaming sites. It should bJnoted that both positions traditionally reported to the Director of VIP Guest
i.elatidns, however, due to vacancies at both sites, the VIP employees reported to the General Manager
casino

floor. According to the VIP

of their respective casinos.
Parq Vancouver

ULC: Parq Vancouver

During this due diligence process, the Director of Customer Development, Customer Development
Execritives, and Customei Development Hosts were interviewed. The job descriptions for the positions
are included in this report. The Director of Customer Development oversees the Customer Development
Executives and Hosts. Both positions report directly to the director. The director was primarily
responsible for the following:
Create and implement Customer Development strategic plans
Cultivate and sustain relationships with VIP players ensuring player loyalty
Develop profiles and ratings of VIP players for VIP database
Ensure compliance with licensing laws and statutory regulations
Respond and/or resolve customer issues that are escalated

During the interview, the Director of Customer Development stated that dinners with clients at onsite
resta;ants occurred from time-to-time, however, her interaction was limited compared to that of her
subordinates.

Customer Development Executives and Hosts had overlapping responsibilities. The Customer
Development Exeiutive had the added responsibility of driving new player acquisitions, driving business
development initiatives, and laying out plans for enhancing service, and evaluating and analyzing service
performance. The shared duties include:
Resolve guest relations issues with the assistance of Casino Operations
Make ptayer comp decisions based on play history and potential play
Develop player relationships
Provide scheduling arrangements for hotel and/or restaurant
Develop new and current player relationships

During the interviews, additional duties that were revealed were the following:

o
r
o

Translation services at the cash cage
Arranging transportation for VIP clients
Expectation to be on call to serve VIP clients with company cell phones 2417

The overall goal of the department was to provide a memorable experience for their VIP clients. It was
determined lhrough the inierviews that client recruitment was through word-of-mouth recruiting through
the clients in addition to the Customer Development Executive's duty to develop new and current player
relationships as mentioned above.
Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa
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The following positions were reviewed and interviewed during this due diligence: Executive Director VIP
Business Development, Business Development Manager VIP, Executive Host VIP, and Casino Host VIP.
The duties and responsibilities for the Executive Director VIP Business Development were as follows:
Creates and implements strategy for the VIP Table Game and Business Development department
Builds strong relationships with players, VIP staff, regulators, and senior table game management
Assumes fiscal responsibility of VIP operations
Resolves escalated guest concerns

o
o
o
o
o
o

Directs assigned VIP staff
Oversees maintenance of VIP guest database

The Executive Director was separated from the VIP clients as that duty was delegated to the Business
Development Managers and Executive Hosts. It is important to note that those who were compensated
through fixed salary were not eligible to participate in the tip pool. As such, the only employees
interviewed who participate in the tip pool were Casino Host VIP as they were hourly paid employees.
Additionally, Business Development Managers and Executive Hosts were the only personnel with
company cell phones. VIP clients may contact them on a2417 basis, however, it was expected that the
Executive Hosts direct all calls to the on duty personnel at the casino. Casino Hosts utilized a shared cell
phone during working hours.
The duties and responsibilities of the Business Development Manager VIP were as follows:
Builds and maintains a database of VIP guests

o
o
o
o
o
o

Marketing strategies
Establishes networks with third party agents and suppliers that will assist in driving business to
company properties (e.g. travel agents, tour group operators etc.)
Handles demanding guests and resolves issues
Ensures compliance at all times to regulatory requirements and company policy
Supervises VIP Hosts

The main responsibility of a Business Development Manager was to bring in new players to the casino.
When asked about the responsibility of establishing networks with third parties, both Business
Development Managers stated that the use of a third party contractor was cost prohibitive. Additionally,
most of the VIP clients that they alt;ract are through word of mouth and fostering relationships through
interaction. Interaction may include sharing a meal together at a restaurant off site. It seemed that the
Business Development Managers were cognizant of the importance of maintaining a level of separation

with their VIP clients.
The duties and responsibilities of the Executive Host VIP were as follows:
Coordinates all Casino Hosts
Manages the performance of staff
Scheduling
Manages all cost elements within the department
Develops relationships with guests and customer group representatives
Retains a thorough knowledge of internal control and regulatory policies and procedures. Liaises
with govemment regulators.

o
o
o
r
o
o
o

Issues Comps
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of policy
The role was more managerial in nature as it coordinated Casinos Hosts by ensuring adherence
any
redirect
to
trained
and procedure. Althougi'the Executive Host VIPs were on call 2417 , they were
Host
Fxecutive
rutrriut issues arising #om client interaction to the persons on duty. For examplg one
VIp explicitly statedihat they do not come in to thJcasino on their day offregardless of the issue. The
responsible for
Executive Host VIP *u, ooir"rponsible for attracting new players; however, they were
maintaining the loyalty of current players.
The duties and responsibilities of the Casino Host MP were as follows:
Identifies and develops relationships with regular guests
Monitors the arrival, stay, and departure of VIP guests
Supervises Hosts (beverage servers)
Ensures the guests are made to feelcomfortable

o
o
o
o
o

Issues comps

share was
The Casino Host VIp was not a salaried position and participated in the tip pool where their
the
guest.
During
25o/o. They also provided translation services if it was requested by the VIP
greatest
interviews, it was evident that the Business Development Manager VIP position had the

exposure to VIP guests.
Personal Responsibilities: Summary of Findings

of
The personal responsibilities of VIP employees centered on the development and maintenance
ULC
Vancouver
goth
Parq
and
GriaiCanadian Gaming Corporation
relationship wittr Vtp patrons.
were
heads
applied u d"""nt ulired nlaoug"*ent structure whereby VIP employees.under th9 lgpartment
giueo grruter autonomy in de-cision making with overlapping duties and responsibilities. Conversely,
6ut"rnly implemented u -ot" centralized management structure whereby most VIP employees
(excluding dusiness Development Hosts and Eiecutive Host VIP) were not expected to maintain contact
with VIP patrons outside their hours of employment.
with VIP patrons,
Due to the personal responsibilities of VIP employees to develop and maintain rapport
and Parcl
Corporation
a conflict of interest may exist. This risk is greater with Great Canadian Gaming
Vancouver ULC.
Transactions
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation: River Rock Casino Resort / Hard Rock Casino
was limited to
The VIp Guest Relations Manager's or VIP Guest Relations Host's role in transactions
cage personnel
as
cash
necessary
This
was
translation services from Mandarin or Cantonese to English.
or VIP
Manager
Relations
Guest
.or.*i.uted solely in English. The problem arises where the VIP
the
For
example,
purposes.
Guest Relations Host may ianslate in a manner that was inaccurate for AML
it
player
did
when
VIp Guest Relations Manager could tell the cash cage staffthat money belonged to the
not. The VIp Guest Relati6ns Manager or VIP Gueit Relations Host were subject to annual or bi-annual
privy to a visual
,Go omt on AML and corporate poliiies. It was also noted that Surveillance was only
AML policies and
about
asked
When
cage.
cash
room
VIP
in
the
feed as there was no audio
process
and policy in
corporate
the
to
describe
was
able
procedures during the interview, each individual

,o*"ill*.,
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place. It was noted by the VIP Guest Relations Managers and VIP Guest Relations Host that revenues
generated in the VIP rooms rapidly decreased after new recommendations requiring bank drafts with
receipts was directed by the Attorney General to BCLC in early January 2018.
Parq Vancouver

ULC: Parq Vancouver

All VIP employees were knowledgeable in Anti-Money Laundering policies in place. Additionally, they
were well aware of the recommendations currently in place regarding bank drafts and receipts. The
employees also expressed that revenues were greatly affected due to the new recommendations in place
as VIP players have decreased buy in amounts to circumvent the new recommended reporting
requirements mandated by the Attorney General in early January 2018. When asked if VIP players were
advised to decrease buy in amounts for the purpose of avoiding the reporting threshold, each employee
responded in the negative.
Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa

A separate policy document on large cash and suspicious financial transactions existed. Each individual
interviewed understood the policy and procedure and was able to explain the transaction process in detail
during the interview. There was a general sentiment among the employees that revenues decreased
substantially due to the new recommendations in plaoe with respect to bank drafts and receipts.
Additionally, employees were adamant that they did not suggest to VIP clients to circumvent the
reporting threshold in order to gamble.
Suspicious Transactions: Summary of Findings

It was found that the new recommendations requiring bank drafts and receipts directed by the Attorney
General to BCLC in January 2018 greatly affected revenue of all three operators. However, during the
interviews it was found that the VIP players were circumventing the new recommended reporting
recluirements by buying in below the reporting threshold of

$

10,000.

VIP Room Operations
Great Canadian Gamine Corporation: River Rock Casino Resort / Hard Rock Casino
As previously mentioned, policies of VIP rooms mirror common internal policies governing the gaming
floor. As such, special policies for VIP rooms were non-existent. Gaming floor managers and cash cage
managers in the VIP rooms were shared with the gaming floor, meaning, additional special oversight for
large buy-ins at the table and VIP room cash cage were non-existent. Traditionally, the Director of VIP
Guest Relations managed the VIP rooms autonomous of the general gaming floor. Communication with
the current General Manager was minimal according to the VIP Guest Relations Managers and VIP
Guest Relations Host. At the time of the interviews, the General Manager had oversight of the VIP
rooms through his Assistant General Manager.
Parq Vancouver

ULC: Parq Vancouver
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gaming
mirror conxnon internal policies governing the
As previously mentioned, policies o_f vIP rooms
Gaming floor managers and cash cage
floor. As such, special policies for VIP rogms were non-existent'
oversight for
*;shared *itn tne gaming floor,.meaning, additional special
managers in the vlp
floor
gaming
for
training
Special
large buy-ins at the taUle an4 VIP room tutft GJ*ere-non-existent'
VIP
many
with
As
Vtp rooms appears to be lacking'
managers and cash cage managers specific for
to operate autonomously of the gaming floor'
operations, parq VanJo.rner's VIP areas seem

#;;

Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa

ThepolicyofVlProomsmirrorcornmoninternalpoliciesgoverningthegamingfloor'However'tlte
..vlp Standard operating parameters,, *.t.-ui*iilplemerited in orier to reduce the revel of perceived
VIP .li.ot. Gaming floor managers.and cash cage
conflict of interest between an employee and a
oversight for
*"r. ,t *.A *irn in. gaming floor,.mJaning' additional special
managers in the VIP ;;;
floor
gaming
Special training for
large buy-ins at the ,uUf" *O Vfp ,oot ,urh .ugJ*.r.-noo-existent'
appears to be lacking'
-f"["i, and cash "ug" *ougers specific for Vtp rooms

VIP Room Operations: Summary of Findings
policies governing the gaming floor'
VIP Room operations implement common internal
special policies fol VF^ rooms were nonCanadian Gaming C"rp;;ii"" and Parq VancouveiUlC,
poricy througir the 'vlp standard operating Parameters"
existent. Gateway caiinos have imprementeJ
that were specifically drafted for the VIP rooms'
For Great

VIP E

Managers an{ vIP Guest Relations Host varied
The range of compensation for vIP Guest Relations
Manaler and vIP Guest Relations Host positions
from $45,000 to $7o,ooo. The vlp Guest R;i;li;;;
However' the VIP Guest
and did not putiitiputJin abonus proglam'
were not participants i" ii",iJpoof
^Go"rt
participants in the corporate stock option
nehtions uo-rt
Relations Managers *o vip
program.

*"i.

Parq Vancouver

ULC:

Parq Vancouver

The compensation for each position was as follows:

oDirectorofCustomerDevelopment-$l10,000withabonusupto20o/o
with various bonus structures
o Customer Oeveiopment Executive - $77,000 to $120,000various
bonus structures'
o customer Development Host - $45,000 to $51,000 with
did not participate in the tip pool'
Additionally, the aforementioned VIP ernployees
Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa
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follows:
The compensation for each position was as
on
$165,000 plus quarterly bonuses based
Executive Director VIP Business Development:
performance
to $70,000 plus performance bonuses
Business Development Manager VIP: $50,000
plus performance bonuses
Executive Host vtp' $so,ooo to $zo,0oo
in tip pool
Host vlp: $18.00 to $20.00 per hour with2lYoparticipation

e

o
o
o

casino

pool'
employees did not participate in the tip
Additionally, the aforementioned salaried MP

VIP Employee Compensation: Summary of Findings
the vIP
low for the responsibilities carried by many of
The salaries reported seemed unexpectedly
low
d". to trr. t ign n.t wealih of VIP patrons and unexpectedly
employees. rr,is may
compensation of the VIP employees'

fJ;;;[
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Gifts, and Gratuities
Great Canadian Gaming Corporation: River Rock Casino Resort / Hard Rock Casino
The VIP Guest Relations Managers and VIP Guest Relations Host stated that participation in the tip pool
was not allowed due to internal corporate policies. If a wealthy patron insisted on the acceptance of a
tip, they were directed by the VIP Guest Relations Manager or VIP Guest Relations Host on duty to give
the amount to the dealer or cash cage for tip pooling purposes. Most non-monetary gifts or gratuities
given to the VIP Guest Relations Managers or VIP Guest Relations Host were in the form of tea or
ireats. The VIP Guest Relations Managers and VIP Guest Relations Host also communicated that they
had not accepted any monetary or luxury item compensation from wealthy patrons in the Casino or

privately
Parq Vancouver

ULC:

Parq Vancouver

Participation in the tip pool for Customer Development department personnel was strictly prohibited.
Additionally, the acceptance of gifts was not permitted over a value of $ 100. Most gifts that were
offered are in the form of tea or baked goods. However, due to the employees' close relationship with
clients, further due diligence into the employees willbe required.
Gateway Casinos: Starlight/Grand Villa
As previously mentioned, only non-salaried employees participated in the tip pool. All gifts offered by
VIP clients must be reported. Employees may only accept gifts under $100 after receiving permission
from their supervisor. It was noted that there was some confusion during the interviews as to what the
exact policy was with regard to accepting gifts.
Tips- Gifts. and Gratuities: Summary of Findings

It was widely reported by VIP employees that gifts in the form of tea or baked goods were gifted by VIP
patrons from time to time. Tips are outright refused by the VIP employees and VIP patrons are directed
io tip the dealer or the cash cage. Employees may only accept gifts up to a certain threshold dependent
on the company they work for. However, there was some confusion as to what was permissible under
the policy.

DISCUSSION
Although there were broad similarities in how the different casino operators managed their respective
VIP rooms, it was apparent that each company had created its own standard as far as titles, duties,
responsibilities, restrictions and oversight of the VIP rooms. All of the facilities used BCLC's mandatory
table game and cash cage procedures as a foundation adding speoific corporate policy as needed.
Gateway Casino alone had a written set of procedures specific to VIP Operations.
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The implication of using BCLC standard casino rules for the VIP rooms assumes that these areas do not
require special consideration. This is despite the physical separation of VIP rooms with some having
separate entrances restricting access to a small subset of players. Additionally, each casino operator
created a number of specific VIP room related staffpositions with their own chain of command and
compensation structure separate from the rest of the casino floor. VIP rooms and players were treated as
from
a dili'erent business line than the rest of the gaming floor. These areas were treated as autonomous
procedures
should
policies
and
therefore,
customers,
the rest of the casino by staff, management, and
reflect this.
Each casino company used differing titles for

MP employees. The duties, compensation

and

responsibilities ilereioconsistent from company to company. Determining which VIP personnel at each
taciity requiring CREG registration will focus on a risk analysis of actual duties and authorities of each
individual thatmay affect the integrity of gambling in British Columbia.
The investigation was focused on analysis and recommendations related to three questions as follows:

Whether individuals currently registered as gaming workers under Personnel Registration
(pREG) and employed in VIP rooms should require registration under Corporate Registration
(CREG);
Each company implemented unique management structures for their VIP operations, however, the
autonomy-of [osts or guest relations personnel is a consistent element throughout all structures' All sites
reviewed were consistint in reporting structure as all personnel involved in VIP operations reported
directly to the senior petsoooei managing VIP rooms. Currently, there are an estimated fifty gaming
personnet involved irthe VIP rooms across the lower mainland. However, there would be only an
estimated fifteen to twenty personnel requiring registration under CREG if registration was limited to
personnel with a supervisory operationaivlP role in the lower mainland. It is important to note that the
itersonal Disclosure Form (Standard) is an intentionally intrusive application process. This process
allows for information such as personal finances be disclosed to GPEB for further scrutiny. Due to the
lower salary levels, a risk between hosts and wealthy patrons may exist.

Whether junkets or independent consultants are utilized in attracting wealthy patrons to VIP
rooms in bC casinos as those companies or individuals would require registration;
Evidence ofjunket operators or independent consultants utilized by casino operators was non-existent.
Individual employees interviewed, seniot management, and compliance of each operator confirmed that
these services were not utilized.
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ENF'ORCEMENT
BRANCH
\Mhether current procedures governing VIP rooms are sufficient in mitigating risk arising
from money laundering.
The casino companies operate their facilities using corporate policies under the overall framework of
BCLC casino, cash cage, and AML standards. While no direct evidence that these varying corporate
standards added to the risk of money laundering exist, implementing a consistent set of best practices
dictated by BCLC and used in all VIP rooms would be beneficial on several levels.
First, it would ensure that customers would be treated the same in all BC casinos and could not "shop
around" for casinos where standards are weaker or staffare not trained as well in AML and other
practices.
Second, it woutd allow a consistent standard throughout the industry which could be easily audited by
GPEB Compliance staff as they are able to do on cash handling, table game play, surveillance, responsible
gambling, and other aspects of casino operations.

Third, it would provide a built in standard for any new casinos opened in BC such as those planned in
Delta and Victoria.
Fourth, it would ensure that all casino staffare trained to the same standard and that staffmoving from
one company

to another are already cognizant ofthe standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations from CREG are based on the investigation pertaining to VIP operations

1. GPEB recommend to BCLC to implement universal VIP operations policies. Areas that should be
considered when designing these policies include:
Standards of conduct between VIP staff and customers including acceptance of gratuities, gifts or
benefit.
Control and auditing of staffgratuities, gifts orbenefits.
VIP staff orientation and annual training.
Clarification of responsibilities for all stafr involved in VIP services including VIP hosts, cash cage
staff, surveillance and management.

o
o
o
o

2. GPEB implement

3.

a system for audits of

VIP rooms to ensure compliance with these standards.

GPEB require one VIP room guest services director (or equivalent) for each of the five lower
mainland casinos to apply for registration as a senior employee (total of 5; through Corporate
Registration.
The Personal Disclosure Form (Standard) is an intentionally intrusive application process that
imposes a high barrier of entry into the BC gaming industry. Through this process, additional
information such as personal finances may be requested by GPEB for further scrutiny.
Investigation into the finances of individuals is deemed necessary in order to determine if past,
current, or present risks involving external compensation from clients to employees exist due to
the relatively low compensation provided to the positions investigated.

o
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Since the casino companies use different titles and duties for their
required to determine precisely which employees will be required.
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Cliff: 554326
Date Prepared: September 20,2018

Clitr

Septernber XXtt', 2018

554326

Jirn Lightbody, CEO

British Columbia Lottery Corporation

2940YirfialWay
Vancouver, BC
V5M 04'6
Dear Mr. Lightbody,

RE: Recommendation to BCLC for developing and implementing VIP Operational
Standards, Policies & Procedures

This letter is intended to provide the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) with a
recommendation from the Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch (GPEB) to develop and implement
standards, policies and procedures for Casino VIP operations across BC.
GPEB recently conducted an investigation into Casino VIP room operations and activity. This
investigation was triggered by recent events involving suspicious transactions and high wealth casino
patrons in Casino VIP rooms in the lower mainland. The investigation took into consideration the
following factors: whether individuals currently registered as gaming workers and employed in Casino
VIP rooms should require enhanced registration under the corporate registration; whether junkets or
independent consultants are utilized in attracting wealthy patrons to Casino VIP roorns in BC and if
there may be registration requirement implications as a result; and whether cllrrent procedures
governing Casino VIP rooms are suffrcient in mitigating any risks arising from money laundering. The
investigation reviewed the staff and procedures at the VIP rooms of Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation's (GCGC) River Rock Casino Resort and Hard Rock Casino locations; Gateway's Grand
Villa Casino and Starlight Casino locations; and Parq Vancouver ULC Parq Vancouver location.
Based on my review of the findings and conclusions of this investigation,

I am implementing the

following:
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Cliff: 554326
Date PrePared: SePtember 20,2018

Cliff:554326

September XXtr', 2018

Jim Lightbody, CEO

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virrual WaY
Vancouver, BC
V5M 0A6
Dear Mr. LightbodY,

implementing VIP operational
RE: Recommendation to BCLC for developing and
Standards, Policies & Procedures
Lottery Cotp-or11gn (BCLC) with a

This letter is intended to provide the British Columbia
policy & Enforcement Branch (-cppg) to develop and irnplement
recommendation from the Gaming

standards,policiesandprocedu'.'fo'CasinoVlPoperationsacrossBC.

vIP room operations andactivity' This
GPEB recently conducted an investigation into casino
suspicious trinsactions and high wealth casino
investigation was triggered by recent events involving
itre investigation took into consideration the
patrons in Casino Vfirooms in the lower mainland.
as gaming workers and employed in Casino
following factors: whether individuals .uoeotty itgisttred
or
registration rrn'Oer the corporate registration; whetherjunkets
VIp rooms should r.qoir.
if
BC
and
in
rooms
VIP
CaJino
to
"ofr*ced
patrons
wealtlry
independent consultaits are utilized in itt aciing
as a iesutt; and whether current procedures
implicati6ns
there may u. ,.girt
any risks arising from moneylaundering. The
governing casino vrp ioo*i are sufficient i"-itiguti"g
Vtp rooms of Great Canadian Gaming
investigation reviewed th" tt"f *a procedures aittre
casino locations; Gateway's Grand
an{}ara
corporation's (GCGC) River Rock casino
Vancouver ULC Parq Vancouver location'
Villa Casino and Starlight Casioo locations; and Parq

aii;;;q;.;;nt

il9*

!1t

of this investigation,
Based on my review of the frndings and conclusions

I

am implementing the

following:
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o
o
o

Operation Standards,
Recommend that BCLC develop and implement universal Casino VIP
policies and procedures into the BCLC basino and community Gaming centre standards,
Policies and Procedures manual.
with these standards'
GpEB implement a system for audits ofVIP rooms to ensure compliance
of the five lower
for
each
GpEB require one VIp room guest services director (or equivalent)
5)
(total of through Corporate
mainland casinos to apply for iegistration as a senior employee
Registration.

and Procedures should address:
The BCLC universal Casino VIP Operation Standards, Policies
acceptance of gratuities, gifts or
including
Standards of conduct between VIP staff and customers
benefit.
Control and auditing of staff gratuities, gifts or benefits'

r

o
o
o

VIP stafforientation and annual training'
including WP hosts' cash cage
Clarification of responsibilities for all staffinvolved in VIP services
staff, surveillance and management'

me
If you have any questions or concems please do not hesitate to contact
Sincerely,

Sam

Macleod

Assistant Deputy Minister
Gamrng Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of the AttorneY General

Cc:

Kim Bruce, Executive Director LRC
Anna Fitzgerald" Executive Director Compliance

Unit Arvard
GPEB is n 2018 recipient of the BC Public Service Top Work
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Oetober 10, 2018

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
3rd Floor - 910 Government Street
PO BOX 9310 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria, BC VBW9NI

Attention:

playing it right

Sam MacLeod

Assistant DePutY

M

inister

Dear Sam:

Re: Response to

Recommendation for developing
Operational Standards. Policies & Procedures

&

implementing VIP
74 West Saymour str€et

I

Kamloops, BC v?C 1E2

Procedures.

F

write in response to your recent letter regarding recommendations for the
development and implementation of VIP Operational Standards, Policies &
BGLG will immediately undertake the work necessary to draft policies and procedures
that will govem service provider interactions with VIP customers. ln order to ensure
that our policies align with expected outcomes, we need some fufther clarification
from you regarding the definition of 'VlP rooms'. \Nhile there are private VIP rooms at
most facilities, many 'VlP' players also play in other areas of the casinos. Our Casino
team will reach out to your team for clarification.

T

250,628.5500
250.828.5531

2940 Virtual Way
VancouvB( Bc VsM 0AB

T 604,215.0649
F 804.225.6424
bclc,com

ln addition to the above clarification, BCLC offers the following comments on the
proposed changes:

.

BCLC encourages GPEB to consider requiring that all serMce proMder
employees whose role is primarily related to marfteting or hosting customers

who play at high dollar value tables or private gaming salons must be
registered as a senior employee rather than just requiring one senior
employee per site. Expanding the requirement will demonstrate the need for
seMce providers to proMde adequate levels of supeMsion and expertise in
complying with operational requirements.

.

BCLC suggests that GPEB consider requiring service providers, as part of
their terms of registration, to create a reporting structure so that all senior
hosting staff report directly to the general manager of a facility.

.

VIP players are free to wager anywhere within a facility. We note that you
intend to institute audits of VIP rooms which may not address the issue if
what you ar:e trying to monitor is the interac,tion between staff and the VIP
Player. lf it is the interaction that is of import, we suggest that the audit
recommendation be broadened to capture the interac{ion of VlPs and staff,
wherever it may occur within the facility.

.

Currently, each service provider is free to determine its own definition of what
constitutes a 'VlP' player which enables the service provider to make the
decision based on their particular business needs. Generally, a VIP
designation is given to a player based on the amount of spend that occurs
over a period of time. BCLC intends to create policy that will direct the

8C1C0008096

1205
service provider on appropriate actions once the 'VlP' designation is made but still leave the
service provider the discretion to decide when the designation is appropriate.

ln developing its own policies, BCLC must ensure that the policies do not contravene labour or
tax laws and effectively have BCLC stand in place of the seMce provider as the employer.
We look fonnrard to working collaboratively with GPEB in developing effective controls for service provider
interaction with VIP players.

cc:

Brad Desmarais, VP, Casino & Community Gaming
Rob Kroeker, CCO & VP, Legal, Compliance, Security
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Deputy Ministeds committee on Anti-Money Laundering
Meeting Date:

Thursday, December L3, 2OI8

MeetingTime:

8:00 am

Meeting Location:

11th Floor Executive Boardroom

-

9:30 am

-

1001 Douglas Street

Meeting ParticiPants:

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
.
o
o

Doug Scott, AG (Chair)
Lori Wanamaker, FIN
Mark Sieben, PSSG
Jim LightbodY, BCLC
Sam Macleod, GPEB

Jillian Hazel, GPEB
Jennifer GallawaY, BCLC
Megan Harris, AG
Michele Jaggi-Smith, GPEB (Guest)
Dave Boychuk, GPEB (Guest)

MINUTES

Approvalof Agenda and previous minutes

L

No changes to the agenda'

APPRoVED:Previousmeeting,sminutesWereapprovedwithnotesbelow.

Actionitem#3wasconfirmed;GPEBwillconducttheauditinadditiontoBCLC,sinternalaudit
recommendations will still need process
team. Verification process and audit for GPEB only
confirmation.
BCLC Board

status of the recommendations'
would like an update at each board meeting on the

board dates'
ACTION #1:Jennifer to provide AMLS with
of recommendations ahead of each board
ACTIoN #2: AMLS to provide BCLC with summary

meeting.
2.

Overview of suggested future legislation

MicheleJaggi-Smithpresentedscopeandtimelineforfuturelegislation.
community Gaming Grants to be brought back into
suggestion was made that consideration for
confirmed that this has been discussed and is
the fold of GPEB should be an option. Michele
ongoing.

of legislation should include any services that
Discussions taking place during the development
and
ln addition, policy around compliance
can help with corporate registiation and certification'
unregulated online gambling need to be reviewed/developed'
approved by DMC'
AppROVED: Scope and timeline for legislation
3.

Briefing on regulator model
consideration of a future regulator
Jillian and Dave presented draft options for ministerial
model.

AMLDMCOOl3.OOO2

1208

Deputy Minister's Committee on Anti-Money Laundering
*Meeting went in camera at 9:00 am. Jim and Jennifer exited the meeting'
*General meeting resumed at 9:20 am. Jim and Jennifer rejoined the meeting'
ACTION #3: AMLS
4.

to restructure the briefing note and share with DMC.

Update on Phase 2 German review and request for data
portal between Nov' 18
IVlegan provided a statistical update on information shared through tip
and Dec. 12.

off line'
ln the interest of time, further discussion around request for data was taken

5.

policy implementation (>$3K buy-in lD checks)
DMC had no concerns with proposed policy implementation'

New

BCLC

All further items were deferred due to limited time.
The meeting ended at 9:30 am
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Deputy Minister's Committee on Anti-Money Laundering
Meeting Date:

ThursdaY, June 18, 2019

Meeting Time:

8:15am

Meeting location:

11th Floor Executive Boardroom
Or via SkYPe conference details

-

9:45am

-

1001 Douglas Street

Meeting Participants:

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
r

Doug Scott, AG (Chair)

Lori Wanamaker, FIN
Mark Sieben, PSSG
Jim LightbodY, BCLC
Adam Kubel, Guest

Sam MacLeod, GPEB
Jillian Hazel, GPEB

Jennifer GallawaY, BCLC
Megan Harris, AG
Barbera Pearson (minutes)

MINUTES

L.

Approval of Agenda and previous minutes'
o No Change to the agenda
o APPROVED: Meeting Minutes from May 2' 20L9 with edits'update provided'
o Action ltems from May 2"d meeting discussed, and status
o Action ltem #2 = comPleted
o Action ltem #3 = Number of Refused STR's = 233

oActionltem#3=MeetingtobescheduledwithPeterGerman.

o
2.

Next Regularly scheduled meeting is on July

t6' 2079'

impacted)
Recommendation R5/6 discussion (R7, R8, R9, l1a
German recommendations related to
of
Analysis
558735
#
Note
o Refer to eriefing
and Reports Analysis centre of
casino reporting obligations to the FinancialTransactions
Canada (FINTRAC)'

information including
o The briefing note was redrafted to reflect updated
Dr. German's proposed
on
feedback
FINTRAC,s i"rponr" to BCLC requesting
process'
the tools required to
o peter German felt that the service providers already have

raisethresholdlevelsofUFTstothatofanSTRandtoreportdirectlyto
FINTRAC.

o

Service Providers do not support this proposed change'

oF|NTRACreportingmaymovetoa3-dayturnaround-thistimelineistobe
confirmed.

oCanBCLCcontinueasstatusquoifF|NTRACmovesfroma30daytoa3
daY rePorting timeline?

Decision made on R5/6
aPProved

-

and process
Option #1tO COntinue with current reporting structure

AM1DMC0044.0002

121

1

Deputy Ministe/s committee on Anti-Money Laundering
is a change in

there
o Further discussion regarding responsibility and unless
legislationtheserviceprovidersdonotholdultimateresponsibility.
Provide.r reporting
o CJncern was raised ttrat it thresholds change for Service
is a risk that not as many
(moving from UFT thresholds to STR thresholds), there
STRs will be filed'
option with
to be scheduled with Peter German to review recommended
Meeting
Action ltem:
Dr. German

3.

]TRAK) discussion
Recommendation 1.0 (Regulator/DPU access to
to
insert |TRAK Terminals into Gaming, Policy &
Peter German report recommendation
Enforcement Branch (GPEB) offices'
o The systems contain a great deal of personal information'
be off side
privacy Assessment rias completed, and it was determined that this would

o

o

A

of

Solicito rlBl ient Privilege
Action ltem:

BCLC

to request

a meeting

OCIO and

guidance.

4. Completion and closure report discussion

#2 approved
Comptetion report for interim recommendation

5. Executive

o

Roadmap and timeline review

(this translatestoSt% of the entire
15 of 49 recommendations have been addressed
rePort being comPleted'

oEstimatedthatanadditional2lofthe43recommendationstobeaddressedinJuly
2019 and approximatelyTOo/o by December 2OL9'

Meeting adjourned at 9:15am
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November 15,2018

Deputy Minister Committee
c/o Office of the AttorneY General

bele
playing it right

provide comments
British columbia Lottery corporation (BcLc) has been asked to
on u p.pored "siandards-Based tUbOet for Gambling Regulation" presentation'
fhls meilo will address two specific areas related to the potential impacts on the
and
conduct and manage mandate for gaming in BC. BCLC acknowledges
contained
prouinl"'s
recommendations
the
all
desire to implemeni
;;il;; in"
within the Dr. German rePort.

74

\teol

$eynrottr.$lteet.

Kqn)loaps,80 VfC 1F2

ln order to assist the Province with its analysis on how best to implement the
recommendations, we offer the following for your consideration:

The Use of Standards to Conduct and Manaqe Gaminq

The Gaming controt Acf creates two separale mandates:. the conduct,
r"n"gem"nl and operation of gaming on.behalf of the Province by BCLC and the

;;ilhi;ry oversighi of gaming integrity, charitable gaming and horseracing by the
GJming Policy Enforcement Branch (GPEB)'

I

250.828.5500

F

250.628.5031

294(r virtual WaY
Vancouvrlr, BC VSM OAn

'i

604.?15.0049

F

604.2?5.G424

l)clc.c()ln

Redacted by BC r
Public lnterest
lmmunity
the
Thus, Ontario's Gaming ControlAcf S'O. 1992, Chapter 24 explicitly limits
regulator's authoritY as follows:

Other standards and requirements
3.S (1) lf the regulations have not prescribed standards and requirements
in writing
for a matter deJcribed in this section, the Registrar may establish

standards and requirements for the conduct, management and operation
gaming site or
of gaming sites, loitery schemes or businesses related to a
that conduct,
to
related
goods
services
or
for
oi
scheme
a iotter/
dealwlth,
requirements
and
standards
iflhe
operation
or
munagement

8CLC0005846

8C1C0005846
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entering gaming sites or
(a) prohibiting or restricting certain persons from
schemes;
PlaYi ng lotterY

(b)the prevention of unlawful activities;
(c) the integrity of a lottery scheme;

gaming sites or lottery
(d) surveillance, security and access related to
schemes;
(e) internal controls;

money equivalents;
(f)the protection of assets, including money and
garnbling; and
(g) the protection of players and responsible

2011, c' 9'
(h) the keeping of records, including financial records.
Sched' 17, s. 5.

Thus,theregulatorinontariocanonlyissuestandardsfortheenumerateditems
covered in the regulations' This
and only if that mattei r,* noi "rr"aoy ueln
to direct the.industry through
government
breserves the legislative authority of the
in limited specific areas if
action
oiiect
ti;" idgurrtotio

idii'ffiJ;il# il;ilt;

its expectations in regulations.
the government has noi'uir*rOy Jet out
BC?
Why is this an impoilant consideration for

Redacted bY BC
r Public lnterest
lmmunitY
lssuance of Directives:

to issui
al
tnl
CurrentlY, the GCA require s that GP
lnterest lmmunitY
Public
BC
bY
Redacted
icable to BCLC,
a directive that is
- Public lnterest lmmun ity
BC
bY
Redacted
of BCLC are subject to ihe oversight of
As a Crown Corporation, the operations
appointed'.. u Itimately, it is the
ffi;cLC Board'of Directors who are government
to its shareholder, the
accountable
and
;;rtd ;i pii""tott ilrat-is iesponsible.Thus'
are issued (either bY
directives
when
Province for the op"ruiion* of bclc'

z
8C1C0005846.02

8C1C0005846

121 5
the Minister or by GPEB with ministerial approval), the BCLC Board has the legal
obtigation to ensure that BCLC is in full compliance. lt is not acc.urate to say that
ther6 is no ability to enforce non-compliance with a directive as the minister can,
at any time, revoke the board appointments and replace the board'
When a directive is issued, it is the BCLC Board that must determine how BCLC
will meet its compliance obligation. BCLC has corporate bylaws that govern its
operations and it is imperative that the BCLC Board maintain its discretion to direct
the operations of the corporation while complying with its bylaws.

ln the past, any ministerial directives had BCLC consultation and input prior to
being issued. This process enables the BCLC Board to address any operational
or legal considerations Prior to a directive binding BCLC.

Redacted by BC
r Public lnterest
lmmunity
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer l(eim
BCLC, General Counsel

3
8C1C0005846.03
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To:
Cc:

From:
Sent:

Rob KroekerPersonal information ]; John Karlovcec[JPersonal information
Daryl Tottenham[Personal information
]; Bal Bamra[Personal information ]

BalBamra

Wed'1010412019 1:22:20 AM
Su$ect FW: Cash in casinos
Cash Analvsis 2015 to 2018.docx

Hi Rob/John,
Please review the attached document with respect to the highlighted request below.
Brad and team did the best they could do with the limited information they had.
Let me know if there is anything that you would like the team to dig into further, or need more
clarification on something.
Thanks,
BAI BAMrA BCom, CAMS
Manager, AML lntelligence
Legal, Compliance & Security Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, VsM 0Ao
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook BCCasinos I Blog I bclc.com
Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and community groups across B.C.

From: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Sent: March-28-19 12:07 PM
To: Jennifer Gallaway <Personal information >; Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Bal Bamra Personal information
Cc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
in
casinos
RE:
Cash
Subject:
Hi Jennifer

This is interesting and helpful. lf I understand correctly, this is for tables only.
Jim,s request, as I understand it, is for total bank notes coming into casinos from outside. That
would be for both tables and slots and would exclude payments from options like casino ATMs,
Globalcash and debit at cage because those transactions do not involve bank notes being brought
into a casino from outside.
Brad R. and Cynkiwillwork on the analysis and keep you looped in
Rob

From: Jennifer Gallaway <JPersonal information >
Sent: March-28-19 1 1 :57 AM
To: Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information

8C1C0004547

121 B
Gc: Brad Desmarais Personal information
Subject: RE: Cash in casinos

Rob Kroeker Personal information

Thanks, Jim.
I have been working with John and Balto track the % change of cash alternatives over time,
although it is only for $10K and above. The chart is below and I am just confirming some details
with the AML group, so it is not to be shared yet. But, it does reveal interesting patterns beginning
in Jan 2015. I think looking at the values as ao/o prevents any misinterpretation of churn and actual
total value of cash coming into the facility. Once it is finalized, I will share with the group to see if
there is interest in disseminating it further.

Cash Alternatrves Over Time
70
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Jennifer Gallaway, uea
lnterim Director, AML ResPonse
Personal information

From: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Sent: March 28,2019 11:21 AM
To: Jennifer Gallaway Personal information
Rob Kroeker Personal information
Gc: Brad Desmarais Personal information

8C1C0004547.02

121

I

Subject: Cash in casinos
Jennifer;
Fyl, Sam and Jillian have asked if we're working on the follow up from the DMC re amount of cash
in casinos. l,ve tasked Brad and Rob with this and they are getting Cynki and Brad Rudnickito help
l,ve told them to loop you in as well to support and provide the info to Jillian and ADMC/DMC'
Thanks,
Jim

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO

BCLC Head Office
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BC V2C 1E2
T Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VsM 0A6
TPersonal information

bclc-com

BC1C0004547.03
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BRITISH

Cor-uMete

CONFIDENTIAL
October 4,2017

Mr. John Mazure
Assistant Deputy Minister and General Manager
Gaming Policy and Enfbrcement Branch
Ministry of AttorneY General
3td Floor - 910 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W 9J4
Mr. Jim LightbodY
CEO and President

British Columbia Lottery Corporation
2940 Virtual WaY
Vancouver, BC V5M 046
Dear Mr. Mazure and

Mr' LightbodY:

Re: Media reports by Sam Cooper in Postmedia News
that suggests a sensitive BCLC
This morning, a Postmedia news story includes information
Branch was leaked to fepoder
internal document provided to the Gaming Policy Enforcement
Sam Cooper.
he has published that rely,
Today,s report by Mr. cooper is the most recent in a series of reports
and the RCMP' I am gravely
according to him, on internal sources within GPEB and/or BCLC,
what appears to be a very
concerned that leaks from the BC government could compromise
serious, intemational RCMP investigation'

that leaking
I request that you urgently reinforce for all staffin your respective organizations
of
to journalists is grounds for immediate termination. There is a Freedom

information
that information
Information pfocess that vets any documents for public release to ensure
released does not compromise law enforcement investigations.

Ministry of
Attorney General

Office of the
Arrorney General

MailingAddress:
pO Box 9044 Stn Prov Govr
Victoria BC V8'{(/ 982

Tclcphoncr 250 387-1 866
Facsimile: 250 387-6411

ernail: AG,Minister@gov.bc.ca
wcbsitc: www.gov.bc.ca/ag

8C1C0015846
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n

While I understand the frustration that some staff may have felt under the previous
administration, that administration is no longer in power. Our new government, under the
We
direction of the premier, takes allegations of eriminality related to BC gaming very seriously.
are addressing the issue with the assistance of Peter German, a lawyer and former Deputy
is
Commissioner of the RCMP who is an expert in anti-money laundering law in Canada. This
the first step of many significant reforms to come.
Staffconcemed about money laundering should understand that leaking information in an
attempt to encourage action on money laundering could frustrate their own goals' Leaks could
prevent the successful detection, arrest and prosecution of individuals and organizations involved
in money laundering under ongoing and apparently very active RCMP investigations'

If

leaks continue, I

will

be taking significant steps to increase security of documents and

information in your organizations.
Yours truly,

,QC
Attomey General

8C1C0015i846.02
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Kevi n Sweeney[Personal information

To:

Ross Alderson

Frcm:

Wed 2017-1G04 9:18:16 PM
Re: BCLC Employee and Contractor Gonfidentiality Agreement

Sent:

Su$ect:
trrrrrtr)rtrt,

Agreed.
Ross Alderson

Director, AML & lnvestigations
BCLC

From: Kevin SweeneY
Date: October 4,2017 at 2:06:55 PM PDT
To: Ross Alderson
subiect: FW: BCLC Employee and contractor confidentiality Agreement
Ross,

was a matter that one of our staff
Should we look into this from a security perspective and determine if this
if in fact this was released by a
members release? we could conduct a potential forensic review to determine
BCLC

or

SP

staff member?

Kevin Sweeney,

cRM

Director, Security, Privacy and Compliance
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC

TPersonal information
Personal information

tYes,

o

Connect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Twitter @BCLCGameSense I YouTube I Bloe I bclc'com

ffi,"tr'"nsruirrio'.e"neratedbyBCLCgamblingactivitieswentbackintohealthcare,education
and communitY grouPs across B.C.
From: Jen Viau On Behalf Of Jim D. Lightbody
Sent: Wednesday, Octobe r 04,2OL7 2:01 PM
lnternal
To: ALL- All Staff OFFICE ; ALL- All Staff REMOTE ; ALL- All Contractors
subject: BCLC Employee and contractor confidentiality Agreement
Hello EverYone,
alleged money laundering, The article
Many of you may have read today's Vancouver Sun article related to the
was not provided to the reporter
which
sun,
g6
report that was obtained by the Vancouver
references a section
provided under a Freedom of
was
knowledge,
my
to
nor,
through a Freedom of lnformation request to BCLC
but I am taking this
information,
for
this
source
reporter's
the
lnformation request by GpEB. We do not know
to
confidentiality.
your
you
commitment
of
opportunity to remind each of
that is confidential. Protecting confidential
As employees (or contractors) we all have access to information
a Confidentiality Agreement when we began
signed
of
us
each
why
practice,
is
That
business
information is a crucial
throughout and beyond our employment
our employment with BCLC and we are expected to abide by this agreement

with

BCLC.

result in disciplinary action against you as per
A breach of confidentiality, whether unintended or deliberate, may
termination.
BCLcs Progressive Discipline Policy, up to, and including,
public release to ensure that information released, among
The Freedom of lnformation process vets documents for

8C1C0016055
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or BCLcs business'
other things, does not compromise law enforcement investigations
of Ethical Business conduct or contact
standards
you
BcLcs
to
read
encourage
I
information,
you
additional
want
lf
Agreement.
your HRA (or contract management) for a copy of the confidentiali4,
Thank you for your attention to this important commitment'

Jim Lightbody
President & CEO
BCLC Head Offlce
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops BCVaCLEz
Personal information

BCLC Marketing & Sales Office
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC V5M 0A6

Personal information

bclc.com

8C1C0016055.02
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Personal information

Ross Alderson[

To:
Cc:
From:
Sent:

lsherwood,

Personal information

]

Jim D. Lightbody
Fri 2017 -12-1 5 8:1 8:43 PM
Re: RA

Sutfect:

Great, thanks

From: Ross Alderson
Date: December 15, 2OL7 atL2t08:23 PM
To: Jim D. Lightbody
Cc: lsherwood, Herb
Subiect: Re: RA
Yes.

PST

I will be there.

Regards
On Dec

l5,2Tl7

12:01 PM, 'Jim D. Lightbody" Personal information

wrote:

Thanks, Ross. Are you able to meet me and Herb at the Norton Rose office downtown at 1:30 pm

today?
Jim

From: Ross Alderson <Personal information
Date: December 15, 2OL7 at 9:47:38 AM PST
To: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Subject: Re: RA
Hi Jim,

I

am prepared

to meet with you this afternoon. I greatly appreciate your email and you making yourself

available.

Let me know where and when and I will be there
Regards
Ross

onFri,Decl5,2017at9:24ANI,JimD.Personal information ote:
Ross,

would really like the opportunity for us to sit down and talk. I read your email and feel for what
you are going through. I asked our counsel, Herb, to reach out to you as well hoping that we can
meet. I will make myself available for you as early as this afternoon. Ross, I am not angry with you.
and talk
I truly care about your well being. Please let us know when you would like to sit down
I

8C1C0010060
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about this.
Sincerely,
Jim

From: Ross Alderson Personal information
Date: December 13, 2Ot7 at 9:05:18 AM PST
To: Jim Liehtbody, Jim D. Lightbody <Personal information
Cc: Jamie Callahan <Personal information
Subject: RA
Dear Jim,

wanted to reach out to you direct to tell you how sorry I am for how this has panned out. I wanted to call
you but I know you will likely be very angry with me so I thought I would try to at least put something down'
I never wanted to hurt BCLC and I thought what I was doing was to help BCLC and show all the great work
that we do. I love my team and they are not just colleagues, but friends. I would never intentionally hurt any
of them and I originally gave myself up to protect them. I thought I was doing the only thing I could in the
circumstances and looking back I have multiple regrets including how negatively it has impacted BCLC. I
have made multiple mistakes in judgement, been deceptive and dishones! particularly since Oct 4. I wish I
had had the courage to speak to you direct on Oct 4 but I guess with you and Brad in Vegas and Rob in ltaly I
went to a lawyer friend as I was so scared. Jim, I am still very scared. When I knew that you would need to
likely share my disclosure with others I panicked. I wish perhaps I hadn't involved lawyers at all but the
thought of possible investigation by third parties and retribution still frightens me and my wife is terrified of
organized crime looking for us. These last few months have been the toughest of my life' They have greatly
impacted my physical and mental health and I made a number of reckless, irrational and stupid decisions,
based on conflicting advice, an affected state of mind from the high level of stress and sleep deprivation I
have been living with. I also know when I made the disclosures I was suffering from the most debilitating
and painful injury I have ever suffered and was off work because if it. That may sound like a weak excuse
but I know that also didn't help my judgement. This has severely impacted my family, although they believe
in me and god knows how I would have coped without their support. So Jim, as BCLC make a decision on my
future I beg you with all my heart to remember not just the Ross since Sept 20t7 butthe Ross of the
previous nine + years at BCLC that gave his heart and sole and ultimately sacrificed his career for this
industry and what I believed was the greater good. The Ross you know from work, from golf and social
events, the devoted father and husband. I know I am not a bad person and I am extremely remorseful for
job
many of my actions which are not who I am, but a reflection of what this process did to me' This
and
of
many
ultimately broke me and and it hurts me that I know I have lost the respect and friendship
wont be able to help them in the transition of the industry. Perhaps I was naive to think that David Eby
would ride in and save the day but that was and is what I was hoping. My closest confidants tell me what I
did was for the greater good and that the industry and the province will be better for it but right now its
hard to rationalize it was all worth it. I understand this letter is all maybe a little too late but I wanted to
clear my conscious because I do value relationships as I know you do. I thank you Jim for the opportunities
you and BCLC have given me over the years and as I said all I beg of you is to consider the impact to my life
and that of my family, whichever decision BCLC decide to go, I am deeply sorry and remorseful over how
I

this played out.
Yours respectfully
Ross Alderson

8C1C0010060.02
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This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary infonnation that eannot be
disclosed without BCLC's permission. lt you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender immediately
and delete the email.

Thls email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contaln confidential or proprietary informatibn that cannot be
dibclosed without BCLG's permission. lf you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately
and delete the emsil,

8C1C0010060.03
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Whistleblower Policy
Approved by:
Last Reviewed:

BCLC Board of Directors
January 2Q15

Purpose
This policy establishes BGLC's expectations and protections for reporting concerns
related to Misconduct in a safe, confidential manner.
SCOPE

This policy applies to all BCLC Board of Directors, employees, and contractors.
This policy applies to issues of alleged Misconduct relating to BCLC. Routine operational issues,
disputes or grievances should be addressed through the process established under BCLC's Redress
Poltpv. Other corporate policies are in place to report matters related to harassment and occupational
health and safety.
CONTEXT

This policy is governed by accountability principles defined by the Government of British Columbia and
ir;
ctor Gui
The latter requires BCLC to
Girid
state how and where employees may seek advice on making a report and the process for reporting
breaches of the Standards of Etlrioal Btrsiness Conduct (SOEBC).
POLICY STATEMENT

BCLC is committed to achieving high standards in honesty, integrity and accountability, to enforcing
adherence to its Standards of Ethical Business Conduct (SOEBC), and to promoting a culture of
openness and transparency in its interaction with employees. BCLC encourages whistleblowing in
order to achieve this commitment. Whistleblowing refers to the act of reporting alleged Misconduct in
accordance with BCLC's Whislleblower Procedures. Whistleblowing enables BCLC to take action
immediately to resolve problems and minimize the risk of damage to our business, players, people,
and the public.
BCLC expects employees and contractors to report situations where there is reasonable grounds to
suspect a BCLC employee or a member of the BCLG Board of Directors has engaged in Misconduct.
Reports conceming Misconduct may be submitted through BCLC's Whistleblower Procedures. BCLC
feats all Complaints as confidential to the fullest extent possible.
BCLC reviews and assesses all Complaints received through the Whistleblower Procedures. Where
warranted, an appropriate, objective and impartial investigation is conducted. BCLC implements
mitigation strategies and/or takes disciplinary action when a Complaint is Well-founded. Once a
Complaint has been completed, BGLC provides notification to the Complainant that states their

I

Noi intended for public distribution.
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the notification may also identify
complaint has been reviewed and closed. For systemic issues,
whether further action was taken.
persons who seek advice about making a Complaint'
BCLC has zero-tolerance for Retaliation against
investigates all allegations of Retaliation
make a Complaint, or participate in an investigation' BCLC
participation in an investigation'
that appear to be connected to a person's report or
POLICY DETAILS

reports Misconduct to a Manager
Reports Received by Managers. where an employee or contactor

report that he or she has the right to report
first, the Manager must explain to the person making the
Regardless of whether the person
Misconduct directly through BCLC's whistleblower Procedures.
to
document the discussion and
a duty
making the report escalates the matter, Managers have

promptlyreportallegedMisconductthroughBCLC,sWhistleblowerProcedures.

Withdrawing Complaints' Complaints cannot be withdrawn'
Respondents are:
Respondent Rights. when a whistleblower investigation is conducted,

I

disciplinary action is taken against
entitled to submit relevant information and evidence before

r

them; and
upon request'
entitled to receive a summary of the investigation findings,

Responsibility ("Governance
complaints concerning BCLC Governance and Gorporate social

conduct of any member of the BCLG
and CSR,,) Committee Members' lf a Complaint concerns the
assigned to the Governance and CSR
Governance and CSR Committee, the roles and responsibilities

CommifteeanditsChair(..CommitteeChair'')withinthispolicywillbeassumedbyothermembersof
respectively.
BCLC's Board of Directors and the chair of the Board,
Procedures may be
Redirecting complaints. complaints received under BCLC's Whistleblower
when Gomplaints are redirected, they must
redirected through other BCLC procedures, if appropriate.

and Retaliation, regardless of the policy
be treated with the same level of protection for confidentiality
or process under which the Complaint is redirected'
illegal activity has occurred,
complaints concerning lllegal Activity. lf a complaint indicates that

a

or regulatory agency' as
complaint may be made directly to the police or other law enforcement
activity'
A complaint may be fonararded to the police if it involves illegal
appropriate.

provided to the Board of Directors by the
Quarterly Reports. A confidential summary report must be
quarterly basis' The report must contain a list of
Governance and GSR Committee Chair on a
quarter, but exclude personal
complaints and their outcomes from the preceding and current

INTERNAL
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information. The report must include the number of: complaints received, complaints in review and
assessment, complaints under investigation (total, internally, and externally), closed with investigation,

and closed without investigation.
Recorcjs mapagemet1t. BCLC must retain records pertaining to a Complaint in compliance with BCLC
policies, lhe Document DisposalAcf, the B.C. Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act,
and the Administrative Records Classification System (ARCS) or the Operational Records
Classification System (ORCS); and subject to safeguards that ensure their confidentiality.
Conti<leiltiaNitv an,6 Prirracy. Maintaining confidentiality is crucial in preventing Retaliation against a
Complainant. BCLC provides a safe avenue to report any situation where there is alleged Misconduct
by treating the identities of those involved in making a report, the subject of an investigation, or
individuals involved in the investigation process as confidential to the fullest extent possible.
Employees and contractors who make a Complaint can expect it to be treated as confidential when
submitted in accordance with BCLC's Whistleblower Procedures'
persons who have knowledge of or participate in an investigation carried out under the Whistleblower
procedures are required to keep the details and results of the investigation confidential. This means
employees and contractors must not share this information with other persons, unless authorized to do
so by the Committee Chair, and must take all reasonable steps to not reveal the identity of a
Complainant, unless required to do so by law.
BCLC is a public body and must comply with B.C.'s Freedom af lnformation and Protection of Privacy
Acf (FlppA). Therefore, records in the custody and under the control of BCLC may be requesied under
the access to information provisions of FIPPA, or by other legal process such as court orders lf this is
the case, BCLC will take steps to maintain the confidentiality of employees and contractors to the

fullest extent possible under the law.
Arronyrnity. Given the technical and logistical requirements of investigating a Complaint, anonymous
complaints may be difficult to resolve when additional information is required. lt is preferred that
allow
Complainants provide their identity and contact information when making a Complaint in order to
and
contact
identity
for follow up and clarification, if necessary. The Whistleblower Advisor withholds
information belonging to a Complainant, unless it is specifically requested by the Gommittee Chair.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Governance and CSR Comrnittee
The Governance and CSR Committee is responsible for:
o

the overall maintenance and operation of this policy;

INTERNAL I Not intended for public distribution
intranet
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r
I

tracking and appropriately resolving all reports
establishing procedures for receiving, investigating,
received under this PolicY;
the confidential reporting of alleged Misconduct;
establishing and maintaining channels to facilitate
Misconduct received through the whistleblower
investigating as appropriate all reports of alleged

r

Procedures; and
corrective actions when a report of Misconduct
determining an appropriate outcome and/or taking

r

is substantiated'

The Committee Chair is responsible for:

.reviewingComplaintsandassessingwhetheraninvestigationiswarranted;

need to be engaged;
determining whether internal or external investigators
advice received from the whistleblower Advisor;
determining an lnvestigation Team based upon
when required' delegating
overseeing investigations, including initiating investigations
reporting the results;
responsibilities for investigating, reviewing and

r
.
.

.determiningwhetheraComplaintisWell-foundedandmakingrecommendationsformitigationand
disciPlinary actions;
and persons who participate in an
protecting the identities of Complainants, Respondents,
personal information confidential to the fullest extent
investigation under this policy by keeping

.

possible;

e
r
.

this policy; ;
maintaining documentation in accordance with
required for preparing quarterly repofis;
maintaining and tracking the appropriate information
whistleblower Advisor' and providing it to the
preparing quarterly reports, with assistance ftom the
Board of Directors; and

.designatinganothermemberofBCLG'sBoardofDirectorstofulfilltheCommitteeChair,sroleand
responsibilitiesduringabsencesandinextenuatingcircumstances'
Whistleblower Advisor
party contracted by BCLC and is responsible for:
The Whisfleblower Advisor is an extemal third

.receivinganddocumentingComplaintsfromemployeesandcontractorsconcerningMisconduct;

.

and persons who participate in an
protecting the identities of complainants, Respondents,
personal information confidential to the fullest extent
investigation under this policy by keeping
possible

r

made under the whistleblower Procedures to the
fonrvarding information regarding each complaint
Committee Chair;

.assistingtheCommitteeChairinreviewingandassessingcomplaints,asneeded;
radvisingtheCommitteeChairindetermininganlnvestigationTeam;
.assistingtheCommitteeChairinengagingexternalinvestigators,asnecessary;

.

as necessary; and
providing assistance in conducting investigations'

INTERNAL
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to the commiftee chair on whether
reviewing investigation reports and making recommendations
a Complaint is Well-Founded or not'

a

lnvestigation Team
are BCLC employees and/or persons
The lnvestigation Team may consist of an investigator(s) who

fromanindependentthirdparty'ThelnvestigationTeamisresponsiblefor:
guidance of the whistleblower Advisor;
conducting an investigation under the direction and
persons who participate in an
protecting the identities of complainants, Respondents, and
confidential to the fullest extent
investigation under this policy by keeping personal information

.
.

possible;

.
.

preparing a full investigation report; and
Advisor
providing an investigation report to the committee chair and whistleblower

Managers
including executives' directors and
ln addition to their responsibilities as employees, BCLC Managers,
managers, are resPonsible for:

.promotingacultureofopennessintheirinteractionwithemployees;

exists for persons who make a report of
taking reasonable steps to ensure that a safe environment

r
o
r

Misconduct;

under this policy, its intended use' and
informing employees of the protections offered by BCLC',s
the related Whistleblower Procedures; and
a complaint'
promptly following the related whistleblower Procedures upon receiving

EmploYees and Contractors
BCLC employees are responsible for:
a

.
r
r

of Ethical Eusiness Conduct' BCLC
being aware of their responsibililies under BCLC's Standards
policies, and aPPlicable laws;

understanding BCLC'sWhisfleblowerProcedures;
cooperating in investigations; and
when they have knowledge of or are
keeping details and results of investigations confidential
participants in an investigation.

I

A
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COMPLIANCE

Employees may be subjectto disciplinary action in accordance with BCLC's Proqressive Discipline
Policv if they:

I
e
r
r
r
.

retaliate against a person who made a repoft or participated in an investigation;
knowingly make a false or misleading statement in the course of seeking advice about making a
report, in making a Complaint, or during an investigation;
wilfully obstruct an investigation;
knowingly conceal, destroy, mutilate or alter/falsify materials that are likely to be relevant to
whistleblower investi gation ;
breach confidentiality related to a Complaint or investigation; and
direct, counsel or cause, in any manner, a person to do any ofthe above.

a

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Gomplaint: Refers to a report made through BCLC's Whistleblower Procedures that concerns

a

situation or issue where Misconduct is alleged to have occurred or is occurring.

Complainant: Refers to the person(s) who makes a Complaint'
Misconduct: Means any act or workplace practice that is premeditated, intentional, or carried out with
indifference to the consequences. For example, Misconduct may include, but not be limited to:

r
r
r

a violation of law;
a violation of professional standards or practice;
a violation of BCLC's Standards of Ethical Business Conduct or another BCLC policy or

procedure;

.
.

unauthorized or misuse of BCLC funds or assets;
an act of accounting or auditing impropriety (e.g., fraud related to audit, accounting, or internal
control matters);

o

an act that is dangerous or likely to cause serious harm to the health and safety of an employee,

r
o

contractor, player, orthe Public;
an act that poses a significant danger to the environment; or
an act in retaliation to a Complaint made under this policy.

Respondent: Refers to the person(s) implicated in a Complaint
Retaliation: Refers to adverse consequences, discrimination or reprisal against a person because that
person made a Complaint or participated in a whistleblower investigation. This may include, but is not
limited to:
a

Dismissal or the threat to dismiss an employee;

I
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.
.
.
.
.

Disciplining, suspending, or threatening to discipline or suspend an employee;
Demoting or threat to demote an employee;
Denlal of benefits, compensation, or professional development opportunities;
Harassing or discriminatory behaviour or othenvise disadvantaging an employee; and

lntimidating or coercing an employee'

Well-founded: Refers to the outcome of an investigation conducted in accordance with the
Whisfleblower procedures where the collected evidence substantiates some or all parts of the reported
Misconduct.
RELATED MATERIAL

Whisdeblolver Procedttres
POLICY OWNERSHIP

Policy Owner

Approving

Position

Body

Vice President, Human Resources
BCLC Board of Directors

REVISION HISTORY
Version

Number

2.O

APproval
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Jan

2015

14th,

Approved
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BCLC Board

of Directors
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Major revisions made to address implementation of a
Whistleblower Advisor role, to align BCLC policy with principles
and guidelines recently released by the BC government, to
hanJfer responsibilities from the Audit Committee to the
Governance and CSR Committee, to transfer Policy
Ownership authority, to separate policy and procedure content,
and to clarify existing Policy.

Corporate
SecretarY

Email reference(s) removed

Corporate

Contact details for Chairman of the Board updated following
relocation of Vancouver ofiice, and content transferred to new
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of Directors
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IO:

'Mazure, John C FIN:EX'pPersonal information

From:
Sent:

Jim D. Lightbody

Wed 2017-10-11 't0:49:15 PM
RE: lnformation lncident: Government investigation

Sut{ect:
John
Yes,

we are conducting an internal investigation and responding to this incident.

Thanks,
Jim

Personal information
From: Mazure, John C Fl N :EX [
3:24 PM
7L,2Ot7
October
Sent: Wednesday,
To: Jim D. Lightbody 4Personal information
Subiect: RE: tnformation lncident: Government investigation

for the
HiJim. Just confirming that BCLC is taking the lead on responding to this incident or is there a need
process I initiated within government to continue?

Personal information
From I Ji m D. Lightbody
Senh Friday, October 6,20t7 12:50 PM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:EX
Subject; Re : Information Incident: Government nvesti gation
i

John,
by our
We can confirm that the Sec 86 report in question was disclosed to Sam Cooper of Postmedia
to
steps
are
taking
employee. We cannot say with the same confidence if any other reports were. We
determine if any other documents were disclosed.
Jim

Sent from my iPhone
on oct 6,2AL7,at 11:23 AM, Mazure, John c FIN:EX

Personal information

>

wrote:

HiJim,

to proceed on government investigation (led by the Privacy, Compliance and Training
Branch, Ministry of Citizen Services) into this matter there is additional info from BCLC that
ln order

would assist.
At present, for incident response, PTCB does not need to know the name ofthe
who has come forward and admitted to disclosing information to the media.

BCLC

employee

provincial
The key initial determination is whether the responsibility for this incident falls to the
it would
such,
potentially
both'
As
government (i.e. the Ministry of Attorney General), BCLC, or
be helpful if BCLC could confirm whetherthey believe thatthe BCLC employee who has come
forwaid is responsible for the disclosure of the s.86 report and related records that are the basis
of the Vancouver Sun article "RcMP casino money laundering probe uncovered alleged terrorist
financing' links", Which also cites that "a B.C. government document" was obtained by
"Postmedia",
lf

BCLC

was the source of the disclosure, this would make them, as a public body in British

8C1C0008668
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Columbia, responsible for taking steps to resolve the apparent breach of privacy. This includes:

o
r

Potential containment action (e.g. with media);
Assessment of harm and notification to impacted individuals, where appropriate (those
whose personal information was included in the records believed to have been
disclosed);
Root cause determination; and

o
r

Prevention,

The determination of responsibility will drive whether this incident is a potential government
information incident (right now we're operating on the basis that the records could have been
disclosed by government), and thus, what government's role in responding to this incident is. lf
responsibility is unclear, then we (GPEB and PCTB) should be working with BCLC right away to
develop a joint action plan regarding the above bulleted items with immediate priority being
assessment of harm and notification determination.

ThxJim.
Personal information

From; Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Senil Thursday, Octobet 5,2017 2:05 PM
To: Mazure, John C FIN:E(

Subjecft Re: Gaming worker
John,
Thank you for the note. We will remind our employee to remain compliant with the GCA as per
your request. ln particular, sec 35 that refers to an gaming worker being subject to a criminal
code investigation. To the best of our knowledge, there is not a current investigation of this
Wpe.
Best regards,
Jim
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 5,2017, at 12:59 PM, Mazure, John C FIN:EX

Personal information wrote

HeyJim,
l've checked and I don't have the authority to ask you to provide the name of the
individual.
It is a condition of registration, however, that a gaming worker must notify GPEB
(Section 35 of Gaming Control Regulation) if they are involved in an investigation.
As such, I am simply asking that you, as the employer, remind this employee of
their obligation to report to GPEB regarding their situation. thx

This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary
information that cannot be disclosed without BCLC's permission. lf you have received this email
in enor, please notiff the sender immediately and delete the email.
This email is intended only for the addressee. lt may contain confidential or proprietary information that cannot
be disclosed without BCLC'S permission. lf you have received this email in enor, please notify the sender
immediately and delete the email.
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/\
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT
Baniders & SolicitoF,/ PatEnt & TEdE-mBrk Agents

October 11,2017
Norton Rose Fulbilght Canada LLP
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC VOB 0M3 CANADA

Strictly Private and Confidential
Sent By E+nail

Personal information

.com

Ronald Josephson
Josephson Litigation Counsel
906 Cathedral Place
Vancouver, BC, VOC 3L2

Herb lsherwood
Personal information

Assistant

Personal information

Your reference
[YourRefl

Our reference
IOurRefj

Dear Mr. JosePhson:

Re:

Ross Alderson

your letters to
We are counsel for the British Golumbia Lottery Corporation in this matter and conflrm we have
BCLC dated October 4 and October 6,2017.

engaged in due diligence related to the information set out in your letters, As your first
our client is cunenly-tUr.
AtO-erson must appreciate, the conduct of Mr. Alderson described in your letter raises
letter indicates, and
and with respect to
very serious issues for BCLC with respect'tb ntlr. Alderson's employment obligations to BCLC
("GPEB"), the
Enforcement.Branch
and
Policy
Gaming
his and BcLC's obligations to and rdputation with the
providers,
gambling
service
the
('FSOC")
and
unit
Crime
RCMP Federal Serious and Organized

out its due
BCLC appreciates the offer made by Mr. Alderson to cooperate with and assist BCLC in carrying
be asked
will
Mr.
Alderson
part
diligence.
due
of
this
oirige,n".;,' BCLC will want to intervi6w Mr. Alderson as
for his
explanation
provide
a
fulsome
wlth
BCLC
toan
opportunity
tuJstions about his conduct and will have
on the
data
the
analyzing
cunently
possible
is
but
BCLC
as
soon
as
scheduled
be
will
conduct. The interview
can
take
interview
the
before
cell phone and lap top used by Mr, Alderson and needs to complete this work
place.

As an immediate step in its diligence, BCLC requires that Mr. Alderson provide answers to the following
questions:

o

\Mren and by what means did he disclose the sec'tion 86 report dated July ?1,2015 (the "Report") to
Sam Cooper? Did he make any redactions to the Report before proMding it to Mr. Cooper?

o

lf
Has he disclosed the Report or its contents to any other person outside of BGLC, GPEB and FSOC?
so, provide the details of such disclosure'

o

Did he disclose any other BGLo-related information either orally or in writing to Mr. Cooper? lf so,

provide the details 6f the inrormation disclosed including the means by which it was disclosed and when
it was disclosed.

7826011.06
Norton

Ros

Fulbright Canada LLP is a limit€d liabllity partn6rship established in canada'

Norton

Re

Futbrightcanada LLp, Norton Rose Fulbrightllpl

;ly;]d;'ij;;!g;;;i ti "ii6.i.

roen

Ros6 FulbrlghtAustnlkl, Norton Ro$ Fdbrightsouth Alrioa lno and Nortcn

Rcs

Fulbright

us

LLP aro separate

b"tairs Jt each sntty, wfth certa'ln regulatory lnformation, are at nortonro$fulbright.com,
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Ronald Josephson

October 1'l ,2017

o

()ther than the disclosures referenced in the first 2 bullets above, has he disclosed confidential or
sensitive BOLC-related information to any person outside of BCLC, GPEB and FSOC? lf so, provide

the details of such disclosure, including what information was disclosed or used, to whom the
information was disclosed, the means by which it was disclosed and when it was disclosed.

Has he used confidential or sensitive BCLG-related information for any purpose other than the proper
performance of his BCLC duties? lf so, provide details of such use.
a

ls there any other conduct that he has engaged in that may require immediate action by BCLC? This
could include, for example, the disclosure of information or statements made to any third parties that
could reasonably risk the on-going investigations and operations of BCLC, GPEB, FSOC and any
gambling seMces providerc or the disclosure of personal information of individuals to any third parties.

BCLC expects Mr. Alderson to be forthright and candid in providing the information required above. The
answers to these questions could significantly impact the ongoing investigations and operations of BCLC,
GPEB, FSOC and gambling seMces providers. As a result, BCLC requires the response to these questions in
as soon as possible and in any event by no later than this Friday, October 13,2017.
Your letters to BCLC are labelled as "VMthout Prejudice" and 'Strictly Confidential". You will note that this lefter
is not sent as a without prejudice communication. BCLC is considering whether all of the contents of your letters
can properly be treated as without prejudice communications (one of your statements purports to be "on the
record") and reserves its right to address that issue if and when necessary. However, once it receives the
answers to the questions set out above BCLC may be required to take steps to protect its interests and the
interests of its other stakeholders, including their employees, and accordingly requires the answers to its
questions to be provided on the record. lt is BCLC's position that it is a condition of his employment with BCLC
that Mr. Alderson is required to provide this information to BCLC.
We reiterate BCLC's direction to Mr, Alderson that he must preserve any other documentation or records in his
possession or controlthat are in any way related to BCLC. This includes any electronic communications such as
e-mails and text messages and includes records on personaldevices.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Yours very truly,

Herb lsherwood
HJ|/apg
Ienclosure(s)/attach ment(s)]

7826411.06
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906 CATHEDRAL PLACE
925 WEST GEORGIA STREET
VANCOUVER. BC, V6C 312
TEL: (604) 684'9887
WWW. JOSEPHSO N LITIGATION.CA

JOSEPHSON
LITIGATION COUNSEL
Personal information

October 13,2017

DIRECT TEL:

Personal information

E.MAIL:
OUR FILE:

Personal information

4842.001

WTH PREJUDICE
BY EMAIL
Norton Rose Fulbright
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. VOB 0M3

ATTENTION:

Re:

Herb lshenvood

Ross Aldereon

I am writing to respond to your With Prejudice letter of October 11,2017, on behalf of Ross
Alderson. As I indicated in my earlier correspondence, Mr, Alderson is perfectly willing to.be
cooperative with BCLC and is tommitted to "be fofthight and candid in providing the infomation
required" by BCLC.

The responses below are in Mr. Alderson's own words.
When and by what meana did he disclose the section 86 report dated July 24,2015 (the
,,Report") to Sam Cooper? Did he make any redactions to the Report before providing it
to Mr. Gooper?
On or around Septembe r 14,2017 ,l sent Sam Cooper by email, the copy of the Section
86 Report exactly as I had originally authored it, with no redactions.

Has he disclosed the R.eport or its contenb to any other peraon outside of BGLC' GPEB
and FSOC? lf so, provide the details of such disclosure.

I have only disclosed the Report to Paul Dadwal and Ben Robinson of the Combined

Forces Special Enforcement Unit (Joint lllegal Gaming lnvestigation Team)' I did that in
approximatelY June or JulY 2016'
I also disclosed it to my solicitor

when I engaged him'

Did he disclose any other BclG-related information either orally or in writing to Mr.
Gooper? lf so, provide the details of the information disclosed including the means by
which it was disclosed and when itwas disclosed.
yes, I did. Here is a comprehensive list of all BCLC related information that I had disclosed
in writing or in person, to Sam Cooper.
RONALD JOSEPHSON LAW CORPORATION PRACTICES LAW AS JOSEPHSON TITIGATION COUNSEL
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2

of the
1a,2017, I sent Sam Cooper an email including a copy
in sidaway Road'
publicly available-Notice of claim relating to an illegal casino
hi.nmlno, which BCLC had identified in 2015'

1. on or around August

2.OnSeptember12,2OlT,lmetinpersonwithSamCooperinVictoriaduringananticonference and I

presenter at the
money laundering conference. sam cooper was a
previously met sam Cooper through his
was an attendee. I knew who he was as I had
of Certified Anti-Money Laundering
work for the Vancouver Chapter of the Association
Specialists.
lasted for about one hour' During
The meeting with sam cooper, over coffee in a caf6
details:
that meeting, sam cooper informed me of the following

a)

he was about to break the Paul Jin story;

as in the gaming
b) he had sources within the RCMP (FSOC), GPEB as wellother
than that the
;ot specific in relation to ttre sources,
industry ;;;;"

RCMP,ou''uwasanlnspectorwithinFsocwhowasAsian;

c)

lnspector.Bruce
he was aware of the recent public presentation by

ward of the

that he had sources within
RCMP on'argr"i g1,2A17"' i"grrding ePirate, and
provided details of what Bruce
HSBC who had attended that fresentation. He
.oni"t"n.". Having been present myself at that

Ward had said at the
that sam cooper
conferenli,l-rn"* this information was accurate, except
police) that players were walking
believed iJpp.i".trv from discussions with the
cheques' That was not
into casiriJ!"*itn nigt ot $ZO nitts and walking out with
Bruce ward had said'
correct and I told sam cooper that that was nbt what
glass at
d) he had details of a civil claim regarding butlet proof

'silver

lnternational,knowntomeasPaulJin'scashhouse;and

e)

wanted, and had formed a view
he stated that he had most of the details that he
about the situation' ln his words:

laundeing for
"BCLC and the casinos witt get slammed for allowing money
blood"
Years and the Police want
cooper at that meeting at the caf6 that
go after BCLC'
that his 'lorinttitt angle';was going to be to
he had the fult pi"tut"
and I wondered if Cal Chrusties
"no
He also mentioned Cal Chrusties'name a few times
was also providing information to Sam Cooper'
I had no doubt from my conversation with sam

that:
During that meeting at the Caf6, I told Sam Cooper

i)

of, including years of inaction
there was far more to the story than he was ay3re

fromregulatorsandpoliceandlhadproofofthat;
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ii)

since I had
what BCLC had done in its anti-money laundering program
in 2015, including
assumed fl'r" potitlon of Director Responsible for AML
150 people on "conditions" relating to individuals
ptacing

"#;ffi;i"t

receiving susPicious cash'

as BCLC

iii) Paul Jin himself had been on BCLC's radar since 2O12 and, as soonBCLC put
was told trat ne was allegedly providing proceeds of crime,
proceeds of crime'
conditions on the recipients of ttre suspected

ln response, Sam CooPer said that:

o

imminent, and that he
he knew about the charges against Paul Jin that were
had heard that from his FSOC contact;

o

thousands of
he knew about the "conditioned" players, and had requested
process,
as well as
documents from GpEB through the'Freedom of lnformation
acquiring information through other sources;

o
o

positive involvement;
he had not heard or seen any proof of BCLC's
and
his editor was going to run the story within days or weeks;

.heusedtospeaktoAttorneyGeneral,Ebyq.uiteregularlyandknewthatthe
-C"-tio"f
to
supported rnistte blowing in order for the truth to come
Attorney
light.

details of the Paul Jin
As a result of the meeting in the caf6 in Victoria, I believed the
police had sPoken publicly on
investigation were auout tlo be made public. Knowing that
g1,.iO17., combined with my knowledge
the investigation at the conference on August
and a belief that another police
that mul1pte oocumeni. *"r" to be relearel thtough Fol
later to disclose
press conference was imminent, I made the decision two or three days
86 Report'
the BCLC documents as listed below, including the section

3.

email:
On September 14, 2A17,1 disclosed to sam cooper via

a) a copy ofa BCLC Redacted - FINTRAC

tromffireoardinoffi

H

b) a copy of 3 lefters authored by Jim Lightbody, namely

i) June

2017 letter to Kevin Hackett;

ii) May 2017letter to John Mazure; and
iii)June 2017 lefter to John Mazure;

8C1C0008540.03
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c) a copy of 2 letters that I had sent to casino service providers in 2015 detailing
thatcasinoplayersweretobeplacedonconditions.

Other than the disclosures referenced in the first 2 bullets above, has he disclosed
GPEB
confidential or sensitive BClc-related information to any persgl outside.of BCLC,
was
and FSOC? lf so, provide the details of such disclosure, including what information
was
disclosed or useo, tL whom the information wae disclosed, the means by which it
disclosed and when it was disclosed.

ln and during 2014, along with Brad Desmarais, the Vice President of Casinos and

concerns
Canadian GJming, I met witn police Services in Victoria to provide evidence of
in
resulted
have
may
about senior members of the GPEB organisation. I understand this
the termination of the Executive Director and Director of lnvestigations of GPEB.

anti-money laundering program, including ongoing
have continued to
inteltigence, *"i" piouided to CFSEU-JIGIT itarting in May 2016r -and
Sharing
the current o"v. ini. *as allfully authorised under the BCLC RcMP lnformation
Agreement.

All relevant details of BCLC's

purpose other
Has he used confidential or sensitive BGLC-related information for any
than the proper performance of his BCLC duties? lf so, provide details of such use.
No, I have not.

by
ls there any other conduct that he has engaged in that may requ'[e immediate action
made
or statements
BCLC? This could include, for example, th6 d-isclosure of information
and operations
investigalions
on-going
io .nv third partiee that could reasonably riskthe
of personal
disclosure
prwiders
orthe
gCLc, GpEB, rsoc and any gambling seryices
"r
information of individuals to any third parties'
No, there is not.

in your letter of
I trust that the aforegoing is a comprehensive response to the inquiries made
respond
october ,11,2017.ltineie are any iollow-up questions, Mr. Alderson will be pleased to preserve
to
undertakes
he
me
that
advised
has
to them through me. Furthermore, Mr. Alderson
are in any way related
any and all dJcumentation or records in his possession and controlthat
to BCLC.
relates to the review
Finally, there is one matter that Mr. Alderson wishes to address, and it
Mr. Alderson
Columbia'
British
in
lndustry
ordered by the Attorney General regarding the Gaming
review team
the
and
German,
believes that it is nis oity to speakio tne brriet lnvestigator, Peter
tot" point, and disclose the unique knowledge he has of the industry'

"i

through me, that he be
Mr. Alderson hereby requests that BCLC provide its approval in writing,
time.
authorised to meet witn ur. German at the appropriate

BC1C0008540.04
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this
writing to discuss any matters arising from
r invite you to contact me by terephone, or in
letter.

Yours trulY,

o
Per:

RJ/sm

cc:client

8C1C0008540.05
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"

185 " referred to in the
Affidavit of Jim Liebtbody sworn (or affirmed)
V
, B.c',
before me
day of Janu arY,2o2!'

This is Exhibit

tnrs2{

at

A Com

British Columbia
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ry Public for the Province of
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NORTON ROSE FULBRICHT
Barristers & Solicitors / Patent & Trade-mark Agents

October 16,2017

lll

Strictly Confidential

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 0M3 Canada

Sent By E-mail [richard.fyfe@gov.bc.ca]

F:

Deputy Attorney General's Office
PO BOX 9290
STN PROVGOVT

+t 604.641.4949
nortonrosefu lbright.com
Personal information

Victoria, BC
V8W 9J7
Personal information

Attention: Richard Fyfe, QG,
Deputy Attorney General
Our reference
1

1-2990

Dear Sirs/Mesdames

Re: British Columbia Lottery Corporation
We are counsel to the B.C. Lottery Corporation and write on a confidential basis to advise you of information we
very recently received on behalf of BCLC during an on-going investigation. This information was received last
Friday, October 13, 2017.
BCLC has learned that a BCLC employee has had unauthorized communications with Post Media journalist Sam
Cooper. While BCLC's investigation into the employee's conduct is on-going, the employee has, through
counsel, answered questions about information provided to and by Mr. Cooper. BCLC has not questioned the
employee about the information but expects to do so once BCLC's internal due diligence is completed.
BCLC believes that some of the information that has been provided may be relevant to on-going investigations
into money laundering by the Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch ("GPEB")and the RCMP Federal Serious
and Organized Crime unit ("FSOC"), BCLC has determined that the information should be provided to you in
confidence without delay. We confirm that today you advised BCLC that your Ministry needs this information in
order to investigate the possible improper disclosure of information from GPEB and FSOC.

This employee has advised us of the following:
1

2.

The Section 86 Report dated July 24,2015 prepared by BCLC for GPEB was provided to Mr,
Cooper in unredacted form on September 14,2017 ,
On August 10,2A17, the employee provided Mr. Cooper with a copy of a publicly available Notice of

CivilClaim,
3.

The employee met with Mr. Cooper for about an hour in September,2017 and Mr. Cooper disclosed
to our employee:
that Mr. Cooper had sources within the RCMP (FSOC), GPEB and the gaming industry but
Mr. Cooper was not specific about those sources except that the RCMP source was an
Asian inspector within FSOC,

o

7837409.13
Norton Ross Fulbright Canada LLP is a limited liability partnership sstablishod in Canada.

provide legal 6eMes to clients. D€lails of €ach entity, wilh csrtain regulatory information, aF at nortonrosefulbtighl.com.
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October 16,2017

o
o
o
o
4.

5.

6,

RosE FULBRIcHT

that Mr, Cooper was aware of the public presentation by RCMP lnspector Bruce Ward
regarding ePirate and had sources within HSBC who attended the presentqlion
aciuratddetails of the presentation by Bruce Ward with the exception that Mr. Cooper
believed (apparently from discussions with the police) that players were,aftending casinos
with bags ot'SZO bilis and leaving with cheques - Cooper was told that this was not correct,
details 6f a civil claim regarding bullet proof glass at Silver lnternational,
that Mr. Cooper was of tfte view tnat BCLC and the casinos will get "slammed" for allowing
money laundering for years and that the police "want blood",

During this Septemb er,2017 meeting, Mr. Cooper used Cal Chrusties' name a few times leaving our
employee w1h the impression that Cal Chrustie may be providing information to Mr. Cooper.
employee told Mr. Cooper,
Our employee
'tnjt told us that during this meeting our years
of inaction from regulators and police,
there was more to the story including
the steps BCLC had taken in iti money laundering program in the last 2. years including
placing 1S0 people on "conditions" relating to individuals receiving suspicious cash,
inat piut Jin had been on BCLC's radar since 2012 and as soon as BCLC was told that he
was alleged to have received proceeds of crime, it put conditions on the recipients of the
susPected Proceeds of crime.
Mr. Cooper responded in that meeting by telling our employee that he (Mr' Cooper),
knew that charges against Paul Jin were imminent,
knew about thd"conditioned" players and had requested thousands of documents from
GPEB through the freedom of information process,
had not heaid or seen any proof of BCLC's positive involvement,
used to speak to Attorney General, David Eby, quite regularly and knew that the Aftorney
General supported whistie blowing in order for the truth to come to light

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

The employee indicated that on September 14,2017 he also provided Mr, Cooper with copies of the following
documents,
(a)
(b)
(c)

ffi

a BCLC

@rrom

ffi

gqlfoing.ffil

Ltterstro@ett(Jurle,2017)andJohnMazure(May,2a17andJune,

2017), and
placed on
2 letters sent to casino service providers in 2015 detailing that casino players were to be
conditions.

a?i3?iffi

':#:?Jfi ,8*msF3'i3i'3'lH:i*x"'iffi

il:;ffffi

iJ"ffi

Mr. Cooper.

from
We enclose copies of 2 of the 3 letters referred to in paragraph (b): BCLC records do not disclose a letter
may
this
that
suspects
BCLC
matters.
these
related
to
is
thai
201T
June,
ii* Lighib"oy io .lohn Mazure dated
Vice
President,
BCLC's
Kroeker,
Robert
from
16,2017
June
letter
dated
a
to
reference
a
be
to
have been m'eant
Compliance Division, GPEB. We
C;;F;i" Security and Compliance to Le-n Meilleur, Executive Director,
from Jim Lightbody and the letter from
letters
two
that
the
determined
BcLc
;*i";" ; copy otinis tetter as wel.
posted
Twitter'
on
7,2017
October
on
found
were
Robert Kroeker

paragrapf (c) but BCLC sent
BCLC records do not disclose the letters to casino service providers referenced in
BCLC is not able to
e-mail'
this
we
attach
and
2015
5,
providers
August
dated
an e-mailto casino service
confirm at this time if this is one of the communications provided to Mr' Cooper'
employee for
The employee advises us that BCLc-related informatisn has not otherwise been used by this
emPloYee has
purposd-oti,er than the pi"rr performance of BCLC duties. The employee also.advises thal the
to 3'"
information
(such
disclosing
as
action
immediate
hot'engageo in any oth6r cbnolct that might requlre

7837409.12
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October 16,2017

at
parties that might risk on-going investigations). BCLC has not completed its verification of these statements
this time.
possible improper
BCLC is disclosing this information to your Ministry only fol the purpose of investigating
trust that you will share
we
B.c.
gaming
in
activities
of
investilatioir
Jircrorur"J of infoimation in r"t"tion to the
with you and
to
cooperate
continue
will
necesJary.
Generalis
beput'toii"itor
this information with tne
Qct-c
questions or
you
any
have
if
know
let
us
proceeds.
Please
oiner ajJncies invotved in !"niing as its investigation
coneerns regarding this information.
Yours very trulY,

Herb lsherwood*
HJI/apg
*Law Corporation
Enclosures

cc.

B.C. Lottery CorPoration

7837409.12
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May 12,2017

Gaming Policy & Enforcement Branch
Ministry of Finance
3rd Floor - 9'l 0 Government Street
Victoria, BC V8W1X3

Attention:

playing it right

John Mazure
Assistant DePutY Minister

Dear John:

Re: Your Letter Dated Mav 8,2017

il

$sf,i Seyrplr$lreet.

f{r.lloof)sr $8 V{C 15t

I

of
write in response to your letter of May 8, 2017, which references various aspects
I very much. appreciate.your offer of

BCLC's anti-money laundering program.

cooperation and support for BCLC's anti-money laundering efforts.

T [50;828.5500

r

S.$0.q2a;f!631

"n-l.ranceO

with police
With respect to your inquiries about BCLC's coordination and collaboration
Team (JlclT) specifically' I can
lnvestigation
Gaming
tltegat
Joini
ttie
r"o
iirr"i"il,i
ha-s made..collaborating
iJ"i." V"r'tn"i .in"" the dite of the leam's inception BCLC
;rpporting their efforts a top priority. _ This is in addition to the $3 million
oorirr. p"i ttri"t eil-c h"t commifted t6 .ltetr funding' RePgls. !a9r t9 BCLC from
very high
tn"bml"r-i,.t-Charge of J|GIT and others have commended BCLC for the
provided
to JIGIT'
have
Department
AML
BCLC's
level of collaboratidn and support
nltoie specincalty, lcan adviib you !CLC.$1held on site training and orientation
r"u"iotit with a irumber oi members from JIGIT to ensure they have a strong working
of gCtC'" gaming operations, AML program, type of data.collected, and

;itii;tt

?s40 v{rtual way
Vanccuveq SC V5fil 0Ag

r

804,a1$.0949

ia r#,22$:,fi4?4
lr:l::.lqli

ililGJd

oui traniaction analys'is abil-ities. Additionally, I can advise that -the Director of
eClC,r AML Department is in frequent communication with the OIC JlGlT, and in
some circumstances daily communication.
it was
ln regard to support of police efforts more generally, please be reminded that
the
led
to
that
gaming
data
otheioperational
and
transactions
ACLd'" analysis of
in the Lower
ioentirication of a key suspect associated to illegal saqins operations
BCLC',S
nltaintano. Further, it was ecLc's complaint to the police and briefing on
police to-begin to target that
,*iyrirln"i piovideO the information that allowed theactivities
of a suspected major
prior to BCLC's action on that matter, the
=""ri""t.
ngrr" appear to lave gone undetected. on a broader note, in
ii[d"r g"*i"g

"ii* anO executed an information sharing agreeme-nt with the RCMP
iOia fi'Cf-C i-nitiatea
:; ;Gilenteo anti-money laundering measure in Canada. When JlGlr was set
sharing
up ii.r-ZbiO bCtC immeOiatety initiateO ireview of the existing information
the agreement which ensured BGLC
to
updatej
in
resulied
review
inat
il;;;.ip.JiO" support to JIGIT's effoits. The creation of the agreement in the first
.6rfJ

was an lmportant addition to BCLC's AML program. -The agreement enabled
ror" ttt"t"gic level of coordination between BCLC and police across the prwince'
"One outcome-of the agreement is that it has allowed BCLC to identify individuals and
proactively ban those
tfreir associates involried in or linked to organized crime and
unique cooperative
of
this
Because
province.
the
across
casinos
inJiviJuaf from
U"t*""n BCLC and police, 26b inoividuals have been banned from provincial

N.t*i"

"*ort
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gaming sites helping to ensure our facilities remain free from criminal influences and are safe for the
public.

you have asked for an update on our efforts to increase the sophislication and capabilities of BCLC's
AML program through software tools and data analytics. SAS, an AML and business intelligence
ssftware lolution, is going through the final stages of being brought on-line this very week. The SAS
solution is utilized by a number-of Canada's largest banks in their AML programs. We understand

BCLG's implementation of SAS is the first in the world in the gaming industry. Note however that SAS is
only one oi a number of software and web-based solulions BCLC employs in its AML program. We have
als6 augmented our program with other solutions that have emerged in the last year. As I am certain you
can apfreciate, the funciioning of BCLC's AML program and use of automated solutions results in a multi'
iaiettbii program, a.descriptidn of which is beyond what can be meaningfully covered !ep. I would be
pieaseO tb airang'e a technical briefing, at a lirne convenient to you, on the automated solutions employed
and how the technology supports our AML efforts.

ln your correspondence, you make inquiries about source of funds. BCLC's anti-money laundering
program incorporates botli source of funds and source of wealth determinations. Moreover, our antiinoiey laundering program employs comprehensive customer due diligence and_ customer on-going

proceduies.- Tens of millions dollars in cash transactions have been refused under BCLC's
monitoring
-anA
tgf customers have been placed on buy-in restrictions. BCLC's entire anti-money
ftotrar
iauiOering regime was recently audited by the federal Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis
Centre of-C"niA" finTRAC). ihis was the most comprehensive review of BCLC's program.to date with
upwarOs of six dedlcated F;nTRAC anti-money laundering and terrorist financing experts reviewing every
aipect of its, program. F|nTRAC found that not only was BCLC's program effective and fully compliant
provided
widn att customei due diligence, transaction and on-going monitoring requirements bul also
F|nTRAC
to
ln
addition
in
the
sector'
program
leader
the
was
that
BCLC's
the
effect
us
to
to
feedback
audlts, BCLC is required under federal law to have an independent audit and assessment of its antimoney laundering piogram completed once every two years. BGLC has just completed.the selection and
engadement prodess ior that auOit for 2017. BCLC has selected a prominent international audit firm to
coiOict the work. To help address your comments we will ensure that BCLC's customer due diligence'

transaction handling (iniluding source of funds and wealth procedures) and customer _on-going
monitoring proceduris are speiifically reviewed during the audit. As is our standard practice, BCLC will
share the results of the audit with GPEB once completed later this year.

you express concerns about instances where casino customers present $20 dollar denomination bank

notes vwapped in elastic bands, and I agree that caution is needed in these circumstances. When this
type of ciriumstance occurs, as part of BCLC's customer due diligence procedures, BCLC makes
iiquires around the source of funds and other factors relevant to the transaction. ln more than one case
giLC nas determined that the $20 bank notes originated from a registered money services business
(MSB). Upon further inquiries, BCLC determined that MSBs often issue $20 bank notes because that

itenoririnaiion makes up'the vast majority of Canadian currency in circulation. Further, BCLC has learned
ii iJ a iairfy standard pi'actice for an-MSB to bundle large numbers of bank notes, of any denomination,
with elasti6 bands as ihat is simply the most practical way for them to handle the money. As a result of
inquiriJs, and despite inltially aiplaring suspicious, follow-up inquiries in some cases have pointed to
noif.ring untoward. ttaving saiO tnit I can assure you we will remain vigilant on this front and welcome any
additional information or support GPEB can provide.
Linked to source of funds, you raise concerns about bank drafts and specifically the mechanics behind
transactions between a barif and its customer where a bank draft is issued. BCLC does accept bank
drafts from Canadian banks and credit unions (both of which are reporting entities under Canadian antironey 1aws and who are required to have comprehensive and effective anti-money laundering programs)
wfrJre customer due diligenie has been completed and the customer holds a casino account' BCLC has
no line of sight into a |asino customer's bank accounts or any other financial services provided to a

Page 2
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customer by a financial institution. While BCLC has had some discussions with financial institutions
around the sharing of information in furtherance of anti-money laundering, financial institutions g_enerally
are not receptive to the snaring of their customer and commercial banking information with BCLC for the
obvious privicy and commerciil reasons. BCLC does make inquiries of its customers in relation to bank
drafts howevei, not being an enforcement agency BCLC's powers to conduct these inquiries are quite
limited. Ultimately, BCLC has no means and no authority to require banks to disclose how a bank's
customer conducti its business with the bank. GPEB and the police, however, do have access to court
processes including search warrants and production orders which allow you to compel .the.djsclosure of
hnancial information and conduct much more in-depth inquiries than BCLC is permitted to do. We
understand that through this type of work GPEB has concluded that some bank drafts are suspect - as
you have noted in your lefter. BCLC relies entirely on GPEB and_the police to advise it where there are
iuspicions around a bank's conduct in the issuance of bank drafts. ln fact, several weeks ago GPEB
advised BCLC that as many as 10 casino customers were using proceeds of crime to purchase bank
drafts at Canadian banks. BCLC asked GPEB to provide the names of those customers so that BCLC
could immediately ban the customers in question pursuant to its authority in section 92 of the Gaming
Gontrot Act. eCtC nas no tolerance for money laundering or any other illegal activity and wishes to
protect its facilities,.staff and the integrity of gaming. We havg not yet received the names of the
tustomers involved from GPEB. I would welcome you doing anything you can to expedite BCLC being
provided the names of customers in question so that we can get them out and keep them out of our
gaming sites,

I am seeking your assistance on one additional item. ln my letter to you of Septernber 16, 2015, I
reported thai 6ur staff, as well as those of our service providers, were receiving reportq from casino
customers of high stakes illegal garning houses being operated in the lower mainland. Through open
source analysis, we were even able to provide at least one possible address. Our customers continue to
report these illegal gaming houses remain operating. I would appreciate receiving any information you
can share around what action has been taken in response to these reports and whether any illegal
gaming houses have been located and shutdown.

We remain fully committed to keeping all illegal activities out of our gaming facilities and look forward to
GPEB's continued support of our efforts.

Yourstnfi

/A6Wf
/pinLightbod/

//President &CEO

cc:

Cheryl Wenezenki-Yolland, Associate Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance
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June 15,2017
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit
Mailstop #4081409
14200 Green Timbers WaY
Surrey, BC V3T 6P3

plaving lt right

Attention: Kevin Hackett
Assistant Commissioner
Dear Assistant Com missioner Hackett:

Re: Prcss Gonference on

Gaming & Casino Money Laundering

I am writing in regard to the press conference held on June 13, 2017, covering the
ieCent activr-ties oithe Joint lliegal Gaming lnvestigation Team. Congratulations on
the successes achieved to date. BCLC is thankful for the dedicated effort CFSEU
nas put into this initiative. We are also pleased with having been able to support the
team operationally where appropriate and where asked to do so'
It was most encouraging to hear of the inroads JIGIT has made in addressing illegal
to hear that money
b"ring op"t"tions ii th-e province. However,.lt was disturbing
sophisticated organized crime groups was occuning at
by
conducted
iaunOdini
-Rs
you may b-e aware, BCLC has invested extensively in its anti-money
casinos.
gone
laundering ani counter terrorist financing pToggm. Our program has recently
issues
compliance
no
material
with
FINTRAC
by
review
through comprehensive
neing"iOentined. Having said thai, we recog.nize that the program can never be
it"tii, ou;. efforts must c-ontinue to evolve and improv-e, and we- must remain ever
in tt't"t regard I would very much _appreciate if you could share with us the
"iilf"irt.
mittroOotogy useJ Oy these organized crime groups to undermine the anti-money

&

Wegt 3eyfto(r$tr€€{'
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i

laundering-efforts at our casinoslo that we can review our program and, working with

*i

""rii"

providers, make the adjustments necessary

to

prevent any further

attempts at laundering at our casinos.

Even more important to us is the safety of our customers, the staff of our service
pr*iO.r., and our own staff working in cisinos. lt was alarming lo hear that criminals
fiaue Oeeh frequenting our facilitiesixposing staff and the public tomoney laun{elng
and iutting-them at risk. Under the provincial Gaming Control Ac( BCLC
".tiuiti"t
to-fan any person from entering any gaming site in the province' I
arnoiity
n"r in.
aJi inat CfSrrj provide ud witn the names of the nine individuals arrested, and any
other person CFSEU has determined is involved in criminal acts that are in any way
i"t"te| to gaming, so that we can ban those individuals from our facilities to protect
the safety of our customers and staff.
Again, congratulations on your success. I look fonvard to your response.
Yours tquf,

4{w,*
/l

/

limtignwgdy

President & CEo

cc:

Rob Kroeker, VP, Corporate Security & Compliance, BCLC
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June 16; 20:17
Ga'ming,Policy ar-rd Enfbicernent Franoh
Po Box 93CI9 $tn PrEV Govl

Victoria BCVBW gNl

Atteniion:

bele

Mr. Len Meilleur
ExequtiVe Dlreciot" Compliance Divisisn

playing it right

Dear Mr. Meiileur,

Rel
,l

Press Conference on lllegal.Gambling and Gasinq Monsy Launderlng

on
am wriilng aboutthe press conference GPEB held in cohjunotion with the CFSEU

has
r"i lS|i6l}, f *iif, to extend my congratulations to you_on lhe successes GPEB
you
which
lnvestigaiioLTgll;yd
prrtnership
Joint
lllegalGaming
with
the
[jolntir
effort GPEB has put into

7d

the investigation.

':l: 260;$20.5500
260,{28.563r

f

f

BCLO welcomed lhe news that a number of illegal gambling qperatjgns in the lower
pr€ss
*uNi"nO h"4 bJen shutdown. However, it was very troubling to learn through the
groups
fundsr
laundered
had
crime
organized
1,13bi';lJ t#t iophistiiated internationai
ingsh'eCiC cisinos. As you know, BGLC has corrrmitted cohbiderrahle re$ources,
it"tiinO Jftoit to devetoping'lts antl-money laundering and co.unter terrorist financing
orooram- I know vou are ibd'aware that BCLCts prograrn has been scrutinized by GPEB

;;;i;i;if ;;Jir'|iii

lveslSoy$ovr $trs(}l

Kn$toops, Bc u?b lF?

innoun"*d at the,press conferenee, BCLC is theinkful for the

nir

recentty undergone a complehensive review by FINTRAC with

?04o:Virtr,rl UJdy
Voncou,/sr, BA vAM:040
1'd04.?1S,0S49

f

604.t25.8424
bclc.{irrm

io olghun.i".'io itJrntironeyiaunoeiing procedures identified. Nonetheleqs, BCLCIs
piugiu* ir:not siatic and we ire commi[tdd to acourse. of continuous improvernent.

iu"rlou*r', we:recognize that ciiminal etements wlll adaptand seek new lvays to lauhder
oroceeds,sf orime iir respoRse to counteffieabures andforthls reaSoR, BCLG's:program
lir.i"OiptinO evotve bn an ongoing,basis. Giv.en what we learned frgm the inpress
niu, BCIC is, seeking GP"EB's-assistance' lt would $eem a vulnerability ou.r
"onfet
organized crime. ln orderto address this vulnerabillty
oiooiur nur been exploited"by-attempts;

lnA"fi"u"ntlurttrer

;i

ih;;;;;y

taunOering

I esk that you share with us the specifio details

raunoering meinoootoiy you determined was used by these organized
gi""JJ to launUer-proceeds ofirime through legal casinog. This information will
ilJto make the Changes needed to better protect our operations frorn money

"ii'ii"
"ifo*
laundering

threats and close any gaps,

we
As troubling as it was to learn of a laundering vulheiabilw at-our oasiho facilities,
dgeply
w.gs
ptrblic
s.afe!Y,.
to
thr€ats
serioul
were even mor€ concerned:to learn of
lt
io n;ar that top tier organized 61ime figures participatihg'in or linked t'o clime;
"irrming
si fidnapping anb exiortibn wer€r frequenting our facilities, Clearly, individuals,
*""u*O in tfrdie t-vpes of ,criminal activities present ttre hl$hest ordel of risk to public
ou.r orvn staff
rrilli. in" i"i"ty df er"tomsr€, the staff of ottr s€rvice providers, and BCLC
simply
agree.
"ut
thatiyou
I
am
certain
par"arnount,
Ue
must
in
casinos
Wno'iVorf<
personal
rJ$!
s3felV
staff
tci
cugtomeis,and
our
Cannoi ftaue these indiVidJats,eiposing
ttrroush thek laundering actiVlties or any other climinal aetivity. The,Galntng CO$rol Aat
lask that
sr*ti'e-Ctcirr"it"triloqv iuthority to oan any individualfrom its casinos.

l*p

far ih, fhq
;;bvide eCLc wiin ti'. nimes of th6 f, individuals:affslgg s9
inv*stigiiio". ae,well as the narnes of any other lndividualthe inVestigatlon has revelle!
to le iivofvdd in or, Connected in any Way to,criminal acts related:(o gaming, so that

6pi{

1
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BCLC can imrnecliately ban thode indiViduals fior,n .out facilities to proteet the safety of
our gustomer€ ;and .staf.f.
possible
GiV6n thd,threatSto publib safety, I would appreolatb'a response alyour ear'llest
eonvenience,
Sihoerely,

H*

pla$n$ it right

Robert Kroeker
Viae President, Corporate Securlty and Complianoe

Mr. M ulray DuggEr; western Regional:Manager, Finan'cibtT,ransactlons and Reports
,Analysis' Cehtre
cQi

Wesl lioyillorir $tr€€l
Kamloop6i Bc VZC !E*
14

T

23O:620,$s00

l:

250328;5631

?.9,l0.virluttWsy
v64q00va[ g0 vsM 0a|J

r

f

604.2tt064S
6{14.223'5424

frgi*.etrrr

2
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..,:..i:...i.:,1:it!':.....:.
..r".ji.:ii,.r:..,::.r., i. ..
. 1r;r.:r;1.)i.t :I":'.i'lt;-itl.:.,.; - ;

'.

ii:r;i1t';'t
''1i;ii'i,r
' ' "'i:. :,i,1i.,iiiri,::iii. :', '
'.:.ii.,
lri..::,.:::.11r:ij:::r,' . ....,

From:

ftiff',ltltj;:lrsustob,

$ent:

2olb e:87 AM

Personal information

lo:

Hiil""ii;id i€vltisw.tnev;

Col

ar"d o'eimarats; Daryl

Sanctions on hlgh llmlt PlaYers
WIP llst of 10.Pdf

Sublect:
Attachments:
Good mornlng,

Thismornlngcertalncondltlonswerelmposedonallstofl0CasinoPatronswhlchlhaveattachedtothisemall.Thelr
iTrak proflles wlll be shortly updated'

Allplayersonthelistarenolongerpermittedtobuy.lnatanyBCCaslnowithany,.un-sourced,,cashorgarnlngchlps
untll'further notlce.
BCLChasattemptedtocontactalll0playerstoarrangeanlntervlew.With'eachpatrontolnformthemofthecondltlons
unforiunately at thls time due to sensitlvlty
has r"rurtuoin tt,.re condltlons.

I

and dlscuss certaln recent actlvlty which
am not at ltberty to dlscuss that actlvlty further'

effective IMMEDIATELY;
Below are the followlng condltlons to be imposed

1/ un-sourced

bupln mustie accompanted bv a
ttre same date as the attempted buy-ln'
-;;irins
tnstltuiton itroivtng
wtthdrawal slip from .* ...i"oil.J tinanctal
the chlps
shlps, the slte must be able to show that
lf any of tt . pr"v"is on irru riri clectdes to bd;;ilh
a

ff:iili:[fl1he

lst

(any amount), thls
decrdes_ro buy-rn usrng cash.

-

thls tlme untll BcLc has conducted
otherwtse iirey wltt not be accepted at
were the result of a prevlous verlfled wln,
persons at any
(elther sourced or un-sourced) from any other
on thls ltst can accept any cash or chlps

f*tnt;il'r""T

tlme. Eg no "chlP Passlng" of anY klnd
regardless of amount
Please note the above applles to all trarrsactlons'

i,

trT

llit:l

restrrctlons
their pGF Account usrns a bank draft, the foilowins
the prayers on the risr make a deposrt rnto

apply:

-'-bant pratt must

be from an accredlted flnanclal lnstltutton
be made
ganr, oi.tti. aerlved from thelr own bank account, and must

- The player murt n. anie'io ,r.u* *,rt
payabie to

*.

the Casino acceptlng the deposlt

rncrudrng sanctlons such as
resurt ln rmmedrate addrtronar measures,
Any devratron from the above condrtrons, may
prlvileges'
gamlng
players
posslble suspenslon or outrfeltt prohibitlon oi the

Aswevalueourbusinesspartnershlpwlthallourplayers,itiscriticallhalllservlcePartnersasslstlnensurlngthese
players today in the hope of allevlatlng
BCLC iirr .onirnu" to reach out to all
condlilons are followed wlthout excepflon.
the need for anY future sanctlons'
of our business partners'
As always we appreclate the assistance
1

8C1C0008643.10
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mB at your earllest convenlence and I wlll attempt to
lf there ar€ any comments or questlons please feel free to contact
answer as much as I qm able.

Thankyou for Your cooPeratlon
Regards

Ross Alderson cmts
Dlreotor. AML & Operatlonal AnalyEls
coroora'te Securlty and Compllance Division, BcLc
g4binformation
VftualWav, Vancouvor, Bc, V6M 0Ao
Personal

2
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This is Exhibit

" 186 " referred to in the

ody sworn (or affirmed)
Affidavit of Jim
B.C.,
before me at
d ay of JanuarY,2O2L.
uris (

A

ner/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia

Royal

Gendarmerle

Canadian royale du

Mounted

Canada

Police

SecuritY

crassincatiJ/2,n4

Classifi cation/desiSn ation securitaire

Confldentlal

C/Supt. Keith Finn
RCMP E Division FSOC
14200 Green Timbers WaY
Suney, BC V3T 6P3

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
1800 - 510 West Georgia St.
Vancouver, BC VOB 0M3

Attn.: Mr. Herb lsherwood
Re: British Columbia Lottery Gorporation (BGLC)

Dear Mr. lsherwood,
16'
your letter to the Deputy Attomey General's office dated october
sieben
Deputy solicitor General Mark
2017 (Re: British Golumbia Lottery corporation).
RCMP on October 30' 2017 lor
provided the letter to the Gommanding fficer of the BC
review and aPProPriate action.
"E" Division and I have been
I am the Deputy Griminaloperations fficer FederalPolicing
of Deputy Commlssioner Butterworthassigned to look into this matterfurther on behalf
I am in receipt of

Carr.
serious concems' I wish to inform you
some of the allegations in your letter haVe raised
of Division Federal serious and
that I have identified two senior investigators outside
in respect of the possibility that information
Organized Crime Section to conduct , ,"ui"*
with the media' I remain mindful
within our possession has been shared inappropriately
review can shed right on whether
that whire the ailegations are serious, onry a-thorough
they are founded, and to which extent'
rhrsdocurnentistheoropedycillreRoyalarnliItanMounladfu'l(F(RCM}'NatlonatsaouwP'/og'am'ttistoanadff€aifrcawto
oophd; rcgdued' usd or fwther
in orrtv, au i is na n oereclassitle4afrldavits,
your depaft,rpnuryrq n ilna€,1,n *a rn nwrra
aurt prowdtu gs' subrynas q
ln
uff,d
be
not
to
ls
k
tt"
dlssmimbd, tn whote or In p*1, wlthout rhe /F'tg'nt o
dooument must unply wft,
this
"igi"'(,r.
,il;M. T,' handllng and '.odng of tt your
@no,ftt
any other legator uawa er;i wfttto.tt tha
&putnentlagoncy oannot
nfwmaaon'
";'h,
tor
dadftxj,
olirt, ad w tE aoneinari ot cg',da
handttng encl&aagegrrcril"
of tlp cavod' pleas
lnlormatton
""t
For a/'y enqugss conamlng the
the* guldetinu", ppin ii-i6 de*iv iltts i.r"nt.
apply
-*ni*tn"
pt.rlao-f*ot Potlaing Nilonal Seawtty' RCMP'

BC1C0016729
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will
time. l arso anticipate that my investigators
anticipate that this review may take some
officials of
lines of communication with various
require, to the best extent possible, open
investigative reports, and any recordings'
the BCLC as weil as access to some BCLC
you have refened to
interview(s) of the person whom
the
of
respect
in
not",
o,
transcripts,
this
our inveitigators be granted access to
as the employee." I also request that

r

employee

below. I look fonrard to
the address above or through the contacts
of these
in order to advance our review
hearing from you at your earliest convenience
allegations

I can be reached at

Yours truly,

Chief SuPerintendent Keith FINN'
Deputy Criminal Operations Officer
E Division - Federal Policing
Personal information

cc:

Mr.MarkSieben,DeputySolicitorGeneralB.C.LotteryCorporation
D/Commr.Brendae,tt"*ottn-Can'CommandingOfficerBCRCMP
Attomey General
Utr. ni"n"tO Fyfe, QC, Deputy
o"p,tv Minister and-Director of Police Services
Mr. Clayton pecrnoto, Assistant
p'Utit Safety and Solicitor General
policing and Security Branch, Ministry lt

*p'a"*d' used or
Thlsdoaumentisthep,opertyofthe*o,"tY?!,,PntadPoli@(R}MP),NattaalsacurltyPfqgr?lm,ltistoglF,dspeclfrallylo
or
tntemd us;;;,;;; i:
7'
3ai$r"a'apna'
your &paitnnt/asencyin Jrrnii*'"ra for
frtdatttts' @utt pt@adtngs' suqpoanas
n
iia
to
not
n
rc
n-$a,-;il;; *rnn, or iJislnoti'
&',umont mus omptv with
turther

;'"ii

y
d
t
The nan*ng;i'Jiing ot thE
@t't'n
wffiJw#,t'ii" "r,*rta*rii,ii'oici"a"
"iiJlJiii'
n, a""afr;liiiiiaon' vow aep'ntnentlaspncv
the tnfumatton of the csvea' dea'o
n"*i#J"J*ii;;i-Ji"
cono,iing
atr*v np a*riir. in

dtssmtnated,tn whoto
anv other tesator iuauat
handttns and sroraw

awty thes guidenu", urrJ-nJZiJ
-;;;i;
RCMP'
iltuator FerJerat Pdtailig Natanal securttv'

t"

tr

"rv "'q'trtes

8C1C0016729.02
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this

Ai

A Com
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er/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia
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Via Email
15 December2OLl
RE: Letter

of Resignation

Attention Rob Kroeker
Dear Rob,

for BCLC'
from my position as Director, AML and lnvestigations
write this letter to notify you that I am resigning
such wonderful
difficult. I have been extremely lucky to have built
The decision to resign has been incredibly
and
However' I have decided to take advantage of new
relationships at BCLC over my 9+ years of employment'
best for my family'
exciting opportunities, and focus on what is
I

BCLC has

growth and
I sincerely thank them for the personal
been a tremendous employer to work for and

careeropportunitiestheyhavegivenmefrommyearliestdaysasaninvestigator,
get the proper public recognition it deserves for its

while it is incredibly unfortunate that BCLC does not
complianceroleingaminginthisprovince,lsincerelyhopethatBCLC'sintegralandpositiverolewillbecome
government casino review'
evident as a result of the current provincial
looking forward to the next chapter of my life'
While I am genuinely sad to leave BCLC I am equally
in me to lead
support over the years and the faith you showed
r want to thank you for the tremendous
32 amazing i nd ividua ls.
I

wish

BCLC

a

team of

the very best of luck for the future

Yours sincerelY
Ross

Cc:

Alderson

Jim Lightbody, President and CEO of BCLC
Jamie Callahan, Vice President, Human Resources

8C1C0009058
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"

188 " referred to in the
sworn (or affirmed)
Affidavit of Jim
8.C.,
before me at
d ay of JanuarY,2021.
tnis

This is Exhibit
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A Comm

r/Notary Public for the Province of

British Columbia
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-

scLC, you, access to kno,riledge

NEws

;, r,le,*s :

we

ekly l,m sessron: our commrtm€rt to Inttgntv t'lardr

27
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WEEKLY JIM SESSION: OUR COMMITMENT TO INTEGRIW
8y

lim Liglti*ldr, ftrsiderd &' Crc
F*slruary tt,zAtg
As many of you know, there continues to be significantmedia
attention tnlih resp"ct to our buslness and money laundering

I

i" g,i. ioinos. If you're like me, I'm sure you find.these

o<tremety inatnnging t0 read-because most of them
in il;out ci.t, .reia6n out of context and do not tell
itr. frff story of our cornmitment and the dedicated actions
we have taken, and continue to take, to combat monef'

tirio

;;t

fl

laundering.

uke many British colurnbians, I am outraged that criminals
areas of
use lnsldious means to target our casinos or other
lit real esta-te, in an attempt to launder their
"
our communities' BCLC and all of
threatening
sure
usemployees have always been commltted to making
complex
this
BCLC is doing everythini in its power to combat
t citegorically-deny any suggestion that BCLC was
;rcb6.
;wiltfutly blind" 6r allowed our service providers to accept
dirty moneY.

;;;;ily,
t.*y -

public need
All of you and our stakeholders, players- and the
in the integrity of our organization. It's important
to
to the facts - which I can assure you we have shared with
that both the public.naour- oth6r stakeholders have access
nui.Gyt get reported. As such, we have taken the step
the media over these many months. uniurirnrtety it does
which will
(AML) inrormation-on bclc.gom, for the public to access
to create a dedicated hub of antl-money taunaeririg
posed
to
peopte recognlzed ine risr-nat money-laundering
include facts and infsrmatlon about rron ect-c ino-slr
You will find
action io increise controls as new threats €merge'
casinos, took action years ago and .ontinu. to take
be asking
may
who
colleagues
rri*nct, family and
you ..n shale
this a useful reference - and it,s somethinq
"i$,
source as neces$ry'
We will also continue to update this infonnation

trit

il*t6;;.

in B'c'
the qqpric to hold a pgbli.c inquiry into money launderingpubllc
There have arso been increasing cafls by media and
a
should
cail,
gbve'mmentt
the
rinir;;ii;
some or you ,"y n onaJi;h;i"u;t;iti;G;n *rii.
oath'
under
tesdff
to
prepared
be
l^qr'w U6 GU,i ,nouta support it - and we would
who spoke to the actions taken to
you may have also seen the qrv w5 p_iece that featured our former Director of AML
wnit. ttt" media uses that term generlcally' at
combat money taundering and was t r.r*-niJ-aJi;*rristl"uii*eF.
to report
whidr pr*to* employ*s 1^s"fe and secure environment
BCLC we have a well-defined wnistlqnroweiporicv.
gcLC and our people'uphold our Standar& of Ethical Busines
alleged misconduct. This is one wayE 6trreth"t
undersrand
p*.riiJilfirffir6-that lolia h"r;" inriocent people. All of us need towlth
conducr (EQs), and protecr
business
our
condud
promlse
to
"ny
to fulfil our ethical
how this pollcy and the SoEBC are our .omitr"nt
professionalism, honesty and integrity'
you to
tt-ls difficult to hear questions and criticisrn, but I want
we expect this media attention to continue, I know that
policv that
or nonesty and integrity. As a reminder, lt ls ln our
know that we wilt always act with tn* nig;d
Relauons
Medla
our
to
them
pt!-s" refer
rq yq]r are
onry authorized spokespe-ode *.y ,p""[ witn *"oia.
"ppro".neal
i;;;". r also wand to reinin'O you 6f dur social media qgidellnes.
issues,
launderlng Sorts and those dealing wlth thee media
To those of You directlY lnvolved in our anti-money
sincerelY
I
for you r dedication and suPPort'
myself and everYone on the executive team want to thank You
Just know that we have always lived true to out'
cridcism'
appreciate that during times like this ifs hard to take
do the
mlssion and to
11

;fi;f"t

#g;q:
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To:
Frorn:
Sent:

Su$ect:
--l,tot

Laura Piva-Babcock[LPersonal information
Jim D. LightbodY
Wed 201 9-02-20 12:13:24 AM
RE: Alderson work timeline

but at RRCR. We have designated BCLC surveillance people at the big 5 casinos in the LM.
Started by TerrY Towns.
From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Sent: Tuesday, February 79,2079 4:06 PM
To: Jim D. LightbodY
Subject: RE: Alderson work timeline
my conversations last week.
I will see - folks weren't sure whether he ever worked for RRCR from

,ror

RRCR,

Laura Piva-Babcock
Director, Communications
74 West Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.C. VzC 1E2
Personal information

Connect with us:
Twitter @.BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com

Grtie*a;ffi

tn.an

6i

n'inion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education

and communitY grouPs across B.C.
From: Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Sent: February L9,2Ot9 3:49 PM
To: Laura Piva-Babcock <Personal information
Subject: RE: Alderson work timeline

>

Laura;
You should point out when he was stationed at RRCR' (Casino Surveillance?)
Thanks
From: Laura Piva-Babcock <Personal information

Sent: Tuesday, February 19,20L9 3:35 PM
Personal information
To: Ha rris, Megan AG : EX <
Cc: Lara Gerrits Personal information Jim D. Lightbody Personal information
Subject: Alderson work timeline
Hi Megan,
ested here is the timeline of Ross Alderson's em

As

start Date in Role

at

BCLC

Title of Position

End Date in Role
February 26,2OtL

I

nvestigator: LotterY Secu ritY

May 5, 2012

I

nvestigator: Casino Surveillance

May 6,2OI2

November t7,2OL2

Manager, LotterY SecuritY

November L8,2Ot2

February 23,2OL4

Manager, eGaming lnvestigations

February 24,2OL4

April 19,2015

Senior Manager, eGaming
lnvestigations

April20,2015

December t5,2077*

Director, Anti-MoneY Laundering a nd
lnvestigations

November L4,2008
February

27,z0tl

8C1C0010171

8C1C001017't

127
*Ross Alderson was on administrative leave beginning on October

4

1

2017 and resigned on December 15,

20!7.
Thanks,

Laura Piva-Babpock
Di rector, Cornmunications
74 \ /est Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.O. V2C 1E2

Personal information

Gonnect with us:
Twitter @BCLCI Facebook I bclc.com
iast yea'r rnorctfrsn $1 bifiio-n gonerated by BCLC gambling gotivi'tles went beck in-to health cqre, education
and eommunity groups aorcps B.C.
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NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT
Banid.6

&

SolhiioF / Pat€nt & Tlademrk Agentg

February 25,2019
Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
1800 - 510 Wed Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B0M3 CANADA

By Email

Stric{ly Privileged and Confidential

F: +1 604.641.4949

norton rosef u lbrig ht. cont
Attomey General Ministefs Ofiice

Personal information

PO Box 9044
Stn Prov Govt
Victoria, BC

V8W9E2
Canada

Attention: The Honourable David Eby, Q.C.,
Minister of Attorney General

Our reference
11-?s€o

Your reference
N/A

Dear Minister Eby

Re: Ross Alderson

and B.C. Lottery Gorporation

We write in response to your request for a brief with resPeot to the letter that our firm sent on behalf of BCLC to Ross
letter and its
We
cha
Alderson dated February 19,
Redactcd - Scttlcmcnt Prtvtlcgc
We ask that
attachments are confidential
basis with
to
in the Ministry on an
eir contents be
disclosure of the documents
extent applicable, privilege is not waived and we assert
the same qualification as to further disclosure and, to
common interest privilege over this letter and disclosure , which will not be waived with any furher disclosure of these
documents and heir contents.

As the Director of BCLC's Anti-Money Laundering (-AML") team, Mr. Alderson understood the importance of
maintaining the confidentiality of the highly sensitive information he received, which included information about the

monitoring and reporting of suspicious cash tansactions'

Despite this, in 20'17 Mr. Alderson impropedy disclosed confidential documenb to

Redacted - Settlement Privilege

he

:r:

,

.il,,r:

,j

i'r,,
j,,
:r'
I l.:t/ ;
media
Rcdactcd Scttlcn]cnt Prr',/t cgc
was an

Reclacted Settlentent Privileqe

conceived
Rc(lacted Scttlcnrcnt Prttrtlcgc

into his

the

Reclactecl Settlenrent Prtvilege
was
us

Rcdacted - Settle:ntt:nt Privilegc
Redaclecl Settlentent Privilegle

of the leak to the
Redacteci

Rcrl.tctcri - Scitlertlonl

soaked with water in an
Seltlenrent Privilege

Pt tvilcgcr

Rcdircled - SolicrtoIC[cnt Pri\,tlcgc

Redacted - Solicitor/Client Privilege

CAN-DM$: \125708701\2
Norton

Ros

Fulbtbht Canada LLP ie a lidted liability psrtneEhlP 6tabll6had in Canada,
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Attomey General Minister's Ofiice

/\
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT

February 25,2019

Deoember 2018, BCLC leamed from several BCLC employees that Mr. Alderson asked a number of BCLC
tre media. BCLC was very concemed wi$r this conduct
as it put BCLC operations at risk and, in effect, asked his former co-workers to jeopardize fteir employment. Mr.
Alderson showed a serious disregard for fte interests of his former co-workers and placed them in a very
uncomfortable position. We advised him that this request was improper and again reminded him of his confidentiality

ln

employees to anonymously disclose confidential information to

obligations,
Then, just over 2 weeks ago, frere were new media publications discussing BCLC in the context of money laundering
in B.C. casinos, including CTVs W5 program on money laundering for which Mr. Alderson was interviewed. BCLC was
very conoemed with these publications because Mr. Alderson disclosed confidential information, made
statements about his BCLC
to
he
while
for BCLC.
:ii.l.t:11 I l:rji' ir,r, j .jrl l'; r:a.j'Rt:dactecl - Sr:ttlr:mcnt Pr ivileglt:
'i, rj.!

r I

l:..

j

BCLC employees wtro work on the AML team - former colleagues and ftiends of Mr. Alderson's - were exfemely
disfessed by these recent media reporb. He made unfounded suggestions of deliberate inaction and complicity
against them. These employees looked to BCLC to respond to these very unfair and upsetting allegations as they
rightfully expected that here would be consequences for making false allegations and breaching the confidentiality
obligations to which they all agreed.

The BCLC AML team employees have an important role in addressing the ftreat of money laundering in B.C.'s
casinos. Given the criminal elements involved in money laundering, the critical requirement to keep highly sensitive
information confidential, and &e crucial need to support its employees in their valuable work, BCLC vieup it as
essential that all reasonable steps be taken to both prevent and respond to the improper disclosure of confidential
information and unfair allegations made against its employees. BCLC needs its employees to remain focused,
effective and engaged.

Additionally, since all BCLC employees must sign a confidentiality agreement as a condition of employment, BCLC is
concemed about the precedent that Mr. Alderson's actions may set within the organization. lf one employee is seen to
have disclosed confidential information without impunity, it may lead other employees to question whether they are
bound by their confidentiality agreements. This is particularly important given his attempts to have employees speak
to the media.
As a result, BCLC sent the lefter to Mr. Alderson to remind him of his oontinuing confidentiality obligations to BCLC, to
ask him to ensure that he has in ftct returned all BCLC records, and to ensure ftat any future public dialogue is
accurate. We provided him wih e-mails that direcfly contadicted his statements about BCLC. BCLC wanted Mr.
Alderson to understand the negative impact he was having on his former co-workers, As he had been reminded of his
obligations on multiple occasions, BCLC also wanted him to understand the serious implications of his conduct in that
legal action could result if he did not conect his behaviour.
Please let us know if you have any questions.

Yours very truly,

%-,/^^4
Herb lsherwood
HJI/apg
Enclosure

CAN_DMS: \125708701U
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NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT
BaniElBE & Solicltoc / Pat6nt & TBde-mrk Agsnts

February 19,2019

Strictly Private and Gonfidential
Sent By Email li.-lir:,: I i\r::'{rr'r\;"il ri-:rsrill

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
1800 - 510 West G€orgia Str€et
Vancouver, BC V6B0M3 CANADA
lIfrr'rr.riL:nl

F: +1 604.641.4949

no rtonroseful bri g ttt.com

Ross Alderson

Personal information

Our reference

11'-m90

Dear Sir:

Re: Defamatory

and Unlawful Media Communications regarding British Columbia
Lottery Corporation

We write on behalf of BCLC concerning your involvement in recent media publicalions by Global News BC,
including the February 7 and 12,2019 st-ories, as well as the recent broadcast by CTV News W5 on February 9,
2019. Vie were asked to write this letterto you because you are not abiding by the commitments you made to
BCLC and your recent conduct is negatively impacting your former colleagues.

It is clear ftom these recent stories that you have again disclosed confidential BCLC information, including
documents obtained or created by you in the course of your employment with BCLC, for the purpose of
publication in the media, you havgdone this despite being tully aware of your continuing duty of confidentiality.
W" reminOed you of this obligation in December, 2018 afier you unlawfully attempted to induce your former
colleagues to breach their obligations of confidentiality.

your disclosure of BCLC confidential information is unacceptable and is in direct violation of your ongoing
obligations of confidentiality to BCLC, including under the Employee Confidentiality Agreement you signed on
Novimber 11, 2008 and BbLC's Standards ot nnicat Business Conduct which you acknowledged having read

and understood in a declaration signed by you on February 16, 2016. As a former police officer and the former
justification and critical
senior employee spearheading ouianti-money laundering initiatives, you understood the
people
jeopardized
can be f'urt by
and
innocent
can
be
need for conRoeniiatity; seniitive investigations
go
you
its media team
through
to
communications
all
media
required
BCLC
that
knew
confidentiality breachei.
and that BCLC nas a process and procedure to ensure that all FOI requests are properly addressed to ensure
that none of its sensitive operations are prejudiced by the inappropriate disclosure of confidential information'
To be clear, you r claim to be a whistleblower does not authorize or justify your misconduct. As you know, BCLC
a safe
that
also has had in Place for many Years a robust and well defined \Nhistleblower Po
environment for rePorting a

misconduct.

Reclacted - Settlernent Privilege

Redacted Settlement Privilege
CAN_DMS: \125510763\1
Norton

Ros

FulbtightCanada Ll-P is a limitrd lrebillty partneBhlp Etablished ln Cenada

;rilid; i;F ;;i""s

to ctients Ostails of each entity, vrith certain tsgulatory infom€tion, ale at nortonlosetulbright com
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Ross Alderson

February 19,2019

Redacted r Settlement Privilege
ln December 2017, you acknowledged to BCLC that you made a'number of reckless, inational, and stupid
decisions" and that you were 'dec6ptive and dishonest'with BcLc. You acknowledged that although not
over
inienOing to, you haci caused narm t6 BCLC. You expressed that you were "deeply sorry and remorseful
it
has
your
as
conduct
recent
with
now tnij played out'. That is one reason why BCLC is so .concerned
you
your
that
team
you
of
members
those
your
colleagues;
former
hurting
are again
compoundeo that harm.
-You
breached their, and BCLC's, trust in 2017 and you have
piofisseo were your ftiends that y6u loved.
breached it again.

Redacted r Settlement Privilege
your
It is also clear from the recent media reports that you have records that belong to BGLC which include
immediately
retumed
property
must
be
and
of BCLC
notes taken while working for BGLC, Those notes are the

together with any other BCLC property in your possession or control.

your recent media disclosures are also disturbing because you are now making statements to the media
regarding BCLC and its executives that are not true, are defamatory of BGLC and its employees, and have
ca-used Jerious damage to, among other things, the reputations of BCLC and ils employees.

your
BCLC is surprised by these comments because you know that BCLC executives were supportive of
was
BCLC
eye,
a
blind
turning
directives aimed at combating the problem and that far from being complicit or
the
your
stop
to
desire
shared
executives
its
and
BCLC
doing what it coutd to addresJ the iisue. You knew that
you
and
develo.ped
supervision,
Under
their
casinos.
through
cash
for
Rowir large amounts of unaccounted
tunsourced cash and chip' conditions, the 'chip swap"
implement6d important AML initialives such as the
.refuse
cash' protocol and the "source of funds" and "source of wealth' programs. We- attach
operation, the
your
copies of e-mails you received from the senior leadership team at BCLC that show their clear support for
to
those
quite
upsetting
and
hurtful
are
contrary
your
to
the
comments
defamatory,
activities. ln addition to being
individuals and to the rest of the team'

The importance of your work and support provided to you by senior leadership in BGLC was clearly reflected in
proMde
the invitation edended to you to speak dirbctly with the BCLC Board of Directors in December, 2016 to
your
and
issue
an overview of our AML initiativds and traiiing. The Board understood this was a serious
activities'
our
AML
to
support
presentation was very well received. As you know, the Board continued
BCLC

in

that

valuable initiatives

Redacted - Settlement Privilege

Redacted - Settlemen'are
co
BCLC and your former colleagues to the media

at you are

- -- - J' ng statements

nderstandably, your former

you know are untrue about

Redacted - Settlement Privilege
CAN_DMS: \125510763\1
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NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT

February 19,2019

Redacted Settlement Privilege
ln any event, given you conduct BCLC reiterates that you must immediately:

r
o
o

Gess€ tllsclosing confidentiel information of BCLC'

to BCLC and its employees
refrain from engaging in any defamatory and unlawful conduct with respect
going forward,
poss-ession..or under your control
or format it is in and, once BCLG
media
what
of
regardlels
ofgCLC,
containing .onnOJnii"f information
-you
permanently
destroy any and all
will securely and
has confirmeo iecelpt of that tnose iecoros,

return

to BCLC any and all documents and other records in your

copies of such confidentialinformation, and

.

in your possession and under
conlirm to us that you have retumed all BCLC confidential information
your possession.
in
items
of
such
copies
other
any
ctestroyed
voui ionmf ano n"ie securely

your ongoing obligations to BCLC, BCLC will take
lf you do not cease such conduct and otherwise comply with
ihings, an injunction to restrain your
steps to enforce its rights, including potentiatty seeking, .amonO other
ln the event such action is required we will
unlavuful conduct ano rJcovbrv or oaria'g"s r* vi,rr unlariiut condua.
,ir}.i" iJrrv i"rou"r all-damafies and le-gat expenses incuned in recovering those damages.

You are not prohibited.froq
we want to be clear about the scope of the conduct that our letter addresses.
public. BCLC's intent is not
to
the
generally
available
is
that
information
on
ano trutntuly commenting
accurately

of AML activities- ln fact' given the
to inhibit your abitity to engage in public discourse about the imporiant issue
the record by making it clear that
you
conect
to
misinformation you tr..-ntiv i.uio'ed, it wourd be incumbent on
that
it could within its authority' lf
all
oio
eclc
that
and
there were significant initiitiies undertaken nv eClCinformation is not confidential
what
you
clariff
to
with
work
witt
eiLc
you are prepared to r"iinr re.ord straight,
you adhere to your legal
that
important
and therefor is disclosable to lhe meoii. However, in cloing so, it is
employees without first
its
and
BCLC
about
that disclosing rurfirer informati6n
obligations so we
described above'

"ruiion
not oe appropiiate and would regrettably lead to the litigation
obtaining BCLC,s appiouai*ould

your confidentiality obligations and will not make
we trust that you will not engage in any further contravention of
all of BCLC's and its employees'
any further defamatory statements about BGLC or its employeei. we res€rve
as any future unlav'rful conduct
well
as
above,
out
sei
as
legal rights in relation'tJ-vlri p.rt unlawful conduct,
employees.
or
ils
BCLC
of
detriment
ttrit Vo[ may engage in, to the
Yours very trulY,

Herb lsherwood
HJ|/apg

CAN-DMS: \125510763\1
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From: Ross Alderson
Sent: September-2s-15 11:00

AM

To: Rob Kroeker; Laura Piva'Babcock
Cc: Caroline Wakefield
Subiech Re: AML Draft - Sept 25 2015.docx

Thx Rob
I still

to police over year and
think it's worthwhile noting we brought this investigation forward

a half ago
Sent from

s 15

From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: Friday, September 25,20t5 10:57
Tor Laura Piva-Babcock; Ross Alderson

AM

Cc: Caroline Wakefield

Subject:

REr AML

Draft - Sept 25 2015'docx

it is a useful point'
No, Jim is aware of the number he can speak to it if he thinks

From: Laura Piva-Babcock
Senft September-25-15 8:28

To:

AM
Ross Alderson; Rob Kroeker

Cs Caroline Wakefield
SubJect: RE: AML Draft'Sept 25 2015'docx
Hi

lt may have been
in the clocument Rob sent over from you yesterday afternoon.
briefing this
a
January
you from the powerpoint Brad D developed with us for
provided

- that number was

something we
year.

to

the illegal gaming {Rob, I think you
Also, I just got some info on the amount of drop lost due to
we should inject in here?
presented this number at the Directors meeting). ls this something
From: Ross Alderson
Sent! September25,2015 B:23 AM

To: Laura Piva-Babcock; Rob

Kroeker.

Cc: Caroline Wakefield
Subjecft Re: AML Draft - Sepl 25 2015'docr

My only comments would be.

file was dropped
originally reported suspicious activity to police back in April20L4'The
persistent there was a problem' Finally
by cFsEU (we have documentation) however BCLC were
in Feb 215 FSOC took it on
BCLC

Also the 8500 databases. I was unaware of that figure'
Sent from

s

ls that something you got from

Brad R?

ts

8C1C000s904.06
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From: Laura Piva-Babcock

Sent: Friday, September 25,2015 8:03 AM
To: Ross Alderson; Rob Kroeker
Ccr Carollne Wakefield

SubJec* AMLDraft'Sept 25 2015'docx
Hi,

we haven't
We have condensed to two pages, which may still be too much for this briefing. However,
would be
this
general,
so
lthought
program
in
AML
on
our
yet had the opportunity to brief the mlnister
for
backgrounder
leave'behind
page
one-page
lnto
a
first
the
irelpful. We could also condense some of
L
hand.
at
the Minister so Jim can focus on the matters

8C1C0009904.07
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From: Rob Kroeker
S€nt: JanuarV-22-76 3:35 PM
To: Ross Alderson <Personal information >

Subject:

RE' s

22

s t5(1I s 22

We will file a section g5 with this info
that business?

From: Ross Alderson
Sent: January-22-t6 2:23

To: Rob Kroeker
Subject: PliY' s 22

* the illegal gaming house

and s 22 view that our player restrictions are driving

PM
s 15(1) s 22

FYI

you will note that the player states that there are 6-7 illegal casinos currently in operation
I am

following up with up Tom on whethers

Ross Aldersofl

22

specified any particular addresses

c,i.i',,ls

Dir€ctor, AML & Operational Analysis
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, V Personal information BC, VsM 0Ao

t'Personal information

T
Personal information

From: Tom Caverly

Sent: Friday, January 22,2016 1:20 PM
To: Ross Alderson; Kris Gade; Bruno Gatto; DarylTottenham

Subject;s22

sl5(1)s22

Good afternoon,
Please find the attached interview summarv for the cln.

Tom Caverly
Casino lnvestigations
BCLC, 2940 Virlual Way, Vancouver, BC' VsM 0A6

I

s 17(1)

Personal information
1

8C1C0009904.08
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Connect with us :
Twitter @BCLC. I Twitter @BCLCGarneSense

I

YouTube I Bloq I bclc com

2
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From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: February-18-16 3:25 PM

To: Ross Alderson <RAlderson@ BCLC.com>
Subject: FW: Persons of lnterest
Ross

*

consider passing this intel directly onto your police contacts, if you have already not done so.

From: Kevln Sweeney
Sent: February-l8-16 3:23 PM
To; Kris Gade; Bruno Gatto; Ross Alderson
Cc: Rob Kroeker

Subjech FW: Persons of Interest
This fyi...

Kevin Sweeney/

cRM

rector, Cr:nrlri ar tce & I r vqr:;lirrat ii:n s &
Itrleri rn Di reclr:r, i r:forn ra f ion Prt:rdcy,rr-rr1 Security
Corirra-e Securiiy and Coit;pliairce Divi';iorr, BCLC
Di

i

Personal information

Personal information

From; Cameron Conn I
Senh Thursday, February 78,20t6 1:0t
Personal information

PM

To: Lalrd Robinson; Kevln Sweeney
Subjec* Persons of lnterest
Laird/Kevin,
I wanted to keep you both informed of some persons of interest. last night one of our regular salon players
commented that a group of players at a baccarat table weres
of one of the underground casinos. Both
patrons were identified and both players haves 15(1
. I have passed this information on to Chris at GPEB. The patrons
mentioned were:

22

)

5 22

s 22

srqrt

922

tl\r, 522

Let me know if you have any questions,

I

8C1C0009904.10
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Canrel'orl {lorur
'a;.:r'::.:

i,J,ttif*zt, ,i,

,

lllllt'iu':.rS

-^*.#'*ft.*ffi

r@@***;+i;*'*+.

GAMERON CONN I DIRECTOR OF PLAYER DEVELOFMENT
EDGEWATER CASTNO i 31 1-750PAC|F|C BLVDS I VANCOUVER. BCVoB 5E7

Personal information

2
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From: Rob Kroeker
Sent: December-06-16 10:53 AM
To: Ross Alderson Personal information
Subject RE:szz
Hi

Ross-lthinkweneedtospeakwiths22and moves22offcashunfs5ss22canproveitcamefroman

Ft.

Rob

From; Ross Alderson
Sent: December-06-16 10:51 AM
To: Rob Kroeker Personal information
Kevin Sweeney Personal information
Personal information
Personal information
>; B rad Des ma ra is <
>
Subject: s 2z

; Jennifer Keim

Hi Folks,

s22
has recently been attending Edgewater
after a 4year LCT absence.g22 buy-ins from lates 22 until now = <$50K.s22 [35
been involved, albeit not as the primarysuspect in 2 UFT'ssince622 has been back.
An individual by the name of
{as

ofs

22

)

You may have heard

ofs22

35s?2

[3s been the subject ofs22

All allegations of wrongdoing are still to be proven but the investigation is quite compelling.
with known source of wealth.

lVhsfsysls2z is,'22 is

as22

Here is a news article you may have seen from earlier this year
s22

Be

interested in your combined thoughts regarding our business relationship withs

ze

Ross Alderson cAr!i.!.
Director, AML & lnvestigations
Corporate Security and Compliance Division, BCLC
2940 VirtualWay, VaPersonal information BC, V5M 046

tYes, and...o
Personal information
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Connect ivith us:
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L
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925 WEST GEORGIA STREET

JOSEPHSON
LITIGATION COUNSEL

VANCOUVER, BC, V6C 312
TEL: (604) 684-9887

WWW JOS EPHSON LITIGATION.CA

DIRECT TEL:

Personal information

E'MAIL:

October 4,2017

OUR FILE:

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

WTHOUT PREJUDICE
BY EMAIL
B.C. Lottery Corporation
2940 VirtualWay
Vancouver, B.C.
VsM 0A6

ATTENTION:

Re:

Jim Lightbody
President and CEO

Rob Kroeker
Vice-President, Gorporate Secu rity
and Compliance

Ross Alderson

ed acted

Settlement
Prlvilege
RONALD JOSEPHSON tAW CORPORATION PRACTICES LAW AS JOSEPHSON LITIGATION COUNSEL

8C1C0009904.14
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2

Red acted

r

Settlement
P r V il ege
I

Yours truly,
JOSEP

L

Per:

+
Ro
RJ/sm
Cc:

Client

Brad Desmarais, Vice President of Casinos and Canadian Gaming
(Acting Vice President of Corporate Security and Gompliance)

8C1C0009904.15

tz&ft,'o.,

JOSEPHSON
LITIGATION

925 WEST GEORGIA STREET

COUNSEI

VANCOUVER, BC, V6C 312
TEL: (604) 694-9997
WWW. JOSEPHSON LITIGATION.CA

Personal information

October 6,2017

4842.O01

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

WTHOUT PREJUDICE,
BY EMAIL
B.C. Lottery Corporation
2940 VirtualWav
Vancouver, B.C.
VsM 0A6

ATTENTION:

Re:

Jamie Callahan
Vice President Human Resources
-

Ross Alderson

ed acted

I

Settlernent
rlvlleg e
\-

RONALD JOSEPHSON tAW CORPORATION
PRACTICE5 LAW AS JOSEPHSON
IITIGATION COUNSEI

8C1C0009904.16
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Redacted - settlement Privilege
Yours truly,

c

JOSEPH
Per:
J
RJ/sm

Cc:

Client

Personal information

8C1C0009904.17

